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Tiff UNITED STTES NAVY
GUARDIAN OF OUR COUNTRY

The United States Navy is responsible for maintaining control of the
sea and i.4 a ready force on watch at home and overseas, capable of
strong action 4 preserVe the peace or of instant offensive action. to
win in war.

It is upon the maintenance of this control that our,country's glorious
future depend.s., the United States Navy exists to make it so.

WE SERV.E.ViITH gIONOR

Tradition,valor, and Victory are the'Navy s heritage froin the p.ast. To
these malt be added dedication, discipline, and' vigilance as qie

watchwords of the present.and the future.

At home or on distant stations we serve with prid*confident in the
respect of our country, out shipmates, and our families.

Our responsibilities sobet..,out'adversities strengthen-us.

Service tfi) Ood and COuntry is otir Special pi:ivilege. serve with
-.honor.

THE FUTURE10.0 THE NAVY

The 'Navy' will always employ new weapons; new techniques; and
; greater power to Protect and defend'.,the .United Sttes on the sta,
under the sea, and in the air.

Now and in the futuret control of 'the sea gives the. United States her'
geatest advantage for the-Maintenance of peace and for victory in
war.

surprise,-dispersal, and offensive power are the keynptes of
the new Navy.: The roots of the Navy, lie in a strong belief in .the
future, in continued .dedication to our lasks, and in reflection on our
heritage from the past.-

Never have otiropportunities and our,responsibili ies been greater.
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ADVANCEME3sik

This training manuir is designed to help you
to. increase your knowledge in the various
aspects of the Engineman rating and to help you'
advance in rating to EN3 and EN2. Your
contribution toe, the Navy depends on yqur
willingness and ability to accept increasing
responsibilities as you advance in iate. When you .

assume the duties of an Enginernan, you begin
to accept certain responsibilities for thegork of
otherS. As you advance in your careA you
accept responsibilities in military matters as well .
aa, in the Occupational requirements of the
Eni7man rating.

ENGINEMAN RATING

The Enginernan rating is a general rating;
that is, it Ot a broad occupational field of
related duties d functions. "

Enginemen are -assjgned to-all types of ships:
On diesel engine propelled ships, most
Eaginemen are assigned to "M" Division where
they operate and Maintain Ship propulsion
machinery arid associated equipment such as:
pumps, 'distilling plants, compressors, valves, oil
purifiers, heat exchangers, governors, reduction
gears, shafts, and Shaft bearings.

Enginernon on ships propelled by stearp
-machinery are usiially assigned to "A." Division,
where they maintain and repair machinery such
as: steering engines, anchor windlasses., cranes,
winches, elevators, laundry equipment, galley
equipment, and air. conditioning _and .

refrigeration equipment,
The nature of an ngineman s duties

depends largely on the type çf shipor station-to
which assigned. Repair ships nd tenders furnish.
other 'ships with spare parts, repairs, and other

, f

services that ari beyond the fa'Cilities of the
ship's- screwo The dulies of an Engineman
assigned to a repair ship or tenikr may cdrisist
mainly of -repairs and other Services 'to ships
assigned tithe tender oerepair.ship..

Thii itianual 'is organized to give you a
systematic understanding of your job., The
occupational standards used in preparing the(
text are contained in the. Manual of Navy
Enlisied.Manpower and Personnel Clagsifications
and Occupational S Odardf, NAVPERS .

thre18068-D. We recommen you study the .

Engineman section of N ERS l.8068-D to
gain an enderstaading of tit* skills required of an
Engineman. Then, *Study the subjeot matter,
carefully. The knowledge You gain will enable ..
you 'to become a 'more proficient aperatar and' .
mechanic, and the NaVy --will profit from your -
Skills. :

As You advance fo EN3 and. then to EN2,
your responsibilities, for military leadership will
be the same as these , of 'petty officeri in other
ratings since every petty officer has military as
well as technical duties. Your responsibilities for t ,
technical leadership will be special to your rating
and directly related to your work as an
Engineman. Operating and maintaining a ship's
en&eering plant and associated equipfnent
requires teamwerk along' with a special kind of .
_leadership_ that can be -.developed. only by
personnel who hive a high degree of technical
competence \and a -deep sense ot pe onal
responsibility. Strive to improve your lead& p
and technical knowledge 'through ,study,
observation and practical application.

Leaders4 in a tecimicat field involves more
than just giving orders. In fact, 7you can
demonstrate some of the most important asecIs,
of technical leadership even if yqu are tot

, .
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require4 . to tell anyone else what to do: As an
EN3 EN2 you demonstrate technical
leaderikip whek ypu follow orders exactly,
when you cibserve safety precautions, when you
accept responsibility, when you* continue tp
increase'your knowledge,'and when yOU perform
.every detail of your work with .complete

. a integrity and reliability,
'Integrity .of work is really' a key factoi in

-techni6a1 leadership, and all other factOrs relate
to it. in Sonic way. 'Integrity of work .is
demonstrated big ways and little, ways-,-the r

way you stand a meisengei watch, the way you
maintain your tools' and equipment the' way
you deal with machinery failures and casualties,
arld.the wa 'y you Wipe up deckplates. When yOu
perform every job just ag well is you can,.and-
Uhen .yoli constantly work to- increase your
knowledge, you demonstrate integrity of work
in a. concrete, practical, everyday sort of way..
'Mien yOur work bass integrity, you are
demonstrating technical leadershiP.

NAVY ENLISTED .

CLASSIFICATION CODES

The .Engineman sating is a source of a,
number of Navy Enlisted Classification Codes
(NEC's). NEC's reflect special knowledge and
skill in certain ratings.. The NEC coding system is
a. form of management control over enlisted
skills. It identifies skills and training reqUired for
specific"types of operations or equipnient. The
Chief of Naval Personnel details personnel whO.
have acquire& those skills 'to those ships that
require., the skills. There are a. number of NEC's
that Enginemen may earn at cehain grade levels
by satisfactorily completing an applicable course
of instru,ction at a Navy school. Y. our personnel
office will have complete information on NEC's
and qualification procedures.

THE NAVY ENLISTED
ADVANCEMENT SYSTEM

Some of the things you gain through
advancement are easy to ke, you get mor pay.
Your job assignments become more interesting
and

1
more challenqg. You are regarded with,'

4

peater.. respect by, officers mid enlis` ted
personnel. You enjoy the satisfaction of getting
ahead in your chosen Navy career.

But the advantages of advancing in..rate are'
not yours alone. The Navy also profits. HighlY
trained personnel are essential.to the functioning.
of the Navy. By each advancement, you increase

A your value 'to the Navy in two ways. First, INF
become more valuable as a specialist in your
own rating. And sethond, you became more
valuable as a person who can train-ethers and
thus make far-reaching coptributtons to the. ,entife Navy.

The basic ideas behind the advancement
system have remained stable for many years; but
specific portions may change rather rapidly. It is
impc;rtant that you know the system, and folllw
changes carefully.ATREks Notices in the 1418
series will normay keep you up-to-,clate.

The notitial system of advancement may be'
easier to understand if it is broken into two-
parts:

2

1. Those requirements that 6ust be met
before you may be considered for advancement

2. Those factors that actually determine
whether you will be advanced.

QUALIFYING FOR ADVANCEMENT

In general, to qualify (be Considered) for
advancement, you must: .

1. Have a certain amount of time in
paygrade.

2. Demonstrate knowledge of material in
your mandatory Rate Training Manuals by
achieving a suitable score. on your command's
test, by successfully completing the associated
Nonresident Career Courses or, in some cases, by
successfully completiag an appropliate Navysaw' - .

3. Demonstrate ability to perform the
Personnel Advancement Requirement (PAR)
Program, NAVPERS;141 4/4.

4. Be recommended by your commanding
'officer.

S. For petty officer third class and sedond
class candidates ON4Y, demonstrate knowledge
of. military subjeers by passing a lOcally
admiliistere4 military/leadership examination
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based oh the- naval standards for advancement
(frorri NAVPERS 18068 series).

6. Demonstrate knowledge of the technical
aspects of your rate by passing a Navywid4
a d v an c e ment examination based on the
occupational standards applicable to your rate
(from NAVPERS -18068 series, those standards
listed at andtaelow your rate. level). ,

Figure 171 is a detailed. view of the
requirements for advancement of active duty.

. personnel and. flgure L-2 is siniilar infomiation
for inactive .duty personnel. Rempmber that tl
occupational standards can change. Check with

.yOur division officer or training pfficer to be
sure that ydu know the most recent standards.

If you meet all of the above requirements
satisfactonly, you become a member of the
goup from which advancements will ly made.

f

WHO WILL BE ADVANCED?

Advancement is not 'aiitomatic. Meeting all
- of the requirements makes yoeligible but does

not guarantee your advancement. Some of the
factors that determine which persons of all of
those qualified will actually be advanced in ra

.
-SiMply Stated, each individual is given credit

for what he or she has achieved .in the. three ;.

series of perforvarice, knowledge, and seniority.
knoVn af' the final multipfe scoe,

derived from these three factors. All of the
candidates who have passed the examinalion
:from -a given advancement population a= then
placed on one list. Based on the final mnItiple
score the-Perion with the 'highest multiple score
is ranked' first, and so on, do<vn to the person
with the lowest multiple score. Advantement
authorizations 'are then issned for candidates for

E-5; and E-6, benning at the-top of the
list; Or the number of persons needed to fill the

, existing vacancies. Candidates for B-7 WhOse
final multiple scores a* high enough, will be
designated PASS SELBD ELM (Pass ;Selection
Board Eligible), Their names will be placed
before the Chief petty Officer Selection Board, a
BUPERS board charged with considering all
designated eligible candidates for advancement,
to Cpo. Advancemcni authorizations for those
being advanced to CPO are issued by, this boald.

Who, then, are the individuals who are
advanced? B4sically, they are the ones whp

' achieved the most in preparing for advancement.
' They were not content to just qualify,' they
cvent the extra mile in their training. Through ,

that training and their work experienet they
developed greater skills, learned more, and
accepted more responsibility. While it cannot
guarantee;that' any one person will kie advanced,
the advancement system does guarantee that all

.perions within a particular rate will. compete
equally Torpe vapaneies that exist.

1. The score made on the advarkce ent
examination. .

The length of time in service.
3. The performance marks eafned.
4; The number of vacancies being fillq in a

given rate.

If the number of vacancies in a given rate
eZcieds the num.ber Of qualified personnel, then
alf.of those quolified will be adyarfeed. More
often, there are More 'qualified people than there
axe vadanciei. When this happens; die Navy
advances those ,Who are: BEST qualified by
carnal:Anil.% three 'personel svaluátion systems:

1 . Merit rating system (annual evaluation'
and commanding officer recommendation).

2. Personnel testing system .(advancernent
examinatidn scorewith some credit for passing
preyious advancement exam's).

3. 'Longevity (seniority)' system (time in'
rate ancrtime in service);

HOW TO PREPARE
FOR ADVANCEMENT

What must you
advancement?

to prepare for

1. Learn the naval standa'rds for your
paygraa level. -

2. Le'am how to perform the-work defmed.
by the occupational standards for your nth%

3. Work on the Personnel Advancement
Requirement (PAR) Program for your rating.

4. Study the required-rate training manuals
for your rating.
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REQUIREMENTS*

.

El to E2 E2 to ES
#E3

to E4
#E4

to E5
E5

to E6
44416
to E7

1101.E7

to E8
WES
to Ea

ERVICE
.

6 mos.

service.
6 mos.

as E-2.1
6 mos.

as E-3.
2 years

time in
service

12'mos.
as E-4.

3 years
time in
service

24 mog.
as E-5.
/vears
time,in
service.-servide.

36 mos.
as.E-6.

10 years
time in

36 mos.

as E-7.
8 of.13
years
time in
service
must be
en-

liited.

.

.

.

36 mos.-

as E-8.
10 of 16
years
time in
service
must be
enlisted.,

.

.

.

SCHOOL

. -

.

RecrUit
Training.

(C.O.
may ad-
vanCe.up
to 10% .

of.grad-
uating ,.

class.)

...--.......-.

.7..:.:.:-:.x,:%7:.:.:..

..'..Z.......x.y.:.:/.....y..

:4::::::'...

..

LiasS A
for PR3,
D13,IS3.

AME3,
HM3
FIB,
MT3,MU3 ,

EW3

Naval

dustide
School
LN2

.

:

.:

:

.

. .

-

Navy
School
for'AGC,
MUC.fit

. .

.

PERSONNEL
ADVANCEMENT
REQUIREMENT .

(PAR)

RAVPERS
141444

PERPORMANCE
TEST

1

_,.._,_._
,

_._
......

.-

,

.........

-.
".

'...:.1

.

Personnel Advancement Requiredient
(PAR) must be completed for
advancement to E-4 through E-7.

.

. .

.Specified.ratings'Oust complete
applicable performance tests be-
fore taking examinations.

...::............

. .........

..._. _._._.
.'..y.

.......
:.,.......:...

----
...........

:::.-.....7=:::

.

....-......
.......

_.
-.. ..:

_..... ....

._._.
_.

::::.:11:._._._._.

...._
.-.

....: . ".

ENLISTED
PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

As used by CO
when approving ,

advancement.

,

Counts toward performance factor credit in .advancemeat
multiple.

.

.

EXAMINATIONS**
.

,

Locally
prepared
tests:

.__

See
below,

Navywide.ex4Onations
required for Ol RO
advancements.

.

_

Navywide selection board. -

RATE TRAINING,
MANUAL (IN-
CLUDING
MILITARY
REQUIREMENTS)

._._

...unless
. ,tion,-but

:course
. ::

.....NAVEDTRk._...,

_
.

Required for E,3 and aT1 PO advancements -

waived because of school coMple-
need not be repeated if identical

has already been completed.. See\'
10052 (current edition)..) --=',

No6resident career
courses and
recommended reading
See NAVEDTRA,10052
yrent editiqR).

.UTHORIZATION
.

. .

Commandin9 NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN
/Officer

,

*All,kodvanCements require côninaiding officer's recommeridation.
1-2-years otqjgated service recall 'for'E=7, E78,.and E-9.
Military leadership.eiam required\ Or E-4 and E-5.

.

-**For E.72 to E,3,NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN e mg or. locally prepared tests may be used.
ttWaived for qualified EOD personnel.

. .
.

##Advancement to E-7 wilT be 10 Years TIS`effective 1 ,Jahujry 1979; tb, E-8, 13 years TIS
effective 1 NOvember.1978; to 6.=.9, 16 yea's 315 effective 1 NovembOr 1978.

. r .

Figtre 1'l.Actiyi duty advanci.nt requk ta.
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REQUIREMENTS*.

4

El 't0
E2

E2 to
E3 '

E3 to r"

E4

to

E5

ES to

e6,

E6 to
El

..

. -

E8 , E9 ,

OTAL TIME
Ili GRADE

-

-

6 mos. 6 WS.

, .

12. mos.

,

.

24. mos.

,

36 mos.
with
total
9 yrs
service

36 mos.
with
total
12 yrs
service,

24 mail,

with
total

15 yrs
servicp.

TOTAL TRAINING
DUTY IN Saba. 14 days 1 4 days

4

14 days 14 days
a

.
.

28 diSis'.42

..

days

..

42 days
1

28 days

.

.I.
PERFORMANCE
TESTS

",.... .

%Y..V.V.V%I.W.W.7
...,..... ............

.7...% v"v..X.Y.:---.- .

.:.::. ..d. . .

gpecified ratings must complete. applicable .

performance tests before taking examination.
.

-

DRILL
PARTICIPATION

.

.
.

Satigactory .articipation as a-member of a drill unit in

accordance with BUPERSINST 5400.42 series;
. /

..

...........
.

RERSONNEL
:ADVANCEMENT
REQUIREMENT (PAR
NAVPER5,1414/4

-..-... .-.,:"...-4p

vii.:. ... ":
*.::::::::::::::/.- ...

WY"'''''' .....,....

... :::;:'

..

Personnel'Advadcement Require-
ments (PAR) NAVPERS 1414/4 must
be completed for advancement to
E4 thrpugh EL'

1-1..!. ao 44

.........
. .47::::. 6% VeVe eV.

":::!:::-:::.. .

....w.,

......... ..

:::?..K.:. ....v...-..

RATE TRAINING
MANUAL (INCLUDING
MILITARY REQUIRE-
mgNTs)

,

.
.

. .

Completion of applicab e course or courses must be eptered la

Service recerd.
. .

.

.

.

EXAMINATION

.

.

Standard'Exallil

Standard.Exam required for all

PO'advancements. Also pass"
Military LeadershiP Exam'
for E4' and E5, .

.

.

Standard Zxam
SelectiOn Board.

...,..-

.

..J.

r-vAUTHORIZATrONY
.

1.

Commanding
Officer,

i

NAVEDTRAPRODEVCE4 .

is'

.
A .

*RDconmendatiOn by commanding óffieer required for all advancements.

tActive duty periods may be substituted for training duty.

Figura 1-2.Ituictive duty adyancoment riquirseutnit..

!,
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5.- 'Study other nkatezial applicable -for
advancement in y.aur rating such as 611c4Zen in the
BibliggraPhy fp). . Advancement Study,'

-NAVEDTRA-1 10052. -(NOTEz. if you are
wor.king for -ildvatiernentt Iseccin.7d 'class,I.

rerneMber that you-.may be exaniirte'd on_third-
. class, -standards as". well' . as -on seaorid class

standa;ds).

The' 'following seCtions descri6e these dye
faCtors 4pa give you sorne':practical snggestionshow to use 4.-Gai in preparing for
advancement. '

Naval Standatds
4. r

Naval standards are requirements that apply
^to all -ratings rather than to any one particular
rating. Naval requirtements for advancement to

, third classiand second class petty .officer rates
deal with 'conduct, naval organization, .
military justice, security, watchstanding, wad
other subjects which are required of ,petty
officers in all ratings.

You are required ta pass a NavyWide
m4itaryneaders4ip examination-for E-4 pr'E-5;

ppropriate, baore y.ou take,theoccup4pnal
.eraminatious. The military/leadlithip,
examinations -are administered oh a -schedule
deterrriined by your commanding officer.
Candidates are required to pass ,the applicable
Militaryileadership.examination only once. Each
of these examinitiOns consists of 100 questions
based on information contained in Military
Requirements for Petty Officers 3 & 2,
liAyEDTRA 10056 ,(current edition) and in
other-publications listed in the Bibliography fox
Advaneernera Study, NAVEDTRA"?. 10052
(current edition).

Occupational Standards

,Occupational StandardS arerequirements
that are directly related to the , work of each
rating. f

Both the -,naval standards or requiremehts4
and the occupational standards are divided into
subject matter groups. .

The Manual of Navy Erilisted Manpower and
Personnel aassifica'tions and. Occupational
Standards, NAVPERS .18068-1) has replaced the

Mt

a

"quals anUaly and the. NEC Manual. -Section'
coil the .accuPational .and nayakstindards
for advanCiment-,to eagi paygrade, in -each
enlisted r.atihg: Stction II-Ontains -the Navy ,

En4stitcl Classification Codes.
..

AdvaneementlxamiriatiOni
. \

. The. Navywide..advancement
.cor 'paygrades1-4 and g-s contain:150suestioris
related to the bt'cupational.areasof your rating.

't-Sn the. day 'you talc'e your advancement
'examMation, Your exarninaticiii:
announce that yoil-are to reniave"t% shiet
of your test booklet aad give it to him. nos last

ipage af your- booklet s. the Exam Information
Sheet,. shovin in figure .1-3, And:on the rverse'
'aide is the Profile Form Informition
shawn in figure .1-4. When you .44.1 in yout-
examination, thefsheet will be returned for you
to keep- -

4Severa1. ., weeks following yam' examination,
you should receive a profile card similar to the
-one shown,inside the black frame in figure-14.
Suppose y6r profile, card4fig..1-4) Shows. a
on section. 5 (see the arrow) of the eXaMingtion;
yap 'should then refer, back to the .

Information Sheet, 'figure -1-3. If you -then
CoMpared -section 5'on' the fm-ofile card to the
section. of figure: 1,5 marked by the marginal
arrow, -you mould . find the 'subject, Afr
Conditioning and Refrigeiiti.on. Since you had
received a "P" 'for poor= this section; ktatly
would appear necessary on that subject and
standards before your next examination.

A .Your Education Services Officershould be
bble to furnish you with a standards
bibliography sheet for each-examination you are -
to, take. -,ThiS .bibliograPhy will cite the
publications used in examination development..
TheSe Sheets 'along with yoUr ,profile card and-
Exam Information Sheitydilhelp you plan your
StudY for examinations.,

-

PERSONNEL ADVANCEMENT
REQVIREMENT (PAR)
PROGRAM, NAVPERS 1414/4

'The Personnel Advancemeni Requirement
(PAR) is a new system of evaluatian that
replaces the Record of Practical Factors, .

IN4VEDTRA 1414/4: The PAR is based on the
-4 3

$'
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. chapter 1 ADVANCEMENT

'new occupational, standirds aid is presented in
task statements, . whereis the old Record of
Practical Factors was stated in terms of practical
factors and knowkdge factors which required
lengthy and detailed Checkoff lists. The *AR
allows a command to evaluate the overall
abilities ef an individual 'in a day-to-day work

'situation.
The :g-8 and E-9 paygrades are 'exempted -

from the prograin because there are other means
of selection for-a.dvancement to these paY'grades.
Also, the E-3 apprenticeships are so broad Ihat it
is impraCtical to develop a single PAR for this

,paygrade.
_ The PAR for each . rating lists the-

requirements for advancement *to' paygrades E-4 .
through E-7 in one pamphlet The PAR is
comprised of three iections which contain
descriptive linformation, instructions for

'administration, special rating requirements and'
advansement requirements.'

Section IAdministration Requirements;
contains tie individual's length of service, finfe
in paygrade, and a checkoff for the indfridual's
having passed the E-4/E-5 militaryeeadership
examination.:

. Section IIFormal School arid Training
Requirementscontains a checkoff entiy for the
individual's having completed the MilitarY
Requirements NaVy Training Course, and the
applicable Navy Training Course for the. rating.'

-Section IIIOccupational and Military
Ability Requirementsis a checkoff list of task
,statements. Items in this section are to. -be

, interpreted broadly and do not demand actUit
demonstration of the item nor completion .of
atternate local examination, although
demonstration is a command prerogative.
Individuals-are evaluated by observation of their
ability to perform tasks An related areas by
training received or, if desired, by
demonstration.

PAR forms are stocked in the Navy Supply
System.

ENGINEERING OPERATIONAL
SEQUENCING SYSTEM (EOSS)

The purpose of EOSS is to 'detail the
sequential operational functioni fort the

complete cycle of plant evolutions. Eachplant
evolution becomes a plant procedure4hich is
supplied' td the v Engineering Officer of the
Watch. The use of correct operating and casualty
control techniques . should redu.c.e. casualtiei
resulting from personnel error and_ increaie
equipment use and life.

If EOSS is f011owed, all watchstanding will
be iniproved, 'and' standardiied, and
w*atchstanders will develop and Maintain
maximtim proficiency in engineering operation
and c astral ty control 'procedures. These
improvements-will contribute to the operational
readiness of the engineering propulsion Plant.

EOSS has a secondary feature in that it is an
excellent aid for indoctrinating and training

'newly assigned engineering personnel,, providing
td1 4riThg for 'advancenip!t rating, 'and

fot refresher trairring4This training. in
turn, also help Uzi asattre the overall
operational readiness of engineering
propulsion plant. .

goss is broken downpto two subdivisions: .t.
Engineering Operational Procedures (EOP) and
Engineering Operational CasUalty .centrol
(EOCC)..

9

I

Since EOSS is tailored 'for, each particiilar
ship, complete details ate -not given in this
training manual. For ,complete information,
study the EOSS providedifor your ship. It is a
ready reference.

PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION
kTANDARDS

The Personnel Qualification Stihdard is ta
document. which describes ,the knowledge and .

skills a trainee must have to perform certain
duties. It will Speed up learning progress since .

each person will know exactiY, what inforination
tia obtain to prepare for . valifying
increaSingly *complex -duties: It individualizes'
learning so that each person may take advantage
of opportunities to leam on the job. It places
the responsibilities for learning on the learnei
and continuously monitors achievement By
providing a convenient record of
accomplishment, it Offers a means whereby
supervisors, can check individual ability and
progress.



Since the; Personnel Qualificatioil Standards
have been assembled by gr9ups, ot experienced
officers and petty officers, they atteniPt to
represent the gtiidance which wo*Uld be
furnished if each person had an experiended and,
concerned petty officer guidingtach.step.

Personnel . Qualification Standards ate
designed to stippOrt advanceinelit in rating
requirernenti as stated in the' Navy Enlisted
Manpower and Personnel aassifiCatiOns ,and
Occupational Standards, (NAVPERS 18068
series.)

Every Personnel Qualification ,Standard
contains the following sections!

I. Introduction
2. Glossary of 'Qualification OStandard

Terms
3. Table of Contents
4 100 seriesTheory
5. 200 seriesSystams
6. 300 seriesWatchstanding,
7. 400 seriesQualification Cards
8. Bibliography
9. Feedback Forms

BENEFTTS, AND
LIMITATIONS OF THE PLANNED

MAINTENANCE SYSTEM

/PURPOSES .

The fianned Maintenance System (PMS) w
established for several purposes: .

1.' To reduce complex maintenance to
simplified procedures that ire easily identified
and-managed at all levels.

/ 2. To define thern minimuni . planned
maintenance required to schedule and control
RMS performances.

3. To describe the methods and tools.tO be
used,

4. To provide for Vie' detection and
pnisention of impenclin,g casualties:

5, To forecast and plan manpower and
material reqUirements,'

To plan and schedule maintenance tasks.
7. To estimate, and evaluate material

.readiness.

8. To detect areas requiring additional) gr
proved "Personnel training and/or improved

tenance techniques or attention. "
-` 9. To provide increased readiness, of theship.

BENEFIITS
I.

PM.S is a' tpol of cpmmand.- By using .PMS,
the canmanding ,officer can readily determine
whether Alie. ship is being prOperly maintained.
Reliabilityis intensified. Preventiveinaintenance
reduce the need for major collective
maintenance; 'increases economy, and saves_ the
cost of regairs.

PUS asst4res 'better records, containing ihore
data that 'can be uleful to the shipboard-
maintenance manager. The 'flexibility of the
system alloWs- for programming of . inevitable
changes employment schedules; thereby

-.helping to better plan preventive maintenance:
Better leadership and management can -be

reaNed by. reducing frustrating breakdowns and
irregulaf hours offwork. PMS offers a means of
improving morale and thus \enhances ,the
effectiVenets. of all

LIMITATIONS OF.PMS
e ,

The Illann-ed Maintenance Sysiezn is not
self-starting; it will not automatically produce
good results; considerable-professional *guidance

... is requited. Cohtinuous direction at each
echelon must be maintained, and one individual
-must be assigned both the authority and -the
responsibility at each level of the system's
opetation.

Training in the maintenance steps as well as
in the system will be necessary. No sYstem is a
substitute for the actual technical ability
required of the petty officers who direct and
perform the upkeep of the equipment

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

One of the most useful things you cur learn
about a subject is how to find out more about
No single publication can give you *all the
information you need to perfOrm the duties of
your rating. You should learn where to look for

,-e



.accurate, authOritative, to-d'ate information
cm all:subjects related t the naval requirement/
for advanceniSit and le .occupational standi
of your rating. ,

In -this section e shall diactiss mOst/of the
pu blieations
information yo need for .advanceme t and for
everyday wor is contained in the9 4aMe are
subject to ange or revision tthn time, to
timeLsom at 'regular interv -others at the

. need. aris When using any p liaation that ,is
subject o change or revisio be sure that you
have e latest edition. When using any
pub ation that is kept trent b'y means of
cha ges, be sure you hay a- copy in which all
of cial changes have n made. ,StUdying
c mled or obsolete ormatiort Will 'not help

ou to do your, work r tó advance in rating. At
best, it is a waste Of ; at worst, it is likelY to
be dangerously inisl ading.

will use. . The ./detailed

t'

NAVEI1TRA LICATIONS'

. The Naval ucation and Training Support
Command aiti its,fiel activities come directly
under ; the inand of the -Chief of Naval
EducatiOn d Training inStead of the Chief of
,Naval Pers net. Training materials published bY

the Naval ducation and Trainipg Command are
designate a.s NAVEDIRA. NAVTRA and
NAVPE designators on publications ,will
rem* originally. assigned,The designators of
public ions printed hereafter will be changed to
NAVEbTRA as each publication is revised.

The naVal training publications destribed
herein include some thatare absolutely essential'
for anyone seeking adVanceinent and some that,
although not eisentiall are extremely helPful:

NAVEDTRA 10052

Bibliography for Advancement Study,
NAVEDTRA 10052- is a very , important
publication for any enlisted person preparing for
advancement' it lists required and recommended
rate training manuals and other reference
materials to be used in preparation for

advancement.
NAVEDTRA 10052 is revised and issued

annually by the Chief of Naval Echication and
Training. Each. revised edition is identified by a

letter fo114wiiitjie NAVEDTRA-number. When
usjng this publicatien, be, sure that 'iron have the
!twist recent edition.

If extensive changes in'tndards,occur in
any rating betiveen. the annual re . of.
NAVEDTRA 10052, a supplementary list of
study material may be issued in -the form of a
EUPERS Notice. When you are preParing for
advanceinent; check to see whetber changes have
been made in the Standards for your rating, If
changes have '6een made, see-whether a tUPERS
Notice has been issued to supplement
NAVEDTRA 10052 for your rating.

The, required and recommended.referenees
-are listed-by Paygrade in NAVERTRA 10052. I
you are working for advancement' to third class,
study the material that is listed fot third class. If

are working" for advancement !to second
class, study the Material that islisted for`second
class, but remember that you -are also
*responsible for the references listed at the third
class level.

t

. In using NAVEDTRA 10052, you- will
notice that sdine rate training' nianuals are
marked with an asterisk (*). Any manual.
marked in this way, is MANDATORY7that is,
you .must complete it at the indicatedorate level
before you. can be eligible tO take the Navywi4e
examination for advancement. Each mandatory
manual may be -completed by (1) passing the .
appropriate nonresident career course that is
based on the mandatory training manual; (2)
passing -locally' prepared tests based on the'
infonmation given in .the training manual; or (3)
in some cases, successfully completing an
appropriate naval school.

Do not overlook the section of NAVEDTR.A
10052 which lists the required and
recommended references relating to the naVal
standards for advancement Personnel of. ALL
ratings must comptti- the mandatory military
requirements training .manual for the
appropriate rate level before they are eligible to
advance.

The references,in NAVEDTRA 10052 which
are recommended but not mandatory shoald
also be, studied carefully. All references,listed in
NAVEDTRA 10052 may be used as source
material for the written examinations, at the
appropriate rate levels.

11 -



. Besides 'training manuals, NAVEDTRA
10052 lists- official pOlications on -which yaw
Ina9 be : examine& YOu should study,, the
sections required, arid- also become as familiar as
Possible with all publiCatioxis you use.

RAW Training Manuals \

Ther-e are Iwo general types of rate training
manuals. RATING manuals '(such asithis one)
axe prepared for Most enlisted. ratings. 4 rating
linanual,gives information that is directlY related
to the occupational .standards on one rating.
SUBJECT mArrtR manuals or BASIC manuals
give information that applies to more than one
rating. . .

Rate training manualt are reVised from time
to time to keep.them up-todate t6chnically. The
revision of a rate trainiit manual is identified by
a letter fallowing the N.AVEDTRA number., You
can tell whither any particular copy of a
training Manual is ,the lateit edition by checking
the- -NAVEDTRA nninber and the letter
following this number in the most recent edition
of:List of TraintrgMailiiiats and Coritispondenee
Courses, NAVEDTRA' 10061.. (NAVEDTRA
10061 is actually a catalog that lists all current
training manuals and courses; you will fmd this
catalog useful in planning your study. program.)

Each tithe a rate training Manual is revised, it
is brought into conformance with the official
publications and directives on whiCh it is based.
HoWever, -during the life of any edition of a rate
ttaining maval, changes will be made to the
official soulces and. discrepancies will arise. In
the performance . your duties; you should
always refer to the appropriate official
publication or directive. If the official source is
listhd in NAVEDTRA 10052, the Naval
Education and, Training Program Developmejit
Center uses it as a sekirce of questions in
preparing the fleetwide examinations for
advancement In case of discrepancy between
any publications listed NAVEDTRA 10052
for a given rate, the'examination writers will use
tpe most recent material.

'Rate training manuals are designed t elp
you prepare for adyancepient The fp1owing
suggestions May- help yoitto make beit use

of this manual and other Navy trahling
. publications when. you prepare for advancement

4
I . Study The, naval slandards and the

occupatiOnal .standards fpr your rating before
you.study the training manual and refer to the
standards frequently as4-you sttidy4Lemember,
you are studying the Manual primarily to meet
these standards.

2. Set up a /regular study plan. It will
probaloly be easier for you to stick to a schedule
if you can plan to study at the same time .each
day. If possible, sehedule your studying for a

-. time of day when you will not have too.many
interniptions, or distractions.

3. Before you begin to study any part of
the mannal intensively, become familiar with the
entire book. Read the preface 'and the table of
contents. Check through the index. Thumb.
through the book without any particular plan.
Look at the illustrations and read bits here and
there as you see things that interest you.'Review

: the Glossary (Appendix I), which provides
definitions that aPply to words or terms as they
are used within the engineering field and within
the text. There are many wOrds with mOre than
one meaning. Do not assume that you kno* the
meaning of a Word! As you study, iryou cannot
recall the use of a 'word, look it up in the
Gloksary. A table of conversion to the metric
system appears in Appendix II for your
tconvenience.

4. Look at the training manual' in more
detail to see how it is organized. Cook at the

table. of contents again. Then; chapter by
chapter, read the introduction, the headings, and
the subheadings. In this mamier you will get a
pretty Clear picture of the scope and content of
the book. As you look through the book, ask

- yourself some qUestions:

Wliat do I need to learn about this?
What d9 I already know about this?
H ow is' this information related to

information given in other chapters?
, How is this information relatea to the
-occupational standards?

5. When you have a general idea of what is
in the training mamial and ow it is organized,
fill in the- details by . thte4ve study. In eaCh

12



Cltpter 1:-ADVANCEMENT

study period, try °to cover a coit;plete
,may be a chapterq a secton of a chapter,. or a.
subsection. The ainloUnt of material that you can

*Isover at one time will vary. =If you knoW thek
;subject well or if the material is easy, yciti dart

coilei- quite a lot at lone time. Difficult or
.unfamiliar material will require more study time.

6. In. studying .any one unitchapter,
section, oisubsectionWrite down the questions'
that occur' to you. Many people find it helpful
to make a written outline of the- unit as they.

. study, or .at least to . write :down thettmost
, important ideas..

.

3. As you study, relate the information in
the training manual to the knowledge you
almady have. When you read, about a process, a
skill, Or, a situation,.. try to see. hoW this
information "ties in with your Own past
experience. .

, 8. When you have finished studying a unit,
.th. take. time out to 'see:. what you have -learned.

Look back aver ,yotar notes arid quettionS.
Maybe smite of your questions have been
anSwered, but perhaps. you still, have some that
are not answered. Without looking:. at the
training Manual,' write down, the main ideas that
you have gotten from studying this unit. Don't
just quote the book. If you can't give these ideas
.in your own words, the chances are that you
have not really Mastered the information.

. 9. Use nonresident career -courses ihenever
you can. The courses are based on rate training
manuals or on other appropriate texts. As
mentroned before,. completion of a mandatory
rate training manual can be accomplished by
passing a nomvsident career course based on the
rate training manual. You will probably find it
helpful to take other courses, as well as those
based on mandatory manuals. Taking a course
helps you to masterthe information given in the

irtrainir' tg manual and also helps you to see how
mueh you have learned.

10. Thini of your future as you study rate
training manuals. You are working for
advancement to third claw or second class right
now, but some day you will be working toward,
higher rates. Anything extra that you 6= learn
now will also help you later.

OilierNAVEDTRA Publications

Some additiotal NAVEDTRA publications
that you may find useful-are listedand described

the following paragraphs. In -addition, you
may find it useful /Jo consult the training
manuals prepared , for Tother -ratings in' -

Occupational Fields 3 and 4 (Engineering and
Hull). Reference-to the,se training manuals Will
add to your knowledge of the duties of others in
die engineering department.'

Another publication you will fmd of value is
The Metric System. (NAVEDTRA
475-01-00-75-1) which is packaged with al
selfrstudy course. Over the next few years, the
metric system vii.4 become more used by- the
Navy as- well as by the civilian world. You will
fmd it eaSy to work with once you have
mastered the basic 'terms. It will be difficult to
tra ate values from our present system to. the:
metric system, but this operation will become
unnecessary onee the new measurements are
totally adopted. See your Education SerVices
Officer for information on how to obtain this
study package.

NAVSEA PUBLICATIONS

The publications issued by the Naval Sea
Systems Command are of particular importance
to, engineering department personnel. Although
you do not need to know everything in these
publications, you should haye-a general 'idea of
where to fmd the infornlation contained therein.

Naval Ships' Technical Manual

The Naval Ships' Technical Manual is the
basic -engineering doctrine -Nblicatiop of the
Naval Sea Systems tomikand. The manual is ,
kept up-to-date by meaits ciNuarterly changes.
As new chapters are issued they ale being
designated by a new,quarter numbering system..

The following chapters of the Naval Ships'
Technical Manual are of particular importance

Enginenien; both the new and old number for
each chapter are listed.

4.4
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NEW4
078
079(3)

220

226

233
241
244
262

. 503
505

510

516
531
541

551

:. 556
562

593

OLD

i9950)
(9880,
Sec. ,I11)
(9560,
Vol 1)
(9560;
Vol II)
(9412)
(9420)
(9431)
(9450)

CHAPThR 7

Paskeis and *Packing
eering Casualty.

, Control
Boiler Water/Feed-

water
Water Chemistry Test

& Treatment
Diesel Engines
Reduction Gears
BearingS
Lubricathlsopils,

Greases, Ind
draalic Fluids and
Lubricating Systems

.(9470) PunipS
e (9480) Piping Systems

(9380) Ventilating, Heating,
Air Conditioning 4

(9590) Retrigeration'Systerns
(9580) Distilling Plants
(9550) Fuel Oil Stowage

& Equipment
(9490) . Compressed. Air

Plants
(9210) Hydsaulic EquipMerkt
(9220) Sur.faee Ship Steering

Systems
(None) Pollution Control

shipboard en&eering equipment are given
NAVSHIPS numbers.

Drawings

Some of- your work as in Engineman
requires an 'ability to read ,and work _from
mech ical drawings. YoU will find information

hq to read .and interpret drawings
13leprInt .Readkig and Sketching, NAVEDTRA

NAVSEA igaiknal

The NArygA Journal is a monthly
publicatiothat contains interesting and useful
articles onfial aspects of shipboard engineering.
This magazine is particularly useful because it
presents Mformation that supplements and
clarifies information contained in the Naval
Shipe Technical Mal. It is also of
considerable interest 'because it presents
_information OA -new development& in -naval
engineering. The NAVSEA Journal was formerly
known as the Nay* Ship Systems COmmand
Technical News. .

The m anufactrirers' technical manuals
furnished with most machinery units and many
items of equipment are valuable sources of
information on constructiOn, operation,
maintenance, and repair. The manufacturers'
technical manuals that are furnished with most

10077 (with changes).

In addition- ,to Imowing how to read
drawings, yoti must know how to locite
applicable drawings. Far some purposes, the
drawings included in the manufacturers'
technical manuals for the machinery or
equipment may give you the information you
need. In many case§, however, you will find it
necessary to 'consult the onboard drawings:The
onboard drawings, which are sometiines referred
to as shiP's plans or ship's blueprints, are listed
in an index called the ship drawing index (SD1).
The SDI lists all working. drawings that' have a
NAVSHIPS drawing. number, all manufacturers'
drawings designated as certification data sheets,
equipment draiving lists, and assembly drawings
that list detail drawings. The onboard drawings
ire identified in the spI by an asterisk (*).

Drawings are listed in numerical order'in the
SDL Onboard drawings are filed aectrding to
numerical sequence. There are two typm of
numbering systems in use for drawings That have
N4VSEA numbers. The older system is an
&group numbering system. The newer system,
used on all NAVSHIPS drawings since 1 Jannary
1967, is a eansolidated index' numberisystem.
A crosi-reference list of S-group numbers and
consolidated index numbers is given in NAT/SEA
Consolidated Index of Materials and Services
Related to Constructign Fand Conversion,
NAVSEA 0902-LP-002-2010C

ENGINEERING HANDBOOKS

For certain types of information, you May
need to cortsult various kinds' of engineering
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liandbooks-niechanical engineering handbooks,
marine enagineering- handb-Oc&s, piping
handbooks, machinpsy 14ndbooks,., and other
handbooks titat provide detailed, specialized
technical data. Most- engineering handbooks

. contain . a great deal of technical infonnatitin,
much of itarranged in clar ts or tables. To make
the best use of ngineejing handbooks, use the
table of -contents and the inde,x to locate the
infonnatign Yeu-age

a

r
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,RECIPIOCATING INTERN Al.-110/kABYSTIPN ENGINE

The engities with Which you will be working Tabla 2-1.Tba Eranta of Their Itiquanci in a Cycle of
convert heat energy into work by burning fuel in Operation
a confined chamber', thus the term INTERNA
COMBUSTION: Since the pistons in diesel and
gasoline 'engines employ a backiind-forth
motion, they are also .slassified as
RECIPkOCATING.- eniOnes, The occupational
'standards for advancement in your rate require
you t9 ,know .a greit deal ibout engines of this
type. Some ef the required knowledge Was
introduced 'and). xplained in the training marital,
Firentait, NAVEDTRA 10520-E. rThis chapter
prOvides additional information to help 'you in
understanding the differences between the
various tyPes of 'engines ind the princiPles by
which an engin; operates.

CYCLES OF 01".E.RATION

The operation of an e involves the
admissiän of fuel and air into a Combustion
spike and the compressilon and, ignition of the
charge: The resulting combusticin releases gases
and increases the temPerattut within the ipace.
As temperature increases, pressure increases and
forces the ptston trmove movement is
transmitted through y designed parts tO a
shaft. The'resulting tary motion of the shaft ii
used fox wolk; thus, t en is. transfomied__

Into rotary mechanical In order for the
process to be continuous, the expanded gases
must be removed from the combustion space, a
new -charge must be admitted, and ;combustion
muit IA repeated.

In the process of engine operation, beginning
-With the adiiission of air and fuel and following
through to the rempvil of the cxpinded pses, a
series of events or phases take ce. The term

'DIESEL ENGINE GASOLINE ENGINE

Intake of air

Compression of air .

Injection of fuel
,

Ignition and combustipn
of ctlArgf, . . .... -. .4Expanskt of gases . .

Removal of waste .. . . .

Intake of fuel and air

Compression of fuel-

.

Ignition and embus-
tioli of ;barge

Expansión. of pses
14moval,of waste

iffit

"cycle" identifies the sequence of events that-
takes place in the cYlinder of an engine for each

:power impulse transmitted to the . crankshaft.
lbese events always occur in the same order
each time the cycle is repeated. The number of
events occurring in a cycle Of opertion depends
uPon whether the engine is diesel or gasoline.

2-1 shows The events and their sequence in
one cyc4e of Opetation.of each of these types of
engines.

The principal difference, as shown in the
table, in the cycles of operation for diesel and
gasoline engines involves the adthission of fuel
'and air to the cylinder. Whili this takes place as
.one event in a gasoline engine, it -involves two-
events in a diesel engine. Thus,, insofar ss event:
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are concerned, there are six main events taking .
place in the di I engine's cycle ,of operatiow
and* five in the 'line *engine's cycle. We
emphasize the n ber 'of events whichake
place because they are not identical to the
number of piston strokes which occur during a
cyCleof. operation. Even though.the events of a.
cycle are crosely related to piston position and
movement, ALL of the events will take place
during a. cycle regardless of the number of piston
strokes involved. We shall discuss the
relationship of events and piston strokes later in
this chapter.

.

From the preceding discussión, it is apparent
that a cycle of operation in either a diesel or .
gasolme engine involves two basic factorsheat '
and mechanics. Any explanation of the
'relationship of heat to the molion of the engine
partsthat is, the means by iwhich heat energy is
transformed into mechanical energyinvolves
many terms such as matter, molecule, energy',
heat, temperature, the mechanical' equivalent of
heat, force, pressure, voluine, work, and f)ower.
'(If you need to revieW these terms, see the
appropriate sections in Firernan,_ NAVEDTRA
10520-E and Basic 2Vacitii,zes, NAVPERS,
l06247A;)

The ihechanics of engine operation: is
referred to as the.MECHANICAL, or opezating,
CYCLE of an engine, while the heat process
.which produces the forces that move engrne
parts is referred to as the COMBUSTION
CYCLE. A cycle 'of each type is included in a
cyCle engine operation.

MECHANICAL CYCLES

We have talked about the events taking pice
in a cycle of engine operation but have said

-nothing about piston strokes except that a
complete sequence of events will occur during a
cycle regardless of the number of strokes, rnade
by 'the piston. The number, of piston strokes
occurring during any 'one cycle of events is
limited tb either two or four, depending on the
design of the engine. Thus, :yie have a 4-stroke
cycle and a 2-stroke cycle. These cycles are
knOwn as the mechanical cycles of operation.

Frorn Your study of Ffreman, NAVEDTRA
.10520-E, you will recall that the terms
"4-stroke" and "2-stroke" identify -the nuMber
of strokes the piston makes during a cycle of
events; also, that both typei of mechanical
.cycles are used in both types of reciprocating.
engines. However, cno'st gasoline engines in Navy
service operate on the 4-stroke cycle, and a
greater number of diesels operate On the
2-stroke than on the .4-stroke cycle. Since you
may be required to operate and maintain engines
operating on eithFr of the mechanical cycles,
you should be Yamiliar with the ., principal
differences in 'these cycles; Th relationship
between the events and piston strokes occurring
in a cycle of operatiof involves some of these
differences. .A thoroubt understanding of the
relationship will aid you in carrying out your
duties in connection with ,engine operation and
maintenance.
t
-Relationship of
Events and Strokes
in a Cycle

A piston stroke is the distance a piston
mots between limits of travel. 'The cycle,:a
operation in aniengine operating on the 4-strCace
cyCle involvs four. piston strokesINTAKE,
scomPREmioN, POWER, and .EXHUST. In
the 2-stroke cycle, only two str Ices are
involvedPOWER and COMPRESSIO

In figure 2-1 (foldout at the end Of this
chapter), the strokes 'are named to correspond to
the events. However, since six events are listed
for diesel engines, it is evident that more than
one. event ,takes place during some of the
strokes, especially in the 2-stroke:cycle. Even so.,
it is ,common practice to identify some of the
events AS strokes ot the piston ,because , such
events as intake, compresaiOn, power, and
exhatist in a 4-strole cycle involve at least a
major portion of stroke and, in same cases,
more than one stroke. The same is true of pOwer
and compression events and strokes in a 2-stroke
cycle. Such association of events and strokes
overlooks other. -events . taking place during a
cycle of operation. The oversight sometimes

rs,,,
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leads to confusion7 when ohe studies the
over a t ion of an engine or deals with,
maintenance problems involving the tinting of
ignition systems of.fuel injection sys,tems.

al-Stroke Cycle
Diesel Engine

To help you understand the relationihip
*between events .and strokes we shall discuss the
'number of events that occur duting a. specific
stroke, -the duration of an event with respect to
a piston stroke, and the cases where one event
overlaps another. The relationship of events to
strokes can be 'demonstrated best by showing
the changing situatiOn in a cylinder during a
cycle of operation. Figure 2-1 illustrates these
changes for a 4-stroke cycle diesel engine.

The relationship of events to strokeS is- more
readily understood, if the movements of a pistoa_
and its crankshaft are considered Tirst. Figure
2-IA shows the reciprocating motion 'and stroke
of a piston and the rotary Motion of the crank
during twci piston strokes. The positions of the
piston and crank at the stare and end of a stroke
are marked "top" and "bottom," respectively.

If theie positions and Movements are
marked on a circle (fig. 2-113), the piston
position, when at the top of a stroke, is locate&
at *the top of the ciraIe. 'When fir piston is at the;,,
bottom of a stroke, the piston position is4'
located at the bottom centerof the circle.

Note' in arts A and fignre 2-1 that top
center and bottom c'enter identify points where
changes in direction of motion fake. place. In
other words, when the piston js at top center,
upward motion . has stopped and downWard
motion Is leady to start ,or, with respect to
motion, the piston is "dead." The Points which
designate changes in direetion' of motion for a
piston and crank are frequently called TOP
DEAD CENTER (TDC) and BOTTOM DEAD
CENTER'(BDC).

.

The circle illustrated in part B Of figure 2-1
is broken at varions Points and "spread out" to
create Part C: of the figure. in studying figure

2-1C you should' keep TpC and BDC in Mind
since' they. identify the start and end of a
STROIC,E- and sinde they are the points from
which the start and1 end of EVENTS- are
established

. BY following ,"the strokes and events as
illustrated, you Can see that the intake event
start.1 before TDC, *or before the actual down
stroke (intake) starts; and continues on past
BDC, or beyond the end of the stroke. Ttie
compression eyent starts when the intake event
ends; but the upstroke (compiession), has been---'
in prOcess. since .BDC. The injection and-ignition
events oVerlap with _the-latter part of- the
compre4ion event, which ends at TDC. The
burning cif the fuel continues a few degrees past
TDC. .The, power eVent or expansion of gases
ends-Several degrees before the down (power)
str* ends at ,spc. The -exhaust event starts
when the power. event %ends and continues
flip:nigh the complete upstroke (exhaust) and
past TDC. Note the overlap of the exhaust event
with the intake event, of the neit cycle. The
details on Why 'certain eients overlap and why
sOme events arp shorter or longer With resPect to
Strokes Will* given later in this manual.

From the preceding discussion, you ould
understand why the term "stroke" is somet5xnes
used to identify an event which occurs in a, cycle
of operation. However, it is best to keep in mind
that a stroke involves 1800 of Crankshaft
rotation (or piston movement between dead
centers), while the cOrresponding event may
take place during a greater or lesser number of
degreeof shaft rotation. .

2nStroke Cycle
Diesei Engine

a

The'relationship of events to strokes in a
2-stroke cycle diesel engine is shown in figure
2-2 (foldout at the end of this chapter).
Comparison of figures 24 -and 2-2 reveals a
number of differencei between the two types of
mechanical or operating cycles. These
differences are not too difficult to understand if
you remember that four piston.strokes and 72,0°
(180° per,, stroke) of crankshaft rotation are

1825 "II
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involved ip the 4-stroke cycfe, whil only half as -
many strokes .and _degrees are in olved in a
2-stroke cycle. One special reqrement of
2-stioke cycle engines is that the air charge for
the cylinder miist be forced into:.
soine way. -A 4-sti6ke cy4e1enitihe
charged by;,.arrndsplieric :4intiS#re,- but the
incominiTair" toT a: +stroke cycle engine must
'displace the. combustion gases which remain in
the cylinder. Small 2-stroke cycle ga`Soline
engines use _pressure developed in the crankcase
by the descending piston to fqrce air into the

-cylinder. Diesel engines use an extetnal blower
or supercharger to perforin this function. The
in eo ming air replaces or scavenges the,
combustion gases froM the cylinder. Reference
to the cross-sectional :illiistrations (the five

4" inserts in fig. 2-2)twlll help you to associate the
t event with the faative position of the piston.

Even though the , two piston strokes are
ir,equently referred to as power and
compression, they are identified as the "down
stroke" (TDC-to BDC) and "uil stroke" (BDC to
.TDC) in this discussion . in order VS avoid
confusion when referenbe is made to an event.

Starting 'with the admission Jot' air, Or

scavenging even.t., (1) in. the circle in figure 2-2,
the piston is in the lower half of the aOwn
stroke and the .exhaust event (6) is 'in proeess.
The exhaust event started a number of degrees
befdre scaV,enging, both (exhaust .and
scavenging) starting several degrees before the
piston reacried BDC. The oVerlap of these events
permits the iitcoming air (1) to clear the cylinder
of exhaust gases. Note that the exhaust event
stops a few degrees before the intake event
stops, but several degrees., after the upstroke of
the piston has started. (The exhaust event in
some -other 2-stroke cycle diesel engines ends a
few degre'es after the intake event ends.) When
the scavenging -event ends,* the cylinder is
charged with the air -which is tO be coMpressed.
The compressibri event,_(2) takes place during
the majOr portion of the bpstroke,

The injection evint and. ignition (3) and
combustion (4) occur during the latter part of

- the upstroke. (The point at whiCh injection ends
varies With engines. In 'some engines, -it ends
before TDC; in others, a few,degrees after TDC.)

Ole in t en:se joat Emkrtitell dining 6
.compreSa194;03fae Atrj-lgnAes the fuel-air

ure 'and : the pressure- resulting from .

bustion forcesthe piston down:

the expansion ) of, the gase*contiriues
'through a major poition of the down stroke.
After the force of the gases has been expended,
the exhaust valve &pens (6) and permits the
burned gases to enter the exhaust manifold'. As
the piston moves downward, tre intake ports are
Uncovered (1) and the incoming air., clears the
cylinder of the remaining exhaust gases and fills
-the cylinder with a fresh air charge (1); thus, the
cycle of operation has started again.

-.-
Now, what is the difference betWeen the 2-

and 4-stroke. cycles? From the standpoint of the
'mechanics of operation, the principal *difference
-is the number of pision strokes taking place
during the cycle .of events. A more significant
difference that a 2-stroke cycl*ngine delivers
twice as many power impulses to the crankshaft
for every. 720' of shaft rotation. See fig. 2,z3.)

The illustrations we have uSed to represent
the cycles of operation are for demonstration

.purposes only. The exact number of, degrees
before or after TDC or BDC at which an event
starts and enci)s willjoary Arabi* engines. You can
find informatior on such details in the
appropriate technical nix-mats dealing with the
specific enginein questio*

Gasoline Engines

Diagrams showing the mechanical cycles Of
operation in gasoline engines would _ke
somewhat similar to _those described for diesel
aigines, except that there would be one Jess
eVent taking place during the gpsoline engine
'cycle. Since air,:and fuel are achnitted to the
cylkfider of a gaioline engine as a mixture during
the intake event, the injection event does not
aPPly.

COMBUSTION CYCLES
a

To this point, we . have given greater
consideration to the stroke of a piston and the
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Figura 24.Compatison of thi 2. and 4Anroka syclas. .

related events 'taking place during a cycle of
operation than .wp have to 'the heat process
involved in the cycle. HoWever, the mechanics of
engine operation tannot be discussed without
dealing witiff hut. Suck terits as ignition,
c(nnbustiv, and expansion of gases indicate
that heat is essential to . a cycle of engine
oper3tion. So far, the only difference we have

. pointed Out betwee'n diesel and gasoline engines
is irk the 'lumber of events occurring during the
cycle-of operation. We have told you that either
the 2- or tilL-*stroke_cycle inay apply to both a
diesel and a gasoline engine. Then, ond Of the
principal diffeivrices between these types of
enginea must involve the heat process used io
produce the forces which make the , ehgint
operate. The heat processes are sometimes called
ocuribustion or heat cycles.

The two most common cointiiistion cycles
associated with,. reciproc sting

ro4.19.20

internal-combustion engines air the 0170 cycle
(gasoline engines) and the DIESEL cycle (diesel
engines).:

in.t.alking about combustion cycles, wetring
.up another -.important gifference between
gasoline and diesel enginesCOMPRESSION
PRESSURE, which is directly related to the
combustion .piocess in an engine. DieselAngines
have a much iiigher compressioa pressure than
gasoline engines. The higher compivssion
-pressure in diesels explains the difference in the

44' methods of ignition used in gasolin4 .and diesel
engines.

Methods of Ignitini

,

When the gases withie a cylinder are
compressed, 'the teinperature Of the confmed

0
204' 1.
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gases riset; the greater the compressisan, the
'higher the teniPerature. Irla gasoline enginettlie
'compression temperature it always. lower than
th point at which the . fuel will ignit:e
spontaneous1yrT14;.the hiat retitled to ignite
the . fuel must come from an external
sbureeSPARK IGNITION. On the other hand,
the complessiOn temperature in'a diesel engine is
,far above the iimition poin.t Of the fuel oil;
therefore, ignition takes place as a resultr of heat
generated by ...Compression of the air within, the
cylinder -7-COMPRESSION IGNITION.

The differehce in the, methodi of ignition
indicates that there is a basic difference in the
coMbustion cycles upon which diesel and
gasoline engines operate. The difference involves
the behavior of the combustion gases under
varying.conditiont of pressure, temperatuzi, and
volunie. Since this is so, you should be familiar
with the relationship lof these factors before
considering the copbustion -cycles individuallY.
(The basic laws.-and't,processes involved in a

. Volume, temperature, and pressure relationship
are tliScUssed under the properties of gases 'in
Fireman, NAVEDTRA 10520E.)

PIP

RELATIONSHIP OF TEMPERATVRE,
PRESSVRE, AND, VOLUME.The
relationship of) temperature pressure, and
volume as found ih an engine can be illustrated
by describing what takes, place 1.n a cylinder
fitted With a reciprocating piston. FolloW figure
24 (parts A through D) as we demonstrate.
Note the instruments that indicate the pressure
Within the cylinder -and- the terhperature both
iniide and otAside the cylinder. 'In part A1 glee
air in the cylUer is at atmospheric pressureand
the tthratOre, inside and outside the.
cylinde are approXiMately

. .

Wlie)i the cylinder is an airtight container, as
itits in ur example, if a force pushes the piston
towald the top of the cylinder, the entrapped

is- COmpressed. In parts B and C, as the
c impression progresses, the VOLUME of the iir
DECREASES, ,the 'P SSURE -INCREASES,
and,- the TEMPERA RE RISES. Thete
,changing conditions continue the piston
Moves Wl3en the piston nears TDC in part D,
there has en a masked decrease in vplunie,

and both pressure afid temperature are much
greater' than at the beOnning of compression.
Note thlit pressure has gone from 0 to 470 psi
and temperature has increased. from 70° F to
aprproximately 1,000° F. These changing
conditions indicate that mechanical. energy, Ain
the form of force.applied, to the piston, has been -

- transformed into heat energy in the compressed
. air. The temperature of the air has been raised

sufficiently to cluse ignition of ftiel injected
into the cylinder

Further changes, tiake plice after ignition.
Since- ignitien occurs short)), before TDC, there
is little change in volume until the piston pastes

*TDC. Howeverothere is a sharp increase in both
pressure and temperature shortly after ignition
takes place., The -incteased pressure forces the
piston downward. As the piston mOves
doOriward, Of gases expand , (increase in
volume), Und pressure and temperature decrease .

rapicily. The changes in volume, pressure and
temperature, vhich- we have just descriVed 'and
illtistrated, are representative, of the changing
conditions .in the cylinder 'of a modem diesel

.

gasoline engine, on the otherehand, meds
a rower 'compression ratio and lo)ver combustion
'chamber tem00-atures. The reason for .thit. is
that the heat 6f compression of a diesel engine
would ignite a gasoline and air mixture before
the piston canie,near tIca tQp of Its stroke. This
pre-ignition would tend tO drive the piston back
down the bore and place an excessive and

'damaging strain Om the %sine. As a, rule,,
gasoline engines usecompression ratios under
10:1, and it is the electric spark from the plug'
that causes cOmbuttion to occur at the proper'

/ time '

The .changes in volumi and.pressure in an
engine cylinder can be illdstrated by diagrams
similar to those shown in -figure 2-5. Such
diagrams _aNe rmade by devities which measure
and record the pressures' at various piston
'positions during a *cytle of engine operation.
Diagrams that show the relationship between
pressures and corresponding piston positions are
called PRES.SUI3.E.VOLUME DIAGRAMS or
INDICATog 'CARDS
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figure 24.7-Voiurerk tempiesturs, and pressure relatkvathip Fylinder.

On diagrams that provide a graphic
representation a cylinder pressure as related to
volume, the vertical line P on the diagrami(N.
15) represents pressure and the horizontal line
V represents volume. When a diagram is used as

22

75.4

.an indicator card; the pressure line is marked off
in inchrs. Thus, the volume line -can be used to
show the length of the piston stroke that is
proportional to yolume. The distance between
adjacent letters oLeachi of the diagrams (fig.
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:OTTO .CYCIA
. .

Fiavri 2.5.-Ptassure-vdanga &won for
maw:titles eycbg.

76.5
rhaoratiesi

2-5) reptesents an event of a combustion
cycle-that is, compression of air, burning of the
chsrge, expansion of gases, and remQs.val of gaseS.

The diagrams shoirn in figure 2-5 provide a
means by which the otto and diesel combustion
cycles can be compared. Referring to the
diagrams while Stiidying the following discussion
of these combuition cycles will help you
identify the principal differences between the
cycles. -The 'diagrams shovin are- theoretical
'pressure-volume diagiams. Diagrams representing
conditions in operating engines are given later.

Otto (Constant=
Volume) Cycle

In theory, the otto combustion cycle is one
in which combustion,,induced by spark4gnitiosn,
occurs at, constant volume. The otto cycle and
its principles serve as the- basis for modern
gasoline engine desiga.

In the Otto cycle (fig; 2-5). compression of
the charge in the cylinder occurs at line AB:

-Spark ignition occurs at -B, and, -due -to the
volatility of the mixture, combustion practically
amounts to an explosion. combustion,
represeated by- line 'BC, occurs (theoretically)
just as tile piston readies ''TDC. During
combustion, there is no piston travel; thus,
there is 'no change- in the volume of the gas in
ft cylinder This accounts for the descriptive
term, C STANT, . VOLUME. During
couibustiOn, e` is g ripid rise in temperature

followed by a pressure increase whicli perfornis
the work , during the eXpansion phase,
repreiented by line CD. The removal of gases,
represented by line DA, is at constant volume..

Theoretical Diesel
4Ctinstant4,ressure) Cycle

_ When discussing diesel engines, we mtist
point out that there is. a difference between the
theoretical, or "true,' diesel cycle and the
"actual"- diesel cycle, which really oceurs in an'
operating diesel engine.

The true diesel cycle may be defined as one
in which combustion, induced by compression
ignition, theoretically; occurs at a conStant
presiure. (S* fig. 2-5.) Compressiop (line A13)
of the air increases its temperature to ,a point
that ignition occurs automatically when the fuel
is injected. Fuel injection and combustion axe
controlled to give constant-pressure combustion
(line BC). This.is followed by exp sion (line
CD) and constant-volume rejection f1lie gases
(line DA.) .

4 "

In the true diesel cycle, the burning of the
mixture offuel and .cOmpressed air is a relatively
slow process ithen Compared with the quick, .
explosive-type combtistion proceis of .the otto
cycle. The injected fuel penetrates the
compressed ." air, softie of the fuel ignites, then
the 'rest of the charge burns. The expansion of
the gases keeps pace with the change in volume
caused by jiistOn travel; thus combustion is said
to occur at CONSTANT PRESSURE (line BC).

Actual Combustion,
Cycles

The preceding dintssion covered., the
theoreticalAtrue) combustion cycles, whichserve
as -the basis, for modern engines. In actual
operation, modern engines operate on

...modifications of the theoretical Cycles.
However, some characteriitics Of the true.cYtles
are incorporated in the actual cycles of modern
engines, as you 4411 see in the following
discussion of examples representing the actual
cycles or operatio4 i4 gasoline '. and diesel
engines.
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The examples we will 'use are based on the
4-stroke mechanical cycle (the- majority of
gasoline engines-use thii tYpe cycle) so th..t you
may compare the cYcles foUnd, in both gasoline
and diesel engines. We will also point out

. differences-existing. in diesel engines operating
on the 2-stroke cycle.

The diagrams in figures 2-6 and 2-7 arc
representative of the changng -conditions in a
cylinder during engine operation. Some of the
''vents are exaggerated to show more clearly the

change that takes place and, at the same tim, to
show how the theoretical- and actual cycles
differrk

_The _compression ratio situation and a
pressure-volume diagram for a .4-stroke otto
cycle are shown in figure 2-6. Part .A shows the
piston on BDC,at the start of an upstroke. (In a
4-stroke, cycle _engine, this stroke could be either
that identifiea as the compression stroke Or the
'exhaust stroke.) Nbtice that in niciving from
BDC to TDC (part 8) the piston travels 5 /6 of
the total distance , ab. In: other wards, the
VOLUME. has beep decreased to 1/6 of the
volume when the. piston was at BDc. Thus, the,
compression ratio is 6 to 1.

Part C shows _ the changes in volurne and
preaure during one complete 4-stroke cYcle.
Note that the lines representing the combustion
and exhausrphases are not, straight as they were
in the theoretical diagrain. As in the diagram of
the theoretical cycle,' the yertical line at the left-
represents cylindet .pressize 'in psi. Atmospheric
pressure is =presented by a horizontal line
called the ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE LINE.
Preisures below this line are less than
atmospheric pressure!, while pressures above the
line are mete tha:n atmospheric: The bottom,

horizontal line rePresents cylinder volume and
piston Movement. The votuine line is divided
into 4x parts which correspond to the .divisions
of voluine shown in part A. Since piston
movernent and volume are proportional, the
distance between 0 and 6 indicates the volume

:when the piston is at BDC, and the distance
from .0 to. 1-indicates the Volume with the i:)istori'
at TDC. Thus, the distance frorn 1 to 6
corresponds to total piston travel with the

numbers in between identifying changes in
voliune which result from the reciprocating
motion of thp 'piston. The curved lines of part C
(fig. 2-6) represent the changes of both pressure
and volume which take place during the fou'r
piiton strokes of the cycle.

To make it easier for you to compare the
discussion on the relationship of strokes and
events in the diesel 4-strbke cycle (fig. 2-1) with
the discussion on the otto 4-stroke cycle. (fig.
2-6), we will begin the cycle of operation at the
intake. In the otto cycle, the intake event
includes the admission 01 fuel and air. As
indicated earlier; the intake event starts before
TDC, °pat point a in part,C.of figure 2-6. Note
that pressure, is decreasing- and that after the
piston reaches Tpc and starts doWn, a vactium is
created which facilitates the flow of the fuel-air
mixture:into the cylinder. The intake event
contintzs a few, degrees past BDC ending at

-point b. Since the piston is now on an upstroke,
compression takes place and continues until the ,.

piston, reaches TDC. Note the increaie in
. pressure (L:to X') and the decrease in volume

to X). Spark' ignition _at c starts combustion
Which takes place very rapidly. There is sorne
change in volume since the phase starts before
'MC and ends after TDC.

. Pressure hicreases sharply during.- the'
combustion phase (curve cd). The increase in
pressure provides the force necessary to drive
the piston down again. The gases continue to
expand as the piston: moves toward BDC, and'
the pressure decreases ai the volume increases;
from d to e. The eZhaust event starts at e, a few
degrees before BDCi4 and the pressure drops
rapidly until the piston reaches BDC. As the

/piston Moves toward Tpc, there is a slight drop
in preSsure as thewaste gases are discharged. The
exhaust event- continues a few-degrees past TDC
to point g so that the incoMing charge aids in
rem ovuig the remaining waste gases.

The ACTUAL DIESEL COMBUSTJON
CYCLE is dne in which the conibustion phase,
induced by compression ignition, begins on a
constant-volume basis . and ends on a
constant-pressure basis. In other wordi, the
actual cycle it a combination of features found

'24,31
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A.- START OF UPSTROKE
(COPAPRESSION OR EXHAUST).
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8-START OF DOWNSTROKE
(POWER OR INTAKE)
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in both the otto and theoretical diesel cycles.
The actual cycle is used as the basis for the
'design of practically all modern diesel engines
and is mferred to tsii.modified diesel cycle.

.An -exampl, of a piessure-vohnne diagram
for a modified 4-stroke diesel engine is shown in
figure 2-7. Note that the volume line is -divided
into 16 louts; indicating a 16 to 1 compression
ratio. The higher compreision ratio aceountsfar occur durin& a relatively short interval af time__
the inereised temperature neCessary to ignite the near BDC and do not involve full strokes of the
charge. Fuel is injected at : point c and. piston as in the 4-strake cycle. Thus; , a
combustion is represented by line ed.. While , pressure-volume diagram for a Istroke modified
combustion' in the o t to. cycle . is at diesel, cycle will be similar to a diatram formed
constant-volum practicilly throughout the i by f.45-c-d-e-f in figure 2-7. The exhaust and
phase, comb tion in, the actual diesel cycle ' intake 'phases will take place between e and b
takes place 'th volume practically,constant for with some overlap of the events. (See fig. ).
a short time,' during which period there is a ' The preceding discussion has pointed out
sharp increase in prissure, until the piston some of the' main differences between engines

54.19C

reaches a point slightly past TDC. Then,
combustion eciniinues at a relatively c6nstant
pressure, dropping lightly as combustion ends at

Pressure-volume diagrams for gasoline and
diesel engines operating on the 2-stroke cycle are
similar to those just discussed,' exceRt that
separate 'exhaust and intike curves do not exist.
They do not exist because -intake and exhaust

263
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that operate on the otto cyck and those that
operate on the diesel cycle. In brief, these
difference involve (1) the mixing of fuel and
air, (2) compression ratio, (3) ignition, and
(4) the'combustion process.

In mentioning differences in engines, there is
another variation you may fmd in the engines
you operate and maintain; sometimes, the
manner in which the pressure of combustion .
gases acts upon the piston isaised as a method of
classifying engines.

ENGINEi CLASSIFIED ACCORDING
TO THE ACTION OF PRESSURE

ON PISTONS

Engines are clanitied in many ways. You.are
already familiar with some classifications such as
those based on (1) fuels used (diesel fuel and
gasOline), (2) the ignition inethods\ispark and
compression), (3) the combustion -cycles (ottp
and diesel), and (4) the mechanical cycles'
(2-stroke and 4-stroke). Additional information
is given in subsequent chapters pf this .manual on
some of the factors related to the.. above
"classifications as well as to other classifications,
such as those based on the Cylinder
arrangements (V, in-line, opposed, etc),. the
cooling media (liquid and air), ahd the valve
arrangementi) (L-heach valve-in head, etc).,

Classification of engines according to
s,

combustion-gas action is based on 'whether the
pressure created by the co,mbustion gases acts

i upon one or two surfa CO of a. single piston or
. against single surfaces of two separate and

opposed Pistons. The two types of 'engines wider
this classification are coMmonly referred to as
single-acting and opposed-piston engines. The
opposed-piston engine is actually a form of
single-acting engines since pressure is applied to
only -'-one -surface. -of- -t4- -pistons. s- True
double-acting diesel engines have been built, but
they are no longer in use. ---

SINGLEt(ACTING'
ENGINES

combustion gases acting on only one surface of
'the piston. This is a feature of design rather than
principle, because. the basic principles of
operation apply whether an engine is single
acting or opposed piston.

.The 'pistons in Most single-acting diesel
'engines are of the trunk type (length greater
than diameter). The barrel or wall of a piston of
this type has one end closed (crown) and one end
open (skirt end). Only, the crown of a trunk
piston serves as pail of the combustion space
surface. Therefore, the pressure of combustion
can act only against 'the crown; thus': with
lespect to the surfaciis of a piston, pressure is
single acting.

Engines of the single-acting type have One
piston per cylinder with tly pressure of

Most reciprocating internal-combustion
engines are of the single-acting type. Alt 4-stroke
cy?le engines (fig. 2-s) and most 2-stroke cycle
engines (fig. 2-9) are single acting. Since this is
true, you will fmd that most modern gasoline
engines, as well as most of the diesel engines
uked by the Navy, axe single acting.

With respect to the, combustion-gas action,
the, term opposed-piston identifies those engines
whiCh have TWO 11STONS and 9NE
COMBUSTION SPACE in each cylinder. The
pistons are arranged in "opposed" positions;
that is, crown to crown, with the coinbustion
space in., between. (See fig.. 2-1.0.) When
combustiOn takes place, the gases act against the
crowns of both pistons, driving them in opposite
directions. Thus, the term "opposed" not only
signifies, that,. with respect to pressure and piston
surfaces, the gases act in "opposite" directions,
but also classifies piston arrangement within the
cylinder...

(NOTE: Engines of the opposed-piston type
are not to be confused with engines of the "flat"
or 1800 V-type. Flat engines have two rows of
cylinden in a horizontal -plane with one

-crankshaft located between the rows and serving .

both rows of cylinders Engines of this design are
of single-acting type and are sometimes referred
to as horizonta/oPposed engines (the term is
based. on cylinder arrangement.)

In modern engines that . have the
oPposed-piston arrangement, two crankshafts

27 ,
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A* PORTS

C6A4,"

EX14AUST

?COTS

s

isamrglitt01

These ports are opened and closed by the upper
piston:, Exhaust ports loceted near the bottom
of the Cylinder are closed and opened by the
lower piston.

Movement of the opposed pistons is such
that the crowns are closest together near the
cenfer of the cylinder. When at this position, the

. pistons are not at the true piston. deed centers:
This is because the lower crankshaft operates a.
few degrees in advance of the upper shaft. The
number of degrees that a crank on the lower
shaft travels in advance of a corresponding crank
on the, upper shaft ,is called LOWER.CRANK
LEAD. (See fig. 2-110

Note in part A of figure 2-11 that the
lower crankshaft is 12° PAST outer dead center
(ODC) while the upper piston in ON outer dead
center. in other wordi, the lower shaft leads the
upper shaft by 12*--of rotation. ,(Outer dead
centerand inner dead center (113C).correspond;
respectively, to .13DC and TDC of single-acting
engines.)

In part B, 'the lower shaft is shown a few
degrees PAST 1DC and the upper shaft the same
number of degrees BEFORE IDC. (Keep in mind
that 'the shafts rotate in opposite directions.)
With the shafts at these positions,the pistons Are
clbsest together and are sometimes referred to- as
being at COMBUSTION DEAD CENT,ER. Note
that the midpoint between the shaft p 'tions
piston dead center.

754
FigUre 2-10.--Cylindai and rotated partaoPPoild-pi*.

ton ens*.

(upper 'and lower) are required for transmission
of power, Both shafts contribute to the power
output of the: engine.. In most opposed-piston
engines common to NaNy service, the
crankshafts are connected by a vertical drive.
(See

The cylinders of oppoifed-piston engines
have scavenging air ports. located,near the top.

Opposed-piston engines used ty the Navy
operate 9n the 2-stroke cycle. In engines of the
oppOsed-piston . type, as in 2-stroke cycle
single-acting enginis,-thexe is an overlap Of the
various evejits occurring during a cycle of
operation. Injection and the burning of the fiiel

-start -during the latter part -of -the comptession
event and extend into the power phase. There is
also an overlap of` the exhaust and scavenging :
periods. The events in the cYcle of operation of
an opposed-piston, 2-stroke diesel cycle engine
are shown in figure 2-12.

In figure 2-12 (1), the .cylinder is charged
with air ang the pistons axe moving toward IDC
Since the scavenging air ports are.covered by the

3 3
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;

Figure 2-12.Events in operating cycle of an opposed-piston engine.

Alpper piston and Ow exhaust ports are covered
bY, the lOwer pitton, compression is taking place.
A few degrees beforelhe lower 'piston reaches
IDC, fuel is injected (2) and combustion occurs.
Injection is completed (3) slightly before the
pistons reach combustion dead center, where
compres4on is highest. The combustion 9f the
fuel. almost .doubles the pressure shortly after

:this point in the cyCle. As the gases expand (4)?
the pistons are driven in opposite directions
toward the outer dead 'centers and power is
transinitted to 40th crankshafts. As the pistons
approach ODC, the lower piston uncovers the
exhaust_ ports iand Mag.. oL thc WaSC Zsise4_
escape. This is followed by the upper piston
uncovering the scavenging air ports (5). The

. scavenging air forces the reinaining gases out of
the cylinder. Then, the lowd piston covers the
exhaust ports (6) and ail continues to, fill the
cylinder until' the uPper piston covers the
scavenging air ports, thus completing the cycle.

In tli'cytle a operation just described, the
exhaust porq are uncovered (5) and covered (6)

76.10

' slightly, before the intake ports are oPened and
closed because of the loweyr crankshaft lead.
Lower crank lead influences scayenging as well
as power output.

Since the intake ports are opee for a brief
interval after the exhaust ports close, air can be
fprced into the cylindefat a pressure bove that
of, the atniosphere (i.e., the cylind can be
supercharged). This results in the city, à eat
of- more pOwer than would be possible if
pressure were normal. ,

Crank ibad also results in less poiver. being
deliveted to the upper shaft than to the lower,_ shaft The iiinount_of power tran&Mitttd to tack_
crankshaft differs because, by the , time the
upper piston reaches IDC after injection and.

s' -combustion, the lower, piston has already
entered the power phase of the cycle. The lower
piston, therefore, receives the greater part of the
force created-by combustion. In other words, by
the time the upper piston reaches IDC and
begins to tranimit power, the voluine of the
gases has already .begun to increase. Therefore,

31
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the press4 acting on the upper piston is less
than that acting on the lower piston when it
began to deliver power.

The power delivered-by the lower crankshaft .

varies with engine models: In some engines, from
70% to 80% of the total power output is
deliveied by. the lower crankshaft. The power
available from the upper shaft; already less than
lower shaft power because of lower crank lead,
is further /educed, insofar as engine output is
concerned, by the load of the engine accessories
which the uppe shaft generally drives.

Modem engines of theopposed-piston design
have a number of advantages over single-acting
engines of comparable 'rating. Some .of these
advantages are: 'less weight per hossepower

32

developed; lack of cylinder heads and. 'valve
'mechanisms (and the cooling and- lubricating
problems conzrected with them); and `fewer
moving parts.

Single-acting engines have their own
advantages, such as not requiring blowers, if
they are of the 4-stioke . cycle design. Thug
engines are morehefficient if supercharged. with a
turbocharger which is driven by the otherwise

-wasted energy, of-exhaust gases. Ce.rtain repairs
are easier on 'a single-acting engine since the
coMbustion space -can be entered without
removin an entire mankshaft and piston
assembly. Because of this you are more likely to
work on single-acting engines than on
opposed-piston engines. 4
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CHAPTER 3

PRINCIPAL 'STATIONARY PART C;F AN ENGINE

Most internal-combustion- engines of the
reciProcating typere constnicted in much the
same general pattern. -Although engines are nat
exactly alike, there are certaht features common
to all, ind the main parts of most engines are
similarly arranged., Since gasoline engines and
diesel engines have the same ba.,ic structure, the
descriptions of the engine parts and systems in
this .and the following chapters apply generally
to bi.)th types of enginei. However, differences
.do exist and we shall point theseaut wherever
they oCcur. The main differences in diesel and
gasoline engines exist in the 'fuel systems:and the
methods of ignition.

The main parts Of in engine, exzluding
accessories and systems, may be divides into
two principal goups:, (I ) those iaarts that do not
involve motion, Le., the structural frame and its

relimponents and related Parts; and (2) those
parts which ineolve. motion. This chapter deals
with the main stationary parts of an engine.
Information about the moving parti of an engine
is given in the choten Which follow. '

The stationary parts of an engine maintain'
'the moving parts in their proper relative position
so that,the gas pressure produced by combustion
can "push" the pistons, and rotate the
crankshaft. Me. TiiMe riouirementsfor -the
stationary parts of Navy diesel enginei are:
ample . strength, low weight, MinAnum size, and
simplicity of design. Strensth is necessary if the
parts are to withstand the extreme forces
developed in an engine,: space limitations aboard
ship make minimum<weight aid size ekseatiaL
and simplicitY of *sign is of great importance
when maintenance and oieshaul are involved.

ENGINE FRAME&

The. term "frame" is sometimes used ilk.,"
identify a single part of an engine; it is also used

- to identify several stationary parts fastened
together to support Most of the moving engine
parts and engine accessories. We. shall use the
latter meaning in our-discussion.

The designs, of modern enginp frames differ
, somewhat froni earlier designs. Some pf the
earlier frameS were referredto as the A-frame
type, the erankease 'type; the trestle type, and
the staybolt.or tie-rod type. Mese early frames
were nained acCording to their shoe or the s

manner which the parts Were fastened
together. 'Many of the features conimon to early
engine frames have Seen'incorporated in frathes
Of more recent design.

'As the load-carrying Part of the engine, the
franie of the modem engine may include Stich
parts as the cylinder blOck, crankcase, bedplate
or base, sump er Oilpan, and and plaPn.

CYLINDER BLoc.i
I I

"1 The cylinder block is thejpart of the engine
f rame that supports the engibe's cylinder liners
and head or heads. The blocks for most large
engines afe of welded steer construction. In this
type of ponsttuetion, the block is made of steel

"forgings a nd ----plates;----which art --welded
horizontally . and vertically for strength. and

:rigidity, and lOcated whew loads ,occur. Deck
plstes are seherally fashioned to house and hold
the cylinder 'liners. The uprights and other
members -are welded with the deck plates into

. one rigid unit, Blocks *of small hilliPaPeed
engines may be of cast iron en bloc (in one
piece) cOnstruction.
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A cylinder block may contain passages to
allow circulation of cdoling water around the
liners. Howeyer, if the liner is constructed with
integral cooling passages, the cylinder block
generally does not have cooling passages. Many
blocks have drilled lube oil passages. Most
2-stroke cycle engines have air passages in the

In other words, a passage ait is an integral
part of on engine block may serve as a part of
the engine's cooling syStem, lubricating system,
or air system. Generally, we think of one
cylinder block in acormectiOn with ail cylinders
pf an engine; however, some engines have one-
cylinder block for each cylinder or for each pair
of cylinders. Engines With NY-type or X-type
cylinder arrangements May have a separate block
for each.bank of cylinder& Examples of cYlinder
blocks common to Navy service are Shown in
figures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3.

In. figure 3-1 the crankcase isan integral part
of the block, and the entire unit is a one-piece
casting of alloy 'cast iron. TransVerse members
providi rigidity and strength, ensuring alignment
of the bores and bearings under all -loads. The
block is bored (9 in the figure) to reeeive the
eYlinder liners. Note the ait inletports (8) in the

block.

cylinder bares and the water jackets (6) which
extend the -full length of the bores, Air space
surrounds the watet jackets. Through this space,
commonly called the air box (7), air is
conducted &Om the blower to the inlet ports.
Other parts, which are cast integral with this '
type of block, are the upper halves of, the main .

bearing seats (11), handholes (unnumbered),
bore for the cam or balance shaft (IQ),
lubricating oil passages (1, 2, and 3), and coolant
passages (4 and, 5*

The cylinder"block shown in figure .3-2 is
somewhat larger than the one-just described. It

' is constructed of welded steel forgings and steel
plate. This type of blocleis secured to a separate
.engine base and, when the two Parts are bolted
together, theY form tpe frame' for the main
bearings which carry the crankshaft. Note that the
camshaft bearing supports, consisting of forged
transverse meilibers, are an integral part of the
block. Pads are welded to the bloFk and are.
machined fo .carry engine parts and accessories.
The block shown has no water 'passages beeatise
each' cylinder liner and cylinder head has its own
water jacket:

The cylinder block of another large dieiel
engine is shown in figure 3-3. The welded steel

a

Figure 31.Cylincler block and crinkcai. (cast oi "In bloc" corokniction).
75.13X
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INSPECTION ;
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CYLINDER 1

H.EAD STUD I

F. 3-2.,-4ylinder block (welded steel platetand *gimp

.strUcture provides rigid support for the Cylinder
cooling jackets, liners, and heads. Thelong bolts

ron the bottom of the block secure the tinit ,to a
separate engine part such ai the crankcase whiCh
we shall discusslater in this chapter. ,

The thtle cylinder blocks discussed so fax
are -all from engines with an- in-.4ine ;ylinder

rangmt Th;--bloc,k 'illuttrated-iniligure 34
is rtpresentative of blOcks construated for sdme
engines with the V-type cylinder-arrangement.

of this tyPe are usually structed of
forginp and steel plates welded t there. ln. the
'V4ype construction, the upppr d loWer deck
plates or each side of the Y. are bored to receive
the cylinder limn. The sijacebetween the- deck
plates and the space between the two banks

z

75.14

form the scayenging air chamber, or air box. in
some blocks of this typo, the liner bore in the
lower deck plate is made with a groove 'that
serves as a cooling water inlet for the liner. Some
V-type blocks are constructed with the

. mounting pails for the Main bearings' seats as
parts of: the forged transverse 'members at the

--bottom ,of the block.In some blocks;.-the lower
bearing seats for the - cinshaft aro located in a
-pocket Which is an integral part of the block.
Note the camshaft pocket in figure 3-4.

/CRAMCASES
L.

The engine frame part that serves as a
housing for the' crankshaft is commonly called

35'
,-ef

k ^le
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the crankcase. lir some engines, the crarikease is
an integrel part of ,the cylinder block (fig. 3-1
and '3-2), requiring an oil pan, sump, or base to
coinplete the housing. In others; the crankcase is
a Separate part and is bOlted to tho block. Figure,

: 3-5 illustrates a crankcase of the latter type
which is used with the block shOwn in figure.
3-3. This crankcase is an. all-steel welded
struCture whieh ineorOorates the bolting tlange.s,..
the main bearing saddles, arid an oil trough. A
crankcaSe of this type is sometimes.called the,:
main =gine base. .
BEDPLATES AND BASES

- 'lfl large eriges of 'early desiim, a bedplate w
---suppprted,the-rriain -bearings.-- The bedplate -was

bOlted to the ,cra,nkease . and an' oil- pan was
bolted to the bedplate. In some large engines 'of..

more Modem the.- siipport for Main
,

prov
, ,

bearaitss is ided with part called the .base:
.Figure 3-6, illustrates such a base, which is, used
with the biock ShoWn in figure 3-2. This type of
base serves as a.Combinatipn bedplate and oil
pan. Although similar to the crankcase 'shown in

76.16
Figure 3-4.An exempla Of a V-type cylinder Wei..

construction.

75.18
Figure3ACrankcarne.

figure 3-5, the: base in figure 3-6 requirts the
engine block to complete Me frame for theinain
engine bearings. (In the crankcase shown in

--figure .35,however,-the crankshaft and: the main.
beirirtgs were Mountedrand secured completely
within the crankcase.)

SUMPS AND OIL. PANS ,

A reservoir ,for' collecting' and holding the
engine's lubricating oil is. a necessary part of the
engine structurq, The reservoir May be called a
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Figura 3-6.Engine base.

sump, oil trough,. or an oil pan, depending on its
design, and is usually attached directly .to the
engine. HQW.Aver, in ,dry gimp engines, the sump
m4y be located apart from the engine. Wheiever
it is located, the' reservdir serves the same
purPoic.

In the crankcase and the engine- base shown,
in figures 3-5 and 3-6, the oil sump is part of the ;
base or crankcase and hai functions other than
jiiit as an oil reservoir. Many of the sMaller
.en*iiies do not have a.separate base or crankcase;
instead,-they haVe au 3i113-n,--ivhkh is Svviired.
direetly to the.,:bOttorn of the bliock. The block
shown in figure 3-1 uses suCh a pan. Usually, the
oil pan serves only as the lower portion of the
crankshaft housing and as the oil keservoir;._

. PLA.T.FS

, Some engines have fiat steel plates attached
to eici-end of the cylinde'r4blOCk. Eild plates

.

LUBRICATING 01
HEADER INLET,-'

a

FILTRATION
SYSTEM INLET

76-20

add rigidity to the black and provi4 a surfaCe
*to which ,may be bolted hOusings foft, cli Parts
as gears, -blowers, Pumps, and generatori. An end
plate and gasket for the block .in figure 3-1 .are
.sholeVain, figure 327..

.

ACCELSS PPENINGS AN i? COVERS
.:,

Many engines, espeCiallY the larger onea,
...hive openings in SoMe.part .of the engine franie.
...,(See figures '3-2.,and 3-3.) These 'openings permit

,access---10-.-- the yhnderliners-,- -main and-
, :\eonhecting rod bearings, injector control shafts,

and. various 9thex:.iniernai'vngine. parts: Aceess
doors are- usually. secured ,vith handwbeel or
nut-openkted clamps and are fitted with gaskets
to .keep dirt and foreign- material. out . of the
engine's :interior...On .some engines, the covers
(sometimeS" ailed doors or, Plates) -to access
openings: are constructed to -aerie -as safety'

,.. . .
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Figure 3-7.Froett end Plata *ad biOck.

elaisr HAM:MOLE-- co
COVER AIR-INTAKE PORTS

IN CYLINDER LINER

devices. A ety cover is one equipped with a
spring-loa d pressure plate. The spring
maintains pressure that keeps the plate sealed
under normal operating conditions. In the event
of a crankcase explosion or extreme pressure
within the crankcase, the excess preSsure
covercomes the spring tension, and the plate in

6.23X
Figure.3.9.-4efsty type makes*. harldhoie cover. LA&

vietvA,side of cow Rigid vie* outside cd cover.

the safety .cover act,/ as an escape vent.' The
'release of excess pressure helps to minimize
damage to the engine.

.

A typical access opening and cover are ,

:shown in figure 3-8.. The cross section of this
cover and iq position on the block can -be seen
in the right-hand view 'of figure 3-1. A safety
(vier and its parts are shown in figure 3-9.

Bk.ARING$

The bearings of an engine make up an
important group of parts. Some bearinz remain
stationary, in performing their function while
others move. One principal group of stationary '
bearings in an engine are those, that support the
crankshaft. These bearings are generally called
main bearings. (See figures 34 and 3-4) You
will fmd additional information on these and,
other bearings inlater chapters iii connection-
with related moving parts.

CYLINDER A652$)EMBLIES

* 1The cylinder assembly completes the
*structural framework'of an engine. As one of tlw
main stationary parts of an engine, the cylinder
assenibly., along with various related working
parts, serves to confme and rekase thoe gases. For,
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figure 310.Princ0 etationiwY parts of

purposes of our diScussion, the cylinder
assembly consists of the lead, the liner, the

the gaske_ts_ifig. 3-10). The other
engine, parts shown in figure 340, many of
which involve motion', are discussed later in this.
manual.

The design of the paits of the cylinder
assembly varies considerably from one type of
engine to another. Regardless of differences in
design, however,', the basic components of all
cYlin4er osemblies function, along with.related

,

75.24X
cylinder essembly

moying parts, to provide a gas-tight and
liquid-tight space.' Differences other than in
design will be found in cylinder assemblies. For
exampli, a gasket is necessary,betWeen the head
'and block of most cylinder assemblies. However,
such gaskets are not used on all engines. When a
gasket s not a part of the assembly, the mating
surfaces of the head and block are accurately
machined to form a seal betweenthe twd parts.
Other -differences in cylinder assemblies exist,

.some of which are pointed out in the discussion
that follow?.



'CYLINDER' UNERS

The barrel or bore in whiCh an engine piston
moves back and forth may be an integral part or
the cylinder block, or it may be a separate sleeve
or liner., The . first type, common in gasoline
engines, has the disadvantage of not being
replaceable. When excessive wear occurs in a
Nivel of ibis tYPe, the barrel must be rebored
and boned: Reconditioning of thiS nature cannot
be repeated indefmitely and, in time, the entire
block must be replaced. Another disadvantage is

. the inconvenience, especially in large entries, of
removing the entire cylinder block from a ship in

. order to recondition the cylinders. For these
, reasons, practically .. au diesel engines , are

constructed with replaceable cylinder liners. The
cylinder liners we shall discuss are representative
of those used in diesel engines.

.

The material of a liner must withstand the
extreme heat and pressure developecLwithin the
cylinder and, at the same time, must permit the
piston and rings to Move with a minimum of .

friction. Closeirained cast iron is the,material
most commcmly used for liner cons ctiOn;

however, steel -is sometimes used. Some liners
are plated on the .wearing -scirface with porous
chromium: Chromium has greater weaviesistant
qualities than other materials.. Also, the pores in
the Plating tend to hold the lubricating oil and
thereby aid in maintaining the lubricafion film
which is necessary to reduce friCtion and wear.

Five replaceable-type cylinder linen 'are
shown in.figure 3-11. These liners illiistrate -some
of the differences in the design of liners and the
relative size-of the engines repreiented.,
14pes of L:iners

.

gy 'Imder liners niay be divided int* two
general classifications or types:, dry or t. The
dry-type liner does not come in contact the
coolant; instead, it fits closely .against th wall of
the cooling jacket in the cylinder block. With
the Wet-type linei, the 'coolant comes in direct
contact with. the liner. Wet liners may have a
coOling Alter spaô between the -engine block
'and -liner, or they y have iniegralyooling
passages. .Liners . with integfal caoling-passages
are sometimes .. referred to as .1vaterjacketed
liners:

'64tai
r>

Yir

%

- -
A.

,1'

Fist? 3.11;--Cy inder liwors of dispel angina

40
4 9 .10

75.25
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DRY, LINERS.Liners of this type have
-relat;welY thin wills compared with liners of the
wet type. The smallest liner in figure 3-11E is of .

the dry type. The doss section of this liner can
be seen in the tight-hand :vieW of figtut 3-1.
Note tlrat the coolant circulates in pastages in
the block and does not come in contact with the
liner

Liners, of the dry type are installed in some
.entnes with a press fit-and in others with a
-Icxybe fit. Some' engines.using the type of block
shown in %tire 3-1 are fitted with press fit liners :

and others have Jiners with a looSe
Manufacturew recommend that, when:
replacements are,necessary, .liners with a press fit
be replaced with those having a loose qt.. In such
cases, the liners for both press and loose fits are
identical internally. Therefore when

; replacements are made, the cylinder bores in the
block must be honed to a law diameter to
permit the loose fit. A14. liners in a block must
have the same type

Liners .with a press fit require- special tools
for installation and removal. In 'small engines,
liners with a loose fit can usually be removed by .

hand after the liner has been loosened.

WET LINERS.In wet type liners that do.
not have integral cooling passages, the water
jacket is formed ".by the "liner and. a separate
jacket which isa part of' the block frame. (Sep.'
figure I 2.) A seal. Must be provided at both the
combustion .and crankshaft ends.of the cylinders
to prevent leakage. generally, the seal at the
combustion end of a liner consists of either a
gasket under a flange or amachined fit.. Rubber
or neoprene rings generally form the,Seal at the
crankshaft end of the liner, Liners,of this type
are .So constmcted as- to permit lengthwiSe
expansion and .Contraction, and the walls are
strong enough to withstand .the full working

---7-----v:pressure-of the. combustion/ales.

ji figtire 3-1 IA, the liner with the largest
diameter is an example of this type of wet liner.
Note the grooved flange at the top and the
ring grooves at the lower end. The groove in the
flange- andi the tongue of the cylinder head make
a metal-to-metal joint 'and seal. The joint
between the flange and the cooling jacket is
sealed with a nonhardeping sealing comeound. A

'11

cross section of a wet tYPe liner is shovp in
rig= 3-12.

WAT R-JACKETED LINERS.A cylinder
sleeve this type has its own coolant jacket as
an iztra1 part of the liner assembly. Thejacket
may cast 9n, dm* on, or sealed on the
liner. The water is admitted into the lower
section of the jacketand leaves through the top,
as illustrated in figure ,3-13. The liner shown is
that of a 4-stroke cyCle engine. Most .2-stroke
cycle engines are equipped with watei-jacketed
liners, since such , liners provide the mat
effective means of establishing a watertight seal
around the ports.

AnOther feature .of some liners is the
counterbored area. Such an area is identified in
figure 3-13B. The counterbore extends
downward to the top point of travel ofthe firing
ring.. The diameter of the liner in the
cOunterbored area is slightly larger than the
diameter in the axea of piston ring travel: If the
diameter of the liner were the same throughout
its length, the increase in diameter in the ring
contact area would result in the formation of a

76.24
Figura 312.Cros section of o wt type cylinder ynee.
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ridge or lip on the liner -surface at the upper
limit of firing ring travel. A lip on the surface of
1 liner may cause broken, piston rings, and,
possibly, extensive damage to an engine. The
counterboreoevents formation of suCh a ridge
or lip. (After extensive engirie operation, the
liner surface may wear in the area where the

make-contact.)
The liner in figire 3-13 and liners C and D in

figure 3-11 have cast-on jackets; that is, 'the
jacket is cast as an integral part of the liner.
Whereas in the longest liner shown in figure
3-11B, Instead of being east as an integral part of
the liner, the water jacket is sealed on the liner
with rubber seal hap. Details of a liner aisembly
wit)) a sealed-on iacke.t are sifown in figure 3-14-

DRAIN

75.27

;Of the four jacket-type liners shown (figures
. 3-11, 3-13, -and 3-14) and discussed, note that

three have ports.. In the largisi of .these three
(fig. 3-14) the lo tion of the ports eliminates
the seal of the water jacket as a priplem with
'respect to the air. ports. In .the other two linera
(t and 1) in fig. 3-12), there is no _probleM 'of

leakage- since the ports are-cast -as a part of the
assemblY. in ..the cast jacket-type liner,' the water
jacket is formed by the inner and-Outer walls of
the liner. The ports divide the 'water space into
lower and upper spaces, which are connected by
vertical passages between the ports. This type of
construction is illustrated in figure 3-15. The
cross section is that of th ersishown in figure
3-11D.
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Figura 3-14.Cylinder liner aseembly with naiad-an jacket

Repair procedures for liners vary, depending
on the engine. Troubles, which may require
repair of the cylinder liners, are cracks, scoring,
obstructed ports, or excessive wear: If an
inspection or test of the cylinder liner'indicates
tliat it must be removed for repair or

zleplacement, follow the instructions given on
\ the appropriate Maintenance Requirement Card

(MRC) or in the manufacturers technical
manual for the particular type of engine. Figure
3-16 illustrates the mebiod generally used to
remove a cylinder liner.

-If it becomes necessary to remove the
cylinder liner of an engine, proceed a follows:

1. Drain the water from the engine.
2. Remove the c'ylinder head.
3. Remove the piston(s).
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accumulation of water in a cylinder of a secured
engine, an abnonnal.decline in the water level of
the expansion tank, excessive temperature or
fluctuating pressure of the cooling water (when
cornbustion gases blow into the cOoling
passages) -,or oil in the cooling water of- an
operating engine.

11, yoW cannot locate cracks by- visual
inspection, you 'must use other methods.
Hydrostatic testing is one method and removing
the liners from the engine 'is another, To check
liners with integral codling passages, plug the
outlets and fill the passage with glycol type
antifreeze; this lkluid will, leak from even the
smallest craqcs. cracks in dly liners may be

UAL II/INGV

COOLING NATI*
'WAIT

aiA,N rux

. i5.29)(
Figura 3-15.Ctou 'action Of cast jacket-type liner with -

air porta

14:1.7

4. Attach the special liner Tinier to the
liner studs and tighte n. the nuts by hand.,(The
nuts must be hand tightened; if a wrench is used,
the threads on both nuts and studs may.. be
damaged.)

S. Attach the hook of the chain fall and
pull slightly until the liner breaks free (fig.
546). If the liner fails to -break loose
immediately, yoU should _apply pressure at the
bottom. To do this, place a block of wood op
the cunks.haft throw, and force it up against the
liner by rotating the turning gear.

tilt --the --liner -up-untif it clears the top of
the engine block and remove it tO a safe place. It
may be necessary to rotate the liner slightly
while rernoving it from the engine block.

CRiCKED, .I3ROKEN, AND DISTORTED
LINERS.Cracks linerS may logically be
suspected wheri any of the following oecur:
excessive Water ie. the lubricating oil, an Figure 3-itRankly* a Oylinder.fiair..:
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more difficult to locate because there is no
leakage water to leak ttuough such crack.s. You
may need to use magnaflux equipment to locate_
eracks in,dry linirs.

Cylinder liners may crack because ,of poor
cooling, improper fit of piston or pistons,
incorrect installation, foreign bodies in the
combustion spaCe; or erosion aud corrosion.,

IMEROPER COOLING, which generally
'results from restricted cooling passages,. May
Cause Uneven heating of liners, restilting in liner"
failure due to thermal stress. Scale formation oh
the cooling .passage surfaces.of lineri may also
cause uneyen heating; Wet liners are subject to
scale foffnation. -Scale may be removed by
following the procedures outlined in ,chapter

. 233 (9412) of NavShips' Te,chnical Manuat.
Proper codling of dry ;liners requires clean -

contact surfaces bitween the liner. and Cylinder
bloek. Particles of dirt between these surfaces
eauser spaceS which are poor conductors of
heat. Films of oil of grease on these mating
surfaces also offer resistance to the flow of heat.
DISTORTION, WEAR, or %BREAKAGE may,
residt if a liner is not properly seated. Causes of ,

improper liner seating may be metal 'chips, nicks,
or bUrrs, or improper fillets. In figure 3-17 an
improper fillet on the cylinder deck pievents
proper liner seating To correct an improper
fillet, grind it down until the lewer surface of,
the flange seats properly on the-mating-surface
of the cylinder deck.

An oversized sealing ring mai cause
improper positioning of the liner. As thesealing
ring is overcompressed, the rubber loses its
elasticity and becomeshard; which may result in
distortion Of the cylinder.

Use feeler gages to check the clearance
between the mating surfaces. If the
manufaCturer's technical Manual specifies the
-distance -from the -cylinder deck -to-the -upper

. Surface of the liner flange, use this dimension 'to
check on the seating of the hner. ,

OBSTitUCTIONS in the Ustioit
chamber may .be destructive not on to the
liner but also *to the -cylinder head and other

. parts. EROSION Alsip coRgosION. may take
Place in 4few isolated spots and weaken a liner
sufficiently to cause cracks. Replacement iS the

INMOPER FILLET
CYLINDER DECK

. CLEARANCE
LOVER FLANGE

r

u

75.32
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Figure 0-17.inalroparty asatadeyandar.jiter.

only satisfactory meani of correcting cracked,
.broken, or badly distorted eylinder liners.

SCORED CYLINDER LINERS,Scoring
may be, in the. form of deep or shallow scratehes
in the liner iiirfaw. With most liner scoring,

piston rid ;piston ngs. The symptoms of
there be cbrretponding'scnithlies. on the

scoring ..maY be low firing or compression
pressure and rapid wear of piston rings. The-best
method for 'detecting scoring is visual inspection d
'through liner ports, througlr' the crankcase
housing with pistons in top position, or when
the engine is disassembled.

Scored ylinder liners may be caused by
broken pistons rings; a defective piston,
impmper
presence
drawnjiato:
oil and be
lappin8 e
damage.

line, improper lubrication, or the
f foreign particles. Dust particles

engine_ cylinder will mix. with the
me an effective but undesirable

pound that, may cause extensive
e cann Overemphasize the

importance of keeping the intake air clean.
-Another preOution- that-should- be taken is -to-
see that when an .engine is .being assembled, no.
metal chips, npts, bolts, screws, or tools remaire.

.
ire the cylinder\ when the head is replaced.

Pistons anc_1 rings which art badly worn
permit blowb14 of combustion ,gases. Not only is
operating efficiency'reduced, but there is also a
greater tendency for scoring, both because of
the increased temperature and becau$ blowby
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,thnistingagainSt one or 'two sides of the
: cylinders.

Clearance between a piston and a liner is
generally checked by micrometer measurements'

, of tOth parts. On smaller engines; you can use a
feeler gage. Clearance in.excess 9f that specified
by the manufacturer is generallY due to_liner
wear, which normally is &reater than piston
wear. .

Measlirernents' for determining liner 'wear
should be taken at three leVels. Make the first
measUrement slightly below the highest point4to

.which the top ,ring travels; make the next
measiirement slightly above-th,e lowest point of
,compression ring travel; and, make the' third
measurementat rpoint abaut midway between
the, frist two. (All readings should be recordeck
so ,that rapid wear .of any particulai cylinder

be evident to 'the operatorj if wear or
out-of-roundness exiStS beyond specified liMits,
the Iner should be replaced..,Figure 3-20 showi
two examples of taking 'inside measurements:
The liner shown5 in figure 3-20/3 requires it least
twice as many measurements as other types Of,
liners because it is frbm an .oppOsed pistOn
engine.-

You will not get accurate measurements
unless.you properly position the caliper or gage
in the liner. Common errors in positioning are
illustrated in A and. B of figiiie Hold' one
end of the caliper firmly against the liner wall, as
shown in A Of figure 3-20. You .can then move-
the free end back and forth, and pp, and do*n.

Figure 3.18.-:Line
75.33

ports_1;fore rood spar stoolOg.

may reduce the oil fihi-C'UnUl metal-to-metal
- contact takes place. Inspect the pistons and rings

carefully. A piSton with a rough surface (such as,
one that haS seized) will cause seoring of, the

Scoring as a result of insufficient lubricatiOn
or dirt, in the lubricating oil dan be Prevented if
lubricating ecitlipment (filters, strainers, and
sentrifugei) is nunitained properly. ,Lube oil
must be purified in accordance with required
procedures.

Rebair of, score.d liners is nbt generally
undertaken -by siiip's force. Spare liners are
inStalled.- When nec.essary, liners with minor
scoring may ,be kept in service, if the cause of
scoring is eliminated, and the minor defects can
be corrected. The Surface of the liner must be
inspected carefully, especially in the region next
to the portS, for any burrs, projections, or sharp
edges tliat will interfere with piston and ting,
travel: Mast, projections can be removed by"
handstoning, using a fine_ stone. A liner; before
and aft& the ports v7ere stOned, is shown in
figUi=e3-1a.: , I

- EXCESSIVELY WORN LINERS;-The best
method of Suiding excessive weir is to take
measurenients of the cylinder liner with inside
3picronietet calipers. Two types of liner %year to
be checked are illustrated- in 'figure .3-,I 9.
Excessiye maximum diameter results from
general' wear equally around . the Cylinder.
Qui...of-roundness is produced by the piston

ga'

A 8 OW Of ROUrstOkESS
A mmAxwk,uA 01,AmVER.

7S.34
Figure 34 9.444sanstimeots for dationining l'Uror wear.
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until you establish the -true dmér of the liner.
The-moving end will trace a patch similar to that
illustrated in figure 3-22.

Considerable experienee in using an-inside
micrometer or cylinder gage is neceSsary to
enstire accuracy, As a precaution against error, it
is a goo<I practice for two persons to take the

measurethent; then any discrepan6y
i

LINER AND MICROMETER

7E37
Figure 3-,224Trace of Wiper encj.when-cistermining true

diameter.Of a liner.

' *

betWeen the tWo sets of readings can.. be

Excesisive o abnotnal wear .of cYlinder
.liners mai/ be 'caused .15y- intuffitient lubrication,.
dirt, -improper-starting -procedures, the-

,...5.00ling Water temperature is too low..
.

1-The cooling water of an engine should
alwayS be r maintained within, the specified ..
temperaiure ranges. If :the.. temperature is
allowed .to 'drop too low, corrosive vapors Will ..

-condense on theliner walls.
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.
The 'lubricating syStem must be carefully

maintained.. in proper working order. . The,
method of cylinder liner iubrication.varies with'
different engines. The proper gade oil,, in'
'accordance with .enging spaifications, should be'

%"aised.

The engine must not be operated in a. dirty
.condition, The air box. Crankcase, and manifold
should ..be cleaned and maMtaMed in 'a. clean
condition, to- avoid ,cylinder wear .and scoring:
tAttention to the ,air cleaner, Oil filters,and oil
t,:entrifuge are the best precautions against the
entrance of dirtioto theeni#ne.)

Improper- starting Procedures will cause
excessive wear on the liners and pistons. When
an ern,One is firststarted, some time may elapse.
before the flow of lubrieating oil. is .complete; .;

.also, tlie parts are cold 'and..condensation of
corrosive vapors .i4 accelerated accordingly.
These two factors (lack of 'lubrication and,_
condensation of _corrosive 'vapors) make. the
period immediately after 'starting a criticalliine

-for cylinder liners. If an inderientlently driven oil
pump' is,instafled, it mnst -be used. to prime.tho
lube oil system and build-up 'Oil preSsure before

-.the engine is started; The engine should- ndt be
subjected to' ..high' .load during the , warmup
period. .Follow, the manufacturer's ,instruction
manual -conterninl1/4 warm up time . and load

-.application 'for the engine' concerned..
Cylimier liners' worn beyond the maximum

allowable limit-should be>eplaced. You..wilrfind
the maximum'. allowable wCar limits 'for engines

. in the appropriate rhanUfaCturer's technkal
;Manual br the Diesel Engine' Wear LimitChart
:available froM .the Naval Sea Systems Command.
in'the absence of such specific information, the
following' wear limits (established by., NavSea)
apply in general to:

1. Two-stroke.cycle eniOnes; with aluminum
pistons: 0.0025.inch per inch.diameter.

2. Slow-speed engines over 18-inch bore:
_ 0_005 ineh per inch diameter. .

Ali other engines: 0.003 inch per inch
diameter.

CYLINDER ilLADS

T h e. liners o.r bQfes of n
internal-combustion engine 'Must be sealed
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tightly to form the combustion chambers. In
most Navy engines, except for engines of the,
oppOsed-piston type, the space it the
,combustion end of a cylinder is formed and
sealed by a cylinder head which 'is usually a
separate unit from the block or liner..

A number of engine parts which.are essential -
to engine operation may be found in or attached ,
to the cylinder head. The cylinder head may
house intake and exhaust valves, valve guides
and valve seats, or only .exhaust valves and
related parts- gocker arm assemblies are
frequently attached .to the cylinder head. ,The
fuel Mjection valve is almost always in the
cylinder 'head or heads of a these) engine, while ,

the spark plugs are always in the cylinder head-
of gasoline *engines. Cylinder heads of a 'diesel
engine may also be fitted wiih air 'starting
valves,,indicator cocks, and safety valves.

Thd design and Material Of .4 Cylinder head
muSt .be -such that it -can :withstand the raPid
changes of temperature and pressure, whith t4ie
place in the coinbustion space; and the strlYs
which results, froin the .head's being' bolted
securely to.the block. Cylinder heads arealmost
-always made of heat-resisting alloS,' Cast iron.

The number of cylinder heads found on
.engines varies considerably. Small enginesof the
in-line cylinder arrangement use one head for all
cyUnderA ng1e head sewes for alLcylinders in
each ban of omeN-type engines. Large diesel ,
engines gener4ly have ong, cylinder head for
each cylinder. tnne engines use. one head -for
each pair Of cylindets:

6ylinder head of the type used to seal all
cylinders of a block is shown in figure 3-23. This
head is used with the bltek illustrated in figure
3-1. Three heads of the individual-cylinder type
are sho'wn in 'figure 3-24. The head on th,e right
is the type used for each of the cylinders bUh
block shown in figure 3-2..Tho,other twoliads,
are used on Vrtype diesel engines. A 'cross
'section of the head on the extreme left is shown
in figure .3-10.

Coolant passages, common to most cylinder
heads, are provided in each of the heads shown
in figure 3-24. The coolant enters the head from
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the cylinder black or liner and cools the hood
and attached 'parts,. The cOnnection between the
coolant passages in blocks or liners and the head
will vary. -Such connections -may consist -,of
ferrules (fig. 3-10), or.similat connections, Dr
outside jumper lines, (See _chapter 12 for -

additional information on engine cooling
systems.),

Conditions requiring repair of a cylinder
head, are, in many ways, similar to those
encountered in, cylinder liners, and can be
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grouped, in general, under cracks, corrosion,
diStortion, and fouling.

'Cracks

The symptoms of a cracked cylinder head
are .the same as those of a cracked liner. Cracks
in cylinder heads are best located, by visual
inspection or a magnetic powder inspection. On
some types of engines, a defective cylinder can
be located by bringing' the ,piston of each.
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cylinder, in turn, to top dead center, and
applying compressed air. When air isapplied to a
damaged cylinder,: a bubbling .sound 'indicates
leakage,

When removed from the engine, the cylinder,
head can be checked for cracks by the
hydrostatic test that is used on cylinder liners
equipped With integral cooling passages.

Cracks generally 'occur in cylinder heads on
the narrow metal sections,betWeensuch parts as
valves and. Uteetors. The cracks May be cwsed.
by adding cold water to a hot engine, y
restricted cooling potssages, by obstriictioni in
the combustion spacS:or by jinproper tightening
of studs.

,

Aboard ship, cracked Cylinder heads-usually
must be repliced. It. is possible to repair them by
welding, but thia process requires special
equiPment and highly skilled personnel normally
found only at repair activities.

Corrosifan
. .

Burthig and corrosion of the mating surfaces
of a cYlinder head may be caused by a defective
gasket. Although regular planned maintenance
ordinari4x-prevents the oceurence of this type of
trOuble,. bunting and corrosion may take place

-under certain conditions. When corrosion and
burning occur, there may, be a loss of power as 4result of combUstion gas leakage or water
leakage into the combustion space. Other
symptoms of leakage may be (1) hissing or
sizzling- in the area of the head where gases or
water may be leaking between the cylinder head
and the block, (2) bubbles iii the expansion tank
sight glass, or (3) overflow of the expansion
tank .

Gaskets arid grornMets that seal combustion
spaces and water passages must be in good

. condition; otherwise the fluids will leak and
`cause corrosion or burning of the areas,

contacted. Improper cooling water treatment
may also accelerate the rate of corrosion.

In general, cylinder heads that are burned or
corroded as a result of gas or water leakage are
damaged to` siich an extent that they must be
'replaced.
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Distortion

Warpage or distortion of cylinder,heads is
apparent when the Mating surfaces of the head
and block fail to match Pioperly. If distortion is
severe, the head will not fit over the studs.
Distortion may be caused by improper welding
technique in the repairing of cracks dr bY
improper tightening of cylinder head studs.
Occasionally, new headamay be 3/4carped because
of improper casting or machining processes.

Repair of distorted or damaged Cylinder
heads is often impracticable. They should be
replaced ai soon as.possible and tinted in td the
nearest supply activity which will determine the
extent of damage and the.method of repair.

, Fouling

If the combustion spacei-become fouled, the
efficiency of combustion will decrease.
Combustion chambers are designed to create the
desired turbulence for mixing the fuel and air;
any accumulation Of carboli deposits in the
space will inipa4. both turbuleriee and
cembustion by aiteriIg t.lte shape and decreising
the volume of the 'co ustion chamber.

Syniptoms of fouling in the combustion
spaces are smoky exhaust, loss of power, or high
coMpression. Such symptoms may indicate the
existence of extensive carbon formation, or
clogged passages, In Some engines,' these
symptoms 'indicate 'that the shutoff valves for
the auxiliary combustion chambers are stuck.

Combustion Chambers . may also become
fouled because of faulty injection equipment,
improper aSsembly procedures, or excessive oil

Cleaning of fouled combustion spaces'
generally -involves removing the carbon
accumulation. The best method, is to soak the
dirty parts in an-approved solvent and then wipe
off all)traces of carbon. You may use a scraper
to remove carbon, but be careful, to aVoid
damaging the surfaces. If oil pumping is the
cause4pf carbon formation, check the wear of
the rings, bearings, pistons, ind jiairs. Replace
or recondition excessively worn parts. Carbon
fo tion reiulting froM improperly assembled
parts can' be avoided by following the procedure
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desaibed in the -manufacturer's technical
manuaL

CYUNDER HEAD STUDS
vANp Golan

. In most installations, the seal between the
Cylinder head and the block, depends principally
upon the studS and gaskets. The itUds, or stud
bolts, secure the cylinder head to thi cylinder
block. A gasket between the head arid the block
is compressed to form a -seal 'when the head isA
properly tightened.

Round rod, generally of alloy steel, is used
for cylinder.. head STUDS. Threads ate cut on
both ends, and-those that screw into the block
are generally of a much tighter fit than those on
the nut end. A tighter fit in the bloek aids in
preventing the stud from unscrewing when the
stud nuts are reins:wed: Usually, studs which are
in good condition should not be removed from
a cylinder block.

Sets of cylinder head studs in position in,
cylinder blocks can be seen in'figure 3-2 and 3-3:

All stud 'nuts should be tightened equally
and in accordance with specifications given in
the- manufacturer's technical manuaL-
Overtightening is as undesirable as
undertightening. Sometimes studs that are
relatively inaccessi6le are neglected during the
periodic checks for tightness. Such an oVetsight
may result in studs coming loose and failing.

When installing stud nuts, the threads of the
studs and '. the nuts' should be carefully cleaned
by wire-brushing and applying an approved
solvent. Cleaning will minimize wear and
distortion of threads reSUlting from dirt, as well
as increase the accuracy of the torque Wreneh
readings. (It is evident that a higher torque
wrench reading will be necesSary . to reach
required tension when the threads are dirty than
when they are cleaned and well lubricated.)

Figure 3-25 illustrates an order for
tightening studs ,for two types of cylinder heads.

II

ENGINE

-

;rr

75.40
Rouse 3-25.--order Of SICNROOD fits. tightening cylinder

head studs.

A - SURFACE WITHPLIT
GASEIT

GASKET
PLACt

Figure 3-28,=-The principle of a
76.41

This order is not a hard and fast nile butcan be
followe4 in the: absence of more specific .
information. Studs are generally tightened
sufficiently to .seat the-cylinder head light/04
finger. tight. At least two or three rounds of T

tightening should be made before bringing all
studs up to the specified torque:

Even thaugh gasket design is quite varied, all
GASKETS have "compressibility" as a common
property:, The principle by which this prdperty
is iaut to use in forming a seal between mating
parts is illustrated in figure 3-26. Two types of
gaskets are SilQW11 in figure 3-27.
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75.42X
Figure 3-27.--Typas of gaskets..

The mating surfaces of a cylinder block and .
head may appear to be quite samooth; however,
if highly magnified:existing irregularities can be
seen in the surfaces, as illustrated in part. A of
figure 3-26. Such irregularities, though slight; are
sufficient to allow leakage of the combustion
gases, oil, ar coolant unless some compressible
material is used between the mating surfaces.
The manner in 4ich compressible gasket
material rill's- the openings cauied by the
irregularities of the two mating 'surfaces is

-illustrated in B Of figure 3-26.

Material .used in the manufacture of gaskets.
varies as widely as does gasket design. Gaskets
are made from copper and Other relatively, soft
'metals, laminated steel sheets, -. fiber, cark,
:nibber, synthetic rubber, and a combination of
M a te rials such as copper and asbestoS.
Combinations of g4skets;7- seal. rings, and
grommets pr similar devices may be used to
prevent leakage of oil, water, and gas between a
Cylinder block and head.

Leakage is the chief trouble eneountered
with gaskets. Leakage becomes apparent when

7 the ,compression pressure becoMes low, !esulting
in starting difficulties, or when fluid escapes
between "Oie head and black. Sometimes there
may be no external leakage from a defective
gasket. The only Way to positively determine
internal leakage is by removing the cylinder
head.

Leaky gaskets may be the result of a
imanently compressed gasket, improper

)44. .
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tightening of cylinder head stud nuts, careless
installation of the gasket, of the iristapa ion of a
damaged or defeetive gasket.

A f ter prolonged Ilse, gaskets become
pernianently coMpressed and lose their abilitY to

'conform to. irregularities in the machine
surfaces. Ikage will occur past the gasket, and
the, operatbrAvill attempt to stop the leakage by
tightening the holddawn, or cylinder.head, nuts.
A gasket in Very poor condition may not stop
leakage even though the nuts are "pulled up to
the breaking point. If a gasket is torn or burned
across an area that must be sealed, it shauld be
renewed. Gaskets should be removed and
renewed in 'accordance with the engine
manufacturer's instructionS.

Gaskets may also be damaged by tightening
the head nuts unevenly or insufficiently. Figure
3-28 illustrates a conditiOn that may occur if the
nut's are tightened unevenly. That portion' of the
gasket below the tighi -nuts may 'become pinched
or cut, particularly where the mating surfaces Or-
the head and cylinder are not perfect planes.

If the nuts are not tightened to the specified
torque .wrench reading, the' gasket may fiat be
compressed sufficiently to cause it to conform
.to the irregularities in the machined surfaces.
This will, prevent proper sealing and alloW
blowby of the combustion gases, burning of the
gasket material, and may result in coMplete
failure of the gasket.

-TIGHT STUD LOOSE STUD

.GASKET-OUT (PINCHED/
AT THIS MINT

GASKET

75.43
Figure 3-28.Effect of uneven tightening on a gasket.
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When inStalling a gasket over the studs, you
must be. careful NOT to bend, tear, or break the
gasket In some 4nsta,llations, the gaskets do not
surround the studl bt5t can be placed in recesses
either in the cylinder block or the cylinder head;
you must position the gasket preperly in the
recess to avoid cutting, or pinching it when the
'head is pulled down. In addition, it is important
that you -use the correct stype of gasket; a gasket
of improper dimensions may prevent proper
sealing- of the cylinder head on the cylinder
block, and result in stud breayage as well as
burned airfaces.

ENGINE MOUNTINGS

The devices used to secure an engine in place
are not an actiial part of the engine. Ticiwever, a
discussion'of these devices is included here since
they are obviously, essential for installation
purposes and sinCe they serve an important part
in reducing the . possibility of dainage to an
engine and the Mechaniim Which it drives.

Different terms are used to identify the
devices that secure an engine, to a Ship. Such
terms as base, sUbbase, bed, frame; rails,
mountings, and seeuring devices appear in
varioUs engine tecluical manuals. To avoid
confusion, with the engilie base already discuised
in .this chapter, we will, use subbase to describe.
the supporting and connecting pedestal-between
an- enwine and the structUre of eship. We will
identify the devices' used to fasten the .subbase
to the ship as securing devices.

supAsg

The size and design of the subbase depends
on the -erioine involved and its use, . In many
installation, the engine and the mechanism
which it drives are mounted on a common
subbase. One, advantage of mounting both units
on a 'c'omrnon subbase is that misalignment is
less likely than when the units are mounted
separately. Diesel engine-generator se arc
usually secured to a conimon Subbase.

A differEnt type of mounting inv91ves the
use of handfitted chocks, or blocks, between the
engine and the strpcture of. the ship. Bolts are
used to secure the.engine rigidly in place and to
maintain alignment: A mounting of the block
type iS used with the engine base.shown in figure
3-6.

SECURING DEVICES

The securing devices used to fasten a subbase
to the structure of a Ship may be classified, in
general, as rigid or flexible'. Propulsion engines
are secured rigjdly to avoid misalignmeht
between the engine, reduction gear (or other
driven mechanisms), and the propeller shaft
Engines which drive auxiliary equipment may be
secured by either rigid or flexible devices.

Bolts

In installations where rigidity is of prime
iinporta e bolts are used as the- securing
devic Flexible seciiring.. devices are generally
us between the subbase of a generator set and

e ship's structure. Flexible devices may be
placed between the engine and the subbase.
Although flexible deVices are not necessary for
every.type of generator set, they are desirable
for generator,sets which are mounted near the
side of the hull, in order tO reduce vibiatiOn.
Flexible devices alSo aid in preventing damage
from shock loads imposed by external forces.

Flexible securing devices are of two general
type s;#. the vibration isolator and the shock
absoN!r. Both types may be incorpor pd in
one deyice.

Vibration Liolator

The isolator is designed to absorb the forces
of relatively, minor vibratibris, which are
common -to an operating engine. Such vibrations
are referred to as high-frequency,
sinall-amplitude vibrations, and they result from
an unbalanced condition created by the
movemenrof operating engjne parts.

Isolators may be equipped with coil springs
or flexible pads to absorb the energy or
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'brafion. An isolator reacts in the Saine manner,
whether it is of the spring type or of the flexible
pad .type: Examples of. both types of isolators
art shown in figure 3-29. Four or more spriiig
type isolators, shown in part A are used 'to
,support a generator set. The flexible pad or
"rubber sandwich" type isolator, shown 41 part:
B, is Used for mounting small Navy engines. The
rubber block. in the isolator shown Ls bOnded to
steel plates which are fitted .for attachment to
the engine. and subbase.

Shock Absorbers'

'Shock absorbers are used_to abiorb Vibiation
forces which are greater than those originating in-.
the engine. Such.forces, or shock Itiads; may be
induced by. the 'detonation of depth chatges,
torpedoes, bombs, etc. ThO shock absorber
operates . on the principle of the, vibration
isolator but incorporates an additional device to
protect the sngine zgainst severe 'shock loads, A.
common type of shotk absorber in use in the

,

Navy isillustrated.in figure 3-30.

75.45



PRINCIPAL MOVING AND RELATED MRTS

Many of- the rincipal part$ that -are
mounted within the main structure of an engine
are moving parts. These moVing parts convert
the poWer developed by. combustion in the
cylinder to mechanical energy which is then
aVailable for uSeful work at the output shaft.

In this chapter we will discuss the movnig
and ted parts that seal and compress gasei in
the der and .transmit the power developed
in ylinder. We will also 'discuss the-jacking
gear. r parts that are needed to develop.and
trAnsmit power, stich aS timimg gears and gear
trains, are discussed in later *chapters of this

-martuaL

VALVE MECHANISMS

,

Valve . mechanisnis of different engines may
varY considerably in construction and design,
even though the function remains the same. The

4 basic types 'a \valve mechanisms are described
briefly in Firetii\an. NAVEDTRA 10520-E. We
will go into more detail in the following
paragraphs with additional inforniation on valve,
mechanism troubIespter 5 of this manual

-deiciibis the operation of valve mechaniSms in
various types of engines.

VALVES

Intake 'and exhaust valves used in
. internal-combustion engines are of the. pet
461 tyPe. Poppet valyes have heads with cone-sh ed

or beveled edge and a bevel seat, which gi
the valvip a self-centering action. .
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Exhaust valves are usually made of
silicon-chrainium steel of steel alloys. Usually,
there is-a-high coitent of nickel and 'chromium
included in Mt steel or alloy to resist corrosiOn
caused by high-temperature gases. A hard alloy,s,
such as Stellite,ls often welded to the _seating
surface of ,the valve head and to the tip of the
valve stein. The hard alloy inereaies the wearing
qualities of the surfaces which make contact
when the valie closes. Low:alloy steels art
generally used far-intake valves because these
valves are not exposed3o,the caunsiye action of ,

he hot exhaustgasesy- '

Sodium is Used in.some exhaust valves to aid
in cOoling the valves-the hollo,w valve stems are
partly filled with sodium. At engine operating
temperatures, the sodium meltS and splashes up
and down 'inside the valve. The sodium is very
effective Way to transfer the heat froni the hot
exhaust valve head .through the stern and valve
guides to the engine pOoling system.

Regardless I of differences in engine
construction, certain troubles are 'common to all
applicable parts of valve assemblies.

Intake valves generally give longer periods of -

trouble-free operation than exhaust valves
because the operating temperature of the intake
valve is 'lowered by the air .that enteis the
_cylinder

Sticking Valves

Sticking valves will cause an engine to
Aisftre and will produce unusual noises at -the
Gain follower, push rod, and rocker arm.



Improper- tube oil or improper, fuel will leave
RisSINOUS DEPOSITS which, if allowed to
accumulate, C.,,may cause valves to stick.
Sometimes a mixture of half tube o '6 half
kerosene is used to remove should
-NOT' be..,used except on rts th t have been
removed from the . 4:4 since amount of
this mixtu*settling in the cylinde could cause
a serious explosion. There are number of
Navy-approved commercial produc that can be
Used when a complete disassembly is
impracticable.

-Bent Valves

A valve that hangs open not only prevents
the cylinder from firing, bul is. likely ,to. _be
struck by the piston aifd bent so that itCannot
seat properly. Symptoms of warped or slightly
bent Valves will usually show up-in the form of

-damage, to the surface of the valve head. To
leisen the possibility that cylinder head valves
will be . bent or damaged during overhaul,
NEVER place a cylinda bead directly on a steel
deck or grating; use a prOtective material such as..
wood or cardboard. NEVER pri a valve open
with a screwdriver or.similar tool.

Weak Springs

Valves. may close slowly, or fail to close
comi)letely, because of weak springs. At .high
Speecls,svalveS may 'Iloat, thus reducing engine
efficiency. Valve springs wear quickly when
exposed to eXcessive. temperitures, and to
corrosion from moisture combining with sulfur
that is present in the fuel., .

Burned Valves

Burned valves are indicated by irregular
exhaust gas temperatures and sometimes by an
excessive noise. In general, the principal iauses
of burned valves are carbon deposits, insufficient

.

tappet clearance, defective valve seats, and valve
heads that have been excessively reground.
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The principal ,cause Of binned exhaust valvei
is small particles of carbon that lodge between
the valve head and the valve seat. These particles
come from incomplete combustion of the fuel
or oil that is left by .the piston rings in the
cylinder. The particles hold the valve open just
enough to allow the combustion gases to pass, or
leak, at hig:i enough velocities and temPeratures
to cause the vskie head to bum. The valve seat
seldom burns . because- the water jackets
surrounding the seat usually provide enough
cooling to 'keep its temperature lielow a

'dangerous point. The valve is cooled by several
:Means, including its cOntact with the-valve Seat.

. When:carbon particles prevent contact, the heat
normally transferred from the valve head to the
seat remains in the valve head. .

en cleaning carbon from. Cylinder heads,
rernove ail loose particles from the crevices; be
extremely careful so that yon do not'nick or
scratch -the valve or wat. Removing the valves

. from the engirie will make it easier .to clean the
passages and remove the carbon deposits from
the underside of the valb4eads.

You should check te tappet clearance
adjustments at frequent in ovals to be certain
that they are correct and that the AoCking
devices are secure. The adjustment of yalve
clearances is discusSed later in this chapter.

'Most engines are 'equipped with Valve seat
inserts made of hard, heat-resisting, alloy steel.
OcZasionally, a seat will crack and-allow the hot
gases to leak, burning bpth the insert and the
valve. Sometimes a poor contact between the
valve seat insert and counterbore preVents the
heat from being -conducted away, and the high
temperatures, which result, deform the iniert..
When this oe'curs, both the seat and the valve
will burn; the seat insert must be replaced.

Loose Valve Seats

Loose valve seats can be avoided Ohly by
proper installation. Clean the counterbore
thoroughly to remove all carbon before
shrinking in :an insert. Chill the_ valve seat with
dry ice and place the cylinder head in boiling
water for approximately 30 minutes; theh drive
the insert into the counterbore with a valvie
insert- installing tool, as illustrated iri
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Never strike , a valve seat directly. The driving
operation mUst be done quickly, before the

*insert reaches . the temperature of the cylinder
head.

When replacing a damaged val.* with a tiew
one, inspect the valve guides for excessive wear.
If the, valve moves from side to side as it seats,
you must replace the guitiles. ,

fitting
'S

'4 s'
If the valve seat is secured f

.
y , the

counterbore and is free of.cracki an ,-iurns,)y\oui,
may remove slight damage stich. aspitting I3Y
hand grinding (fig. 4-2). Gem:4111Y, Koku,
prussian `blue to check the valve and Valve
but if this is not 'available, use any thin dark o'

A 1

paint. Allow the valte to seat by. dFoPPing it on ,

the valve seat from a short diatan
-i'urfaces fall to make ;complete
regrinding is necessary. In any valv !
reconditioning job, the valve seat mUst be

7foncentric with the valve guide. You Can
determine the concentricity with,.
indicator, as shown in figure 4-3:

klana-grinding methods should be held to a Figure

minimum and never used in place of maOhine

'

--Cketerrnining concentric
with idial
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Flora 44.--Machini grinding a viva seat

grinding, in which a grinding stone is titled to

The objection to hand-grinding the valve to
the seat is that a groove or indentation inay be
forined in the valve face. Since the grinding is
done when the ,valve is cold, the position of the
groove with respect to the seat is displaced when'
the engine is running, because la, the extreme

refinish the seat (fig. 4-4). To michine grind,
place the stone on the pilot (4. 4-3) and engage
the giinder. Grind the seat a few seconds at a
time and check the seat aftei each cut untilit.ls_
free of pits..

temperatures of the valve head over the valve
seat. Such a condition is illustrated (gre4tly
exaggerated) in figure 4-5. Ndte that when
"hot," the 17-ound surface of the valve does not'
make contact at ill with the ground surface of
-the seat. Therefor,Jtand irinding should be
used onlyto remove clight pitting or as the final
and finishing operatiài in a valve reconditioning
job.

Some valves and seats are not pitted .

sufficiently to require replacement' but are
-,Pitted to _such an exteA1 t that hand grinding
: wo.uld be unsatiSfactory, Such valves may be

refaced on a lathe (fig. 4-6 ) and 'the valve seats
may -be reseated by power equipthent
(fig. 4-4): 'Normally, these ope atio sate done at .

a repair base oritaval shipyard.
, Valve heads' that are excessivel reground to

such an extent that the edge is shaip, or almckst
sharp, will soon burn. A. sharp ge cannot

"conduct the heat away fast enough to prevent
burning. It is this factor that limits the extent to
which a valve may be refaced.

Broken ValieSprings

Brdlcen valve springs cause excessive valve
toise and may %awe erratic exhaust gas
-teMperatures. The actual breakage of the valve
springs is 'not alivays the most serious
consequence. When a spring breaks, it 'may
collapse just enough to allow the valve to drop
into the, cylinder wliett it may be struck by the
piston. In addition, the valVe. stem locks or
keepers may release, the valve and allow it to
drop into the cylinder; causing seVere damage to
the piston cy r head, ,and other nearby
parti.

A numbe 7 preCautions can be taken to
prevent or minimize corroSion and metal fatigue
which cause valve springs i,-to break. Be
reasonably , careful when assembling end
disassembling the valve, asseinbly. Before
reassernbly --be the- valve spring is.
thoroughly'cleaned and inspected. (Use kerosene-
or diesel fuel for cleaning. NEVER use an.
alkaline solution;, it will remove the protective.:, --
coating.) The ctindition of the surface of a valve
spring is the best indication of impending
failure. (Use magnafluxing to help find craCks
which wouid otherwise be invisible.) 4

AA

_
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Figure 4-5.Extassivsly

Figure 4.6.Facing a v on
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The free length of a valve spring should be
within the limits specified in the manufacturer's
technical manual. If such information is not
.available, compare the length Of a new spring
with that of theused spring, if the length\oethe
used spring is more than 3% shorter than that of

----the- new spring, -the used spring should be
.replaced immediately. Rernember)fboWever; that\.,
loss of spring tenSion will NOT. alWays show up
is a kiss in overall length. Sprngjcnay be the

'1.proper length but they may hav ost enough
tension to warrant replacement

Springs with nicks, cis, -OT surface
corrosion must NOT be reinstalled in the engine.

growid valves.
-75,75

.When the protective coating is nicked, apply a
new coating. To minimize corrosive Conditions,
4.W clean lube oil, eliminate, water leaks, arid
keep vents opena.nd clean.

Worn Valve Keepers and
Retaining Washers

Worn valve keepers and retaining .wisheri
may result if, valve stem caps. (used- in'.'some

it engines) are improperly fitted. Silch caps art
provided to protect and increase the service life
of the valve stems:Trouble occurs when the cap
does not bear directly on the end of the -stem,
but bears instead on the valve stem locks or
spring retaining washer. This trantmits the
actuating force froni ,the cap to the locis or
ritaining washer, arid then te the Stem, causing
excessive wear on the. stem grooveS and valve
stem locks. Ai a result, the retaining washers will
loosen and the valVe stems may _break. .

An improper fit cif.a valve stem cap may be
due ta the use of improper, parts or the omission, ;.

of spacer shims. Steel spac:er shims, required in

59

some caps to . provide proper clearance, are
placed between the endi of the valve stemi and
the caps; leaving out 1he shims will cause, the
shoulder -of the cap to-come in contact with the
locks. When disassembling a valve, assembly.
determine whether or not shims are used. If so;
record their locaticin and.exaot-thickheis. Valve
Caps musty be. of the proper sile, or troubles
siinilar to those resulting from shim omiSsion
will occur, Never attempt to use caps or any ,
other valve assembly parts that are worn.
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Broken valve heads usually auk damage to
tic piston, liner,- cylinder 'heads 43.rid other
,ussociate4 parti and ire generally repairable-bnly
'by teplacement of these parts. .

Whether the Causes of broken valve beadi are
in.c,chi deformation or metal. fatigu, yOu

evely precaution to -preVe41.-4.their
occtirre If a valve head breaks. iese, 'you
mist mike. a, ,thoyough 'inspection, of all

___Asitinciated pails befor4 making a replacement r

ROCKER ARMS Ak,ISID
Ptipi RODS

Rocker iiims are'part of the valve actuating
me.chaniim, pivoting on a pivot pin or shaft

60

7624x

secured to a bracket amounted on the cylinder
head. One end of a rocker arm is in contaet with
the 'top of the valve stem, and th; other end is
actuated by the camshaft'. In some installations
where the camshaft is located near the cylinder
head, the rocker a= may be. actuated from the
cam by the use of itardened:asteel rollers (fig.
47). In ipstallations where the' camshaft is
located below tlie cylinderhead, the rocker arms
are. actuatid by push 'rods. One rocker armeand
biidge (fig. 4-7) :may' 'be used'. in ,Some
installations' to open two valves limultanedUsly.

The plincipal trouble that locker arms and
push rolls may have is WEAR which may odaur

.

in bUshIngs, or on the gads, end fittinik, or
tappet attillsting screWs. . .

4

Worn tpckerarin bushings are usually caused
by ,lubiicating Oil problems. A b

'44
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excessive wear mist be replaced..When installing
a new bushing, you usually need to use a reamer
for the.final

"Wear at the points of contact On a rocker
ant is generally in the form. of pitted, deformed,
or scared sustaces. Wear on the rocker ann pads
and egd fittings is 'greatly accelerated if
lubrication is, insufficient or ifthere is exCessive
tappet clearance Push W4 are usnally
positioned to the cam followers an rocker arms
by' end fittinis. The pads are the cker arin
ends that bear on the valve stem, v stem. :-
cat* When the tappet clearance i§ excessiy , the
rods shift mound, grtatlY increashig the rate of
wear of both the rocker arm and the rod contact
.surfact Worn fitiihgs necenitate the
replacerilfit of. parts. Continued use-of a' poor
fitting and a worn puSh rod is lacly to result in
further danisge t4 the' engine, especially if the

.`rOd should conieloose.
Worn tappet adjusting screws and locknuts'

usually., make it difficult to maintain pr6per
clearancevrand to keep the locknuts tight. Wear
of the adjusting screwi is usually caused by lOose
locknuts,'Aithich allow the adjiiSting screw to
work up anddovm owthe threadSeach time the
valve is opened and clOsed. To prevent this,'
tighten the locknuts after each-adjustment and
check the tightness at frequ9nt intervalS.

If the threads are Worn, the entire rocker
:arm tniut be replaced. DO NOT attempt to
repair of .to use a new, tappet adjusting screw
except in cases Of emergency. ,

The adjustment of the rpeker %arm aasembly
conSists chiefly of adjusting the tappets for
proper running Clearance. The .valve clearance

. for both intake and exhaust valves' should be
readjusted after overhaul. The procedUre for
adjusting the rocker -arin tappets of a typical
4-Stroke cycle engine is as follows: .

. 1. Observe the flywheel indicator, Wid
rota.te the engine to top dead cente,r of the
Compression stroke coy the cylinder qn which the

'tappets are to be adjusted.
2: Loosen the .locknut .(jam mit) on the

tappet screw, and insert a screwdriver in the, slot
`of.thescre.w. . .

3. Insert a' feeler gage of the proper
'thickness between the tappet bearing and the
end Qf the valve stem.'

'4V4'

SAM MUT

TAPPET .
RETAINER

TAPPET WWI

PEEL,*
41A44.

75.78
Figure 4-B.Adjusting valvi domande,

4. Tighten the taPpet sere* (fig. 4.4) until
the feeler, gage will just slide freely between.the
pearing and the valve.

5. Tighten ,the jain nut and 'check the
clearanCe. , The jam mit has a tenOncy to
increase the clearance when tightened; therefOre,
ALWAYS check the clearance after you tighten
the jam nut.

_The. procedure outlined above is a
preliminary, or "cold engine" check. Clearance .

should be checked and readjusted,if necessary,
after the engine has been in operation for a short ,

time and has reached the normal 'operating
temperature. .The manufacturer's technical
manual will give the recomme ded valve
clearances for a specific -make a d ,model of
engine and will iridicato.whether 4le clearanc'es

*- given apply to "cold" or "hot" e nes.

CAM FOLLOWERS AND
LASH ADJUSTERS

In the valve actuating it= .
followers Change the rotaxy motion of the
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Figura 44.Cam

caMshafr to reciprocaling motiqn.' in order to
oPen the valves. Cam followers ride the flat 'of
the 'cam and, are raised, as the Cam rotates; by
the high side of the cam and lowered by tension
from the- .valve spring. Three' types of cam
followers awl in internakombustion engines
are illustrated in figure4-9.

.RegardlesS of the type of cam follower, wear
is the most coMmon trouble. Worn tpUrs will-
usually- deVelop holes or pit aparks he-roller
sUrfaces. The niiishroom type May 4velop a
shallow .channel ..when the cam followe to

revolve arid ,the cams wipe the same surfacetach
the camshaft revolves.

Normal use Will .cause. surface diiintegration,
usually due to fatigue of. the hardened surfaces.

The condition is aggravated by abrasive particles.
Nicks and dents on rallers / Will also start
disintegratiOn..

.

.Y9u. must make constant checks for
defectiveN rollers or surfaces and for ttcks,
scratches, or dents in the camshaft: .Whenever
you find a defective. _cam follower, you should
replace it. In roller type cam followers, you
must replace a worm' Cam follower body and
guide or roller needle bearings (if used).

Hydraulic valve lifters or lash adjusters
control valve gear clearances or littsh. They may.
be installed on I.:lush rods, rocker arms, or on the
cam follower.. Figure 4-10 shows 'a larger
sectional view of the hydraulic lash 'adjuster
illustrated in figure 4-7.

.

Hydraulic valve lifters (also called valve
adjusters) are usually adjusted with their internal
parts in ccempssion or with. "zero valve,
elearance." Follow Ihe manufacturer's technical
manuals closely to obtain normal life of valves
'and operating gear

Hydraillic lash adjusters may vary in deSign
but gene.rally consist of such basic parts as a.
cylinder, a piston Or plunger, a ball check valve,
and a spring.. As precision parts, hydraulic-valve
lifters or idjusters require special care in
handling, and they must be kept exceptionally

clean. Abrasive materials Must be prevented
,froni entering a hy raulic lash adjuster if they,
are' to perform their funttion satisfadtorili.

Defective or xor1y operafmg valve adjusters ',
a,Ilow clearance ar lash, in the. valve gear. Noisy
operation of a las adjuster indicates that there
is insufficient oil in the cylinder of the unit.
.When a noisy iasl adjuster is discolered and the
oil Supply or issure is not tre Source of
trouble, the unit should be removed frorn the
engine and disassembled in accordance with- the
manufacturer's instructions.

Since the parts of lash adjusters*.ars not
interchangeable, only, one- unit should ,.be

PISTON

CHECX BALL

BALL RETAINER

CYLINDER

SPRING

irs 410.Hydrau lc lash adjuster.
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disassembled at a time. Check for resinous
deposits, abrasive particles, a, stuck ball check
valve, a scored check valve seat, and excessive
leakage. All parts of the hydraulic lath giuster
should be carefully washed in kerosene or diesel
fuels. Such parts as the cam follower body,
plunger-or piston, and hydraufic cylinder should
be checked for proper fit.

PISTON AND ROD
ASSEMBLIES

'Piston and rod assemblies will, include a
piston, piston- rings, piston pAi, and connecting
rod. These units and their functions .in engine
operation -are discussed 'separately in the
following sections. '.

PISTONS

As one of the principal parts . in -the.
power4transmitting assembly, the pistoh must be,

. so designed "and must be spade of such materials
that it can withstand the extreme heat and
Pressure of combustion. Pistons must also be
light enough. to\ keep ihertia loads on related
'parts to a minimum. The piston aids in sealing
the cylinder to preVent the *escape of gas; it also
transmits some of the heat through the piston
rings to ihe 'cylinder wall.

e
L

Piskens liiave been constructed of a variety of
metalscast: iron, nickel cast iron, steel alloy,'
arid alnmirium alloy.Pistons Of cast iron and,
aluminum are most' coMmonly used at . the
present tirrie. Cast iron gives longer seivice wilh
little wear; it, can be fitted to closer clearances,
and it distorts less than aluminum. Lighter
weight and higher conductivity are the principal
advantage's of 'aluminum.

1

Cast iron is generally associated with
PiStoris of slow-speed engines: However; cst
iron is used for the pistons ,of sortie high-speed
engines; in which case, the piston walls are of
very thin construction and require additional
cooling. T

Pist$Ins -per fo a umber of functions. A
ransmitting the force ofpiston, ih addition

COMeltESUON
Itit40 C4400YIS

'044,14.A1404

COOLOK
OIL

04411i

75.47
Figur* 4-11.Piston nomenclature for trunk-type piston.

,
-combustion to the connecting rod and
conducting the heat of combustion to the
cylinder wall, may serve as a valve in 9pening
and closing the ports of a 2-stioke cycle engine.
:Other functions of a piston ahd its parts are
discussed in the following paragraphs..

There are two distinct types of pistons:
.1 truhk type and the crosshead type.

Trunk Type :Pistons

Variations in4 the design of trunk tYpe
Pistons can be seeri in figures 4-11 and 4;12. .

The CgowN, or head, of a piston acts as the
moving surface that. changes the volume of the
cylindees content (compression), removes gases
from the cylinder (exhaust), and transmits the-
force of combus on (power). Generally, the

)crOwn end of a piston is slightly smaller in
diameter than the skirt end. The resulting slight ':!
tagir allows for expansion of the metal' at the
somtustion eild. Even though slight, the taper is
sufficient so that, at normal .operating
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temperatures, the diameter of the piston is the
same throtighout.

ManUfacturers hive produced a ,vai4y of
crown designstruncated, ,cone, recessed, dome
or conVex, concave or cup, and flat: Piston
crowns Of concave design are common in marihe
engines Used by the Navy; however, other types
may be encountered. 'An advantage of the
concave shape is that it assists in creating air
turbulence, which mixes the fuel with air during
the last part of compression in diesel engines.'
Sonic concave type pistons have recesses in the
rim to allow room for parts wEich protrude into
the combustion spice. Examples Cif such parts
are the exhaust and intake valves, the air starting
valve, and the injection nozzle. In some 2-stroke
cycle engines, piston crotns ate shaped with
irregular surfaces which deflect and djirect the
fl

figures 4-1 1 and 4-1 2.
oW of gases. 'T1474.:# or the piston c Nr st?ins ju

mentioned are sh n in

The SKIRT of a trunk type piston receivel.
the side thrust created bithe movement of the
crank and connecting ircid. In turn;-the piston
transmits the thrust to the cylinder, wall.- In
addition to receiving thrust, the skirt aids in
keeping the piston in proper alignMent within
the Cylinder.

Piston skirts may be one of three
txpesplain or sinooth, slotted or split, or
knurled, Smile plain skirt pistons have a smooth
bearing sUrface. througlaout ..the length of the
piston. In others, the diagneter of the skirt in the
vicinity of the bosses is slightly leSs than that'of
thl 'est of the piston. Pistons with slotted skirts
(fig. 4-12) permit the skirt to expand without
increasing the piston diameter at heavy seetions.
The knurled skirt contains knurls (small beads or
diamonds) on the metal surface. One advantage ,

of pistons of the knurled type is longer service
because of better lubrication from the greatey
amount of oil carried by the icnuris.

Most trunk-tYpe pistons are of one-piece
construction; Some tnuik pistons are made of
two Parts and two metals; the- trunk or skirt is
made of cast iron or an alloy,,and the crown dr
head is Made of steel. In 'some pistons of this,
type construction the crown fitted to the _

trunk with a ground joint, while in others thr
parts are welded together.

Withbut GROOVES and LJNDS, the pistiin
rings cannot be properly s ed or held in
position. The number of -grooves, and lands on a
piston will vary sunsiderably depending on such.
factort as the size Sand the type of 'the piston.
(See 4.'4-11 and 4-12.)

Some. pistons have OIL.. DRAINS (small
holes) in the bottom of- sonic of the grooves (fig.
4-11); some pistons have oil drains in the skirt of
the pision. These !VAS serve aS oil returns,
permitting lubficating oil frOm the -Cylinder wall
to pass through the piston into the crankcase'.

Generally, the 'BOSSES (hubs) of a piston
are heavily reinforced Openings in th6 piston
skirt. Some bosses are ii!*part of an insert which

as secured td the inside of the piston. The
brincipal function of the bosses' is to serve as
mounting places for the bushings or bearings
which support the piSton pin: They prcivide a
means of attaching the connecting rod _to OP.
piston. -In some pistons .the bosses Serve as the-
pin` bearings. Generally, the diameter of the
piston at they bosses is -slightly less than the
diameter of the rest of the piiton to compensate
for- the expansio of. the extra metal inie
bosses. (See fig. 41 1-)

Because of tijeintense heat generated in the
Combustiv chaifbór. adequate COOLING must
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75140
Figure 4-13.Typical Crou-Hpad Piston and Conhacting

Rod Auembiy.

be provided; The,heat 'transmitted through the
rings (approximately 30% of the heat absOrbed
bY the pistonj to the cylinder wall is fielt
sufficient in many engines to, keep the unit
cooled within: .operatMg limitS. Most pistons
have fins orlibs and struts as internal parts. (See
fig..4-11.) The additional surface's of these parts
help to dissipate heat; much of the heat is
caniecl away by oil whiCh may be pump-force,
splashed, or throwntby centrifugal farce into the
piston assembly. Oil is the principal means of
cooling most piston assemblies, Intake air is also
"Used in cooling hot engine parts. In order to
exhaust or scavenge, a cylinder of burned gases
and cool the engine -parts, the intake and
exhaust valves or ports are so timed that both'
are open for a short time at the end of 'the
exhaust stroke, alloWing the intake air to enter
the cylinder, clean out the hot gaseS, um, at the
same time, cool the parts.

ar Crosshead Pistons

A type of. crosshead piston is being
introduced for use in certain engines.(fig. 4-13
and 4-14); The frosshead pistons used in older

..designs of'engines were used p'rirnarily to absorb
side thrust resulting from extremely long strok
and horsepoWer ratings in excess of 150 hp
cylinder. The modem. crosshead piston is, a
two-piece unit with acrown that can withstand
the ..high heat and pressure;' of a turbOcharge4
engine and a Skirt 'specifically designed to absorb
side thrust.. , ,. .

The .crowri and skirt are held' together by the
piston pin.: The downward load on the, crown
pushes directlY on the pin through a large slipper
'bearing. The separate- skirt has leii .Thermal
distortion than the crown pieee and 'is free of,'

' downward thrust. loads. It specifically guides the-
pistbn in the cylinder, takes up side thrust, and
carries the oil scraper rings. 0 crown has the

only a slight arnou:nt. Of si e thruit .and is not
compression sings. -Since it $ separate, it takes

forced to slide sideways under the ,compression
rings when they are pressed hard against the
bottoms ?f their. 'grooves ,by combustion gas .

Lubricating ail is fed upward by
ressure to cool the piiton crown: .,

The unit ,shOwn* in figures 44.3 and 4-14
replaces, or is a retrofit for;a trunk typevistelh.
It has three rings in the crown while the trunk

.- piiton has four compression rings. When an
engine 4 being retrofitted, 'all trunk .-pistons

/
/

/-
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Figure II-ICTypical Cross-Head Piston and Connecting

' Rod Components. ,/
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Figure 4.15.4ypee tripista! r ngs.

should be replaced. A mixture of trunk and
crosshead pistons should not be used in the same
engine. In addition, if the type of piston is
'changed, several other engine parts and
op,eratir4 Parameters must be altered.

PISTON RINGS

Piston rings are' particularly vital to engine
.operation in that they Must effectively perform-
*tree functions: seal the cylinder, distribute and
control lubricating oil on tile cylinder wall, and
transfer heat from the piston to the cylinder.
wall. All rings on a piston perform the latter
function, put two. _general types .of
rings-,compression and oil--ate required to

-'perfortn the first two functions. There are many
variations in the design of compression and oil

Sotir variations are illustrated in figure
4-15.

The number of rings on p piston will vary
- with the type and size of the piston.

.The location Of rings also varies considerably
(fis. 4-11 and 4-13). Obviously, the compression

rings, are located toward the crown or
combustion end .91 the piston. The ring closest
to the crown is sonietimes referred to as the
"firing" ring.11n4ine pistons, both compression
and Ogbe-rings are located tOward the crown,-
"above the pin bosses. In other piStons.,.,the
compression rings and, pne or two oil rings are
above 'the bosses with one or two oil rings
"below" the bosses. (The, terms "above" and
"below" adequately identify. 'ring location When
the crown of the piston is at the top, as in
engines of the ve4ical in-line type ar evensome
y-types: When ther terms may lead to..
!confusion, such as when referring to ring
loCation on the upper pistons of cipposed-piston
.engines, piston ring location can be more
accurately identified by referring tO the "crown
or combustion' end" and the "skirt.or cfankshaft
end" of the piston,)

Compression RinEs

The principal funCtion of compression rings
1 is to seal the cylinder aild corn buçtion space so.

66
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that the gaseS within the space cannot escape
until they have performed their function. Some
oil is carried with the comp ssion rings as they
travel up and down the cylilider.

Most . compression ringS are made of gray
'cast-iron; 'however, sonie types have. special

. facings, such as bronze, inseried in -a slot cut
circumferentially around the ring or a treated
surface-. :Rings with. the bronze- inserts are
.sometimes called "gold seal" rings, while 'those.
with. special facings are referied to as "bimetal".

.,
. 'rings. The bimetal ring is tWo layers of metal

bonded together, .the inner layer beingsteel and
the outer . beisig cast iro4.. -,.

Compression fings,..come with a-varie4 of
. .

croSs sectionS; howeVer, the wctangular croSs
section is- the...most common. Sin iston rings
contribute as., Much. as any Othe one thing
toward.. maintaining pressure in cylinder, they
must posSess' -sufficient elasticity to .Press
uniformly 'against' the cylinder Walls. The
diameter. of.-the ring, . before installation, Is.
.slightly. largerlhan-the cylinder bore. Because of
the joint, the ring can be compressed ,to enter'
the cylinder. --Fh6 tension created' when the ring
is compreSsed and placed in a cylinder causes -the
.ring to expand: and Produce it pressure against
'the cylinder wall. 'The Pressure exerted bY rings
closest to the combustion space is increased by
Ole action' ..0f the confined gases ..diiring
compression and. combustion.- The gases enter
behirid the fop ring, through the 'clearance
between the ring and groove, and force the ring
p against the cylinder and 'down against the

bottom of 'the 'groove. The gas pressure on th.
second rinwand each giecessive compi8ssion ii
is -progressively lessened since the, gas reaching
these..rings is limjted .to that passing throUgh the
gap cif-tie. firing ring.

. .

When a piston 'assem bly is disirmbled, you
can look at the .compression nngs and tell
whetiler they have been functioning properly. If
a .ring has been Working prokrly, the face
(surface bearing against the' cylinder warn' and
the bottom of the ring will be bright and shiny
because of 'contact with the cylinder wall and
the groove. The toP and back (inside surface) bf
the ring ,will be black, since they are exposed to
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the hot combustion gases. The exposed sides aild
corresponding parts of the ring groove may be
covered with deposits of carbon which must be
removed during overhaul.' Black areas on sealing
surfaces indicate that hot gases have been
escaping.

Under normal operating conditions, with
engine parts functioning properly, there will be
very little leakage of gas because of the excellent
s6lillg of the piston rings. The oil that prevents
metal-to-metal contact'. between the rings and
cylinder wall also helps, to a degree,in making
the seal. When a proper seal is established, the
only point at which gas can leak is through the
piston ring gap.

The gap of a piston ring is so -small,
compared to the total cireumference of the ring;
that the amount of leakage is negligible when
rings ate 'functioning properly. In inodern,
high-speed engines, gas pressure is not applied
enough -to the rings to cause any appreciable
leakage through the joints. Leakage can be held
to a minimum it thp rink are placed so that the
joints of successive ringslre on alternate sides of
the piston. Most pistons have no means of
Preventing. the rings: from shifting or turning
around in the grooves; however, some .
manufacturers provide metal pins or dowels to
prevent rings from sniffing around in the
grobves.

Oil Rings

Although oil rings Come in a large varietif of
designs, they Must all sio two things. Oil rings
must. distribute enough 'oil to thd cylinder wall
to Prevent metal-tometal Contact, and they
must control the amount of il distribkited.

Without an adequate oil- film betwpen the
rings and the cylinder, undue friction occUrs,
resglting in excessive wear of the rings and the
cyffilder wall. On the other hand, too much.oil,is
as undesirable as not enough Oil. If.too much oil
is disttibuted by the rings, the oil may reach the
combtiStion space and burn; wasting oil and
causing smolcy, exhaust and excessive c)rbon

rdepositt in Ole cylinder. Such carbon deposits
may cause the rings to stick in their grooves.
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'St' king rings generally lead to a poor.gas seat
Th s, oil rings provide an important function in
proPer sontrol and proper distribution of the
lubricating oil. Oil control and distribution in
the cylinders of an engine are controlled by ringt
of various designs. Three types of these rings are
shown in parts C; D, and E of figure 4-15.

Different manufacturerS use a variety of
in their technical manuals to. identify the

oil gs of an enginesuch termsasagseartrol,
oil sraper, oil wiper, oil cutter, oil drain, oil
regulating, etc. Regarat'ss of the identifying
termS used, all such rings are designed to control
and distribute lubriCating oil within the cylinder

. of an engine. .

.lf a distinction is to be made betWeen types
of oil rings., perhaps -the terms "oil control"and
"oil scraper'? .. should be used.- . Whe.n . this
distinction is made, the pit control .rings are
those oil rings' closest to the Compression rings,
while the. oil .Sliper or wiper rings are:those
farthest frofn the combustion end of the piston.
-The oil control rings prevent excessiw amOunts
.O.f oil from flowing to the- CompresSion rings and
entering the cornbustion space: The oil scraper
rings regulate the 'amount of oil passing between
the piston skirt and cylinder wall by wiping-off
the excess oil thrdwer.into the cylinder bore by
the crankshaft and connecling rod. The oil rings
must diStribute" enough oil on -the upper partof
the cylinder wall to- propFrly lubricate the yiston.
and the. rnpressiori rings.

In general, manufacturers iderOfy oil rings
by the 4erm which best describes \the function
pstforrned by the .rings of their .&sign. These
terms, 'as well as design,. .vary wiith .respect to
location on..any.given piSton..For &ample, a GM
.6-71 piston has two "oil cOntro " rings placed

. on. the 'skirt below the pin. oth rings are
identilal, each consisting of thre pieces----(two
rings. and an exipander)-. The ring illustrated in
part 1 of figure 4-15 is rePresentative of a
.3-piece oil ring. In rings of this type, the two
"scrapinLg" pieees have very narrow faces bearing

.'on' .the Cylinder*wall, which permit the Ting
assegnbly to rapidly conform to the shape'of the
cylinder wall. Since the,. ring tension is

..... concentrated on a small area, the ringg.will ,cut
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-through th oil film easily and remove the excess
oil. The bevel on the upper edge of each ring-
face eausesk the ring to ride over the oil film as
the piston Moves toward TDC, but as the piston
moves downward for intake and power, the,
sharp, hobk-like lower edge of each ring scrapes
or wipes the oil from; the cy#nder wall.

Another example f . differences in
terminology and location is fOund in the FM
38D8 1/8. A piston in thiS type of engine has
three oil rings all located on the skiii end. The
twO nearest the crankshaft end of the piston are
called oil "drain" rings, while the ring nearest
the pin bosses is referred tO as the "scraper."
..The _drain rings are slotted to. permit dil.to pass
through the ring and.to continue on through the
_holes drilled in the ring grooves. Part D of figure
4-15 shows one type of slotted oil ring.I

Replacemeat of Piston Ring

While you. may be able to free stuck, rings
and make them serviceable, you must replace
excessively worn or broken rings with new ones.
The installation of a new set of rings in an
engine requirek great care. Most-of the damage
that is done occurs when the rings are being
placed in the grooves of a piston or when the
piston is being inseMed in the cylinder bore.

You must be very careful when, removing the
piston and connecting rod from the cylinder. in \
most ehgines, you should not remove a piston

,from a cylinder until you have scraped the
cylinder suxface above the ring trayel area. In
addition to removing all carbon, you must
remove the lip of any appreciable ridge before
removing the piston. Do not remove a ridge by
grinding, as this will alldw small abrasive
particles from the stone to enter the engine. Use
a metal straper and place a cloth in the cylinder
to catch all metal cuttings. You can usually
scrape enough from the lip of a cylinder to allolk
the piston assembly to slide out of the liner.
After removing the piston, you can make a more
detailed inspection of the ridge..

Finish scraping the remaining ridge, but be
careful not to gO tQo deep: Finish the surface
with a handstone.. For large ridges, you may
need to rernove the liner and use a .small power.
grinder.
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Figure 4.16.Fiston ring tool* used far removal or
installation'.

After removing the piston and connecting
rod; check the condition and wear of the piston
pin bushing, both in -,the piston and in the,
connecting rod. . k

The best way to remove and install piston
rings -is with a tool similar to that shown in
frpre 4-16. These toolS generally have a device
that limits the amount the ring can be spread
and prevents the rings from being deformed or
broken. ,

A ring that is securely stuCk Ail the gro
J.wall require additional work. You may he o

soak the piston overnight in an app
cleaning solvent or in diesel oil. If soaking does
not free the ring, you must drive it out with a
brass drift. The end of Ihe drift should be
shaped and ground in a rnan,er t permits its
use withou damage to the land

After rmoving the rings, rthoroughly clean
the piston vith special ,attention to the ring
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'groOves. (Diesel oil-or kerosene are satisfactory
cleaning agents.) In addition, you may need to
clean excessive deposits fioni the oil return holes
in the bottom of the oil control Ong grooves
with a twist drill 'of a diameter corresponding to
the original size of the holes.

Make _another comilete inspection after.
cleaning the piston. Check all parts for any
defects which could require replacement Of the
piston. Give particular attentioti to the ring
grooves, esPecially if the pistons have been, in
service for .a long period of time. A Certain
amount of enlargement of the width of the
grooves is' normal, and SHOULDERING of the
groove may .occur._ Shouldering as illustrated in
?figure 4-17, 'results from the, hammering out"
motion of the rings. The radial depth of
thickness of the ring is \much less than the
groove depth, and, while/the ring wears away,an
aniount of metal corresponding to its own
width, the metal at the bottom Of the groove
remains unchanged. Shouldering usually reqUires
replacemp3t .of the piston since the shoulders
prevent & proper fitting of neW rings.

After determining that a piston is
serviceable, inspect the rings carefully to
determine whether they can be reused. If they
do not meet specifications;you must install new
rings.

When installing rings, meastire the gap with a
feeler gage. To measure the gap, place the new

15.63
Figure 4-17.Ring groove shoulder to wear.
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PISTON
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PISTON
RING

FEELER GAGE
FOR MIA NG
PISTON RINGGAP

Figure 4-1 A. Leveling a it art mg. a u&rnpg ring gag deafen*, in cylinder ban.

rings inside the cylinder liner:(fig. 448A) or4n a
ring g40. When the gap is measured with, the.
ring in,.the liner (fig. 4-18B), two-measurements
are, necessaryone just below the upper.limitof
ring travel, and the other within the lower limit
of travel. These Measurements are necessary
because the liner may, have a slight amount of
taper caused by wear. Ring gaP must be within
the limits specified: in the manufacturer's
technical manual. If -the gap of a new ring is leu
than specified, you will need to file the-ends of
the- ring-with a straight-cut mill file to obtain the
proper. gap. If the gap is mcce than specified,
:you will need to install oversized rings.

'To measure the ring gap._of used rings, hold
the rings in place on the pistonwittLa ring
compressing tool (fig. 4-19). When m eas4ring,.._

the ring gap with the ring ,on the, piston, you
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must first measure _the piston for wear and
out-of-roundness.

After determining thevroper gap clearance,
you can reinStall the piston pin and connecting
rod. During reassembly and installation Of a .,
piiton and connecting rod assembly, be size that
all parts are well lubricated. Install the rings on
-the piston with tools similar to those used for
removal. When installing piston rings, spread
them as little as possible to avoid, breaking the
rings. Insert the lowest rifig first. \\then all the
rings have been installed, check fh-e- ring-to-land
clearance. (See fig, 4-20). If the clearance is too
small, the ring may bind or seize, allowing
improper sealing and blowby to occur. If the
clearance is excessive, the ring may flutter and
break the piston land or rings.

Aftek an. the rings have been properly
"knstakecl, coat the entire assembly with oil, then
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7545
Nur! 4-1g.Mocking ring gap Cloaranco.

ta.at

75.56
Figur. .421.Instakling a piston in a cylinder bore with

funnel-typo ring compressor.

75.318k
Figur* 4.20.--Checking ring groove side clearance.

insert it in -the cylinder bore. Position the rings
that the gap of each sucCessive ring is on an

alternate side and the gaps are in line with the
piston pin bosses. On large engines, use a.chain
fill to hold the piston -assembly. in position as it
ifbeing lowered into the cylinder (See fig. 4-21).

When a piston is being inserted into a
cylinder, the -piston rings must be compressed
evenly. Special funnel-type tools, similar to the
one shOwn in figure 4-21, are usuallY provided
for tt, purpose. Another type of ring
cornirlsg tool is a steel band that can be
placed around the ring arid tightened.

PISTON PINS AND
PISTON.BEARDIGS

In trunk-type piston assemblies, the only
connection between the piston and the
-connecting rod is the pin,(sometimes referred to
as the wrist pin) and its bearings.. These parts
must be of especially strong construction
'because the power developed in the -cylinder is,
transmitted from the piston through the pin to
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76.57
Filgure 4.2zSids-thruit teussiC pist, singt.101,10

engine.

the connecting rod. The pin is the pivot pciint
where the straight-line, or reciprocating motion,
of the piston Changes to thg reciprocating and
rotating motion of the connectiag rod. Thus, the
pin is subjected to two principal forcesthe
forces created by combustion and the side thrust
created by the change in direction of motion.
Before discussing the pin further, let us Consider
the side thrust which occurs in *a single-acting
engine equipped with trunk-type Pistons (See
fig. 4-22).

Side thrust is exerted at all points during a
stroke of a trunk-type piston, except at TDC
and BDC. The side thrust is ibsorbesl by the
cylinder Wall. ThrUst occuri first on. one side of
the cylinder and then on the other, depending-
On the position of the piston . and the rod arid
the direction of rotation of the ckankshaft. lp
figure. 4-22A, gas; pressure is forci5g the 'piston

"'downward (power). Since .the crankshaft is
rotating clockwise, the force of combuition and
the resistance. of the driven parts tend to push
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the piston to the left. The resulting side drust is
exerted on the cylinder wall. If the crankshaft
were rotating counterclockwise, the situation
would be reversed.

In figure 4-22B, the piston is being 'pushed .

Aipward (compression) by the crankshaft and
connecting rod. This causes-the side thruit to be
exerted on the opposite side of the cylinder.
Tbus, the side thrust alternates from side to side
as the pistori moves up and down. Side thrust in
an engine cylinder makes proper lubrication and
cOrrect clearance essential. Without an:oil film
between the piston and the cylinder wail,
metal-to-metal contact occurs and results in
excessive wear. If the clearance between the
piston and cylinder wall is excessive, a poUnding
noise, called PISTON SLAP, will occur ai the
thnist alternates from side to side.

4*

Types of Pistoa Pins

Pins are- uSually hollow and made of alloy
steel ,. machined, hardened,- and Precision-ground
and lapped to fit the biárings. Their
construction provides maximum strength with
minimum weight. Some 'pins . are
chromium-plated to increase the wearing
qualities. The pins are lubricated by splash from
Alfe crankoase or by oil forced through drilled
passag=, I ie connecting rods. .

Y u mus aurely position piston pins' so
that the = .: not protrude beyond the'surface of
the piston or -have excessive end-to-end motion.
Otherwise, the pin will tend to damage the
cylinder wall. Piston pins niiy besecured in the
piston :rod asSembly in one of three ways: (1)
rigidly fastened into the piston bos.ses, (2)
clamped to the .end of the rod, or (3) free to
rotate in both pisto _and rod: When piston pins
are secured by th se Methods, the pins are
identified as: (1)1 stationary (fixed), (2)
semifloating, and (3) full-floating, respectivel ..

The STATIONARY .pin is secured to the
piston at the bosses,. and .the connecting rod
oscillates on the. pin. Since all movement is 6y
the connecting rod, uneven wear may occur on
the ,. Contacting surfaces in this type of
installation.

%)
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Sgure 423:Connecting rod aumbly with simnifigating piston pin.

SEMIFLOATING iype pins are secured in
the middle to the connecting rod. 45ee fig.1
4-23.); The ends :of. the pin are free to move in'"'
the pistOnliin bearings in the bosses.

-FULL-FLOATING pins .are not secured to
either the piston or the connecting rod. Pins of
'this type may be held in place by caps, Plugs,
and, snOp rings, or spring clips which are .fitted in
the bosies. The, securing devices for a
ful14loating pin peimit the pin to rotate in both
the rod. and piston. pin bosses. The full-floating

-pistOn pin is the inost commion of the three
types.

'Types of Piston
Pin Bearings

iThe brearings used, in_ connectioith piston
pin ari of three types: the intetal arigg, the
sleeire bearing or bushing, and needle-type
t011r bearing. These bearings mayobe. further
identified according to lotationlhe piston Oss__
piston pin bearings, and the connecting rod.
pisfon bearings,

1The bearings or.bushings are made of bronze,
or similar material.. Since the bushing matirial is

latively hard-bearing metal, surface-hardened
piston.pins are required. The bore of the bushing
is 4ccurate1y ground in line for °the close fa of
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the piston pin. Most bushings have a number of
small grooves cut in their bore for lubrication
purposes (fig. 4-11). Some sleeve bushings have a
press fit, while oftiers are "cold shrunk" into the
bosses.

Bparings of the sleeve bushing-tpe for both
',the bosses and the connecting rod are shown in
figure 4-24. Note that the bosSes are. a part of an
insert.

If. the Piston pin 4 Secured in the bosses
(stationary) of the piston or if it floats
(full-floating) in both the connecting 'rod and
piston,- the piston end of the rod,milY be fitted
with a sleeve bushing. Pistons ,fitted with ,

sernifibating pins (fig. 4-23) require 'no bearing
at the rod. ,

Sleeve bushings used in the piston wild of
connecting rods are siinilar in design to those
used in piston bosses. (See fig. 4-11 ). genera/1y,
bronze ,makes up the laearing surface. Some
bearing surfaces are backed with a case-hardened
steel -sleive, and the busking, has a shrink fit in
the rod bore. Ip other bushings, the bushing fit
is such that a gradual rotation Weep) ,takes
place in the eye of the connecting. rod. In
anotifer variation of the sleeve-type bushing,
Cast bronze lining is pressed into a'steel bushing,
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INSE.RT- BUSHING LOCK PIN

COIstsAECT.tr4G.RbO *4,

-BOLT .ANO NLIT CONNCTGOD C.AP

assenibly vOthsiaive buihing typo 6.40*

the ebnnectini rod. 141, some engines that use
A

full-floating piston pins, the steel-ba,cked bronie 4
h;ushing rotates freelyi.;inside the piston end of
the connecting 1'4.6'

A

Caie of Pi44n4 Bearings

;

, Every time ypu, remove a piston issembly
irotii` an engine, inspect it for wear. Meisure the,,,f)iston -pins and bushings with imicrometer;as

4 sheiwn in figure 4-25 to determine whether wear
is exjxssive. Do NOT.measure areaythat do not
'hake contact,. Such areakinclude those be4een
theconnecting piston bosset and,jreas

."-_ tinder tite-o,ilh pd grooves. .... 4

,YoU cin pre "bushings out of-the rod With a
4maitdçland an aibor press or with sPecial tbols

ilwe 4-26 you dan also, remove
4irst shrinking them 'with .dry ice .

also iirke-it 'easier to in,sert the new,

as
Ibu

DrY
bearing.

. .When 'You insert new bushings, be sure that
the bore into which-they are preqed is clean and
I that_ the oil hbles in the bushifig and the oil

JasSages.M. the rod.are aligned. To obtain proper.
_clearance, ;sometimes you will need to ream a
pistoh pin :bushing after, it has been, installed.,

: Figure 4-27 shows equitiment ,used 'to ream a
bushing. After-instailing a new Jaishing, you

. should check the alignment . of 'the rod with
equipment such as illustrate.4 in figure 4-28. he
sure to check the manufacturer's teOlinical.
manual for details Concerning .clearances and
alieubent4pro.cedu;es.

Ct3NN tcrING RODS

0. 7
The '. connecting rod js the onnecting link

between the pistôn and cr kshaft. The rod.
changps ;he reciprocating nion of the piston.
4o the rotating mdtion of the crankthaft so that
the forces'of cosbustion can be transmitted to
the- crankshaft. In gepoall, the type of
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75.61
Figure 4.25.7-Measuring a piston pin,and laushing

for,wear.

. ,-
.opposed-pistón. engines and 'in some
engines. Whe'n,used-in V-type engines, twO rods

. are mountel 'on a single crankPin. The tWo
cy4nders setved are offset so that the rods can
bc operated side-by-side.

'Rods arp\ generally made oy drop 'forged
heat-treated Carbon steel (alloy Steel, forging),
Most 'rods have an "I" or :1-1" shaped -cross'
section- which provides maximum ,Srength With

. miniinuni weight. The bore . (hub, eye) -at the.
pistOn end of the rod is -generally forged as an
integral part of the rod (fig. 4-.24);Lhowever, the
Use bf sernifloating pist9n. pins (fig. 4-23)-,
eliMinates the need for the bore. The bore at the.'
crankshaft ,end is forme4 by two parts, one an
integral part of the- rod and the other a
removAle CAP, (See fig. 4-23'and kelecti:

. are 'generally drilled. 9r 'bored to pro',5de an oil
Pastage to the piston end of the rod,.

The bore at the ,ciankshaft . end of a
.convehiional rod is generally fitted with. a .

fpreeisicui bearing of the shell type. (See fig. 4-23
end '.424.),,In, design, and, materials, rod bearhigs
are tiMilar tei the mein -journal bearini* Which
are. 'discussed -in 'connection with crankshafts

:later in this chaptet.

connecting rod .used in an e gine deptridS on th
eylisider arrangement and th type of engine.

-Several qpes, of connecting rods have been
designed; however, Only two Ithe Conventional -

rod. and the fork and blade .rod) of those likely
to be found in marine engines used by the Navy,
are discuised here.

Coiwentional Rods

, The conventional type rad is .sometimes
referred' to as the "normal" or "standard" rod
,becanse of its extensive nse by many-
manufacturers And its similarity to the rqds used
in . many automobiles. Examples of the,

verttiOnal rod are shown in figns.4-23 and
The rods illustrated Are typical Of those

used in engines of the single-acting, in-line typc..
Ro ds of this type are also , used in Figura 4.4.Flanipying; or installing* pintwi pin. bushing.

75.82X
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Connecting rod bearings of most en s are
pressure lubricated by pH from adjacen main
:bearings, thrOugh, drilled pasSageS. The oil is
evenly distriltufed over the bearing surfaces by
oil grooves in the shells. -Bearing, shells: have .

drilled holes4hich line up Wit an 9i1 groove in ."

the rod bearing 'teat., Oil from this grooVe
'forced to ;the piston pin' drilled
paitage in the rod.

b(,

Coesiedieg
I 1, Coselectieg lad Cap.
12, 'Font Guide loss.
13_ limos Guide low

Fork and Blade (Plain)
Conneag I,stgs

755.03X4'

. 'While two -cónventional rods are. used to
serVe two. cylinders in some V-type engines, .a
single asiembly consisting of two rods is used in
Othe5 engines of this type. As the name implies,
one rod is fork-shaped at the crankshaft aid tci
receiVe the blade rod. ,In'general,, fork anorblad6 .

rods are similar to conventiosal rods in material '-

and .cOnstruction. liowevedesiga -at the
crankpin end (lig. 4-29) obviously differs from

1/4.fthat'of the conventional rods.

. ;

61'lle bearings vf fork and blade rods' are
similar to those already scussed, except that
the spells must have a bearing surfate on the
oater,sutface to acoOminodate the blade rod..In.
some models, the metal lised for bearing surfaces
differs froin that tised in the bearings of many
conventional rods. re 4 exam*, in some
high,speed, gasoline enies the shells, are 'steel
backe , *id the inner kurae is lined with
1 'd plated 'pure 'sUve1 A center. band .of

e (unplatesi) is7144plied io the duter surface
f th shells tp proVide a tzearing surface forthe
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75-68
Figure 4-29,Foik and blade connecting rod.

blade rod. A variety of bearing materials is.
found in the crankpin bearings a some V-type
diesel erigMes. one-model the upper shell is
steel, lined inside 'and outSide with lead-bronze
bearing ,jnetal Whichis lead-tin qlated. The lower
shell is a solid lii11ed cast lead brohzelead-tin
plated, bearing.

. CRANKSHAFTS
4 .. P. .

As one* of, the largest and most important
.moving parts 'in an engine, ',the 'crankshaft
changes the movement ,of the pistcin and the
connecting rod, into the rotating motion that is
needed to 'drive glair items as rednctip?i gears,
propeller ShatIs, genesatorsg puinps, etc. N, :

.
As: the name implies,. thes crankshaft consists

of a seriei of cranks (throws)' formed as offsets
in a 'shaft., The crankshaft is wbjected to all the
forces-developed in, an ifn np: Because of this,
the shaft must bof, especially strong ,

constniction', it 'is usUally.machined from forged
alloy or high-carb§n steel. The shafts:of some
einOnes :are made of cast iron alloy. Forged
crankshafts are nitridedheat treatedto
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increase the itrength of the shafts and to
minjmize wear. .

While crankihafts of a fef larger engines are
of the built-up type (forged in separate sections

:and flanged:, together), the' crankshafts of most
modern engjnes are of one-pieep construCtidn
(fig. 430). .
.CRANKSHAFT TERMINO,LOGY

The parts of a Crankshaft may be ide.iftified
bY various worcis; however, the ternis Used in.
figure 430:are' most commonly used in the
manufacturses technical manyals forth,e4igines`
used by thelgavy.

The MAIN JOURNALS serve the points
of support and as tlie: center of rotatibior the
shaft. As boaring surfaces, the main journals and
the connecting rod journals of mail crankshafts
are surface hardened so that-. a Iona wearin4
more durable bearingimetal can be used without' I':

causing exaessive weait of the 'shaft.

s..htend of theAs ilhistrag in figure . 4-20, crankshafts
have a mai jo al .0 and S) at eac
shaft. Usttally there is an intermediateinain
journal .(3) between.' the!cianks', however, in
;small shafts, Intermediate jaurnals 'may' not be. /7

.E-acii CgAN.k( (threw) of a shaft consists of
three parts,"two webs and a pin. Crank webs are
sometimes called cheeks or arms. The cranks, or
Wows, provide points of tittathment for the
connecting rods which are offset frem the main

journalS:fr -

In niany crankshafts, especially in large
ines, the connecting rod journals and main

als 'are of hollow construction. &glow).
congtructilin not 'only reduces Weigiq
considerably but also provides e passage for the
flow 6f lubricating ou. (fig. 4-31).

e 'forces tha.. turn' the erankSl'aft of a,
diesengine are' produced and transmitted to
the ciankshalli: in a pulsating manner. These
pulsations create torsion4vibrations, which are
cap,able of severely damaging an -engine' if they
are not reduced, or damped, by opposing forces.

41any engines requi;.e an eittra damping'
effect 'to ensure satisfactory,;operation. wIt is
usually provided by sional vibration dampers
mounted on the ffe end .of the .crankshaft.
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Fiona 4-30..--Onwpiaca six-throw crankshaft with flywheel.
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balance the fftenter weight of the
crank, and thereby coliisate for centrifug
'force gerierated,by each rotating crank. Without,
such balance, the srankfaction will create severe.
vibiatiOns, partietilarly at the higher speeds.
such vibrations' are. not Fontrolled, the shaft-is
.1iiely to beCome damaged because excessive
vibration cathpes rapid wear and leads to failure
,Of metal strtc.ture. Counterweights use inertia to
reduce the pulsating effect of power iriiputses in
the Same manner as the flywheel: Flywheels are -
-describtet later in this chapter.

CRANKSHAFTS AND LUBRICATI

Whetht,á crankshaft is of solid construction
(fig. 4-30) or bf hollow construction (fig. 4-31),
the main journals, the connecting -rod journals,
and the webs of most shafts have drilled passages
for hibricating oil, Two other variatiOns in the
interior arrangement of oil passages in
crankshafts are shciwn -in figure 4-32. A study of
these tWo oilfassage arrangernents will give you
an idea'of the part the crankshaft plays in:eftgine
lubrication.

In the system illustrated in part A of figure
4-32, each oil passage is drilIed4hrough frot-a
main bearing journal tot a epnnecting rod,

-

4 .%

Figur., 4-31..An txanspifi of. hollow
lournal constructivi.

/

75.8;
connietiQg rad

-Several types of tor,ional dampers are currently

On some crankshafts, part of the web of.the
,

crankshafte*tends beyond the mantjounial to
.forrn a. or i; to .Support cbunerweights. These
'cdunterweights may be integral partS of the web
(fig.' 4-30) or May be separate units attached to
the web aby Studs and- nu4s. Counterweights
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Figure 4-32.Examphis of crankshaft ad ilisiage smog's-
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journal. The oil Passages are in pairs which
crisscross each other in suchia way that the two
oil holes for each jOurnal are an opposite sides
jf the journal: These holes iirp in axial aligninent
with the oil- grooves Of the bearing 'shells when4
the shells are ip place: Since thii.Olf groove in a
bearinggbes at least halfway around the 'bearing,
a part of the groove will always be iligned with
at least one. of the holes. .

In the oil passage arrangement 4hown in part
B of figure 4-32 (shaft is show; in 4-30), the
passage is drilled ,stra,ight through the diameter
of each main and conneetini 'rod journal. A
single diagonal passage is drilled fr6m
outside cif a crankshaft web- to the -centerof the
next miin journal. The diagonal passage
connects the oil passages in the tWo adjoining
connecting.. rod journals arid.mairi journals. the
outer end of the diagonal passage is.plugged.

Lubrica,t;ing oil -under pressure enters the:.
:main bearing and is forced through the diagonal,

passage to lubricate the connecting rod' bearing.
From there it fldws through fthe driileØ
connecting rod- to' lubricate the piston pin and
cool the piston.

In engines that use crankshaft oil passage
arrangements like those just discussed and like
that shown in figure 4-31; the connecting rods
are drilled to -.carry the lubricating .oil ' to ths
piston pins and piston. Not all engine lubricating
sySteMs..have drilled connecting. rods: In some
V-type enginegf that have a fork-and-blade type
connecting rod, drilled passages supply oil to the
main and connecting rod bearirigLbut oil front
the lubrication and cooling of-' tfie piston

mbly may be supplied.by centrifugal"force
or by separate supply lines. Variations in engine
lubricating systems' are discussed,later in another ,

chapter.

CRANKSHAFT THROW
ARRANGEMENTS -

.

The sthooth opration of an engine and
steady production of pbwer depends, to a g
extent, on the arrangpment_of the cranks on thd
shaft and on the firing order of the cylinders. To
obtain uniform rotatiOn of the crankshaft in a
Inulticylinder engine, the power impulsei must
be equally spaced with iespect to the .angle of.
crankshaft' rotation znid, when possibl
must be Placed:so giat successive expl9 in do
n'ot occur 'in .adjacent cylindeN.
arrangement is not always possible, especi4Iyin
21, 3-, and 4-cylirider efigines.)

Ciankshafts may b9---ri1assiTied according to -

the number of throw4,z-one throW, two throw,
etc.. The' 6-throw shafillustratecl in figure 4-30
is for'd 6-cyhrider, in-line, 2-siroke cycle engine.'
Shafts, of similar ,t,desitri can be used in -a,
12-cylinder, V=t5,pe engine'and in a: 27-cylinder
pancake or vertial.shaft

Thd nNiber of crank$, and thtir arrangement ,

on' the shaft depend on a number ef factors,
such as the arrangement of the cylinders (in-line;
V-type, pancake, flat, etc), the number 'of .

cylinddrs, and the oerating cycle of the engine.
:
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The artangement of throws with respect to one
.anothe-r and with respect to the circumference .,

of. the main journals is generally exp'ressed in
degrees: lxitan in-line, engine, the number of
deg es .between,thrOws indicates the nUmber of'.
de ees the .erankshäft must rotate to bring..the
pistons to MC in firing order. This-is not true in
engines where each_throw serves more, than one
cyhnder: See figure 4-33 (foldout gi end of
chapter) which lists the exarnples of nine
arrangements of throws with respect to..cylinder-
arrangeMent;:The.numher of .cylinders served by
each thrOw; and the firing order-of the cyliuders.
.(The sketches in fig..,4-33 are pot drawn to scale,
and do nbt indicate relative size..The .sketchei
are for illustrative purnoses only.)

,
In iitudying the examples in figure 47.33,'

remerniber that the crankshaft .must make Only .

;-, one revolution (360°) in. a Istroke cycle;
whereas two revolutions '. are required in a
4-stmke ccle. In .examples .and .(b) the
shafts bave the same number. of 'throws, bOt.
other factors are somewhat differenr..Since the
4-cylinder engine in exaMple.(a) operates on the
4-groke cycle, throws I. and 3, 3,and 4, 4:and 2,
and 2 and (see firing oriier) 'inuSt be.' 1800
apart in rdey for the firing to, be spaced evenly
.in 7200 of crankShaft rotatidn. _In the
l6-cy1itder. pancake engine In example (b), the

.tbsituatio s somewhat different. Firing must take
cl'aec wiEin fewer. degrees!of shaft rotation. in
1,jrder. for. 'air. cy4inders to .Ci n the cycle.

ce .16 cylinders . must ire vin 36Q° shaftr
n in a 2-stroke, cycle cilgine., there can-be
141 /2.° Shaft rotation .betiiyen firings; To

-accomplish this, the-Connecting roii,journals are
2 -spaudr at ',unequal angles" to obtain Uniform

*. cylinder tlrin intvaI in. the- 900 . cylipder
banks. Shafts iiththe throw arrangements- of
this type; are the exception and 'not the rule.
Note tkat in411 the other exawpies the throws

t are_ et4i3llYL regarres f cylinder
ariangement,- cyck", of rations? or nui1berci

-

- In examples (c) and (d)i&e.shaft design and
the numbercOt.,degrees b-etween th,rows are the
'same. Vet the., shaft in example d,) fires twice as
maly cyliniers. This is' posôIe because one 7.

thr,ZW,tihroligh a fork-and-blade rod serves.two
s.

cytindws which atv positioned in 60° banks.
Thus, even tholigh both engines operate on the
4-stroke _cycle, the I2-cylindet engine reqUires
only 600 iliaft rotation between Power impulses.

In. examples (e) and (f), other variations in
shaft: throw arrangement and firing order are'
shown:Note that the differences are goverened:
tO a great extent by the cylinder arrangement,
the riumar of cylinders Served by the shaft and
by each throw, and th-* operating cycle of the :
engine. How' these factors. influence throvV-
arrangement and firing order can be seen .by

4omparing some 'of the examples. For instance,
there are six lirows shown in examples (c) and
(e), yet they are 1200 apart in one and 60° apart ,

- in the other..Why? The cylinder arrangement,
the total number of cylinders, and the number
of cylinders served by each throw are the same.
In examples (c) and (e),-the operating cycle is'
the controlling factor in throw arrangement.
This iS not true In examplet (e) and (f). Bqth
shafts have six throws Jocated 60° apart, and the
operating ,cycle is the same in both examples..
However, the amount of crankshaft retation
betWeen firings is 30° 1Fss in example (f) dun in
eiample (e). Then, the contr011ing -factors in
these ekamples are cylinder .artingement, total
number 9.f cylinders Served, an8- the -number of
Cylinders-served by each throw. (Ili-examples (f)
and (i) .in the Throw ;Arrangement (End View)
cohniiri flgtu'e 4-33; the numbers in
parentheks? identify the additional cylindes.
.served by the throw; for instance, the pliznbers
'(7) ih example (f) signify that Vnumber I
cemecting rod journal serves...eyders I And 7.)

Extimples (g) through (i) slioqyariationsin
8-thro diPc rankshafti.

r

a.
*

#
le
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The camhaft iS a shaft with' eccentric
projectibns, called cams, designed to .control the
operlaon of valves, usfally, through Various
intermediate parts as 'described in Chapter S.

cari were made as separate pieces

.

s
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and fastened to the cainshaft. However, in most
mOdem engines the carns are forged or cast as an
integral part of the camshaft.
. To reduce wear and' to help thitti withstahd
the shock action:to swhich they are. subjected,-
'camshafts'. are made of low-carbon alloy steel
with the -cam and journal surfaces carburized
(case-hardened) before tfw final grinding is done.

The cams are arranged" on the shaft to
provide the proper firing order of ihe cylinderit
serve4. The shape, of the cam determines- the
point of openinip and. closing, the speecl of
opening' and :closing, and the dinclunt of ihe
valve lift. If one. Cylinder is.properly- timed, the
remaining cylinders are automatically -in tirne.
AM cylinders will be affected if there is a change
in timing.. =

The camshaft is driVen by the crankshaft by
various means, the most common being by gears

.or by a chain and .sprocket. The camshaft for a
4-stroke cycle engine must turn at onehalf the
crankshaft speed; while ,in the 2-stroke .cycle
engine, it turns at the' same speed as the
crankshaft.

The location of thi crankihaft differs in
various engines. Caru shaft locations depend qn
the arrangement of the viilve mechanism. The_
location and operation of the canishaft in.

7 various_ types. of engines. is discugsed and
ilhatratid in the next chaPter.

°NIA

IOURpiAL BEARINdS
I

. In the past, journal bearings 'for
intemal-coinbustion,. engines Were 'the poured

..babbitt. type; that is, the babbif.lining vOlas
poured (cast) directly 'in the beaiing housing.and
cap.. Poured beariins require hand scraping -to
obtain a finished fit to the journal; also, _the

?bearing clearance. must be adjusted by elacing
shims between the 'bearitg housing and the cap.

...Poured babbitt Vpe bearings are nbt comnionly
used -in modem engines; inStead,oriplacea

-precision type bearingS are used.
. 4

Pwcision type bearings, which act as
sUPports and in which the m* journal of the
crankshaft vevolves, are generally referred to As
MAIN _BEARINGS . Main bearings in most
engines are of the "sliding contact, Or plain type,
conSisting of two half-shells. (See fig. 4-34.) The

t

8
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Figura 4-34.Main journal Wiring shells.

location of main engine beatings in one type of,
block is shown in,figure 435.

0- The Main journal bearings of most.'marine
engines used,by the Navy may be divided 'into
.four princiPal groups according to the,
.constructicin of the bearings. and the materials
;used. One group includes' the7BRONZE-BACK

SAtCO and STEEL-BACK SATCO BEARINGS;
These bearings are sometimes referred tC-.1 as ,the
bimetal type-:.This type of bearing,consists of a
bronze or steel back bonded with a bearing.
material of high 'Wad content. The Specifications
for the back material are based on the type of
bearing and the service for which it is intended.
The bearing material, known ai Satco, Consists
of about 98% lead and I% tin: -

Another group of bearings us the
TRIMETAL bearings, A bearing of this type has
.1 steel back -bonded with an intermediate layer

bianze to which is bonded a -layer of bearing
Material. The bearing inaterial is,either lead-bast_.
babbitt or tin-baie, babbitt.

. COPPER-LEAD Alain journal bearings are
.usuallY constructed of .a layer of -Copper-lead
bonded to a steel back. Some of these bearings
consist of only a copper-load shell. Copper-lead
bearings are so etimes plated with lin-lead or,
indium. The lating serves primarily as, a
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LUBRICATING.
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MAIN BEARING BOLT
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Figure 445.Main bearings in cylinder block

protective coating against carrosion.. Bearings of
the copper-lead type are relativelif hard;
therefore, when copper-lead bearings are used,
the journal surfaces of the shaft must be harder
than those required when other types of
bearings art used. This point should be kept in
tnind when bearinv are being replaced.

Bearings made of ALUMINUM AllOYS are
becoming increasingly poimilir, for use in diesel
engines. These.alloys mr4contain up to6%
Di

till,
'e bearings may be o ither solid or biMetal

coktfuctipn. . j .. - ,

_Main bearings of the picision type with
shims ire installed in some large engines. Shims

4

9i

provide a means of adjustment to compensate
for wear. The bearings of medium and small
engines have no shim adjustment. When
nonadjustable bearings have worn the prescribed
amount, they must be replaced.

Main bearings and their housing and capS are
precision machined With a tRierance.sufficiently
close that, when properly installed, the bearings
are in alignmeht with the journals and fit with a
predetermined clearance. The clearance provides
space for the thin film of lubricating'oil which is
forced, under pressure, betWeen the journals and
the bearing surfacps. Under normal operating
conditioni, the aim of oil surrounds the journals

82
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at all eniOne load pressures7'rLubricating oil
enters te bearing shells from the engines
lubricating system, through oil grooves in the
,bearing shells (See fig. 4-35.) These inlets and,
grooves are located in the low-westure area of
the beari4.

Main \bearings` are subjected to a fluctuating
load, as aie the 'connecting rod bearings and the
piston pin bearings. However, the manner in
which main journal bearings are loaded depends
on the type, of engine in which they are used. '

In a 2-stroke cycle engine, a load is always
.pluced on the lower half of the main .bearings
and the lower half of the piston pin bearings. In
the conneciing rod, the load is placed upon the
upper halt' of the connecting rod beatings at the
crankshall end ot' the rod. This is true because
the 'forces of combustion are greater than the
inertia forces created by the moving parts.

In a 4-stroke cycle engine, the load is applied
first on one hearing, shell and then on the other.
The reversal of pressure is the result of the large
forces of inertia imposed during the intake and
exhaust Strokes. In other wOrds, inertia tends to
lift the crankshaft in its bearings during the
intake and exhaust strokes;

BEARING TROUBLES

Bearings become a continual squrce 'of
trouble unless personnel entrusted with
operation of the engine follow the
recommended operation and maintenance

. ,procedures etaetly.

-Severe bearing t may be evidenced
during engine operation a pounding noise or
by the presence of smoke in the vicinity of the
crankcase. Impending failures may sometimes be
detected by a riSe in the lubricating oil
temperature or a owering'of thle lubricating oil
pressure. Evidence of impending bearing failures
may be dete:Mcl during periodic maintenance
checks or during eniine overhauls by inspection
of the bearing shells and backs tor pits, grooves,
scratches,,op\evidence of corrosion.

The indication of an impending failure does
not necessa4 mean that thebearing has
cOmpleted its useful life. Journal bearings may

83

perform satisfactorily with as much as 10% of
the load-earrying area removed by fatigue
failure. Other minor casualties may be repaired
so that a bearing will give additional hours of,/
satisfactory service.

Bearings should /not be rejected or discartieF1
fOr _minor pits or/ minute scratches, however,
areas indicating metallic contact between the
bearing surface and the journal mean
replacement is needed. Use a bearing scraping
tool to smooth minute pits and raised surfaces.
After-performing work on bearings, make every
effort to ensure that the bearing surfaces are
clean. This also applies to the beiaLing back and
the eonneCting rod journal. Place a filma, of clean
lubricating oil on the journals and the bearing
surfacesbefore they are reinstalled.

INSTALLATION'OF
JOURNAL BEARINGS

Always check the markings of the lower and,
upper bearing halves so that you illstall them
correctly. Many bearings are interchangeable
when new, but once they have become worn to
fit a particular journal they must be reinstalled
on. that particular journal. You must mark or
stamp each bearing half with its location
(cylinder number) and the bearing posiVon
(upper or vlower) to prevent incorrect,.
installation.

Youmust pull the connecting rod bearing
cap nuts -down evenly on .the connecting rod.
bolts td prevent possible distortiOn of the lower
bearing cap and consequent damage to the,
bearing shells cap, and bolts.qk a tOrque
wrench (fig. 4-36) to measure the t3rque applied
to each bolt and nut assembly.. Apply the same
torque 'to each . bolt. If 4 manufacturer
recommends_ the use of a torque wrench, the
specified torque Will be listed in the \

umanufacturer's technical manual.
Another mettrIZ for puilling down the nuts

evenly is- to stretch each boWan equal amount
and measure the-distance from end to-Ind ofthe
bolt before and after tightening. Figure 4-37
shows the type. of gage used, and-figure' 4-38
illustrates the gage in use. The proper elongation
may be obtained from the engine manufacturer's
technical. manual.
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Figuro1l-36.thing a torque wench to tightir maim

bearing.

An alternate method of obtaining clearance
is with a Plastigage (fig. 4-40).. The Plastigage
will not Iealie an hpreision in the soft bearing
metal becaLise the gage material is softer than
the bearing. To use this method, place a length
.of the Plastigage of proper gage across -the
.bearing. Then, assemble the bearing cap and
tighten it in,,place; when using this inethod,'DO
NOT TURN the crankshaft, as that would
deitroy the Plastigage. Now, remove the bearing
cap; the width of the Piastigage, after crushing,
will give 'a- reading of the exact clearance, by
teference to "the accompanying chart on the
Piastigage .package.

' Measurements must be taken at s ed
intervals, usually at every overhaul, to establish

After reassembling a bearing. always bat or'
jack over the engine by hand through several

. revolutions to ensure that.all reciprocating and
rotating parts are functioning freely acl that
there is,_no binding between the main and
connecting rod,bearings and the crankshaft. The
'larger diesel engines must be turned over, first
by the manual jacking gear proyided and, then,
by the entne'starting system:

-Measuring Bearing Clearances

The use of leads, shim stock, or other such -

devices.is not recommended for determining the
'clearance of precision bearings. Irthey are used, -,

ihe srft bearing material -could be seriously
damaged. You should ..usetl, a micrometer
especially fitted with a spheneal seat to obtain
the thickness of bOring shells. Place the
spherical tip itainst-. the itnlide of the bearing
shell to obtain an accurate reading and to
prevent injury to the bearing material. Figure
4-39 shows a micrometer caliper especially fitted
with a steel ball for measuring bearing thickness:

3

Figur* 4-37.- -Gage timid for memuPin

,

75.87
bolt siongatiop..
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Figure 4-39.--Meaauring bearing shell thiikness.
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FigUri 440.Checking heIring clearance with a Platte-

gage.

3.

the amdetnt of bearing wear. A sufficient
number bf crankshaft jOumal diameter.
measurements should be -taken at suitable
points, .to determine p5Asible out-of-roundness.

- .

With some types of engines, a crankshaft
blidge gage (fig. 4-41) is used to check the wear

*si

CRANIKSHAFT
!MIDGE GAGA

,

CYLiiIDER fiLOdK,

GRANKSAAf T

1111111mr

CRANKSHAFT
9

BRIDGE GAGE ,
SUPPORT

75.90
Figure 4-41.- Crwlkshaff bridge gigs.

-

of the main bearjng shells..Place the gage on the.
crankshaft; as ihown, and. meastife the clearance
between the brjdge gage and shaft 117ith a feeler
gage,. Any ,variation betvea the :measured
clearanat and the. correetIclearance (usually
stameir on the holising *pf 'each, beating) ,,,...

,indi6ates,th4t main beaiing Wear has occurred.
The- maximUm limits of wear are listed in the
manufacturer% teChnical manual. Some engine
manufacturers , recominend, that bridge gage
readings be taken at .etry overhaul in
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conjunction with crank web 'deflection
measurements.

REPAIR OF _SHAFTS
AND JOURNAL BEARINGS

The repair of crankshafts, camshaft's, and
bearings varies depenclinc on the extent of
damage. There is no doubt about the 'necessity
for replaeing such items as braken or bent
crankshafta ..and camshafts, camshafts with
damaged integral cams, and failed camshaft
bearings..Out-of-round..journals may be reground
and undersize bearing shells may be installed,
but this requires personnel skilled in the uie of
precision tools. If available, a new shaft should
be Installed, and the_ damaged shaft should be
sent to a . Salvage reclamation center. Under::
eertain conditiont, scored crankshaft journals or
damaged journal bearing, may be kept in service
.if proper repair is performed:-

Repair- of. SCORED JOURNALS -d'epends
upon the 'extent If a crankshaft has
been overheated, effect of the original heat
treatment will have been destroyed, and it
be advisable to. replace the cranksluift; ,

. If journal scoting is only slight; jou .can use
an oilstone for dressing purposes if you take
'precaUtionary measures with respect to abrasives
dUring the prOcechire. . During' the dressing
operation, fou shuld plug, all øil ,passaies

. within the' jotirnal and those. :connecting the.
main bearing jO4rnal and 'the adjacent
conneeting rod joUrnal.

In the dressing procedure, ule a fine
oilstone, followed with' crocus cloth, .to polish
the surfate. After dressiiig, $ways wash the
journils iith diesel oiL This pr9cedure must

"include washing of the inteml oil, passages
well as the. outside journal surfaces. Som
passages -athlarge 'enough to accommodate a
cleaning -6 ; smaller passages can be cleaned
by :blowing them' out with compressed air. The
.passages should always be dried by blowing ..
cornpressect air through them.

'NEVER STOW. A CRANKSHAFt\ OR.
BEARING PART ON ANY METAL SUFAE.
When yoti remove a shaft from an ensine, yOU

7511'
Figur* 4-42.-4train gigs betwoon tranjc waltz.

,must place_it on a wooden plank with an journal
'surfaces protected. If the shirt is to be exposed_
for some time, Y6u should protect each jourrial"

,surface .with a coating.of heavy grease. Always
place bearings a wooden boards or clean cloths.

cRANKSHAFT overhaul consists of an_;
inspection and' servicing for -Scoiing and, wiar_
and, also; a determination of each crank web'
deflection:Crank web deflection'readingsShoild
be talen tit accdrdance with the' Pladifed
Maintenance System.

A strain gage, often -called a crank, web
defleCtion indicator, is. used to 'take .detiection
readings, The gage iS merely a dial-readinginside
micrometer used terneasure the variatfon in the
distance between adjacent crank webs as the
engine shaft is barred' over. Figure 4-4,2 shows a.

strain gage between crank webs...

When, installing the gage', or indicator, \
between the webs of a crank throw, be surOhat .*/

the gage is placed as far ai pgssible from the axis
vbf the tonnecting rod journal.. The ends of the

indlcator should rest in*Prickpunch marks in the
crank webs. If these Marks are not 'mese you
must make them S9 that, tlje indicator bc
placed in. 'its correct posityYn. Consult the
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manufacturer's technical manual for tile proper
location of neW Marks. ,

Reading4 are generallY taken at the] four
crank positions: top dead center, inboard, near
or at bottOin dead center,- and outboard: In
some engines, it is postible.,to take readings at
bottom, dead center. In others the connecting
rod may interfere, making it necessary to take
the reading.as near as possible to bottom dead
center withdut having.the gage conic in contact
with the Connecting xod. When the gage is in its
lowest position, the dial will be ,upside down,
making it necessary to use a mirror and
flashlight to obtain a reading.'NOTE: Once .the
indicator has been placed in position for the first
defleetion reading,. Vac gage should NOT'.'. be
touched until all four readings have been taken
and recorfled.

t Deflection readings are aTso used. .to
:determine correct alignment between the engine
and the generator or.between the engine and the
coupatrig. However, . when determining

Niliwunent," xdpu should take a set of deflection
readings at the crank nearest the generator or
the coupling.% In aligniit an engine . 'and
generator, yqu may need to install newchocks.
between the generator and its base tO bring the
d on -within the allowable value. You. may-

need to shift the generator horizontally to
vlObtain proper alignment. TO align an engine and

a coupling, rust, porrectly aIign t\he cOupling
4th The diive shaft; then, properly align the
engine to the Coupling, rathelk-than aligning the
coupling to the ,engine.

- CAMSHAFTS can be, saved wheri. the cams
. ,

alOne are daniaged, if the canis are of the
incliVidual- type, sinde such cams may be
removed.and repraosd. Figure 4-43 illustrates th;
method fof, removing an inclividua4icarn from it§

tisha ft. ,

Iyhen a camshaft is rernoved from the
engine, itRilksi be thorougthly cleaned. You may
use kerosene diesel' fuel. After cleaning- the
shaft, drY it with cOmpressed'air. After Cleaning

.-the earn and journal' sutfaces; inispecOhein for
.àiy signi Orscoring, pitting,,pvother damage,

When, iAsertihg or removing a camShaft by
ay of the .end of the camshaft recess,. yout

should rdiate- the. shaft Slightly. Rotating the
camshaft ,allowi it to enter easily and reduCes

1.XNALKT,1
'coo*

CAMSHAFT

' PUlL macron MAR I

11111.--

.

Figure 4-43.Ran:twins/in indivi dual cam.

the . possibility of damage to The -cirn;lobes and
the bearings.

or

FI;YWHEELS

. The speed of rotatiOn of the crankshaft
increaSes eaCh time the shaft receives a' power
impulse from one of the Pistons-,,the speed then
gradually decreases until another po4vas impUlse
is_reeeived. If permitted to continue unchecked,
these fluctuations- in speed (their, number
depending upon number of cylinders firing
on one 'cranksh t revolution); would result.in an
undesirable situ tion with respectto the ,driVen
mechanism as ell as to the engine; therefore;

pome means ni t,be provided to stabilize Shaft. ;-
rotation. In e enginesl, this is accomplished ,

by inst. ,1 g aflywheertin the crankshaft; in
others, the ritotion of such engine, parts--as.the.
contec 'g rod e .s . webs, and,lower ends of
conqecting rods, and su driven units as the
clutch and' generator, serve the purpbse,IThe
need .for a .flYwheel decreases° as ihe nuMber 'of
cylinders firing. in One revolution of ttie
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crankshaft and the -mass Of the moving parts
attached to the crankshaft increases.

A flyWheel .stores up energy during the r.
power event and releases it during the remaining
events of the operating cycles In .other- words,
.when the speged of the shaft tends .to increase,
the tlywh'eel absorbs. entrgy; .when the 'speed
tends 'to clecrease, the flyWheel gives up energy -
to the .shaft in an effort to keep shalt rotation
uniform. In doing this', a flxwheel (.1) keeps
variations_in speed within deiired limits at all ,

lads; (2) limits the increase or decrease in speed
during sudden changes of load; (3). aids 'in
forcing the, piston through .,the coMpression.
event when an engine- is runninvit loW or ciling
speed; and (4):prdvides leverage or mechanical

'adylintage for a starting motot.

Flywheels- are generally made of cast iron,
Cast steel, 'or* rój-ted steel: Strength, of the
material from whieh the flywheekiS.made, is of.'
prime import 'e because of tOe stresses created

'gin the lnetal e flywheel when the engine is
operating at rnaxiinuni designed speed. .

In some 'engines, a flywheel is the goint of,
attachment for slich items as a starting ring gear,
turning ling gear, or an overspeed safety
mechanism. The rim of a flywheel 'may be
marked in' degreps. Aith a _stationary pointer
attached to the engine, the degree markings-can
be used to determine the position of the
crankshaft when the engine is being timed,

JACKING GEARS

Diesel main drive installations are equipped
with a means of jacking, or turning over, an'
engine or reduction gesrs. A great rnajoiity of
diesel engines are Jaciked over- by .hand:
particplarly the smaller, high-speed engines that
driye generators.

For instanee, the reversible engine (41g. 4-44
is provided with a turning gear at the.lorward
end of the engaie. The rurning Aear, Manually

_operated by meafts of a removable handcrank,
can b aised to jack the engine in either
direction. (Wln.m it is necessary tO rotate the
crankshaft only a few degrees, the operaior
stiould use a bar inserted in one of the hole§
provided in the rim of the flywheel.)

88
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73
Figura 4-44. -Crankshaft turning gear assambli:

The turning gear.of the engfne is engaied by
means of a three-jaw coupling which slides
axially along the turning gear (fig: 4-45). The
'CoUpling is held in either the disengaged or the
'engaged position by a small ,spring-lock pin in
the turning gear saft. Yoil may depress the
spring-lock pin with a screwdriver; or small rod.
Ty put the jaw coupling in place en the turnin'g
gear shaft, you must remove the welded steel
cap on the 'end of the shaft. (The entire gear
train of the' turning gear 'is enclosed in a welded
steel housing, doweled and bolted to the engine
base 4nd cylinder block:The welded steelcap is
in turn bolted to the housing, directly over'the
turning gear shaft.)

4

When the handcrank is in position, it engages'
a tapered shank on the worm gedr shaft, shown
in figure 4-46. (Note: Be sure tp disengage the.
turning gear and rernove the handcrank,ladore
attempting to start the engine.), The'steel worm*
gear engages a bronze worm wheel,, which is in
turn keyed to the pinion sliaff. The pinion gear,
also'keyed to the pinion shaft, engages the large
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71.1114440 GEM

444.1

AL-4W
JAW COMING

COW

#

6

r 75.94
Figure 445.Installing the jaw coupling On the turning

.1 par.

Steel turning gear which floats on -the turning
gear° shift.

The pinion shaft rotates on ball bearivs,,
supported by the turning gear housing and by
the cover plate which is bqlted to the housing.
The*turning-gear shaft, bolted 'to the end of the
engine crankshaft, carries-bOth the turning 'gear
and the three-jaw coupling. The turning gear is
located axially on the turning gear shaft by
means of a bronze° rekaainer, bolted to the hub
face,, of the gear, and rides in .a groove on the
shaft.

,

When the -Couplinii moves axially along the
shaft, driving power,is obtained through a key
which is herd in the'keyway of the shaft by two
screws. (The coupling has a keyway which
permits it to slide along the shaft.)

LubriCating oil is supplied to the bearings on.
the- floating gear through holes drilled in the
crankshaft and the turning gear shaft. A pipe
plug with a 174-inch hole is threaded into the
end of the crankshaft to feStrict the flow.of Oil.
The forward ball bearing of the pinion shaft and
the two bail bearings on the worm gear shaft are
lubricated -with grease, supplied through grease
fittings.

89

However, some engines, such /as the
Fairbanks-Morse , opposed-piaon engine, are
equipped with a mechanical barring (jacking) ,

device, as shown in figure 4-47. The,mechanical
barring device located on the crankshaft
flexible coupling, operating through a helical
worm gear. The 'driving worm ge-ar (E) is
mou4ted on a swing bracket (P) which holds the
worms out of mesh, except during operation. As
ail additional safety feature, the swing bracket is
held in the otkof-mesh po'sition by a locking
bolt '(K). The iinterlock ca.ble roller (GI ) is
mounted on the bracket shaft (A2) and holds
the interlock stop plunger (J) up ser that the
interlock cam (H) and the control shaft (C) can
be moved by the starting lever.

75,96-
F1gure 4-48.7Sectional view of crankshaft turning gear.

..'
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Figure 4-48.--Air (motor) wrench and tocket for barring the engine.

Thevair (motor) wrench illuslrated in figure
4-48 is the reversible, recibrocating type- A
rotary-type air wrench also is used on some
diesel engines.

Whenever the driving worm (El ig meshed
with the cf4upling driving, half (D), reltease the
stop plunger (J) to provide a stop for the
interlock cam (H) and control shaft (C) so that
the worm gear (E) cannot be damaged by an
attempted engine start. The interlock cam (H)
also actuates the pneumatic brake on the
propelle,r shaft, when the engine is to be
reversee Yhe interlock plunger (112) trips the
limit switcl WO to in.Nrrupt the electrical
circuit to the solenoid coil at the propeller
brake.

To operato the barring device (fig. 4-47),
remove the locting bolt (K) and lower the swing
bracket by turning the .bracket shaft (A2) until
the 'driving worm is meshed, with the coupling
driving half (D). Slide the socket (N) over the
end of the worm shaft (Q) and rotate the er4ne

turning the socket with the ratchet wrench
(M).

The barring device can also be operated by
an air (motor) wrench, shown in figure 4-48,
using the usket and the socket .driver ,to turn
the worm shaft of the device. When an.jkirhose is
attached to the hose connection and the line
handle is turned, air is admitted to the rotary
valve -and cylinders, revolving the crankshaft
through the connecting rods. The crank pinion
meshes with the spindle.

4

4

75.97



CHAPTER 5

ENGINE OPERATING MECHANISMS

To. this boint, we have considered "Ely the
main engine parts, both. stationary 'and nToving.
At Various- points in the preceding chapters, we
have made reference to the oPeration of some of
the engine parts. However, we have said very

.little about the source of, power whichcauses
these parts to operate.

Frequently, the source :of power that
.operates one engine part is also the source of
power for other parts and accessories of the
engine., For example, the source of power that
operates engine valves maj/ also be the source of
power that operates such items. as the governor;
fuel, lubricating, and water pumps; and
Overspeed trips. Since mechanisms which
transmit tower to operate specific parts rand
accessories may be related to more than one
engine system. we shall diScuss these operating
mechanisms before getting into the engine
systems.

L'

TYPES OF OPERATING MECHANISMS

The parts which make up the operating
mechanisms of ap engine may be diided into
:two groups:0 those Which form tqr DRIVE
MFCHANISMS and those- which form the
ACTUATING MECHANISMS. The sburce of
power for the operating mechanisms of an
internal-combustion engine is the crankshaft.

As..used in this chapter, "drive mechanism"
identifies the group of parts whith takes power
from the crankshaft and transmits that power to
various engine components and accessories. In
en-Ines, the drive, mechanism does .not change
the- type of motion, but it may change the
direction of motion. For example, nit impellers
of a blower arc driven or .operated .by a rotary

motion froni the crankshaft transmitted to the
im pe 11 ers by tICe drive mechanism, an
arrangement of gears and shafts. While the type
of &lotion (rotary) remains the same, the
direction of motiob of one imneller is opposite
,thaof the other impeller as a result of the gear
arrangement within the drive mechanism.

A drive mechanism may be gear, chain, or
belt type. The gear type is the most common.
Some engines use chain assemblies 'or a

combination of gears and chains as the driving
mechanism. Belts are not comnion on marine
engines but are used as drive mechanisms on
small engines.

Some engines have a,single-drive mechanism
which transmits power to operate engine parts
and accessories. .In some engines, there may be
two or mere separate mechanisms. When
separate assemblies are used, the one which
transmits power to operate the accessorks is

called the ACCESSORY DRIVE. Some enines
have neore than one accessory ,drive. A separate
drive mechanism which is used to` transmit
power to operate engine valves is generally called
the CAMSHAFT DRIVE or TIMING
MECHANISM.

The camshaft drive, as the name implies,
transmits power to the/camshaft of the engine.
The shaft, in turns, transmits.the power through
a combination of parts wilich causes the efigine .

valves to operate. Sinee the valves of an engine
must open and close at the Proper moment
(with respect to the position of the piston) and
remain in the open and Iclosed positions for .

definite 'periods ot' time, -a fixed relationship
must be maintained 'between the rotational
speeds of the crankshaft and the camshaft.
Gamshaft drives are designed to maintain the
proper .relationship between the speeds of the
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'two shafts'..In maintaining this relationship, the
drive catasL!s the camshaft to rotatAt Nankshaft
speed in a 2-stroke cycle engine and at one-half
erankshaft speed in a 4-stroke cycle ongine.

':Actuating mechanism," .as used in this
chapter, is that combination of parts which\
receives power froin the drive mechanism and
transmits the power to the engine valves. In
order 'for ,t4e valves (intake, exhaust, fitel
injection. ait st%rt) to operate. there must be a

, change in 'the type of motion. in mther words.
the -rotary motion of -the crankshaft and drive
mechankin must be changed to a reciprocating
motion. The group of parts wIrich, by changing
;he type of motion,. cauA,s the valves of an
engine to operate is generally referred to as the
VALVE ACTUATING GEAR or MECHANISM.
A valve actuating -mechanism may include the
cams, cam fallowers, push rods, rocker arms, and .

valve springs. ln sonic engines, the i:amshaft is so
located that the push rods are' not needed. In
such engines, the 'cam follower is a part of the
rocker arm. (Solite actuating mechanisms are
designed tc transform reciprocating motion into
rotary motion, but in internal-combuition\
engines most actuating mechanisms change
rotary motion into reciproeating mo)

Ther, is. considerable variation the design
and arrangement of, the parts of operating
inechimisms found in different engines. The size
of an engine, the cycle of operation, the cylinder
arrangement, and other factors govern the design
and arrang,ement of the components as;.well as
the design and arrangement of the IIICC hanisms.
Some or the variations in operating mechanisms
a re cons ide red in t he descriptions and.,
iHustrations which .follow.: The 'arrangements of
operating mechanisms described in this chapter
are ropresentj'iv<of those commonly found in
ntarine engines used by the Navy.

9PERA1'ING MECHANISMS, FOR 'A
2-STROK CATLE, IN-LINE

DIESEL ENGINE' °
t

#, V
Ishe operating nice ha nisms of soi ie engines

consist of a single-drive in,echankm and the valve
actuating mechanism. The 0-cylinder, GM 71,

94

103

engine is an ,example of such an engine. A
complete assembly which transmits power from
the driving part to the driv.en part, the operating
mechanism of the GM 7,1 conSiSts of gears,
shafts, couplings, and the parts Of the
valve-actuitting mechanism..

GEARS

When the driving mechanism of an engine
consists only of gears, the mechanism is
commonly called a gear train. The geilr. train or
drive for- a GM 0-71 engine is shown in figure
5-1. (The arrangement 'shown is designed for
right-hand rotation.)

The gear train of a GM 71 functions as bOth
the camshaft\drive and the accessory drive. The
train consists of five helical gears completely
enclosed, at the rear end of the engine. Note that
all gears are driven by the crankshaft. gear
through "an idler gear. The idle? gear may he
located on either the right or left side of the-
engine (see "duminy Imb,". sometimes called
"spacer," fig. 5-1), depti"nding upon the direction
of crankshaft rotation.

Since the engine 'operates on d .2-stroke
cycle,.the camshaft and balancer gears.are driVes
at the same speed as the crankshaft gear. 'Either
the canishaft gear or th e. balancer gear may be
driven by the crankshaft gear *rough the idler
gear; the drive, arrangement depends on `the
!limp.- (right- or left-hand rotation). The
cants ha f t and balance. Shaft gears are

,connterweighted for balance purposes:

'rite accessories of the GM 71 'receive poow-
from theTowcr drive gear which is driven by
the camshaft .gear (fig:- 5-1). LOcated on the
blower side of the engine and, supported by ,the
rear end plate. the blower drive gear transmits
power to the blower, governor:water, pump, and
fuel pump. (See fig. 5-2.)

rigurc 5-2 shows the location of the van
en ine accessories and the shafts. gears, a
-coupinigs which transmit the power from the
blower drive gear to each of the accessories.
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Figure 5-1.CarnsH diaft and acceisory ve (GM 6-71).

SHAFI'S AND COUPLIN.6S

The shafts driven .by the camshaft and
balance shaft gears are shown in figure 5-3.
While the shaft gears are not interchanged for a
change in direction .of engine Crankshaft
rotation, the shafts may be used on either side
of the "cylinder block, depending on the
direction of crankshaft rotation,

SPACER
44 4

75.98X

The camshaft operates the mechanism which
actuates the exhaust valves and the fuel

, inPctors.' The shaft i i one-Wce drop-forghig,
case-hardpned at the .i?ams and journals. The cam
lobis are heat-treated to ' provide a hard,
wear-resistant surface. Each cylinder has a set of

) three cams; End and 'intermediate 4)earings are
copper-lead, steel-backed bushings.'

The bala[ice shaft, which runs parallel to the
camshaft on the opposite side of the block,

4
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counterbalances the rotation' of the weighted
camshaft and causes a stabilizing action upon
oscillatory impulses developed within the
engine. (See fig. 5-3 for location of balance
weights.)

The blower end of the governor drive shaft is
serrated or splined and engages with
corresponding serrations or splines inside the
upper blower shaft. The fuel oir pump is bolted
to the rear cover of the blower and is driven
from the lower blower mtbr shaft, through a
device which acts as a universal Joint. The water
pump is mounted on the front end of the blower
and is driven by the rotor shaft, through a
coupling. (See fig. 5-2.)

perm L C
."

VALVE ACIVATING GEAR .

The exhaust valves 'and the fuel injectors are
actuated tw a mechanism which is located in and
attached to the cylinder head. A detailed view af
the valve actuating mechanism is shown in figure
5-4. The inseTt shows the parts, of the actuatihg
mechanism .Or one cylinder. The mechanism
includes three drop-forged rocker arms. The
outer arms operate the exhaust valves and the
inner' arni operates the fuel injector. The rocker
arms aie actuated by the lobes of the camshaft,
through push ro . These parts, along with other
parts essential to e astembly (fig. 5-1), change
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Figure &S.Location of drive mechanisms in a V-type engine (GM 16-278A).
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the rotary motion, of the camshaft into the
reciprocating motion of the valves.

,

OPERATING MECHANISM OF A
2-STROKE CYCLE, V-TYPE

DIESEL ENGINE

4 __.-
The in-line engine discussed in the preceding

section is relatively small when compared to the
,GM 16-278A discusse'd in this section. Whereas ,
the GM-71 requires only one drive mechanism to
transmit power to the' valve actuating gear and
the engine accessories, the GM 16-278A uses,
two sepaTate gear drives, one at each end of the
engihe. ,(See fig. 5-5.) The drive located- at the
coupling or power take-off end of the crankshaft
Li called the eAMSHAFT DRIVE. transmits
power to the valve Operating mechanisms, the
fuel injector operating mechanisms, and the
starting-air timing valve; it drives the fuel pump,
the lubricating oil pump, and the governor. The

JONI.

Ar

76.103X

ACCESSORY DRIVE, located at the opposite
end of the engine, drives ,tlie blower and the
water pumps. Figure 5-5 shows the location of
these drives and the engine parts and accessories
to which they transmit/Power. Many of the
engine parts .that we have alreadykliscussed are
also shown.

CAMSXFT DRIVE AND
VALVE ACTUATING GEAR

The camshaft gear train in the GM 16-278A
is similar to that of the GM 6-71, except for two
additional gears. Figure 5-6 shows an end view
of the engine- along with tht camshaft drive
assembly. Contare this asembly with that of
the GM1-71 in figure 511.

Gears and Couplings

Two camshaft gears are driven by the
crankshaft gear at The power take-off or

99 _t
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clou ling end of: the shaft, through. the
ran'ksha1t .and the canishaft: idler gears. Both

camshaft gears mesii with the. Camshaft idler
'gear. The lirbriCating oil irny gears' are "titilen..
by the gamshaff tears.. A, canghift gear also
furnishes zowet-to drive , governor
tachotheter.. In. some mociels, the governor 'drive
shaft .is driven y The cathshaff gear; throiigh a
flexible coupling. tri . other models, the 'shaft is
flanged arfd bolted to a. camshift:

The 'train of gears in the 'camshaft drive. is
enclosed in 'an oiltight housing. A spring-loaded

safety cover is fitted Id a, pressUre 'relief opening
in tlie top of the houSin'g. (See fig. "5-6,)

camshafti'

Each cylinder' ,bank of the engine-is, fitted
; with a camilikft., Ttiese 51104 rotate aft-the s4rne
Speed as the crakshaft,but in'the oPp9site
direction. t ach sUaft is made ,of two sections
which are Slanged and.bolted together. The cams
are ease-hardened and axe' an integral part of
each :shaft section. At in the GM 6-71, each .

cylinder has three cams. ldthe GM 16-278A,
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however, pusE rods..., are 'not needed fore
transmilting power.'

, 4.

Rocker Arms and Vahe Bridies

Each cylinder head'of the GM 16-278A is
fitted with tluee rocker arms or le'vers. The-two
outer, arins operate the exhaUst valves and the
inner arni operates the, fuel injector. Since there
are four exhadst valves .per, cylinder, eaCh
exhaust rocker arm (sometimes called a leiler)
Must operate a pair of valiis through a valve
bridge. (see Fig. 5-7.)

Th .-valve fridge in this engine is made of
forged steel and lias a haedened ball socket into
which the ball end of the rocker lever adjusting
screw fits. The valve bridge has two arms, each
of whichlits over an exhaust valve.

, The valve bridge spring keeps valve bridge,
tension -off the valve stems until the bridge is
actuated by the rocker arm. When the valve end
of the rocker .arm, is forced down-, by the cam
action, the valve bridge moves down,
compressing the valve springs and opening the.
valves. 'By the time ihe action-of the cam lObe
has ceased, the valve springs will have closed the
valves. The valve operating mechanism shbwn in
figure 5-7 is representative of those in which the
location of the camihaft eliminates the need for
push rods. Note that the,lobes .of the cam come
in direct contact With the rocker arm cam
rollers.

ACCESSORY DRIVE

The gear train located on the front end of
the engine (fig,. 5- 5) ()lives the blower and the
water pumps. An end view, of the assembly is
shown in figure 5-8. The train consists of helical,
&ars of forged steel Which transmit the rotation
of the crankshaft\ to the bloWer..and the water
pumps. The assejnbly is enclosed in 4 case winch
,is bolted to the6lower hgusing.

The drive gear is driven from the crankshaft
through 4 splined shaft, one end of which fits

f

75.104X
FiglIte 5-8.Accessory &ve mochanism (GM 16-278A).

into a hub that is bolted to the crankshaft while
the other-end fits into the blower drive gear. hub.
The drive gear operates the water pump gears
through idler 'gears and meshes directly with he
upper drive gear. The upper drive gear transmits
power through a shaft to the rotor-driven gear of

101

the blower gear assembly.

OPERATING MECHANISMS IN
AN OPPOSED-PISTON

DIESEL ENGINE

The operating mechanisms of
oPPosed-piston engines will obviously differ, to
a degree, from ihose of si1gle-acti4 engines
,because of engine design differences...Some of
the differences are because (1) power is supplied
by two crankshafts in an opposed-piston engine,
instead of one, and (2) ports are used instead_of
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valyes for both intake ah4xai,ist in an
opposed-piston enrie..

t

Regardless of differerIcet in iyieclianism S,. the
basic types of drives-gar- arid,Chain- are foLind
in both single-acting a,01.1 opposed-piston engines.
While the two e,ngs described in preceding
sections had -onl'y.,ge-ai-type drive imchanisms,
the opposed-pisIon'engine used as an example in
this section hasf.ehain assemblies as well as gear
trains ineorpOrated in the inechanisms which
supply powerlto engine parts and accessories.

The Fairbanks-Morsç opposed-piston enOne
used is an example in this section has three
separate drive .rnechanisms. The drive Which
ftirnishes power to the camshaft and fuel
injection equipment is' the chain type. The
blower and the accessories-are, operated by

-
/agear-type. drives. Tlie location of each drive is

shown in figure 5-9.

CAMSHAFT DRIVE AND FUEL
PUMP ACTUATING GEAR

The camshaft drives 81- the engines we have
.qiscussed thus farypply power to one or more
accessories as well as to the valve actuating gear.
This is not true of the drive in an FM 38D

TIMING
SPROCKET

opposed-piston. enOne. Since the FM 381) does
* .not have cylinder .valves mit ince 'two other

drives are provided to operate the accessories, .

4 the primary purpose of the canishaft drive is to
trans.rnit power fqr, and to time the operation
of, the "fuel injection pumps.

Chain Assembly

The power required to operate the fuel
injection Pumps..at the proper instant during the
cycle of operation is transmitted' through the
camshafts from tht .nkshaff by a chain. drive
(frequently called the timing mechanism). The
names and arrangement of the components of
the drive are shown in. figure 5-10. The drive
sprocket is attached to the upper crankshaft.at
the control end of the engine. A sprocket is
attached to the end of each camshaft and there
are -thrte other sprockets for timing and
adjusiment purposes.

The chain conveys the rotation pf the upper
crankshaft to the camshaft sprockets by passing
over, the crankshaft sprocket, under the.' two
timing sprockets, over ttite two camshaft drive
sprockets, and 'under the tighterver sprockets.
The timing sprockets ar.e mounted on an

CRANKSHAFT
SPROCKET

CAMSHAFT
SPROCKET

TIMING
SPROCKET

CAMSHAFT
SPROCKET

TIGHTENER
SPROCKET

Figura 5-10 -Camshaft drive and timing mechanism (FM 38D8 1/8).
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adjustable. bracket,or lever. By/moving the lever;
the timirig of the two camshafts can be adjusted.
The adjUstable :tightener sprocket is. used to
'obtain nd maintain the proper slack in the.
chain.

Acnis mg Gear

The camshafts are ',located in the upper
cra4shaft g...ompartment. (See No. 1_, fig. 5-9.)
Since engines of thea opposed-piston type use
ports for both intake and exhaust, the camshafts
serv only to actuate the two fuel injection
punps at each cylinder in dnison and at the
proper time. The shafts turn at the same rate of
spe d as the crankshaft.

!the camshafts for the engine shown in figure
.5-9 re of case-hardened alloy-steel and are made
in sectiQns. The sections are niade with
ma h-marked flanges and are joined with fitted
bolts. (In some opposed-piston engines made by
the same manufacturer, the shafts are the
one-piece type.) The cafns are an integral part of
the Shaft and there is one cam on each staft for
eachiCylinder.

The eains transform the rotary motion of
the sliaft into the up-and-down motion of the
fuel pimp plunger, through a -tappet assembly
attached to the top of the fuel pump body. (See
No. 2, lig. 5-9.)

a

The parts of the tappt assembly are shown
in figure 5-11. The push rod spring of the tappet
assembly 'holds the push rod and the carrrroller
against the camshaft cam. As the camshaft
rotates, the cam acts against tha cam roller to
one the push rod down against the spring
nsion and actuates the injection pump plunger.

WER DRIVE MECRANISM

he power,to drive the blo wer is transmitted
from the upper crankshaft, through a gear train.
(See 5-9.) The train consists of a drive gear, a
pinion ar, and t,lie two timing (impeller) gears
of the ower.

Com

To.ppirt. Housing

Com Roller

, Lub. Oil
Drain 1:ubis

Snap Ring

Push Rod Button

Pump Plunger

-\ Plunger Spring

Spring Reding'.

Pump Body Shime
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-11 11=111

Control Rock
ildp.isting Wiry

Control Rod Plunger

Control Rod

Col:morellos, to Fuel Heady
Inject lon Tube
Attached Here
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Figure 5.11. Fuel pump tappet assembly (FM 38D8 1 /W.

The drive gear (No. 3, fig. 5-9) is the flexible
type. The principal parts of the FLEXIBLE
DRIVE GEAR are: a spider drive hub which is
keyed to the crankshaft, a gear within which
spring spacers are bolted, and Springs which
absbrb torsional oscillations transmitted by the
crankshaft. At view of the flexible drive gear with
end plate removed is shown in figure 5-12.

The flexible drive gear meshes with the drive
pinion (No. 4, fig. 5-9)..The pinion is keyed to
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Figure 5-12.Blower'flexible drive gear (FM 3808 118).

the lower impeller shaft and held in place by a
locknut. The lower impeller driving (timing) gear
(No. 5, fig...5-9) meshes with the upPer impeller
driven gear (No. 6, fig. 5-9).

ACCESSORY DRIVE

The majority of the accessories for the FM
38D are driven by a, gear mechanism which
receives power from the lower crankshaft at the
contzol end of the engine. (See fig. 5-9.) A. more
detailed view of the accessory drive is shown in
figure 57)3. Referring to both these figures as
you read the following description will help you
to become familiar with the components of the
drive an'd with the way that power is transmitted
to the driven units.

The accessory drive transmi4s power to he
water pumps, the fuel oil pump, the lubric ting

105
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oil pump, arid the governor. The drive se/dr (No.
8, fig. 5-9) of, the mechanism is bolted to a
flange, on the crankshaft. The drive gear ,is the,
flexible t y pe , t herefOre, engine shocks
transmitted by the crankshaft are absorbed by
the drive springs of the gear.

The water pump drive gears mesh directly
with the flexible drive gear. The fuel pump drive
gear (attached to the flexible drive sear)
transmits power to the fuel pump driven gear
through an idler. (Sh--gear on mounting plate,
fig. 5-13.) The lubricating oil pump drive sear
meshes direCtly with the flexible drive gear.
Power is transmitted to the pump through a
shaft and an internal gear couplingthe
lubricating oil pump drive. The shaft of 'the
lubricating oil pump drive also transmits power
to the governor. A gear on the shaft meshes- with
a mating gear on the governor drte gear shaft.
This shaft drives the governor Cupling shaft
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which, in turn, drives the governor, through a
bevel gear drive. (See No. 9, fig. 5-9.)

OPERATING MECHANISMS OF
A 4-STROKE CYCLE

DIESEL ENGINE

perating mechanisms we have discussed
so have applied to 2-stroke cycle diesel
engines. Now we will take 4, look at the
operating mechanisms of a 4-stroke Ode diesel
enginez. They are similar except for some minor
differences in design and arrangement, and the
reduced operating speed of the camshaft. Tcge
drive has no provision for driving a blower, since
4-stroke cycle diesel engines are either naturally
aspirated or are turbocharged. Turbocharging
units are exhaust-driven and require no
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mechanical, drive. The valve actuating gear
operates valves.for both intake and exhaust. The
arrangement -of the operating mechanism is
shown in figure 5-14.

DRIVE MECHANISMS

The 2-stroke cycle engine drive mechanisms
considered Were either the gear type, chain type,
o' a combination of both. Very few chain type
drives are used on 4-stroke cycle engines by the
Navy; therefore, we will discuss only the gear
type drives. The primary drive which takes
power froo the crankshaft is a gear assembly or
gear train. The arrangement of the gear' train
which forms the drive will vary according to the
engine.

I.

e
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Figure 5-14.Arrangarnep1 of 4-cyclo than' engines.

Valve Actuating Gear

In addition to furnishing power for the
various engine accessories, the drive, mechanism
provides the power that operates the engine
valves. The basic job of. the valve actuating gear .
is both to cause and to control the opening and
closing of the inlet and exhaust valves.

In most engines; this gear consists of (I)
rotker arms that actuate the valves, (t) push

-.0

7523$

rods that connect the rocker arms and the cams
on the camshaft, and (3) a drive that connects
the camshaft to the crankshaft. t.

CAMSHAPTcEtRIVES.In 44troke cycle
diesel en&es the camshaft speed must be
exactly one-half the crankshaft _speed, so the
camshaft makes onetomplete revolution while
the 'crankshaft makes two. Because these speed
relations must be exact, The connecting drive

7/ 1 .1.
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CAM
FOLLOWE

CAM

Figura 5-15.Cam location 4stre4ko cycle dimi swim.

N
must be positive. The drive'arrangemerit used for
any particular engine depends to a large extent
on where the camshaft is located.

The camshaft may be located low, ;ear the
crankshaft, using long push rods, or on the
cylinder block using short push rods, or at the
cYlinder head level without push rods. (See rig.
5-15.)

The gears of the drive must be accurately cut
and heat treated to resist wear. Helical teeth
(teeth plated at an angle) are frequently used in
place of spur teeth (teeth placed straight) for
greater quietness and more transmission of
power. Gears and shafts/are used in' various
arrangements to drive the vital cornpconents and
accessoriesmof the engine.

Camshafts.The camshafts in 4stroke cycle
diesel Vngines carry the cams for actuating the
inlet and exhaust valvo. In addi tion, the
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camshaft may carry cams for fuel 'injection
pumps, fuel-spray valves, ova-Jr-starting valves.
Some engines have two camshafts, some have
one, depending on engine design.

The canishaft may be constructed in several
ways. It can be forged in one piece, including
the cams themselves, as integral cams. It may
consist of a steel shaft with separate forged-steel
or cast-iron cams' keyed on to the shaft. Very
few Not' the latter are still in service. Another
construction, used on ilrge engines, -is to make
up the camshaft in sections. Each section
liapdles one cylinder, and enough sections are
bolted together to handle the whole engjne.

Valve Gear in Cylinder Head.The
remaining-parts of the valve actuating gear and
the valves are mounted in the cylinder head. The
various parts which are mounted in the head
were'rxwered in chapter 4 of this manual.



'CHAPTER. 6
fr.

DIESEL ENGINE AIR SYSTEMS.

Combustion requires air, fuel, and heat;
certain amounts of all three are necessary if an
engine is to operate'. This chapter deals only
with AIR as required to support combustion in
the cylinder of an engine. The processes of
scavenging and Supercharging are considered as
welt as the ,group of parts involved in supplying
the cylinders of an engine with air and in
removing the waste sases after combustion and
the power evvit are '5 nished. The engine parts
which acsomplIsh these functions are commonly
referred io as the INTAKE EXHAUST systems:

INTAKE SYSTEMi

This section deals with intak,e syStems of
diesel engines only; nevertheless,i much of the
information dealing with the rigts of diesel
engine air systems o applicable to most of
tiv parts in silnilar

t
ems of gasoline engines.

Although the primary function of a diesel
engine intake ststem is tpi supply the air
required for com ustion, the System also cleans
the air and reduces the noiSe created by the air
as it enters the engine. An intake system may
include an air silencer, an It cleaner and screen,
an air box or header, intake valves or ports, a
blower, an air heater, and an air cooler. Not all
of these parts are common to every intakip
system. An intake system for one type Of
high-speed -diesel engine, which provides a clean
supply of air with minimum noise to the
cdmbustion spaces, is shown in crpss sections in
figure 6-1. .

SCAVENGING AND SUPERCHARGING

In the intake systems of all 2-stroke cycle
diesel engines and some 4-stroke cycle diesel

109
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engines, a device, usually .a blower, is installed to
increase the flow of air inta the cylinders. The
blower compresses the air and forces it into an
air box or manifold which surrounds br is
attached to the cylinders of an engine. Thus, an
increased amount of air under constant pressure
is available as required during ihe cycle of
operation.

The increased amount of air,- a result of
blower action, is used to fill the cylinder with a
fresh charge of air. During the process, the
increased amount of air helps' to clear the
cylinder of the gases of combustion. The proce,ss
is called scavenging. Therifore, the intake
system of some engines, especially those
operating on the 2-ctroke cycle, is sometimes
called the scavenging system. The air forced into
the cylinder is called scavenge air, and the parts
through which it enters are called scavenge
ports.

Scavenging must take place in a relatively
short . portion of the operating cycle; the
duration of the process differs in 2- and 4-stroke
cycle. engines. In a 2-stroke cycle engine, the
process takes place during the latter part of the
downstroke (expansion) and the early part of
the upstroke (compression). In a 4-stroke cycle
engine, scavenging takes place when the,iiston is
nearing and passing TDC during the latter part
of an upstroke (exhaust) and the early part of a
downstroke (intake). The intake and exhaust el

openings are both open during this interval of
ti,ne. The overlap of intake and exhauit permits
the 'air from the blower to pass through the
cYliiider into the exhaust manifold, cleaning out
the exhaust gases from the cylinder and, at the.
same time, cooling the hot engine parts.

When scavenging air enters the cylinder ofan
engine, it must be so directed that the waste
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Figure &1.Air systems of a 2-stroke cycie engine (GM 71).

gases are removed from the remote parts of the
cylinder. The two principal methods by which
this is accomplished are sometimes referred to as
PORT scavooging and VALVE scavenging. Port
scavenging may be direct (cross flow), loop
(return), or unitlow type. (See fig. 6-2.)

Scavenging and supercharging are not
common to all diesel engines. For instance, in
some 4-stroki cycle engines, the air enters the
cylinder as a result of a pressure difference
mated by the piston as it moves away from the
cornbustion space during the intake event. This
type of intake is sometimes referred tb as the
"suction" type; or naturally aspirated intake;

75.151X

however, the s air is actually forced into the
cylinder because of the greater pressure outside
the cylinier.

An increase in air, flow into cylindets of an
engine can be used to increase power output, in.'
addition to being used Mci scavenging. Since the
power of an engine comes from the burning of
fuel, an increase in powet requires more fuel; the
increased fuel, in turn, requires more air, since
each pound of fuel.requires a certain amount of

4 air for combustion. The supplying of more air to
the combustion spaces than can be supplied
through the action of atmospheric pressure and
piston action (in 4-stroke cycle engines) or

10
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Figure 6-2.--Methods of scavenging in diessa engines.
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scavenging air (in 2-stiroke ,cycle engines) is
called supercharging.

In some. 2-stroke cycle diesel engines, the
cylinders are supercharged during the air intake
simply by increasing the amounj and pressure of
scavenge air, The same blower is used `for
superchargint and scavenging. Scavenging is,
done when air is admitted under low pressure
into° the cylinder while the exhaust valves or
porteare opin. Supercharging is done with the
exhaust posts or valves closed, which enables the
blower to forte air under pressure into the
cylinder and thereby increase the amount of air
available for combustion. The increase- in
pressure, resulting from the conipressing. action
4--the blower, will depend on the tirpe of

:installation, but it is usually low, mnging from 1
to 5 psi. With the increase in pressure and
amount of air available for combustion, there is
a corresponding increase in cordbustion
efficiency within the cylinder. In other words, a
given size engine which is 'Supercharged can
develop more power than the same sizeengine
which is not supercharged.

To supercharge a 4-stroke diesel engine, a
blower must be added to the intake system since
exhaust and intake in an unsupercharged engine
aret performed by the action of the piston. The
timing of the valves in a supercharged 4-stroke
cycle engine is also different from that in a
similar engine which is not supercharged. In the
supercharged engine the closing of the intake
valve is slowed down so that there is
considerable overlap of the intake and exhaust
events. The overlap increases power; the amount
of the increase depends on the supercharging
pressure. The increased overlap of the valve
openings also permits the air pressure created by
the blower to remove gases from the cylinder
during the exhaust event. Study figure 6-3
(foldout at end of chapter) so that you
understand how The opening and closing-qf the
intake 3nd exhaust valves, or ports, affect both
scavenOg and supercharging. Also, note the
differences in these processes as they occur in
'supercharged 2- and 4-stroke cycle engines.

In figure 6-3, the circular pattern represents
crankshaft rotation. Some of the events

.) 12
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occurring in the cycles are shown iu degrees of
shaft rotation for purposes of illustrationLand
easier compaliion only: (When dealing with the
timing of a .specifiv engine, c1heçl the
-appropriate instructibns.)

In studying ilgure 6-3, keep in mind that the
crankshaft of a 4-stroke 'cycle engine makes two
complete revolutions in one cycle of oPeration
while the shaft in a 2-stroke cycle engine makes
only one .revolution per cycle. Also, keep in
mind that the 9xhaust and- intake.events in a
-2-stroke engine do not involve:complete piston
strokes as they do in a 4-stroke engiM.

ilP

Four-Stroke Cycle Scavenging
and Supercharging

0 Part A of figure 6-3 is based on operation of
a 4-stroke cycle engine using a centrifugal type
blower (turbocharger) to sUpply the cylinder§
with air under pressete.

In a supercharged 4-stroke cycle engine, the,-
duration of each event differs somewhat from
the length of the same events in a
nonsupercharged 4-stroke engine. The intake
and exhaust valves are open hiuch longer in a
supercharged engine, and. the compression and
power events are shorter, permitting a !anger
period for scavenging. When the e'xhaust esYnt is
completed, the turbocharger fills the cylinder
with fresh air', under pressure before the
compresSion event begins; in other words, the
turbocharger supercharges the cylinders.

To understand the relationship of scavenging
arid supercharging to tke events, of the cycle,
look again at part A in figure 6-3 and follow
through the complete cycle. Start your study of
the cycle at TDC, the beginning of the power
event. At this point, peak compression has been
reached, fuel injection is nearly completed, and
combustion is in progress. Power is delivered
during the downstroke of the piston for 125° of
crankshaft rotation. At this point in the
clOwnstroke (55° before BDC) the power ovent
ends and the exhaust valves open:

The exhaust valves remain open throughout
the rest of the downstroke (55°), throughout all
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of the next upstroke .(180°). and througkout
85' of the next downstroke: a total of 3211 of
shaft. rotation. At a point 75° before the piston
Feaches TDQl the intake valves open and the
turbocharger begins foreingtfresh iKto the
cylinder. For. 1600 of shaft rotation, the air
passe.s through the- cYlinder and out the exhaust
valves, clearing the waste gases from the
c'ylinder. rapid flow of ises escaping
through exhayst m/hifola drives the
turbocharger. The procas of scavenging
continut% until the exhaust valves close at 85°
Past- TDC.

'The intake valyes' remain open, after the
exhaust vhlves close, for an additional 140° of
shaft rotation (4.50 past BDC). From the time.
the exhatist valves close until the piston reaches'
approximthely BDC, the Cylinder is being filled
with air from the blower. During this interval;
the increase in pressureis too small to consider
because of the inc..ng volume of the cylinder-
space (the piston is in downstroke). However,
when the piston reaches BDC and starts the
'upstroke, the. vdlume of the space begins to
decrease- as the blower continues to force air
into the cylinder. The_result is upercharging
effect with the pressure reaching 3 to 5 psi by the
time 'the intake Valves claSe.

During the remainder of the upstroke (after'
the intake valves close) the supercharged air is
compressed. Fuel injection begins several degrees
before 'TDC and eitds shortly after 4:DC. The
actual length ofthe injection period in a specific
engine depends on the entdne's speed and load.
When the piston reaches TDC,'-a 'cycle (two
complete crankshaft revolutions and four
strokes of the Piston) has taken place, and the
vigine is ready to repeat the cycle.

r

Two-Stroke Cycle Scavenging
and Supercharging

In comparing Tarts A and B of figure 6-3,
'note that the length of the supercharging and
scavenging periods in a 2-stroke 'cycle etoine is
not the same as in a 4-stroke cycle engine. Also,'
there is considerable difference in piston

location between the times,whert these proctzseS
take place in the two types or engines.,Irt_a
4-stroke cycle, scavenging takes place whileNe
piston is traveling through thelatter part 'of the
Upstroke and j, le early pail of tkie downstroke, '
and superelthrging es placeiwthen the piston is.
in the vicinity of BD In .a 2-stroke cycle, the
processes of scavenging and supercharging both
,take 431ace while the piston is in the lower part
of the cylinder. A piston in. a 4-stroke cycle
ehOne does much .of the ovork of intake and
exhaust, but in a 2-stroke cycle engine the
piston does very little work indhese. two
processes, Bvause of this,s.many' 2-4froke cycle /
engines use a blower to _force air Into ..the
cylinder and to clear out the exhaust. gases.

Part B o( figure. 6-3 is based on the operating
cycle -of the engine" shown in figure 6-1. If you
compare part B" with part A '(fig. 6-3), the
Merences in the scavenging-and suNrcharging.
processes in 2- and 4-stroke cycle engines are
more apparent. Start your study of the cycle
,with the piston at TDC (part B of fig. 6-3). Fuel
has been injeCte.d, ignition haS occurred, .and
co m bustion is taking place. The'. power
developed forces the piston, throngh the power
event until the piston is 92 1/2'.(as compared to
1-25° for the 4-stroke cycle in the preceding
exainple) past TDC, just a little more than-
halfway through the downstroke. Xt this point,
.the exhaust valves open, gases escape through .

the manifold, and cylinder pressure drops
rapidly..

Whtli t.t. piston reaches a. point 48°., before
'BDC:the intake ports are uncovered as the
piston moves downward and sca<nging begins.
(Compare this' with the Ypening of the intake
valves in a 4-stroke cycle.) The scavenging air,
under blower pressare, swirls upward through
the cylinder and clears the ..cylinder of exhaust
gases. The situation in the.-sylinder when
scavenging starts is approximately the same is
'that illustrated in figure 6-1 and in figure 6-2'
part B. Note the position of the piston, the open
scavenging ports, the open exhaust valves, and .
the flow of air through the cylinder. The flow of
scavenge air through the cylinder also helps to
cool the parts which are heated' by ,ombustion.

Slvenging continues until the piston is'

44 1/2 past BIX' (a total of 92'1/2° as compared
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with 1'60° in the 4-stroke cyCle) at'which point
the exhaust valveS close. The exhaust valves
remain open dusing only 132°, ai compared
with the 32O° in the 4-stroke cycle.; The

iscavenge ports remain open for.anethee3 1/2°
of shaft rotation (45° in' the 4-stroke cycle), and
the blower continues to force air into the
cylinder. Even though the ports are open for
only a short interval after the exhaust valves
close, enough time is-available for che blower to
create a supercharging effect before the
compression event starts.

The piston closes. the intake ports -at 48'
past BDC. The compression event takes place
during the remainder of the upstroke with
injection and ignition occurring at TDC. At this
point one ycle is ended and another is ready to
start.

1NTAkE SYSTEM COMPONENTS .

%%0..
. There are many 4riations in thedesign of the
engine parts lich function, as a group, to
properly direct clean air to intake v4ives or
ports. Regardless of design. differences, -the
function of each kind of4part reinains the same.
We cannot cover every type oe model of each
part of engine air intake systems in this course.
Therefore, we shall discuss only a lov of the
common types ol each of the principal parts of
these systems.

. .

Slencers, Bcreeni, and Cleaners

Air must enter the intate system as quietly
and as clean as possible. A diesel engine uses a
great quantity of air. Unless a silencer is.
installed, air will-rush through the air-cleaning
devices sounding like an extremely high-pitched
whistle." Silencertfge"-generakly constructed as
part .of the air-cleaning components.

One tYpe of air-intake silehcer assembly is
showti in figure 6-4. This type of silencer is-used
ori some models of Gray' Marine arid GM 71
erigines.

S.

SILENCER ASSEMBLY

-

END
SCREEN-1

SILE R TO
BLOWER BOLTS,

ii

/
bilird AIR 'INTAKE SCREEN

SILEI4CER PARTITION

s 75.154X
Figure 6-4.Air-intake iiiancer assembly ((3M 71).

The silencer as9embly' is"bqjted to the intake
side of the blower, (See fig. 1.) A perforated
steel partitioa divides the silencer lengthwise
into two section& Air enters the end of the
silencer and passes through the inner sectign
into th.e blower: The noise or thç air passes
through the silencer where it is Artuced .by a
soimdrabsorbent, flameproof, felted cotton
waste which fills the outer section of the
silencer.

1 1

Upon leaving the silencer, (hp air enteis the
. blower through an air-intake screen. (See. figs.

6-1 and 6-4.) The air-intake screen ,prevonts
particles of foreign.,msterial 'fforn entering the
engine. Unless foreign material is filtered froth
the. intake air,: it might seriously damage ,t.,he
blower, assembly and internal engine-parts strch
as.pistons, piston rings, and liners.

T he s i 1 ek c e r-an d-screen assembly \just
described js sometimes referred to as\ a
DRY-type cleaner and silencer. 'Another ty ofx
air cleaner and silencer is the VISCDUS-ty . In'
both 'dry and viscous types, intake -air is drawn
through a fit mesh or scrren which filters the

Thair._ e .mes of such cleaneis may consist of
cotton fabric, wire screening, specially wound
coppei- crimp, or metal Arool. The principal
difference between cleaners of the dry and

; viscous types is that the mesh of a viscous 'type
cleaner is wet, usually, with a medium weight
oil. An 'air cleaner and silencer assembly of the

114
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Figur. 6.5.7Viscouilype sir silencer and cleaner (GM 71).

;4

viscous type is shown in figure 6-5. The cleaning
element (metal wool in. the example shown) is,
oil-soaked to collect the dust and dirt from the
air phsing through the assembly. The hollow
housing which supports the element also acts as
a silencing chamber. This type assembly is used
on some models of Gray Marine and GM 71
en4nes.

. The assembly shown in figure 6-6 is another
viscous-type cleaner and silencer. The filter and
silencer of -this unit form a cylinder silencing
chamber, the ends of which are packed with
sound-deadening material. Air enters the silencer
through'. the circumferential surface of the
silencing chamber. *The filter element fits over
the 'air inlet. The element of the filter consists of
a series of oil-wtted wire baffles which collect
any'airbOrne dirt entering the chanibc.r.

I
Another type of intake-air cleaner -and

silencer includes -an oil bath aS part of the
assembly. A cross section of an oil bath air
cleaner is shown in figure 6-7.

In oil bath cleaners, the intake air strikes the
oil before passing through the mesh. The inertia
of ..the airborne dust particles causes some of
them to strjke and adhere to the oil surface. The
mesh collects particles which are not removed
by the oil.

Note the similarity between the oil kath
filter in figure E7 and the viscous-type cleaner
shown in figure 6-5. The principal difference is

= that the oil bath cleaner has an pil reservoir
which traps the major portion of the dirt

, entering the system.

The silencer and cleaner assemblies, described
in the preceding paragraphs are representative ,of
the .devices used to clean intake air and to
reduce the noise it makes as it enteri the engine.
To. ensure sufficient cleaning of the intake air,
air filters, regardless of type, should be cleaned
as specified by the.Planned Maintenance System.

Blowers

16.156 Blowers are necessary on most 2sc'-roke cycle
Figure 6.6.Air filter and silencer. engines to force scavengin through the
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Figure 6-7.Oil bath airchianar and silencfr assimbly (GM 71).

cylinders. In addition; a supercharged engine,
either 2- or 4-stroke cycle, must have a blower
to fill the cylinder with fresh air at a pressure
above atmospheric pressure before the
compression event starts. Basically, the primary
function of an engine blower is tO deliver a large
volume of air at a low pressure (1 to.5 psi).

There are two principal types of blowers;
POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT -and
CENTRIFUGAL. A pbsitive displacement
blower is usually gear-driven directly by the
engine, while a centrifugal blower is usually
driven by an exhaust-gas, turbine. Positive
displacement blowers ,may be divided into two
groups: the multiple-lobe type, commonly called
the LOBE, or Roots, blower; and the
AXIAL-FLOW, or Whitfield blower,

Blowers are introduced bpiefly in Fireman.
NAVEDTRA 10520-E. Since there are many

75.157X

variations in blower designs, we shall discuis
examples of the more common designs. The first
example, a lobe blower, is commonly used on
many 2-stroke cycle engines. The other
examples are exhaust-driven-:centrifugal type
bloeivers (turbochargers) found on some 4-stroke

'cycle diesel engines. -

The cross section of the blower in figure 6-8
shOws the many parts of one design of a positive
displacement, lobe-type, rotary blower. The
drive mechanism, which transmits power from
the crankshaft to the blower, is attached to the
end of the blower. (Drive mechanisms are
discussed in chapter 5 of this manual.) Figure
6-9 is an external view of the blower illustrated
in figure 6-8 (rotors are being.removed from the
housing). Blowers of this general type are
commonly found on General Motors, Gray
Marine, and many other engines.

The blower illustrated has two 3-lobe rotors
which rotate in opposite directions within the
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Figure 6-8.CrOss section oi a poeitive displacement blower ((3M 12- and 16-278A).
41,

closely fitted, inner wall of the housing. The
rotors do not touch each other or the housing
wall which surrounds them. The rotors are
mounted on tubular, serrated shafts to which
.the helical rotor gears are _attached. (See fig.
6-10.)

The closely fitted rotor geais are rigidly
attached to the shafts and are timed to\keep the
meshing 1..oll.)es of the rotors from touchIng. The
radial position of each Totor and the clearance
between the rotor lobes and the housing are
maintained by babbitted bearings located in the
-blower end plates. The rotor,bearings at the gear
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end have thrust surfaces vthich maintain the
correct axial position of the rotors and prevent
contact between the rotors and the end,plates.
(See. fig. 6-8.)

Oil passages in the end plates (fig. 6-8)-
conduct lubricating oil, under pressure to the
bearings. Oil seals are provided at each bearing
to prevent oil from entering the housing.

An airtight seal is maintained between the
end plates and the housing by a fine silk thread
and a very thin coat of nonhardening gasket
compound. This material is placed around the
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Figura 6-9.Positiv acernant blowarrotors and

housing (GM 12- and 16-278A).

housing end-plate openings, inside the' stud line.
(See line of studs in fig. 6-9.)

....,,, Nwer to drive ths blower is transmitted
from the blower-and-accqsory drive mechaniSm
(attached*tci the front of the blower) to the
rotor gear train (fig. 6-10) by a shaft which
extends through passage.in the blower housipg.
(See fig. 6-8.)

,

Air 'from the silencer ,enters the top of the
blower housing through the scavenging air inlet.
(See fig. 6-9.) The rotor lobes produce a
continuous and, unifOrm displacement of air.
The lobes carry the air, around the cylindrical
sides of the housing (in the spaces between the
lobtis and the housing) jand force the air, under
pressure, to the bottom of the housing.. An
opening in the in er wall of the housing permits
the air to pass int the space 1:4t4en the inner
and outer walls or the housing, gnd then out the
discharge opening.
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Figur. 6-10.Blower rotor gear train (GM 12- .and

15-279A).

Unlike positive displacement blowers, which
are driven through a gear train by the engine
crankshaft, the centrifugal type, blower,_ or

rbotharger, takes its power from the exhaust
gases, thereby using some of the energy that
would otherwise be wasted. In brief, the
principle of operation a a turbocharger is as
follows: (I) the gases from the exhaust manifold
drive a turbine, and (2) the turbine drives an
impeller (on the same shaft), which supplies air
to the cylinders for scavenging and
supercharng. The several types of centrifugal
blowers in naval service all operate on this basic
principle.

Some of the turbochargers installed on
marine engines used ,by the Navy are the
Airesearch, Alco-Buchi, the Elliot-Buchi, and the
,General Electric. Even though all these blowers
operate on the same principle and are somewhat
similar in appearance, there are notable
differences in the construction of 'the. various
types. Some of the main differences between the
Alco-Buchi and the Elliot-Buchi'..tUrbOchargers
are given in figure 6-11.

Figure 6-12 shows a phantom view of the
Alco-Buchi turbocharger and figtire 6-13 shows
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,

LUBRICATED BY OIL FROM THE INDEPENDENTLY LUBRICATEM!,--Y OIL FROM '
ENGINE LUBRIcA2FING SYSTEM. A SEPARATE TURBOCHARGER Olt- TANK. THE

..
, .OIL PUMP IS USUALLY DRIVEN BY THE

TURBOCHARGER.
. ,

IMPELLER AND TURBINEARE BOTH SHAFT BEARINGS ARE LOCATED ON THE
LOCATED ON THE SHAFT BETWEEN SAME,S1DE OF THE OVERHUNG TURBINE
THE TWO SHAFT BEARINGS. WHEEL.

LABYRINTH RING SEALS ARE LABYRINTH RING SEAL IS LOCATED BETWEEN
LOCATED BETWEEN THE SHAFT AND THE IMPELLER AND THE CASING.
THE CASING AND BETWEEN THE
IMPELLER AND THE CASING.

.

.

MACHINED, SHAFT BEARING END- STEEL THRUST COLLAR, KEYED TO THE SHAFT
FACES SERVE AS THRUST BEARINGS. AND WORKING BETWEEN THE MACHINED END-
STEEL THRUST COLLAR AND WASHER, FACE ON THE OUTER SHAFT BEARING AND THE
Otsi THE TURBINE END OF THE SHAFT, THRUST BEARING FACE, LIMITS LONGITUDINAL
LIMIT,LONGITUDINAL MOVEMENT OF MOVEMENT OF THE SHAFT.
THE SHAFT.

,

BLOWER CASE IS SPLIT HORIZONTALLY. BLOWER CASE IS DIVIDED VERTICALLY, PER-
PENDICULAR TO THE CENTER LINES OF- THE

) .
SHAFT.

'Figure 6-11.Construction differences in turbochargers.

two views of_ the Elliot-Buchi turbocharger.
Figure 6-14 shows a cutaway view of the
General Electric turbocharger.

Two of the turbochargers mentioned, the
Elliot-Buchi and the. 'General Electric, are
'described later in some detail as examples of the
devices used to supercharge 4-stroke cycle
engines.

Many of the .parts of an Elliot-Buchi
turbocharger are identified in figures 6-13 and-
6-14. Y6u Can see different views of some of the
parts by !poking at both figures. As you study
the following description, frequent reference to
figures 6-13 and 6-14 will help you to become
familiar with the turbocharger and its operation.
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In the discussion We will consider this
turbocharger as being divided into four systems:
exhaust, intake, cooling, and lubricating. Similar
systems are common to other exhaust-driven
turbochargers.

EXHApST SYSTEM.The exhaust system
consists of an impulse turbine inside a turbthe
casing.-,The system furnishes the driving'poWer
for the turbocharger. Gases from the exhaust
manifold enter the turbine casing through four
inlets. ,The high-temperature and high-velocity
exhaust gases strike the turbine disk and cause it
to rotate at high speed. The turbine disk rotates
in the same direction for both directiops of
en'gine rotation. The speed of the turbine is

.automatically controlled by the speed and load
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Figure 6- 'I Ako- Buchi turbocharger.

of the engine. When the gases have turned the
turbine, they are discharged through the exhaust
ou tlet.

A I R- I NTAKE SYSTEM. The air-intaie
system consists of a centrifugal blower mounted
in a easing and an Air silencer and screen. Since
they are mounted on thg same shaft, the blower
and the turbine both rdtate at the same speed.
This means that both the turbine speed and the
-amount of fresh air discharged to the intake
manifold are automatically controlled by the
engine speed. The combustion air, discharged
from the tUrbocharger, is often cooled by an
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aftercooler to reduce its volume prior to delivery
to the combustion spaces. This air cools the
parts of the cylinders and allows for higher
supercharge rates.

COOLING WATER SYSTEM.The cooling
water system is connacted to the freshwater
cooling system of the engine. Water circulates
through jackets around the turbine casing, the
oil sump, and the backplate. The water cools the
turbine casing, which is in constant contact with
the hot exhaust _gases. It also cools the
lubricating oil, and, the ba k ate prevents heat
conduction to the freIir side of the
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Figure 0.13.--7B1ower casing assembly remoired from tur-

bine casing fElliott-Buclin.

tUrbocharger. The teniperature of the intake air
must be kept down since this air aids in Cooling
the cylinder an'd the exhaust valves; during
scavenging. Aftercoolers use saltwater as a
cooling medium ;o achieve beloW-ambient
temperatures.

LUBRICATING SYSTEM.The lubricating
system may, or may not, be completely separate
from the engine lubricating system. In a separate
system:an oil pump is driven, through reduction
gears, by the shaft of the turbocharger. The
pusncihpdrgderaws oil from ihe sump tank and
di s it, through a filter, into the bearing
support of the rotating assembly. The pump
supplies oil at the proper pressure to all Moving
parts of the turbocharger. Oil pressure varies
with turbocharger speed.

Tiv eeral Electric turbocharger (fig. 6-15)
operates on the same basic principle as the
turbocharger just described; however, the GE

1 2,1

turbocharger differs from the Elliot-BLWhi
turbocharger in certain features pf 'design and
Construction. For example, the GE air filter and
cleaner assembly is not an integral part of the
blower. The viscous-type , assembly shown in
figure 6-6 is used in the intake systems of some
dieseL engines equipped with the GE
turbochargers. Even though the ,GE and
Elliot-Buchi turbochargers differ, the following
discussion reveals a number of ways in Which the
two are similar.

In brief, the GE turbocharger consists of an
exhaust gas-driven turbine and a centrifugal
compressor. The compressor hnpeller and the
turbine wheel are mounted on a common sbaft,
thus forming a single unit. The compressor
consists of an impeller, diffuser, and a casini. All
of these parts are usually made of cast
aluminum. In later models, the' impeller is
sometimes a forging. A water-cooled, cast
aluminum housing, which contains the two
:journal bearings and the thrust beating, also
serves as the turbine exhaust casing. The turbine
assembly includes, the water-cooled nozzle box,
the nozzle ring or diaphragm assembly, and the
turbine wheel. All of these turbine parts- are
made of corrosion-resistant, high-temperature
alloys.

Oil for turbocharger lubrication is taken
from the engine lubricating system.:

Even though brief and general in some
instances, the preceding account of blowers
should be sufficient to clarify the principles of
blower operation and some of the differences
and Similarities in blower consttuction. The
details on a blower, or any engine component
for that matter, should be obtained from the
appropriate manufacturer's technical manual.

Intake Air Passages

Air must pass through a number of passages
til) reach the combustion spaces within an
engine. So far, this discussion h considered the
passage of air through componints which clean;
silence, and compress the intake air. From the
blower, however, the air is discharged into a unit
or passage which conducts it to the intake valves
or ports of the cylinders. The design of such a
unit as well as the terminology used to identify
it differs, depending on theetype of engine.
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Figure 6-14.Cooling water system of the 'turbochargeriCumeral Electric).

In 2-stroke cycle engines, the passage which
conducts intake air to the cylinders is generally
called an AIR BOX. The air box surrounds the
cylinders (fig. 6-1) and, in many engines, is built
into the block. In 2-stroke cycle, V-type, diesel
engines, the air box consists of the space (within
the block) between the two banks of the
V-construction and the open space between the
upper and lower deckplates of each bank. The
scaveniOng air passages in a Fairbanks-Morse
opposed-piston engine is referred to as the AIR
RECEIVER. This compartment is at the upper
part of tbe block and surrounds cylinder liners.
In some 2-stroke cycle engines, the passage
which serves as a reservoir for intake air from
the blower is called an AIR HEADER.

Drains are generally provided in air boxes,
receivers, and headers to drain off any liquids
that may accumulate. A slight amount of vapor
from the air charge may condense and 'settle in

OIL
SUMP

75.184 .

the air box, or a small amount of lubricating oit
may be blown into the air box as the piston
passes the ports on the, downstroke following
the power event.

On some engines, the drains are vented to
the atmoiphere..In others, a special drain tank
collects the drainage from the air box. Figure
6-16 shovls the air drain tank assembly for GM
series 71 engines. The purpose of the tank is to
prevent drainage of oil to the engineroom. A
small connection from the fuel pump also carries
to the drain tank any fuel oil that may leak past
the seals in the pump..

Drains,are of prime importance when the air
cooler is installed between the blower, or
turbocharger, discharge and air intake manifold
or receiver. The drains are usually left open
during engine operation to prevent condensation

122
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Figure 6-15.Geng Electric turbocharger.
75.165

or water from leaky coolers being carried into..
the enOne cylinders with the combustion'air.

In 4-stroke cycle diesel engines, the intake
air passage from the blower to the cylindes
differs, in general, from those in 2-stroke cycle
engjnes in that the passage is not an integral part
of the block. Instead, a separate unit is attached
to the block to conduct intake air to the engine
cylinders. The% attached unit is generally called
an air intake,: MANIFOLD. Figure 6-17 shows
both the intake and the exhaust manifolds. Note
the arrows which indicate the flow of air-from
the turbocharAer, through the intake manifold,
,to the cylinders and the flow of the gases from
the cylinders back to the turbochaiger and the
exhaust.

The Intake manifold shown in figure 6-17 is
a one-piece fabricated steel unit. The unit is
heavily insulated with felt lagging and covered
with heavy canvas. The insulation dampens the
noise created by the turbocharger.
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Figure 6-16.Air box drain tank assembly (GM 71).

Cylinder Porls andgyaIves

The amount of air that entert the cylifiders
from the air box or manifold is controlled by
opening. and closing the cylinder valVes or ports.
Whether air is admitted to the cylinders of
modern engines through 'Rorts or by valves
depends upon the type of engine. As we stated
earlier, in modern 4-stroke cycle engines, the
amount of air that enters the cylinders ip
controlled by valves, while ports are used for
this purpose in 2-stroke cycle engines. Ports
control the discharge of exhaust-gases from
some 2-stroke cycle engines; and valves perform
the same function in all 4-stroke and in many
2-stroke cycle engines.

We have made frequent reference in tiiis
course to ports and have illustrated their
location in the cylinder liner. (See fig. 6-1 and
6-2.) INTAKE PORTS are usually located in
such a way that air enters the cylinder in a
whirling motion. The turbulence created helps
to increase the amount of intake air that is
reached by .the injected fuel particles; thus the
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power output of the engine is increased. Intake
ports as well as EXHAUST PORTS are opened
and closed by .the piston as it moves back and
folth in the cylinder. The valves of an engine are
opened and closed at the proper point in the
cycle of operation by a series of parts called the
valve actuating mechanism or gear.

Cylinder Test Valves and
Safety or Relief Valves

75.167

(0
In some large engines, each cylinder is

equipped with valves which serve different
purposes from those of the intake and exhaust
valves. Instead of admitting air to the cylinder or
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Chapter 6D1ESEL ENGINE AIR SYSTEMS

permitting the ,exhaust gases to escape, these
valves may be used for; testing or safety
purposes. Even though they ate not a part ,of the
engine's air system, these valves are definitely
related to this system since they are provided to
test or relieve pressures which may develop with
the combustion space:

A TEST VALVE is used (1)" to vent the
cylinder of any aCcumulated water or oil before
an engine is :Started; (2) to relieve cylinder
pressure when the enOne is being turned by
hand; or, (3) to test compression and firing
pressures: Test valves are hand-operated. (See
fig, 6-18.)

The terms "safety valves" and "relief
valves" are used by manufacturers to identify
valves installed in cylinder heads or liners and
designed to relieve excessive pressure that may
develop when the engine is, operating. Whether
they are called safety valves or relief valves,
these valves are designed to open when the
cylinder pressure exceeds a saf erating limit.

SANITY VALVIE
ADJUSTING NU

75.168X
Figure 6-18.cylinder tett EMI safety valves.
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A section-al view of the safety valve and test
vilve arraniement in the head of a GM 268A
engine is shown in figure 6-18. Note the passage
and adapter for a cylinder pressure indicator.
Most test and relief valve arrangements have an
adapter for the cylinder pressure measuring
instrument. -

The valves shown in figure 6-18 are fitted in
passages' within the cylinder head. In sonic
engines, however, the relief valve is attached
separately to the exterior of the head or liner.
For example, the cylinder relief valve of an FM
38D8 1/8 is screwed into an adapter which also
has a tapped opening for an indicator valve. The
adapter is attached to the cylinder liner adapter
sleeve.

Many cylinder safety or' relief valves are of
the spring-loafied, poppet hpe. There are
devices for adjusting the valves- to open when a
predetermined pressure is reached in the
cylinder.

EXHAUST SYSTEMS

The parts of engine air systAls considered so
far .have provided a passage for air into the
cylinders and for the release of gases from the
cylinders after combustion. The relationship of
blowers, or turbochargers; to both the intake
and exhaust systems has also been pointed out.

The system Which functions primarily to
carry gases away from the cylinders of an engine
is called the exhaust system. In addition to ,pis
principal function, an exhaust system may be
designed to perform 'one or more of the
following functions: muffle exhaust noise,
quench sparks, remove solid Material from
exhaust gases, and furnish energy to a
turbine-driven supercharger. In the following
sections, we will discuss the principal parts that
may be usedi0 combination to accomplish the
functions of an engine exhaust system.

EXHAUST MANIFOLDS

When the gases of combustion are forced,
from the cylinders of an engine, the gases enter a
unit which is generally referred to as the
manifold. The unit that receives the gases of
combustion is.sometimes called a header or belt.
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The interior of the exhaust manifold shown in.
figure 6-17 is illustrated in fig,ure 6-19.

The exhaust manifold is flanged to the
exhaust valve ports (fig. 6-17) of the enne with
gaskets between the flanges and the cylinder
heads. The cylinders are connected in pairs to
four lines within the manifold. Each of the lines
lias a joint . which allows fOr the expansion,
causeci by the heat. A water jacket surroundsthe
bank ot,exhaust tubes to. reauce heat radiation
into., the engineroom. (The exhaust manifolds of
most marine , &gines are water 000led.) A
protective resin 'compound is .baked ontogthe
water jadet to prevent corrosion.

The manifold shown iri figure 6-19 is a
one-pieee unit, fabricated of steel.' Some
manifolds are made of steel plate with welded'
joints and branch elbows of steel castingS, while
others are made of aluminam castings. On some
en&es,, all exposed surfaces of exhaust
manifolds and related ,parts are insulated with
layers of spun glass held in place by laced-on
m'roven asbestos covers. ,The' insulation helps to
reduce heat radiation: Usually, there .are
expansion .joints between the manifold sections

algo

and the turbochargesrs .or other outlet
connections.

The 'exhaust manifold slitawn in figure 6-1.9
is the passage for gases &pin the combustiorp
spaces to the exhaust inlet df the tarboeharger.
Thus, the turbine, end. of, the turbocharger may
be considered as part .:of the exhaust system
since it forms part of the .passageway for. the.

'escape of gaSes to the...exhaust outlet. (See fig.
,..6-1.3 and 6-17.) A similar t. arrangement is
characteristic of other 4-stroke. Cycle,
supercharged dieselswines.

PYROMETERS

On some diesel engines the exhaust system
has .a device for measuring 'the exhaust
temperature. The device most commonly used is
a pyrometer. By comparing the exhaust gas
temperature of each cylinder, the operator can
determine if the load is balanced throughout the
engine.

WAYlik AAUP
DaMN

DAMN *Alit .040.11
MAIN

C C '

, , IMP '
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"tt

Figure 6-19.Water-jacketed inchaust manifold.
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phapter 6DIPSEL ENGINE AIR SYSTEM

indicating unit of the Pyalmeter -is
calibrated to give a direct reading Of.

temperature. 1-iowevestre '4rthileter actually
measures the difference-_ een. the eleArie
current Pmdueed. by hea g on dissimilar
2etals in the . thermocoupl tot jubction and

,

The metals most commonly, used ,in the
thermocouple are iron and constantin which are
covered by an insulatOr. The thermoc:ouple, is

.-splaced so that the hot junction is incontact with
the exhaust gases.

Since the pyrometer measures the difference
-betcyeen the hot junctibn and the cold junction,
the teMperature at the cold junotion must 'either
be .constant or.. coinpensated for, if the
temperature reading' on the indicating unit is to
have any meaning.'

jiinction.
111

There are two, types of pyrometers used to
take exhaust temperature readinp, the fixed.
installation and the portable hand-recording
instrtmient (fig. 6-20). BOth types use a
thermocouple unit, sueh as shown in figure '6-21,
installed-in the exhaust manifold.

2

THER COUPLEi

DIAL

SELICTOR
SWITCH

CYLINDER

XHAUST OUTLET
A

(FIXED INSTALLATION)

11111pr

(PORTABLE);

CASE

Figure 6.20.Pyrometers used in diesel engine exhaust
syste Int

Figure 6-21..Sectional view of a thermocouple.

Pyrometers of the fixed installation type
(fig. 6-20A) -have a thermostatically operated
control spring which makes tile required
tempei3tire corrections autornatically. The
portable land pyromerer (fig. 6-26B) has a zero
adjuster which must be set by hard.

'EXHAUST PIPING AND
SILENCERS (MUFFLERS)

-

After, passing through the ,turbine.end of the
turbocharger of a 47stroke cycl, engine or after
being diScharged from the exhaust manifold of a
natural aspirated -4-stroke cycle engine or after
being discharged from the exhaust manifold of a
2-stroke cycle engine, the gases paSs through the
exhaust pipeiflexible or rigid) to the silencer, or
mufflex. 'The gases are discharged from the.
sileneer to the atmosphere thro h e tail pipe
or OverbOard discharge pipe. fig. 6-1 and
6-17.) " I

Silencers, or mufflers, a plawd on
internal-combustion engines mainl to reduce
the noise created by .the exhaust as e exhaust
valves or ports open. The noise of th haust
can be reduced by placing sound-abso nt,
game-proof material in the exhautt paSsages, but
'the resulting back pressure might keep the
engine from operating. .Because of the serious
effecti of back pressure upon the operation of
the- engine, the device used to reduce the noise
of jthe .exhaust inu'st be designed to. keep the
eknaust back pressure to a minimum.

Most niodern marine engines Use a wet type
exhaust silencer. (See rig. 6-1 and 647.) Wet
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type. mufflers are usually made of cast or sheet
iron with a system of internal baffles to -break
up the ,exhaust gas pulsation. This construction
gives a silencing effect without producing a back
pressure. The water used 'in wet type.silencers
also helps to reduce noise. The water cools the
exhaust gases, causing the gases to contract. The
decrease in volume reduces the velocity Of the
exhaust gases and thereby i-educes the exhaust
noise. The water itself absorbs some of the
,sougd.

The silencer shown in figure 6-1 consists of a
steel .drum divided into two comparfments by a'
transverse baffle plate. The exhaust inlet pipe
extensis in such a way that the exhausrt gases
must circle back and pass through a .stream of
water before they enter the pipes which.extend
through the baffle plate.

In the outlet compartment, the exhaust
gases.' are again deflected before they .enter the
water outlet pipe. A second stream of water
enters the tail yipe and helps carrY the gases to
the overboard discharge.

Smite marine4engines use a dry type exhaust
silencer. In both the wet ard dry type silencers
of most marine installations, circulating water is
used to reduce the temperature of the exhaust
gases. The principal difference between the two
is that in the.dry type the exhaust gases do not
come in contact with the cooling water; in other
words, the water does not flow Ihrotigh the
silencer compartment hilt flows, instead,
through a jacket around the silencer. In wet. type
_silencers the gases are expanded into the silencer
and Come in direct contact with' the water. In
paising through the baffles 'and through the
water., the gaseS are 'cooled, condensed,
decreased in volume, 4nd effectively silenced.

Inf addition' to acting as silencers, most .

mufflers also act as spark arresters. The water in
wet type silencers is a spark arfester. Some dry.

tYpe peers have a device tlia.t traps burning
n-particles and soOt. ,

The ,interiors of all muffler are subjected to
moisture: condensation in dry type Mufflers and
the supplied water in,wet type mufflers. Because .

of this, most silencers are Coated inside and opt
With a. corrosion-resistant material.

PARTS OF OTHER SYSTEMS
RELATED TO ENGINE

AIR SYSTEMS

The p*arts discussed in this chapter are those .

generally associated with the air systems of mOst
engines, Some 'engines are equiPped with parts
whiCh perform special. functions., TheSe parts,
even though related to the engine air systems,
are More frequently considered as parts of other -

engine.systems. .

For example, some engines are equippedi
with intake air heaters or.use other Methods to
overcome the influence of low temperatures in
cold 'weather starting. Devices and methods used
for this purpose are discussed in later chapters,

Some engines are equipped with devices to
cOol the compressed airquisis discharged from
the'supereharger. Devices used. fOr cooling the
air ',are discussed with the engine cooling
systems.

Many engines are equipped With devices or'
systems which provide crankcase ventilation.
Blower action is necessary in Many veitilation,
systems. The systems operate to prevent ,
cuntaminaticv of -engineroom spaces with
heated or Tume-laden air, to reduce the
formation of sludge in lubricating oil, and to
prevent the accumulation 'of combustible gases
in the crankcake and in the oil pan or sump.
Devices useds to ventilate engine crankcases-are,
discussed With the lubricating systems.

,)
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CHAPTER 7

ENGII4 STARTING SYSTEMS

The operating principles of the starting
Systems used with internal-ombustion engines
.and the ignition systems common to -gasoline
engines are described in this chapter.

STARTING SYSTEMS

As an Engineman you will be concerned
with the three types' of starting systems Usect
with %internal-combustion engineselectric,
hydraulic, and air. Electric starting systems are
used with gasoline engines and some high-speed
diesel engines. The air starting system is used
wherever practicable for starting diesel engines
because it contains sturdier components, and
requires less maintenance. The hydraulic starting
system is used where nonmagnetic or lightweight
characteristics are required.

ELEMIC STARTING SYSTEMS

Electric starting systems use direct current
becauseelectrical energy in this form can be
stored in. batteries and drawn upon when
needed. The battery's electrical energy can be
restored by charging the battery wiih an
engine-driven generator.

-The main components of the electric starting
system area a storage battery, starting motor,

f generator, 3nd associated control and prote'ctive
devices. The storage battery is described in detail
in Basic Electricity, NAVPERS 10086-B, and in

.Fireman, NAVEDTRA 10520-E, and therefore is
covered only lightly in this manual.

Starting Motors and Drivt$

The starting motor for diesel and gasoline
engines operates on the same principle as a
direct current electric motor. The mot9r is
designed to carry extremely heavy loads but
tends to overheat quiCkly because it draws 'a
high current. (300-665 amperes). To avoid
overheating,.NEVER allow the motor to run fop

, more than 30 'Seconds at a time. Then-allow it to
cool for 2 or 3 minutes before using it again.

To start .a diesel engine, you must turn it*
over.rapidly to obtain sufficient heat to ignite
the fuel. The starting motor is located near the
flywheel. The drive gear on the starter is'
arranged so that it can mesh with 1,he teeth on
the flywheel when the starting switch is cicised.
The drive mechanisms. has three flinctions:. (1) to
transmit the turning power to the engine when
the starting motor runs, (2) La disconnect the
starting motor from the engine immediately
after the engine has started, and (3) to provide a
gear reduction ratio between the starting motor
add the engine. (The. gear ratio between the
driven pinion and 'the flywheel is usually about
15.to I. This means that the starting motor shaft
rotates 15 times as fast as the engine, or at 1500
rpm to turn the engine at &speed of 100 rpm.)

The drive mechanism must disengage the
pinion from the flywheel iinmediatalx after the
engine starts. After the engine starts, -the engirie
speed may increase rapidly to appkoximately
1500 rpm. If the drive pinion remained meshed
with the flywheel and alsolocked with the shaft
of the starting motor at a normal engine speed
(1500 rpm), the shaft would be spun at a rapid
rate7.22,500 to 30,000 rpm. At 'such 'speeds.
the starting motor would be badly damaged.
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Figure 7-1.A ;lulling motor with Bendix drive.

BENDI X DRIVE MECHANISMS.--The
Bendix drive is an example .of a starting motor
drive mechanism used on Navy diekel engines,-
such as the General Motors Model 26.8A. The
drive mechanism moves the drive pinion so that
it meshes 'with the ring gear on the flywheel.
Figure 7-1 illustrates a stsiting motor equipped
with a Bendix driVe frict on-clutch -type
mechanism. /

The pinion of the Bendix drive is Mounted
on. a spiral-threaded sleeve so that when the
shaft of the motor turns, the threaded sleeve
rotates within the pinion, moving the piniOn
outward, causing it' to mesh -with the flywheel
reng gear and crank the engine. A friction clutch
absorbs the sUdden shock wher\ the gear meshes
with the flywheel.

As soon a> the engine, rims under-ifs' own
power, the flywheel drives the Bendix gear at a
higher speed than the shaft of the starting motor
is rotating. This causes the pinion to rotate in
the opposite direction on the shaft spiral and
automatically disengages the pinion from the
flywheel as soon as the engine starts,

Special switches are needed to carry the (--
heavy current- drawn by starting motors.
Starting motors lhat have a Bendix drive Use a
heavy duty solenoid switch (relay switch) to
open and close the motor-to-battery circuit and
a hand-operated starting switch to operate the
solenoid sWitch. The starting switch is on the
instfument panel and may be a pushbutton or a

3

lever type. The solenoid switch (lig. 7-2) is
mounted on and .grounded to the starting motor
housing so that-the heavy current wires may be
as short as possible. When the solenoid is
energized bY the 'starting switch, the plunger is
drawn into the core and completes the circuit
between the battery and the sfarting motor.

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS on the
Bendix drive must be strictly followed. There
are times when the engine starts, throws the
piston out of mesh, and then stops. When the
engine is coming to rest, it often rocks back pA1
of a revolution. If at that moment an attempt is
made. to engage the.pinion, the drive mechanism
may be seriously damaged. Therefore, you must
wait several seconds -to be sure that the en&e
completely stOpped before you use the starting
switch again.

At times the pinion will fail to immediately
engage after the starting motor las been
energized. When this happens, you will fail to
hear the engine turning over and the starting
motor will develop a high-pitched whine. You
should Mimediately' de-enerze the starting
motor to prevent overspeeding. An electric
s t art i g 'm o tor operating under no-load
conditions can quickly overspeed and cause
serious da m a ge .

If the pinion is to engage and disengage
freely, the sleeve and the pinion threads should
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Figure 7-3.A starting motor with Dyer shift drive.

be free from grease and dirt. The Bendix drive
should be lubricated in accordance with
instructions in the manufacturer's technical
manual.

DYER DRIVE MECHANISMS.-- A starting
m9tor assembly with the Dyer drive mechanism

illustrated.ins`ftgure 7-3. In this system,- the
drive pinion meshes with the flywheel ring gear
BEFORE the starting motor Switch is closed and
before the motor shaft begnis to rotate. This
prevents the pinion teeth from clashing with the
flywheel ring gear and also the possibility of
broken or burred teeth on either the ring gear or
the drive pinion.

Figure 7-4 shows two views of the Dyer shift
drive --a separate drive assembly and a
disassernblel mechanism. The upper end of the
shift lever'is linked to the- solenoid switch,
mo ted on top of the starter. The shift lever

es the entire drive mechanism axially along
the motor shaft toward the flywheel. At the end
of this movement, the drive pinion is meshed
iwith the flywheel ring gear and has,cowe to rest
against the pinion (fig. 7-3).

-

When the shaft of the starting motor begins
.

to rotate, the shift sleeve returns to jts original
position, out of the way. 'The instant the engine
starts, the ring gear tries to spin the pinion faster
than the motor shaft is turning. This cauSes the
pinion and pinion guide to spin back opt of
mesh, and the pinion guide (fig. .i/-4)

131

position.

Operation of the solenoid switch is similak to
that of the switch used with the Bendix drive.
When ,.the starting switch is operated, 'the'
'solenoid closes the starting motor switch and
moVes the shift lever to engage the drive pinion
with the flywheel ring gear. Closing the starting
motor sWitch energizes the starting motor,
which cranks the engine..When the engine starts,
the pinion and the pinion guide spin out of mesh
with the ring gear and lock, in the disengaged
position. The starting motor continues to rotate
as long as the starting switch is operated. ,

However, the pinion cannottngage the ring.gear
until the starting motor is stopped and the shift
lever is allowed to return to its original position.

Four stages of operation of the Dyer shift
drive are -shown in figure 7-5: In A, the
mechanis is in. the disengaged position. In B;
the starting switch has been operated and the

SHIFT SLEEVE

PINION GUIDE-yr

PINION SPRING

PINION

PINION STOP

75.175
Figure 7-4.Dyer shift drive mechanism.
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solenoid is pulling its plungr in and beinnning
tO move the pinion toward the ring gear. In C,
the pinion has fully meshed with the ring gear,
but the motor shaft haS not turned far enough
to return the shift sleeve; In D, the motor shaft
has returned the shift sleeve to its original
position and is starting the engine.

SPRAG OVERRUNNING CLUTCH
DRIVE. -Another type of drive mechanism used
by the Navy is the Sprag overrunning ,clutch.
This, type drive is similar to the Dyer drive in
that the pinion is engaged by the action of a
lever attached to the solenoid plunger. Once
engaged, the pinion will gtay in mesh with the
flywheel ring gjir until the engine is started or
the solenoid swi ch isdisengaged. To otect the
starter armature from excessive s ds en the
engine starts, the clutch "oVerruns" .r turns
faster than the armature, which permits the
starter pinion to disengage itself from the
,flywheel ring gear.

The solenoid plunger and shift lever, unlike
the Dyer drive, ire completely enclosed in a
housing to protect them from water, dirt, and
other foreign matter. An oil seal, installed
between the shaft and lever housing and a
linkage seal around the solenoid plunger prevent
transmission oil from entering the starter frame
or solenoid hise. The nose houOng of the drive
mechanism can be rotated to obtain a number of
solenoid positions with respect to the mounting
flange.

Generators and Controls

A generator provides the electrical current to
maintain the storage battery in a charged
condition. The design of a battery-charging
generator depends 'on many factors: maximum
electrical load, design bf the charging circuit,
type .of service, ratio of engine idling time to

.running time, type of drive, and drive ratiO
(engine rpm to generator rpm).

To maintain the battery in a fully charged
condition, the. .discharge current must be
balanced by a charging current from an external
source, such as a battery-charging generator. If

.the discharge current is greater than the charging
Current for an appreciable period., the battery
Will gradually lose its charge and will nSje able
to supply the necessary current to the eltrical
system.

Battery-charging generators sometimes
flange-mounted on the rear of the engine nd
driven from the timing gear train, but usually
they are cradle-mounted on the side of the
engine arid driven by a V-belt from the
crankshaft pulley. These' generators, are rated
according to the particular application an4 are
designed for clockwise or counterclock
fotation. They are supplied for-use with either 6-
or 24-volt systems. Battery-charging generators
used with the electrical systems in small craft are
usually d.c. generators similar to the one shown
in figure 7-6. An a.c. generator (alternator) is
installed on some engines because it produces a
constant output over a speed range that varies
from idle to top enne speed. A voltage.
regulator controls the utput voltage of
the alternator and prevent overcharging the
battery. An a.c. generator is equipped with a
rectifier which functions to convert a.c. current
to d.c. current. A current-limiting device
associated with the regulator is provided which
protects the alternator and rectifier. An
alternator-equipped, battery-charging system is
shown in figure 7-7.

A. d.c. battery-charging generator system also
uses a control- to regulate the output of the
generator. The type of control used is
determined by the design of the generator.
Although inch controls may control both
current ancivoltage, they are commonly called
voltage regulators. Voltage regulators differ
considerably in design, but they an serve
essentially the same functions. When a d.c.
generator is operating and the electrical load is
heavy, the output of the generator is connected
through the voltage regulator to the battery; but
when the electrical load is light or when there is
no load and the battery is fully charged, the
voltage regulator operatesr-to prevent the output
of the generator from reaching the battery.

The voltage regulator also protects the
components of the batteryii-charging system. It

/
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Figure 7.6.Tynkal d.c. generator.
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Figure 7-7.A typical alternator equippea battarroharging system.
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protects the battery by preventing overcharging
and by preventing current from flowing from
the battery to the d.c. generator when the
generator output voltage, which is determined
by the speed of the engine, is less than the
Voltage of the battery. The voltage regulator
protects the generator by preventing the outpiit
from exceeding the design limits of the
generator.

Generator Maintenance

Proper maintanance is important in ensuring
long and,satisfactory service of generators. The
most important factor in maintenance is to keep
the equipment clean and free of oil, water, dirt
and other foreign particles. It is also important
to keep the insulation clean: Dust and dirt tend
to block the ventilation passage and increase
resistance to the dissipation of heat, thus,
causing local or general overheating. If the
particles are conducting or form a conducting
paste, the 'windings may be eventually grounded
or short circuited.

The four methods of cleaning generators are
^ wiping, compressed air, suction, qnd solvent. In

using compressed air, remembefit should always
be clean and free of moisture.

You should avoid using solvent for cleaning
electrical equipment whenever possible;
however, you may find ,it necessary to use
solvent at times to remove gummy or greasy
substances. NEVER use solvents containing
gasoline ar berizine under any circumstances.
Alcohol will injure most types of insulating
varnishes. Inhibited Methyl, chloroform
(triclilbroethylene) is one of the principal
approved solvents for cleaning electrical
equipment, although it should be noted
Irichloroethylene is authorized for use aboard
tenders only.

Improper lubrication procedures are a

fre.quent cause of gentiator failures. Excess
igease or oils can be forced through the bearing
housing seals and ihto the commutators,
eventhally resulting in grounds or short circuits.

END VIEW SIDE VIEW

1.52
Figure 7-8.Method of seneing brushes.

The excessive quantity and pressure of the
grease in the bearing housing results in churning,
high temperatures, 'and rapid deterioration of
the grease and beatings.

The brushes used in generators are. one Or
more plates of carbon, bearing against a
commutitor, to provide a passage of electrical
current to an external cirguit.tThe brushes are
held in place by brush holders mounted on studs
or brackets attached to the brush moUnting ring.
Check the brushes frequently to be sure they are
in good- condition and free to move in their
holder. The .brushes should move smoothly
without vibration. If the brushes do not slide
smoothly on the commutator, ,the current
output will become .erratic. The brushes should
be renewed when they are worn to half of their,
original. length. You Can seat the brushes against
the commutator by accurately inserting a strip
of No:0 tandpiPer, approximately the width of
the commutator with the rough side up,
between the commutator and the brushes as
shown in figure 7-8.

With the sandpaper -held firmly against the
commut4tor and the brushes held in place by
normal spring tension, pull the widpaper in the
direction of normal rotation of the commutator.
When returning the sandpaper for another pull,
you must lift the brushes. The brushes should be
fmished with a finer grade of sandpaper and all
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Figur. 7,9.Truing commutator by turning.

dust particles should be removed after Ihe
sanding.

After being used for approximately 2 weeks,
the commutator should develop a uniform
glazed dark bro#n color on the places where the
brushes ride. If a nonuniform 'or bluish color
appears. improper commutation conditions are
indicated. Periodic inspections and proper
cleaning practices wil/ keep the commutator's
troubles -to a minimum. One of the 'most
effective ways to clean a Commutator is to apply
a canvas wiper while the coMmutator is being,
turned. However, small generators will have to
be disaocmbled for a thorough job. When the
generat&r,.is disassembled, you can also 'use a
toothbrush to clean out the Slots., If ,on
inspection you note that the commutator is
worn or grooved excessively, you can true it by
turning it on a lathe. (See fig. 7-9.)-

HYDRAULIC STARTING SYSTEMS

There are several types of hydraulic starting
systems in use. In most installations, the system

.01=11

'consists of a-hydraulic starting motor, a piston
type accumulator, a manually operated
hudraulic 'pump, an engine-driven hydraulic
pump, and a reservoir for the hydraulic .fluid..
One ty pe of, hydraulic starting system
(Aeroproducts GM), is illustrated in figure 7-10.

Hydraulic pressure is obtained in the
accumulato; by the manually, operated hand
pump or from the engine-driven pump when the
engine is operating.

When the starting lever is operated, the
control valve allows hydraulic oil (under
pressure) from tfie accumulator to pass through
the hydraulic starting motor, thereby cranking
the engine. When the starting lever is released,
spring action disengages the starting pinion and
closes the control valve, stopping the flow of
hydraulic oil from the accumulator. The starter
is protected from the high speeds of the engine
by the action of an overrunning clutch.

The hydraulic starting system is being used
on some smaller diesel engines. This system can
be -applied to most engines now 'in service
without modification other than the clutch and
pinion assembly, which must be changed when
converting from a left-hand to a right-hand
rotation.

AIR STARTING SYSTEMS

Most modern large diesel engines are started
by admitting compressed air into the engine
cylinders at a pressure capable of turning over
the engine. The process is continued until the
pistons have built up sufficient compression heat
to cause combustion. The pressure used in air
starting systems ranges from 250 to 600 psi.

Some larger engines and several smaller*
engines are provided with starting motors driven
by air. These motors are similar to those used to
drive such equipment as large pneumatic drills
and engine jacUig motors. Airstarting motors
are usually driven by air pressures varying from
90 to 200 psi.

Follow the numbered parts in themploded
view of an air starting motor in figure WI as we
tontinue the discussion.

1361
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Figura 7-10.Hydraul system.
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Figura 7-11.Air starting motor.expiodad view.
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Starting air enters through piping into the
top of the housing (1), flowing into the top of
the cylinder (2). The bore of the cylinder is
egg-shaped. Inside the cylinder is a slotted
rotating member (3) in which springloaded vanes
(4) ride in dots and maintain contact with the
bore of the cylinder. The pressure of the- starting
air against the vanes forces the rotating member
to turn approximately halfway around the core
of the cylinder where exhaust.ports allow the air
to eseaPe to the atmosphere. The rotating
member is connected by a shaft and reduction
gear to Bendix drive which engages the
flywheel ring gear and rotates the engine.

Source of Starting Air

Starting air comes cktrectly from the ship's
medium- or -high-pmssure air service line (in- from

'starting air flasks -which are included in some
systems for. the purpose of storing starting air.
From either source, the air:on its way to the
enne, must pass through a pressure-reducing

ve which reduces the higher pressure to the
operating pressure required to start a particular
engine. A relief valve is installed in the line
between the reducingstolve and the engine-

.
The relief valve is normally set to open at

12% above the required starting air pressure. If
the air pressure leaving the reducing valve is too
high, the relief valve will.protect the engine by
releasing air in excess of a pre-set value and
permit air only. at safe pressure to reach the
cylinders.

One type of pressure-reducing valve is the
regulator shown in figure 7-12, in which
compressed air, sealed in a `dame, furnishes the
regulating pressure that actuates the valve. The
compressed air in the dome performs the same
function as a spring used in a more common
type of regulating valve.

The dome is tightly secured to the valve
bod which is separated into an upper
(low-preisure outlet) and a lower (high-tiressure
inlet) chamber by the main valve. At the top of
the valve stem is another chamber which

contains a rubber diaphragm and a metal
diaphragm plate. This chamber has- an opening
leading to the low-pressure outlet chamber.
When the qutler Pressure drops below the
pressure in t* dome, air .in the dome forces the
diaphragm and the diaphragm plate down on the
valve stem. This partially opens the valve and

, permits high-pressure air to pass the valve seat
intthe row-pressure outlet and into the space
under the diaphragm. As sbon as the pmsslire
under, the diaphragm is equal to_ that in the
dome, the diaphragm returns to its normal
position, and -the Valve is forced shut by the
high:pressure air acting on the valve head.
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During the starting cycle, tTI regulator valve
continuously and rapidly. adjusts for changes in
air pressure by partially opening and partially
.closing to maintain a safe, constant starting
pressure. When the engine starts and there is no
longer a demand for air, pressure builds up in a
low-pressure chamber to equal the pressure in
the cpme, and the valve closes completely.

°High-pressure air entering the valve, body is
iltered through a screen to prevent the entrance
f any particle of 'dirt which would prevent the

valve from seating properly. The screen is held in
position around the space under the valve head
by the threaded valve seat bushing. This, screen
should be removed and cleaned periodically to
ensure an unrestricted flow of air. If particles of
dirt are permittea to accumulate in the screen,
the resultant buildup of high air pressure may
tear the screen from its position and force it into
the working parts, causing damage to the valve-/seat.

Air for 'the original charging of the dome is
obtained from the high-pressure chamber of the
valve body by manually opening two needle
valves. As soon as the desired pressure (as
indicated by the, gage on the discharge side of
the regulator) is reached, the needle valves must
be closed. The dome will then regulate and
maintain the-discharge of air at that pressure.

Starting MeehaniSm

Basically, all air starting systems operate
similarly and contain the same elements. If you
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Figura 7-12.Rigulator yahoo.

havel-thorough knowledge of the mechanism of
one air starting system, you should be able to,
understand the principles of operation of other
air starting systela used by the Navy. This
section describes the sysfem used on the General
Motors engines.

The engine air starting system used on GM
engines (fig. 7-13) is, known as the separate
distributor type betause the starting air
distributcir valve (fig.1-14) is a separate unit for

5

CAGE

47.61

each cylinder. Each distributor valve is
individually operated by its cam on the
camshaft. Of the 16 cylinders, 8 are air started,
6 in one bank and 2 in the other, but all of the
cylinder heads in both banks are equipped with

air starting check valve so as to maintain full
terchaRgeability. On the Cylinders that are not

air started, the inlet opening of the check' valve
is sealed with a removable plug.

Air is supplied tO the air starting control
v ve (fig. 7-13) from the air supply line. When
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VALVE
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INTER4EDIATE
CAMSiiAFT COVER

Figure 7-14.Starting air distributor sepia, GPA.

the air starting control valve is opened by a hand
lever, .air is admitted to the starting air manifold
(a steel pipe extending the full length of the top

s deck of the engine and located below the
exhaust manifold). The starting air manifold is
connected by air lint% to each of the starting air
distributor valves. The distributor valves are
opened in engine cylinder firing order by their
cams on the camshafts, admitting air into the
lines that connect each distributor valve to its air
starting check valve (fig. 7-15). When the
distributor valve'admits air into the lines leading
to the air starting check valve, the pressure
opens the check valve, thereby admitting air into
the combustion chamber.

The air pressure moves the pistons and turns
the crankshaft until , there is sufficient
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-compression for combustion. Combustion
pressure and exhaust -gases are kept from
backing into the air starting system by the check
valves. As soon as the,.engine is firing, the hand
lever is released, and spring pyessure closes the
air starting control valve. This shuts off the, (
supply of starting air to the engine.

The 'air starling control vplve is mounted oniftft
a bracket bolted to the camshaft drive cover
near the hand control lever. It is a poppet type
valve, opened manually by a lever and Closed by
a springMlug in the valve body liolds the
spring against the valve head. The valve .stem
guide is a bronze bushing pressed into the body.
A spring 'and head, placed over the valve stem
where it projects from the' body, returns the
hand lever to the valve's closed position. The
hand lever and the operating lever stop are
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Figure 7-15.Air starting check valve, GM.

keyed to a shaft in the bracket. i safety device
prevents opening the air starting control valve.
while the engine jacking gear is engaged.

STARTING, AIR DISTRIBUTOR
VALVES.Each of the eight cilinders, which
are air started, is equipped with a starting air
distribvtor valve (fig. 7-14). The starting air
distributor valves (timing valves) are of the
poppet type, with forged steel bodies that bolt
to the camshaft intermediate covers. The valve is
held closed bfspring pressure that bears against
the top of the valve and is guided in the hollow
end of the cam follower which rides on the
camshaft 'air starting cam.. The cam follower is
guided in a bronze bushing pressed into the valve
body. A lock pin keeps the'cam follower in the
body.
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When cam action opens the valve, starting air
paises from the air manifol through a chamber
in the valve body above the valve head into a
line leading to The,air staTting check valve in the
cylinder head. The cam action opens the Valve in
the proper valve sequence. The cam follower is
lubricated by oil splashed by the cam from the
cam pocket.

AIR STARTING CHECK VALVES.The air
starting check valve shown in figure 7-15, is a
poppet typp valve located in the cylinder head.
The valve body fits into a recess in the cylinder
and ts lie1din place by a capnut that screws into
the cylinder head and bears on top of the valve
body. The valvi body contains the valve seats
and serves as a valve guide. Air is prevented from
leaking to the outside of the valve body by a
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synthetic rubber seal ring located above the inlet
part. The valve is closed by a spring SUrrounding
an upper portion of the valve stem. This spring
fits into a recess in the valve body and exerts
pressure on the spring seat, which is locked to
the valve stem `bytwo half-round pieces (valve
looks) fitted into a groove on the valve stern. The
valv opens into a small chamber (in Ihecylinder
head), with-a short,- open .passage to the cylinder.

When the starting air distributor valve admits
air into the line leading,77to the air starting check
valve, the air passes into a chamber above the
valve seat. The pressure of thiS air opens the
check valve and allows the air to pass into ,the
cylinder and move the piston. When the air
distributo& valve closes, -the pressure in the valve

,chamber drops, and spring tension closes the air
starting check valve.

When combustion occurs, the air starting
check valve remains closed because the pressure
in the combustion chamber is greater than the
pressure ,of the starting air that actuates the
check valve. This pi-events exhaust gases and
.combuslion pressures from backing into the air

"Ssstarting system.

IGNITION AIDS

Ignition in a diesel engine is accomplished by
a combination of fuel injection and
compression. Diesel engnes normally require a'
longer cranking period than gaspline engines,
and at low ambient temperatuilits, they are more
di f ficult. to start beCause the heat . of
cOmpression may not be suftkient to ignite the
fuel-air mixture. Therefore, at low temperatures
it is necesSary to preheat, the engne by means of
an electric air heater or to furnish an auxiliary
low limition-temperature fuel during the starting
perimi by means of a pressure-primer system.
The -types of air heaters and primers used for
starting diesel enOnes include thi; (.1) 'grid
resistor. (2) name primer, and (3) ether primer.

GRID RESISTOR

The grid resistor usually consists of a

2O()-watt resistance grid mounted on a frame
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and supported by insulating blocks in the engine
air-intake manifold. The grid is preheated by
current from the starting battery, before the
engine is cranked, and is operated during the
cranking period until the engine is running
smoothly.

ETHER:PRIMERS

The Most widely used cold weather Starting
aid is the ether capsule or the pressurized
cylinder type. Both inject a highly -vontile
into the air-intake system to assist igiition of
the fuel:

An ether capsule primer (fig. 7-16), consists
of a (1) discharger cell, (2) discharger nozzle,
and (3) pressure primer bulb that contains a'
liquid ether mixture. The discharger cell and the
discharger nozzle are connected together by ,a
suitable length of 3/16-inch tubing. The
discharger cell is a metal enclosure containing a
piercing pin and provided with a reinovable cap
for inserting. the pressure primer (capoile) bulb.
The cap is equipped with a disch*er lever.
When the.lever is operated, it forces the capsule
bulb against the piercing pin.

The discharging cell is installed at the
control station in a vertical position so that the
neck of the capsule buil) is always down toward
the piercing pin. The discharger nozzle is
installed through a I /4-inch pipe connection at
the forward end of the intake manifold.

When using the ether capsule primer for cold
weather Starting, press the engine starter switch.
As soon as the sorting motor brings the engine
up to cranking speed, operate the discharger
lever -to discharge the capsule bulb. Continue
cranking while the ether mixture is being sucked
rapidly through the connecting tube to the
intake manifold. The capsule bulb requires
approximately 15 seconds to discharge, and the
diesel engine should start during this interval.

The pressurized cylinder starting aid is being
installed on many installations. It is usually
located .in Ole engine compartment and is

operated by a remote able from the control
station or starting compartment.

The' assemblY consists 4tif a metering valve
with a valve lever and a Pusher pin built into the
valve body. The replaceable presiurized cylinder,
approximately 4 inches in diameter and
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Figure 7-16.Ether capule Rimer.
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approximately 9 inches in height, is screwed
onto the valve body. Due,to the large capacity
of-the cytinder, 'dot...s not need to be replaced
after eacp -use, as does the Capsule-type starting
aid.

To operate the starting aid, press the engine
starter button. Then, pull up:on the remote
control knob (quick start choke) for 1 to 2
secondi; then, release it. The fopedure may 17.0
repeated if the engine do not start
immediately. (-To prevent unnecessay discharge
of the cylinder and erratic enjWe operation,
ensure t t the choke knob is Vthe off pogition'
after eac use,)

FLAME PRIMER

The flame primer (fig. 7-17) is a widely used
type of air heater for preheating diesel engines
for starting at low temperatures. It is essentially
a small, pressure oil burner with electric ignition.
The oil is sprayed into the engine air-intake
manifold with a manually operated pump and
ignited by means of a spark plug, ignition coil,
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and vibrator: The device consists, of two
assemblies. The heater unit contains the burner,
ignition coil, and vibrator. The other unit is
comprised of the pressure pump and ignition
switch. The principal a&antage of the flame
primer is that it imposes.a negligible load on the
starting battery.

Flame Primer Heater

The heater unit consists of a nozzle, filter,
ignition electrodes, and ignition coil with
vibrator. One side of the heater body contains
the filter, 'nozzle, and ignition electrodes-, and
the other side contains the ignition coil,
terminals, and connection for the fuel supply.
The unit is designed to replace one of the
handhole cover plates nearest the center of the
engine air box. The entire heater unit is provided
with a protective metal cover. The air necessary
for combustiqrk is obtained from the charging
blower. The products of combustion, inc146if
the flame-heated air, are discharged intolhe
engin cylinders (with practically no heat loss),
resultin an immediate response of the engine.

(.)
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Figure 7-17.Flame primer.

Pressure Pump and I nition SWitch

The presstire pump and ignition switch (fig.
7-17) are mounted on the instruMent panel near
the engine starter switch so that both the
ignition.switch and the engine starter switch can
be depressed simultaneously with one hand,
thereby leaving the other hand free to operate
the pump. The pump supplies fuel under
Pressure to the heater unit where the charge is
filtered before reaching the nozzle. The suction
side of the pump is connected either directly to
the main fuel tank or to the engine supply line
between the main tank and the engine
transfer pump. When the pump plunger is not in

IGNITION

SWITOtt

75.189

use, it is held in the IN position by a spring
mechanism. The pump plunger is designed so
that a pressure of approximately 10 psi on the
knob will deliver (from the nozzle) a finely
atomized fuel. The fuel is readily ignited by the
spark at the electrodes in the heater unit. The
rate of travel of the plunger on the pumping
stroke is determined by the flow of oil from the
discharge nozzle arid normally reciuires 3 or 4
seconds pet stroke.

The ignition switCh is connected in the line
between the starting battery and one terminal of
the ignition coil in the heater unit. The other
terminal (primary) of the ignition coil is
grounded to the eniOne.
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ENGINE COOLING SYSTEMS

A great amount of heat is.generated within
an enne during operation. COmbustion
produces the greatest portion of this heat;
'compression of gases within the cylinders and
friction between moving parts add to the total
amount of heat developed Within an engine.
Since the temperature of" combustion alone is
about twice that at which iron melts, it is
apparent that, without -some means of
dissipating heat, an engine would operate for
only a very limited time.
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Of the total heat supplieid to the.cylinder of
an engine by the burning fuel, Only
approximately one-third is transformed into
useful work; an equal amount is lost to the
exhaust gases. This leaves approximately 30% to
35% of the heat of combustion which must be
removed to prevent damage to engine parts.
Heat, which may produce harmful results, is
transferred from the engine through the
mediums of water, lubricating oil, air, and fuel..
The water of the cooling system removes the
greater portion (approximately one-fourth) of
the heat generated by combustion. The balance
of the heat (usually less than 10% is removed
from the engine by the lubricating oil, the fuel,
and the air.

If the hi%it lost through cooling 'could be
turned into work by an engine, the output of
the engine would be almoSt doubled. However,
the loss of valuable heat is necessary in order for
an engine to operate. Ikithout proper
temperature control, the lubricating oil film
between nioving parts would be destroyed,
proper clearance between parts could not be
maintained, and metals would fail.

MAINTAINING ADEQUATE
,LUBRICATION

The need for maintaining a film ' of
lubricating oil on pistons, cylinder walls, and the
contadting surfaces or other moving parts of at .
engine is diScusSed in chapter 9 of this manual.
The oil film must be maintained if adequate
lubrication is to be provided. The formation of
such an oil film depends, to a large degree, on
the viscosity of the If the engine cooling
system did not keep the engine temperature
below a specified level, viscosity would be
reduced to a point where the oil film,might be
destroyed, resulting in insufficient lubrication,
and consequent excessive wear of parts. Also,
the heat absorbed by the lubricating oil from the
combustion process and from friction in
bearings must be removed to retard oxidation of
the oil and resulting sludge form/tion.

Prevention of overheating ,is gendrally
thought of as the primary function of an engine
cooling system; kowever, it it possible that a
cooling system might remove too .much heat. If
an engine is operated at too low a temperature,
condensation takes place, causing acids and
sludge to form in the lubricatiry 'oil. Also,
cylinder temperatures must be maintained high
enough to minimize the condensation of
corrosive gases on the cylinder walls. Excessively
low operating temperatures will increase ignition
lag, which causes detonation. Thus, it is apparent
that the cooling system of an engine must
maintain the operating temperatures within a
specified range. The range of operating
temperatures for a given engine is found in the
applicable manufacturer's technical manual.
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PREVENTING EXCESSIVE VARINTION
IN DIMENSIONS

In addition to lubricating oil troubles, other
difficultia may occur if the cooling system does
not maintain, operating temperatures within a
specified range. Great differences between
operating temperatures at varying loads cause,
throtigh contraction and expansion, excessive
changes in the dimensions of engine parts.
EXcessive changes also occur when there are
large differences between the cold and the

'bperating temperatures of the parts, These
changes in dimensions result in a variation in
clearances between the moving parts. Under
normal operating minditions, these clearances
are very small; any Vlifiation in the dimensions
of the moving parts may cause insufficient
clearances . and subsequent inadequate
lubrication, increased friction, and possible
seizure.

RETAINING THE STRENGTH
OF METALS

By removing heat froin an engine, the
cooling sy?stem helps to prevent deterioration of
the metal in the engine parts. If the parts, such
as liners, pistons, valves, and( bearings are
allowed to overheat, the tensile. sAength will be
materially reduced, thereby accelerating wear
and increasing the probabilitj of' failure. If
overheating is sufficiently seve,re, the affected
part will melt.

High temperatures change the Strength and
'physical properties of the various metals.iised in
an engine. 'For example, if a. cylinder head is
subjected to excessively high temperatures, the
tensile strength of the metal is reduced: the
probability of fracture or cracking is thereby
increased. Such high temperatures also cause
excessive expansion of the metal, which may
result in shearing of the cylinder-head, bolts.

TYPES OF COOLING SYSTEMS

In a marine engine, the cooling system which
functions to k!.ep engine parts and fluids at safe
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,operating temperatures-Thay be of the open or
closed type. In the open,system, the engine is
cooled directly by saltWater. In the, closed
system, freshwater (or antifreeze) is circulated
,through the. engine. The freshwater is then
woled by saltwater. In marine installations, the
closed system is most commonly used; however,
some older marine installations use an open type
system.

The cooling sYstems of diesel ahd gasoline
engines are similar both mechanically and in the
function performed. Yor these reasons; much of
the information which follows is appliCable to
the cOoling systems Of botOypes of engines.

THE OPEN COOLING SYSTEM

The term "open" means that the liquid,
.(used far cooling purposes in the open system) is
drawn directly from the water in which the boat
°or ship operates, is passed through the system,
and is then ,discharged overboard'. The .open
system is sometimes . called the, "raw" Water
system, because the water is untreated and

igeneralti contains contamination, whether the
water is drawn tcom the sea, alake, or a river:
However, since the mority of the Navy's boats
and ships operate in seawater, the open-type
cooling system is generally retthed to as the
"seawater" oe "saltwater" system, 'regardless of
the system's source of water.

, In_ open cooling systems, the sequence of
parts .and passages through Which the water
flows may vary slightly between engihes. in a
typical open system_the saltwater is drawn from
the sea through a sea chest dr scoop, through sea
valves, a strainer, a pump, and a lube oil cooler.
It is then circulated' through' the engine and
discharged overboard. In some installatiem the
strainer is located in the pump discharge line.

The oil cooler acts as a heat exchanger: the
heat from the oil circulating through the cooler
is transferred to the water passing through the
cooler. Thus. the tl:rnperature of 'the oil is
lowered and the temperature of the intake water
is raised before the water passes into the engine
cooling passages.

Jr
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Figure 8.1,An opi coolingi system.

From the cooler, the water passes through
water jackets .and passages within the engine,
cooling such parts as fly cylinder liners, the'
block, and the head or heads. After cooling the
various parts of the engine, the water passes
through the exhaust silencer water jackets and
then discharges overboard. In some engines,
water flows through the exhaust silencer water
jackets before it flows through the engine
passages. Thus, the heat from the lubricating oil
and the exhaust gases i used: to raise the
temperature of the engine's intake water. The
path of cooling water through one arrangement
of an open cooling system is shown in figure 1.

The' open cooling system has several
.7 disadvantages, the ..most important being the

exposure of the enginc to scale formation,
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marine growth and dirt deposits in the piping,
and the fluttuating temPerature of seawater.
Scale and deposits restrict water flow in the
e.rigine water pasSages and also act as insulation
which hinders heat transfer to the cooling
water. Scale and deposits therefore prevent
adequate cooling of engine parts, which may
result in serious difficulties.

THE CLOSED COOLING SYSTEM

The Closed-type cooling system .of a marine
engine actually consist& of two entirely separate
circuits (sometimes called systems)a freshwater
(distilled) circuit and a saltwater circuit. The
freshwater circuit is a self:contained system,
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similar to the cooling system in the engine of an
automobile. One of the primary differenees
between the freshwater Orcuit of a Marine
installation and that of an automobile is that the
marine installation incorporates a cooler rather
than a radiator. Saltwater carries away the-heat
in a marine closed system instead of air as in an
automobile, The flow Of liquid through the two
circuits of One type of closed cooling system iS
illustrated in figure 8-2.

In some marine installati9ns- a separate -
saltwater circuit is not included in the closed'
cooling system In such installations, the
freshwater cooler is located7 ma the outside of
the hull, well below the waterline, in direct
Contact with the seawater. Such a hull-mounted
unit is called a keel cooler.

In the freshwater cooling circuit, the
freshwater is re continuously for cooling the
-engine. The or of the parts through which
water flows in freshwater circuit of a clOsed.
coolink., system is. not always the same: In a
majority of the installations, however, the water
is circulated throughout the engine cooling
spaces by an' attached circulating freshwater
pump. The water then flows to a freshwater
cooler, where it is cooWd by the saltwater
cooling circuit. After it leaves the cooler, the
freshwater may or may not,' depending on the
installation, go through the lubricating oil cooler
to act as a cooling agent 'for the lubricating oil.
The water finally returns to the suction side of
the freshwater pump, completing the circuit.

The saltwater 'circuit ,of the closed-type
cooling system consists of an attached saltwater
pump (usually similar to the fresii-water pump),
which draws saltwater from ti;lrVII through a
sea chest, strainer, and sea valves and discharges
it through the freshwater 'cooler. (In some
installations an additional strainer is located in
the pump discharge.) From the freshwater
cooler, the 'eawater may or may not, depending
on\ the installation, pass through the lubricating
oillcooler before it is discharged overboard. The
overboaV. discharge performs vaying functions,
dependink on._ the individual installation.
Normally, it is aed to cool the engine exhaust'
piping:and the silencer.
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On some engine-generator uniti,-) the
attached saltwater pump furnishes saltwater to .
The generator air coolers as well as freshwater
coolers and returns the water to the overboard
discharge. Throttling valves are frequently
placed in lines to the freshwater cooler and the
generator air coolers tà control the flow of
water through these heat exchangers.

PRINCIPAL PARTS OF A
CLOSED COOLING SYSTEM

The closed cooling sytem of an engipe may
include such parts as pumps, coolers, ,engine
passages, water manifolds, valves, exPansion
tank, piping, strainers, connections, and
instruments. Some of these parts and their
locations on one type of engine are shown in
figure 8-3. Tlie schematic diagrams in figure 8-4
and 8-5 show the parts and the path of water
flow in the freshwater and seawater circuits of
one arrangement of a closed codling system.
Note in 'figure 8-4 that two pumps, one foueach
bank of cylinders, -are provided and that the
lubricating oil cool& is located in the freshwater
circuit.

Even though there are many types ,and
models of engines used by the Navy, the cooling
systems of most engines include the same basic
parts. Design and location of parts, however,
may differ considerably from one engine to
another. The following discussion points out
some similarities and differences to be found in
the various parts of a closed engine-cpoling
water system.

PUMPS

All engine cooling systems have an attached
freshWater .pump. Some installations also have a
detached auxiliary pump.

Thc attached pum0 is used to keep the:water
circulating through the cooling system.. Since
attached pumps are engine-driven, it is

L.
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impossible for cooling water to be circulated in
the engine after the engine has been stopped or
in the event" the attached pump fails, For this
reason, some engines are equipped with an
electrie-driven (detached) auxiliary pump, viihich
May be used if either the freshwater pump or
the saltwater puinp fails. An auxiliary pump
may also be used as an after-cooling pump, when
an.engine has been secured.

N, Differences Between Freshwater
and Saltwater Pumps.

The pumps 'used in .the freshwater and
saltwater circuits of an engine cooling system
may, or may not, be of the same type. la.some
systems, the pumps in both circuits are identical.
In other systems, where pumps are of the same

a
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closed cooling system.
75209

type but where variations exist, the principal
differences between the pumps of the two
circuits are in size' and capacity. In the cooling
system of Some engines, the saltwater pump has
a cap' ity almost double that of the freshwater
pum

Types of Pumps

Centrifugal pumps and gear pumps are the
principal types of pumps used in engine cooling
systems. On some engines, a rotary.type pump
in which the impeller has flexible vanes is used
in the saltwater circuit. The basic principles of
operation of these types of pumps.axF given in'
Fireman, NAVEDTRA 10520-E.

Centrifugal pumps are more common in
engine cgoling systerns than pumps of other

(33
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typei, particularly in large diesel, engines.
Centrifugal pumps are of various types. They
may be sepatately ciriven or attached to the
engine; single or double suction, open or 'closed
impeller, reversible or nonreversible, etc. In all
centrifugal.pumps, however, water is drawn into
'the centerof the impeller. and thrown at high
veloCity into the casing surrounding the
imPeller, where the.......velocity decreases and
pressure increases correspondingly.

In all such pumps, sealing devices, usually of
the mechanical seal .type, are provided to
prevent leakage of water, oil, grease, or air
around the impeller shaft.

Generally, the clearances between the
impeller and the casing must be small to ieduce
the;. internal leakage. Wear rings are frequently
used?. between the impeller-and the casing so that
thedesire0 small clearances, when lost, may be
regained by replacing theSe rings. The yingS are
designed to take most of the wear. The routine
maintenance ,c)f pumps is covered in ehapter 15
Of this manual.

Pump Location and Method of Drive

Depending on the engine, and the type Of
'installation, the location of the pumps and the
method Of drive will vary. Note that in the
upper diagram of figure 8-2 the freshwater pump
is mounted on the bottom of the lower
crankcase at the supercharger end of the engine.
The pump is gear-driven at 1 1/2 times engine
speed. The saltwater pump of the same engine
(lower diagram in' figure 8-2) is moiinted on the
supercharger housing. The saltwater pump is
driven from the supercharger drive shaft through
a coupling shaft; it operates at crankshaft speed.

In the engine shown in figure 8-3, the
freshwater pump is located in a housi g
mounted on the bottom of the Water
(expansion) tank. The pump is pulley-drive
with a V-belt by the crankshaft. The saltwa
pimp (not shown in fig. 8-3), used only for
exhaust cooling in the Gray Marine Six-D427, is
mounted on the front of the engine and is
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Fil;iure 8-6.7Phantooi view of
Punic*.

75.210
a rotary type saltwater

belt-driven by the crankshaft. A phantom -view
of the' saltwater pump, showing the impeller and
the bearings, is shown in figure 8-6.

. .

In soine models of the FM opposed-pistOn
engine, the freshwater pump and the saltwater
purni5 are located on opposite skies of the'
engine, at the control end..The pumps of the FM
engine are driven by the lower crankshaft,
through the flexible-drive coupling which also
drives the fuel and lubricating pumps,and .the
governor. In the GM 16-27$A, the
cooling-system pumps are mounted On opposite
sides of the blower housing and are, driven by
the crankshaft, through the accessory-drive gear
train1F freshwater pump on the GM 6-71 is
mounte on the front end of the blower and is
driven by the lower blower rotor, shaft, through-
a coupling: The examples given here are only a
few of many which could be given to illustrate
the variations in pump location and method of
driver'Regardless of location and drive, the
pumps. keep the water circulating through the
system to dissipate heat and to keep, operating
temperatures within safe limits. Most of the
excess heat developed by an engine is transferred
from the freshwater circuit and the lubricating
oil to the saltwater circuit, through coolers.



COOLERS (HEATEXCHANGERS)

As a Fireman, you learned that devices
which transfer heat from one Mild to another.
are called heat. ,exChangers; also, that these
devices ma be used as either heaters or coolers
and that the. same device, can 'be used for. both

. purposes., hi irlternal-cOrnbustion engines, heat
excliarigert--are- primarilY for Cooling. For

. this reason,: the devices used in engines .for
. cooling a hot fluid (liquid or'gas)' by transferring
heat to a coOler fluid are commonly referred to
aS. coolers.

Fluids Cooleti

Coolers are Used.hy Navy engines principally
to cool' 'freshwater', and lubricating oil.
Sometimes coolers are, used.. tO reduce. the
temperaiures of engine ,intake air and generator
cooling" air. In most marine erigine-installatibns,
the freshWater in the engine cooling system is
cooled, by saltwater..Lubricating oil andit may
be cooled by, ,Saltwater or by, freshwater,
depending on .the installation. Thus, on the basis_
of the fluidS ,cdoled, you will encounter
freshwater coolers, ihibricating oil smilers, and
air .coOlerS. All coolers operate , On the same
principle; coolers used in kerious installations

. 'and for the cooling of various fluids may differ
however in appearance and in details of doign.

a .

Classification (General) of Coolers

..Coo,g may
the relative dire-cti

Types of Coolers

On the basi:itclatsifiCation by construction
features, a coUler -is either the 'shell-and-tube
type or the jet type,. In jet-type Coolers, the hbt

. and, cold fluids ever the unit,. are Mixed, and are
then discharged AS a single flUid; 'this
feature; is not desirable iii engine. cooling,- the
coolers used with engines are of the
Shelkmd-tobe type. hi a shell-and-tube:coOler,
the hot and cold fluids are prevented from
mixing by. the Thin walls ofthe tubes:of the
*element.

shell-and-tube type a, ...general
classification which includes all
the twg liquids are prevented from
Modifieations of the shell-and-tube cooler have
resulted in two other types ,or oblers: the

ube cooler.
d-tube type in

d from .mixing;

r strut-40e cooler and. the p
These .cdolers areof the 'shell,
014 the' fluias are -preyen
however, due to design featu es, the coolers used
pi engines ait CommOnli identified as be.4
either strut-t5ipe vr-platOube type.

SHELL-ANI:i-*BE.
codling systems _of 'Many ebgines are equipped

. with. coolers of the shell-andtube type. Coolers
Of this' type .7are 'frequently referred -to as

.Ross,type -coolers, Shell-and7tube coolers are
used to cØil lubricating oil and freshwater.
Coolers vsed for cooling lubricating.; oil are

,someWli t smaller than those uSed to cool water.
Ope Th6del of a shell-and-tube cooler is shown in
figure' 8-7.

The shell-and-tube cooler consists principally
.ssified in several ways: by
1 flow ot' the two fluids

(parallel flow; counterflow, ,and crossflow
types); by the number -of times either fluid/
passei the bilhei fluid (single-pass- and multips
types); by the path of heat (indirect-contacy
surface; 'type and direct-contact type); and by
genetic\ construction features of the/ Unit
(shell-and-tube type and jet, ormixer, ty,e). The
coolers, used in cooling qstems of e gines are
cornmonly identified on the .basis of
construction features.

t a bundle (also called a b?nk or nest) of tubes
eucased in a shell. The cooling hquid generally
flows through the tubes. Theliquid to be cooled
enters the shell at one end, circulates around the'
tubes, and is discharged at the opposite end of
the shell., In other coolers of this type the
-cooling liquid flows through the shell' and
around the.tubes; the liquid to be cooled passes
thrOugh the tubes..

1-54

The tubes of the cooler are attached to the
.

tube sheets at each end of, the shell;' this..
A
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directed from side to side as it flows around the
-tubes and through the shell. The deflection of
the liquid ensures the maximum cooling effect.
Several of the baffles- serve as supports for the
bank of tubes; these baffles are .of _heavier
construaion than those which only .deflect the
liquid.

The flow of the liquid in- the tubes is
oppdstthat of the liquid flow in,. the shell. On
'this basis, the cooler could-be classified as the

, counterflow type. Since heat transfer is through
the, walls of the tubes, the cooling.licluid-enters
:one e.nd I:4" the cooler, flows directly through the
tubes, 'and leaves at the opposite end; however\
the cooler could be more piecisely classified as a
single-pass, indirect-type cooler.

STRUT-TUBE COOLERS.---The majority of
the coolers used in the cooling systerns of
marine engines are the strut-tube type. The

"loam ENO , strut-tube coolOr has in advantage over the
WOE SHEET shell-and-tube cooler in_ that"- it pro-Vides

considerable heat transfer in a smaller and more
compact unit: On the other hand, the

A 47.74A shell-and:tube cooler, while larger for an
Figure 8-7.--She11-and-tube cooler.- equivalent ainount of hcat transfer, has an

arrangement forms a tube bundle Which can be
removed as a unit from the shell. The ends of
pthe tubes are expanded to fit tightly into t
holes in- the tube' sheets; they are flared at the'
outer edges to.prevent leakage.

One tube,sheet and a bonnet are bolted to
the flange of the shell. The 41(0 is referred to as-.
the'stationary-erid tube sheet. The tube sheet at
the opposite end -"floats" in the shell, which
allOwsfor expansion of the tube bundle. Packing
rings, which prevent leakage past the
floating-end tube sheet, are fitted at the floating
end between the shell flange and the bonnet.
The packing joint allOws for expansion and
preVents the mixing of the cooling liquid with
liquid to be cooled inside the' shell, by means of
a leak-off, or. lantern, gland 'which is vented to.
the atmosphere. The details of a floating end of
a sheMand-tube citioler, are Shown in figure .8-8.

Transverse baffles are arranged around the
tube pundle in SU& a manner that the liquid is

I.
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Figure 8-8.--Finating end of a shill:and-tube cooler.
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advantage over the rut-.tube cooler in that it is
able to withstand a iigher degree Of scaling and
larger foreign partitles without clogging the
cooling .sYstem. Strut-tube- coolers are
coinmonly referred to as. Harrison-type cOolers;
howes,ver, manufacturers other than Harrison
produce coolers of the strut-tube:type. The term
radiator is also sometimes', used to... identify
coolers with strut-tube construction.

There are many different deSi ns' of
s*ut-tube cbolers. The tubeasseinblies o
these coolers, and the type oltube construe on
in eakph, are illustrated in figures 8-9 and 8

Strut-tube coolers are used for cooling water
and lubricating oil. Water coolers and oil coolers

. differ, principally in design and in Size .of the
tubes. (See fig. 8-9 and 8-10.)-Each of the tubes
in both oil 000lers and water cooler is composed
of two sections,,or strips. In the strut-tube water
cdoler both sectipns of each tube contain either
a series of formed dimples. Or cross tubes brazed
into the tubes. These "struts" (sometimes
referred tO as baffles) increase file inside and
butside contact surfaces of each tube and create
turbulence in the liquid fldwing through the
tube;, thus, the heat transfer from the liquid
being cooled to the cooling liquid is increased.
-The struts also increase the structural strength of
the tube. l'n the oil cooler, the tubes are from
one-halrto one-third as large as the tubes of
water coolers, and the sections of the tubes do
not contain either dimpks or cross tubes.
Instdad, a distributor strip, which serves the
same purpose as the struts in the tubes of the
water cooler, isienclosed in each tube.

The tubes of a strut-tube cooler are fastened
in place with a header plate at each end, and are
further secured with an intermediate
reinfOrceMent plate.. These plates are
electroplated with tin to protect the iron parts
of the cooler. The tube-and-plate assembly
(sometimes called the tube bundle or the core
assembly) is mounted in a bronze frame. The
frame and the core assembly.fit in the cast metal

sing, or housing, and are held in place by the
two' end covers. The casing, core assembly,
frame, covers:and other parts of one model of a
strut-tube coOer are shoWn in figure 8-11. ,

,44Pie

PIMMAlnitir
,

, \

r7Z,
r

4V,

47.75
Figure 8- .Tuba assembly of a strut-type water cooler

75213
Figure 8-10.Tube assembly of a strut-tubelubricating

oil cpolar (Harrison).

The header plates, at the ends of 'the tubes;
separate' the cooling-liquid space in the casing
from the- cooled-liquid ports in the end covers..
The cooled liquid flows through the tubes-in a
straight path .from the cover inlet port to.the
cover discharge port at the opposite end ofthe
cooler. The intermediate tube plate acts as,a
baffle to create a U-shaped path for the cooling
liquid, which flows ground the outside of the
tubes from the inlet opening of the casing to the
discharge opening.

P L ATE-TUBE COOLE RS. Shell-and-tube
coolers and strut-tube coolers are used for

,cooling both oil and water, usually with
seawater as a Alant; plate-tube- coolers,
however, are used onlyfkor cooling ail. Seawater
or freshwater may be ustd as the cooling liquid

156 1
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. Figure -11.Parts of a strut-tube cooler (Harrison).

in plate7tube coolers, depending on the
installation. An exploded view of one model of a
Harrison plate-tube .cooler is .shown in figure
8-1 2.

A- plate-tube coojer consists of a stack of
flat, oblong, plate-type tubes Whicli are
conn6cted in parallel with the oil supply and
enclosed in a aist metal housing. Eacli tube of a

te-iube cooler consists of two sections-, or
stmpings, of copper-nickel.. A distributor strip
is enclosed in each tube. Several tubes are
assembled to form the cooling element, or cpre,
of the cooler. A plate-type core and tube
construction are shown in figure 8-13.

In a plate-tube.,,.cooler, t C co ling liquid
flows .through the c,asing and ove e tubes. The

57

PLUGS
BUSHINGS

15.214

heated oil 'flows through the,. tubes. The tubes,in
the core assembly 'are spaced so that the cooling
water circulates freely.' over their evtehal

trfaces. a,

Location of Coolert.

he location:of coolers will vary, depending
on the .engine and the fluid.cooled. Some coolers
ar t! attached; others are detached. An 'ex a m ple.
of a detaclIed freshwater cooler is shown in
figure 8-2. The freshwater cooler used With the
engine shown-,,in figure 8-3 is also detached.
Some freshwatel:" coolers are located on the
outside o the hull, well below the waterline.

I.,
r )
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Figure 8-15.Location of coolers and other cooling system compoUents of GM 8-268A engines.\

When so located,.coolers are freq-uently referred.
to as "outboard," "keel," or "hull" coolers.

Examples of variations in the locations of
,attached freshwater coolers and lubricating oil
cciplers can be seen in .figures 8-1, 8-3, 8-14, and
8-15; Note that the lubricating oil cooler of the
open system (fig. 8-1) is attached to the engine
Mock and is located between the saltwater
intake and the exhaust-manifold water jacket.
The engine shown, in figure 8-3 has two
lubricatinL,pil coolers: one for engine oil; the
other 'fori7ransmission oil. FreshNter serves as
the cooling liquid in both coolers. The location
of the freshwater coblers and the lubricating oil
Coolers.of the GM series71 erlines (fig. 8-14) is

t
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representatiVe of cooler 'location in many small
diesel engines. How the location of the coolers
in a medium-sized diesel ,differs from that in
smaller engines is shown in figure 8-15.

The tvolers dishased up to this point have
been those used in loWering the temperature of
freshwater and lubricating oil. In some engines,
the temperature of the supercharged intake air is
also reduced. If the temperature, of this air,

- which is heated compression within the
supercharger, is re ced, the amount of air
chara entering the cylinder during each intake
event will increase and the power output of the
engine pill .be increased. Coolers used for
lowering the temperature of the intake air are

au.
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shell-and-tube and strut-tube types and operate
on the same,principle as coolers used for cooling
freshwater and lubricating oil. Air coolers, used
to cool intake air, are referred to as intercoolers
and aftercoolers. Intercoolea are located before
the supercharger, and aftercoolers are located
between. the- supercharger and the intake
manifold. The heated air from the .supercharger
passes through the tubes, where the heat is
transferred to the cooling water flowing around
the outside of the tubes. Cooling water is
generally from the seawater circuit but may be
from the freshwater circuit.

The .engine cooling system is also used .to
cool the air around some engine-generator.sets.
Generators, unlike internal-combqstion engines,
cannot be directly cooled by liquids. If a
generator develops more 'heat than can be
removed by the sUrrounding air,,a supply of cool
air must be provided to remove the excess heat..
Where generator air-cooling is necessary, an air
cooler is provided in a closed air. circuit. The
heated air from the generator is forced through,
the cooler, where the temperature is reduced;
th4 air. is then recirculated to the generator.
Depending on the installation, either freshwater
from the-engine .cooling system or seawater may
serve as the cooling medium.

ENGINE WATER PASSAGES

The form. 'location, and Amber of cooling
passages within an engine vary considerably in
different engines. The form of a cooling water
passage and its location are _controlled by many
factors, such as size of engine, cycle of
operation, and cylinder arrangement. Many of
the water passages found in various engines have
been illustrated and mentioned earlierin this
manual in connection with engine parts.
Additional information ori engine cooling
passages is given, in . the following paragraphs.
The examples we used for illustrative purposes
are not all-inclusive; however, those described
are representative of the passages to be found in
in-line, V-type,- and opposed-piston engines.-

. Cylinder Heads

cylinder heads generally surround the valves and,
in diesels, the injectors. Usually, the passages are
cast or-drilled as an integral part of the head. In
some cyljader heads, such as those of the GM
6-71 and the Gray Marie 64-HN94 the injectors
are sealed in a water-cooled tube by means of a
neoprene seal. The passages in the cylinder heads
of two in-line engines which differ considerably
in size are shown in figures 8-16 and .§-17.

6ti

Cylinder liners or Blocks

The passages in the cxlinder head(s) receive
water from a jacket or from passages, either of
which may be an integral part of the cylinder
liners or the cylinder block. Water flow to the
cylinder head is almost always upward from the
liner or block.

Water Manifolds and Jackets

The location and form of the water passages
in a V-type -engine are basically the same as
those found in' an in-line engine. Differences
which exist are generally due to the cylinder
arrangement. The location and form of these
passages at one point in a V-type engine are
shown in the cross-sectionalliew of the GM
16-278A (fig. 8-18).10,

FUEL
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Figure 8-16.rater passages and path of in cylinderMost engines have cooling-water passages

within the cylinder head(s).',The ;passages in head.
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Figure 817.Water passages in cylinder heed of a Gray

Marine engine.

Note the location (in fig. 8-18) of the two
freshwater manifolds. These manifolds reAive
water froM the freshwater purrip. From the
manifolds, the water flows into cylinder liner
passages and then through the cylinder head
passages. From the cylinder head passages, the
water flows through the water jackets of the
exhaust elbows and the exhaust manifold'. The
water is forced from the exhaust-manifold water
jacket through a cooler before it is recirculated
through the system by the pump.

Because of differences in engine design, the
location and form of the cooling passages in an
opposed-piston engine will differ, to a degree,
from those in other types of engines. The lack of
cylinder heads eliminates some of the passages
common to engines of the in-line and V-types.
While:diyerences of a minor nature exist in the
pasSigei of different types of engines, the
cOoling passages of all engines are similar in
many respects. Some ways in which the passages
of an opposed-piston engine are similar to those
of other types of engines are shown in figure
8-19
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Note that in the FM engine the exhaust
manifolds are encased in water jackets similar to
those At the GM-16-278A.(fig. 8-18). The liner
passag4Zf the FM 38Dgw1/8 are, similar to those
found in other types of engines. The location of
the water header (manifold) differs in various
engines. In such engines as the GM-16-278C (fig.
8-18), the water manifold receives water from
the pump. In these engines,, water from the
manifold flows through the liner- and
head-passages, aqd then on to cool and exhaust
manifold befar(it flows through the cooler and
back 'to the pump. In the FM'.381)8 1/8, the
water from the pump usually enters the engine
through the water jackets of the exhaust elbows
and the exhaust manifolds; in some engines,
water enters the cylinder liner through a
nozzle-adapter. In the usual arrangement, the
waterkheader or manifold in the FM 381)8 1/8
reckeivies,,.4iiikfrom the cylinder-Hner water
passages (flg. 8219). In other -words, the water
Header,of an FM 381)8 1/8 is the last passage in
the engine through which water flows before it
goes through the cooler and back to the pump;
in the cr.4 16-278A the water header (manifold)
is the first part to receive water from the pump.

FRESHWATER (EXPANSION) TANKS .

The -freshwater circuit of an engine cooling
system inchides a tank which is commonly
referred to as the expansion tank. Some
expansion tanks are identified as the SURGE
TANK or SUPPLY TANK.

The freshwater tank provides a place where
water may be added to the system when
necessary and proyides a space to accomModate
changes in water volume which result from the,
expansion ahd corlraction caused by heating
and coofing the waTer. The piping arrangement
of a cooling system permits excess water in the
system to pass back to the tank as the water
expands upon becoming warm and permits
water from the tank to flow into the system
when the water contracts as it cools and when
the water beccknes low because of leakage in the*
system.

Location of Freshwater Tanks

kven Itliougli the' exact locations of
expansion tanks vary in different engines, the
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tank is always located at or near the highest
point in the circuit. Examples of tank location
are shown in figures 8-2, 8-3, and 8-14.

Venting in the Freshwater Circuit

The manner in . which venting is
accomplished in the freshwater circuit ofgi
cooling system will v y, depending on e
engine. However, ventin generally involves the
expansion tank. In so e expansion tanks,

low

75.222X

particularly in the systems of larger engines, a
vent pipe from the high point of the circuit
carri to the tank any steam or air bubbles
'v may form in the system. When steam
co in contact with the cooler water in thes

tank, the steam condenses baCIP into water. The
condensation keeps the system free from steam
or air pockets. The wansion tank is vented to
the atmosphere. A gage glass, located on the side
of the tank, reveals the water level.

, In many small engines, the freshwater circuit
has no vent and operates4 under a slight pressure,
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(fig. 8-14); this arrangement confines the water
vapor, thus preventing the loss cif water. The
only escape for water vaporfrom a circuit which
operates under pressure is through 5 small
overflow pipe.'

SEA SCOOPS AND STRAINERS

All seawater circuits include either scoops or
a sea chest, located below the waterline, to
provide the seawater necessary to cool the water.
in the freshwater circuit. A strainer is
incorporated in the seawater circuit to prevent
the entrance of seaweed and other debris. In
some seawater circuits, tWO strainers (inboard
and outboard) are installed. The outboard
strainer covers tho seawater inlet; the inboard
strainer prevents small particles of foreign
matter which passed through the outboard
strainer from entering the circuit. Seawater
Strainers have removable. strainer baskets which
can be withdrawn for cleaning.

An example of one type of scoop
arrangement is shown in figure 8-2. Two scoops,
inlet and outlet, are located in the bottom of the
ship. These scoops may he opened or closed
from controls located in the engineroom. When
the ship is ,Imderway, its movement forces
seawater into the inlet scoop, through the,
cooler, and out through the outlet scoop. When
the ship is not upderway and the engines are
idling, the outlet scoop is closed and seawater is
drawn in through the inlet scoop and cooler by.
the saltwater pump.

VALVES

The temperatures in the cooling system must
,be regulated to nieet operating conditions. One
of the principal factors affecting the proper
cooling of an engine is the rate of tlow of water
througt the-cooling system. The.inore rapid the
flow, the less danger there Is of scale 'deposits
and hot spots, since the high water velocity has 'a
scouring effect on the metal surfaces of the
cooling passages which causes the heat to be
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carried away more quickly. As the velocity of
the circulating water is reduced, the discharge
teniperature of the cooling water becomes,
higher and more heat is carried away by each
*lion of cooling water circulated. As the rate of
Zrculation is increased, each gallon of cooling
water carries away less heat and the discharge

mperature of the cooling water drops; a
r4latively cool-running engine results.

The temperature of engine cooling Water
may be controlled by two methods. In one
method, the water temperature is controIle1 by
regulating tie amount of water dischargel by
the pump into the engine. The other meth d of
Wmperature control involves regulating the
amount of water which passes through the
freshwater cooler. The first method may be
accomplished by means of a manually operated
throttling valve; the latter method. is generlly
accomplished automatically by means o a
thermostatiCally Operated bypass Valve.

0

Manually Operated Thro ding Valve

When the manually operated throttling valve.
is located in the pump discharge, the valve may
be used to cause the water to pass through the
engine slowly and be discharged at a high
temperature or to pass :through the engine
rapidly and be discharged at a lOw temperature.

the pump is driven by an electric motor, these
same effects on the velocity and the discharge
temperature of the- cooling water can be
obtained by increasing and decreasing the speed
of the pump. Tivottling-valves may be used in
the seawater circuit to regulate the amount of
water passing through the seawater side of the
freshwater cooler.

An example of temperature control by
means of a throttling valve in the seawater
circuit is shown in figure 8-2, lower illustration.
In some installations of the system shown,
engine temperature in both the open and closed
circuits is controlled by opening or closing the

_throttling valve in the inlet scoop. In other
installations of the system shown, temperature
is controllecrantornatically by a thermostatically
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operated bypasS valve (upper illustration, fig.
8-2). Where throttling valves are incorporated in
the seawater circuit and ta.\thermostatically
operated valve is included in the freshwater
circuit, the throttling valves are used only to
provide a conitant flow of seawater or to close
the circuit completely. Temperature is then
controlled by' the action of the thermostatically
operated valve in the freshwater circuit. The
throttling valve in the saltwater circuit should be
adjusted to maintain the minimum flow of
saltWater consistent with maintaining proper
temperatures in the freshwater circuit and the
lubricating oil system.

Thermostatically' Operated
Bypass Valves

In modern, marine engine installations,
automatic temperature control by means of
thermostatically .operated bypass valves is more
common than contrdl by means of throttling
valves in the pump discharge or in the seawater
circuit. The thermostatic valves used in the
cooling systems of engines are of two types: the
conventional type (an example of this type is
shown in the upper illustration of fig. 8-2); and
the three-way proportioning type. Valves of the
latter type are commonly called *automatic
temperature regulators. Conventional
thermostatic valves are generally used in small
engines; the automatic temperature regulators
are commonly used in medium and large
engines.

The element is similar in both types of
sthermostatic valves.. The element is so designed
that it will expand or contract, dependent on
the temperature to which it is exposed. The
element of a thermostatic valve may be filled
with a gas or a liquid, or it may be of the
bimetal type. In most marine engines, the
elements of thermostatic valves are either
gas-filled or liquid-filled. The elements of
conventional Ahermostatic valves generally
contain a gaS;. the _elements of autoniatic
regulators usually contain a volatile liquid, such
as ether or alcobol. Elements, constructed in the
form of. a sealed bellows, may be' made of
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copper, brass, or Monet metal. These metals are
used because they are corrosion-resistant and
because they will withstand a considerable
amount of flexing without fatiguing. The
elentrt is attached to a valve which opens and
closes as the bellows expands and contracts
under the influences of variations in '%.the
temperature of the coolant; thus, the amount of.
water flowing through the line is automatically
regulated.

Conventional thermostatic valves' may be
built into the engine, or they may be located
outside the engine within the freshwater ciratat
as illustrated in the upper portion pf figure 8-2.
The manner in which a conventional
thermostatic valve operates is illustrated in
figure 8-20.

,As long as the engine and the water are cool,
the thermostatic valve remains closed; the water
from the engine then flows around the bellows,
down through the holes in the Valve, and out
through the bypass outlet to the freshwater
pump Ifig..8-20A). Freshwater is thus bypassed
around the cooler until the water gets warm
enough to cause the thermostatic valve to open.
As the water gag warmer,' the inerease in
temperature causestotlie element to exp4nd; the
valve is 'then pariially opened, a part' of the
water goes through the cooler, and the rest of
the water goes through the bypass outlet (fig.
8-20B). Finally, when the valve is wide open, as
a result of the increase in the temperature of the
water, the valve seats on the base of the
thermostat hitusiage flow of freshwater
through the bypais oullet is then stopped, and
all the water from the engine passes through the
cooler where the temperature of the water is
reduced (fig. 8-20C).

Automatic Regulating Valve

In many engines, freshwater temperature is
regulated by an automatic regulating valve which
maintains the freshwater temperature at any
desired value by bypassing a portion of the
water around ,the freshwater cooler. An
automatic temperature regulator of the type
coMmonly used in the cooling systems of marine
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The temperature regulator consists of a valve
and a themostatic control unit mounted on the
valve.4"The thermOstatic control unit eonsists of
two parts: the temperature-control element.and
the control assembly.

The temperature-control element consists of
a bellows connected by a flexible armored tube
to a bulb mounted in the engine cooling-water
discharge line. The temperature-control eleMent
is essentially two sealed chambers. One chamber
is formed by the bellows and cap Which are
sealed' together at the . bottom; the other
chamber is in the bulli The entire system
(except for a small space at the top of the bulb)
is filled wit4 a mixture of ether and alcohol
which vaporizes at a low temperature. When the
bulb is heated, the liquid vaporiies and the
pressure within the bulb increases. This forces
the liquid out of, the bulb and through thrtube;
the bellows is moved down and operates the
valve.

The control asseinbly consists of a
spring-loaded mechanical linkage which-connects
the tempereure-control element to the valve
stem. The coil spring in .the control assembly
provides the force necessary to balance the force
of the vapor pressure in-the temperature-control
element.

Thus, the dow ward force, of the
temperature-contri elerne is balanced, at any
point, by the upwar -force of the spring which
permits the valve to be set to hold the
temperature of the engine cooling water withina

75.223
Figure 8-M7-Operation of a conventional thermostatic

valve.

engines is shown in figure 8-21. Even though\
regulators of the, type shown are automatic or
self-operated, provisions are included in most
installations for manual operation.in the event
that the automatic feature fails.

the allowed limits.

The regulator operates only within the
temperature range marked on the nameplate; it
may be adjusted for any temperature within` this
range. The setting is controlled by the
range-adjusting wheel, located under the spring
seat. A pointer attached to the spring seat
indicates the temperature setting on a scale
which is attached to the regulator frame. The
scale is graduated from 0 to 9, representing the
total operating range of the regulator. (See fig.
8-27.)

The location of a temperature regulator in
(Me tYpe_of_ installation is shown-in-figure &1St--

166
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.
note, that the regulator is localecrin .the seaviter
irelift:41-1 most e.ngines, the re,gulator is located

the frgSh wa ter eircui t,
k ,

When .Idcated in The seawater circuit, the
regulator, controls -the ,:ini,unt of sy_awater
flowing through the epolers. When the
terriperature .13.E..The freshWater becomes greater

',. than ilie temPeiature for witch the regulator'is
' Illkul'set, ti ator actuates a' revalve to incase the

..4

Tow'of..ea.wster *through 'the.coolers. When the
freshratOr.temperature is below the tempera tutry
for which The regulator is sct, the ,regulattia.

(l'amtrietes iiip.alve to, decreas*e tlqw of seawater
,i-through the cobleri.

..., hi' ircstallations where t4egulatot is' in _the
.freshwateL circuit, water is di veted to the coplek
-.when the tenlp.s..4fure.. I.U..wter iS above the
maxituumset-ting o egulator. After p,aSsing
through ;the cooler w e the.temperature of the
water. is &creased, the water, returns, to. the
aictidnc. ide of-,. the' freshwater pump; to .be, ,...

.

recirculated. When:the temperature of the water
'is below the maxitriujn s,1tIng of the regulator,
the %water bypasses tht 6oler and flows directly
to the suction side of the pump. Bypassing the
cooler permits.. the water to be, recirculated
through the engine; in this way. the temperature
of the water-is raised to the proper operting '

Regardless of whether the regulator is in 'the
friesh or seawater circuit, the bulb which causes
he regulator' to operate is located in the

freshwatodi'scharge line of the engine.

tamperature rogulators are used not,..uhly to
contrOl the temperature ot' the freshwater but
also to control indirectly the temperature of the

dacharge from the lubricating oil cooler.
w Contrc21- of lubricating oil tempediture is possible

because' the. water (freshwater or saltwater) that
iS passed, throtIgh 'the regulator and 'the
freshwater cooler is the cooling agent in the
lubricatOig oil. cooler. When the lubricatimg oil iS
cooled by- seaWater, two temperattire rogulators
are installed in' the seawater circuit. The
temperature regulator bulb of the regulator that
controls the temperature of .the freshwater is
installed in the freshwater circuit; the bulb ,of
the r ulator that controls lubricating oil
temperature is .installed in the lubricating oi.1
systern.

- MAINTENAN'CE OF ENGINE
COOLING SVTEMS

Sinoe the Purpose of an engine coolieg
system is to keep engine parts and working
fluids at safe operating.ttniperatures, steps must
be taken to preVent4orrosion and to reduce the
tendency toward 'sag formation in copling
ssterns. Heat exchangers and water jackets must
be properly clea'ned or repaired, whenever a
planned maintenanc,e ac-tion of -faulty operatiort
revealsctnt it iS ne.cesiary; c4reulating pumps
must be maintained, in , the, best of oper-ating
conditions. The ?nformation in this seetien deals
with the- maintenance of heat exchangers and
the reduction 'of sae .forrnation by freshwaeer
treatment. You will find information on the care.
otimmps in chapter 1.5 of this manua,l.d-

." ,
re

,
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CARE OF HEAT EXCHANQERS

If a cooler is to effeetively,remove the excess
peat from lubricating, oil o freshwater, it is

essential that-- the c er,. be inspected
periodically (usually at30-0 day intery., for
excessive scale alid foreign Irgaterial. Excessive
Scale and accumulations of Airt reduce the
efficien4 of the -Cooler. Unless the, cooler is
propefly cleaned, therefore, scale and dirt may
accurnurate on the tubes to such an extent that
.the cooler cannot remove enough heat to keep'
the cooled liquid within prescribed.limits.

The accdmulation of seale and dirt 'on the
saltwater.side of cooler element is us4ly a
gradual process. The presence of scale and\ dirt
on the eooler tithes is usually indicated,
depending on the use of the cooler, by a gradual.
increase in oil temperature or in freshwater
temperature: ExceSsive accumulations, on the
tubes and clogging or th.e tubes are both
indicated b,y gradual' increase in the'difference

,petween the inlet and outlet pressures .of the
, cooler. As the arnount of,. stale increases, the

quantity ot' seaWater that must, be circulated to
obtain 'the Same cooling effect' will increase due
to the insulating -effect Of the scale coating that.

. forms on the saltwater side of the cooler When
scale forniatiOn is suspected, the heat ex 'anger
element should be remoVed, inspectL , and
cleaned.

. Scale will form on the saltwater side .of a
cooler during normal operation because- of the
dissolved .salts present in the water. One., of.the
factors which tends to' increase the rate of

.. formation of 'scale is operating pie en-gine with a
'high seawater temperature. Th seawater
discharge temperature should h-iaintained
below 130°F. 'At higher temperatures 1,tie

amount of scale formation is conSiderably
geater.

Cooler elements may become clogged with
such materials as marine life, grease, or sand.
Such clogging gre4t1y reduces cooler .capacity,.
Cooler elements may also become clogged%,
through faulty operation of the seawater

strainer, improper luRitation of 'pumps, or, in
oil coolers, a lealq; element.
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Seawater strainers are.provided to prevent
the entrance of seaweed and other debris into
the circulating system.-These strainers must be
replaced or repaired when the screens become
punctured or otherwise incapable of preventing
entry of dirt into the systern. Reniember that
vhen a seawater strainer has to be cleaned _Jor

replaced, the sea suction valve must be seeured
before .the strainer is opened to prevent flobding
the space, This' precaution must be taken'
Whenever work is to be done on'any saltwater
'piping connected directly to the sea.

Many seawater purnps 'are provided with
grease .cups for bearing lubrication. Turning such
gease cups do,wn too often may cause. the grease
to be squeeied into the water being pumped..
The grease- will ire- carried into the cooler
element and deposited there. The film of grease
thus deposited will greatly "'reduce the capacity
of the cooler. Seawater pumps should be
lubricated as- 'specified in the ,Planned
Maintenance System. ,

6.....1.91 le ip the-element of the oil cooler will
allow the passage of lube oil iptO. the: water
Khich is used for coil cooling: Some of the oil
introduced into' the water may be deposited on
the water side of the coqler elements. The film
of oil so deposited will- act in tilte same manner
as the pease fih ist discussed.

Leaks in 4 coolers should be repaired as
soon 'as possible.. A. Vigilant fookout should be
Maintained for signs of,, oil or grease in the
freshwater system. If oil or grease. is present,
locate and eliminate the source of lie
contamination.

,

When there are symptoms, which indicate
that excessive amOunts of scale or accumulation
of dirt are_forming on the saltWater side of a
cooler, remove and' clean -the elernent. For
'ordinary cleaning of a cooler 'element
(shell-and-tube type), use anV lance to remove
foreign debris from the water side. For more
severe fonling, use a water Jance instead of an air :
-lance. Where there is extreme fouling due to oil
or foreign material, run a rotating-bristle brush
;through each tube or drive soft rubber plugs (if
available) through tlie tubesowith abri air or water
gun. 'then use a water.. lance to remove any
remaining foreign material from the tubes.
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You must be careful not to use abrasive
tools capable of scratching or aiming the tube.

- surfaces. Never. . use wire brushes or metal
scrapers. Carefully use air and water lanccs and
other cleaning equipment and procedures to
avoid damaging the, .elemerit. The' cleaning of a
cooler element will 6e much more effective and
more alisily accomplished if the cleaning is done
before the,accumulations on the surfaces of the
element have had time to dry and harden.

(lean the oil sides of shell-and-tube coolers
, of 'the 'removable tube-bundle type by removing

the tube bundle and washing it with a jet of hot,
freshwater..Be sure-that you dry the tube bundle

thofoughly prior to reassembly. Note, however,
that: with/proper attention to. purification and
.filtering of the oil, cleaning of the oil side of this

-type of coolerihould seldom be necessasY. ,
A chemical,rather than a mechanical methbd

LS requirid for cleaning strut4ube'type coolers.
Clean The oil side first; otherwise, some of the
oil will wasJ out of the tubes and nullify any
cleaning 4zéacy. accomplished.

The i ems of equipthent you will need to
clean the oil side of a cooler will vary in size,
depending on the size of the unit. With an
arrangement such as illustrated in figure 8-23, an

k approved cleaning agent is pumfaed through the.
cociler. You' can speed up the cleaning process
considerably by circulating the cleaning agent in

75.
Figure 8-2a-AuipmAnt for cleaning a hut exchan

Iwo

a direction oppoSite to the normal oil flow.
Check 'the progress of the cleaning process
freqUently. The proces is complete When the
solution flows fr ely through the cooler. -.

You may use a hand.pump to clean small
coolers. Submerge the element in a container of
cleaning solution and then us the puMp. to
.force the solutiop tifrough the element. I

Clean- the oil side of a cooler in the open or
in a well-ventilated space if the cleaning agents
give off toxic vapors.

-Clean the water side of Oil coolers
chsmically by-submerging the unit in a. weak
solution 'of' muriatic acid.. (The solution shbuld
tke 1 part mirriatic acid to 9 parts cold water; to
thiS is added, forevery gallon otimuriaticacid,,2
poundg of oxaliC acid and 114 ounce of
pyridine.) 'The tank containing the,cid must be
of earthenWare (ir other acifl-resiitant niaterial.
Two additional tanks are necessary io complete
thc cleaning process. Fill the second tank with
cold freihwater and fill the third wiih a 5%
solution a sodium carbonate.,

to facilitate access to the f3arts of a cooler,
disassemble the unit; remove the core-from the
casa if practicable. Support the unit to be
cleaned with' a wire and submerge it in the acid
Aolution. Foaniing will occur and continue as
'long as the cleapsing action is taking place. When
foaming ceasa :place the unit in the tank of
cold vs1ater for approximately 1 Minute. Then,
immerie the unit in the solution of sodium
carbonate. Bubbling will oCcur if ali the acid was
not removied from the unit by they freshwater.
'When buibling occurs, leave , the unit in the
solution of sodium carl5onate until the bubbling
ceases. Then, remove the unit from the solution
and flush it with freshwater. Warm water should:
.be used, if available. This cleaning procedure can'
be.usedlo remove any deposits from the cooler
ease and covers..
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Corrosion or erosiob of the efe nt in a heat
exchanger or operation at exce.sve pressure
may cause LEAKS. -These leaks an develop
either_ in th element or in the casing. You can
usually de 't leakage from fIti cooler'casing by
visual iinsp ctiory. Element leaks, however, are
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more difficult to detect. Any noticeable decline
or rise in' the freshwater tank level, with 'the

. temperature remoining nopnal, usually indicates
leakage. A, leak in tffe tubes of an oil cooler may

evidenced by water in thelube oil or by slicks
the cooling water. Other indicatiohs are the

apparent increase in the valume of lube pil in
the engiot sumps .or die loss of oil from. the .

sump without other,apparent causes of leakage.

A hole made by corrosion, in a cooler
elentent indicafes that corrosion piobably exists
throughout the element, and yot hou1d make a
thorough inspection.'Corrosion can be prevented
to a large extent b'Y -using the prescribed
freshwater treatment, inspecting and replacing
zincs 'as necssary, and' venting the 'cooler to
remove entrapped air.

AbieS reCulting frorn erosion are generally
caused by:particles of grit (pnd,tdirt, etc Match
usually resplir froin aperation in shallow water)
striking the element ,at high velocity. Fur_the
!post part, such) grit iS SQ fine that it will pass
through the seawater strainer. If the strainer is

-defectiVe, even the larger particles of grit may
. enter the cooler.

Erosfon by water at high Velocity may also
cause holes in a eooler element. Sometimes
water floW has to be increased above rated'
capacity to maintain the desked freshwater

-terriperature. Whenever it is necessary to greatly
increase Water flow, the cooler should be
cleaned. ,

I f t he ni a xi m u m op&ating preSsure
,

(indi
.

Cated on the exchanger nameplate) is
'exceeded; leaks .are apt to result. Excessive
-pressUre7 is likely to .occur wheneVer there is
clogging because of the added. prasure needed
to, force a 'given quantity of water thTugh the
restricted element. It' there is -anyd reason 'to
susPect that there are leaks in the heat
exchanger element, .the best method of locating
them is to apply a hydrostatic test. Conduct the
test as' folloWs:

I. Remove the element froni-f4casi4.
2. Block off the discharge sid.e of the

element.
3: Attach a pressure gage to the inlet line of

the elejnent.
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4. Supply low-pressure air to the' inlet side
of the element: Air" 6ressure must not exceed
design pressure for the elemein.

5. Immerse the element in a tank-of watet.
6. Check for bubbles.

A similar test can be made by filling the
element with water, under pressure; then watch
for bubbles.

FRESHWATER TREATMENT AND TESTS

The purity of the ,water,used in the closed
circuit of an .engine cooling lystern_rnust be
maintained at a high -,level to prevent the
formation of scale- an to control corrosion
within the cooling system.. To\ prevent thes
undesirable conditions, fill the cooling system
with distilled water with zero hardness and treat
the water so that the 41kalinity And the sodium
chrornate and chloride concentrations antb,
maintained within specified limits. The

_infiarmationia..-this section s -with the -

treatment of water used in he .clo circuit of
an engine coolingsystep a witkthe tests used.
to deterineithe effectiveness of the treatment-. v

Need for FreshWater Treatrnent

"All water contains some,. impurities.
'Impurities dissolved or suspended in the water

of an engine cc/Wing system can cause trouble in
the system by 'forming scale and ,ckusing
cdhosion. Generally, scale farms only an the
hot /surfaces in the, internal passages of the
engine ;aoling system, aild not,throughout the
system.

The forrati9n of scale within the cooling
system of engine is caused priMarily. by.
ciurtain sulphates of magnesium and calcium.
Since these sulphAtes are present in seawater-and
since, cooling water for shipboard engines is
"generally distillekfrorn seawater, some slight
contamination of the cooltig water must.always
be expected. However, distilled water placed in
the cooling 'system of an crigine. simplifies the
control of the scale-forming salts.

SCALE PRPVENTION.Steps 'must. be
taken to prevent the formation of scale beepse_
scale is a very poor ,conductor of heat. If it is
allowed to accumulate in the cooling system of
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an engine, scale w1.11 prevent the proper transfer
.of heat from the hot engine parts to the cooling
water. Improper heat transfer, particularly
uneven heat transfer, creates stresses in the
affected parts; these stresses may cause cylinder.
lihers, heads, and- other parts of the engine to

ck. IMhe water in the cooling system of amigo
e is properly treated, scale formation wdr,

be prestenke_d and casualties .caused by iniproper
heat transfer will be less likely.

Unless the water used in the cooling system
is properly treated, the internal surfaces of the
cooling systern may become pitted or eaten
away by . corrosion. Such corrosion generally
results from acidity olf the water and oxygen
dissolved in the water.

ORROSION CONTI1OL.Corrosion in the
toolig system of an engine may lead to cracks
in, liners and heads and may cause serious
clamage_44,-othor -parts- -etf -the cooling System.
Corrosion In an engine cooling 'system can be
contfolled witfi proper water treatment. The
chemicals used for; treating freshwater in engine
cooling systems help to prevent scale a. n d4

corrokn by maintaining the (1);alkalinity, (2) .

chlofide Content, and (3) chromate
concentration of the water within specified

Terms and Units Related
. to Water Tests

-
The condition of the treated water is

4scribed in various terms .and units. These
standard terms and units are used in recording
information regarding thee teSts and in snaking.
rerts.

The term used to identify the alkalinity of
the treated cooling water is "pfl." The pH" Unit
does not, meqsure alkalinity directly; hoWever, it
is related, to .alkalinity in such a way that a pH
number gives an indication of ,the alkalinity or..
ai;idity Of the eooling Water. The pH scale of
'numbers ranges from 0 to 14. On this scale, pH
7 is the neutral point. Solutions .having a pH
value above 7 (as pH 8, pH 10, etc) are defined

as being alkaline solutions; solutions having pH
values below 7 are defined as being .acid
solutiogs.

a

The concentrations of chromate tIcl
chloride in a test sarnple of treated water are
indicated in terms of parts per million (ppm).
Parts per is a weight-per-weight unit
denoting the number _of parts of a specified
substance in a million parts of water. For
example, 58.5 pounds of salt in 1,000,000.
pounds of water represent a concentration of
58.5 ppm. Note, also, that 58.5 ounces of salt
clisOlved in 1;000,000 ounces of water, or. 58.5
tons of salt dissolved in .1,000,000 tons of
water, repiesent the same concentration-l-that is,
58.5 ppm..

Cliromate, pH, and Chloride Limits

To minimize seriotts corrosion and scale
deposits and to prolong. tlie life of the cooling
system, the treated water must I-7e :maintained
within specified limits.

The chromate concentration must be
-maintained between the Iiinits of' 700 to 1700
ppm. A minimum con'centration is specified
be-cause lower , concetOrations can result in
acc'ele rate d corriopii. A maximum
concentration is specified to eliminate waste.

'The pH valueritust be maintained within the
range of 8.25 and 9.75. A minimeum value is
specified because lower values can result
accelerated corrosion. To avoid coirosio
,occurs in highly alkiline waters, the alkalinity

; should not be allowed to ex.ceed a 0.75 value.

. The chloride content must be kept to' the
lowest value practicahle and,rnust never exceed
100 ppm.

Water Treatment
-

Th,e treatment of water in an engine c oling
system requires the use of chemicals to mai tain
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the alkalinity and chromate concentration of the
water at sPecified levels. If the alkalinity and
chromate concentration are prgperly
maintained, scale formation and corrosive action
will be greatly reduced. Remember, however,
that the water treatment discussed in this
chapter is 4 preventive treatment only; it will
'not remove scale which has already formed in
the cooling system.

Before initiating the water treatment, be
sure the cooling system of the engine has been
thoroughly cleaned, using the method outlined
in chapter 233 (1414 .Naval Alps'. Technical

thfanual. After cleaning, thoroughly flush the
system with freshwater and fill it with distilled
water.

If available instrUctions do not indiCate the
proper .chemical dosIge for a specific engirle,
you must determine the 'capacity . of the
complete cooling system (in gallons o( water)

Törc ,you can determme the prop& dosage-of
chemicals.

Two different combinations of chemicals are
atithorkied for use in the Navy for treating. water
in engine cooling ,systems. Therefore, the
treatment you will use for any particular eniine
will depend on which set 'or cheniicals is

available. The two combinations of chemicals
are: (1) a combination, of sodium dichromate

d Navy poiler compound and (2) a

combination of sodium Chromate and disodium
phosphate.

SODIUM DICHROMATE AND BOILER'
COMPOUND TREATMENT.--For each 100
gallons of cooling water to be treated, add 1..5'
pounds of sodium dichromate 'and. 3 pounds of
boiler compound and dissolve in approximptely4-
1.5 gallbns of warm distilled water. This solutiol
is usually added to, the cooling system at- the
expansion tank. Circulate the solution through
the; system for at least 10 rninutes."Then draw. ,

taff a I /2-pint liample f the treated water, allow
it to cool to at least 8\0°.F, and test, it ..to
determine.the chromate, alkalinity,,iind chjoride
concentration. The procedures for conducting
the required tests, using the test kit provided fOr
this purpose, are discuised later in this chapter
under theiheading of "Water Tests."

After initial treatment, you must test the
cooling water after each day of operation. When ,
it becomes apparent that the concentration of
chromate and alkalinity will not drop below the
prescribed minimum, you "may increase the
interval between tests to the maximum of once a
month. as prescribed by the Planned
Maintenance System.

\-If tests reveal that the chromate
concentration drcips below, 700 ppm, add a
sohition containing one' pound of sodium
dichromate and two pounds of boiler compound
for each 100 gallons of cooling water.
addition will bring the thromate concentration
within the sRicifiedrange. If the alkalinity'isloo
high, omit the boiler compound in the solution..
The addition of sodium dichroMate alone will
reduce the alkalinity.

To correct a, low. 15H value, add a solution
containing 1.5 poundSibTlidi1e-r-cornFoliiiaTor
'each 100 gallims of cooling water. This-addition
shouid bring the pH value within the specified
range. if tests reveal that alkalinity is high and
chromate concentration is low,, 'add sodium
dichromate alone before adjusting the alkalinity.
If the., alkalinity is too high and the chromate
concentration is within the specified range, drain
25% of the cooling water from the system and
refill with freshwater. Circulate the coolant
through the system, retest, and treat as

.

neLessary.
,

The concentration of chlorides in the
7 cooling Water, must NEVER be allowed. to .

exceed 100 ppm. If the test indicates that this,
limit is exceeded, the entire system must be
drained and the source of. thloride
contamination must be lOcated and remodied.
Then, flush the syslem, 'refill withr freshwoter,
and chemically treat to the' Proper limists.

17.3

. .

SODIUM CHROMATE,' AND DIVDIUM
PHOSPHATE TFEATMET.Wherr Using
.sodium chi-Ornate and isodium phosphate for
cooling water ...t.rea`tmaR, follow, the saAe
pr dures for preparing the, system, mixing the
sc4,ition, -testing and controlling tile chromate
con ntration and alkalinity thatcyou used for
sodiur dichromate* and boiler campound
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treatment. The- onfy .. differences' between the
two treatments are (1) the chemicals used and
(2) the amounts used.

TF,initiate,?he Water treatment using sodium
and disodium phOsphate: for. each 100

gallons f cooling water to be treated, mix a
solution consisting of 1.5Pounds of sodium and
1.5 pounds of' disodium phosphate compound
tlissolved 4ci approximately 1.5 gallons of hot
distilled water. Add this solution to the cooling
iystem, circulate in the system, and conduct
tests.

If tests reveal that the chromate
concentration is below 700 ppm, a solution
coptaining 1 pound of sodium chromate-and l'
pouhd of disodium phosphate should be added
for eaelt1l00 gallons of cooling water. The
addition Cvill bring the chromate concentration
and pH value within the specified range.. _

AI' tests reveal that the pH value is low,
(below 8.25), add a solution containing 1 pound
of disodium pftsphate ror each 1p0 gallons_of
cooling water. This addition should bring the *pH
valik above the. specified Minimum. If the. pH
value is found to be too-high (abdye 9.75), drain
25% of the cooling water from thq system and
refill with freshwater.' Circulate the coolant
through sys*, retest, arici treat as
'necessary. -

, If te'stsreveal that' chlo lconcentrAtion
exceeds the' ptescribed s (above 100 ppm)
drain the entire system, ideate the source of
chloride,contamination, and remedy the..trougre.
Then),flash the system, refill,with freshwater,
and chemically Ireat-to tlie,pro'Per l4niits.

4

'NCoridticting Tests

.-- . v
k- The, test. kit proivded for testing engine
- cooling water is specifically -designclid Io enable

shipboard pergOnnel- to kbndu t chromate,
'alkatinity -(pH.), 'and-chloride tests quickly and
easily. The Ikt, 'contains all the dquipMnt and
cpemicals . nece,ary to perfOrm the required
tests. ,, - \ 7 ,, ..

.

The -iiestsirfor 3,11,ramate and alkalinIty by
color comparison in ich theLcolof qf the test

,

,

sample is compased with the color of two glass
disks representing the specified maximum and
minimum limits. The chloride test is of a
different type; the chloride Concentration is
determined by noting the color and condition of
the sample after khe addition of a chloride test
tablet.

Before taking a test sample of the cooling
water, 'drain water from the drain cock, for
several seconds. Then draw off a 1 /2-pint
sample. Allow it ,to cooLto at least 800F before
testing. If suspended material is noticed in .the
sample, fitter the water to keep the suspended
material from interfering with the colorimetric
tests.

To filter the sample, fald a circular filter
paper to form a cone. Place the cone in the
funnel which is provided. Wet the ,cone With
distilled water and press the upper edge of the
cone to the funnel. Place the funnel in the

-samliiiiii)ttle of other clear, suitable
container. Carefully pour the sample water into \
the cone.

When Performing chromate and pH tests, use
either natural daylight or a daylight fluorescent
lamp as a light souice. Do not use incandescent
lighting, .as the refults obtained wipt be
erroneous. When yOu Make teSts in natural-
daylight, hold" the comparator up to the
brightest part of the sky, but about 300 from
the. sh. Avoid stiong light on the- observer's side
of :the comparator, as:reflections will interfere
with the necessary comparisons. If Possible, the'. -
observer and comparator should be iika shadow.

To corliduct the test to determine, the
chromate concentration, proceed as follovis:

1. Fill the likt tube with cooling water
sample and place in the center poSitian of the

, comparator. .

A

2. Hold the comparator:to a suitable. ligh't
source.

if the color Of the sample is between the
colors of Alie 'disks marked 700 .and 1,.700, the
chroniate concentration is satisfactory. Be.
careful to note qhe color rather than the
intensity. of color. 'Do not compare ttie darkness--
or; lightness of the colors, rather. determine
'whether the sample is yellawer or bluer than the'
color disk standards.

.ut
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4. If the color is bluer- (bluish-green) than
the Color disk mjrked 7Q0, the chrornate
cont6t is too low. g

5.. If the color is yellower (yelio4wish-gree4
than the cvlor c4sk nitirked 1700, the chromate
Content is high. High gliromate content is not
harmful but is wasteful.-

To conduct the test to determine the- pH
(alkalinity) vaIue, proceed a follows:

1. Fill .three test tubes to the prescribed
mark with cooling water sample.

2. Add 15 drops of 'pH indicator to-one test
tube, shake, and place in center position in
comprator. Place the other two test tubes in
the remaining positions in the comparator.

3. Hold Comparator to a suitable light
source.

4. If the color of the sample is between the
colors on the color disks marked 8.25 and 9.75,
pH is satisfactory.

5. If the color is yellower (yellowish-green)
than the color disk marked 8.25, the. pH value is
low.

6. If the, color is bluer.(bluish-green) than
the color disk ntarked 9.75, the pH is high.

To-,test for -,chloride concentration, t is
necegsary that- the sample to be tested cAtitts
chromate and is alkaline.- The chloride 1 I

therefore, should be run after the chromate and
alkalinitY have been determined (and corrected
if necessary) to ..ensure the -proper 'conditions.
Should it be necessary to perfOrm the chloride
test before adjusting, the chromate content and
alkalinity, the sample must have the'
characteristic e'llow cOlor ofstiromate.

To conduet the test to determine the
chloride contenit proceed as follows':

iro
I . Fill the cylindrical sample .bottle to the

50:milliliter mark with cooliitg water sample. .

%. 2. Add one chloride test tablet, insert *
stopper in the bottle,. and shake until tablet is
iompletely disso/g4d. w
T. 3. It' the saniple develops a reddish-brown
COlor, the %chloride conterit .is below the safe
maximum4ait. '

4. '511 the saTple-- becomes a cloudy
yellow-green, the-chloride ebnient is 4igh:

Ships that are not'equipped to conduct the
required tests for chromate, alkalinity (pH), and
.chloride concentration in wingine cooling water
may submit samples of cooling water to 'the
nearest naval shipyard, tender, or advanced base
laboratory- for analysis. Where test facilities are
not available,' the cooling system must be
drained, flushed;retilled, and chemically treated
at intervals of not morrthan 3 weeks.

$.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS'

biesel-driven ships built in fecent years have
(installed aboard) a hew type distillOg plant that
uses diesel engine jacket water for a heat source:
Although the jacket water dOes not come in
direct contact with the distAled water., the
chance of a leak is Still present. Since chromate
chemicals are considered health hazards, they
are NOT to be used in engines that SiipplY jaCket---
Water as a heat source to evaporators. In suCh
initallations, solUble oil inhibitors are used,
instead ofghromate chemicals. If you encounter
such; a system and do not have a soluble oil
inhibitor specifiation for your' installation,
contact NAVSEC for instructions.

,..The chromate chemicals used in water
treatment Of cooling systems are classified aS a
health hazard_ Personnel should avoid any
contact of skin or eyes with chromates in either
a solid form or a solution.,Also, avoid breathing
chromate dust or solution spray. Personnel
involved in handling chromate chemicals should
uses available protective equipment. The
protective equipment to be used, such as
goggles, face shields, rubber gloves, aprons, and
dust respirators should be consistent with the
,type and ee of hazard involved. When the
_skin has 6lime in contact with chromates, the
affected areas should be washed .with plenty of
soap and waterimmediatelyjafter exposure.

Suitable- precautionS ,must .4411e takefi tR
prevent contamination of the ship's potable
freshwater system. I3ackflow of the engine
cooling Water through the filling -05nnection
must be prevented. Spefkations require that
an air gap remain.betvgen ie freShwater supply

w.
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and fill connection. ThiS arrangement must NOT
be altered.

When the trigine, cooling system must be
protected froni.freezing, glycol base antifreeze is
used. The antifreeze solutions specified by the
Navy contain their own 'inhibitors which
adequately protect the cooling system from

corrosioii. Thetefore, no additional inhibitors
are required.

Whenever it is necessar to change from one
type of water treatment to the other,
completely drain and flush .the, system free of
any chromates or glycol base antifreeze to
prevent any mixing of,these materials.;

,,
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CHAPTER 9

E\NGINE LUBRICATING OIL SYSTEMS

Lubrication is as important to successful
engine operation as air, fuel, and heat are to.
combustion:. Lubrivation is frequently
considered offe of the most important factors in
efficient engine operation. It is important not
only that the proper type of lubricant be used,
but also that the lubrimnt be supplied to the
'engine parts in the proper quantities at the
proper temperature and that provisions be.made
to remove any impurities which enter the
,system.

For proper .operation of an engine the
contacting surfaces of all moving parts of the
engine must be keprIree from abrasion and
there muss be a minimum of friction and Wear.
Sliding contact between twoltty metal surfaces
under pressure causes excessive friction, heat,
and wear. Friction,.heat, and wear can be greatly
redticed if metal-to-metal cohtact is prevented
by i-liean film of lubricant between the metal
surfaces. The necessary film between the bearing
surfaces in naval machinery is provided by either
a specified oil or grease.

FUNCTIONS OF OIL

A lubricating oil with 'the necessary
properties and characteristics Will: (1) provide a
film of proper thickness between the bearing
surfaces, under all conditions of operation; 4.2.)
remain stable under changing temperature
conditions; and (3) not corrode the metal
surfaces, If the lubricating oil is to meet these
requirements, \the engine /temperature during
operation must NOT exceed a specified limit.

In addition to preventing metal-to-metal
contact, the lubricating 6i1 must also (1) form*
seal between the piston rings and the cylinder
wall, (2) aid in engine cooling, and (3) aid in
keeping the inside of the engine free of sludge.

PROTECTIVE FILM

A direct metal-to-metal moving contact is
siinilar to a filing action. The filing action is due
to minute irregularities in the surfaces. The
severity of the filing action depends on the
fmish of the surfaces, the force with which the
surfaces are brought into contact, and the
relative hardness of the materials used.
Lubricating oil fills the minute cavities in
bearing surfaces and forms a film between the
slidin surfaces to prevent-high friction losses
.and rapid Wear of engine parts. The lack of a
proper oil film will result in a seized (frozen)
piston, wiped bearings, and stuck piston rings.

COOLING 1,1
V

Lubricating oil assists in cooling the engine
.by transferring or carrying away heat from

localized "hot" spots -in the engine. The
principal parts from which oil absorbs heat are
the bearings, the journal surfaceso and-,-the
pistons. In some engines, the oil carries the heat
to the suinp where the heat dissipates in the
mass of oil. However, most modern
internal-combustion engines use a 'centrallied
pressure-feed lubrication, system. This type of
system has an oil cooler or heat exchanger where
the heat from the oil is transferred to the ,

circulating water of te cooling system.

77
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SLUDGE CONTROL

Almost any type of gummy or carbonaceous
material which accumulates in lubricating oil is
called sludge. Most engine lubricating oils have
some natural ability for preventing conditions
which may cause sludge to form and for carrying
sludge that does form in a finely suspended state
until it 4.is removed by filtering equipment.
Chemicals are added to some oils to improve
their ability to prevent and to. remove sludge.

The formation of shidge is greatly reduced
when the lubricating oil has the proper stability.
Stability is defined as the oil's ability to resist
oxidation and deterioration for long periods.
Proper stability is essential for maintaining a
strong oil film, or body of oil, at varying'
temperature conditions..Suth a film will ensure
suffItient oiliness, or film strength, between the
piston and the cylinder wajl so' that partly
burned fueLand the exhaust gases cannot get by
the piston rings to form sludge.

Various factors may tend to cause sludge to
form in an engine. Carbon from the corribustion
chambers or from the' evaporation of oil on a
hot surface, such as theunderside of a piston,
will cause sludge to form. Gummy, partially
burned fuel, which gets past the piston rings, Or
an emulsion of lubricating oil and water, which
may enter the lubricating oil system, will also
tend to cause sludge.

Sludge in the lubricating' oil system of an
engine is harmful foitseveral reasons. In addition
to Iarbon and gummy material, sludge may
contain abrasiye ingredients, such as dust from
the athiosphere;, rust as a result of water
condensation in the engine; and metallic
particles resulting from wear of engine parts.
Sludge in engine lubricating oil causes premature
wear of parts and eventual breakdown of the
engine. Sludge may clog the- oil pump, screen or
collect at the end of the oil passage leadih to a
bearing and prevent.sufficient oil from reaching
the parts to be lubricate* Sludge will coat the
inside of the crankcase, act as insulatiSn, blanket
the heat inside, 'the engine, raise the oil
temperature, actilk induce oxidabon. Sludge will
accumulate on the uriSerside of the pistons and

1 7.8

prevent proper heat transfer, thereby raising
piston temperatures. Sludge in lubricating oil
also contributes to piston ring4sticking.

CHARACTERISTICS AND
TESTS OF OIL

Lubricants obtained by .the Navy are tested
for such characteristics as viscosity, pour point-,
flashpoint, fire point, autogenous ignition point,

'neutralization number, demulsibility, and
precipitation number. The lubricants must meet
the following requirements:

I. Tlhey must have a suitable siiscosity at
the operating temperature of the bearing being
lubricated.

2. They muss form durable boundary films
on the metal rubbing surfaces.

3. They must not chemically attack the
journal or the bearing-metals.

4. The y must not change chemical
composition with use.

VISCOSITY" '

.fhe tendency of a liquid to ,resist flow or
change of shape is known as visCosity. A liquid
of high viscosity flows very slowly. The viscosity
of oil varies with an increase or a decrease in
temperature. Viscosity decreases when the
temperature is increased, and increases when the
temperature is decreased. (On a cold morning, it
is difficult to turn over an engine.because of the
high viscosity, or stiffness, of the lube oil.)

ViscoSity at operating temperatiires should
be hikh enough for the oil to maintain a fltd
film regardless of the load imposed upon it.
However, the viscosity should not be so high
that it causes drag or excessive fluid friction,
which- in turn reduces engine efficiency and
results in high bearing 'temperatures. The
viscosity at operating temperaturei determines
the fluid friction, the heat generated in the
bearing, and the rate- of fiow Of the -oil under
given conditions. Therefore, you must keow the'
viscosity of oils at operating temperatures to
select-the proper oil for a specific purpose.
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Determining the Viscosity

The Measure dr the viscosity of au oil is the
numb& of seconds required for a specified
quantity. (60 ee) at a specified temP:erature to
flow throUgh a standard 'orifice. When "the
viscosity of an oil is measured, the result is
repOrted in a three-unit term containing (1) the
nuMber of seconds4tiquired for the sample Of oil
to pass through the orifice. (2) the typg .of
viicosimeter used (this indicates the orifice size),
and (3) the temperature Of the oil 'tested. Navy
fuel oil is generally-,tested 'in a Saybolt.yurol
viscosimeter (illustrated in" fig. 9-1), and
lubricating Oil is generally tested M a Saybolt
Universal viscosimeter. Thus, the viscosity of a
fuel oil might be expressed as "20 seconds;
Saybolt Furol (SSF), at 111° F" (standard
terfiperature used for. testin .oil). The
viscosity of a lubricating oil mi be expressed

pTiL
HERNOMITeR
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Figure 9.1.Saybolt Furol Virosimeter.
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as "190 seconds, Saybolt Universal (SSU), at
130° F." For testing a lubricating oiI4,130° F or
210° is used' as standard temperature,:
depending upon the symbol of ttie individual oil.
You.. can find the correct temperature to be used
for each' specific .symbol of .11,thricating oil in
chapter 262 (9450) Naval Ships' Technical
Manual.

"the only difference between the Saybolt
Furol viscosimeter and the Saybolt Universal
viscosimeter is the size of the discharge orifice.
About one-tenth the time is required for a
specific quantity of oil at a given viscosity to
flow through the orifice of a Saybolt. Furol
instrurnent as through the orifice of a Saybolt
Universal viscosimeter.

Sincrtemperature is an important factor in
det&rmining viscositj,, you must watch the
thermometer readings carefully., The .Saybolt
Furol viscosimeter has two thermometers: one'
to record the temperature of the outer bath .

vessel, the other tà check the temperature of the
oil being tested.

As an EN, you should be familiar with the .
recommended procedure for. checking 'the
viscosity of a lube oil. We 'cannot overemphasize
the' importance of using lube oil of the correct
Niscosity. When 'making an' oil change, yi can'
easily ensfire that the right oil is used. However,
the viscosity of the lube oil in an engine changes
while the engine is runping;`the'change is usually
toward a lower viscosity because of DILUTION
wirfileyoif.

A simple device for -checking dtlution is the
V1SGAGE, shown in figure 9-2. (he masler
tube is Tilled and sealed at the- factbry; you
should NOT tamper with this instrument.) The
visgage consists of. two gIaSs tubes attached-to a
scale calibrated, in Seconds, Saybolt Universal

'(SSU:) at 100° F. The MASTER TUBE (upper,.
tube) con,tainS a small steerball immersed in oil
which has a viscosiity 200. SSU at100° F
(standard for testint other oils)..

Tke- TRIAL TUtE is similar to the Taster
tube but has a plunger for drawing a sample -of
bil into the tube for testing. The steel ball in the
trial tube is identical with the one in the mas'ter
tube.
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TIME:

WRIALTUBE;

Figur. 9-27Th* visgav.

Before studying the operation of the visgage,
notice the .two scales between the tubes (fig.
9-2). Both scales are Used to read the viscosity of
sample oils dfawn into the trial tube. Scale A,
adjacent to the master tube, is calibrated from
zero at the right to 200 at the left, and scale B,
adjacent to the trial tube, from 200 at the left to
2,000 at the right:

When using a visga.ge, put a sinall sample of
oil in. a clean container. Insert the nozzle of the
thal tutle into the oil and c1/4r4w the plunger all
the way up, filling the trial tube with' oil. Then
tilt the left end of the instrument down di about
a 30° angle, so that the two steel balls roll down
through the two oils.. Be careful to -keep the
sample_pil from coming out of the nozzle.

If the viscosities pf the sample and the
standard oil, differ, the two steelballs wilrmove
downward at Llifferent speeds.' he tubes., As
the leading ball approaches the 0 line at the
left end of the scale, gradually tilt the left end of
the visgage upward. Tilting will slow' the
moVement of the steel balls.

At the histant the leading ball reaches the
200 line, bring ttie vi-sgage back to level and, at
the same time, read the position of the lagging
or slower moving ball on the nearest scale:That
reading will be the, visipsity of.the sample oil, in
SSUat 100° F.

If the ball in the upper tiibe travels faster,
read the' position, on scale B, of the ball in the
-trial tube at the moment the upper ball reaches
the 200 line. That reading Will be the viscosity
of the sample oil at 100° F (for example, 275
SSU).
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the low ball (in the saMpje oil) travail
faster, read the position, on scale A, of the ha
in the master tube, at the moment the lower ball
reaches She 200 line. That reading (for example,
125 SSU) is the viscosity of the sample oil .at
100° F.

If the two balls move at the sanie speed and
reach _the left end of thee visgage together, the

'Viscosity of the sample oil is the same as that of
the standard oil.

Remember that the temperature of boil' the.
sample- oil,, and tlie standard.:,oil should be
approximately 100° F. By hOlding the gage for a
few minutes in the pahns of your hands, you can
adjust the lemperatufedf-the bils by warming
the .oils to body 'temperature (98.69 F), which
approximates 1ciI0° F. /.

.Merely determining the 'viscosity of e
sample lube oil does -not solve the quest n of
Wheth the lube *oil has becorn'e dilu o such

ext nt that it should no longer be After
using the visgage to determine the iscosities of
both the new, and the old*Oils, u should then
turn to a DILUTION CHAR ig. 9-3). Such a
chart shows how to dete ino the, percentage

'the lubricating oil is dilu by the fliel oil..

, AsOume that the cosity of the new oil
(In fig. 9-3) is 550/4conds and that of ,.he'u

oil (B, in fig. 9?3))s 480 `Sec'onds1 Values A aid
B are found/on the chart and the respective
horizontal4d veTtical lines drawn to the Point
Of inter ction, C.,-The latter point fal6 an the

Nihich indicates that the used lube oil
has een diluted 2% by the fuel oil.

A lube oil should be changed.. wherfit'has a
`.(/% dilution. Under certain 'conditions-4he oil

, .
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should be changed sootier if the mechantsm is
operating -'under heavy .1oad, or if you are
preparing for a letng run and therefore max-not
get a chance, to chanee LuthicatiAg oil
should be tested for fuel, dilution oncelevery/4
hours.in operating engines arid once each-week

engines.

Conversion of Universal
and Furol

4

Viscosity of lubricating oil is always
expressed in Se 'Conds, Saybolt, Universal.
However, in fuel oil testing, viscbsity may be
expressea in either Seconds, Saybolt:Furol Dr in
Seconds, Saybolt ,Universal; thereforty, you may
need to' convert from SSF to SSU. Foil most
practical purposes, viscosities between 50 and'
100 SSE can be co4-iverted into ',SSIX by
mu lying by 10:)3elow 50 Seconds, Saybdlt,
Fu the Saybolt Universal seconds can be
deternined. by ,referring . t,o 'the., tables of
technical data in Naval Ships' TeihnicalManual.

.

Precautions In Using
A Viscosimeter

,

The precautions you shOuld take when using,
i Saybolt viscosimeter are as follows:

I. Clean the tube properly. before vach test.

2: Do not use a drill, or AO hard
instrument, in the small outlet je.t on the- tube
proper. If it'beco,mes necessaryjo rid the jet of
foreign matter, pull a piece of Rlaited fishing line
lightly back and forth in the jet.

3. Keep the .tube covered when the
instrument is notin use.

. 4. Remove soot by. bAing the tip of the
-heater in water; be ,careful not to wet the
electrical connection. After boiling, you can

, easily rub off the soot.

5. See that the' temperature of the bath is
not raised higher than the Kale of the
thermometer being used.

POUR POINT

e

The lowest temperature at which oil will
barely- fIoNv from a container 'is knoWn as the

.pour 'Point. This property is closely related to
viscosity and the paraffin amtent; an oil of high
viscosity will have a fligher pour point than one
off low viscosity, and. the higher the ptraffin
content the_ higher the pour point. In cold
weather an oil having high viscosity may he,
difficult to pump through the lubriation system
of an engine, thus causing starting difficulties.
The pour point is especially important for oils
used' with refrigeration units and
internal-combustion engines.

FLASHPOINT

The flashpoint of an oil is 'the lowest
temperature at which flammable vapors given
oft wilMash into flame when brought in contact
with a flame. The minimum required flashpoilits
vary frpm 315° F for the lightedstfr15-100 F for
the heaviest forced-feed 411s an 345° F to
525° F for the various engine and cylinder oils.'

FIRE POINT
JIM

The fire poitit is the lowest temperature at
which the vaporg giVen off by the oil will
continue to burn when ignited.

AUTOGENOUS IGNITION POINT

The temperature at which flammdble vapors
given, off from in oil will burn without the
application of a spark or flame is known as the
autogenous* ignition point. For most lubricating

, oils, the autogenous ignition temperature is in
the' range of 465° to 815° F.

Lubricating ail with an autogeno on
point (ignition temperature) of 465° F will
spontaneously ignite if a portion 'of it (or its
vapors) comes 'in contact 'with temperatures
atound 500° F. The same oil ise...apable of being
ignited with a match or a.spark in temperatures
as low as 3500 F '(fire point), and the oil will
flash across the surface*when cooled to 315° F
(flashpoint).

*
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CARBON RESIDUE

The carbon'tl'iat remains in a lubricating
after the_volatile matter evaporates is known as
the carbon residue of an oil: The carbon-residue
test indicates the amount of carbon that.may be
deposited in an engine b3; an oil, Exce ve
carbon in an engine leads to operati
difficulties. 'The ability of an oil to prevesit
accumulation of carbon dePosits in an engine is
known as the detergent power, or ).

'DETERGENCY, of the oil.

NEUTRALIZATION NUMBER

The' 6.-ieutralization number of an oil
indicates its acid conient and ,is defined as the,
number of milligrams of potassium hydroxide
(KOH) required to neutralize 1 gram of the oil.
All petroleum products deteriorate (oxidize) in.
air tirid heat. Oxidation, produces .Organic acids
which, if present in sufficient concentration will
cause ;deterioration '.of (1) alloy bearings at
elevated temperatures, (2) galvanized surfaces,.
and (3) the .demulsibility of the oil with respect
to freshwater an4 saltwater. The increase in
acidity with use is an index of deterioration and
is measured as a part of the, work factor test.
This test is not applicable to Military 9000 series
oils.

Modified Neutrality (Qualitative)

.The mbdified neutPality test as outlined
below' is used to deterrnine whether a used 9000
series oil should be discarded. Place 50 milliliters
(m.1) of used 9000 series oil sample, 15. ml of
distilled water and 3 drops of 0.1% solution
methyl orange in a centrifuge tiibe (fig. 94).
Stopper the tube, shake vigbrously for 30
seconds, and centrifuge for 10' minutes at not
less than fr.450 rpth. Remove the centrifuge tube
and/ observe the color of the lower aqueous
layer..Report the result of the test as' neutral if
no ,pink or red color is apparent. Report the
result as acid if the color is pink or red.

183
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Figure' 94.Centihige tube.

PRECIPITATION NUMBER

The precipitation number of an oil is a
measure of the, water and sediment contained in
the oil. The test.uses the principle of centifligal
force. Water and sediment in oil are heavier than
the oil. If thp oil containing water,and sediment.
is .whirled,' the water and Ospended solids will
go to the outside. The instrument which Jests
the oil,is known as a CENTRIFUGE; it is used
to whirl teSt tubes filled with samples of the oil
containing water and sediment io that the oil
can be separated from the iVater and .sediment.

The tubes are either pear-shaped or
cone-shaped bottles that fit into rubber seats, or,
jackets on the centrifuge. If the/centrifuge, has
more than two jacket spaces, place the' tubes
exactly opPosite each other to main.tain the
balance of the mechanism while it is rotating.

- The 'tubes are graduated, or 'marked, in
milliliters (ml) and tenths of a milliliter. The
tubes hold 100 ml each. A centrifuge tube,
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ilhistrated in. figure 9-4, is graduated from
bottom to .top as follOws: .

Range Scale of divi?ions Numbered
(milliliters)

, 0-4 0.1 0.5,1 ,r2,3,4
4-10 0.5 5,6,7,8,9,10

10-20 1.0 10,15,20
2C/125: .5.0 20,25
25-100 25.0 25,50.75,100

In lesting for bottom sedinient and water,
prpceed as follows:

1: Measure 50, ml 'of '9:0% penzol into each
of two centrifuge tubes., add to each tube 50 ml
of the oilto be tested.

2. Close the -tubes tightly and, 'Shake
vigorously until the con ten ts are thoroughly
mixed.

3. Place the tubes in a water bath,
Maintained at 120° F, 'and, leave the tubes

-d (to the 100-ml mark dn the tube) for
I rninutes.

V4. Place the tubes opposite each other in
the centrifuge and rotate them for 10.1ninutes.

5. . Read and record 'the 'combined volume
of water and sediment, at the bottom .of each
tube. (If necessary, estimate to 0.1 ml.)

O. Replace 'the tuhes., in the -centrifuge,
repeat the tvhirling for 10 minutes, and remove
for reading of the volume of water and sediment
as before. Repeat this operation until the
combined volume of water and sedinient in each
tube. retnains constant for three consecutive
readings.

,

7. Read the combined. tbtal, volume of
.water and sedinient.in each tubeand estimate to
0.1 ml./if necessary. The sum of these two
reading's should be recorded as the percentage of
the water and sedimen t in the oil.

11 you rwoceed with care and pay attenOpn
to details, duplicate detertn Mations of water and
sediment by this method should not differ.
more than 0.2 ml.
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY,

The 'ratio of the weight of a given volume of
any substance in air to the weight of an equal
volume of water is known as the specific gravity
of a substance. For a liquid, the specific gravity
is .determined by a hydrometera small glass
instfurnelit which looks somewhat like a
thermometer. This instrument is immersed in a
glass ,cOntainer of the' liquid and the specific
gravity is read directly on the hydrometer scale
at the level of the liquid.

The American Petroletim InStifute (API)
Scale is used to measure the specific gravity of
the oil. When you test an oil for wecific gtavity,
be sure to thoroughly stir the 611 .and see that
there 'are no air' bubbles. In addition, see that all
materials are clean-and that the instruthent, oil,
and container are ,all at room temperature.

RECOMMENDED OILS

Se lection of the, prdper lubricant is
extremely important, because each unit should
be supplied with the oil best suited to its
operating conditions, speed:size, .and bearing
pressure. Proper selection it also important- in
that all similar Anits should use the same grade
of oil; this will reduce the variety of grades to be
carried in stock and will decrease the number of
possible mistakes in delivery and mixing of
dissimilar oils in tanks.. el'onsult the
.manufacturers' technical manualsand the_list of
lubricants aboard, if provided, for the proper
Navy symbol 'oil for specific equipment.

5.

CLASSIFICATION AND
IDENTIFICATION OF ENGINE WL

Lubricating oils approved by the Naval Sea
Systems Command Cor use in marine engines are
divided 'into several. SERIES, or classes. Each
series and each oil Within the series is identified
by a SYMBOL NUMBER.
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The numbers assigned to oils rised by. the
Navy make-it easy to identify the oils for proper
use and viscosity. Generally., each number
consists of four digits; a lkter suffix ihay be
used to further identify an oil. The first digit of.
the number classifies the oil according to use;
the 'last three digits indicate the. oil'sNiscosity.
For example, symbol, 91.10 describes an oil of

-the. 9000 series (an additiy.e type cif heavy dutY
.oil) with a viscosity of 11.0 secbrids, Saybolt
Univelisal, when the oil is heated to 210°F.

Nevertheless, a 'mixture of-additive-type oil and
mineral oil will provide better lubrication than
straight mineral oil in places where a detergent
oil is recommended. 'When mixing oikof -two
different vikosities,.,remembrthat the viscosity
of the Mixture \yin be different from that of
either oil.

Noncorrosive Characteristics
And Corrosion

.

Lubricating oils Of the 9000 series are
ADDITIVE ENGINE OILS noncorrosive to all types of alloy bearinp and

all metals used in an engine. If bearing surfa es
are found -to be corroded, th'e oil has proba ty

Compounded or additive type lubriCating been contamiiaated with either wateror part a ly
oils, sometimes called detergent oils, consist of a burned fuel: When corrosion is . found in an-,

base mineral oil to which chemical additives engine,, steps must be taken to eliminate' the.
have been added. The performance of the base source of trouble. Fuel systems must be kept in .
lubricant is improved by the additives, which good repair and adjustment at all times. Every
inhibit oxidation, improvi the- natural detergent possible .precaution should be taken to prevent
property of the oil, and improve the tendency of the .entrance of an appreciable'quantity of water
the oil tb adhere to metal surfaces. into the luloticatinz system.

In modern inter -1-combustion engines, the
lubricating oit must ave both detergency apd
resistance to oxidation to give satisfactory*
operation with respect to engine wear, engine
cleanliness, ahd oil life. The symbol. 9000 series

I-ubricating oils ni,eet these requirements.
Developer primarilY for lubrication, of
high-speed, high-output, diesel engines,, these
additive-type oils are now used in most
internal-comblistion eng,ines. The additive-typ5
'oils reduce bearing wear, corrosion, carbon' and
gummy deposits, throughout .the lubrication
system and on the piston rings. TheSe are. ar
number of factors relatal to use of
additive-type' oils wl h you sho ild keep in
mind when operating nd maintaining an engine.

Mixing Poibilities

All Navy-approved'engine oils may be mixed
-without hFmful effects. For maximum berlefit
frOm additive-type oils, however, do nut mix
them with straight mineral oils, except in
emergencies. Mixing of the two types of oil will
greatly reduce 'the additive concentration.

Water .in a lubricatinvoil can Usually Iv
detected by the cloudy appearanc e. of the oil
and by small droplets of water that may separate
in a sample bottle. . A small quantity of
freshwater in oil will'cause rio difficulty beea'use

usually evaposates' when the oil passes thrOugh +

the hot engine. However, when serious water
contamination- exists, the oil should be drained

,and replaced with fresh oil after the source of
the leak has beep discovered and repaired.

4

Changes In Color

.,

Detergent' oils change ,.:olor, normally
turning dark after .a few hoi.irs o use: The

?change in color ciue to the suspens oil of fine
particles of fue . soot which accurntilate in the
oil. The change in color does not necessarily
indicate a reduction in the lubricating quality of
the oil.

GREASES

Operating temperatures, the rate at which
. lubrication must he supphed, and the design of

,

185
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the equipment .may make the use of oil
'impractical. Greaies are used at points where oil
will not provide proper lubrication. Machinery
manufacturers provide either pressure or -clip
fittings for applying the grease. The locatiodof
grease t)ttings and the type of grease i'equired
are shown on machinery lubriCation charts and
in manufacturers' technical manuals. You MUST
follow lubricration instructi,ons, since some
greases -are for general use and others are for

it
special purposes You will better 'understand
maintenance pi lems involving lubrication if
you are famili with the princip,al factors of the
composition and classification of greases.
Information on greases is given in Fireman.

.N A V E DT RA 10520-E and in NavShips'
Technical Afanual. chapter 262 (9450).

PURIFICATION OF LUBRICATING.OIL

Oil must be clean before it goes into the
lubricating system of anengine, and it in4t also
.be cleaned or purified rsularly while being
Irecirculated through the engine. Dust and dirt
particles from the intake air get into the oil
%system. Bits of Metal from' the engine parts are
picked up and carried in the, oil. Carbon particles
from cornbtistion in the cylinders work into the
oil, even ih the byst engines. The oil itself
deteriorates and leaves some sludge and gummy
material which ,circulates through the oil system.
Some water will get into the oil, even .when
precautions are taken.

Contamination must be remoued or ;the oil
will not meet the requirements of lubrication.
Dirt and, other hard parqcles .seore Ind;scratch
the. rubbing .metal surfaces withil the engine.

;This abrasive action greatly/ incinses friction
which adds heat to the moving parts and causes
tMm to wear faSter. Sludge and water interfere
with the oirs ability to hold a goo,J lubricating
film between the rubbing surfacth within the
engine.'

Several devices are .used to keep the oil as
pure as possible. Each device is designed to
remove certain kinds of contamination.

1 86

Therefore, several types of deviCes a.e required
in'the lubricating oil system to ;main in the oil
ill the-best possible condition. Stramers, filter's,
settling tanks, and centrifugal purifiers are the-
main devices used to keep ;the oil free of
contamination. We will now consider ,settling
tanks and purifiers with emphasis' on purifiers.

SETTLING TANKS AND PURIFIERS'

;

The lubricating system of many hipboard
diesel engine installations includes settling tanks
(used-oil tanks). These tanks allow the oil to
stand while accumulated water and other

impurities vale. Settling is dtie to the farce of
gravity. A numlier of ;layers of contamination
niay form, the number 'depending on the
Chfferent specific gravities of tlief variousi
substances which contaminate the .oil. Settling
takes plaw more 'rapidly and efficiently when
the oil is heated. it*

Although settling tanks do remove much
contamination from ,lubricating oil, most ships-
have additional' equipment to remove water and
impurities that, are not removed by other
devices. T ese' machines are usuallY called
purifiers bi.t are frequently,' .also referred to as
centrifuges._

The manufactu Ter furnishes detailed
instructions with each purifier on its
Construction,: operation, and maintenance. When.

.you are responsible tor the ?ofvration and
maintenance of A purifier, study the
manufacturer's instructions and Follow them
carefully. The following , provides general
information on the methods of purification and
the principles of operation of purifiers.

Methods of Purification

On diesel-propelled Ships, the, piping system
,is generally arranged to permit two methods of
purifying: hatch' purification and continuaus
purification.

BATCH PROCESS.---the hatch purification
process is used when ari engine is .secured. The
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lubricating oil is transferred from the sump to a
settling tank by 'a teinsfer pump. The oil is
heated by steam heating evils in the settling tank
and maintained at a' temperature of
approximately 1750 F for several hours. Water
and other iettled impurities are drained from the
settling tank through a valve. The oil is then
mntrifuged and discharged back into the sump
from which it was taken.

CONTINUOUS PROCESS. -The continuous
purificatiop process is used when an engine is
operating. 'The centrifugal pifier takes suction
froth a sump tank and, afteilurifying the oil,
discharges the purified oil back to the same
sump:

Principles of Purifier Operation

Centrifugal force is the priNciple used in
purifying oil. Centrifugal force is force exerted
upon a body or substan4e_by rotation; it impels

. the body or substance outward fror9Athe axis of
rotation.

are placed in a containep which is tevolving
rapidly around' a vetical axis, the effect of
gravity, is negligible in comparison with that of
the centilfugal force. Since centrifugal force acts
at right angles to the axis of rotation of the

111 container, the sediment with its greater specific
gravity assumes the outermost position, forming
a layer on the inner surface of the container(
Water, being heavier than oil, forms an

-intermediate layer between the layer of
sediment and the oil, Which forms the innermost
layer. The separated water is discharged as
waste, and the oil is discharged, for reuse. The
solids rethain in the rotating unit. The purifier is
cleaned manually when necessary.

A centrifugal purifier is essentially a
container which is rotated at high speed while
contaminated oil is forced through, and rotates
'with, the container. The centrifugal force
imposcd on the' oil by the high rotating speed of
the containet\ separates the *spended* foreign
matter froth the oil. flowever, only materials.,
that are insoluble in . one another can be
separated by centrifugal force. For example,
JP-5 or diesel fuel cannot be separated from
lubricating oil, nor can sa be removed from
seawater by centrifugal fo e. Water, however,
can be separated from oil because water and oil
do not form a true solulion when mixed.
Furthermore, there must be a difference in the
specific gravities of the materials to be separated
by centrifugal, force.

When a mixture of oil, water, and sediment
stands undisturbed, gravity tends to form an
upper _layer of oil, an intermediate layer of
water, and, a' lower layer, of sediment. 'I'he layers
form because of specific givities of the 2raterial
in the mixture, If the oil, Water, and sediment.

,
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Separation by centrifugal force is further
affected by the size of the particles, the viscosity
of the fluids, and the time during which the
materials are subjected to the centrifugal force.
In general, the greater the difference in specific.
gravity between the substances to be separated
and the lower the viscosity of the oil, the.greater
will pji the rate of separation.

Use of Purifiers ,

Centrifugal purifiers are' used Ito p.urify both
fuel oil and lubricating oil. A purifier may be
used tO remove both water and sediment from
oil or to renlove sediment only. When water is
involved in the,purification process, the purifier
is usually called' a. SEPARATOX When the
principal item of contamination is sediMent, the
purifier is used as a CLARIFIER.. Purifiers are
generally uted as separators for purifying fuel
oils. When used to purify a lubricatMg oil, a
purifier may 'be used as either a separator or a
clarifier. Whether a purifier is used as a separator
or a clarifier depends on the moisture content of
the oil being purified.

An oil which contains no motsture needs
only to be clarified since the oil will be
discharged in the purified state after the solids
deposit in tpe bowl of the purifier. If, however,
the oil contains some moisture, the .continued
feeding of "wet" Oil into the bowl will
eventually result in a bowl filled with water;
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igure 9-5.Disk-type centrifugal purifier.

from that time on, the centrifugC:.-- is -not
accomplishing any sepaiation of water from the
oil. Even 'before the bowl is completely filled
with water, the layer of water in the bowl
reduces the depth of the oil layer:As a result,
thv incoming oil passes through the bowl at,an
increased velocity. Because of this, the liquid is
subject to centrifugal force for a shorter time;
the separation of water from -the oil is,
theiefore; not as complete as it would be if the
bowl were without\the water layer, or if the
water layer were ,shallow. For this reason tly

*centrifuge should NOT be operated as a clarifier
unless the oil contains little or NO water. A
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small 'amount -of water can be accumulated,
together witp the solids, and drained when the
bowl is stopped for cleaning; if thwe is any
appreciable amount of water in the oil, however,
the parifier should be operated as a separator.

Types of Centrifugal PUrifiers

There are two types of purifiers used in
Navy installations. Both types operate on the
same general 42rinciple. The principal difference
between the Two types of purifiers is'in the
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desigi of the.rotating units. In the tubular-type
purifier, the rotating element is a hollow tubular
rotor; in -the disk-type purifier, the rotating
element is a bowl-like container which encases a
stack of disks.

DISK-TYP CENTRIFUGAL
PURIFIER. -A sectional view of a disk-type
centrifugal purifier is shown in figure 9-5. The
bowl is. mounted on the hipper end of the
vertical bowl spindle which is driven by a worm
wheel and a friction clutch assembly. A radial
thrust bearing at the lower end of the bowl
spindle carries the weight of the bqwl spindle
and absorbs any thrust treated by the driving
action. The flexible mount of the top bearing
allows the bowl to come to the center oe,-,
rotation.

The pirts of a disk-ty.pe bowl are shown in
figure 9-6. The flOW of oil through the bolkind
other parts is shown in figure 9-7.

Contaminated oil enters the top of the
revolving bowl through the regulating 'tube. The
oil then passes down the inside of the tubular
shaft and out.at the bottom into the stack of
disks. As the dirty oil flows up through the
distribution holes in the disks, the high
centrifugal force of the revolving bowl causes
the dirt, sludge, atid water to,hiove outward; the
purified oil musks inward toward the tubular
shaft. The disks divide the space within the bowl
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Figure- 9-6.--Parts of a disk-type purifier bowl.
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Figure 9-7.Path of contaminated oil through a disk-type

purifier bowl.

into many, separate, narrow passages or spaces.
The liquid confined within each passage it
restricted so that it .can floW only along the
passage. This arrangement prevents exCessive
agitation of the liquid as it passes through the
bowl and cr'eates shallow settling distances
,between the disks.

Most of-the dirt and sludge remains in the
bowl, collecting in a layer ,on the inside vertical'
surface of tlie bowl .shell. Water, along with
some dirt and sludge separated from the oil, is
discharged through the discharge ring at the tOp
of the bowl. The -purified oil flows inward and
upward through the disks, discharging from the-
neck of the top disk (fig. 9-7).

TUBULAR:TYPE C. ENTR1PUGAL
PURIFIER. -A cross section of a tubular type
centrifugal purifier is Shown in figure_9-8. A
purifier of this type consists elsentially of a
rotor, or bowl, which rotates at high speeds. The
rotor has an opening in the bottom through
which the dirtlUbricating oil enters and two
sets of openings in the bowl top through'which
the oil and water (in a separator action) or the
oil aldne (in a clarifier action) discharges. (See
inset. fig. 9-8.) The bowl, or holloW rotor, of the
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Figure 9-8.Tubular-type centrifugal purifier.

purifier is connected by a coupling unit to a
spindle suspended from a small bearing
assembly. The bowl .is belt driven by an electric
motor mounted on the frame of the purifier.

The lower end of the bowl extends into a
flexibldmounted drag btishing. The drag bushing
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in the drag bushing assembly. restrains movement
. of the bottom of the bowl; it allows sufficient
movement, however, so that the bowl can
balance itself about its center of rotation when
the Purifier is in operation. Inside the bowl is a
device consisting of three flat plates which are

7,1
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equally spaced radially. This device is commonly
called the three-wing device, . or just the
three-wing...The tl e-wing rotates with the bowl
Ind forces the li lid in the bowl to rotate at the
Sate speed as the bowl. The liquid to be
centrifuged is fed into the, bottom of, the bowl,
through the feed nozzle, Under pressure so that
the liquid jets into the bowl in a stream'.

When the purifier is used as a lubricating oil
separator or clarifier, the feed jet sttika against
a cone which is placed on the bottom of the
three-wing; this brings the liquid up to bowl
speed smoothly., without making an emulsion.
The cone is -not necessary when the purifier is
used -as a separator with fuel oil, beanise fuel
does not have the tendency to emulsify. Both
types; of three-wing devices are shown in figure
9-9.

In a tubular-type purifier, the process of
separation is the same as in .the disk-type
purifier. In both types of purifiers, the sepawied
oil takes the innermost position- and the
separated water moves outWard. Bikkh' liquids are
discharged separately from the bowls; solids
separated from the liquid are retained in the
bowls.

Even though similar in operation, the two
-types of purifiers differ somewhat in design. The

4r

75.235
Figure 9-9.Parts of a tubular-typa purifier bowl.

bowl of a tubular-type purifier has a smell
diameter and is operated at a high speed. The
length of the tubulax boyil (the distance the
liquid travels through the Ibowl) is many times
the depth of the liquid layer (settling distance).
The disk-type bowl has a larger diameter and
much shorter length; the distance, the liquid
travels in passing through such a bowl is not
much greater than the settling distance. Tubular
bowls are fed tlftugh a feed nozzle at .the

. bottom of the bowl. Disk-type bowls are
ordinarily fed from the top through a cetter
tube which directs the liquid toward the
distribution holes in the disk stack. Disks are
provided to set up layers, thereby reducing
settling distance. (See fig. 9-6 and 9-7.)
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Operation of Purifiers

-Specific directions for operating a purifier
should be obtained from the manufacturer's
instructions provided with the unit. The
following information is general and adplies, in
the mairf, to both types of purifiers.

For maximum efficiency, purifiers should be
operated at their maximum designed speed and
rated capacity. An exception to operating/ a
purifier at designed rated capacity is wh title
unit is used -as a separator with 900t ries
detergent oil. Some engines using the 90Sft series
oils arc exposed to large quantities water.
When the oil becomes contaminated water,
it has a tendency to emulsify. The ency
emulsify is most pronounced when the oil is new
and gradually decreases during the first 50 to 75
hours bf engine operation. During this period,-
the purifier .capacity should be reduced to
approximately 80% of the rated capacity.

When a purifier is operated as a separator,
the -bowl MUST BE PRIMED with freshwater
before any oil is admitted to the purifier. The
water seals the bowl and creates an initial
equilibrium of liquid layers. If the buwl,is not
primed, the oil will be lost through the water
discharge ports.

INFLUENCING FACTORS IN
PURIFIER OPERATION

There are several factors which influence
purifier operation. The time required for
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pUrificati9 and the output of a purifier
depend on such faCtors as the viscosity of the
oil; the pressure applied to the oil, the size of
the particles of sediment, the difference between
tlw- specific gravity of the oil and that of the
substances which _contaminate the oil, aud the
tendency of the oil to,emulsify.

The viscosity of the oil determines Jo a great
extent the length of time, required for
purification of lubricating oil. The more viscous
the oil, the longer the time required to purify it
to a given degree of purity. Heating the oil to
decrease the viscosity of the oil is one (If the
most effective methods to aid purification.

Even though certain oils may be
satisfactorily purified at operating tethperatures,
a greater degree of purification will generally
result if the oil is heated to a high temperature.
To accomplish this, the oil is passed through a
heater to obtain the desired temperature before
the oil enters the purifier bowl.

Most oils used in Navy installations cambe
heated to 180' F without damage to the oils.
Prolonged heating at higher temperaturel is not
recommended because such oils tend to oxidize
at high temperatures. Oxidation results,in rapid
deterioration. In general, oil should be heated
enough to produce a viscosity of approximately
90 seconds. Saybolt Universal (90 SSU), but the
temperature Should not exceed 180° F. The
teMperatures recommended for purifying oils in
.the 9000 series are:

Military Symbol

9110
9170
9250
9500

Temperature (°F)

140'
160°
175' 0
180'

Pressure shottld not be increased above
normal to force a high viscosity oil through the
purifier. Instead, the viscosity should be
decreased by heating the oil. Pressure in excess
of that normally used to force oil through the
purifier will result in less efficient purification.
On the other hand, a reduction if the .pressure
that forces the oil into the purifier will increase

the length of time the oil is under the influence
of centrifugal force and, therefore, will tend to
improVe results.

19a

Discharge Ring (Ring Dam)

If the oil discharged from a purifier is to be
free of water, dirt, and sludge and if the water

.dischalged from the bowl is not to be mixed
With oil, the proper . size discharge ring (ring
dam) Must be used. The size of the discharge
ring depends on the specific gravity of the oil
being purified; Idiesel fuel oil, 113-5, and
lubricating oils all have different specific
gravities and, therefore require different sized
discharge rings. While all discharge rings have the
same outside diameter, their inside diameters
vah. Ring sizes are indicated by even numbers;
the smaller the number, the smaller the ring size.
The inside diameter in millimeters is stamped on
each ring. Sizes vary in increments of 2
millimeters. Charts, provided in manufacturers'
technical mannals, specify the proper ring size to
be used with an oil. of a given specific gravity.
Generally, the ring size indicated on such a chart
will produce satisfactory restilts., ,If the
recommended ring failg to prodlice satisfactory__
purification, it will be necessazy to determine
the correct size by trial-and-trror. Iri,vneral, the
most satisfactory purification of the oil is
obtained when the ring is the largest Size that
can be used- without losing oil along with' the
discharged water.

Maintenance of Purifiers

The bowl of a purifier must be cleaned daily
in accordance with the PMS, and all sediment
must be carefully removed. The amount of dirt,
grit, sludge, and other foreign matter in the oil
may warrant more frequent cleaning. If' tfie
amount of foreign matter in an oil is not knoWn,
the purifier should be shut down and examined
and cleaned once each watch, or more often if
necessary. The amount of sediment found in the
bowl Indicates how long the purifier may be
operated between cleanings.
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Periodic tests should be made to enst'ire, that
the purifier is working properly.- When the oil in
the system is being purified by .the batch'
process,.-tests should be made at approximately
30,rninute intervls. When the cOntinuous
process of purification is used, tests should be
made once each watch. Analysis of oil drawn
from the purifier is the best Method of

; determining the efficiency of the purifier;
however, the clarity of the purified oil and the
amount of oil discharged with the separated
water will also indicate whether the unit is
operating satisfactorily.

LUBRICATING OIL SYSTEMS
rg

The reliability and performance f modern
diesel engines .are directly depend nt on the
effectiveness .of their lubricating' s stems.. The
primary functions of lubrication are t minimiz,e
friction between. the bearing surfaces o t ving
parts and to dissipate heat. Another functioi -is
to keep internal engine parts clean by 'removing
carb.on and other foreign, matter. kThe systetn
that' supplias, the oil 7'.for these functions in
practically all modern' internal-combustion
engines is of ,the .pressure type. Even though
many variations exist in the details of engine
lubricating systems, the parts of such a system
and its operation ilte basically the same.

PARTS OF A LUBRICATING
OIL SYSTEM

You might think of the lubricating system of
an engine as consisting of two main divisions,
the external to 'ttie engine and that w.ithin the
.engine. The internal division, or engine part, of
the system consists mainly of. passages and
piping; the external part, of the system ineludes

several components Which aid- in supplying the
oil in the proper quantity', at the proper
temperature, And free of impurities. External to
the engine, the lubricating systems of many
engines include such parts-as tanks and sumps,
pumps, eoolers,, strainers and filters-, and
purifiers.

TANKS AND SUMPS

The lubricating systems of propulsion
installations' use tanks to dollect and recirculate

roil 'after it has been -used for. lubrication and
cooling. Some installations have a sump or drain
tank under the engine to collect the oil as it
drains from the engine crankcase. Storage and*"
sump tanks are not common in auxiliity
engines; these engines generally contain the oil
supply directly within the engine oil pan.

PUM,

Po si ti ve -displacement, rotary-gear type
pumps deliVer oil under peessure to the various
parts of the engine. Since the pumps are. driven
from the, engine camshaft or, 'in some engtines,
directly, from the crankshaft, the oil is supplied
at pressures adjusted to the needs of the engine.
Changes in engine speed cause -corresponding
changes in pump output.

Detached lubricating pumps on large diesel
erfgines supply the purifier, fill the sump tanks
from the storage tanks, and flush and prime the
lubricating oil system. You should be
thoroughly familiar with theNubricating oil
system before attempting to transfer oil or to
flush and prime the engine. When priming or
flushing the engine, you should know thal
prolonged flushing or priming of the lubricating
oil system on any engine may cause oil to
accumulate in the air intake passages and puse
overspeeding upon starting. To prevent this, you
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must-observe the folloWing precautions. , '

1. Prime the engine lubricating oil sys.tem
before the engine is turned over by hand or by
motor driven jacking gear. This ensures that a
film of oil is deposited to prevent friction when
parts start to rnovk.

2. Continue to prime the. engine ONLY
until the engine. lubricating oil pressure gage
registers a slight pressure or until you see oil at -

each main bearing.
k 3. Before starting the engine after a

prolonged shUtdown, Inspect the airreceiver and
blower discharge passyes and remove any
accumulation of luVricating oil. .
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. ThePreUre maintained+ by!most lubriceting.
oil punips is' c't?ntrolleci by primre-regulating
val_xes br..pressure-relief.valvges,buin directly into
the piniml In sonic pumps, pressure-relief.v.alves
rare separate from the ..pump ..tnd are used ror

..Vressure. colitrol :purposes. .Miast .oil
.-PreSstire-regulating devices. recirculate exeess-i
titek to the pump.. Some pumps, 'however,
discharge'. eceSs Oil directly into the engine
surripfpr the crankcase.

cocitERs

.

The lubricating oil systemS-of Most engines,
especially large odes, u,se coOlers eat
exchangers). to maintain the oil tcmperatre
within the most _efficient operating temperature
range. Oil, passing through the,opexatthg engine,
absorbs heat from the 'metal parts. Since engine
oil is recirculated and used over and over, it is
continually absorbing additional heat. Unless the
heat is removed, the oil temperature will.rise to
excessive values. At extremely highs.
temperatures, oil tends to oxidize rapidly and
fornerearbon deposits. Excessive temperatures
also' cause an increase in the rate of oil
consumption. Consequently, oil coolers are
required to remove excess heat from the oil to
retain its lubricating qualities. 0.

The coolers used to remove heat from
lubricating oils are of the same type as those
used to remove heat from other, fluids common
to internal-combustion engines. You will find
additional information on heat transfer and,

4 coolers in Chapter 8 since the liquid to ',which
heat is 'transferred and the cooler are bo_th
commonly aSsoOiated- with the engine cooling
syste m.

FILTERING DEVICES

The lubricating oil system o'f an engine .uses
strainers and filters to remove abrasives and
foreign materials which _tend to increase wear of
engine parts and Ouse the lubricating oil to
deteriorate. A variety of ,strainers and filters are

used in y installations. In Navy terinipOlogy,,'
.411 metal-e ge and,!wire.meih devices are?,chfssed
as'. strainers; devices, that 'have re'placeable,
absorberi` cartiidges;"*are eallet}:filters: Filters
rdmove 1-smallet particles.. The :location , and
numbct of strOners -and Ifitjrs* will: -vary?
depejiding ori the type b`f' ingtallation.

. -

.4-
. . 4

Str4iners

Lubricating oil strainers may ,be either
al

simplex or duplex. - A- duplex strajekr is twei -

strainer elements in- one assembly.. A manual
valve directs the-flow of oilthroug4 either of the
eledients. When duplex 'strainers are used, one
element can be bypassed, and the eltment can
be removed and cleaned without disturbing the
flow of oil through the other element to. the
engine.. 4

4
Every approved lubricating oil strainer has a

built-in, spring-loaded or differential area,
pressure-telief valve. The valve must be
sufficiently large, to bypass all of the ail.around
a clogged strainer to maintain an uninterrupted
flow of oil to the engine.

Metal-edge type strainers consist of a strainer
-element surrounded by a case which serves as a
sump to collect foreign material al' id water.The
element has an edge-wound metal ribbon or a
series (stack) of edge-type disks. Most strainers
have devices for manually- rotating the strainer
eNment against metaIlick scrapers which, remove
material caught by the element. Strainers Usually
have vents for releasing air from the system.

EDGE-WOUND METAL RIBBON TYPE
STRAINER.---An edge-wound metal ribbon type
strainer is shown in figapre 9-10. The strainer
filters the oil required by the engine except
when the element is rem-Dyed for cleaning or
servicing. To rekinove the element, turn the
control valve handle to the BYPASS position,
shunting the oil floWth'rough the strainer head;
remove the element without interrupting the oil
['taw to the engine. Under normal operating
conditions, the Oil comes into the strainer at the
top and descends to surround the ribbon

194 c'
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The control-vaWe handle on the. strainer .,

opetates the. b*pass valve. When the handle_is in
the ON position, the lubricating oil is flowing*
.thraigh the strainer. When the haidle is in te
'BYPASS'. position, the oll is 4,lowing directly

' through the head of the unit- and the strainer-
taie 4rid.,e ement 'cah , be _riernoved and cleaned.
Thr, ON 4id BYPASS poiitions 'are indicated On
the 'strain r head: -

., ,

EDGE-DISK .TYPEr STRAINER.A duplex.
strainer of the edge-disk tyPe is shown in figure
9-11. 'The strainer -knsists of two sections, each
-of which includes three strainer elements. A
control valye between the two seetions secures
'one section , While the other remains -' in

., operation. 'The secured section acts as a standby
unit; it may be opened for cleaning and
inspection without interrupting the straining
operation.,

Ara Pt.tagl in7.0

.
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Figura 910.Edgewound metal ribbon type lubricating
oil strainer._

element. 'The oil then pgses through the"
element, into the center, and then upward to the
outlet passage..

Another, type .of element Consists' of a
closely compressed coil of stainless steel wire.
The wire has been passed betWeen rollers so that
it 4 a wedge-shaped wire or ribbon with one
edge thicker than the other. On one side of the
wire, projections are spaced at definite intervals;
the other side is smooth. The projections on one
side of the wire Aouch the smooth side of the
wire on the adjacent coil to provide appropriate
spacing between ;adjacent' coilg. The thick edge
of the wire is on the outside of the 'coil; a
tapered slot is therefore, formed from the
outside . to the inside of the coil,' with the
narrowest part of the slot on the outside. With
this arrangement, dirt 'particles snall enough to
pass thrbugh the outside, or narrowest, portion
of the1 slot will not become stuck halfway
througli the slot and clog the oil flow. The-dill
removed from the oil remains on the outside
the element and. Can be readily remove0 by
rotating the element with the cleaning handle.
As the element rotates, the cleaning blade
scrapes foreign material from the e inent.

'1

A strainer elem nt of the- edge-disk type
consists of an asse ly of thin disks separated
slightly by spacer disks. The assehibly of one.
txpe of strainer _element is illustrated ,in figure .

9-12:
The lower end of .a disk assembly is closed;

the upper end is open to the strainer discharge.
Oil enters the strainer assEmbly and- is forced
down between the casing and dikk asiembly. anti
then through- the disks into the center of the
itisk 'assembly: The oil' then passes up through
the, assembly and out the discharge outlet. In
passing - thrpugh the strainer, the oil passes
'through the slots between the strainer dislts. A
relief v'alve at the bottom of the,strainer element
relieves pressure which builds up if the slots
become filled with foreign matter. The .relief
valve bypasses the oil up through the eentett bf
the strainer lement and out the strainer
discharge when. a predetermined pressure, is
'reached.

Wherf the assembly is turned by' the external,
handle, the solids which have lodged against or
between the disks, aie carried around until they
meet the stationary, cleaner blades. The
kta,tionary cleaner blades clean the solids from.

, the strainer surface. The solids are compacted by
the cleaner blades and fall into the sump of the
strainer. To- keep the strainer in a,, clean,
free-filtering condition, give ithe wing handle

195 ,
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Figura 9-12.-,-Edge-disk type strainer element assembly.

one or more complete turns in a clockwise
direction atffrequent intervals. It is therefore not
necessary to break any qônncctions or' to
interrupt the flow of oil thrdugh the stfainenato
clean the strainer unit. If the andle turns hard,
the strainer surfaces have ieavy deposits of
solids on them. You should ,turn the handle
frequently; there is no danger of turning the
handle too often, as there are no parts to wear
out. If turning the handle does not clean the
strainer, remove the head and disk assemblYsican4
soak them in a solvent until the solids are
removed."

WIRE-MESH (SCREEN) TYPE
STRAINER.Strainers installed on the suction
or intake side of the pressure pumps ge
generally of the wire-mesh (screen) type and are
referred to as coarse stainers. Some screen-type
strainers are located in the oil pan or sump. One

. type of screen strainer is shownin figure 9-13.

Filters

In filters approved tly the Navy, the
absorbent material is composed of such
substances as cellulose, cotton yarn, cotton
waste, and paper disks. Materials such as mineral
wood, fuller:s earth, and activated charcoal
remove the compounds from additive-type 'oils.
Such materials are not permitted in filters used
on engines,in naval service.
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Figure 9.13.icisen-type kibr-kating oil Miner.

Lubricating oil filters are of the simplex type
only. Filters may be located directly in the
pressure-lubricating oil system or they may be
installed as .bypass filters. When installed in the
pressure system, a filter must contain a built-in,
spring-loaded, pressure-relief valve. The valve
must be large enough to bypass alhoil to .the
engine in case the filter element -becomes
restricted

Bypass filters need an orifice plate in the line
to the filter to control the amount of oil
removed from the lubricating oil pressure
system. The amount of oil which flows throUgh

-a bypass filter is only-a small percentage of that
flowing through the pressure system. The oil
from a bypass filter is return& to the sump
tank.

Filters vary as much in design and
construction as strainers. Filters may be of the
UNIT type or the TANK type. The unit type
filter may be a-single unit, a double unit, or a
triple unit. In double or triple type units, the
individual units are connected by manifolds for
inlet, discharges and sludge drain. The tank type
filter consists of a single tank that has several
filter elements. In some tank type filters, each
filter-element holder has a relief 'valve' tO protect
the element .against excessive pressure. Other
tank type 41ters are constructed to withstand
pressure greater than that of the relief valve
setting on any ofahe pumps in the lubricating
oil system. Example, of a single-unit type filter
and a tank, type filter are shown in figures 9-14

iCand 9-15, respe tively.
We have iscussed only the main parts Of an

engine lubricating system to this point. You
(-
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should also be familiar with the piping and the
gages, thermometers, 'and otheT instruments
essential to complete the system. In the
remainder of this chapter we shall deal with the
types of lubricating oil filtering systeins, the
path of 9il" through 6* lubricating oil system
(including the internal or engine part of the
sYstem), how and why lubricating' oil systems
are ventilated, and methods of purifying
lubricating oil. Er'

LUBRICATING OIL
FILTERING SYSTEMS

The strainers and filters used with \lavy
diesel engines` are a part of what is genyirally
referred to as the lubricating oil filtering system.
An engine used by the Navy may uie one of four
types of filtering systems: shunt, full-flow,
sump, and bypass. The type of filtering system
used depends on the typ.e ofinstallation and its
application.

0 II

Figure 9-15.Tank-type lubri4ating il filter.

,
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Chapter 9ENGINE LUVICATING bIL.SYSTEMS

SHUNT FILTERING.'SYSTESI

In a shunt-type filtering system, a press re
pump takes the oil from the sump nd
discharies it first through a strainer, then
through a filter, and finally through a cooler to
the engine. The pump delivers a constant
amount of oil per revolution,nbut the resistance
in, the strainer and-the filter varies, depending on
the condition of these units and the temperature
of the oil. To ensure an adequate flow of oil to
the engine at any particular engine speed, the'
filter and the strainer each have a bypass fitted
with a spring-loaded bypass valve through which
a portion of the oil flows.

If the filter becomes clogged or if the oil is
eold, a relatively large portion of the lubricating
oil is shunted through the bypass. Strainers and
filters in a shunt-type filtering system may also"
be manually bypassed. Each bypaising unit has
three-way `valves so that the strainers may be
cleaned or filter elemtnt4 may be replaced while

3-WAY VALVE

'RELIEF VALVE

3-WAY VALVE

RELIEF VALVE

STRAINER

,the engine i& operating. A schematic diagram of
a shunt:type filtering _system .is Aown in figure
9.16 .

FULL-FLOW FILTERING §Ysrtm

The full-flow filtering system is used in most
new constructions. It is similar to the shunt-type
system except that the filter elements are
designed for high -flow rates permitting the

'entire puinp delivery to pass through the
elements. The bypass valve has the same
function as in the shunt system; however, the
valve will remain closed, during nori4a1 engine
operation. A schematii arrangement of a
full-flow filtering System is shOwn in figure 9:17.

In some later installations, the lute oil
strainer it located after the lube oil -cooler, and
the relief valve for the lube oil filter is external.
The lube oil strainer was moved because, on
some occasions, the cOoler was not cleaned
Properly and ,dirt from the cooler was carried
directly into the engine, damaging the bearings.

RELIEF,VALVE

IN

OUT
COOLING WATER

COOLER

CHECK VALV-E

ENGINE
SUMP

C ECK VALVE

Figure 9-16.Shunt-type lubricating oil filtering system.
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Figure 9-17.---Full-flow lubricating oil filtering system.

With the strainer located after The cooler, dirt
from the cooler cannot enter the engine.

SUMP-FILTERING SYSTEM

The sump-filtering system is siMilar to the
shunt system except that the filter is placed in a
separate recirculating system which includes a
separate mdtor-driven pump, The 'sump system
p9r.rnits the lubricating oil to circulate thro gh
the filter even when the engine is Secured. the
sump-type filtering system, the mot -driven
pump takes the oil to 'be filtered from ie sump,

'forces it through the filter', .and then discharges

RELIEF VALVE:

75.197X

it back intO the sump. Oil to the engine is taken
frpm the sump by the engine-driven pump and
forced through the cooler and strainer to the
engine..The path of the oil through a surnp-type
filtering system is shown in figure 9-18.

. .

BYPASS FILTERING SYSTEM

In many respects, a bypass filtering system is
siinilar to a shunt system. The primary
exception is that a portion of the oil discharged
by the pressure pump in the bypass system is
continuously bypassed baot into the sump,

,.throtigh. the filter or filte4. To ensure that
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Figure 9-18.--Sump4ypa lubricating oil filtering system.

.
sufficient oil is supplied to the engine, the
arriount of oil that flows through the filter is
limited by the size of the piping and, if
necessary, by an orifice. A valve is provided so
that the flow of oil to the filter may be stopped.
The arrangement of a bypass filtering system for
one type of engine is shown in figure 9-19.

PATH OF OIL THROUGH THE
'R.ESEL ENGINE LUBRIcATING

OIL SYSTEM

The path of the oil through the system
piping and through the components external to

75.198

the. engine for the four types of diesel
'installations has beeir illustrated in figures 9716
and 9-19. "You will note in these illustrations
that . the sequence of the components through
which the oil flows is dot always the same. In
general, the parts of_the oil system external to
the engine are arranged according to the type of
erigine and the installation, and the path of oil
through the external components is governed by
the type of filtration system used. -

The part of a lubricating oil systemlwhich is
external to an engine is classified according to
the type of filtering system used; the internal
part of a lubricating oil system is classified as
either a dry-sump type or a wet-sump type.
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Figure 9-19.Bypass4ype lubricating oil filtering system.

In the dry-wmp type, the oil is returned by
gravity to an oil pan, or sump. The oil ._is'
delivered contIvuou4y,. by an engine-driven
scavenging pump` from the pan, or sump, to a
separate sump tank, which, may include the
strainer and filter. Thc scavenging pump
maintains the oil_pan, or sump, nearly empty of
oil; therefore, this system is known as the
dry-sump system. Oil is drawn from the sump
tank and recirculated through the engine by the
pressure pump.

In the wet-sump system, the oil is returned
to the Oil pan, or sump, by gravity flow after it
has lubricated the various parts of the engine. In
systems of the wet type, the pressure pump
draws oil directly from the oil pan, or sump, and
recirculates the oil through the filtering
equipment and the engine. The systems
illustrated in figures 9-16 through 9-19 are of
the t-sump type. Note that these systems do
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not include a scavenging pump in the lubr cating
oil system. .

Even gh the design and 'arrangement of
various d sel engine lubricating systems, may
appear different, the systems of most engines are
similar in many. respects. Some of the siniilarities
and differences in lubricating oil systems have
been pointed out in the preceding descriptions.
Learning to trace the path of oil through the
hibricating oil system of an engine will be easier
if you re&r to the illustrations shown in this
chapter or in the applicable manufacturer's
instruction manual.

VENTILATION OF INTERNAL SPACES

Most engines have some means to ventilate
the internal cavities, or spaces, which are related
to the Itibricating oil system. Systems may be
vented directly to the atmosphere or through
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the engine intake air system. The latter method
is preferred in marine installations 'where thj
,engine rs -.located in an enkineroom or other
compartment. Venting the heated, fume-laden
air directly to the atmosphere in a compartment
will seriouslx_contaminate. the cornpartment air
and may creel a tire hazard. On the other hand,
if the lubricating oil system 4 not vented in
some manner, combListibie gases may
'accumulate in -the Crankcase and oil Pan. Under
certain-conditions, these gases may explode.

Under normal operating -conditions, the
mixture of oil vapor and ai within an engine
crankcase is not readily explosive. However, if a
working part, such as a bearing or a piston,
becomes overheated as a result of 'Inadequate
lubrication ,or clearances, 'additional oil will
vapbrize and an explosive mixture will be

tar. If the temperature of the overheated
art is high enough to caUse ignition or if a

damaged part strikes another p4.and euses a
spark, an EXPLOSION may occur.

In addition to the vapor crea ed hen
lubricating oil contact extrem-ely hot aces,
vapor may accumulate in the crankcase as a
rdsult of blowby past the pistons. Blowby occurs
when the piston is compressing the air and
during the power event.

,

There is little danger of a crankcase
explosion or other 'troubles caused by vapors
within the engine if' . the engine is kept in
condition according to the prescribed
maintenance program. The ventilation system of
an engine greatly reduces the possibility of
troubles which might occur because of an
accumulation of vapo s in the crankcase.
NevertheleSs, even whe an engine ismaintained
according to prescribed rocedures, casualties
may occur, or conditions may be created which
will lead to an explosion,in the crankcase of the
engine. When such casualties or conditiy_ns
occur, they 'ate generally due to abnormi
operating circumstances or to the failure of a
part.

You should be familiar with the possible
causes of crankcase explosions so that you can
learn how to prevent their occwrence.. The
importance of knowing what may (zuse a

crankcase explosion and knowing the
'precautionary or preventive steps required are,

apparent when the 'aftereffec s of an explosion
are`Considered. A crankcase e plosion may cause
serious injury to personnel an extensive damage-
to the engine. Engineroo fires of a serious
nature may occur-after Vcrankcase explosion.
Some of,the mechanical efects which may _lead
to a crankcase explosio are crankshaft-bearing
failure, darnaged or excessively worn liners or
piston rings and cracked or seized pistons.

You may already be familiar with th
preventive measures necessary to avoid som of
the troubles which lead to the overheatin or
dilution ctf engine lubricating oil. Consider bly
more study and practical experience ma be
required on .yOur part however before you le
how to prevent the conditions which lead to
Oitrheating or dilution of lubricating oil.
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VERHEA D 'LUBRICATING OIL

The forinatio of explosive vapor from
lubricating oil is grearty accelerated by a rise in
the temperature of the lubricating oil. A rise in
teniperature may be due to such factors as
insufficient circulation of the oil, inadequate
cooling of the oil, a faulty
temperature-regulating valve, overloading of the
engine, or damaged or excessively worn parts.
Immediate steps should be taken to correct
overheated lubricating oil because, in addition to
c,-reating explosive vapors, it has other serious
effects. The viscosity of the lubricating . Oil , will,
be geatly reduced,.and the tendency to form
gum will be increased. The temperatures of the
lubricating oil should be maintained at the value
specified in the manufacturer's technical
manual.

DILUTED LUBRICATING OIL

Dilution of' engine lubric' ting oil with diesel
fuel oil or JP- increases e tendency toward
vaPor formation ankcase because, both
of these fuels have lower flashpoints than
lubricating oil. Petroleum products vary greatly
in their flashpoints. (Flashpoint is the minimum
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temperature at which a produet of petroleum
gives- off sufficient flammable vapors to ignite,
or momentarily flash.) In general terms,
gasolines give off sufficient vapor to ignite at
temperatures' well below freezing; diisel fuel oil
will give off vapor in sufficient quantities to
ignite when the oil.is heated to apvroxiniatelli
140° F: On'the other hand, a lubricating oil
must ee heated to a higher temperaiture(325° to
580° F, depending on the series and symbol of
the oil) before it reaches its flashpoint. You
should remember that dilution alone cannot
'cause a crankcase explosion. It may, however,
contribute to making an explosion possible.

Dilution of engine lubricating oil may be
caused by a variety of troubles. In general,
dilution of the lubricating oil in diesel engines

'
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may resul:t from worn or stuck rings, worn liners
or pistons, fuel leaks, or leaky 'nozzles or
injectors. You should alio reinember that, vven,
though, an engine _is in good condition, dilution
will occur during continuous engine operation at
low speeds and under idling conditions. Under
these _conditions of operation, dilution occurs as
a result of The blowby of unburned fuel particles
whiM accumulate in the combustion spaces,.

The effectilieness of the lubricating system
depends on the quality of the lubricant and the
good condition of the principal parts of the
engine.. The life of a diesel engine is remarkably
long if it is effqtively lubricated. Effective
lubrication in turn depends on timely
completion of required cheeks, inspections, and
maintenance procedures.



CHAPTER 10

FUEL AND FUEL SYSTEMS

. -

As an Engineman, you will be required to
ensure that the proper type's .of fuels . and
lubricants are used in the machinery in .your
ship. The first section of this chapter deals with
the common types of fuels., and 'methods of
testing them. The second section describes the
hardware systeins and components that store,
transfer, and finally inject the fuel into the
engine for burning.

ENGINE FUELS AND COMBUSTION

Except in an emergency, the ?uels burned in ,

the internal-combustion engines used by the,'
Navy must meet the-specifications prescribed by
the Naval Sea Systems Command. Thus, the
problem of selecting a fuel with the required
properties is not your responsibility. Your
primary responsibility is to follow thli rules and
regulations dealing with the proper use of fuels.
You must strictly adhere to all prescribed safety
precautions. You must also take every possible
precaution to keep fuel as free as possible from
impurities.

Fuels are generally delivered clean and frees
from impurities. However, the transfer and
handling of fuel , increase the danger of
contamination with foreign material 'which
interfereS with engine performance. Sediment
and ,water in fuel c e engine wear, gumming,
and corrosion in t el system. Foreign
material in fuel also causes an engine to operate
erratically, with a Power loss. For these reasons,
periodic inspection, cleaning, and maintenance
of fuel handling and filtering equipment are
necessary.
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Even though proper handling and use are
your prime responsibilities with respect to fuel,
knOwing fuels and their characteristics will he
you understand some of the problems in engin
operation and maintenance.

GASOLINE

Gasoline for use as engine fuel must meet
rigid requirements. It must valorize readily and
be capable of producing power without fuel
knock. Gasoline must also bes. free of impurities
which would interfere with the oPeration of the
engine or the units of the fuel system. The
ability of a liquid to change to vapor is known as
VOLATILITY. All liquids; tend to vaporize at
atmospheric temperature, . but their rates of
vaporization vary. The rate of vaporizatcon
in'creases as the temperature increases and as the
pressure decreases, temperature being the more
important factor. In general, a highly volatile
fuel will vaporize at atmospheric temperatures
whereas , high temperatures are required to
vaporize a fuel of low volatility.

The volatility of gasoline affects engine
starting, length of warmup period, and engine
performance. You may better understand how
engine operation is ,04fluenced by the volatility
of the gasoline by 'considering- how volatility
'nfluences starting and fuel distribution arid how

be the' cause of vdpor lock and crankcase
dilution.

Gasoline must be in the form of vapor to
, properly combine with oxygen during
combustion. This is the reason a highly volatile

1
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gasoline is desirable for engine stattini gime the
volatility determines how much fuel will be
vaporized in the fuel-air mixture. Generally, the
proper fuel-air mixtu.re consists of ,about 15
parts of air to 1 part of fuel, by weight. Even
with this ratio, some of the vaporized fuel
condenses and coIjects in the *manifold *hen a
"cold" engine is being started. Th9s, more fuel
must be. added for starting, and for operation
until the engine reaches operating temperatufes.

Proper distribution of fuel to the cylinders
of a gasoline engine ,depends in part upon the
fuel's being completely vaporized and mixed
with air within the carburetor. Incomplete
vapbrization will result in an unequal
distribution of the fuel-air Mixture to the
cylinders. When the fuel is not completely

, vaporized, engifie operation will be "rough" and
power output will decrease. Also, the unburned
mixture will contribute highly to.the pollution
of air and water. A fully vaporized fuel mixture
entering the combustion chambers is also
essential for rapid and smooth accAeration of
the engine.

If Combustion is to be normal, the correct
fuel must be used and the eAine must be in
proper operating condition. If either the fuelr
the engine's operating condition is
unsatisfactory, a portion of the fuel charge in a
cylinder may explode instantaneously, instead
of burning gradually. Loss of power and

-undesirable combustion noises are symptoms of
suCh abnormal burning or uncontrolled
combustion. The noises, or knocks, which result
from abnormal combustion are generally
referred to as FUEL KNOCKS, not engine
knocks.

. The antiknock characteristic of a gasoline is
measiired by its OCTANE VALUE. This value is
expressed in terms of an "octane number." The
octane ;number for a gasoline is determined by
comparing the gasoline's performance with that
of a fuel for which the octane value is known.

Two of the hydrocarbons in gasoline are
iso-octane and normal heptane. lso-octane has
high antiknock qualities; normal heptane has.
low. For purposes of comparison, pure
iso-octane is considered to have an octane value

of 100 and normal teptane an octane value of
zero, The performance of a gasoline of unknown
octane value is compared witfi the performance
of mixtUres of normal heptane and iso-ottane in
a test engine, under specified test conditions.
The proportions of iso-octane and normal
heptane are Varied until the mixture gives the
same degree of knocking in the engine as tly
gasoline with the known octane value. The fuel,
with the unknown octane-value is then given an
'octane rating number Which represents the
percentage of isoloctane in the hydrocarbon test
mixture. tor example,' a gatsoline, with an
80-octane rating has knocking) characteristics
similar to those of a test mixture Consisting of
80%. pure iso-oetane and 20% normal heptane.

Many of the gasoline engine,s used by the
Navy burn an all-purpose fuel which is' an
80-octane gasoline. Some high-speed, gasoline
engines are designed to operaNte on fuel with not
less than an 87-octane rating, while others
require a 100-octane fuel for normal operation.
In either typefiSf engine., substitutes may be used
without fuel-setting adjustments. When a fuel
with "a rating other than that specified for a
particular engine is used, the prescribed lithits on
operating temperatures and pressures 'of the
engine must not be exceeded.

With respect to octane rating, the tendency
of a fuel' to'detonate varies in different engines
and in the same engine under different operating
conditions. The octane rating has nothing to do
with starting qualities, potential energy,
volatility, or other characteristics of a fuel. In
general, the higher the octane value of a fuel, the,
less the fuel will knock. You must remember
that each engine iS designed tb operate within a
certain octane range. Performance will improve
with the use` of higher octane fuel within that
range if the time of ignition is adjusted
accordingly. However, if an engine Operates
satisfactorily at the upper limit of the octane
rating range, the performance of the eng. ine will
not improve with use of a fuel with a higher
octane rating unless the timing is advanced
accordingly. If the ignition timing of an engine is
advanced so that fuel with a higher octane rating
can be used, it will be necessary to retard the,
timing to prevent ezccessive fuel knock when the

206 r,
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use of fuel &with the lower octane rating is
resumed.

4

During the refining process, ANTIKNOCK
COMPOUNDS are added, to a gasoline to redude
its tendenay to knock. Antiknock ComPounds
reduce the rate of 6urning of the-fiiel diming the

linal phase of combustion. These coMpounds
also tend to prevent explosive- "burnffig or
detonation. They raise the octane rating of a
fuel artificially..

One of the most common antiknock
_compounds is tetraethyl lead. Since gasoline is
supplied with the proper amount of lead or
other knock inhibitor added, your primary
responsibility is to use the Aiel for the purposes
intended. Gasoline _which contains antiknock
compounds should be used only for engine fuel.
Regulations specify that "gasoline shall NOT be
used for cleaning purposes under, any
circumstances." The need for such a regulation
is obvious when-the fire and toxic hazards of
gasoline are considered. You are* well aware of
the explosive properties of a mixture of gasoline
vapor and air. Regular gasoline has some toxic
effect on the human system; however, a gasoline
with a high octane rating has-a greater poisonOus
effect because of the greater lead content. The
lead compound vaporizes with the gasoline and
may enter the body when the vapor is inhaled or
may be absorbed through the skn. For your
own safety, do NOT breathe air contaminated
with gasoline vapors, and avoid contact with the
liquid fuel. If any portion of your skin comes in
contact _with gasoline, 'wash the area with soap
and water.

Lead-frete gasoline is now produced for use
in modern automobile engines with catalytic
exhaust converters. This fuel uses various
Compounds other than lead to raise the octane
rating. Again, NEVER use this gasoline for
cleaning, and avoid contaGtith the skin.

DIESEL FUEL OIL

The fuel normally used in diesel engines is
diesel fuel oil, but other fuel; such as JP-5 and

*Nat$ distillate fuels are authorized for use in
diesel engines where it is a logistic advantage. At
present, most ships carry, Navy distillge oil for
beitlers and for diesel engines.
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When used in' boil, Navy distilleite_ fuel
burns more completely and cleaner., leaving
fewer carbon deposits, .than the Navy standard
fuel oil formerly Used. This not only, helps
reduce air pollution, butreduces the time spent
cleaning burners and firesides and eliminates the
need for carrying different types of fueL

Because of the differences in the combustion
processes and in the fuel systems of diesel and
gasoline engines, the fuels for these engines must
be refined to meet different requirements. In
general; diesel engines require -,a particularly

an.fuel; otherwise, the closely fitted parts of
the infection equipment will wear rapidly and
the small passages which create the fuel spray
within the cylinders will become.egged. The
diesel fuel oil_ must have a composition that
permits it to be injected into the cAders in a
fine mist of fog. Diesel fuel oil in '-iWalso have
ignition qualities that permit the fuel to ignite
properly and burn rapidly when it is injected
into the cylinders.

The self-ignition point of -a fuel is a function
of temperature, pressure, and time. In a properly
operating diesel engine the intake air is
compressed to a high preire (increases the
temperature), and the injection of fuel starts a
few degrees, before the piston reaches TDC. The
fuel is ignited by the heat of compression
shortly after the fuel injection starts, and
combustion continues throughout th41,injection
period. Combustion is much slower tl?,an in a
gasoline engine, and the rate of pressure.rise is
relatively small.

Imm ediately after injection, the ttel
partially- evaporates with a resultant chilling oi
the air in the immediate vicinity Of each fuel's,
p a r ticle. However, the extreme heat of `k
compression rapidly heats the fuel. particles to
the self-ignition'- point and combustion begins.
The fuel particles burn as they mix with the air.
The smaller particles burn rapidly, but the larger
particles take more time to ignite because heat

0
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must be transferred into them to bring them to
the self-ignition point.

There is always some delay between the time
fuel injected and the time it. reaches the
self-ignition point. This delay is commonly
referred to as IGNITION DELAY or "lag." The
duration of the ipition delay is dependent upon
the characteristics of the fuel, the temperature
an ure of the compressed air in the
COM on space, the average size of the fuel
particles, and the amount of turbulence present
in the Space. As combustion progresses, the
temperature and pressure within the space rise;
therefore, .the ignition delay of fuel particles
injected late 411 the combustion process is less
than in those injected earlier. In a diesel engine
the delay'period between the start of injection'
and the start of self-ignitiOn is, sometimes
referred to as the first phase of coinbustion. The
second phase of cornbustion is ignition of the
frl injected during the first phage and the
spread cif the flame through the combastion
space, as injection continues. The resulting
increases in.temperature and pressure reduce the

p ignition _lag for the fuel particles entering the
combustion space during the remainder of the
injection period.

Remember that only a portion of the fu'el
has been injected during the first and. second
phases. As the remainder of the fuel is injected,
the third or final phase of combustion takes
place. The increase-in temperature arid pressure.
during the seltmd phase is sufqcient to cause
most of tire remaining fuel particles to ignite
with practically no delay in the third phase as
they s.pme from the injection equipment. The
rapid burning during' the ,final phase of
cortibustion" causes 'an additional, rapid inerease,
in pressure, which is accompanied by a distinct
-and audibl'e\ knock. Such a kno-ck is
c haracteristic of normal diesel operation,
particularly at light loads.

The knock which occurs during the norMal
- -operation' of' a diesel tinine should ript be

confused with "detonatio.i." Generally,I detonation in .a diesel engine.is an instantaneous
explosion of a greater than normal 4uantity of
fuel in the cYlinder, instead of only a portion of

the fuel charge (as in, the gasoline engine).
Whether combustidn is onorinal or whether
detonation occurs is determined 'lilt* arnoijnt
of fuel which iS ignited instantatteously: The
gr.eater the amount .of fuel whiCh ignites at one

ater the pressure rise and the moretime, t
severe the kno

Detonation in a diesel engine is generally
caused by too -much delay in, ignition. The
greater the delay, the greater the amount of,fuel
that accumulates in the cylinder before ignition.
When the ignition point of the excess fuel is
reached, all of this fuel ignit simultaneously,
causing extremely hijih pressures hi the cylinder.
and an undesirable knock. Thus, detonation in a
diesel generally. 'occurs at -what" is normally
considered the start of the 'second phase of
combustion, instead of during the final phase, as
in a gasoline enOne. DetOnation in a diesel
engine may occur when t.he engine is' not
warmed up sufficiently, vihen fuel injection
valves permit excessive fuel to accuinulate ih the
cylinder.

Even though diesel fuel must have the ability
to resist detonation, it must ignite
spontaneously at the proper time under the
pressure and temperature conditions existing in
the ,cylin.der. "The ease withWhich a diesel fuel

'oil will ignite and the manner in which it burns
determine the ignition quality, of the fuel. The
ignition quality of a diesel fuel is determined 1,:,y
its cetane rating, or CETANE VALUE. The
cetane value of a diesel fuel is a measiire of the
ease with which the fuel will.ignite. The cetane
rating of any given fuel it-tidentified by its .

"cetane pumber." The higter the cetane
number, the-less-fag there is between thj: time
the fuel ente5- th,e cylinder and the time it
begins to burn.

The cetane rating of a dlesej fuel is
determined similar to the way the octane valiie
of gasoline is determined. However, the
hydrocarbons used for, the reference .2fueI are
cetane and alpha-methyl-naphthaline. Cetarie has
an excellent ignition quality (100) and
alpha-methyl-naphthaline has a very poor
iimition (zero). The cetane rating of a fuel whose
ignition quality is unknown can be determined,
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by comparing its perfo-rmance with' that 'of While fuel injection afid the ports in 2-stroke
reference fuel. The cetane number represents the'''''s cYcle engines aid in creating air movement,
percenlage of pure cetabe in a reference fuel
iVhichrill just Match the ignition qualjty of the
fuel being tested: Atigher cetaite number means
a quicker burning of' the fuel and a better fuel
from the standpoint Of ignition and,combustion.

TUkBULENCE AND COMBUSTION i
IN DIESEL ENGINfS

1.ri both gasoline and diesel engines, the fuel
and air must be properly miXed to obtain
efficient combustion. In a gasoline , engine,
mixing takes place outside of the cylinder (in

'the carburetor) and the proper mixture is fOced
into the cylinder to be compressed. In the diesel
engine, however, fuel in,. the form of small
particles is sprayed into the cylinder after the air
has been compressed.tlf each particle of fuel iis
to be surrounded lyY sufficient air to burn it
completely (that is, if proper air-fuel miZture is
to be obtained), the air.in the combustion space
must be in motion. This air motion is called
TURBULENCE.

Various means aretised to create turbulence.
Design of engine eehuipment and parts and, in
some engines, a pr&ess called precombustion
enter into the creation of proper urbulence
within the cylinder of an 7gine.

METHODS OF CREATING TURBULENCE

Fuel is dis ributed in the cylinders' of a diesel
engine by inction nozzles which atomize the
fuel and direct. it .to the 'desire& portions of the
combustion space. FUEL INJECTION creates,
some turbulence but not enough .for efficient
combustion.

In--(-2--stroke cycle engines, scavenging-air
PORTS are designed and ocateç1 so thaf the
intake air enters 'the cylinde .with a whirling. or
circular movement. The movement of the air
continues through the coripression event and
aids in mixing the air and fuel when-injection
occurs.
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additional turbulence is created in most engines
by special shapes\in the COMBUST4ON SPACE.
Iliese.shapes may include the piston crown and
that Portion of the cylinder head which forms
part of the main combustion space. In some
engineg,. auxiliary combustion chambers are
provided as part of tbe combustion space to aid
in mixing the fuel and air.

Even though, there are mapy types of
combustion . chambers, all are designed tO
produce one effectto brindsufficient air in
contact with the injected fuel partides to
provide complete combustion at a constant rate.
Combustion chambers may be broadly cIgssified
under four Aypes: open, precombustion,
turbulepce, and/divided chamber, .The last three
terms are more t ommonly used to identify
auxiliary c6mbustion ; chambers; they are
thociated with the process called

,
precombustion.

T.N

An Dpen combustion chamber is the simplest
in Torm. .The fuel is:injected direvtly into the
fop'of the combustion space. The piston crown
and (in some 'designs) the cylinder head are
shaped to cause,a svlirling motion ,of the air as
the piston niov9/ toward TDC daring the
compression event There are no special
chambers to aid in creating turbulence. Open
combustion chambers reqUire injection
pressura and a greater degree of atomization
than other types to obtain the same degree of
turbulence and mixing. ".

POCOMBUSTION AND

Some diesel engines have auxiliary space
or chamber at or near the t of each main
c)ombustiOn space. These chambe;rs receive all or
Out of the injection fuel and Condition it for
final combUstion in the main c'ombustion
chamber of the cylindei. This conditioning,
calkd precombustion, involves a partifourning
sof the fuel before it enters the main combustion
space. Precombustion helps to create the
turbulence needed to properly mix the fuel and
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air. Because of differences in designs, the
manner irp which precombustion aids in creating
turbuteiMe differs from one type Of auxiliary
combustion chamber to" another. For this
reason, we shall discuss three Prpes of auxiliary
chambers by their common
namesprecombustion chambers,' turbulence
chambers, and air or energY cells.

Look at figure 10-1 to see how the
precombustion chamber creates turbulence. The
precombustion chamber, spherical in shape, is
located in the cylinder head directly over the
center of the piston,crown. The precombustion
chamber is connected to the main combustion
space of the cylinder by a multiple orifice called
a,. burner. During the compression event, a
relatively small volume of corhpression-heated

'air is forced through the* burner into the
precombustion chamber. Heat stored by the
burner increases the temperature of the
compressed air arid facilitates initial ignition.

Fuel is atomized and sprayed into the hot air
in the precombustion chamber (A in fig. 10-1)

- 75.226
Figura 10-1.- -Precombuiton chamber.
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and combustion starts (B). Only a small part of
the fuel is burned in the precombustion chamber
because of the limited amount of oxygen. The
fliel which does burn in the chamber creates
enough heat and pressure to force the fuel, as
injection continues, into the cylinder at great
velocity (C). The velocity of the fuel entering
the main combustion space and the shape of the
piston crown help to create the necessary
turbulence within the cylinder (1)).

Engines that have precombustion chambers
do not require fuel 'njection pressUres as great as
engines Mit-have pen type chambers. Also, the
spray of inject fuel can be coarser, since the
preconibustion chamber functions to atomize
the fuel further before it enters the cylinder.

Some \engines have auxiliaryNOmbustion
chambers. They differ mainly from
precombustion chambers in that nearly all of the
air supplied to the cylinder during the, intake
event is forced into the auxiliary chamber during
the compression event. Auxiliary chambers in
which this occurs are sometimes referred to as
TURBULENCE CHAMBERS. There are several
variations of turbulence chambers, one of which
is illustrated in figure 10-2.

Nate (in fig. 10-2) how turbulence, indicated
by the arrows, is created in the _auxiliary
chamber, as corn phpion (A), injection (B), and
combustion (C) take place. In engines with ,

turbulence chambers there' is very little clearance
between the top of the piston and the head
when the piston reaches TDC. (See B, fig. 10-2.)
For this reason, a high percentage of the air in
the cylinder is forced into the turbulence
chamber during the ,compression event. The
shape of the chamber (usually spherical) and the
size of the opening through which the air must
pass help to create turbulence. The opening to
the turbulence chamber becomes smaller as the
piston reaches TDC, thereby increasing the
velocity of the air. Velocity plus deflection of
the air as it enters the auxiliary chamber creates
considerable turbulence. Fuel injection (see B of
tig. 10-2) is timed to occur when the turbulence
in the chamber is the greatest This ensures a
thorough mixing of 'the air and fiel. The greater
part of combustion takes place within the
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Figure 10-2.Turbulence charber.

turbulence ,chamber and is completed as the
burning gases expand and force the piston down
in the power event.

I n some hi gh-s pe e a diesel engines,
turbulence-'is created by an auxiliary chamber
referred to as'an ENERGY (AIR) CELL. Energy
cells differ in design and location. In most
engines, the cells lire located in the cylinder
heads. One type of energy.cell which is located
in the cylinder head is a divided chamber and
turbulence chamber. The Lanova comb4tion
chamber with enirrgy cell is the divided 'chamber
type. Cross-sectional top and side viewS of a'
divided auxiliary combustion chamber are
shown in figure 10-3.

The divided auxiliary comblistion chamber
illustrated in figure 10-3 consists of a main
combustion chamber (turbulence chamber)
stiaped like a figure 8 and an energy cell
(preconiliustion chamber) which includes two
air chambers'. The main combustion chamber is
centrally located over the piston and provides a
housing t.or the engine valves. The ener4 cell,
consisting of,the Major and minor air chambers .
is located to the side directly opposite the fuel

2 1 1

MAIN COMBUSTION
CHAMBER

INJECTION
NOZZLE-

\

'MAIN

- MINOR AIR
CHAMBER
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MAJOR AIR
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/1111.
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TOP VIEW
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- Figure 113-3.--0ivided coMbustion chamber.
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injection nozzle. The inn&, or minor, air
chamber of the energy cell, is connected to the
main combustion chamber and to the larger, or.
major, Chamber of the cell by funnel-shaped
passages.

The air .charge is forced into- the main
combustion chambei during the compression
event, with a relatively sinall amount entering the,
energy cell at high velocity. Most of the fuel
remains in the minor air chamber. However,
enough fuel enters the major air chamber (where
a sufficient quantity of compression-heated air is
available) to create a spontaneous combustion bf
the mixture of fuel and air. Combustion in the
major air chamber produces an extremely rapid
rise in pressure whicil forces the fuel* the
minor air cell back into the main combustion
chamber.. Because of the shape Nof the main
combustion chamber, an exceedingly high rate
of turbulence is created; thus Causing a highly
efficient mixing of unburned fuel with the air in
the main combustion chamber. Combustion in
th'e main chamber is relatively smooth and
continuous compared to the spontaneous nature
of the combustion in the energy cell. The
restrictions in :the connecting passages of the air
charnbers control the flow of fuel back into the
main chamber so that combustion is prolonged,
rather than sudden. There fore,\ the rate of
pressure rise *On the piston is gradual; resulting in
smooth engine operation.

The divided combustion chamber is similar,
in some respects, to other types of chamber's. It
is similar to an open combustion chamber in
that the main volume of air remains in the main
combustion chamber and principal combustitn
takes place there. Both the' divided chamber and
the turbulence chamber depend on a high degree
of turbulence to ensure thorough mixing and
distribution of the fuel and air. However,
turbulence in a divided combustion chamber is
dependent on thermal expansion caused by
combUstion in the energy cell and not on engine
speed as in other types of auxiliary combustion
chambers..

FUEL SYSTEMS

In this gection we, shall deal with diesel
engine fuel systems. Fuel system's are divided

into two. groups: external fuel systems and fuel
injection systems.

The external fuel system stores and delivers
clean .fuel to_ the fuel injection system. In
delivering fuel to the cylinders, the fuekinjection
system must fulfill the .following requirements:

I. Meter or measure the correct quantity of
fuel injected

2. Time the fuel injection
3. Control the rate of fuel injection
4.. Atomize or break up the fuel into fine

iiarticles according to the type of combustion
chamber

5 Pressurize and distribute the fuello be
injected

The ideal condition in the combustion space
is to create a homogeneous mixture of the
smallest poSsible fuel particles and air in the
correct proportions. Although it is not possible
to achieve an ideal condition, a good fuel
injection system will coti-ie close.

*TERING OF FUEL INJECTION

Accurate metering or measuring of the fuel
means Oat for the same fuel control setting the
same quantity of fuel must be delivered to each
cylinder for each power stroke of the engine.
Only with accurate metering can the engine
operate at uniform speed with a uniform power
output, Smooth engine operation and an even
distribution of the load between the cylinders
are dependent (1) on the same volume of fuel
being admitted to a .particular cylinder each time
it tires and (2) on equal v,olumes,of fuel being
d9livered to all cylinders of the engine.

TIMING OF FUEL INJECTION

In addition to measuring the aniount of fuel.
injected, the 'system must properly time the
injection to ensure efficient combustion so that
maximum energy can be obtained from the fuel.
When fuel is injected too early into the injection
cycle, it may cause the engine to detonate and
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lose power, and have low exhaust temperatUres.
If the fuel is Injected late into the injection
cycle, it will cause the enne to have high
exhaust temperatures, smoky exhaust, and a loss
of power. In both situations, fuel economy will
be low and fuel consumption will be high.

RATE OF FUEL INJECTION

A fuel system-must all.,control the rate of
injection. The rate at which fuel is injected
determines the rate of combusthan..The rate of
injection gt the start hould be low enough that
excessive fuel does not accumulate in the
cylinder during the initial ignition delay (before
combustion begins). InjectiOn should proceed at
such a rate that the rise in combustion pressure
is not excessive;.yet the rate of injection must
allow fuel to be introduced as rapidly as possible
to obtain complete combustfon. An incorrect
rate of injection will affect engine operation in
the same way as improper timing. If the rate of
injection is too high, the results will be similar to
those caused by an excessively early injection; if
the rate is too low, the resUlts will be similar to
those c sed by an ekcessively late infection.

ATOMIZATION OF FUEL

As used in connection with fuel injection,
atomization , means the breaking up of the fuel,
as it enters the cYlinder, into small particles
which form a mist-like spray. Atomization of
the fuel must meet the requirements of the
combustion chamber. Some chambers require
very fine atomization, others can function with
coarser atomization. Proper atomization assists

-the starting of the burning process and ensures
that each minute particle of fuel will be
surrounded by' particles of oxygen with whiCh it
can combine.

.Atomization is generally obtained when the
liquid fuel under high pressure passes through
the small opening(s) in the injector or nozzle.
The fuel nters 4het_ combustion space at high
velocity bcause the pressure in the cylinder is
lower than the. fuel pressure. The friction,

resulting from the fuel passing through the air at
high velocity, causes the fuel to break upinto
small particles.

PRESSURIZING ANb
DISTRIBUTION OF FUEL

Befoir injection can be effective, the fuel
p ure must be sufficiently higher than that of
the mbustion chamber to overcome: the
compression .pressure. The high pressure also
ensures penetration and distribution of the fuel
in the combustion chamber. Proper dispersion is
essential if the fuel is to mix thoroughly with
the air and to burn efficiently. While presstire is

-.a prime contributing factor, the dispersion of
the fuel is influenced in part by atamization and
penetration of 'the fuel.. (Penetration is the
distance through which the fuel particles are
carried by the kinetic energy imparted tp them
as they leave the injector or nozzle'. Eriction
between the fuel and the air in the combustion
space absorbs this energy.)
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If the atomization process reduces the size
of the fuel particles too much, they will lack
penetration. Insufficient penetration results in
ignition of the small particles of fuel before t
have been properly distributed or dispersed in
the combustion space. Since penetration an
atomization tend to oppose each other, a.degree
of compromise in each is necessary in the design
of fuel injection equipment, particularly if
uniform distribution of fuel within the
combustion chamber is to be obtained. The
pressure required for efficient injection and, in
turn, proper dispersion is dependent on the
compression pressure in the cylinder, the size of
the opening through which the fuel enters the
combustion space, the shape of the combustion
space, and the amount of turbulence created in
the combustion space.

To control an engine means to keep it
running at a desired speed either in accordance
with or regardless of the changes in the load
carried by the' erigine.. The degree of control
required depends 'On tWo factors: the engine's
performance chdra.cteristics and the type of load
which it drives.
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In diesel engines, a varying amount of fuel is
mixed with a constant amount of compressed air
inside the cylinder. A full charge of air enters
the cylinder during each intake event. The
amount of fuel injected into the eylihders
controls cOmbustion and thus detelmines the
speed and po output of a diesel engine. A
governor is pr vided to regulate the flow of fuel.

Other devices, either integral with the
governor or mounted separately on the engine,
are used ;0 control overspeed or overload.

EXTERNAL FUEL SYSTEM

The fuel Oil sem in a diesel-powered naval
v esse 1 must be installed, operated, and
maintained with f.le same care and supervision
as the ship's englnes. Inspections, maintenance,
and operation of f4e1 oil tanks and fuel-handling\ eqUipment must be carried out in accordance.
with U.S. Navy Regulations and the manuals of
the various bureaus concerned.

The fuel is pumped from the storage .tank to
the supply or day tank, and from, there it is
delivered to the fuel injection pumps on Vie
engine. It is good practice to clean the fuel of
sediment and water before it enters the supply
tank: This is usually done with a centrifugal
purifier. The fuel is- yransferred from the supply
tank by an enginriven pump (also called
booster, transfe.r, or primary pump) thfough a
me t al-edge. strainer"- and a cartridge-type,
replaceable element. filter to a header on the
suction side of the fuel injection pumps. Excess
fuel pumped to the fuel header and from the
fuel injection pumps is returned to the supply
tank.

e

The centrifugal purifier is a machine similar
to the separator used for separating cream from
milk. The oil enters a revolving bowl which
tends to throw any heavy, solid contaminants to
the outside of the bowl, followed by an
intermediate layer of water which is heavier than
the oil but lighter than the solids, and finally a
central core of oil. The discharge holes in the
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top of the bowl are so located that t water can
be,drawn off separately from the fuel oil. (Note:
Water in, the fuel oil will probably cause the
injection system to fail.) The solid material
collects.faround the outer area of the bowl and
must be cleanedlt periodically. This cleaning
should be 'done once a day unless idleness of
engine or exceptionally clean fuel permits more
extended periods.'

The supply or day tank is usually. vented to
the atmosphere and. mounted at a high point in
the fuel system to allow all air to escape. All fuel
lines must be kept' under a pressure greater than
atm ospheric. Also, excessive foaming or
Splashing of ofuel oil in the tanks should be
avoided so that the ait will not become
entrained with the fuel; the air interfues with
proper operation of the injection pump.

The elagine-driven fuel transfer pump is the
positive-displacement type, usually with a
built-in relief valve to ensure constant pressure
to the injection system. The fuel strainer is
located on the suction side of the transfer. pump,
and the filter is connected into the system on
the discharge side of the pump. The pressure
drop across these filtem and strainers increases
with time. For this reason, some systems have a
relief valve in the line before the cartridge filter
so that the' bypassed oil can be returned directly
to the supply tank. The relief valve ensures a
more constant fuel stipply pressure and also
tends to vent entrained air from the suction side
of the system.

The primary metal-edge fuel strainer used in
Navy installations is a duplex type which is
actually two complete strainers connected by
suitable headers or piping. This arrangement
allows either strainer to be completely cut out
of the system for cleaning or repair while all of
the oil flows thr'ough the other strainer. Figure
10-4 shows a typical metal-edge strainer. A
magnified view of a portion of the element is
shown in figure .10-5. The oil flows from the
outside to the. inside. In Navy-approved
strainers, the spaces between the leaves, or
ribbons, which act as oil passages ary between
0.001 and 0.0025 inch. The pressure drop across
these strainers must not exceed 1.5 psi, with an

-
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Figure It:IA.Primary fuel strainer.
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Figure 10-5.Enlarged section of ribbon in strainer.
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oil flow equal to the full capacity of the fuel oil
pump. In some engines a duplex strainer is
placed betyieen the fuel supply tank and the
transfer fijmp and, in operation, may be
working under a vacuum.

The secondary, cartridge-type, fuel oil filter
contains elements which are built to standard
Navy dimensions. All new engine" construction
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Must incorporate such filter- elements. The
pressure drop across clean and new elements
should not exceed 4.5 psi. The elements should
be changed when the pressure drop reaches th,e
value specified in the manufacturer's instniction
book. The sump .of the- filters and strainers
should be drained as often as practicable,
preferably when the fuel is flowing.

FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM

Although there are. several types of fuel
tion systems in use, their functions are the

sam The primary function of a fuel injection
system is to deliver. fuel to the' cylinders at the
proper time in the proper quantity, under
various engine loads and sPeeds.

The fuel injelction system may be the air
injection type or the mechanical (solid)type.
Since *ere are no air injection systems now in
Use,- we shall limit our 'discussion to systems of
the mechanical injection type.

Mechanical injection systems may be divided
into three main groups: (1) common-rail, (2)
individual puitp or jerk type, and (3) distributor
type. These types of systems may be further
subdivided. The common-rail may be divided
into the basic or original system and the
modified common-rail system. The individual
pump system may be divided into the original
system, which has a separate puieR and.separate
fuel injector nozzle for each cylinder in the--
engine, and the modified system, such as the
General Motors type that has the injection Pump
and fuel nozzle in one unit, called the unit
injector. The Roosa Master system, the
Cummins PT system, and Bosch. PSB series
systems are examples of the distributor type
system.

COMMON-RAIL INJECTION SYSTEM

The basic common-rail system consists of a
high-pressure pump which discharges fuel into a
common rail, or header, to which each fuel
injector is connected by tubing. A spring-loaded
bypass valve on the header maintains a constant
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pressure in the system, returning all excess fuel
to the fuel supply: tank. The fuel injectors are
operated mechanically, and the amount of diesel
fuel oil injected into the cylinder at each power
stroke is controlled by the lift of the needle
valve in the injector. The principal parts of a
basic common-rail system are shown in figure
10-6.

MODIFIED COMMON-RAIL
(CONTROLLED-PRESSURE) SYSTEM

The modified nmon-rail system,
sometimes called the co olled-pressure system,
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CAGE
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differs from the basic system in that the
modified system has (1) mechanically operated
fuel injectors and (2) the nozzles are operated
hydraulically, instead of mechanically.- The-
nozzles of the modified system, shown in figure
10-7, do not meter the fuel; instead, (3) the fuel
is metered by the injectors. In addition, (4)
-pressure is regulated by the hikli-pressure pump,
instead of by a pressure regulator.

The pump plunger, on its downward stroke,
first closes small holes that connect the pump
barrel with the fuel admission lihe. Additional
downward motion increases the. oil pressure in
the pump until it opens the spring-loaded
discharge valve and delivers the oil into the
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Figure 10-6.-Basic cummon-rail injection system.
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.ficpre 10.7.Modifiod common-rail iniactionlystam.

injection system. During the return .stroke, the
spring moves the plunger upward, creating a
vacuum. When the plunger uncovers the holes on
top, oil from the suction side enters into the
pump. The oil from the fuel oil pressure tank,
on its way to the suction side of the pump, is
admitted first to the inner side of a sleeve (sleeve
valve). The inner and outer sleeves (fig. 10-7)
have two mating holes. By turning the sleeves,
one relative to the other and to the housing, the
amount of fuel admitted to the pump is adjusted,
to meet the load and speed requirements. The
outer sleeve is set and turned by the governor to
admit enough fuel to correspond to the load

75.132

carried by the engine. The inner sleeve is turned
by a mechanism set to maintain a frescribed
constant pressure in the system. If the pressure
'goes up, the sleeve is 4urned to decrease the
effective area of the opning between the two
sleeves. The amount of fuel taken by the pump
is thus reduced and, as a result, the pressure in
the system is decreased. On the other hand,
when the pressure begins to drop, the sleeve is
turned in the opposite direction to increase the
effective area of the opening, more fuel goei
into the pump, and the pressure goes up.

The injection nozzle consists of a
spring-loaded plunger with a cone-shaped end

2217 28
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which acts as a valve. When the injection nozzle
valve is raised from its seat by the oil pressure,
the valve is openedWhen the oil pressure drops,
the spring-loaded injection nozzle valve is
returned to its, seat, closing the valve. A quick
closing of the injection nozzle and elimination
of afterdribbling of the fuel into the combustion
space is obtained as follows: the lifter plunger is
drilIcd lengthwise at its center from the valve
enVto a point in line with the recess in the
nozzle body (fig. 10- other hole, drilled at
a right angle to the centr hole, connects with
it, forming a passage Com the lifter end to the
recess and through t to the drain tank. The
bottom of the injectx valve is lapped to, a seat

T.r with the end of the lifter phinger so that when
the two are brought in contact during injection,
the passage 'through the plunger is sealed. As
soon as the fuel cam _releases the lifter plunger,
the valve is closed by its spring (fig. 10-7). The
oil pressure on the end of the lifter plunger will
move it downward, and a small amount of fuel,
oil will be spilled to the' drain tank, relieving the
oil pressureAn the nozzle'. The lifter spring will
then return the lifter plunger to a contact with
the valve. This arrangement is also a safety
feature to prevent passage of the fuel oil into thc
engine cylinder, except when necessary, even if,
the injector valve should leak at its seat.

The advantage of th.e modified common-rail
system over the basic commOn-rail system is that
little effort is required to adjust the operating
pressure. The modified system can be attached
to the engine gOverpor, or throttle, so that the
pressure automatically changes with load or
speed. (in the basic system, the spring force of
the pressure regulator must be adjusted
manually.)

PUM P-INJECTION SYSTEM S

There are several pump-injection systems:
individual pump injection systems, Bosch fuel
systems, Roosa-Master fuel systems, Cummins
PT fuel system, and unit injector systems.

INDIVIDUAL-PUMP
INJECTION SYSTEMS

Individual-pump injection systems of the
original jerk pump (basic) type include
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high-pressure pumps and pressure-operated spray
valves or nozzles which are separate units. In
some engines, there is only one pump and nozzle
for each cylinder. In other engines, such as the
Fairbanks Morse (FM 38C), each cylinder has
two pumps and two nozzles.

Of ail the individual-pump injection syslerns
used by the Navy, the modified system is the
most compact. A high-pressure pump and an
injection nozzle for each cylinder are combined
into bne unit. This type of unit, generally used
with General Motors (GM) engines, is often
called a UNIT INJECTOR system.

4

In the following section we shall discuss the
various pump-injection systems.

BOSCH FUEL SYSTEM

The Bosch fuel .injection system is used on
many of the Navy's diesel engines. Figure 10-8
illustrates the fuel piping of a Bosch fuel
injection system and governor. A fuel supply
pump, ,on the side' of the injection pump
hoiWng, draws fuel from the supply tank and
pumps it to the injection pumps through a
duplex fuel oil strainer. The supply pump
furnishes an excess of oil to the injection pumps;
the excess oil is returned through a bypass valve
and return line to the supply tank.

The fuel supply pump, mounted directly on
the injection pump housing and driven by one of
the cams on the injection pump camshaft, is a
plunger-type pump which is self-regulating to
build up to only a certain maximum pressure.
Figure 10-9 is a phantom view of the Bosch fuel
supply pump, showing the actual positions of
the parts.

Bosch Fuel Injection Pumps

There are two basic desiims of Bosch fuel
injection pumps--type APE and type APF.
Figure 10-10 illustrates the two types of
injection pumps, together with high-pressure
lines and spray nozzles.

C) '3 9
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Figure 104.Phantom visw of Busch fuel supply pump.
0

tYPE APF PUMP.Type APF pumps are
single-cylinder with the plunger pump for.each
cylinder in separate housing. In a 6-cylinder
engine, for example, there are six separate AP.F
pumps. Each pump is cam-driven and regUlated
by an individual control rack.'

APE PUMP.Type APE pumps are
mbled with all the individual cylinder

lungers in a single housing. The left side of
figure 10-10 shows the pump assembly for a
6-cylinder engine. The injection pumps are
operated from a single camshaft in the bottom
pan of the housing. The cams dip into
lubricating oil and brush against felt cushions at
the bottom of each revolution. At the top of

75.136X

each revolution, the cams force the
spring-loaded plungezs up against the plunger
spring resistance:

Each 'plunger moves up and "down in a barrel
which contains fuel oil at the supply, pressure.
114 plunger traps oil above it during part of the
upward stroke and forces it through the delivery
valve and high-pressure tubing to the spray
nozzle, where it is injected into the 'combustion
chamber. The action of the plunger, control
rack, delivery valve, and spray nozzle are the
same in both APE and APF types of pumps.

By studying figure 10-10, you will better
understand the fuel injection mechanism and the

22 31
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Figure 10-10.Phantom thews of APE and APF Botch futi injection pumps.

\
control of the amounOof fuel injedted. The fuel
oil sump is filled with clean oil from the supply
pump and fuel oil filter. Oil enters the barrel
above the plunger through a pxir of ports.

The amount of fuel forced dut through the
spray nozzle of each upward stroke of the
plunger depends on how the plunger is rotated.
In figure 14.10, notice that the control rack has,L
teeth all along the Side, meshing with a gear
segment on each pump. Lengthwise movement
of the control rack rotates all the plungers the)
same amount ,and in the same_directioni.
Rotation of the plungers changes the part -of the
plunger helix thatpasses-over the spill port (on
the right side of each barrel in fig. 10-10), thus
changing the time at which injection ends.

The pumping principle of the' Bosch pu
illustrated by figure 10.11 which shows four
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75.1.38X

steps of a pumping stroke. In part A the plunger
is below the inlet and spill ports. Fuel oil enters
the barrel (broken white arrow) and fills the
barrel chamber (between the plunger and the
delivery valve).

The plunger has a flat top, and the two ports
are set at 'the same level. The twO ports are
cl sed by the plunger at exactly the same

oment the plunger travels utiward. In part B of
figure 10-11 the 'ports have just closed. The fuel
above the plunger is trapped and placed under
high piessure by the rising plunger. The pressure
forces the delivery valve up at once, allowing the
high-pressure oil to go to the spray nozzle.

In part C of figure 10-11 the plunger is in
the effqctive part of its stroke with both ports
closed. Fuel is passing through the delivery valve
to the spray nozzle. The effective stroke will

2,32
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Figure 10-11.Upw:ird stroke of Bosch plunger, showing pumping principle..

continue- as .long as both ports mmain covered
by the plunger.

At the Moment the spill port is.uneovered
by the edge of the helix, as shown in part D of
figure 1041, fuel injection ends. As soon as the
port 'is opened, the fuel oil above 'the plunser
flows out through the vertical slot in the plunger
and goes to the low-pressure fuel oil sdmp. The
pressure above the plunger is released and the
4elivery valve is returned to its seat,by the valve
rpriPg.

The effect of qunger rotation on fuel
delivery is shown in' figure 1 a. 12A. In figure
10.128 the' plunger is rotated to bring the
vertical slot to the edge of the inlet port, which
is the Setting for maximum -delivery., In this
plunger 'Position, the lowest part of the heliX is
in line with the spill ,port, allowing the longest
possible effective stroke before the spill port is
uncovered; ending the injection of.fuel.. -,

Figure 10-12C'shoil% the setting for medium
or normal delivery. This brings a .higher part of
the helix in line with the spill port and leaves a

75.137X

short effective stroke before the spill port is
un-covered.

The position of "no fuel delivery" is reached
when the plunger has been rotated to bring the
vertical slot in line- with the spill port ,(fig.
10-12A),in this plunger position, the fuel above
the plunger will not be under cornpressiOn
during any part of the upward stroke.

.e

The amount of- fuel injected can bereiulated
by setting the plunger in any position between
no delivery and maximum delivery. The plunger
setting is controlled by the position of the
control rack, which regulates all the plungers at

. the same time. Movement of the control rack,
either manually or by governor action, rotates

. the plunger hd variei the quantity of fuel
delivered by the puinp. ,
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Figure 10-13 illustrates a cutaway view of
the- Bosch injection pump and control rack
assembly. Thel gear segment is secured to the
control sleeve, which is free to rolate on- the
'station-ary barrel. The control sleee has a slot at
the bottom into -which fits the plunger flange.

4.
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trot rack

The flange moves in the slot as the phinger
mova up and down. When the control rack is
moved lengthwise, the gear segment, and thc
control sleeve rotate argund the outside of the
barrel. The plunger "ffange and- the plunger
(inside the barrept follow the rotation 9f the
control sleeve: j

The Bosch plunger, shown in figures 10-11,
.10-12 and 10-13 has a flat top surface and only
a lower h1ix. With this type Of plunger, fuel
injection will always begin at the same point in
the piiton cycle, whether it is set for light load
or heavy load. Injection begini when the ports
are closed; the end of injection can be varied by
plunger rotation. This type of plunger is used in
pumps marked 'Timed for °port closing."
Injection has a constant beginning and variable
ending.

Mother type of Bosch plunger has only an
upper helix. Rotaticm of the plunger varies the



beginning of the effelive stroke, while the
ending is constant. This-type of plunger is used
in pumps marked Mined for port openin ."

A third type of 'plunger has both upper and
lower helixeS. Rotation of this type of Plunger,
varies both the beginning and ending of
injection.

Bosch PSI1 Fuekinjectinn System

The Bosch PSB.fuel injection system is used
on-diesel engines for small boats. It is similar to
the Bosch APE fuel system iii that it has a
supply pump, governor, and high-pressure

. injection pumps built into a single assembly.

The PSB injection pump is a single-plunges,
constant-stroke six-outlet unit, driven at
crankshaft speed,. and actuated by a cam and
tapPet arrangement which also carries gearing
for digribution function. Its replaceable
hydraulic head contains a single delivery valve
and a single plunger which, in addition to being
reciprocated by the multilobe caw, is rotated
continuously to serve as its own fuel distributor.
Fuel distharge is,varied by axial movement of,
the plunger control sleeve, similar to that used in
most other pumps of this type, which is linked
to, the governor. The governor is mounted
integrally with the injection pump.

A positive-displacement, gear-type fuel
pump, mounted cin the front side of the
housingi is driven from the distributor drive geai
on the piimp camshaft. There is a hand priming
pump for bleeding fuel lines, mounted either
beside the injection pump or integrally with the
fuel transfer pump.

The Bosch PSI3 single-plunger fuel pump
'functions the same as the multiplunger Bosch
APE fuel pump used on earlier models. It meters
the fuel accurately and delivers it under high
pressure to the spray nozzles tluvugh which the
fuel is injected into the enVne cylinders at a
definite timing in relation to the engine firing
cycle and within the required injection period.
The PSB pump simplifies servicing. It has
substantially fewer parts than the APE pump.

ALUMINUM HOUSING
- CAMSHAFT

C - SLEEVE SEARING
D - FRONT RAL1 BEARING
E CAM -

F - CAMSHAFT SPUNE

G - DRIVE HUG
H.- SPIRAL GEAR

1 QUILL 'SHAFT
- TAPPET GUIDE

K - ROLLER TAPPET
L- TAPpEr FIN

75.320
Figure 16-14.-4'S8 pump housing and drive mechanism

The PSB pump requires less mounting siiace
than the APE fuel puinp, because the PSB is
much shorter and more compact. The PSB
assembly has three main divisions: the housing
with drive mechaniim, the hydraulic head, and
the governor.

e PSB injection pump housing, figure
I , has a camshaft compartment in the lower
half. The camshaft (B) is supported at the rear
by a sleeve bearing (C)and at the front by a ball
bearing (D). The cam (E), just below the plunger
assembly in the hydraulic head, has three lobes.
The camshaft has a spIine (F) at the forward end
to receive the drive hub (G) and has a spiral gear
(H) cut into it adjacent to the cams to mate with
and drive gie lower gear of the quill shaft (I)
assembly of the distributing system. The same
sp4ial gear also drives the fuel transfer pump
which is attached to the front of the pump
,housing at this location. There is also a pointer
at the drive end of the pump to align with a
mark on the gear hub for an accurate setting of
the injectibn timing. /
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7

The hydraulic head of the put pump, figure
10-15, is a complete assembly fastened to the
housing by four studs. It is easily removed for
service or replacement. The assembly consists of
the head block, the lapOed.plunger, the control
sleeve, the &lively valve assembly, and the
plunger return springs.

The PSB governor,. figure 10-16. whose
weight assembty is attached to the fuel pump
camshaft, is considered an integral part of the
PSB pump assembly. The governor is the
variable-speed, mechanical-centrifugal type. The
governor action is accomplished through
flyWeight action against a mov#ble sleeve which
is backed, by springs loaded in the opposite
direction.

ROOSA-MASTER FUEL SYSTEM

The Roosa-Master fuel' system is used oil'
some Navy diesel engines stitch as the GT*

A-HEAD BLOCK
8-DISC4ARGE
C- FUEL INLET
0- CONTROL SLEEVE
E - PLUNGER
F - PLUNGER DRIVE GEAR
G - PLUNGER GUIDE

H -LOWER SPRING SEAT
-GEAR RETAINER

J DELIVERY VALVE
K - VALVE SPRING
L - VALVE RETAINER
M- COPPER GASKET

75.321
Figure 10-15.Hydreu1ic head, pss pump.
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A - AWOINUM HOUSINB ,6-
13- WEIGHT SPIDER- H
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- SLIDING SLEEVE ',I
E - THRUST BEARING K
F - FULCRUM LEVER

CONTROL ROO EXTENSION
STOP PLATE

- SMOKE UMIT CAM
-GOVERNOR SPRING%
- SPRING COVER-
- YOKE.

Figurn 10.16.PSB governor.

Marine. This fuel system is_somewhat .similar to
the Bosch APE and the Betsch PSB'ii that it also
contains a supply pump, a governor, and a
h1gh-pressurt injection pump built into one
assembly. The difference is in the method of .

pumping and measuring fuel:

The Rooia-Master assembly draws fuel from
the supply tank and forces it through a filter and
meters, distributes, and delivers the fuel at the
pmper time under high ,pressure to the injection
nozzles. The assembly itself is oiltight,
pressurized, and self-lubricated by the fuel oil it
pumps. It is geapiiriven from the camshaft. The
assembly housing contains the pumping and
metering elements plus tiles drive shaft and a
hydraulic governor. The pumping and metering /
mechanism has five major parts, as shown in
figure 10-17the transfer pump, the hydraulic .

head, the rotor, the injection pump plungers,
and the,cam ring.

The transfer pump is ,a four-vane,
positive-displacement pump which supplies fuel

9 .1
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76.306
Rya* 1047. Rocsa:Meeter injection Pump.

to the metering device at 'an even and
predetermined, pressure. The shape of the
pumping cavity has been mcklified from the
usual crescent shape to provide an almc6t
constant flow. A sprinkloaded bypass valve
controls the pressure.

The hydraulic head houses the metering
mechanism and most of the oil passages. The
metering valve is a closely fitted,plunger moving
in and out within its cylindrical barrel in the
hydraulic head. The metering plunger aecurately
measures the fuel injected into each cylinder in
response to governor action. The outlet
connections to the injection nozzles are
mounted on the' hydraulic head.

The rotor is the major rotating assembly. It
contains bored passages for fueroil distribution.
As the rotor turns,\it causes different fuel oil
passages to. align witi those in the hydraulic
head so that fuel oil from the injection pump
can be distributed at the proper time to. the

h.proper injection ncrzzle. The injection pump
plungers are mounted in the drive end of the '
rotor. The upper end of the rotor drives, the
transfer pump.

The injection pump has two opposed
plungers closely fitted in a bore perpendicular to
the shaft axis. The plungers are actuated
simultaneously by shoes and rollers bearing on
the cam ring.

The cam ring is staticmpry-and is mounted
internally in the housing. As the entire, rotor
(including the plungers) turns iri the hydraulic
head, opposing internal lobes in the cam ring
simultaneously force the- injection Pump
plungers inward toward each other. This actiOn
exerts pressure on the fuel between the plungers
and delivers the fuel at high pressure to the
injection nozzles. As the rotor continues to turn,
the rollers ride dowh the lobes of the cam ring,
allowing the pluniers to move outward away
from each other. Thus another charge of fuel is
forced into the pump cavity between the
plungers. Note that the fuel 'can enter the pump
cavity and then be discharged to the injection
nozzles only at the proper time. The timing
relationship is established by the position of the
drilled passageways in the rotor and can never be
altered by adjustment or improper assembly. ,

There is always uniform fuel delivery .to' each
injection nozzle.

CUMMINS PT FUEL SYSTEM

The Cummins PT Abel system is designed for
use on all diesel engines manufactured by
Cummins; it can be adapted, with some
modifications, for all Cummins dieSel engines
noW in use by the Navy. This fuel system is
somewhat different from the fuel systems
previously discussed.

The identifying letiers PT are an
abbreviation for "pressure time." The PT fuel

orjk
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system operates on the principle that a change in
the pressure of a liquid flowing through a pipe
will shange the amount of liquid coming out the
open end. Increasing the pressure increasei the
flow and decreasing' the pressure decreases the
flow.

The PT fuel system, consists of a fuel pump
assembly, supply andArain lines, and injectors.
The system delivers.4uel to- each cylinder in
equal and predeterzhined amounts.

The fuel pump assembly, (fig. l 0-18A)
consists of five main units: a gear pump, a
pressure regulator, a throttle, a governor, and a
shutçlown valve. The gear pump, consisting of ,a
singl set of gears, is driven by the camshaft gear
and turns at camshaft speed. It draws fuel from
the supply tank and delivers it to the injectors.

The pressure regulator can be referred to as a
bypass valve; its primary function is to control
fuel pressure at the gear pump. The pressure
regulator controls and limits fuel pump pressure
by the twfass method. Excess fuel, is delivered
back "to the suction side of the pump, limiting
fuel delivery to the required amount for any
given speed or load.

The throttle and the governor are 'very
closely related. All fuel for engine operation
must pass through the throttle .shaft re
going to the .governor. The specific fun ion f
the throttle varies somewhat, dependent on the
type of governor installed. When the, governor
controls only the idling knd Ahe maximum
spelits, the throttle controls the fuel oil flow to
the injectors in the speed range between idling
and maximum. When the governor is the
variable-speed type, the governor itself controls
tfie fuel oil flow to the injectors for any speed
within the governor's range. With a
variable-speed governor, the throttle acts only as
a positive shutdown device.

The shutdown' valve gives positive engine
shutdown by cutting off completely the flow of
fuel to the injectors. The shutdown valve can be
operated either electrically or manually.

The Cummins PT injectors meter a.nd inject
fuel intci the combustion chanpers. Fuel
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circulates through the injectors at all times
except during a short period after the
completion of the injection cycle. The
circulation of the fuel keeps fuel at the metering
orifice at all times and reduces injector
tempeatature. The fuel is metered when the
metering orifice is opened by the injector
plunger (fig. l0-18B). The injector plunger acts
as a valve to opeh and close the metering orifice.
As the injector plunger uncoVers the metering
orifice, fuel pressure forces fuel into the injector
cup. Engine speed determines the length of time
the fuel is metered into the irkjector cup.

Injection, begins when the piston nears the
end of the compression stroke. The falling
plunger closes the metering orifice and forces
the fuel trapped in the injector cup out through
the spray holes and into the combustion
cileamber. The injector plunger then remains in
the ihjector cup seat throughout the power and
exhaust events. The amount of fuel that is
injected into the combustion chamber is
regulated by both the time that the metering
orifice remains open and the fuel pressure to the
orifice.

UNIT INJECTOR SYSTEM

All General Motors diesel engines (qM 645,
567, 278, 268, 71, and 53) Lae the unitiinjector
system which combines a pump and a fuel spray
nozzle in one unit, as shown in figure 10-19. The
fuer piping to the unit injector carries oil at the
filter discharge pressure (generally about 40-50
psi).

The unit injector is generally installed in the
cylinder head, as shown in figure 10-20. It is
held in place by an injector crab. The cylinder
head has a copper tube into which the injector
fits snugly with the spray tip projecting slightly
into the cylinder clearance space. Water
circulates around the copper tube and cools the
lower part of the injector.

Two fuel lin.es are connected to .each
injector; one carries fuel to the injector and the
other carries away fuel that is bypassed. The
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Figure 1010.Unit injecsor assembly .

injector is operated by a rocker anti- and push
rod which work off the camshaft. The amount
of -fuel injected is regulated by the control rack
which is operated by a lever secured to the
control tube.

- In the unit injector (sectional view, fig.
10.19), fuel under pressure enters the injector at
the inlet side through a filter cap and filter
element. (Note: According to NAVSEA,
injectors o(the type illustrated may be., used
Without a filter.) From the filter, element, the
fuel passes through a drilled passage into the
supply chaznberthi area between the plunger'
bushing and the spill deflector, in addition to

the area under the irklectOr plunger within the
bushing. The plunger operates up and down in

the bushing, the bore of which is open `to the
fuel sup ly in the annular chamber through two
funnelsliaped ports in the pl r bushing.

The motion of the injector ker arm (fig.
10.20) is transmitted to the pl er by the
follower, which bears against e follower
spring, as shown in figure 1019. In addition to
the reciprocating motion, the pl er can be
rotated during operation around its axis by the
gear which meshes with the rack. For metering
the 'fuel, an upper helix and a lower helix are
machined in the lower part 'of the plunger. The
relation of the helices to the two ports changes
with the rotation of tbe plunger.

There are several types and models of unit
injectors. Unit injectors are classified according
to the design of the tor valve. Three
common types in use ar the high valve, the
spherical valve, and the n edle valve. The high
valve injector is described in the following
paragraphs, morale principal differences in the
other types are indikated.

t basic operation is shown in figure 10.21.
As the plunger moves downward under pressure
of the injector rocker arm, a portion of the fuel
trapped under the plunger is displaced into the
supply chamber through the lower port until the
port is, closed off by the lower end of the
plunger. Then, a portion of the fuel trapped
below the plunger is forced upward through a
central passage of the plunger into the recess and
into the supply chamber through the upper port
until that port is closed off by the upper helix of
the plunger. With the upper and lower ports
both closed . off, the remaining fuel under the
plunger is subjected to int:leased pressure by the
contimied downward motion of the plunger:

When Sufficient pressure is built up, the
injector valve isiforCed off its seat and the fuel is
forced through small orifices in the spray tip and
atomiied into the combustion chamber.

A check valve, mounted in the spray tip,
prevents Air leakage from the combustion
chamber into the fuel injector if tie valve is
accidentally held open by a small particle of
dirt. The injector plunger is then returned to its
original position by the injector follower
(plunger) spring.
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Figure 0-20.Mounting of 1und injector in the cylinder head.
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Figure 10.21.Injection and metering principles of a unit injector.
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On the return upward movement of the
plunger, the high-pressure cylinder within the
bushing is again filled with fuel oil through the
ports. The constant circulation of fresh, cool
fuel through the injector renews the fuel supply
in the chamber, helps cool the injector and, also,
effectively removes all traces of air which might
otherwise -accumulate in the system and
interfere with accurate metering of the fuel.

The fuel injector outlet opening returns the
excess fuel oil to the fuel return manifold and
from there back to the fuel tank..

Changing the poiition of the helices\bhy
anrotating the plunger, retards or advces e

chising of the ports nd the beginning and
ending of the injection peribd. At the same time,
it increases or decreases the amount of fuel
injected into the cylinder. Look again it the
various plunger positioni from light load to
heavy load shown in figure 10-21. With the
control rack pulled ont all the way (no injection
position), the upper port is not closed' by the
helix until after the lower 'port is uncovered.
Consequently, With the rack in this position, all
of the fuel is forced back into 'the supply
chamber and no injection of fuel takeS place.
With the control rack pushed in (full injection
-position), the upper port is closed shortly after
the lower port has been covered, thus producing
a Maximum effective stroke and maximum
injection. From' the no injection position to the
full injection position (full rack movement), the
contour of the upper helix advances the closing
of the ports and the beginning of injection.

The injector valve assembly is located in the
pray tip of spherical valve type fuel injector

mblies, whereas the high valve type injectors
'incorporate the valve assembly in a valve cage
located between the valve seat and the spray tip.
Cross sections of these injectors are shown in
figure 10-22. (According to NAVSEA, injectors
of the types illustrated also may be u,sed without
a filter.) In spherical valve injectors, the check
valve is in a recess on the, top of the valve seat
and is held in place by a -spacer located between
,the valve seat ant injector,. bushing.' The check
valve in high valve type injectors is located
belOw the valve assembly in a recess in the Spray
tip and is held in place by the valve cage.
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Due to Vie difference in location of the
injector valve assembly, spherical Valve injectors-
require .a longer phmger and bu:shingsembly, a
longer spill deflector, and a different spray tip
and injector nut. _

Spherical valve injector assemblies have a
lighter plunger spring and a three-piece follower
assembly Consisting of the follower, a follower
guide, and follower pin. High valve injectors use
a one-piece follower.

Operation and servicing procedures are
essentially the same for both spherical valve type
and high valve type injector assemblies.

A later type GM unit injector is the needle
Valve injector (N-type design) shown in figure
10-23. The needle valve injector has a higher
opening pressure (2,800 psi at the needle, valve
as compared to 600 psi) than was used in earlier
injector models. A lugher opening pressure
provides better atomization of the first part of
the fuel charge and better atomization at low
fuel inplit. The needle valve injector differs from
earlier designs primarily in the plunger, bushing,
and spray tip. Do NOT intermix needle valve
injectors with other type injectors in the same
engine because injectiOn characteristics are ngt
the same in different types of injectOrs.

4.116 The principles by which injecting and
metering are acComplished are almost identical
in all GM unit injectors. These principles are.
illustrated in figure 10-21.

TINJECTION NOZZLES

There are two general types of injection
nozzles: the open type and the closed type. The
open type is usually a simple spray nozzle with a
check valve which prevents passage of the
high-pressure gases from the engine cylinder to
the pump. Although the, open type nozzle is.
simple, it does not give proper atomization;
therefore, it is not generally used. The closed
type nozzle is more comnionly used. There are
two main classifications of closed type nozzles:
the pintle nozzle and the hole type nozzle.
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Figura 10.22,Injoctor ausniblies (GIN 71pries).

Figure 10-24 is a cutaway sectional view of a
Basel injector, showing details of the nozzle
holder-and a hole type nozzle. The high-pressure
oil from the injection pump enters the nozzle
holder body through a metal-edge strainer. From
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the strainer the oil goes through a drilled fuel
passage which extends to the bottom of the
nozzle holder body. The nokle, with its spray
tip, is held against the boOm of the nozFle
holder by the cap nut A groove in the top of

3
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76.144
Figure 10-23.Needle valve injector assembly.

the nozzle forms a circular:passage for the fuel
oil betken the nozzle and holder.

. Several vertical ducts carry the oil from the
circular passage to the oil cavity, near thg
bottom of the nozzle. The nozzle valve cuts in
sharply to a narrower diameter in the oil cavity,
providing a surface -against which the
high-pressure oil in the coil cavity can act to raise
the valve from its seat in the spray tip. Wlifh "the
valve is raised 'from its seat, the oil sprays outito
the combustion chamber through a ring of small
holes.

The valve has a narrow stem which projects
into the central bore of the nozzle holder where
it bears against the bottom of tile spindle. The
spindle is held down by the pressure adjusting
spring. Whenever the upward force of the
h -pressure oil acting on the needle valve

ADJUSTING.
SCREW

SPRING

HOLDER
BODY

LEAK-OFF
CONNECTION

FUEL
INLET

FUEL DUCT.

STEM

VALVE

NOZZLE
BODY

250.59X
Figure 10-24.Sectional view of WW1 injection nozzle

assombly.

exceeds the doivnward force of the spring, OA
valve can rise, The moment ,the spring force is
greater, the valve will snap back to its seat. The
spring tension is regulated by a pressure
adjusting screw which is held by a locknut.

Regardless of the close lapped fit of the
valve, some oil leaks past the valve and rises
through the central bore of the nozzle holkr.
This oil lubricates the moving, parts of the
injector and then drains off through the oil drain
connection of a drip tank. There is a bleeder
screw which can be used to bypass fuel oil to the
nozzle, sending the fuel directly to the oil drain.
Bleeder' screws can,be used to determine which
injector Fs at fault when a cylinder is misfiring.

The pintle nozzle and the hole nozzle are
illustrated in figure l G-25.

The valve of the pintle nozile has an
extension which protrudes through the hole in
'the -bottom of the nozzle body and produces a
hollow cone-shaped spray. The included angle of
the spray cone may be between zero and 60°,
dependent on the type of combustion ,chamber
in whichr it is used. A pintle nozzle generally

233
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Num 10-25.lintie nozzle and hole typa nozzle.
at.

opens at a lower pressure than the hole nozzle
because fuel flows more readily from the large
hole of the pintle type. Although atomization of
the fuel is not so complete in the pintle type,
penetration' into the combustion ipace is greater.
Consequently, .pintle nozzles are used in
conjunction with the auxiliary chamber system,
wherein mixing of fuel and air is larigely
dependent on Gombustion reaction or
turbulence.

The multiple hole type nozzle provides good
atomization but less penetration. It is used with
the open tylie combustion chamber in which_
high atomization is More important than
penetration. The spray pattern of the hole type
nozzle is dependent on the number and
placement of the holes or orifices.

Regardless' of design, all nozzles and tipS
function to direct the fuel into the cylinder in a
pattern that will bring about the most efficient
combustion. Obviously,- the slightest defect in
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nozzles and tips will affect engine operation.
The' troubles and their causes, which may be
encoun;tered in either the spray tip of' a unit
injector or in a -separate spray noZzle, are
relatively the same.

FUEL INJECTION EQUIPMENT
CASUALTIES AND REPAIRS

Some of the most common casualties to fuel
injection equipment are incorrect pressure,
distorted spray patterns and leaky nozzles and
injector spray tips.

INCORRECT PRESSURE

An incorrect nozzle opening Pressure or
incorrect injector pop pressure will influence
engine efficiency and performance. The exact
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effect will vary according to 'the type of
combustion spaCe served. When opening pressure
is peater than the, specified value, it tends to
decrease ,the amount of fuel injected and also
tends to retard the . start Of injection.- A low
nozzle opening pressure decreases the
atomization of the fuel at low speeds and, in
extreme cases, will cause dribble. It also tends to
increase the amount of fuel injected which will
cause a smoky exhaust from the affected engine
cylinder: The best protection against trouble

. from this/source is a periodic check of the
nozzle or. injector, with an appropriate tester.
Test stands will vary, depending' on the
manufacturer, but all operate on the same
principle. The type of test 'stand illustrated in
figure 10-26 is intended primarily for activities
that do a considerable amount of nozzle and
injector reconditioning work.

Tesits.that may be performed on this type of
fixture are: spray tip orifice test,'valve opening
pressure, test, and holding pressure test. You Will
fmd details on test procedures in the appropriate
ftiel injection equipment maintenance manual.

CAUTION: When you are using a tester, you
must be aware that the penetrating power of the

PRESSURE GAGE

NOZZLE SUPPLY TUBE

SHUT-Ofill

fUEL SUPPLY TUBE

OPERATING
PLUNGER

OPERATING
LEVER

INJECTION
NOZZLE

NOZZLE
ADAPTER

DISCHARGED

FUEL
CONTAINER

, 121.34X
Figure 10-26.Univirsal lost stand.

fuel oil spray is sufficient 4o drive oil through
your skin. Since the fuel oil can cause blood
poisoning, you MUST keep all parts of your
body out of the'line' of the fuel spray.

When the opening pressure of a nozzle is too
high, the cause will depend on the fuel system
involved. For example, if a Bosch nozzle
opening pressure is too high, or if the nozzle
fails to Open, the pressure sprin'g may be
improperly adjusted, the nozzle valve may be
stlick in the nozzle body, or the nozzle orifices
may be clogged. In a .M unit injegor, if the
pressure is too high becauSe of a maladjusted
pressure spring, the valve must be disassembled
and a new spring must be installed. Since the
cause of excessive opening pressure depends on- \
the fuel system involved, you must be familiar
with the equipment with which you are orldng
and follow the applicable injection ystem
technical manual.

Unit injectors should be tested if impro
opening pressure is suspected. Injectors
equipped with needle, valve assemblies 9nnot be
tested for opening pressure witkOlit - spec(t<
equipment becaiise such tests will result
severe damage to the test,equipment and the
injector. You will find complete instructions for
testing 'this type of injector is the fuel injector
maintenance manual. ,

When a preSsure can be built up considerably
higher than the pop pressure prescribed for a
unit injector, it is usually due to improper
assembly of the injector. In certain models of
some unit inje4tors, it is possible to reverse one
of the ched valves. When this is done, the check
valve will seat 4hen tlie fuel tends to flow from
the injector to7t ie engine.

A pop pressure that is too low for a uni
injector may be' due to a weak valve spring or
dirty sealing surfaces. In nozzles where

.,. kidjustments are possible, a low opening pressure
may be due to -a *broken or an improperly
adjustedspressure spring. .
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DISTORTED SPRAY` PA 1 ERN.

Distortion of the sprar pattern of a nozzle
or injector may be indicated by low firing.

4
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pressire, lou of power, sMolcy exhaust, or local
deposits of carbon within the combustion space.
No2zles and. injectoi spray tipsFe designed so
that combustion should start before any
appreciable quantity of fuel has strUck the
yelatively cold surfaces of the combustion space.
Orifices are drilled to take advantage of 'air
currents in criating. turbidence. For efficient
combustion, the spray Pattern mustnot become
distorted.

Spray patterns can be *checked with a tester
similar to. either of those shown in figures 10-26
and 10-27. However, throttling type pintle
nozzles are difficult to test with a hand tester

'because, of the high number of strokes per
minute required to prodUce a' representative
spray pattern. A motor-driven test stand is highly
desirable for testing a nozzle of this tAle.

Distortion of a spray pattern may be caused
by eroded valves, eroded or clogged orifices, or a
broken pintle, dependent on the type of nozzle
dr spray tip.

Erosion of orifices or valves generally occup
when the fuel ,is inadequately filtered pr

' centrifuged.
A clogged nozzle orifice or' injector spray

hole will prevent complete mixing .of the fuel
carge with the available air in the cylinder and

110
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Rim 1027.Tssting a spray nozzle.

wilt result irs i drop in the power output of that
cylinder, causing other. cylinders Id be
overloaded: Inspect- nozzles and injectors
dare fully when- removed from the engine to
deterthine whether any . of the -orifices are
clogged.

When you handle pintli type nozzles, be
extra careful so that you do .not damage that
portion of the nozzle valve -which protrudes
'below the bottom of the nozzle body. When
removing carbon froni the nozzle body, do not
inadvertently remove the pintle. Also, it it
pOssible to break off the pintles by striking or
dropping the nozzle and holder on 'a hard
sUrface

. Disksition, of the spray pattern is usUally
caused by dirt in the nozzle. You.should clean
nozzle, orifices as illustrated in figUre 0728.
Hold the cleaning wire at the pine angle as the
drilled orifice. Otherwise thforifice may be
damaged of the cleaning wire may break as it
'pa.sses thrqugh the opening. If the spray is still
distorted after the nozzie has been thoroughly
cleaned, the cause is probably eroded parts.
,Erosion will require replacement of the nozzle.

LEAKY NOZiLES AND
INJECTOR SPRAY TIPS

4
Dribbling from' a nozzle or an injector may'

result in smoky operation, detonation, loss of
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Figura 10.28.--aaaning nozzle orificaa.
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power, crankcase dilution, or excessive carbon
formation on cylinder injection equipment and
'other surfaces, of the combustion chamber.
When a`nozzle or injector spray tip is suspected
of leakage, it should, be checked on the
appropriate teiter. '

Dribbling of nozzles may be due to a
daMaged valve or valve body seat, a dirty nozzle,
a broken pressure adjusting spring or screw, or a
nozzle valve stuck in the 'nozzle body.' Leakage
from a spray tip or an injector may be due to
damaged sealing surfaces or broken valve springs.

Many leaking or dribbling nozzles May be
repaired/ and placed back in service..When a
nozzle is found to be leaking, soak it overnight
in a suitable solvent, and then remove the
accumulated deposits with brass tools or tools of
softer metal. Secure the pozzle body in an
appropriate holding device, and coat the nozzle
valve with clean mutton tallow and.rotate it into
the valve body. Usually, this will remove the
surface deposits that cause the leakage. If the
leakage does not stop, lapping, explained in
detail in the fuel injection equipment
maintenance manual, may be necessary. Lapping
is a '13recision operation and, unless all, the
precautions listed in the manual are followed,
the nozzle may be-ruined.
7

You must replase any nozzle that is tricked,
extensively eroded, or so badly stuck that valve
removal is not possible. Defective nozzles should
Ile shipped, to a reconditioning center.

When assembling a. nozzle or injector, be
careful to insert the parts in their proper
Positions. After assembly, you must test the unit
to determine whether it performs as specified in
the applicable maintenance manual. The unit
must not be used if it does not meet the
specifications,

PURGING THE DIESEL ENGINE
FUEL INJECI1ON SYSTEM

When an engine fails to operate, stalls,
misfires, or knocks, there may be air in the

high-pressure pumps and fuel lines. If
present in the system, compression
expansion of such air may take place withou
the injection valve's opening.

YOU can detelanine the presence of air M a
fuel system by bleeding a small amount of fuel,
from the top of the fuel filter or by slightly
loosening the bleeder. Screw or plug. If the fuel
appears quite cloudy, it is likely that there are
small bubbles of air in the fuel.

In worl6ng with fuel systems, you should
reiterpber that if air is entering a fuel line, the
pressure within-Or .fuel line must be lower than
atmospheric pressUre. c-The smallest. ofiskioles in
the transfer. pump suction piping will allow
enough air to flow into the system to air bind

. the high-pressure pump's. Carefully inspect all
fittings in the suction piping. A loose fitting or a
damaged thread) condition urill allow'air to enter
the system. On installations where flanged
connections -are used, be' sure to check .the
condition of th'e gaskets. Inspect tubing,
especially copper, carefully for cracks which
may result from constant vibration.

If an engine is allowed to run out of fuel,
you can expect trouble frOm air which enters
the fuel system. If there is a considerable
amount of air in the filter, a quick method of
purging the system of air is to remove the filling
plugs on top of the filter,an4 pour in clean fuel
oil until all air is displaced. You can then rernove
any air remaining in the system by using die
hand priming pump.

For example, in the fuel system illustrated in
--figure 10-29, open the line between the pump

and strainers. Operate the puny until all air is
removed and only cleiar fuel flows from the line.
Then- close the line. Repeat the same procedure
at other points in the system such as between
the strainers and the filters, between the filters
a 1,aLithe high-pressure pumps, and at the
overflow line connection on the high-pressure
pump housing. In small, high-Speed diesel
engines, you may need to prime only at the
overflow con_neetion. Since priming
high-pressure lines is time consuming, attempt to
start the engine before purging these lines.
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However, the engine must not be cranked, for
more thah the specified interval of time. If the
engine still fails to start, it will be necessary to
prime the high-pressure lines. Since the
procedure necessary to prime high-pressure lines
varlets considerably with different installations,
follow the manufacturer's instructions for the
proper procedure.

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION,
'CONTROL

Environmental pollution is the condition
that results When there are chemical, Physical, or
biological agents in the air, water, or soil which
so alter the natural environm-ent that an adverse
effect is created on human health Or comfort,
fish and vildlife, other aquatic resources ,and
plant life, structures and . equipment to the
extent of producing economic loss, impairing
recreational opportunity, or marring ,natural
beauty. To reduce air pollution at sea, the Navy
has authorized its ships to burn distillate fuel
rather than Navy Special Fuel Oil (NSFO). The
distillate fuel, unlike- NSFO, has'a low ash and
sulfur content and cOntains no residual
component; therefore, it burns clean. Oil
pollefiion, as air pollution, has a serious effect on
our environment. Oil spill cleanup operations are
both difficult and' costly. There are strict
regulations and water quality standards which
apply to the navigable waters.

Each year many thousands of dollars are
spent because of oil spills. Oil spillage is not only

75.160

\
costly in money value, but its quality affects our
41gural environment, dimages the hulls of
yachts or boats, polltitq our beaches, and
destroys much fish and wildlife. Much of this
can be avoided and many organizations
inchiding the United States Navy, are doing as
much ak, possible 'to prevent sich pollution. All
Enginemen must be familiar.with current oil Anil)
water pollution control regulations.

The Oil Pollution Act of 1961 prohibits the
discharge of oil or water containing "oil into the
sea within,. 50 miles of any land and, establishes
certain prohibited zones which in some areas
extend as fat as 150 mild from land. In .
accordance wi4h the provisions, of the Act .of
1961, the disclrge of .oll or' any oil mixture is
not .deenie& u4lawfui when such actipn is-
required, for the fety of the ship or-its cargo,
and for the saving of life at sea. In addition, the
escape pf soil or any oily mixture 'is not
considered unlawful if it results from damage to'
the ship or from unavoidable leakagi, provided
that all reasonable precautions have been taken,
after occurrence of the damage or discovery of
the leakage, to prevent or minimize the escape.

The Federal Water Pollution, Control Act
prohibits the discharge of oil by any peison-
from any waterborne vessel of any type or from
any onshore or offshOre facility into or upon the
navigable'waters of the United States, adjoining
shorelines, or into or upon the waters of the
Contiguous Zone. (The Contiguous Zone 0 12
miles from the baseline from which the .
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territO?ial sea is measured.) Reitrictions within
the Contiguous Zone are conliderably molt
strict than those outside the ;cone. Copies of
applicable regulations should be maintained in
the log room. There are engineering practices

,lhat, if follvwed, should prevent or minimize oil
s pi l l a ge in w aters where the resultant
contamination is likely to cause dainage.

Whin the ship is located in the waters within
limits defined in. the Oil Pollution Act and the
Federal Water' Pollution Control Act:.

1. Do not normally 'transfer fuel oil while
the ship is underway. This practice. not only
reduces oil spillage (with its consequent wide
dispersal due to the movement of the ship), but
also reduces the possibility of an engineering
casualty in restricted waters.

2.. Limit the transfer of -fuel oil to daylight
hours, and establish and maintain
sound-powered telephone comMunications
between competen-t personnel stationed at all
tanks and pumps involved ;n the fuel transfer
and at lookout stations so located that personnel
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can observe fuel tank air vents and overflows at
all times.

3. D9 not discharge ballast overboard from
piping or tanks except into a sludge barge or an
oil-water separator.

4. Establish in each watch section an
organized oil pollution party instructed in and
capable of localizing, containing, and disposing
Of oil spillage and slicks.

5. Indoctrinate and instruct all personnel
Who man watchstatiCens on weatherdecks
(whether moored, at anchotor underway) in
observing, recognizing, and, reporting all oil
spillage and oil slicks.

Pump all bilges prior to entering waters
within the limits defined by regulations'. Within
restricted waters, bilges mAy be pumped to
contaminated tanks or to other tanks (ballast or
fuel) temporarily designated by the engineer
officer to receive bilge water pehding its disposal
in safe unrestricted areas at sea. In many Oorts
sludge barges are available ft the disposal of
bilge water.



PROPULSION CONTROL, SYSTEMS

The basic princil.)les of propulsion cbntrol
systems are the subject of this chapter. We will
first discuss the methods and devices for
controlling engines and, then, the devices and
systems (including shaft speed and direction and
enigine load) which control the entire propulsion
plant.

EiNE CONTROLS

To control an langine means to keep it
running at a desired speed, either in accordance
with or regardless of the changes in the load
carried by the engine. The degree of control
required depends on two factors: the engine's
performance characteristics and the type of load
which lt driVes.

In diesel'vngines, a varying amount of fuel is
mixed with a constant amount of compressed air
inside the cylinder. A full charge of air enters
the cylinder during each intake event. The
amount of fuel injected into the _cylinders
cdntrols combustion and thus determines speed
and power output of a diesel engine. A governor
regulates the flow of fuel.'

. GOVERNORS

A governor is a speed-sensitive 'device which
Maintains a reasonably constant engine speed
regardless of load variation. All governors used
on diesel engines control engine speed by
regulating the quantity of fuel delivered to tlie
cylinders; these governors may be classified as
'SPEED-REGULATING GOVERNORS.
Governors may also be classified according to
the function or functions They perform, the
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forces they use in operation, and the means by
which they operate the fuel control mechanism.

The function of a governor on a given engine
is determined by the load on the engine, and'the
degree of control required. Governors are
classified according to their function as:
constant-speed, variable-speed, speed limiting,
and load limiting.

Some installations require a constant engine
speed from a no-load' condition to a full-load
condition. Governors used to maintain one
speed, regardless of load, are called
CO N ST A NT-SPEED governors. -Governors,
which maintain any desired engine speed bver a
wide:speed range and which can be set to
maintain a desired speed- in that range, are
classified as VARIABLE-SPEED governors.

, Speed control devices which are used to
keep an engine from exceeding a specified .
maximum speed and from dropping below a
specified minimum speed are classified as.
SPEED-LIMITING governors. (Some
speed-limiting governors limit maximum speed
only. Some engine installations need a Control
device to limit the load which the engine will
handle at various speeds. Such devices are called
'LOAD-LIMITING governors. Some iovernors
are designed to perform two or mor,v6f -thege
functions.

Terminology

Before considering the operating prinCiples
of goVeinors, you should become3yiiiliar with
these terms.

I. SPEED DROOP is the decrease in speed
of the engine from a no-load condition to a
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full-lOad condition. Speed droop is,expressed in
rpm, or more commonly as a percentage of
normal or average speed.

2. ISOCHRONOUS GOVERNING is
maintaining the speed of the engine truly

. constant, regardless of the load. This means
governing with perfect speed regulation or zero
speed droop.

3. HUNTING is the continuous fluctuation
(slowing down and speeding up) of the engine
speed from the desired speed. klunting is caused
by overcontrol by the governor.,

4. STABILITY iS 6ie ability of the
governor to maintain the desired engine speed
without fluctuations or hunting.

5. SENSITIVITY is the change in speed
required before the governor will _make a
corrective movement of the fuel control
mechanism and- is generally expressed as a
,percentage of the normal or average speed.

6. PROMPTNESS is the speed of action of
the governor. It identifies the time interval
required for the governor to move, the fuel
control mechanism from a no-load position to a
full-load position. lomptness depends on the
power of the greater the power,
the shorter the time req .red to overcome the.
resistance.

Operating Principles

Most of the governors installed on diesel
engines used by the Navy operate_ by the
centrifugal force of rotating weights (flyballs)
and the tension of a helical coil spring(s). On
this basis, these governors are generally referred
to as spring-loaded centrifugal governors.

In spring-loaded centrifugal governors, two
forces oppose each other. One of these forces is
produced by a spring(s1 and may be varied either
by an adjusting device or by the manual throttle.
The other force is produced by the enOne.
Weights attached to the governor drive shaft are
rotated by ,the engine, and a centrifugal force is
created. The amount of the centrifugal force
varies directly with the speed of the engine.
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Transmitted to the injectors through a
connecting lihkage, the force of the springs)
tends to increase the amount of fuel delivered to
the cylinders. On the other hand, the centrifugal
force of the rotating weights, through
connecting linkage, tends to reduce the amount
of fuel injected. When the two opposing forces
are equal, or balanced, the speed of the engine
remains constant.

To illustrate how' the centrifugal governor
works: Assume that an engine'is operating under
load and that the opposing forces in the
governor are balanced, so that the engine speed
is constant. If the load is increased, the engine
speed will decrease, thereby reducing the
centrifugal force of the flyballs. The spring
pressure then becomes the greater force and
causes the fuel control mechanism to increase
the amount of fuel delivered to the engine.The
increase in fuel causes an. increase in engine
speed until the forces are again in balance.

. When the load on an engine is reduced or
removed, the engine speed increases and the
centrifugal force within the governor increases.
The centrifugal force then becomes greater than
the spring pressure and Causes the fuel control
linkage to reduce the amount of fuel delivered
to the cylinders; this causes the engine speed to
decrease until a balance between the Opposing
forces is .again reached and engine speed
becomes constant.

4

Regulation of Fuel
Control Mechanisms

. ,

Governors may be classified according to the
method by which fuel control mechanisms arei
regulated. In some governors, the centrifugal
force of the rotating. weights regulates the fuel
supply directly .t irough a mechanical linkage
which operates te fuel control mechanism. In
other governors,. the centrifugal force of the
rotating weightJ regulates the fuel supply
indirectly by nring a hydraulic pilot valve
which controls oil pressure. Oil pressure is then
exerted on .either side of a power piston which
operates the fuel'control mechanism.
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Governors that regulate the fuel supply
directlY (through mechanical linkage) are called
MECHANICAL governors, and those that
cohtrol the fuel indirectly (through oil pressure)
are -called . HYDRAULIC gov'ernors.. Simple
govirnors of the mechanical and hydraulic types
'are shown in figures 11-1 and 11-2, respectively.

Note that the illustration of the
mechanical governor, .the weights. (or flyballs)
are in an upright position. This indicates that the
tentrifugal force of the weights and the pressure
of the spring are balanced; in other words, the
engine is .pperating at. constant load and speed.

In the illus ation of the hydraidic governor,
the positions the parts indifate tliat the
engine is responding to an increase in load with a
resultant decrease in engine speed. Note that the
weights tilt inward at the top. As engine speed
decreases, the spring pressure overcomes the
centrifugal force of these rotating weights. When
the spring Pressure is greater than the Centrifugal
force orthe flyballs, tke iovernor mechailism
pennits oil under pressure' to force the piston to
increase the fuel valve opening. Th increased
fuel supply causes an increase in ehgine power

SPRING

PLYBALL

FULCRUM

FULCRUM
FUEL ow

FUEL or#

PUEL PIPE

81.156
Figure 11-1.Simpla mechanical Elovernor.
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PISTON

'FLVIIALL
POWU 1- -

I

111111 pieLG'S VALVE

inlial.1111111111
PASSAGE "E"

PULL ON

PASSAGE "A"

FUEL PIP/

raw PUMP

81.167
, Figure 114.Simple hydraulic governor.

output and speed. The governor regulates the
fuel supply to develop sufficient power to
handle the increase in load. ,

There is alWays a lag between a change in
fuel setting and the time the engine reaches the
new desired speed. Even when the fuel controls
are set as required during a speed change,
hunting caused by ovehhooting will occur. As
long as engine speed is above or below the
desired new speed, the simple hydraulic
governor will .-continuously adjust (overcorrect)
the fuel_ setting to. decrease or increase the
delivery of fuel. ,For this reason, a hydraulic
governor must have a mechanism that will
discontinue changing the fuel control setting
slightly before the new seWng-has actually been
reached. This mechanism, use94 in all modern
hydraulic governors, .is called--h compensating
device.

One type of compensating device is
illustrated in figure 11-3. The pilot valve plunger
operates in a movable pilot valve bushing in
which are located the parts that contro1 the oil
flow. The receiving compensating plunger
controls the movement of the valve bushing
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V
SPEED ADJUSTMENT KN011
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FLYDALL

RECEIVING COMPENSATING PLUNGER

POWER SPR
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ACTUATING
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SPRING
SPRINGLOADED
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NEEDLE
VALVES

GEAR PUMP

FUEL
OFF DRIVE

SHAF T

SPRING
COUPLING

ENGiNE
NI4 AGE

CIL SUMP

Figure 11-3.A hydreuiic governor with commuting device.

during a speed change. The c-ompensating action
of the valve bushing is controlled hydraulically
by transfer and leakage of oil between the
compensating receiving plunger and the
compensating actuating' piston. The rate of
compensation is adjusted by regulating the oil
leakage through, the compensating needle valve.
If the compensating needle valves are adjusted
correctly, only a slight amount of hunting will
occur after a 190 change. This hunting will
quickly be dampened out, resulting in stable
operation through the operating range -of the
governor.

Hydraulic governors are more sensitive than
mechanical goVernors. The mechanical governor
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121.16

is more commonly used on small engines which
do not require extremely' close regulation, of
fuel. Hydraulic governors are more suitable Yor
larger engines which require more accurate
regulation of fuel.

OVERSPEED SAFETY
DEVICES

Engines ;hat are maintained in proper
operating condition seldom reach speeds abOve
those for which they 'are designed. However,
conditions may occur to cause excessively high
speeds. Opelation of a diesel engine at excessive

9 t* A
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speeds is extremely dangerous becAuse of -the
relatively heavy construction of the engine's
rotating parts. A high speeding engine develops
inertial and centrifugal forces which may
seriouil) damage parts or even cause them to fly
apart. Therefore, you MUST know, why an
engine may reach a dangerously high speed and
how to bring it under control when excessive
speed occurs.

In some two-ktroke cycle engines, u ting
oil may leak into the cylinders ,as a lt of
leaky blower seals or broken pip yen
though the fuel is shut .off, the e e may
continue to operate, or even "run away," as a
result of the combustible terial coming from
the uncontrolled -source Engines in which
lubricating oil may accu ulate in the cylinders
generally have an auto atic mechanism which
shuts off the intake ai t the inlet passage to the
blower. If there is air shutoff mechanism and
if shutting off t fuel will not stop an engine
which is ov eding, a cloth article such as a
bl r a pair of 5Iu afees should be placed
over the engine's intake to stow airflow which
will stop the engine.

Excessive enime speeds are more commonly
found where there is an impraperly functioning
regulating governor than where lubricating oil
accumulates in the cylinderS. To stop an engine
which is overspeeding, because of lubricating oil
in the cylinders, stop the flow of intake air. To
accomplish an emergency shutdown or
reduction of engine speed when the regulating
governor fails to function properly, shut off or
decrease the fuel supply to the cylinders.

The fuel supply to the cylinders of an engine
may be shut off in several ways, either manually
or automatically: (1 ) Force the fuel control
mechanism to the "no fuel" position; (2) block
the fuel line by closing a valve; (3) open a valve
in the fuel injection line to relievtc pressure; or
(4) prevent the mechanical movement of the
injection pump..

Overspeed safety devices automatiCally
operate the fuel and air control mechanisms. As
emergenci.controls, these safety devices operate
only in case the regular speed governor fails to

1/4

A

maintain engine speed within the maximum.
-design limit.,Devices that bring an overspeeding
engine to a full stop by coinilktely shutting off
the fuel or air supply are generally called
OVERSPEED TRIPS: Devices that reduce the
excessive .speed of, an engine, but allow the
engine to operate at safe speeds, are more
commonly called OVERSPEPD GOVERNORS.

All overspeed governors and trips operate on
a spring-loaded centrifugal governor element. In
overspeed devices, the spring tension is great
enough to overbalance the centrifugal force of
the Weights until the engine speed rises above
the desired maximum.. When an excessive speed
is reached, the centrifugal force overcomes the
spring tension and operates the mechanism
which stops or limits,the fuel or air supply.
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When a governor serves as a safety device,
the fuel or air control mechanism is operated by
the centrifugal force either directly, as in a
mechanical governor, or indirectly, as in a
hydraulic governor. In an overspeed the
shutoff control' is operated by a power sp g.
The spring is placed under tension when the frip
is:manually set and' is held in place by a latch. If
the maximum speed limit is exceeded, a
spring-loaded centrifugal weight will move out
and trip the latch, allowing the power spring to
operate the shutoff mechanism.

Overspeed safety devices must always be
operative and must never be disconnected for
any reason while the engine is operating. They
are to be tested under the Planned Maintenance
System either weekly or quarterly, depending
on the application of the engine.

PROPULSION CONTROL SYSTEMS

In modern propulsion systems, an integrated
system of pneumatic, hydraulic, and electric
'circuits provides control. Each control system
function may use only one of these three
mediums, a combination of two, or a
combination of all three. The choice of control
medium in each instance is based on performing
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a given control function in the most reliable and
efficient manner. In general, the different
control mediums are used in the followng
functions:. The basic control medium is
pneumatic, and the majority of propulsion
control functions are performed by pneumatic
circuits. Hydraulic circuits are ,used wheiever a
large amount of control actuation power is
requfred, such as Applying pitch to contiollable
pitch propellers. Electric circuits are used
exiensively for sensing and indicating control
system conditions and for/alarm systems.,-,

The basic requirements for a propulsion
control system are three-fold. First, it mist
control the main engines' load, keeping the
engines equally loaded. Next, it must maintain
propeller shaft speed and direction. Finally, it
must maintain the desired pitch since soine
modern diesel-driven lips have controllable
pitch prop'ellers. -

The e e speed and load are controlled by
the gov r of each main engine, through a
pneuma signal sent, to the governor which

b'increases or decreases the speeder spring tension.
Control of the propeller shaft speed is done

by controlling the main engine speed as stated
above. Propeller shaft direction of rotatcem,'
ahead - or astern, on noncontrollable pitch
propeller ships is controlled by clutches and
reduction gears (Chapter. 14).

'In ships with controllable pitch propellers,
the pitch is controlled by a signal, either
pneumatic or hydraulic, sent to an oil direction
box. There, the signal is converted to a
high-pressure hydraulic force which aCtuates the
propeller blades through a piston and cylinder
assembly in the propeller hub.

In most ships with propulsion control
systems, the machinery, can be operated from
three different locations.-toc`al control is usually
from a panel mounted on or near the piece 9f
machinery to be operated. The local control
station is used for operating a single unit, such as
one main engine or cycling the pitch on one
proPeller.

The enclosed operating station (EOS) has a
console for operating ont complete propeller
shaft, including main engines, propeller pitch,
clutches, and' all other machinery required for
propulsion. On large ships, there may be one
EOS for each propeller shaft, while on smaller
ships, one EOS will handle all propulsion
machinery for the ship.

The third operating statiOn is the pilothouse
console Which controls propeller shaft speed and

.pitch or direcdon. Generally, this station cannot
control starting or stopping main engines,
operating clutches, or controlling other
individual pieces of prepulsion machinery.

Both the DRS console and _pilothouse
console will have Instruments to indicate shaft
rpm, propeller pitch, and other indicators
required for monitoring the propulsion plant.

Propulsion control systenis wilt operate, for
many years tiouble-free with a minimUm of
care.

Pneumatic systems need a constant source of
clean dry air to operate correctly. If 'the supply
of air is dirty or contains oil or water, the
vari6us control valves thrOughout the system
will stick and cause malfunctions. All

__connections:should be checked periodically,
because if leaks should start, a drop in line
pressure will create a faulty signal.

FlOraulic systems' worst enemy is dirt. If
any dirt is allowed to enthr the system, whether
when oil is being added or when other work is
being Performed, it will create problems. The
extremely close clearance of parts in hydraulic
components will be damaged. Also, dirt will
cause valves in the syStem to malfunction.

Electrical systems are all but trouble-free
with little routine maintenance required.
Occasionally problems occur because of loose
connections or failureof a component.

Most propulsion control systems will use a
combination of all three mediums. In
troubleshooting a malfunction, it is usually best
to check only one medium at a time until the
trouble can be isolated and repaired.
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DIESEL ENGINE OPERATING PROCEDURES

In this chapter we shall apply the material in
the preceding chapters to the practical problems
of operating diesel engines. Since the diesel
engines used-by the-Navy differ widely in design,
size, and application, the procedures we will ."
discuss apply only to-general type installations.
Descriptions will apply generally to the various
auxiliary and propulsion diesel, installations in
Navy ships. 'Detailed and specific information
and operating instructions are provided in the
manufacturers' manuals for specific installations
and in ship's doctrine such as the Engineering
Operation Sequencing Standards (EOSS).

OPERATINGINSTRUCTIONS
FOR DIESEL ENGINES

There may be occasions when a diesel engine
must be started, operated, and secured under a
variety of demanding conditions, such as
emergencies and casualties in engine supporting
systems. Operation under such unusual
conditions requires that you know and
understan4 the engine installation, the function
of supporting systems, and the reasons for the
procedures used in normal operation.

The Engineering Operation Sequencing
Standards help to eliminate operational
problems for normal , situations 'undek which
engines are operated. E9SS involves the
participation of all personnel from the
department head to the .watchstander. EOSS is a
set of systematic and detailed written
procedures which uses charts, instructions, and
diagrams for operation and casualty control of a
ahip's engineering plant and configuration.
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Diest4 engines are started by hydraulic,

electric, or air-powered starting motors. The
general starting procedure for all types of
systems consists of (1) pre-operational checks,
(2) ali ing supporting iystems, and (3) cranking
the e e with the starting equipment until
ignition occun and th-e erigine is running.

The steps i the starting procedure will
differ depending on whether the engine is being
started after routine securing, after a brief
period of idleness, or after a long period of
idleness. We will first list the steps to fdllow
after a routine. securing.

STARTING PREPARATIONS
AFTER ROUTINE SECURING

First, make ready tilt 'supporting
systemscooling, lubrication; and fuel:

1. Check all valves in the seawater cooling
system to ensure diat the system is lined for
normal operation.

2. Start separate motor-driven seawater
pump, if provided. If an auxiliary engine is
cooled from the ship's saltwater circulating
system, ensure that adequate pressure and flow
will be available.

3. Vent seawater coolers, using the vent
cocks or vent valves on the heat exchanger
shells. If this is not done, air or gas can
accumulate, reducing the effective cooling
surface area of a heat exchanger.

4. Cheek the level in the freshwater
e xpansion tank. Remember that a cold
ekpansion tank will need a lower fluid level than -
one that is hot, so leave room for expansion.

25 7
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5. Check the freshwater cooling system:
Set all valves in their 'operating positions, start
the motor-driven circulating pump if provided,
vent the system, and check freshwater levelin
the expansion tank again. The freshwater level
may have dropped if air or gas was vented
elsewhere in the system.

6. Check the lubricating system: Check oil
level in the sump; add oil if necessary to bring it
to the proper level. Ensure that adequate grease
is applied to bearings that require grease
lubrication. If oil heaters are installed, raise the
lubricating oil to I00°F.

7. In idle engines the lube ,Oil film can be
lost from the cylinder wall; it is desirable to
restore this film before actially starting the
engine. (Large diesel engies will reStort the film
by pressurizing the hibe..oit system and jacking
the engine over withOut starting4t.'The pressure
in the lube. oil 'systeM will oil the cylinders, and
the pistons will ydistribute the oil film.) To
pressurize the lubricating system either start the
motor-driven lubricating oil pump, if installed,
or operate a hand-operated lubricating oil pump.
If the lubricating oil pump is driven by the
engine, it will develop pressure when the engine
is jacked over. (To reduce load on the jacking
gear and prevent an accidental start, open a4
cylinder test valves or indicator cocks.) Then
turn the engine over using the jacking gear,
which may be motor-drivez or hand-operated.
As the engine turns over, observe the indieator
cocks for excessive moisture Which indicates
water or fuel accumulation in the cylinilers.

8. When you have performed the Prepe'cling
operation, disengage the jacking gea4; anOestore.:
.the valves and cocks to iheir operating póSitions..-,

,

9. Line up and prime the fuel syktems...;
Check to ensure that there is sufficient clean
fuel for the anticipated engine operation.

la Check for malfunction in alarips, as
the low-pressure lubricating oil alarm an the
freshwater high-temperature alarm.

11. Now start the engine with the starting
system. Follow all proper procedures for the
type of starting system in use.

12. Once the engine is running, energize the
low-pressure lube oil alarm and the water

temperature alarm. Pay careful attention to all
gages and other indications of engine condition
and performance. Diesel engines tend to be
noisy, particularly when. cold and idling.
Familiarity with the normal sounds of the
engiiie will help_ avoid unnecessary panic.
Lubricating oil pressure is the best indication
that a cold engine is operating properly. If it
does not rise immediately to the operating
pressure, STOP the ei4ne and determine the
cause of the low pressure.

13. If possible, avoid placing a load on the
engine until it has reached operating
temperatures. Loading a cold engine will
produce carbon ip the cylinder heads, cause
excessive engine wear, and dilute the lubricating
OIL-The procedures for placing the engine on the
line will depend on the type of installation, but
In general, it is best to bring the engine up to
speed gradually, while ..being very alert to signs
of malfunction.

STARTING AFTER A BRIEF
PERIOD OF IDLENESS

Starting a warm engine, after it was recently
secured and if no. uniisual conditions are
suspected, consists of (1) aligning the systems
that maY have been secured such as circulating
water, (2) setting the engine to mil in the
desired direction, if a reversing engine is being
restarted, (3) disconnecting the load, if possible,
and (4) cranking the engine up to starting speed.
Carefully observe lubricating oil pressure. The
temperature of coolant may exceed normal
operating temperatures for a minute or so until
the heat kcumulated in the secured engine is
removed.

,

',STATING PREPARATIONS
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iArrat OVERHAUL OR
ONG IDLE PERIOD

Additional checks and inspections should be
made when the engine to be started has been
idle for a long period of time or has been
overhauled.

1. Inspect parts of the ep e system that
have been worked on to ensure: the work is
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complete, covers have been replaced, and it is
safe to operate any valves or equipment that has
been tagged ()lit of service.

2. Check all pipe connectiims to see
whether the connections are tight and whether
the systems have been properly connected. ---``.

3. Fill the freshwater cooling system with
freShwater if it has been drained. Be sure coolant
flows through all parts and components of the
system. Vent the system. If 'possible, apply a
hydrostatic test to the cooling system.

4. Make a thorough check of .the
lubricating system. Check sump level and fill if
necessiltry. If parate oil pump is installed,
prime the engi e system can be considered
primed when a ight pressure is .registered On
the engine oil pressure gage. Then make a visual
check, with inspection plates removed, to see

-whether oil is present at all points of the system
and in each main bearing. Examine pipes and
fittings for leaks. If lubricators are installed, be
sure they are filled. .

5. Inspect air receiver; filter, and -the
.blower's .diseharge..pdssages 'for -cleanliness, and
remove any oil accumulatiAaf.'!

6. If the engine has a hy7raulic governor,
inspect the governor oil level. ,If .an overspeed
trip is installed,, be Sure it is in proper operating
condition and position.

7. Examine all moving parts of the engMe ,
to see that they are clear for running. Check the
valve assemblies, including the intake, exhaust,'
and air-starting valves, for freedom of
movement.

.

S. Check fuel injector timing.
9. Inspect the fuel oil service tank for the

presence of water and sediment. Fill the tank
with clean oil if necessary. Start auxiliary fuel
'pumps, if installed, and see whether fuel
pressure gages are registering properly. Examine
fuel Oil piping and fittings for leaks, especially
fittings and lines inside the engine. Thoroughly
vent all air from the fuel system; using the vent
cocks.. Be sure that fuel oil strainers have been
cleaned or that new filter elements have been
installed. If fuel oil has been standing in e
same tank, run it through a centrifuge to purify
it.

10. If the engine has an air-starting, system,
open the lines on the system and blow them out.

, Reconnect these lines and pressurize the
starting-air banks.

11. Make a final check to ensure that all
parts are in place, pen open all scavenging-air
header and exhaust header manifold drains.

12. Now start ,the engine, using the
procedures for a rout ly secured engine.

NORMAL OPERATING ROCEiwkES

Operation of a these engine cannot be
separated from the operatio of the equipment
it is driving. Therefore, fo purPoses of Qur
discussion, we shall azume ,that you, as the
operator, are fully aware of the complete system
you are running.. Each type of ngine and,
installation has its special operating routine. A

;systematic procedure has usu11y been
established, based on these special re uirements

-and on the experience of the engine operators
with the particular installations. You must
respect and.follow this procedure. The following
description of procedures is general and should
be considered as incomplete in terms of
operation of any specific plant.

While engines are operating, their
performances are monitored and observed for
two purposes: (1) to recognizeearly any
unsatisfactory operation or impending
malfunctions so that immediate casualty colitrol
procedures can be started and (2) to develop a
comparative .record over a period of time so that
gradually deteriorating conditions can be
detected. For the latter purpose, you must keep
a complete log of all operating conditions.
Observe and record the operating pressures and
temperatures in. the log at hourly intervals.
Compare the entries over a' period of time and
note any deviations from normal conditions.

, You must be alert to changed, or unusual.
noises made by operating machinery. Gradually
changing sounds are difficult to detect.
especially if you. are ine'xperienced. Often an
oncoming watch will dettkU a new sound that the
present watch was not aware of.

When unusual Operating conditions occur.'
load; lubrication, cooling; engine speed. or fuel
supply are usually responsible, either directly or
indirectly.
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Load

The manner of applying a load to'an engine
, and the regulation of the load ". will depend on

the type of load and system design. The
prcicedures Or loading an engine,, or placing it
on the line will be established by local doctrine,
'or, in new installations by the system designers.

Whenever you are starting a cold engine,
allow ample time to build the load up gradually.
NEVER heavily load the engine until it is
warmed up. The manufacturer's instructions
should be followed in all but emergency
situations. Gradual application Qf the load will
prevent damage to the engine frfm such
conditions as uneven rates of expansion and
inadequate lubrication at low temperatures.

Never operate a diesel engine for prolonged
periods 'with less than one-third of as rated load.
Combustion at low load is incomplete, so
partially burned fuel oil and lubricating oil may
cause heavy carbon deposits which will foul the
valve stems, piston rings, and exhaust systems.
In4 addition to these problems; a low-load
operation may cause the exhaust valves to stick
and burn, dilute the lubricating oil, scuff the
cylinder liners, 'increase fuel consumption, and
cause eicessive smoke 'when the load is
increased. If you must operatiLan engine at less
than 30% power fOr more than 30 rriinutes, you
should .increase the load to above 50% power at
the first opportunity.

Diesel engines are designed to-operate up to
full-load conditions for prolonged periods, but

should NEVER be operated at an overload
except in an emergency. This includes both
excessive torque and speed loads. Overload rilay
be indicated by excessive temperatures, smoky
exhaust, or excessive firing pressures. When
conditidns indicate an overload, reduce the load
immediately.

Lubrication

We discussed the importance Of lubricatiOn
in .chapter 9. The performance of the lubrication

system is one o the most important factors of
engine operation which you can monitor.
Indicators continuously show oil temperature
and pressur in key parts of trii system. While
-the engine is operating, you should mdnitor
these indicators and sight glasses on a regular
basis. An alarm of some sort will ,usually warn of
low ptessure but, if one is not installed, you
must continuouily monitor the oil pressure,.

If the lubrication system uses a wet sump,
you should check the gular intervals.
Otherwise, observ the amount of oil in the
system at regu1ar intervals by the available
means. Under typicL1perating conditions, you
should be able to estiinate.the rate at which the
engine burns its lubricating oil and to predict
when replenishnient will be needed.

The condition and cleanliness of the
lubricating oil is Critical for long engine life-. If
lubricating oil purifiers are provided, keep them
running while the engines are running. When the
engines are idle, operate the purifiers at regular
intervals. Cleà t. the metal-edge type lubricating
oil strainers by,rotating the cleaning handle two
c6mplete revolutions. This is done each watch..
The condition of filters is often indicated by the
amount of pressure drop from the inlet to
outlet. Gages are installed to indicate this
differential and you should check them
frequently. EquiRment is usually available to
check viscosity and you should use it daily to*
test the lubricating oil Ip determine the
percentage of fuel dilution.

Pressures and,Ternperatures

. All pressures and temperatures Must, be
maintained within the normal operating ranges;
if this 'is not possible, secure the engine. Check
all instruments frequently. The rnanufacturer:s

'-`instructions provide detailed information
concerning the proper operating preSsures and
temperatures. Whe n. this infbrniation is not
available, maintain the temperature of the..
lubricating oil ,as it leaves the engines between
140° and 180°F, and maintain the temper ure
of the freshwater as it leaves the engine at
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less than .140° or more than 170°F. Do not
allow the temperaturestin the saltwater cooling
system to exceed I30°F; higher temperatures
will cause deposits of salt and other solids in the
coolers and, piping and will aggravate corrosion.
To ensure efficient operation in engines that are
cooled by saltwater, never allow the temperature
of the saltwater, coolant to drop below 100°F at
the engine disCharge, .

Make frequent checks of the cooling system
to detect any leaks. Vent- coolers and heat
exFhangers at least once each Uatch. Check the
'level of the freshwater in the expansion tank
frequently, attel freshwater ag necessary. If the
freshwater level, gets low en ugh to, cause
oli-heating of. the engine, NE ER add r.Old
water until the engine has, cooled.

Ciideal- Speeds

Ttie vibrations resulting from operation .at
destructive critiCal. speeds will cause serious
damageto an engine.

All moving parts of machinery have critical
speeds. Critical speed means certain ranges of
speed during which excessive vibration in': the
engine is created: Every part of the engine has a
NATURAL PERIOD OF VIBRATION, or
FgEQUENCY. When impulses set Up a vibration
which coincides with ..the natural frequency of
the body, each' impul* adds to the magnitude of
the previous vibration; finally, , the vibration
becorhet great enough to damage the engine
structure. I.

Vibration may be set up by linear impulses
. from' reciprocating sparts or by torsional

f, in rotating' members. The crankshaft
.45 the 2 p ich.causes torsionatvibrations. The

presSUre ulse on the piston puts a twist- in..
the cranksh.aft; when the pressure 'on, the piston
is isomewhat relieved,' the shaft untwists. If
pressuie impulses, which are timed to the
natural period of Ow shaft, are pennitted to
continue, the, amplitude of vibration will
become sb great that it might break theshaft. If
the speed of such an enne is changed, howevei,
the ,pressure Mil-Mises will ,no longer ,coincide
with the - natural period of the shaft; the
vibration will then cease.

Since each engine has a natural period of
vibration, which cannot be changed by the-
opera4p the only control you have is to avoid
operating the engine at critical speeds. If critical
speeds exist below the normal speed of the
engine, you must_pass through the critical ranges
as qui4ly as poasible when changing engine
speed. igetailed information concerning critleal
speed ranges is prOvided with ,each installation.
Tachometers must, be marked to show any
critical speed ranges to Make it easier for the
dperator to keep the engine out of the critical
ranges-. Tachometers sometimes get ou.t of
adjustment; therefore, they must be frequently
checked with mechanical counters.

Fuel

You must maintain an adequate supply of
the proper fuel. Check the fuel system
freqUently fOr leaks. Clean all fuel oil strainers at
periodic intervals. Replace fuel oil filter,
elements whenever necessary. When diesel ftiel
oil" purifiers are provided, purify all fuel fore
transferring it to the'seryice tank. Frequently
check the service tank for water and other
settled impurities by sampling through the drain
valve at the bottom, of the tank. Drain off water
and impurities.

Stopping and Securing Protedures

Diesel engines are .stopped by shutting off
the fuel ',supplyplacingthe throttle or the
throttle control in the stop position. If the

'engine installation permits, it is a good idea to
let the engine idle, without load, for a short time
before stopping 'if to allow the engine
temperatures to reduce gradually. It is also good
practice to operate the overspeed trip, when
stopping the engine, to check the operating
condition of the device. Before tripping the'.
overspeed trip, reduce the engine speed to low
idling speed. Some overpeed trips reset
automatically; in some installations, you 'must
reset the overspeed trip manually before the
engine 6an be started again.

A
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In addition to the detailed procedures listed
ill checklists and manufacturer's manuals, you
should take the following steps after an engine
has sttpped:

1. Open the drain cocks on the _exhaust
lines and the,sje- on the scavenging-air inlet
headers, if provided.

2. Leave open an adequate rumbez of
indicator cocks, cylinder test v ves, or
hand-operated relief valves to indicate any-water
in the cylinders.

3. 6 Secure the air pressure. If starting air is'
left on, /he possibility. of a serious accident
exists.

4. CI 11 sevialves.
5. Alio the engine to cool.
6. Drain 4he freshwater wheii, freezing

temperatures prevail, unless .an -antifreeze
solution is being used. '

7. -Clean the engine thoroughly.by wiping it
down before jt cools. Clean the deck plates and
see that the bilges art dry.

8. Arrange to have any casualties repaired;
No matter how minor they may appear; repairs
must be made and troubles. must be corrected
promptly.

PRECAUTIONS IN OPERATINtc
ENGINES

Ypu ...eaust obtain the' specific safety
precautions for a given engine from its
manu facturer's operating instructions. In
addition to those of the' manufacturer, you
should observe the following precautions in
operating and maintaining a diesel engine.

RELIEF VALVES

If .a relief valve WI an engine cylinder lifts
(pops) several times, stop the engine
immediately and determine and irmedy the
cause of the trouble. NEVER lock relief valves
in a closed position, except in an emergency.
Pressure-relief mechanisms are fitted on all
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enclosures in which excessive pressures may
develop. Strict compliance 'with designated
adjustMents on these mechanisms is essential.

UEL

Precautions mast be.-Itaken to ensure that
fuel is NOT pumped intd a cylinder while valves,
are- being tested or while the engine is being
motored, since an excessive pressure in-ay be
cre'ated in the cylinders when.combustion of-the
fuel takes place. When fuel reaches the injection
'system, it should be absolutely free _of water,and
foreign matter. You must.thoroughly centrifuge
the' fuel before Use and keep the filters.clean and
intact. Fuel oil leakage into the lubricating oil
system will cause dilution of the lubricating oil
with consequent reduction in viscosity and
lubricaEng properties.

COOLING WATER

Do NOT allow a large ainount of cold water,
under any circumstances, to enter a hot engine
suddenly. Rapid cooling may crack. a cylinder
liner and head or .se4e a piiton. Stop the engine.
when the volume of circulating water cannot be

'increased and the temperatures are too high.- Ir
freezing weather, you must carefully drain all
spaces which corrtain freshwater and which are
subject to freezing, unless an antifreeze solution,
is added to the water.

STARTING AIR

When engines are stopped, you'must vent all
starting air lines; serious accidents may result if
pressure is left on. Intake air must be kept as
clean as possible; accordingly, you must keep all
air ducts and passages clean.

CLEANLINESS

Cleanliness is one of the basic essentials in
'the efficient operation and maintenance of
diesel engines.. You must maintain Clean firelt
clean air, clean 'coolants, clean lubriCants, and
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dean combustion. You must keep the engines
clean at all times, and take steps-to prevent oil
from accumulating in the bilges or in other
pockets.

EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS

. %

Practically all naval ,ships arc equipped with
diesel-driven emergency g o (Diesel
engines are most suitable for application
because of their ,self- iciency and,

'quick-starting ability.) Emergency generatois
furnish power directly to the electrical
auxiliaries, radio, radar1 weapQns, and vital
'machinery spaces. In addition,,, emergency
generators serve as a source of power for
casualty power installations. All engineering
personnel should become familiar with the
emergency system aboard, their ship. ,

The tYpical shipboard plant consists of two
emergency diesel genefators, one forward and
one aft, in spaces outside the- enginerooms and
firerooms. Each emergency 'generator has -its
individual switchboard and switching
arrangement for control of the generator and for
diStribution of power to certain vital auxiliarieS
and to a minimum nilmber of lighting fixtures in
vital spaces.

The, capacity of the emergency unit varies
with the size of the ship in which it is installed.
Regardless of the size of the installation, the
principle of operation is the same.

Emergency diesel engines are started either
by compressed air or by a starting motor and
develop full rated load power within 10 seconds.

In a typical installation, the starting
mechanism is actuated when the ship's supply
voltage on the bus falls to approximately 80% of
normal. In a 440-volt system, this would be
approximately ,350 volts. The generators.are not
designed for parallel operation. Thelefore, i'vhen
the ship's supply voltage fails, a transfer switch
automatically, disconnects the emergency
swi4ch b oard from the main distribution
swikhbo rd and connects the emergency

generator to the emergency switchboard. With
this arrangement, transfer from the emergency
switchboard back,' to the main distribution
switchboard is accomplished manually; then, the
emergency generator must be Manually stopped
and reset fOr automatic starting.

Since the eMergency diesel generators are of
limited catiacity, only certain circuits can be
supplied from the emergency bus. These include
such circuits as the steering gear and the interior
communication switchboard. If some vital
circuit is secured, another circuit may then be
cut in, up to the capacity of the generator.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Normally, the emergency dietel generator
will start automatically, but for test purposes
and under other conditions it may be started
and operated manually. The following are the
principal points for the operation of an
air-started diesel generator:

The engine is started automatically when the
ship's supply current fails, and causes othe
solenoid air. valve (located between the starting
air tank and the engine) to open, admitting
starting air to the engine. The engine then turns
over on air until firing. begins. As the engine
speed increases,' the air cutoff goyernor valve
closes and shuts off the sta0Lig air. As soon as
the normal operating speedl if reached and the
generator develops normal voltage, the solenoid
alr valve also closes to shut off The starting air
supply. (The starting air tank is charged from
the high-pressure air system, through areducing
valve. The pressure' carried in the starting air
tank varies from 300 to 600 psi, depending on
the installa)on.) .

To start the engine manually, deenergize the
solenoid valve. If the ship's supply current is not
broken', you must open the switch in the
solenoid circuit. Then admit starting air to the
engine by opening the valve manually with the
handwheet. After firing .begins, turn the
handwheel to close the valve and cut off the
startin air. (The handwheel must be turned to
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the open position of the valve whenever it is
desired to leave the generator set available for
emergency service.)

If the lubricating oil pressure does not build
up immediately after the engine starts, shut
down the engine and determine the cause of the
trouble. NEVER operate the engine without
lubricating oil pressure. At regular intervals,
check the lube oil pressure, fuel pressure,
cooling water temperature, and exhaust
temperature. (In addition, clean, the fuel oil and
lubricating oil filters regularly.)

To SHUT DOWN or STOP the engine, hold
the fuel-control lever to 'the STOP position.
After the lever is released, 'it automatically
returns to the running position to permit the
engine to be restarted.

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS

You must observe the following operating
precautions:

1. Do NOT operate the engine without
lubricating oil pressure; tbis will cause serious
damage. .

2. Do NOT operate the engine in
overloaded or unbalanced condition. Overload
condition n one or more cylinders may be
indicated 6y an increase in the exhaust,
temperatu e or by smoky exhaust.

3s. Do NOT operate the engine with an
abnormal water outlet temperature.

4. Do NOT operate the engine after an
unusual noise develops; the noise might be an
indication of pending trouble. Investigate the )
noise and correct any trouble, particularly if it
may prove harmful to the engine.

5. If there is danger of freezing duringl
shutdown periods, drain all water jackets.

6. If the overspeed &vice trips and shuts
down the engine, investigate Athe cause of the
trouble before restarting the engine. ,

7. Make certain that the fittings qf the
ventilation system, serving the compartment in
which the ;engine is ocat d, are open, (If the
diesel engine were starte while the vent system
14.

is secured, the engine would expend the air in
the compartment; under such conditions the
engine may continue to operate long enough to
suffocate you. This apPlies to the installations
where the engine does not have a direct air
supply from the outside to the intake manifold.)
MESE PRECAUTIONS ALSO, APPLY TO
EMERGENCY DIESEL FIRE PUMPS.

FACTORS INFLUENCING
CASUALTY CONTROL

Engineering' casualty control is much
broader than the imthediate actions taken at the
time of's the casualty: Engineering casualty
control reaches its peak efficiency by combining
sound design, careful inspection, thaough plant
maintenance (including preventive
maintenance), and effective personnel
organization and training. CASUALTY
PREVENTION IS THE MOST EFFECTIVE
FORM OF CASUALTY CONTROL.

DESIGN OF CASUALTY CONTROL

Sound design influences the effectiveness of
casualty control in two ways: (1) it eliminates
weaknesses which may lead to niaterial failure,
and (2) it installs alternate or standby means for

' supplying, vital services in' the event of a casualty
t9 the 'primary means. Both of these factors a
considered in the design of naval s
Individual plants aboard ship are equipped th
duplicate vital auxiliaries, loop systems, and
cross connections. Complete propulsion plants
are designed to operate as isolated units
(split-plant design).
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CASUALTY CONTROL
COMMUNICATIONS

4r

Casualty control communication is vitally
important' to the operation and organization of
the ship. Without adequate and proper means of
coMmunication between the different units,the
whole Itganization of casualty control will fail
in its primary objective.
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To ensure... that sufficient means of
communication are available, several different
Systems are installed aboard ship. The normal
means of communications are the battle
telephone circuits (sound-powered), interstation
2-way systems (intercoms), ship's service
telephoties, ship's loudspeaker (l-MC), and voice
tubes. Messengets are used in some situations
when the above methods of communication are
not available or when written irports are
required.

Traniin issi on' of correct information
regarding a casualty and the speed with which

-the report is made are the principal values of any
method of communication.

Control of all communication circuits must
be, established -by the control station. The
circuits must never be allowed to get out of
control dile to "crossr talk" caused by more than
one station. Casualty control communication
must be incorporated into casualty control.
training. The control station or engineering
control must be promptly notified of a casualty
to prevent other casualties which could be more
serious than the original casualty.

IN SPECTI ON AN D M AIN TEN AN CE

V Inspection and maintenance are. vital to
successful casualty. control; they minimize
casualties caused by material failures.
Continuous and detailed inspection proCedures
discover partly damaged parts, which may fail at
a critical time, anti, also eliminate the underlying
conditions, which lead to early failure
(maladjustment, improper lubrication,
corrosion, erosion, and other causes of
machinery damage). You must pay particular
and continuous attention to the following
symptoms of malfunctioning:

I. Unusual noises
2. Vibrations
3. Abnormal temperatures
4. Abnormal pressures
5. Abnormal operating speeds

You must thoroughly familiarize yourself
with the specific temperatures, pressures, and
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operating speeds of equipment required for'
normal operation, so that you will detect any
deparinre from normal operation.

If a gage or other instrament for recording
operating conditions" of machinery gives an
abnormal reading, you must fully investigate the
cause. The installation of a spare instrument or a
calibration test will quickly inclicate whether the
abnormal reading is due ,to instrument error.
You must trace any other cause to its source.

Because of ithe safety factor commonly
incorporated in pumps and similar equipment,
considerable loss of capacity cAn occur beIore
any' external evidence is readily apparent. You
should be suspicious of any changeS in the
Operating_ speeds (those normal for the existing
load) of pressure-governor-controlled
equipment. Variations from normal pressures,
lubricating oil temperatures, and system
pressureS indicate either inefficient operafion or
poor condition of machinery.

When_ a inaterial failure occurs in any unit,
promptly inspect all similar units to determine
whether there is any danger that a similar failure
raight occur. Prompt inspection may eliminate a
wave of repeated casualties.

Pay grict attention to the proper lubrication
of all eqdipment, including frequent inspection
and sampling to determine that the correct
quantity ofjhe proper lubricant is in the unit. It
is good plaice to make a daily check of
samples of lubricating oil in all auxiliaries. Allow
samples to stand long endugh for any water taY
settle. When auxiliaries have been idle for several
hours, particularly overnight, drain a sufficient
sample from th,e lowest part of the oil sump to
remove all settled water. Replenish with fresh oil
to the nOrmal level.

To detect saltwater in the oil, draw off the
settled water with a pipette and ruh a standard
chloride test. To obtain a sample of sufficient
size for test purposes, add distilled water to the
oil sample, shake it vigorously, and allow the
water to settle before draihing off the test
sample. Because of its corrosive effects,
saltwater in the lubricating Oil is far more
dangerous to a unit than an equal quantity Of
freshwater. Saltwater it particularly harmful in
units containil oil-lubricated ball bearings.

0 r,
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TRAINING

Casualty control training must be a
continuous step-by-step procedure with constant
refivsher drills. Realistic thnulation of casualties

inquires arequate preparation. The amount of
advance preparation required is not always
readily apparent. You must carefully visualize
the full consequences of any error that could be
made in handling simulated casualties which
were originally intended to be, o( relatively
minor nature. There must be a complete analysis
and all participants must be carefully instructed
before simulation of major casualties and battle
damage. A new crew must have an opportunity
to become familiar with the ship's piping
systems and equipment before simulation of any
casualty which may have other than purely local
effects.

In the preliminary phases'of training, a "dry
tun" is useful for impartihg knowledge of
casualty control procedures without endangering
the ship's equipmentbY too realistic simidation
of a casualty. Under this procedure, a casualty is
announced, and all individuals are required &s
report as though action were taken (an
indication must be made that the action is
simulated): Definite corrective actions can be
taken, and with careful supervision the timing of
individual actions can appear to be very realistic.
Regardless of the state of training, such dry runs
should. always be held before actual simulation
of any .involved casualty. Similar rehearsals
should be held before simulation of relatiVely
simple casualties whenever an appreciable
proportion of Personnel involved are new to the
ship and, particularly, after an interruption
(such as occasioned by periods of naval shipyard
overhaills) of regularly conducted casualty
training.

CORRECTION AND PREVENTION
OF CASUALTIES

The speed with which correctiVe action is
applied to an engineering casualty is. often of
paramount importance. This is particularly trig
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in dealing with casualties which affect the
prbiSulsion power, steering, and electrical power
generation and distribution. If casualties
associated with these functions are allowed to
accumulate, they may lead to serious damage to
the engineering installationdamage which often
cannot be repaired without loss of the ship's
operating availability. When risk of possible
permanent- damage exists, -the commanding
officer has the responsibility of deciding
whether to continue operation of equipment
under casualty conditions.; such action can be
justified only when the risk of even greater
damage, or loss of the ship, may be incurred by
immediately-securing the affected unit.

To reemphlsize, .whenever theft is ,no
probability of greater risk, the proper procedure
is to secure the malfunctioning unit as quickly as
possible even though considerable disturbance to
the ship's operations may occur. Although speed
in controlling a casualty is essential, action
should never be undertaken without accurate
information; otherwise, the casualty may be
mishandled, and irreparable damage and possible
loss of the ship may result. War experience has
shown that the cross-Connecting of intact
systems with 'a partly damaged one must be
delayed until it is certain that such action will
not jeopardize the intact systems. Speed in
handling casualties can be achieved only by
thorough knowledge of the aequipment and
associated systems and ,,by thorough and
repeated training in the -routine required to
handle specific predictable casualties.

PHASES OF CASUALTY CONTROL

The handling of any casualty can usually be,
divided into three phases: limitation of the
effects of the damage, emergency restoration,
and complete repair.

The first phase is concerned with immediate
.control of a casualty to prevent further damage,
to the unit concerned and to prevent the
casualty from spreading through secondary
effects.

The second phase consists of restoring, as far,
as practicable, the services which were
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interrupted as a result of a casualty. Por many
casualties, the completion of this phase
eliminates all Operational handicaps, except for
the temporary loss of stahdby units which
lessens ability to withstand further failure. If no
damage to, or failure of, machinery has occured,
this phase usually completes the operation.

The third phase of casualty control consists
of making repairs which will completely restore
the installation to its original condition.

gPLIT-PLANT OPERATION

In ships having tiro or more shafts, a
fundamental principle Of engineering casualty
control is split-plant- operation. The purpose of
split-plant design is to-minimize the damage that
might reSult from one hit.

Most naval ships built primarily as warships
have at least two engineering plants. The larger
combatant ships have four individual engineering
plants.

Split-plant operation means dixiding the
engines, pumps, and other machinerY so that
two or more engineering plants are available,
each complete in itself. Each main engine
installation hat its oorn piping systems and other
auxiliaries. Each engineering plant operates its
own propeller shaft. If one engineering plant
were put put of action by explosion; shellfire, or
flooding, the other plant could continue to drive
the ship ahead, though at somewhat reduced
speed.

Spli.t-plant operation is not absolute
insurance against damage that might immobilize
the entire engineering plant, buf it does reduce
the chzinces of such a casualty. It. prevents
'transmission of damage ,frorn one' plant to
another or possible .serious effect on the
operation of the other plant or plants. It is the
first step in. the PREVkyTION of major
engineering casualties.

The fuel oil system is genorally so arranged
that fuel oil transfer punips can take suction

. from any fuel oil tank in the ship, and oil can be

pumped to any other fuel oit "tank. -Fuel oil
service pumps supply oil from the service tanks
to the Main engines. In split-plant operations the
forward fuel oil service pumps of a ship are lined

Thy with the forward service tanks, and-the after
service pumps are Lined up with the after service
tanks. The cross-connection valves in the fuel oil
transfer line must be closed except when oil is
being transferred.

Geared diesel propulsion plants are designed
for split-plant operation only; however, Some of
the auxiliary and main Systems may be run
cross-connected or split. Among these auxiliaries
are the starting air systems, cooling water
systems, firemain systems and, in some plants,
the fuel and lubioil systems.

In diesel-electric installations the diesel
elements are split, but generator elements can be'
run split or cross-connected. The advantages of
this typeof installation will depend on operating
procedures as d'ell as design.

LOCKING MAIN SHAFT

An engineering casualty may' be such that
rOtation of the main shaft 'will cause further
damage. The main shaft should be locked until
necessary repairs can be made since, except at
very low speeds, moornent of the ship through
the waterxill cause the 'shaft to turn, whether
the ship is--)roceeding by its own power or being
towed.

For locking a main shaft, there are no
standard procedures applicably to all types of
diesel-driven ships. "For ships) that have main
reduction gears, shaft locking by means of the
jacking gear is permissible, if it is designed for
this purpose as indicated by the manufacturer's
instructions or with- NAVSEA approval. Some
ships have brakes that are used for holding the
shaft stationary. If no provision has been made
for_locking the main shaft, it is usually possible
to arrange a jury rig, preferably at a flanged
coupling, which will hold the shaft. As a
precautionary measure, it is 'best to' make Up
jury rigs in advance of anactual need for locking
a shaft. On diesel-electric drive ships, no attempt
should be made to hold the shaft stationary by
erergizing the electrical prokulsion cir its.

2.56
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

Under certain circunistances you may
receive the order to start 4iitiona1- engines.
Time may not permit following normal routine
procedures; you may need to use emergency

. procedures. Because these procedures will differ,
, depending on the installation, you, must be
fatniliar with the procedures established for your
ship.

The emergency procedures are available in
the. Engineering Casualty Control Manual for
your ship. Manuals of this type are prepared and
issued by type commanders. Upon receipt,
manuals are modified to fit the individual
installation. It is the responsibility of your ship's
Sngineer officer to establish the step-by-step
procedures and the necessary chetklists which
are to be followed when routine procedOres will
require too much time. /-7

ENGINEROOM CASUALTIES

FM" each class of ship, the type commander
formulates engineering casualty procedures
Which apply to the specific type of engineering
plant.

In the event of a casualty to a component of
the propulsion phmt, the principal objective is to
prevent additional or major casualties. Where
practicable, the propulsion plant should be kept
in operation by means of standby pumps,
auxiliary machinery, and piping systems. The
important thing is to prevent minor casualties
from tieeoming major casualties, even if it means
suspending the operation pf the propulsion
plant. It is better to stop the main engines for a
few minutes than to risk putting them
completely out of commission, requiring time

r major repairs to place them back into
operatioil

When a casualty occurs, the engineering
officer of the watch and the petty, officer of the
watch must be notified immediately. The watc
officer notifies the OOD and enOneer offi r.

-r

Mamet engine control must keep .the bridge
informed as 'to the nature of the castlalty, the
ship's ability to answer bells, the maximum
speed available, and the,probable duration of the.
casualty.

DIESEL ENGINE CASUALTIES

The operator's duties concerning engineering
casualtilis and their control will depend on the
type Qfl ship, which may be anything from a
patrol boat to a carrier. The operator will
operate engines bf various sizes, made by various
manufacturers and intended for different types
of services.

Obtain &tailed information on diesel engine
t casualty control procedures from the

manufacturer's instructions, pertinent type
commander's instructions, the ship's Engineering
Casualty Control Manual, and the Engineering
Operational Casualty Control (EOCC1.
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Safety PrecautionsGeneral

in addition to following the specific safety
precautions listed in the operating instructions
for an engine, you must continuously exercise
good judgment and common sense in taking
steps to prevent damage _to Material and injury
to personnel.

In general, you can help to prevent damage
to machinery by operating engines-according to
prescribed instructions; by observing all rules of
cleanliness when handling the parts of an engine
during maintenance or overhaul; by having a
thorough knowledge of your duties; and by
being totally familiar with the parts and
functions of the ma,chinery you are operating
and maintaining. Damage to a launch or boat
may be prevented by maintaining machinery so
that dip engines will be ready fcsr service at full
power in the event of an emergency and by
taking steps to prevent cOnditions which are
likely to constitute fire or explosion hazards.

Personnel work most safely When they
tholieughly know how to perform their duties,

to use their tools and machine', how to
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take asonable precautions around moving
parts, d when they are consistently careful
and thoughtfUl in performing their duties.

Emergency Starting and Securing

There may be times when an engine must be
started, operated, or secured under emergency
conditions. Before this becomes necessary,
operating personnel should learn the procedures
in the ship's Engineerin .Casuatitrol
Manual. It is also wise to fib-1e these procedures
posted near the engine operating position or
otherwise easily acceSsible. Operators 'should be
drilled in casualty control procelifires at regular
intervals.

There is a definite hazard to starting a diesel
engine under emergency conditions in that
personnel are rushed and tend to be careless.
There is always time to ensure that personnel are
clear of external Mewing parts, such as belt
drives and shafts, before actuating the starting
gear. If emergency repairs have been made, be
sure that all tools are accounted for before
closing up the engine and that all essential parts
have been replaced before starting the engine.
An engine can be started and run briefly if it has
air and fuel, and if the starting system will
operate. It will sun much longer if it has
lubrication and a functional cooling system.
With the exception of some tloat engines that
can be started by towing the boat, there iS no
backup foN, the starting system'. Usually,
sufficient spalts and resources are available to
restore any casualty to the starting sYstem, but
again, if the repair is rushed, the danger of
careless work will increase.

In an emergency an enne ma)1,,, be started
by lining up the fuel system and aetuating the
starter. Before thislis done, be sure that there is
a supply of air to the engine 'and engine
compartment and that the lubricating system
will operate. After starting, establish cooling
water flow and review all the normal prestarting
checks as quickly as possible.

If an operating engine suffers a casualty, the
decision of whether' to continue operating or to
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secure the unit must be made immediately. The
condition of the ship's operation is an important
factor in this decision. In some instances, when
risk of possible permanent damage exists, the
commanding officer has responsibility for
deciding whether to continue operation of
equipment under casualty conditions. Such
action can only be justified when the risk of
greater damage, or loss of the ship, may be
incurred by securing the affected unit. Risk to
the ship is present in actual combat situatiOnk
severe weather conditions, narrow channels, and
potential collision situations which inclucte
close-formation steaming.

Engines can be ',operated with casualties to
vital auxiliaries if the function of the auxiliary
unit Can be produced by other. Means. For
instance, cooling water flow ean be reestablished
from a firemain, and an..engine can operate for
some time with saltwater in its cooling 'system if
it is well rinsed afterward.

,
If 'the decision is made to *secure an en&e

that has Suffered a casualty, the general rule is to
stop it as soon as possible. In the case of a
propulsion engine, it will usually be necessary to
stop the shaft also. This may require slowing the
ship until the shaft is. stopped and locked with
the turning gear, shaft 6rake, or other means.

Engines can almost always be stopped by
securing the flow of fuel. Occasionally, this does
not work, since a blower seal leak or similar
source permits the engine to rein on its own
lubricating oil. If the engine cannot be braked to
a stop or stilled by increasing the load on- it,
some Means must be found to stop the airflow
to it. Discharging a.0O2 extinguisher intb the air
intake is effective, or the air intake can 6e
eovered,by ;ome means. If the latter is done, be
sure the covering will not pe sucked into the
blower,-causing an additional casualty.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

A master* list of all the engineering
department dperating instructions and safety
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precautions is kept in the log room. When a ship
is commissioned, the building yard normally
provides a niaster copy in addition to posting
the individual operating instructions and safety
precautions throughout the engineering spaces.
If any of the posted operating instructions and
safety precautions are damaged or lost,- a

dIPP

-duplicate copy can be readilymade up from the
imaster list.

For ships in commission and in service,
plastic laminated i,operating instruet4ms and
safety pre'uutions are availablq and are listed in
the Navy Stock List of Forms d hiblications,
NAVSUP Publication 2062.
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TROUE\LESHOOTING

The procedures for troubleshooting
internal-combustion engines are . somewhat
.similar for both diesel and gasoline engines. In
many instances,' the information which follows
will apply to both types of engine. However, we
shall also discuss principal 'differences. Since
most of the internal-combustiontengines used by
the Navy are diesel, ,we shall deal primarily with
this type of engine.'

This chapter is concerned with troubles both
in starting an engine and .after an engine is
started. The trotibles we shall discuss are chiefly
the kind that can be corrected without major

.overhaul or repair and those .that can be
identified by erratic operation of the engine, or
warnings by instruments, or inspecti,onrof the
engine parts and systems. There is also a section
devoted to those systems'of the gasoline engine
which ire basically different from those of tAr
diesel engine.

Keep in mind that the troublei listed here
are general and may or may not apply to a
particular diesel engj.ne. When working with a
specific engine, check the manufacturer's
technical manual and any instructions issued by
the Naval Sea Systems Command.

THE TROUBLE.SHOOTER

Complete failure of a power plant at a
crucial moment may imperil both ship and crew.
Even comparatively minor enene-trauble, if not
recognized and corrected as soon as pdssible.
may develop into a major breakdown.
Therefore, you, as an operator of
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intemal-c.ombustion engines, must train to be a
successful troubleshooter.

,

It may happen that an engine; will continue
to operate eVen when a seriotO casualty is
imminent. However, if troubles are impending,
symptoms aregusually present. Yo r success as a
troubleshooter depends partially u on ability .to
recognize tliese symptoms when \they occur.
You will use most of your senses to detect
trouble symptoms. You may see, hear, smell, or
feel the warning of trouble to come.-Of course,
common sense is also a requisite. Another factor,
in your sUccess as a troubleshootejis your
ability to locate the trouble after onc deciding
something is wrong with. the -equii) nt. Then
you must be able to determine as rapidly as
possible what corrective action to take. In
learning to recognize and locate engine troubles,
experience is the best teacher.'

Instruments play 'an important part in
detecting engine troubles. You should read the
instruments and record their indications
regularly. If the recorded indications vary
radically from those specified , by engine
operating instructions, it is a warning that the
engine is not operating properly and that some
type of corrective action must be. taken. YOU
must be familiar with the specifications in the
engine operating instructions, especially those
pertaining to temperatures, pressures, and
speeds. When instniment indications vary
coiDiderably from the specified values, you
should know the probable effect 9n the engine.
When variations occur in instrument indications,
before taking any corrective action, you should
be.sure that such variations are not the fault of
the iriStrument. Instalments should be checked
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immediately when they are suspected of b ing
inaccurate.

Periodic inspections are also essential in
detecting engine troubles. Such inspections will
revel failure of visible parts, presence of smoke,
or leakage of oil, fUel, or water.- Cleanliness is
probably one- of the greatest aids in detecting
leakage.

When an engine is secured because of
trouble, the procedure for repairing the casualty
follows an established pattern, if the trouble has
been diagnosed. If you do not know the location
of the trouble, find it. To inspect every part Qf
an engine whenever .a trouble occurs would be
an almost endless task. You can find the cause
of a trouble much more quickly by following a
systematic and logical method of inspection.
Generally 1 peaking, a well-trained
troubleshooter can isolate a trouble by
identifying it with one of the engine systems.
Once you have a3sociated the trouble with a
particular system, the next step is to trace out
the system until ycki find the cause of th
trouble. Troubles generally originate in only on
system, but remember that troubles iri<ne
system may cause-damage to another s stem or

".to component engine parts. When casualty
involves more than one system of i e engine,
t r a ce each system separately .51ake
corrections as necessary. It is o s thai you
must know the construction, ction, and
operatinn of the various systems as well as the
parts of each system for a specific engine before
you can satisfactorily locate and remedy
troubles.

Even though there are many troubles which
may affect the operation of a diesel erigine,
satisfactory performance depends primarily on
sufficiently high compression pressure and
injection of the right amount of fuel at the
proper time. Proper compression depends
basically ion the pistons, piston rings, and valve
gear, while the right amount of fuel obviously
depen
mec
Pow
ex
ins
actio

on the fuel injectors and actuating
. Such troubles as lack of engine

unusual or erratic operation, and
,(e vibration may be caused by either

fficont c.6mpression or faulty ihjector
7
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You can avoid many tioubles bY following
the prescribed instruction4 for starting and
operating the engine. The troubles discussed in
the following sections do not comprise a
complete list, nor do all of these troubles
necessarily apply to all dieiel engines because of
Aifferences in design. Specific information on
troubleshooting for all the diesel engines used by
the Navy would require rnore space than is
available here.

Even though a successful troubleshooter
generally associates a trouble with a, particular
system or assembly, the troubles we aiscuss will
be according to when they might be
encountered, either before-or after'the engine
starts. The troubles are indicative of the system
to which they apply. Therefore, further
identification is unnecessary.

ENGINE FAILS TO START

In general, the troubles that prevent an
engine from 'starting can be grouped as follows:
(1) the engine can neither be cranked nor barred
over, (2) *e engine cannot be, cranked, but it
can be barred over, and (3) the engine can be
cranked, but it still fails to start. Figire 13-1
illustrates various conditions which commonly
cause difficulties in cranking, jacking over, or
-starting the engine. (

ENGINE CANNOT BE CRANKED
NOR BARRED OVER

Most prestarting instructions for large
engines require you to turn the crankshaft one
or more revolutions before applying starting
power. If the crankshaft cannot be turned over,
check the turning gear to be sure that it is,
properly engaged. If the turning gear is properly
engaged and the crankshaft, still fails to turn
over, check
valves or in
holding wat
turning gea

) .4

o see whether the cylinder test
cator valves are closed and ale

r or oil in the cylinder. When the
operates properly and the cylinder
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d test valves are open, but the engine nevertheless
cannot be cranked or barred over, the source of
the trouble will probably be of a much more
serious nature. A piston or oiher part may be
seized or a bearing may be fitting too tightly.
Sometimes you may nee4 to remove g part of an
assembly to remedy the difficulty.

Some engines .have ports thro gh whteh
pistons can be inspected. If inspection reveals
that the piston is defective,' remove the
assembly, Figure l3-2 illustrates testing for

76136

stuck piston rings th ough tha scavenging-air
port.

If the condition of an engine without
cylinder ports indicates that a piston inspection
i* required, you must take the whole assembly
out of the cylinder.

Engine bearings must be carefully fitted or
installed according to the manufacturer's
instructions. When an engiiie cannot be jacked
over because of an improperly fitted bearing,
someone probably failed to follow instructions
When the unit was being reassembled.
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Figure 13.2.Chec1dng the condition of the piston rings.

ENGINE CANNOT B CRANKED
BUT CAN BE BARRfl OVER

You ;can trace most of the troubles that
prevent an engine from -cranking, but not serious
enough to prevent barring oyer, to the starting
system although other factors may prevent an
engine from cranking. Only troubles related to
starting systems are identified in this chapter.

If an engine fails to crank Aihen you apply
starting power, 'first check the turning or jacking
gear to be sureAhat it is disengaged. If this gear
is not 'the source of trouble, then the trouble is
probably with the starting system.

AIR STARTING
SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS

Although the design of air starting systems
'may vary, the function remains the same. In
general, such systems must have a source of air
such as the compressor or the ship's air system; a
storage tank; air flask(s); an air timing
mechanism; and.a valve in the engine cylinder to
admit the air during starting and to seal the
cylinder while the engine is running.

6

Defect In Timiig Mechanism

All air starting systems have a unit ,which
admits starting air to the proper cylinder at the
proper time. The type of tmit as well as its
nametinler, distributor, air starting pilot valve,
air starting distributor, or air distributormiy
vary froth orie system to another. The types of
air timing mechanisms are the direct mechanical
lift, the rotary distributor, and the plunger type
distributor valve. The timing mechanism of an
air starting system is relatively trouble free
except as noted in the folloWing situations.

DIRECT -MECHANICAL LIFT.The
operation of the direct mechanical lift air timing
mechanism involves the use of cams, push rods,
and rocker arms. The parts in the mechanism are
subject to failure similar to that occurring in
corresPonding major engine -parts. ,Therefore,
you can find the causes of trouble in the

ihactuating gear and the necessary maintenance'
'procedures under information covering- similar

parts of the major engine systems.
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Most troubles are a result of improper
adjustment. Generally, this involves the lift of
the starting air cam or the timing of the air
starting valve. The starting air cam must lift the
air starting valve enough to give a proper
clearance between the cam and cam valve
follower when the engine is running. If there is
not enough clearance between thev two parts,
hot gases will flow between the valve and the
valve seat, causing excessive heating of the parts.
Since the starting 'air cam regulates the opening
of the air starting yalve, check those with
adjustable cam lobes freciuently fo ensure that
the adjusting screws are tight. '

Obtain ,the propei vIalues for lift, tappet
clearance, and tinie of valve opening for a direct'
mechanical lift timing mechanitrn from the
manufacturer's technical manual for the
particular 4hgine. Make adjustments 'Only as
specified.

ROT A R Y DISTRIBUTOR:L.11e* rotary
distri butor dining mechanism. requires a
minimum of maintenance, but there may be
times when the unit will become inoperative and
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yoil will need to disassemble and inspect it.
Generally, -the difficulty is caused by a scored
rotor, a b en spring, or improper timing.

Since particles in the air can cause
tor, which resultt id excessive

air leakage, you must keep the air supply as
clelo as possible. Another cause of scoring is

. lack of lubrication. ,If.the rotor in a hand-oiled
t, system I;ecothes scored because of insufficient

lubrication, the equipment, coUld be at faidt, or
lubrication jnstructions may not have been
eollowed: -In either a katid-oiled on. a
.pirssuerlubricated System., check,the piping and
the passages to see that they are open. When ,,
scoring is not too serious, lap the rotor and-body'

6together. Use a thin coat of prussian blue to
determine -whether the rotor contacts the
distributorb"

_ .
A. brokeit. ring- may. be the cause of an'

inoperativeliming, thechant-ifsa Coil spring is
.-used, to maintain the rOtor 'seal. If We spring is
broken, tiplaCeitto ensure an effectiVe seal:

_ An improperly timed rotakidistributor
treVent ati engine' from crap 'rig, Check the
liming information" given in the instructions
for the specific engine.'

P,LUNGER TY,PE DISTRIBUTOR
VALVE.In a plunger.' type distributor valve
timing mechanism, the valve requires little
attention; however; it may' stick "occasionallY
and kprevent. 'Proper functioning of the air'
starting system. On some engine installations,

'the pilot air valve ,of the distributor may not
oPen, while on other installations this valvemay

. not close. The trouble may be catised by dirt
ariijd guM depositS, broken return springs, or lack

lubrication. Deposits' and lack of lubrication
-will cause the- unit -valve plungerS tO biiid and

7 'stick in the guides, while a broken Nullve refurn
s 2ring prevents the plungei- from following .the

'profile. Disasiiirmbleand thoroughly clean a
valvdistributor ',sticks; replace any broken

springs.

Valves

,

"

AU-starting valvs admit starting air into the
-..:_sngine cylinder and then seal the cylinder while

I

the engine is running. These valves .may be
pretsure-actuate"._or mechanical lift type.

PRESSURE-ACTUATED ,VALVES.In a
pressure-actuated valve, the principal trouble
encountered is sticking. The valve may stick
open for a number of reasons. guntny or'
resinous deposit may 'catise the upper and lower
pist9ns to slick to the cYlinders. (This deposit is
forMed by the oil and condensate which may be
carried into the actuating cylinders and lower
cylinders. Oil is necessary in the cYlinders to

..pfovide lubrication and to act .a.4 a seal; however,
moisture should be eliminated.) You can prevent
this resinotis deposit from ,fonning by draining
the System storage tanks and water traps as
specified in .the operating instruction. Thi
deposit on the lower, pifton may be greater than
that in the actuating cylinder because of the
heat and_ sombustion_gases which _ add _to the_
formatiOn if the valve remains 'open. When the
upper piston is the source of trouble, you can
usually relieve the sticking, without 'removing
the Valve, by using light oil ctr diesel fuel -and
working the valve up and down: When Using this

.`-'inethod,..be sure that the valve surfaces1'1, not
burned or deformed. If this method does niit
relieve the sticking condition, you will need to4 remove, disassemble, and dean the alve.

... Pressure-actuated starting vat/es sometimes.
fail to operate 'because of brOken or weak valve
return sprinp. Replacemer4 is generally the only
solution to this conditkon; however, soine valves
are cunstructed with a means of adjusting spring
tension. In such valves, inereasing the spring ,--

tensiori'may eliminate the tr6uble.

Occasionally The actuating pressure of a
valve Will tiot release, and the valve will stick
open of ties sluggish in closing. The cause is
usually clogged or restricted air passages.

: :Combustion gases will enter the:air passageways,
. 'burning the valve surfaces; these burned surfaces
C. Usually must be reconditioned before they *ill

maintain- a tight seal. Xeieping the. air passages
open will eliminate extra maiktenance work o
the valve surfaces.

-
MECHANICAL

,

LIFT VALVES.The
mechanical lift type air startitig valve is subject

ik 275
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to 1e4.age which, in general is caused when the
valve sticks open. Any 'air starting valve that
stickS or leaks create's a condition which makes
an engine hard to start. If the leakage in the air
starting 'valve .is excessive, the -relining loss in
pressure .may be sufacient to prevent starting.

,

Leakage in this type valve can be caused' by
amovertightened packing nut. The packing nut is.
sometimes overtightened to stop minor leaks
amund.the valve stem when starting pressure is
applied, 6ut it may preynt seating of the air

,ivalve.' As in the pressure-actuated yalve, there
may not be erfough return spring tension to
return the valve to the valve seat after admlaing
the air charge. If this occurs, gkases from the
cylindeewill leak into the valve while the engine
is running,

Obstructions such as particles of carbon
_ _

between the valve and valve seat will hold the
valve open, permitting combustion gases to pass.
A iralve steM bent by carelest handling during
installation May also prevent, a valve from
closing properly.

If a valve, hangs open for any of these
reasons, hot combustion gases will leak past the
valve and valve seat. ,The gases burn the valve ,

and seat and May, cause a leik between these
two surfaces even though Or original causes of
the sticking are eliminated.

Completely disassemble and inspe,ct
leaking valve. It is subject to a resinous deposit
similar to that found in a pressure-actuated air
valve: Use a specified ,iclearing compound to
remove the deposit. Be.iure the valve stem is not
bent Check the, valve aizt.valve seat surfaces
carefully. Eliminate ?Scoring or discoloration by
lapping with a fine laPping corn pound.. You may
use jewelers' rouge or talcum powder with fuel
oil for lapping.

From the preceding discuSsion, you have
learned that the air starting system may be the
source of. many troubles that, will prevent if
engine from cranking even though cam be
barred 'over. You "will avoid -a few of these
troubles by 41.61lowing Prestarting and starting

----InstructiPns. One such instruction,, sometimes

overlooked, -is that of opening the valve in the
air line. Obviously, with this valve closed the
engine Will not crank. Recheck the instructions
for suCh Oversights as a closed valve, an empty.'
air. storase receiver,. Or an engaged jacking gear
before starting any disassimbly.

ELECTWC START MALFUNCTiONS,

Electric starting system 'malfunctions tall
into- the following categories:

1. Nothing happens when the starter switch
is closed.

2. St34er motor runs but does,aidt engage
the engine.

3. Starter mgtor engages 'but camiot turn
the engine:

If nothing happens when you close the
starter switch, there is a failure in the' electrical
system. Ithe failure could be an open 'circuit
caused by anoken conneCtions' or bun* out
components. Test the circuit continuity to
ensure' that the relay closes and that the' batt
provides sufficient voltage and current to the
starter circuit. If the *alit is complete, there
may resistance through faulty battery
conne ions. Considerable current is needed to
oPera c the'solenoid end starter motor.

If the-starter runs free of engageMent, it will .
produce a distinctive hum or whine. The lac,k of
engagemeilt is usually caused by dirt or
corrdsion which prevent's proper operation .of
thessolenoid or Bendix gears.

If the starter motor engages the flywheel
ring gear but is not able to turn the engine or .

cannot turn it quickly enough to obtain starting
speed, the cause mloptbe laCy of battery power,
or more likely, a mechanical problem. If the
engine can he barred over, there is excessive
friction in the meshing of the starter pinion atid
the ring gear. Either the. teetk are burred, or the
starter pinion is oul of plignment Either case
would have en Pitceded by noise the last time
the starter w used. A major repair may be
necessary.

265
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Other problems and malfimetions of electric
.starting systems are discusged in association with'
gasoline engines* the end of Pus chapter:

'ENGINE CItANKS BUT *-
, FAILS T STARt

Even wh starting equipment is in an
operating.condition,, an engine may fail to start.
A majority bf the possible troubles which
prevent an engine from starting ,are associated
with fuel and the fuel system. 'However,
defective or inoperatiVe parts or assemblies may

the source of sonic trouble. Failure to follow
instruCtions may be the cauir of an 'engine
failirig to start. The corrective action is obvious
for such iteins as leaving the fuel tOottle in the

bFf position and leaving the cylinder indkator
--valves open. If an engine fails, to start, follow
orescrilied starting instructions and recheck the4
procedure. ,

Foreign Matter in
the Fuel Oil System,

1

In the clieration of an internal-combustion
eniljne, cleanliness is 6? paramount importance.
This is especially thie in the handling and cafe of
dieselluel oil. Impuritiestare the prime iource of,
fuel

4 pump and injection system troubles.
Sediment and ikater cause wear, gumming,
corrosion, and TU.St in .a fuel system. Even
though fuel oil- is generally deliivered clean frOm
the refinery', handlint and 'transferring increase
the' claances that :fuel oil will become
contaminated.

Corrosion often le.ads to replacement or.at
, least, to repair of the part. You must con tintialfy
take steps to prevent water from accumukting
in a fuel system, not only"to eliminate the cayse
of corrosion but also to ensure .proper
combustion ilthe cylinders. cent4fuge all fuel,
and draini the fuel filter cases periodically to
prevent excessive collection of wSter.

Water in fuel will cause irrepara
to tle entire fuel system in a sho

so"

e damage
. time. It

corrodes the fuel injection pump, where close
clearances must be maintained, and also
corrodes and erodes the injection nozzles. The
slightest corrosion can cause a 'fuel injectio
pump to bind. and Seize whicht if not corrected

lead to excessive leakage. Water will erode
the rifices of injection nozzles until they will
irot spray ,the fuel piopeily, tips preventing
proper. atomizition. When this occurs,
incomplete combustion and engine knocks

-teSult.

Air in the fuel systein is another p6sslb,le
trouble which may prevent an engine from,
,starting.. Even if the engine will Start, air in the
fuel system will csuse the engine to miss and,
knock; and perhaps to stall: .

AR

,- When an engine fails to operatax-, sialls,
misfires, or- knocks, ther, may be air in the
high-pressure pumps and liiifln many systems,
thr .expansion and compression of such air may
Ake 'plice even if. the injection valves ,do pot
open: If this occurs, the pump is AIRBOUND.
To determine if there is air in a, fuel system,
bleed a small amount çf fuel from *te.top of the
fuel filter; if the fuel appears quite cloudy, there
are probably small 'bubbles of air in the'
Refer *to chapter 10 of this manual for
proCedures in' bleeding air from the fuel systetn.

Insufecien't Fuel Supply

An. insufficient fuel supply may result from
y one of a number of defective or inoperatiVe

pirts 'in the system. Such items as eclOsed inlet
valve in the-fuel piping or an empty supply tank
are more likely totier, the fault of the operator'
_than of the equipment. But-an-empty ttink may
be caused by leakage, either in the lines or in the
tank. -

LEA*AGE.YoU tan usually trace leakage
in the low-pressure lines of a fuel system to
cracks in the piping; usu y these cracks occur
on threaded' pipe joints t the root of the
thrçads , Such breaks e is ca d by the inability
of . the nipples an ipe joints to withstand
sh 4, vibration, and strains resulting from the

-7
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relative motion between smaller pipes and the
equipment to which they are attached.

Metal fatigue can also cause breakage. Each
system should have a 'systematic inspectipn of
the installation of fittings and piping to
determine if all .the parts are satisfactorily

pported -and sufficiently strong. In some
mitances, nipples may be connected to relatively
heavy parts, such.. as valves and, strainers, which
are free to vibrate. Since vibration contributes
materially to the fatigue of nipples, rigid bracing
should be installed, When practicable, bracing
should be secured to the unit itself, instead of to
the hull or other equipment.

Breakage can also cause leakage- in the
high-pressure lines of a fuel system. The
breakage usually occurs on either of the't`Wo end
fittings.of a line and is caused by lack of proper.
supports or by excessive nozzle opening
pres§urel -Supports 'are usually supplied with an
engine and 4iould not be discarded. Excessives-
opening pressure of a nozzlegenerally dbe to
improper spring adjustment or to clogged nozzle
orificesmay rupture the high-pressure fuel
lines. A faulty nozzle usually requires removal,
inspection, and repair plus the use of a nozzle
tester.

Leakage from fuel lines may also be caused
by improper replacement or repairs. When a
replacement is necessary, always use a line of the
same length and diameter as the one removed.
Vaiying the length and diameter of a
high-pressure -fuel line' will change the injection
characteristics of the injection nozzle.

In an emergency, high-pressure fuel lines can
usually be satisfactorih, repaired by silver
soldering a new fitting. tO the line. After making
,a silver solder repair, test the line for leaks and
be certain no restrictions exist.

'Most Leakage' trouble occurs n the fuel lines,
but leaks may Occasionally develop in the fuel
tank. These leaks must be eliminated
immediately because of poteynial .fire haZard..

"The principal causes cAuel tazk leakageare
improper welds and 'metal fatigue. Metal fatigue
is usually the result of inadequate support at the
source of trouble; .excessive stresses develop in
the tank and cause Fracks.
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CLOGGED FUEL FILTERS.Another
factor that can limit the fuel supply to such an
extent that an engine will not start is clogged
fuel filters. As soon as it is known that clogging
exists, the filter elements should be replaced.
Definite' rules for such replacement cannot be
established for all engines. Instructions generally
state that elements will not be used longerthan
a specified lime, and there are reasons that an
element may not function properly even for the
specified interval.

Filter elements may become clogged because
of dirty fuel; too, small filter capacity, failure to
drain the filtelikump, and failure to use.lite
primary strainer. Usua*, clogging is *heated
by such symptoms as stoppage of fuel\pow,
increase in pressure drop across the filter,
increase in pressure upaream of the filter, or
excessive accumulation of dirt 'on theelement
(observed when the riper is removed for
inspection). Symptoms *logged filters.vary in
different installations, ar4 each installation
should be stuNtied for external symptoMs, such
as abnormal instrunient indications .and engine
operation. If external indications are not
apparent, visual inspection of the element will
be necessary, especially if it is known or
suspected that dirty fuel is being used.

'Fuel filter capacity should at least equal fuel
supply pump capacity. A filter with a small
capacity clogs More rapidly than, a larger one,
because the space available for dirt accumulation
is more limited. There are two standardized sizes
of fuel filter elementslarge and small. The
small element is the same diameter as the large
but is' only one-half as long. This construction
permits substitution of two small elements for
one large element.

You ipan increase '-the interval -of 'time
between eledNent changes by using the drain
cocks on a, filter sump. Removal of dirt througl
the drain cock will Inake.room for more dirt no
collect.' ,

If nev filter elements are' not 'available for,
replacement and .the engine must'beeyerated,
you, Can wash some types,,of totally clogged
elements and get limiq!d additional service..This

1'
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procedure is for emergencies only. An engine
must never be operated unless ally the fuel is
filtered, therefore, a "washed, filter" is better
than none at all.

Fuel must never flow from the supply tanks
to the nozzles without passing through 11 stages
of filtration. Strainers, as the prim age in
the fuel filtration system, must be t in good
(c.ondition if sufficient fuel is to flow in the.
system. Most strainen have a blade mechanispi
which can be turned by hand. If you cannot
readily turn the scraper by hand, disassemble
and clean the strainer. This minor preventive
maintenance will prevent the 4scraping
mechanism film breaking.

TRANSFER PUMPS.If -the supply Of fuel
oil .to the system is to be maintained in an even
and uninterrupted flow., the fuel transfer.pumps

44. must be functioning ptoperly. These pumps may
become inoperative- or defective to the point
that they fail to discharge sufficient fuel for
engine starting. Generally, when .a pump fails to
operate, some parts have, to be replaced or
reconditioned. For some types' of pump, it is
customary to replace the entire unit. However,
for worn packing or seals, satisfactory repairs
may be .made. If plunger-type pump fail .to
operate because the valves have b6Come dirty,
submerge and clean the pump in a bath of diesel
oil.

1

Repairs of fuel transfer pUrnii should be,
:44 in accordanee with maintenance .manuals

suffiied by the individual pump manufaCturers.-

IdaIfunctioning of the Injection System

3

The fuel injection systefh is the -nice
intricate of the 'Hstems,in a diesel engine, and
the troubles which- may Occur depend on 'the
system in use. Since the function of an injection
system is tO deliver fuel to the ,cylinder at a high
pressUre, at the proper time, in the proper

.'-quantities, and properly atomized, special ctire
and precautionS must be taken in. making
adjustAents and repairs.

(*.a--

HIGH-PRESSURE PUMP:Ala high-pressure
.pump in "a fuel injection system becOmt.

_

inoperative, an engine may fail to start.
Information on the causes and remedies for an
inoperative pump is naore than can be given in
the space available here, Infopnation on
injection systenis is given in chapIer 10 of this
manual. Any ship using fuel injection equipment
shQuld have available copies of the applicable
Manufacturer's technical manual.

TIMING.Regardless of the installation or
the type of fuel injection system used, the
timing of the injection system must be correct
to obtain maximum energy from the fuel. Early

or late injection timing may prevent an engine
from starting. Operation will, be uneven and
"ration will,,be greater than usual.

If fuel enters a cylinder too early,
detonation generally oCcurS, causing the gas
pressure to rise too rapidly before the piston
reaches top dead center. This 'in turn causes a
loss of power and high combustion pressures.
Low exhaust temperatures may be an'indicationl
that fuel injection is too early.

If fuel 'is injicted too 1/41ate in the engijie
cycle, -overheating, lowered firing pressure,
smoky ekhausti high exhaust temperatures, or

`--loss of power may occur.

FdTlow Pf-the instruoilions .in the
manufacturer's4chnical manual to correct an
improperly tiruW injection system.

Insufficient Compression

Proper compression pre,ssuies essential if a
diesel engine is to operate' satisfactorily.

A-Insufficient compression may cause an engine to
fail to start. If low pressure is suspected as the
reason,- check tlie compression with the
appropriate instruilient. If 'the test indicates
pressures below standard, disassem bly is
required for complete in'speigion and Correction.

Inoperative Enpne Governor

There are many troublez; whicl! may rertder a
'governor inoperative, but those encountered in

4 /9
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starting an engine are generally caused by bound
control linkage or, if the governor is hydraulic,
by low oil level. Whether the governor is
mechanical or hydraulic, binding of linkage is
generally due to distorted, misaligned, defective,
or dirty parts._ If binding is stspectedrmove the
linkage and governor parts and check by hand.
Eliminate any undue stiffness or sluggishnesS in
the movement of the linkage.

Low. oil level in hydraulic governors may be,
caused by oil leaking- from the governor or
failure trmaintain the proper oil level. Leakage
of oil from a governor can generally be traced to

faulty oil seal on the drive shaft or power
'piston .rod, or to a poor gasket seal between
parts of the'governor case.

, Check ate condition of the oil seals if oil
must be added too frequently to governors with
independent oil supplies. Depending on the
point of leakage, oil seal leakage may or may not
be visible on external surfaces. There will be no-
external sign if leakage occurs through the seal-
around the drive shaft, while leakage through the
seal around the power piston will be visible.

Oil seals must be kept clean and pliable.,
therefore, the ,seals mus't be properly stored so
that they do not becOme dry and brittle or
dirty. The repair of leaky oil seals requires a
replacement. You ,can prevent some of the
leakage troubles by following proper iastallhion
and'storage instructions for oil seals...

Most inanufecturer's technical manuals
supply information on the governor installed.
Special hydraulic governor maintenance manuals
made available by, . the -Naval Sea Systems.
Command are:

Marquette
341-5505.

Woodward
341-5017.

Governor Manual, NayShips,

Governor Manual, NavSliips,

IneperativApverspeecl Safety Deviceg

Overspeed safety dei,ices 'are designed
shut off fuel oi air in Case of excessive engine
slpeed. These devices must 'be maintained 'in

'operable condition at all times. Inoperative
overspeed devices may cause an engine not to
start. They may be inoperative because of
improper' adjustment, faulty linkage, a brolyn
spring, or the overspeed device may have bees
accidentally tripped during the attempt to start
the engine. The overspeed device must always be
put in an operative condition before the engine
is operated.

If the overspeeil device fails to operate when
the engine overspeeds, the' engine may be
secured by manually cutting off the fuel oil or
the air supply) to the engine. Most engines have
special devices or valves to cut off the air or furl
in 4 emergency.

Insufficient CrankingliSpeed

If the enkine cranks slowly, the necessary
compression temperature cannot be reached.
Low starting air pressure may be the source of
such trouble.

Slow cranking speed may also' be the result
of an increase in the viscosity of the lubricating-
oil. This trouble occurs dining periods when the
air temperature is lower than usual; The Oil
specified for use during normal operation and
temperature is'. not generaljy suitable for cold.
climate operation.

IRREGULAR ENGINE OERATION

As the iengine oPerator, you must constantly
be alert rto detect any -symptoms which
might indicate "trouble. Porewarying is often
given by sudden or abnorrpal cfianges in the

. supply, the tempeptur4,.or tl* pressure o the,
lubricating oil or the coojing water. Color and
teMperaturg.. of exhaust afford warning- of
abnormal conditions and you shonld check them
frequently. Fuel', oil, and water leaks indiCate
possible troubles. Keep the engine clean toanake
such leaks easier to spot.

You will soon become accustomed to the
4 9ormal" sounds and vibrations of a properlyt

1

2 9
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operating engine. If you are alert, an abnormal
or unexpected change in the pitch or tone of an
eniOne's noise or a change in the magnitude or
frequency of a vibration will warn you that all is
not well. A new sound such as a knock, a drop
in the fuel injection pressure, or a misfiring
cylinder are other trouble warnings for Which
you should be constantly alert during engine
operation.

The following discussion on possible
troubles, their causes, and the corrective action
necessary, is general, rather than specific. The
information is based on instructions for some of
the engines used by the Navy and is typical of
most. A few troubles listed may apply:tb only
one model. For .specifiC information an any
particular engine, consult the manufacturer's
technical manual.

ENGINE STALLS FREQUENTLY
OR STOPS SUDDENLY

We discussed earlier several of the troubles
which may cause an engine to stall or stop. Such
trouble& as air in the fuel system, clogged fuel
filters, unsatisfactory opeption of fuel injection
eciuipment, and incorrect governor action not
only cause stating failures or stalling but also
-may causpother troubles as well. For eXample,
cliagged fu'el oil filterg and strainers may lead to

-albss of power, to misfires or eriatic firing, or t6
low. fuel oil pressure. Unfortiin*ely, a ,single
engint trouble does not always-manifest itself as
a single difficultut, may be the cause of
several major difficulties. 4.

Factors which ma; cause an 'engine to stall
ind-lude low- cooling water
temperature, improper application of Joad,
impropertiming, obstruction inahe combustion
space or in.the exhaust system insufficient
intake air, piston seigure, ancNefective auxiliary
driv ineehanisms. .

Misfiring

Von an t ngine misfires or 'fires erratitally
or wheri one 'cylindo- misfire regularly, :the

alb
4db

.
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possiblotroubles are uivally associated with the
fuel or fuel system, worn parts, o% the air cleaner
or silencer. In determining what causes a
cylinder to misfire, you shouid follow preScribed
procedures in the appropriate technical manual.
Procedures Will vary among engines because of',
differences in the design of parts and equipment.

Many of the troubles caused by fuel
contaminaVon require overhaul and repair.
HoweVer, a cylinder may miifire regularly in
some systems because of the fuel pump cutout. -
mechanism. Some fuel pumps have this type of
mechanism so the fuel supply can be cut off
Am a cylinder to measure compression
pressures. When a cylinder is misfiring, check
first for an engaged cutout mechanism (if
installed), and disengage it during normal engine
operation..

LOSS OF COMPRESSION. A cylinder may
isfire due to loss of compression which may be
caused by a leaking cylinder head gasket, leaking
or sticking cylinder valves, worn pistons, liners
or rings, or_a cracked cylinder head or block. If
loss of compression pressure causes an engine to
misfire, check the cornpssion pressure of each
cylinder. Some indicators measure compression
as well as firing pressure whileothe engine is
running at full speed. Others check only the
compression- pressures with the engine running
at a relatively slow speed. Figure 13-3 illustrates
the application of_ some afferent types of
pressure indicattors.

After an indicator is installed, operate, the
engine at the specified rpin and recOrd the
cylinder -compression pressure. Follow this
procedure on each cylinder in turn. The pressure
in any o Cylinder should not be lower than the
specifiedirpsi; nor .should the pressure for any
one cylinder,' be, excessively lower than the
pressures in the other cylinders. The niaximbm
pressure variation permitted between cylinders is
given on engine data sheets or' in the
manufacturer's technical manual. A compression
leak _is indicated when the , pressure in one
41inder is consiiderably lower than that in the
other cylinders.

ktest indicating a compression leak means
some disassembly,.inspection, and repair. Check
the valve seats.and cylinder head gaskets for.

,

s
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CLOGGED AIR CLEANERS AND
SILENCERS.Sometimes an engine mdll fire
erratically or misfire because of clogged air
cleaners and silencer's. Air cleaners must be
cleaned at specified intervals, as recommended
in the engine manufacturer's technical manuals.
A clogged cleaner reduces the intake air, thereby
affecting the operation of the engine.- Clogged
air cleaners nAy cause not only misfiring or
erratic firing but also such difficulties as- hard
staffing, loss of power, engine smoke, and
overheating.

When a volatile solvent- is used for' cleaning
an air clearv element, the, element MUST be .

dry before it- is reinstalled lin .the engine.
Volatile solvents are excellent cleaning agents
but,, if permitted to remainin the filter, May
cause engine overspeedi4 or a serious explosion.

Oil bath type air cleaners and filters cause
very little trouble if serviced properly. Cleaning
directions. are usually given on the cleaner
ho 'rig. The frequency of cleaning is usually
ba A cm a specified ntunber of operating hours,
but more frequent cleaning may be necessary
where Unfavorable conditicmis exist..

7

When filling an oil, bath type cleaner, follow
h e manufacturer's, instructions. Most air

cleaners of this type have a FULL mark on the
oil reservoir. Filling beyond this mark does not
increase the efficieniy of the unit and may lead
to serious trouble. When the oil bath is too full,
the intake air may draw oil into the cylinders.

La 'SO IN This excess oil-air mixtuie, over which there is
no control, may cause an engine to "run away,"
resulting in serious damage.

Figure 13-3. Engine.' cyli-hcier pressure indicator
applications. f475.238X

4
4. .

leaks, and inspect' the valve stems Mr sticking. A
cyliruler head or block may be cracked. If these
pails are not ihe source.of trouble, compresiion

"cis probably' leaking -past the piston because of
iniufficient sealing 6f the.piston rings.

271

LoVoling Water Temperature

lf, an engine 4 -to operate properly,' the
cooling water temperature must be maintained
within specified .tempeliture lrmits., When
cooling water temperature drops loWer than
lL7commended f'or a diesel engine, ignitioniag is
increased, causing detonation: which results in
"rough" 'operatioikAnd may cause an engine to
stall: ,
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The thermostatic valves that control cooling
water temperature operate with a minimum of
trouble. Cooling water temperatures above or
below the value specified in the technical
manual sometimes indicate an inoperative.
thermostat. However, high or low cooling water,
temperature does not always indicate thermostat
trouble. The engine load may be insufficient to
maintain proper cooling water temperatures, or
the temperature gage may be inaccurate or
inoperative. Check these items before removing
a thermostatic control unit.

When a thermostat' is suspected of faulty
operation, it must ,be removed from the engine
ind tested.

A thermostat may be checked as follows:

I! A container which does not block or
distort vision is needed. Fill the container with
water.

. Heat ,the water to the temperature at
which the thermosiat is supposed to stlit
,opening. This temperature is usually, speCified in
the appropriate technical manual. Use an
accuratk thermometer to keep a check on the
wat4 teperature. Use a hot plate or a burner
as a source of heat. Stir the water frequently to
ensure uniform distribution of the heat.

3. Suspend the thermostat in 'such a
'manner that.operation of the bellows will nat be
restricted.. A wire or string will serve as a
satisfactory means of suspension.

4. Immerse the thermostat and observe its
action. Check, the thermometer readings
carefully to see whether the thermostat begins
td open at the recommended teniperartfre. (The
thermostat and .thermom,eter must NOT touch
the container.)

., 5. Increase the temperature of the water
until the specified FULL OPEN temperature is
reached. The immersed thermostatic valve
should be fully open at this temperature.

The thermostat should be replaced IT there is
no movement when it is tested, or if there is a
divergence of more than a speCified number or
degrees between the it which the
therniostat begins tb open, or pens fully, and
the actuating tempvatures specified in the
manufaetUrer's technical nianual.

The Fulton-Sylphon automatic ,temperature
regulator is relatiVely trouble free. The unit
controls temperatures by a valve that bypasses
some water, around the cooler. This system
provides a full flow of the water although onlvia,
portion may be cooled. In other words, the Nil
volu4( of cooling water is circulated at the
proper velocity, which eliminates the potsibility
otiteam pockets in the system.

Generally, improper Adjustment is indicated
when the automatic temperature regulator fails
to maintain cooling water at the proper
temperature. However, the element of the valve,
may b.e leaking oisome?joartof the valve may be
defective. Failure t follow the proper
adjustMent procedare is the onlir cause for
improper adjustment of -an automatic
temperature regulator. Check and follow the
proper procedure in the manufacturer's
technical manual issued for the speciftc
equipment.

5

The adjustriynt is madevby changing the
tension of the spring (which opposes the action
of the thermostatic ws) with a special tool
that turns the adjus ing stem knob or wheel:
Increasing the spring tension raises the
tem erature range of the regulator, and
dec sing it lowers the temperature range.

hen a new valve tf this type is placed in
service, a number of steps miist be taken to
ensure that the valve stem is the proper length
and that all scale pointers make accurate
indications. All adjustments should be made in
accordance with the valve manufacturer's
technical manual.

Obstruction in theCombustion Space

Such items as broken valve headS and valve
stem IoCks, or keepers, which come loose
because of a broken valve spring, May cause an
engine 4o come to an abrupt stop. If an engine
continues to run when such obstructions are in
the combustion chamber, the piston, liner, head,
and injection nozzle will be severely damaged.

2'72

Obstruction in the Exhaust System

This type of trouble seldom occurs if proper
inStallation and -maintenance procedures are
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followed. W4len a part of an engine exhaust
system is restricted, there will be an increase in
the exhaust back\pressure. This may cause high
exhaust temperatures, loss of power, or. even
stalling. An 04kstruction which causet) excessive
back pressure in an exhaustirsystem is generally
,amociated with the silencer or muffler,

The manifolds of an exhaust system are
relatively trouble free if related equipment is
designed and installed properly. Improper design
or installation may cause water to back up into
the exhaust manifold. In. some installations, the
design of the silencer may cause water to flow
into the engine*:' The source of water which may
enter an engine must be found and eliminated.
This may require replacing some parts of the
e Xhaust system with components of an
improved design or may require relocating such
items as the silencer and piping.

Inspect exhaust manifolds 'for water or
symptoms of water. Aecumulation of salt or
scale in the manifOld usually indicates that water
has been entering from the silencer.
Turbochargers on some engines 'have been
known to seiz& because saltwater entered the
exhaust gas turbine from the silencer. Entry of
-water into an engine may also be detected by
the presence of Corrosion or of salt deposits on
the engine exhaust valves.

If inspection .reveals ,signs of water in an-
engine or in the exhaust manifold, take steps
immediately to correct the trouble. Check the
unit for proper- Lnstallation..Wet-type silencers
must be installed witkthe proper siies of piping.
If the inlet water pipin 's too inuch
water may be injected int h silencer. There
must be continuous-type wa er drains on the
silencer. If a silencer has no continuous drain
and, if the tengine is at a lower level than the
exhaust outlet, water may back up into the
en0e.

Dry-ty.pe silerrcers may beeome clogged with
an excessive accumulation ,of oil or000t. When
this occurs. exhaust back pressure increases,
causing t roubles such as high exhaust
temperatuits, Igss if power, or possible stalling.
A dryttype silencer clogged with oil or' sooris
al§o s b'ect to fire. Clogging can' usually he
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detected by fire, soot, or sparks coming from
the exhaust stack. ,An excessive accumulation of
oil or soot in a dry-type silencer may be due4o a
number of factors, subh as failure to drain the
silencer poor condition of the engine; or
improper engine operating conditions.

Silencers shot& be cleaned of oil and soot
accumulations at necessary intervals. Even
though recommended cleaning periods may be
specified, conditions of operation may require

ore frequent inspections and cleaning. For
eamp1e, an acFumulation_ of soot and oil is
more likely to occur during periods ortrolonged
idling than when the engine is operating under a
normal load. Idling periodi Should be held to a
minimum.

411,

Insufficient Intake Air

Insufficient.intake air, which may cause an
engine to stall or stop, may be due to blower
failure or to a clogged air silencer or air filter. -
Even though all other engine parts function
perfectly,, efficient engine operation is
impossible if the air intake system fails to supply
a sufficient quantity of air for complete
combustion of the fuel.

Troubles that may preVent a centrifugal
blower from! performing its function usually
involve damage to the rotof shaft, thrust
bearinp, turbine blading, nozzre ringl or blower
impeller. Damage to the rotor shaft ,aild thrust
bearings usually results from Oil fficient
lubrication, an unManced rotor, or operation
with excessive exhaust temperature.

Centrifugal blower lubrication problems may
be caused by failure of the oil pump to prime,
low iube oil level, clogged oil passages or oil
fitter, or a defective relief skive which is
designed to Maintain proper lube oil pressure.

If an unbalanced rotor is the cause of shaft
or bearing trouble, there will be excessive
vibration. Unbalanct may be caused by a
damaged turbine wheel blading, or by a damaged
blower impeller.
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Operating a blower when the exhaust
temperature is above the specified maximum
safe temperature generally causes severe damage
to turbocharger bearings and other parts. Make
every effort to find and eliminate ,causes of
excessive exhaust temperature befcire .the
turbochargt s damaged.

TUrbine blading damage in centrifugal-type
blower may be caused by operating with an
excessive exhaust temperature, operating at'
excessive speeds, bearing failures, failure to drain:
the turbine casing, the entrance of foreign
bodies or by turbine blades which break loose..

Damage to an impeller of a' centrifugal
blower may be caused by thritst or shaft bearing
failure, entrance of foreign bodies, or loosening'
of the impeller on the shaft.

Since blowers are . high-speed units and'
operate with a Very small clearance . between
parts, minor damage to a part could cause
extensiv; blower damage and failure.

Although there is considerable difference in
princ iple and construction between the
positive-displacement blower (Roots) and the
axial-flow positive-displacement blower
(Hamilton-Whitfield), the problems of operation
and maintenance are similar.

Soln,e, of . the troubles-1 in .a
positive-displacement type blower are .similar to
those tiready mentioned in cwr discussion, of the

.centriftlital-the blower;s. However, the source of
some troubles may be different because of
constvuetion differences.

Positive-displacement type blowers have a
sa of gears to drive and synchronize the
rotation of the rotors. Many of theselplowers are
driven by a .serrated shaft. Regardless of
constructimi differences, the, ba 'problem in
both types of blowers' is in MaIntaining the
necessary small clearances. If -these clearances
are not maintain* the rotorl and the case will
be damaged, and-lhe blower Will fail to perform
its function.

Worn gears are one source of trouble in
positive-displacement type blowers. A certain

4
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amount of gear wear is expected, btit damage
caused by eXcessiv,ely worn gears indicates
improper maintenrice procedures. During
inspections, the values of backlash' should be
recorded in accordance with PMS. This record
can be used,to establish the rate of incredse in
wear, to estimate the life of the gears, and to
determine when it will be necessary to replace
the gears.

Scored rotor lobes and casing may cause
blower failure. Scoring of bl,ower parts may, be
paused by Worn gears, improper timihg, bearing
failure, iinproper end clearance, or by foreign
matter.. Any of these troubles may be serious
enot1gh to cause contact of tht rotors and
extensive damage to the blowers.

Timing of blower rotors involves both gear
backlash and the clearances between the leading
and trailing edges of the rotor lobes and between
rotor lobes and casing. Clearance .between these
parts can be measured with thickness gages, as
illustrated in figure 13-4. If clearances are
incorrect, 'check the backlash of the drive gear
first. If the backlash is excessive, the gears must
be replaced. Then the rotors must. be Fet im ed
'according to the method -outlined in the
manufacturer's technical manual.

Failure Qf serrated blower Shafts may be due
to failure to inspect the, parts or of improper
reylacement ot' parts. %Olen inspecting serrated
shafts, be sure that they ,fit snugly and that wear
is not excessive. When serrations of either the
shaft or hub have failed for any reason, both
parts must be replaced.

Piston Seizuri

Piston seizure may cause an engine to stop
suddenly: The piston becomes Oiled and
scuffed. When this occurs, the piSton may
possibly break or extensive damage May be done
to other major engine parts.-The principal-causes
of piston seizure are insuffioient clearance,
excessive tempera tu reS., oc inadequate
lubrication.

'Defective Auxiliary Drive Mechanisms

Defects in auxiliary drive mechanisms may
cause an engine to stop suddenly. Since most')

)
14,
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LEADING EDGE
UPPER ROTOR

Figura 13-4.Owcking clearances of positive-displacement blower lobos .

troublerin gear trains or chain drives require
some'Visassembly, we shall limit our discussio?"
to only the causes of such troubles.

,,

tra4ear' failure is the principal trouble in gear
. Engine failure and extensive damage can

occur because of a broken or chipped gear. If
you hear a metallic clicking noise in the vicinity ,
of a "gear housing, it is almost a certain

indicatiot that a gear tOoth has broken.

Gears ar.; most likely 'to fail because of
improper lubtication, corrosionmisalignment,
torsional vibration, excessive backlash, wiped,
bearings and bushings, metal obstructions, or
improper manufacturing piocedures. e

Gear shafts, bushings and bearings, and gear
teeth must be checked during periodic

75.239

inspections for scoring, wear, and pitting. All oil
vassages, jets, and spfays should be cleaned to
ensure proper oil flow. ,911 gear-lockin devices
must fi tightly to prevent clongitu gear

.moveme t.

Chai s are used in some engiries fo ca4ishaft
and auxiliary drives; in other ennes, ch ns arc
'used to drive certain auxiliary rotating parts.
Troubles in chain/drives are usually caused by
wear or ,breakage.1TrOubles of this nature may
be caust \ by improper Asion, lack of
l ubricati1,n, sheaied cotter pins, or
misalignment.

. ,
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,
Figure 13-5 is a summary of the possible

troubles which may cause an 'engine to stall
frequently or stop suddenly. Th'ire may be some

86
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IRREGULAR ENGINE OPERATION 1

IMPROPER GOVERNOR OPERATION

fAtivre Putt, Nam* epoirstm

:

CONTAMINATED FUEL

r$SUFFICIENT FUEL

LOW. COOLING, EATER TEMPERATURE

umneoFiR L6AD6PPLICATION

WILY TIMED VALVES

TRIP ED ovaasiviovayici

OESTRUCTED EXHAUST SYSTEM'.

SE IZEOPPISTON OR REARING

FAULTY AUXILIARY DRIVES

r P

.0igure 11-5.Poss4bie troublis which may causa an rains to stall frac:awn* or to stop raxklenly.

doubias to the difference between stalling and
stoppM. In/ reality; there is, none unless we
assOciate certain tro .:les with each. In general,
troubles which cau REQUENT STALLING
are those that can be. eliminated With minor
adjustments or maintenance, If such troubles are

-not eliminated, it is quite, possible that .the
,engine can bc started, only to stall again. Failure
to- eliminate some of the troubles that cause
frequent stalling may lead to troubles that cause
SIMIAN STOPPING.

ENGINE WILL NOT
CARRY ID

Many drif the troiibles that can lead to loss of .

power in -an engine may also cause the engine to
stop' and stall suddenly or may even prevent, it
from starting. ,Co;npare the list of some of the
troubles that limy cause a power loss in the
engine in. figure 13-6 with those in figures 13-:1

75.240

and '13-5. Such items as ,,insufficient air,
insufficient fuel, and faulty operation of the''
governor appear ion-all-three cliarts. Many of the
troubles listed are s closely related, Sand the
elimination of one mey eliminate others.'

The operator of an internal-combustion
engine may be confronted with aaditional major
difficulties, such as- those indicated in rigure
13-7: Here, again, ou can see that many of
these possible troubles are similar to those' we
have Already discussed in connectioi4 with
starting' failures and with engine stalling and
stoppliig. The discussion which follows covers
only those troubles not previously considered.

ENGI:NE PVERSPEEDS

v When an engine overspeeds, the trouble can
usual* be associated with either the governor
mechanism or the fuel contml linka , .as
previously JiscuSsed. When -information on a

276
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'IRREGULAR ENGINE OPERATION

ENGINE WtLL NOT CARRY LOAD OR REACH
RATED SPEED (LOSS OR LACK OF POWER)

a'immommismoommok

IMSUf MIENS FUEL

NORCIPIENLT TINED MEL INJECTION CLOGGED FUEL NOZZLES OR PEAT
TIPS, FAULTY *UNCTION EQUIPMENT

.7

-,

INSUFFICIENT All SUPPLY

Figure 13-6.Poesible causes of insufficient poesec in an engine.

specific fuel system or speed 'control system is
required, check -the Jnanufactureq technical

, -Manual and the special technical mantthis for the
particular equipment. These special manuals are
available for the most widely used model's of
hydraulic governors and overspeed trips, and
they contain specific details on testing,
adjuSting, and repairing.-

iNGII4E HUNTS OR'
WI L L NOT SECURE

Solve troubles that may cause an engine to
hunt are srmilar ,t9, those that t*y cause an
'engine to resist securing efforts. Generally, these
two forms Qf irregular engine operation are
caused by troubles oiginating in the fuel system
kid speed control syllem.

Speed Control Systerti

The speea cOntrol system of an
internal-combustion engine includes those, parts

designed to 'maintain the engine speed at fome
exact value or between desired limits, regardksi
of changes in load on the engine.-Govemors are
Provided to regulate fuel injection so that tlie
speed of the engine can be controlled a t load,
is applied. Governors also preve t avers
as in rough seas when, the lo. ig4t be
Suddenly reduced when- the propellers leave the
water,

If certain .parts, of the fuel system or
governor , ail to function properly, the engine
may huntH.that is, vary at a cOnstant. throttle
setting-ok it may be difficUlt to stop the engine.

Fuel Control Raeks

Fuel controi i-acks thai have becoMe sticky -
or jammed ritay-cauSe governing difficulties. If
the control rack of a fuel systini is not
functioning properly, ths engine speed may
increase as the load is remoVed or-the engine
may hun't continuously, or it may hunt only

v
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[ RREGULAR ENGINE OPERATION

1

BKISI ovaitsrtL

IMPROPER FUNCTIDNOIG
CW GOVERNOR MECHANISM

FUEL PUMP CONTROL
LOW.AGE BINDS

l'ADNOMETER INACCURATE.
AND MADE LOIN -

INTAKE AIR OIL MTH
CLEANER TOO FULL

INCISE WILL 4OT SHUT
OR HUNTS

INNumlmol

IMPROPER ADJUSTMENT OR
M/SALIGNMENT Of FUEL
CONTROL LINKAGE

STUCK. INJECTOR RACKS

..........1 FUEL OIL LEAKAGE PEON
INJECTORS

LUSE Oikk LEAKAGE TO THE
.MANIFOLD AND

fibure 13-7.Additional

when the load is changed. A sticky or jammed
control ra4 may prevent an engine from
responding to changes in tfirottle setting and
may even prevent sectiring. :Any such condition
,could be serious in an emergency situation. Your

At.

1CYLINDER SAFETY VALVES
POP FREQUENTLY

tXCESSIVE &AQUA Of FUEL
INJECTED INTO CYLINDER

INSUFFICIENT TENSION ON
SAFETY VALVE SPRING

BROKEN SUPERCHARGE
VALVE UF APPLICA.11.0

CLOGGED OR PARTIALLY
OBSTRUCTED EXHAUST
roar%

ENGIN WATS EER
VARIES AT CONSTAIIT
THROTTLE SETTING)

JAW/WPIII! FUNCtIONING
of T141 ENGINE GOVERNOR

LOAD M.UCTUATIMG TOO
UNEVENLY rait THE GOV-
ERNOR TO MAINTAIN

/CONSTANT SPEED

triegular engin. operation.
75.242

;

job -is to make every effort4assib1e to prevenf
such conditions from odctirring.

You can check for a sticky rack by securing
the engine, diseannecting the linkage to the
governor, and then atteMpting to m6ve the rack

78 0
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by hand. There Should be no apparent resistance
to the motion of the rack if the return springs
and linkage are disconnected. A stuck- control
rack may be caused by the plunger's sticking in
the pump barrel; dirt in the rack mechanism;
darnage to 'the rack, sleeve, or gear; or improper
assembly of the injector pump. a

,The cause of sticking or jamming must be.
'determined and ciamagid parts must be replaCed.
If sticking is due to dirt, a thorough cleaning.of

, all parts will probably correct the trouble. ErrorS
in assembly can be avoided by carOully studying
the alrembly drawings and instructions.

Leakai of Fuel Oil

(-
Leakage of fuelkoil from the injectors may

cause an engine to .continue to operate when
you attempt to shut it down. Regardless of the
type ''of fuel system, the results of internal
leak4e from injection gquipment are, in general,
somewhat the same. Injector leakage will cause
unsatisfactory engine operation because of the

.

excmive amount of fuel entbring the cylinder.
Leakage may also cause detonation, crankcase
dilution, smoky exhaust, less of power, and
excessive carbon formation on spray tips of
nozzles and other surfaces .of the combustion
chamber.

Accumulation of Lube dil
#- .

knottier trouble which mayprevent y'ou
from stopping an engine is accumulation of lube
oil in the intake air passagesmanifold or air
box. Such an accumulation creates an extremely
dangerous condition. You can detect excess Oil
by removing inspection plates on covers and
examining the air box and 'manifold. If oil is
discovered, remove it and perfotm the necessary
corrective maintenance. If oil.is,drawn suddenly
in larequantities from the manifold or air box
info the cylinder of the engine and burns, the

_engine may run away. The engine governor tas
no control over the sudden increase of spled
that occurs.

An air box\ or air manifold explosion is also a
possibility if excess.oil is allowed to accumulate.

me engine manufacturers have provided safety
evices to reduce the hazards of such eplosions.

Excess oil in the air box or manifold of
engine also increases the tendency toward
carbon formation on liner ports, cylinder valves,
and other partsof the combustion chamber.

The causes of excessive lube oil
accumulation in the air box or .manifold will
vary depending on the specific engine.
Generally, the accumulation is due to an
obstruction in either the. air box or separator
drains.

In an effort to reduce the possibility of
crankcase ekplosions and runaways, some engine
manufacturers have , desighed a means to
ventilate the crankcase. In some engines, a
passage between the crankcase and the .intake
side of the blower provides ventilation. In other
engines, an oil..separator dr air maze in the
pawge between the crankcase and blower
intake prdides yentilation.
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In either type of installation, stopped up
drains will sause an excessive accnmulation of
oil. Drain passages must he kept open by proper
cleaning whenever necessary.

Oil may enter the air box or manifold from
sources other than cenkcase vapors. A defective
blower oil seal, a carryoverfrom an oilitype air
cleaner, oi defective oil. piping may' be the
source of trouble.

Another possible source may be
excessively high oil level in the crankcase. Und
this condition, an oil fo4 is cleated in so e
engines by the moving pairts. An oil fog mot so
be caused bY excessive clearance in he
connecting rod and main journal bearin
some types of crankcase ventilating sysfem , the
oil fog will be drawn into the blower. Whe this
occurs, an abnormal amount, of oil may
accumulate in the air box. Removal of e oil
will not remove the trouble. The *cause f the
accumulation must be determined a d the
necessary repair must be accomplished.
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je. If a blower oil seal i5 defetive, replacement
is the only satisfactory method' 'of correction.
When installing new seals, be sure the shafts are
not scored and the bearings ate in satisfactory
condition. Special precautions must be taken
during installation to avoid, darnaging oil seals.
Damage to an oil seal during installation is
usually not discovered until the blower'has been
reinstalled and the engine has been put into
operation. Be sure an oil seal gets the necessary
lubrication. The oil not only lubricates the seal,
reducing friction, but 'also carries away any.keat
that is generated. New oil seals ate generally
soaked in dean, light lube oil .befoie assembly.

CYLINDER SAFETY VALVES

C:or sonie engines, a cylinder relief (safety
valveY is* provided for each cylinder. The valve
opens when the cylinder pressures exceed a safe
operating limit. The valve opens -Npr closes' a
passage leading from the cortibustion, charnber to
the outside of the cylinder. The valve face-is
'held ,apinst the valve seat by silting pressure.
Tension on:lhe spring is varied by an adjusting
nut, which is locked when the desired setting is
attained. The desired setting varies with the type
of engine and may be found by referring to the
nienufacturer's technical manual.

Cylinder relief valves should be set-at the
specified lifting prespre. Continual filthy
(popping) of the valves indicates excessive
cylinder pressure or malfunction 'of the valves,
either of which should be corrected
immediately. Repeated lifting of a relief valve
indiCates that the engine is being overloaded, the
ioadi being applied improperly, or the engine is
too Gold. Also, repeated lifting may indicate that
the valve spring has becorn% weakened, ignition
or fuel' .injection is occurring too early, the
injector is sticking and leaking, too .much.fuel is
being supplied, or, in air injection engines, that

,the spray valve air pressure i too' high: When
frequent popping occurs, the engine must be
stopped to determine and remedy the cause of
the trouble. In an emergency,, the fuel:supply
May be cut off in the affected cylindek. Relief

. salves must NEV.ER be locked closed, except'in

an emergency. When emergency measures are
taken, the valves must be repaired or replaced as
necessary as soon as possible.

When excessive fuel is the cauF of frequent
safety valve lifting, the trouble may be due to
the 'improper functioning of 'a high-pressure
injection pump, a leaky nozzle or spray valve, or
a loose fuel cam (if adjustable); or; in some-
system§ such as The common. rail, the fuel
pressure max be too high.

A safety valve that is not operating properly
should be removed, disassembled, cleaned and
inspected. Check the valve and-valve seat for
pitting and excessive 'wear and the valve spring
for possible defective conditions. When a safety
valve is removed, for any reason, the spring
tension must be reset. This procedure varies to
some extent, depending on the valve
construction.

Except in emergencies, it is'advisable to shut
an engine down when troubles cause safeiry valve
popping.

Clogged or partially obakructed exhaust
ports May also rause the cylinder safety valve to
lift. This condition will not occur often if proper
plaiined maintenance procedures are followed. If

does occur, the resulting increase in.cylinder
pressUre may, be enough to cause iafety valve
popping. Clogged exhaust ports will also cause
overheating of the engine, high exhaust
temperatures, and sluggish engine operation.

You san prevent clogged cylinder ports by
removing carbio deposits at prescribed intervals ,

Some engine nufacturers make special tools
for port...cleaning. Round wire brushes of the
proper size are satisfactory for this work. You
must be careful in cleaning cylinder ports to
prevent carbon, from entering the cylinderbar
the engine to such a position that the piston
blocks the port.

4 ,

sysivroms OF ENGINE TROUBLE

In learnirig to recognize the symptoms that
may help locate tpe causes .of engine trouble,
you will find that experience is the best teacher.
Even though written instructiOns are essential
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,

for efficient troubleshooting, the :information
usually given serves only as a *guide. It is very
difficult to kscribe the ;sensation that you
should feel when checking the temperature of a
bearing by hand; the specific color of exhaust
srnoke When pistons and rings are worn
excessively; and, for some engines, the sound
that -,y-ou . will hear if the crankshaft
counterweights come loose..YouInust actually
wbrk with the equipment in order.to associate a
particular syMptom with a- particular trouble.
Written 'information, hdWever, cap save you a,
great deal of time and eliminate 'much
unnecessAry work. Written instructions will
make detection of troubles much . easier in
practical situations.

Symptoms 'which indicate that a trouble
exists may be in the form of an unusual noise or
instrument indication, smoke, or excessive
consitinption or contamination -of the lube oil,
fuel, or water. Figure 13-8 is a general listing of
various trouble symptoms which the operator of
an engine may encounter.

-
NOISES

. The unusual noises which may indicate that
a trouble exfsts or is impending marbe classified

RA TTLENG

PRESSURE

Lao LuaE ON. PlatatE

NIGM LUSE Ga. PRESUME

LOIN FUEL OIL PRESSURE
(IN LOwPRESSLME UIL
SUPPLY srsT141)

LCM COOLING frATER
MIAMI.* 0,111(SN)

LOw C ING WATER
PRIM 1 &ALT!

MICOrtOOLING WAT( R
IMMURE MALT)

Low comeRIssjoN psIssuitz

LOW FIRING PIERSIURE

piprol puluNG p1114U1/11

.LOW ICAYINGANG AIR
RECEirii OREISA.MI
0UP OMR DI.ING/111

141014 IEMAulT SACK
PR ELtmeR

INSTRUMENT INDICATIONS

TEMPERATURE

LOW LURE OIL TIWIPERATAR

141011 LURE OIL TImPIRATun

Low COoLiNG- WA TIN TENPERA.
TORE (PRIM)

141011 COOLING RATER TEMPERA.
NEE (IIIIN)

LOW CYLINDER EXHAUST
TEMPERATURE

NIGH I XNAL&ST TEmpaRAT Lai
IN OME.VLIKOIR

as pounding, knocling, clicking, and rattling.
Each type of nois .. must, be associated With
certain engine parts r systems which miglA be
the source of trouble.

)

Potinding or. han ering' is a mechanical
knock (not to be Confu ed with a fuel knock). It
may -be caused by a 1oOie,excessively worn or
broken engine part. Ge. erally, troub s of this
nature will require major kepairs.

Detonation (knocking is caused- by the
presence of, fuel or lubri ating oil in the air
diarge of the cylinders du ng the compiession
stroke. Excessive pre ures accompany
detonation. If detonation:.is. curring in one, or
more cylindeis, an engine s ould'be stopped
immediately to prevent possible damage.

Clicking,noises are generally
an improperly functioning vAlve
timing gear. If the.cylinder or vat
is .the source of metallic clicking,
.may be due to a loose valve stem
insufficient or excessive valve LapiSet
a loose cam follower or guide, bro
springs, or a valve that is stuck open. A
in the. timing gear .usually indicates that tl

(some damaged or broken geir teeth.

ssociated with
lechanism" or

mechanism
the trouble
and guide,
learances, .

en valve
clicking

re are

SPEED

KNoNG SPEED NOT 4041JAAL

MA 11 NAM SPE PO NOT 1101644L

;

SHOXE

S LAGS( /ERNA 51.041

S LU44.14/11 E EX.NALIST
SMOKE

SMOK E A 1154,44 P ROM

CRANKCASE

WOKE ARISING PROM
CYLINDER HEAD

WOKE PROM E )I0MR
AUXILIARY IOUIPANT

rbasek, ITC )

CONTAMINATION OF LUSE GIL,
FUEL.OR WATER \\

FUEL OIL INNS LUIS DX

WATER IN TNE LUINT

CUL 04 041A51 141141 WATER

WATER 41 TNE PUEL Ca.

AMER GAS $#4 THE WATER

METAL PARTICLES IN LUSI CM.

Figure 13-atSymptonis of engine trouble.
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Rattling noises are generally due to vibration
of loose engine parts. However, an improperly
functioning vibration damper, a failed
antifriction bearing, or a gear-type pump
operating without prime are also possible
sources of trouble when rattlIng noises occur.

When you heai a noise, first make sure that
it is a trouble symptom. Each diesel engine has a
characteristic noise: at 'any specific speed and
load. The noise will change with ,a change__ in
speed of,load. As an operator ydu must become
laniiliar with the normal sounds of an engine.
Abnormal sounds must be 'investigated
promptly. Knocks which indicate a trouble May
be detected and located by special instruments
or bY the use of a "sounding bar" such as a solid
iron screwdriver or bar.

INSTRUMENT INDICATIONS

n engine operator probably relies more on
the instruMents to warn of impending trdubles
than on all the other trouble symptoms
combined. Rewardless of the type instrument
lIeing used, the indications are of no value if
inaccuracies exist. Be sure an instrument' is
accurate and operating properly. All'instruments
must, be tested at specified intervals or whenever
they are suspected of being inaccurate.

SMOKE

Smoke can .be quite useful as an aid in
locating some types 'of trOuble, especially if used
in conjunction with other trouble symptoms.
The color of exhaust smoke can also be used as a
guide in troubleshooting.

The color of engine exhaust is a good,
general indication of engine ierformance. The
exhaust of 'an efficiently ope7ating engine has
little or no color. A dark, smoky exhaust
indicites incomplete combustion;.the darker the
color, the grt.ater the amount of 'unburned fuel
in the exhaust. Incomplete combustion may be
due to a num17er of trciubles. Some
manufacturers associate a particular type of
trouble with the color of the exhaust. The more
serious troubles are, generally 'identified with
either black or bluish-white exhaust .colors.

EXCESSIVE CONSUMPTION OF
LUBE OIL, FUEL OR VsIATER

An operator should be aware of engine
trou13le whenever 'excessive consumption of anyi
of the essential liquids occurs. The possible
troubles indicated by excessive consumption will
depend on the system in question; leakage,
however, is one troubli which may be cpmmon
to all. Before starting ry disassembly, check for
leaks in the system in which excessive
consumption occurs..

TROUBLESHOOTING GASOLINE

The troubleshociting procedure's used for a
marine gasoline engine are, in many wlys,
similar -to those for a diesel engine. The main
parts and systems of the two types of engines
are quite simik With two exceptions. They

. differ .principalri in the manner of getting fuel
'and air into the cylinders and in the method Of

. This seCtion deals primarily with those

vengines. In, addi n, troubleshooting
systems which differ i rtrtd diesel

information is given4n the electrical systems.

Even though Most electrical maintenance
and repair iS the responsibility a an Electrician's
Mate, yoli\as/ an Engineman can reduce the
aniount of electrical troubles 1)y following the
correct operating procedures. Most electrical
system troubles develop from improper user
care, or maintenance.
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The following information is given primarily
to help you in detecting electrical troubles so
th'at corrective action may he taken.

lien a gasoline 'engine fails to start, one of
three conditions exists. The enime is not free to
turn, the stafter does not crank 'the engine, or
the enkine is cranked but does not start. Figure
13-9 lists many of the parts and conditions
which may be the soutce of trouble causing such
difficulties.

'
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Figure 13-a Possible sources of trixtble wtion'a gasoline engine fails to stirt

If the engine will pot turn over, some partis
probably seized. In this event it is advisable t(T
make a thorough inspection which may
necessarily include some disassernbly.

STARTER DOES NOT R6IN

If the starter fails to turn, the trouble can
usually be traced to the battery, connections
switch, or starter motor. ,

Symptoms 'of battery trouble generally
occur before the charge gets too low toperform
the required work. Battery failure is normally
preceded by a' gradual decline in the strength of
the battery charge. A dead battery may be the
result df insufficient charging, damaged plates,
or improper starting technique.
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Generators used to maintain the chvge of
starting batteries may become defective. When
this occurs, the normal symptoms are a low
battery chalge when the engine is started and a
zero or low ammeter reading when the engine is
running.

1,6

Batteries must be in good condition to
ensure the proper operation. of an ignition
system. A starter draws a heavy current from the
best of batteries. When a battery is weak, the
voltage will be insufficient/ to operate the
ignition .system satisfactorily because the heavy
starting current will drop the voltage of the
battery to an remely low value.

' Flames and sparks Of all kinds should be
kept away from the vicinity of storage batteries.
A certain amount of hydrogen gas is given off
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from a battery at all times.4n confined spaces
this gas can form a dangefturexplosive mixture.

When using tools around . a battery, you
should be careful not to short circuit the battery
terminals. Never use a 'V&A or metal object to
make a so-called "test" of a storage battery.

Batteries in exposed locations subject to low
temperatures should be kept fully charged
durin g. cold weather. In extreme cold weather,
storage batteries should be removed and plaCed
in a 'warm compartment, if it is practicable to do
so. )

Electrical connections are another possible
source of trouble it' the starterdbes not turn. All,
connections must be kept tight and free from

'corrosion.if maximum capacity' iS.to be obtained
from the battery. Battery terminals, sin& 'they
are more vulnerable to corrosion, looseness, and
.bdrning, are the principal isourees of trouble.

Burned battery terminals may be caused by
a loose connection, a. corroded terminal, or a
short circuit. Burning of terminals usually occurs
when an engine iS being started. Burning may be
indicated by such things as smoke, a fbish, or a
spattering of molten metal in the vicinity of the
battery. Usually, the startirtg.glotor will cease to .

turn after the occurrence of these'symptoms.

Switches, electrieal relays, ot contactors
.which 'are defective or inoperative may .be the
reason that a 'starter will not turn. Contactors,
being subject to extremely hiA current, must be
maintained in the best possible condition.
Starting contactors are e4ther" nianually or
magnetically operated and are designed to be
'operated for only short periods oflime.

Starter motor troubles can be traced for the
most part to the commutator, brushes, or
insulation. If motors are to function properly,
they must be kept clean and dry; dirt and
moisture make good commutation impossible.
Dirty and fouled starter motors may be caused
by failure to replace .the cover band, by water
leakage, or bj; excess lubricatilon.

Most starter rvtors have a cover to ptotect
the commutator arid windings. If the operator
neglects to replace the cover or removes it as an

It.. aid to ventilation and cooling, dirt and water are
sure to damage the equipment.

Although lubrication of bearinp is essential
for proper operation, excessive lubrication may
lead to trouble. in a starter motor. Excess ,

lubricant in the shaft bearipgs may leak or be
ferced past the seal and foul the- insulating
material, cOmmutator, and brushes. The
lubricant prevents a gbod electrical contact
betWeen the brushes.. and CoMmutator, cadsing
sparking and heating of the commutatOr and
burning of the brushes.

-Burned bnishes 'are another possible source
of trouble- if the starter. motor is inoperative.
Burning pay be caused by loose brush bolders,
improper brush spring tension, a brush stuck in
the kolder, a dirty commutator, improper brush
seating surface, and overloading the starter.

STARTER MOTOR OPERATES
BUT DOES NOT CRANK ENGINE

If the starter motor and battery are known
to be in good operating condition but the starter
fails to crank the engine, the trouble will usually
be found in the drive connection between tie
motor and the ring gear on the flywheel.
TroubleS' in the drive assembly are usually in the
form of brOken parts or a slipping clutch (if
applicable). A. slipping clutch may be the result
of the engine not being free to turn or of the
clutcli not holding up to its rated capacity.

Even though' seldom encountered, a stripped
ring gear on the flywheel may ,be,the source of
trouble it' the starter motor does not turn the
engine.

ENGINE CRANKS BUT
VAILS TO START ,

Starting troubles and their causes and
corrections may vary to some degree, depending
on the particular engine. If the..., prescribed
prestarting and starting erocedures are followed
and a gasoline engine fails to start, the source of
trouble will probably be improper priming or
choking, a laek of fuel at various points in the
system, or a lack of spark at the, spark,plugs.
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Improper priming may he classified as either
underpriming .or overpriming. Priming
instructions differ, depending on the engine.
Information-on priming also applies tó engines
equipped with chokes. A warm engine should
never be Nimed. Some engines may require no
priming except when starting under cold
weather conditions.

On some installations, ttnderpriming can be
checked by the feel of the primer pump as it is
operated. On other installations, underpriming
may be due to insufficient use of the choke.

Overpriming results in a flooded engine and
makes starting difficult. Overprirning is also
undesirable becausG excess gasoline Will.
condense in the intake manifolds, run chown into
the .cylintlers, wash away the lubricating oil film,
and cause pistons or rings to stick. vk

Flooding can be determined by removing
and inspecting a spark plug. A wet plug indicates
flooding. Defloading or drying out procedures
must be accomplished according to prescribed
instructions. Sornelinstallations specify that the
ignition switch must be ON, while others state
the switch must be OFF; therefore it is
important tijat the appropriate engine
manufacturer' istructions be followed..

Improper carburetion may be the source a
trouble if a gasoline engine fails to start. On
some engines a check of the fuel pressure gage
will indicate whether lack of fuel is the cause. If
the pge shbws the prescribed 'pressure, the
troubl-e is not lack of fuel: if the gage shows
little Or no fuel pressure, then the various parts
of the delivery system must he checked to locate
the fault.

In some installations, you can determine
whether; the trouble is in the gage or in the fuel
system hy the following procedtire: (1) remove
the carburetor plug next to the fuel pressiire
gage conriection, and (2) use a suitable container
to catch, the gasoline and operate the pump used
to byild up starting fuel pressure. If fuel is
reaching the carburetor, gasoline will spurt vut
of the oi)en plug hole: -this, indicates $hat the
gage is inoperative. If no fuel flows from the

plug opening, the trouble 4s probablysin the fuel
system somewhere between the fuel tank and
carbdretor. Even though all installations do not
have a fuel pressure gage, the procedure for
checking the fuel system will be much the same.4

If a wobble pump is installed to build up
starting fuel pressure, 'you can determine
whether Oe pump is operating correctly by the
feel and sAnd of the pump. If the pump feels or
sounds dry, then the trouble is. between the
pump and supply tanks. The trOubk might be
caused by a 'Cogged fueliine strainer (*Illy an air
leak in the line. If the wobble pump isTurnping,
then the trouble may be in the line to the engine
fuel pump or in the engine fuel pump itself.

Check the fuel lines for cracks, dents, loose!,
connections, sharp bends, and clogging.- You cafi,
remove the fuel line at the pump and Use air to ,

determine if the line is open.

Check fuel pumps for leaks at the pump
gaskets or in the fuel line connections. Check
fuel pump filters or sediment howl screens fpr
restrictions. Check the bypass for operation. If
the bypass valve is deLective, the fuel pump will
have "to be replaced. ..In diaphragm type fuel
pumps, the filter bowl gasket, the diaphragm, or
the valves may be the source of trOuble. Check

, for air leaks b'y submerging the discharge end of
the fuel line in gasoline and looking for air
bubtples while cranking' the enOne. If the engine..
will run, a leaiw diaphragm can be detected by
gasoline leakage from the pump air vent.

Carburetor trouble may be the reason if fuel
'does not reach the cylinders. This mn be
checked by rernoving the spark plugs and
looking for. moisture. If there is no trace of

oline.on the plugs, the carburetor may be out
of adjustment, the float level may be too low, or
the jets may beatilogged. If the Wel level in the
carburetor float' bowl is loW, tile float valve is
probably stuck on the seat. If the fuel level in
the float is correct, yet no fuel is delivered to
tbe .carburetor throat, the carburetor'will have
to be removed, disassembled, and cleaned.

Faulty ignition system partVriay be the
source bt. startirfg I difficulties. You may
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encoun4r two kinds of ignition systemSthe
MAGI1ETO type and the BATTERY type. Even
though the parts of these systems differ in some
respects, their function is,the same., na:rnely, to
produce, a spark in each cylinder of the enginokat
exactly the prop& time in relation to thea
position of the pistons and the crankshaft. Also,
the system is so designed that the sparks in all
cylinders follow each other in proper sequence.

ENGINE FAILS TO STOP

If a gasoline engine fails to stop when the
ignition switch is turned to the OFF position,
the troulsle is usually caused by a faulty ignition
circuit, improper, timing, the octane rating
number of the fuel is too lOw for the design of
the engine, or the engine is overheated.

In a magneto type ignitionfsystem, an open
gound connection may cause an "engine to run
after the ignition switch is turned off. When a
magneto ground connection is opcn, the
magneto will continue to produce pail(slas long
as the magneto armature magnets rotate, and the
engine will continue to run. In other words,
when the magneto ignition switc
are closed, the ignition shOuIde
This is not true of the booster

I contact points
be SHUT OFF.

il circuit of a
magneto type system, -nor of the usual battery
type ignition system. In these systems, an open
grouneor open switch points prevent current
floW. If the switch of a battery type ignition
system fails to stop an entOne, it is probable that
the contact switch points have remained clOsed.

If the ignition switch and the circuit are in
gt)od condition, failure tO stop may be caused
by ovtrheating. if the engine is overheated,
normal compression 'temperature ma -s? become
high .enough to. ignite the fuel mixture even

,though no spark is being produced in. the
cylinders. When this happens in a gasoline
engine, the engine is in reality operating on the
diesel principle.

Normally; you will detect the symptorns of
overheating before the .temperature get4 too
high. The causes of overheating in a gasoline
ens4ne are much the same as those for a diesel
engine.

Other troubles and their symptoms, causes,
and corrections which may, occur in a gasoline
engine are similar to those found in a diesel
engne. Troubles leading to loss of rpin, irregular
operation, unusual noises, abnormal instrument
indications, and excessive 'consumption or
contamination of the lube oil, fuel, or water, can
usually be handled in the same way for psolirie
and diesel engines. Of course, there are always
exceptions, so it is best to consult the
aApropriate manufacturer's technical manual.
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ELECTRIcAL SYSTEMS

Since most sll boat crews do not include
an electrician wl4n away from .the ship, it will
be the responsibility of the engineer to
troubleshoot and repair troubles that may be
encountered with the electrical igiition and
ligbling systems. The ignition systpms have been
discussed earlier in fhis makal, so the
inforinion here will -mostly apply to lighting
systems.

The electrical system on a typical small boat
consists of the following:

I. A battery chailOg generator driven from
the propulsion engine.

2. An engine starting system.
3. A 'battery used both for engne starting

and for supplying auxiliary loads when the
engine is secured.

4. A control and distribution panel having
switches and fuses for the control arid
protection of circuits to auxiliary loads.

5. cable forinterconnecting the above.
-6. Voltage regulator.

UNGROUNDED TWO-WIRE,
24-TLT D,C. SYSTEM

t

The electrical sYstem used on Navy small
boats is generally a tWo-Vii.e; ungrounded,
24-volt d.c. 'system. The two-Iwire system is a
necessity on a nonconducting boat h4 of wood
or plastic.. The steel boat hull, like the
automobile chassis, makes a good electrical
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conductor and permits the use of a.single-wire
electrical system with a gronnded or hull return.
There are certain leasons, however, 'for the use
of an ungrounded two-wire system on steel hull
boats instead of the single-wire installation.

Because of 'environmental _ conditions
(exposure to saltWater spray), an unwanted
(accidental). vound sometimes occurs on boat
electrical systems. The Navy's service
experiences reveal that fewer shutdowns occur
on its .ungroiinded two-wire systems than ori the
single-wire systems. As a result, every effort 'is
made to provide a two-wire ungrounded system
ancytfe El\ectrician's Mate. must,maintain it in
tha condiiion -Tie ungrounded sistems can
tolerate the,tginporary addition of any SINGLE
grqunded condition, regardless of its location,
because no function is affected. A variety of
troubles however may rethlt when two places in
the system become ungrounded. The more
comien9n troubles include blown fuses, failure to.
energize the starting system, or faulty operation
of any device, such as horn, voltage regdlator,
lights, and miscellaneous auxii loads.

PROTECTION OF CIRCUITS

Fuses are normally provided only in the
circuits supplying ailxiliary loads Such a5 horns,,
ruhnin'g lights, cabin hghts, spotlights, 'and
communications equipment.

All other circuits, such as the starting motor
circuit, solenoid switch control circuit, battery
charging circuit, and power supply to the
distribution panel, .are unfused. Protection of
the unfused circyits is adequate, beause the
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possibility of short circuits or leakage currents
_has been reduced by providing the following:

1. Two-wire ungroCnded electrical system
instead of single-wire grounded.

2. Two-wire ungrounded electriC1
components' of such rugwd construction as to
make grounding of internal. Iviring or tenninals
most. difficult under normal svvice conditions.

3. Watertight components such as battery
connection boxes, distribution and control
panel, and. starting motor solenoid switch.

4. . Cables between batteries and starting
motor of sufficient size to carry high inrush
currents and ,provided with terminal lugs and
epd sealing to prevent penetration of moisture.

5. Splash guards for attached generators.
6. Protection of instrumentS such as the

battery charging ammeter by providing sealed
meters or a transparent splash shield.

7. Fusing of auxiliary load -circuits to
isolate faults in these circuits.

When working around an engine or boat it
will be to your ,advantage- to pay particular
attention to how a unit is wired and the type of
wiring _used. It will make the job of finding and
rePairing troubles much easier.

Althoukh on a small boat away from the
ship, it will be rather difficult to cOmpletely
check out a system 4ince the test equipment will
not be available.

However, you can check for such thinv as
loose, or corroded connections7 broken' wiring,
faulty switches,.and blown bulbs or fuses.

More detailed information pertaining td. a
particular installation-can be obtained from the
manufacturer's technical manyal.

Irf



CHAPTER 14

TRANSMISSION QF ENGINE POWER

The main components of an engine have
been covefed in the preceding chapters of this
manual. If sthe power developed by an engine is
to be used to perform useful work, there must
be son* way to transmit the power from the
engine '(driving unit) to' such loads a's the
propeller of a boat or the drive shaft of a
generator, a compressor, or a -pump. This
chapter provides general information on how the
force available at the crankshaft of an engine is
transmitted to a point where -it will perform
Useful work. The combination of devices used to
transmit engine power to a driven unit is
commonly called a DRIVE MECHANISM.

FACTORS RELATEn
THE TRANSMISSION
OF ENGINE POWER

The basic characteristics of an/
internal-combustion engine make it necessary,in
many cases, for the drive 'mechanism to change
both the speed and the direction of shaft
rotation in the driven mechanism. There are
various methods for making required ohanges in
speed and direction during the transmission of
power from the driving unit to the drlyen unit.
In most of the installations you will liTworking
with, Oe power ,is transmitted by a drive
mechaniim consisting principally (If ,gears And
shafts. You will better understand the way a
drive mechanism transmits power if you review
chapters 1 through 9 of Basic Machines,
NA VPERS I0624-A. Chapter 6 will be
especially helpful to you; it describes, the basic
types of gears and discussfs how gears are used
to change the directitin of ratation ari,d the
speed, of a shaft.

Nc-

The procesS of_tansmitting engine power to
a point wherer. l- can be used in performing
useful wak im/olves a number of factors. Two
of these factors are torque and speed.

TORQUE

lorque, or twist, is the force which tends to
cause a rotational movement of an object. The
crankshaft of an engine supplies a twisting force
to the gears and shafts which transmitloower to
the driven unit. Gears are used to increase or
decrease torque. For example, an engine may
not produce enough torque to turn the shaft of
a driven machine if the cNrinection between the
driving and driven units is direCt, or ':solid." If
the right combinatfon of gears is installed
between the engine and the' driven unit,
howei,er, torque is increased, and the. twisting
-force is then sufficient to operate the driven
unit.,

SPEED

, Another factor related to torque and to the'
transmission of engine' power is engine speed. If
maximum efficiency is to be obtained, an engine
must operate at a certain speed. To obtain
efficient engine operation, in some installations
the engine-may' nee(cl to operate at i-higher speed
than that required l'or efficient bperation of the
driven unit. In other installations, the speed of
the engine may need to be lower than thi speed
of 'the driven unit. Through a combination of
gears, the speed of the driven unit can be
increased or decreased so that both the driving
and the driven units operate at their most
effident speeds; that is, so that the proper speed
ratio exists between the units.

288
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Speed Ratio and Gear Ratio

The terms speed ratio and gear ratio are
frequently. used in descriptions of gear-type,,
mechanisms. Both ratios are 4etermined by
dividing the number of teeth the driven gear
by the number of teeth on- e driving gear. For
example, assume that the crankshaft of a
particular engine is fitted ^with a driving gear
which is half as large as the meshing, driven gear.
li the driving ar has 10 teeth and the driven
gear has 20 t th, e gear ratio iS 2 to 1. Every
revolution o the driving gear will cause the
driven gear to revolve through only half a .turn.
Thus, if the engihe is operating at 2,000 rpm,
the speed of the driven gear will be only 1,000
rpm; the speed ratio is then 2 to ".j. This
ailrangement doubles the torque on the shaft of
,the driven unit; the speed of the driven unit,
however, is only half that of the engine.

On the other hand, if the driving geartas 20
teeth and the driven gear has 10 teeth, the speed

, ratio is 1 to 24and the speed of the drivengear is
doubled. The rule applies equally w01 when an
odd number of teeth is involved. If the ratio of

//the teeth is 37 to 15,the speed rAtio is slightly
lesS than 2.47 to / ; in other words, the driving__
gear will turn through almost- two and a half
revolutions awhile pe driven gear makes one
revolution. The gear with the greater number Of
teeth, which will always revolve more slowly
than the gear with the smaller number of teeth,
will produce the greater .torque. Gear trains
which change speed always change torque; when
speed "increases, the torque decreases
proportionally.

TYPES OF
DRIVE KECHANISMS

4

You have just learned that the torque and
the speed of an engine may need to be changed
to satisfy the torque4and speed requirements of
the driven mechanism. The term indirect drive,
as used in this chapter, describes a drive
mechanism which changes speed and torque.
Drives of this,iyee are common to many marine
engine installations.

When the speed and the torque of,an engine
do NOT need to be changed to drive a machine

satisfactorily:the mechanism used is a DIRECT
DRIVE. Drives of this type are commonly used
when the engine furnishes power for the
operation of auxiliaries, such as generators and
pumps.

INDIRECT DRIVES
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The drive mechanisms of most
engine-powered ships and of many boats are the
indirect type. With this drive, the power
developed by the engtne(s) is transmitted to the
pro ler(s) indirectly, through an intermediate

ism which reduces the shaft speed. Speed
may be reduced mechanically, by, a combination
of gears, or,by.-electrical means.'

Mechanical Drives

The mechanical drives, discussed in this
chapter include devices which reduce the shaft
speed .of the _driven 'unit, Provide a means for.
reversing the directiofi of shaft rotation in the
driven unit, and permit quick-disconnect of the
driVing.unit from the driven unit.. -

Propellers operate most efficntly in a
relatively low rpm range. V efficient
designs of diesel engines, however, operate in a
relatively high rpm range. It ber that both the
engine and propefler may operate efficiently, the
drive mechanism in many installations includes a
device which permits a speed reduetion froln
engine shaft to propeller shaft. The combination
of gears which brings about the speed reduction
is called a REDUCTION GEAR. In most.diesel.
engine installations, the reduction ratio does not
exced 3 to 1. There ,are Some units, hOwever,
whidl have rechictions as high ag 6 to 1.

eropelling equipment of a'boat or a ship
must provide backing-down power as well as
forward motion power. In a few ships and boats
backing down is accomplished by reversing the
pitch of the propeller; ii most ships, however,
backiiig down is accomplished by reversing the
direction of rotation Of the propeller shaft. In
mechanical drives, the' direction of rotatibn of
the propeller shaft is ',reversed in one of two
*ays: hy re.versing the direction of _engine
rotation; or b.y using REVERSE,,GEARS. Of
these two methodS, reverse gears are more
commonly used in modern installations.

(./
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. *
the -drive mechanism of a.ship or bbizit must

do Incire thah-reduce speed,,and change direction
catation: 'Most drive mecpartisrns have.-a

which. 4 icnect the , drie
mechanism from the propeller shaftd permits.

.- the engyie to be oper4ed withOut -fuming the..,;; propeller shaft.. -
the. arrangement of the Lximppnents in an

indirect 4rive varies; depending.upon the type
tand .. size Of the installation. In sonie siiiall

initallations the clutch,.the reverse gear, and the
.reduction gear' may .be combinell in:a single unit.
In other installations the clackand the reverse
gear may be in one housing witirthe reduction
gear in a separate housing attached td the,
reverse-gear housing. Drive mechanismsarranged.
tn either manner are usu.ally called'
TRANSMISSIONS. The arrangemenr-of the

- cbmponentg in two different-1,"types of
transmissions are Shown in figures and
14-2.

In the transmission shown in figure l41, the
housing is divided into two ,sections by the
bearing carrier. The clutch assembly is in. the

elk

FORWARD

REVERSE iism

f

CRANKSHAFT
GEAR

FL YVA0EXL.-

fiAOK PLATE

FLOATIN3 PLAIT

' ;

forward. section,, and the gear:assembly iS ,

after 4:ctiOrf of the housing. In thetr=ansMission
figuie...,44--a, nate, thai .clufch

a§-sembly and the. reverseigear -assernbly are in
ode 'hodsing, while the reducion-gear :CMit Win, a-
separate housing '(attlached Id the cluteh,and,the,,'-'..?..

,
.. .reverso-gear\housing). .

4.
.. .. '..

In large epgilne-nistallatioi
,

', the clutch arid'.... ..
the reverse' gear.may be combi ed; they,inpy be .
separate units, located between the engine and a

- separate redbition gear; or the chitckmay I;e
separate and the reverse gear and the reductjon

it -gear may be combined.

In most, veared-drive Anupple propellgr
-ships, the prcipulsion units and their drive
Mechanisms are independent of each other. In
others, the drive .mechanism is arrAged so that

tn
r,1 oernore engines can drive a single propeller.

ope newer type of installation, the CODOG
AccAmbiiiation diesel or gas) ''svtem, each
propeller is driven ,by a diesel engine or both
propellers are driven by one gaS turbine (fig.
14-3). The diesel engines are used 'for normal
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Acture 14-1.L-Transmission with independent Pil systems..
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iiing and Maneuvering in confined waters.
ch -diesel drives a propeller shaft

independently of the other.. The gas turbine is
used* for high ,speed operatiOn. The single gas
turbine drives both ptOpeller shafts tiirough the
.drivd, mechanism. This combination permits a
large cruising range along With high speed when
needed.

The Navy uses many types of reduction
gears, reverse gears, and clutches. You can find
additional informatiOn on,any particular type in
the mbufacturer's teehnical manual..

'14

Eectric Drives

InN the propulsion plants of some
diesel-thiven ships, there is no mechanical
connection between the erigine(s) and the
propeller(s). in such plants, the diesel engines
are connected directly to generators. The,
eleCtricity produced by such an engine-driven
generator. is transmitted -through cables to a
mOtor. The motor is connected to the propeller
shift directly, or indirectly, through a reduction
gear. When .a reduction gear is included in a
diesel-electric drive, the gear is located between
the motor aV the prCipeller.

-The generator and the motor of a
diesel-electric drive may be the alternating
cm-rent (a.c.) type or the direct Current (d.c.)
type. Alm6st all diesel-electric drives used by the
Navy, howeverare the direct currect type. Since
the speed of a d.c. motor varies directly with the
voltage furnished by the generator, the control
system of an electric-drive is arranged so that the

.41 generator voltage can be changed at any_ time.
An increase or decrease in generator voltage is
.used to control the speed of the propeller.
Generator voltage may be changed. electrically,
by changes in engine speed, and by a
com,bination of these methods. The controls of
an- electric drive may be located remotely from
the engine, such as in the pilothouse.

In a elettric drive the direction of rotation
of the pltopeller is not reversed by a reverse gear.
The ele;trical system is arrauged s9 That the flow
of curfent through the motor can be reversed./
This reversal of current flow causes the motor to
revolve in the opposite direction. Thus, the
direction of rotation of the motor and of the

'propeller cambe controlled, by manipulating the/
electrical contfols.

DIRECT DRIVES

In some marine engine installations, power
frinn the engine js transthitted to the drive unit
without a change in shaft speed; that is, by a
direct drive. In a direct drive, the connection
between the engine and the driven unit May
consist of a "solid" coupling, a flexible coupling,
or a combination of both. There may or may
not be a clutch in a direct drive, depending upon
the type of installation. Some installations have
a reverse gear.

4

Solid Couplings

Solid type couplings vfry considerably in
design. Some solid coup ngs consist of two
flanges bolte solidly tog ther (fig. 14-4). In

, other dire t. dri , -the dr n unit is attached
directly to the engine crank aft by a nut, as in
the P-250 ce rifugal fire pump.

Solid coup ings offer a positive means of
transmitting to que frOm the crankshaft of an
engine; Fowevr, a solid connection does' not
illow fort any misalignment nor does it absorb

.14

lb3

75.309
Figure 14-4.Flange type solid coupling.
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any of the torsional vibration trtinsmitted from
the entOe crankshaft.

Flexible Couplings

Since solid couPlings do not absorb vibrMion
and do nOt permit any misalignment, most
direct drives consist of a flange-type coupling
which is used in connectiOn with a flexible
coupling. Connections of the flexible type are
common to the drives of many auxiliaries, well
as engine-generator sets, flexible couplings are-.
also u d in indirect drives to connect the engine
to t drive mechanism.

e two solid halves of a flexible coupling
are j ined by a flexible element. The flexible':
elem nt is niade of rubber, neoprene, or steel,
s ngs. Two views of one type of flexible
coupling,dre shown iii figure 14-5.

This coupling has radial spring packs as the,
flexible element. The power from the enge is

1"5-r-rra F TIED SO

transmitted from thg inner ring, or pring
holder, of the coupling through a numb of
spring packs to the outer spring hOlder, or dn en
member. A large driving disk connects the out
spring holder to the flange on the driven shaft.
The pilot on the end bf ihe crankshaft fits into a
bconze bearing on' the outer driving disk to
center the driven shaft. The ring gear of the
jacking mechanism is pressed onto the rim of the
oUter sprint holder.

The inner driving disk, through which the
camshaft gear train is driven, is fastened to the
outer spring holder. A splined ring gear* bolted
to, the inner driving disk. This helical, internal
gear fits on the outer part of the crankshaft gear
and forms an elastic drive ;through the
crankshaft gear which rides on the crankshaft.
The splined.ring gear 'is split andithe two parts
are bolted together with a spacer block at each
split-joint.

The p s. of the coupling Shown in figure
14-5 are briu d by oil flowing from the

IWNIR
SPRING HOLDER

iOft St,1440114.

TAP SOLT

SPLINE 11044

CRANKSHAFT
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'PILOT SOWING
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QUTEE DRIVING
Sit ...41NNER DRIVING

DISK

OWING
GEAR

km SPRING
PACK

Figure 14-5:Flexible coupling (GM 278A).
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bearing_ bore on the crankshAft gear, through the
pilot beai-ing.

CLUTCHES, REVERSE GEARS,
AND REDUCTION GEARS

Clutches may be used on direct-driiie
prbpulsion Navy engines to- disconnect the
engine from the propeller shaft.. In small engines,
clutches are usually combined -with reverse gears
and used for maneuvering the ship. In large
engines, special types of clutches are used to
obtain special coupling'or control characteristics
and to prevent torsional vibration.

Reverse gears are used on marine engines to
reverse the direction of rotation of the propeller
shaft for maneuvering the ship, without
changing he direction ,of rotation of the engine.

eve gears are used principally on relatively
small engines. If a high-putput engine has a
reverse gear, the gear is used for low-speed
operation only and does not have full-load and
full-speed capacity. For maneuvering ships with
large direct-propulsion engines, the engines are
reversed. .

Reduction gears are used to obtain low
propeller-shaft speed with a high engine speed.
The gears correlate two conflicting
requirements:

(1). For minimum weight and size for a giveite'
power output, engines must 'have a relatively
high rotative speed.

42) For maximum efficiency, propellers
.\must rotate, at a relatively low speed,
particularly where 'high thrust capacity is
desired.

There are many types or transmissions used
by the Navy. This chapter covers, in general, the
operation and maintenance of transmissions that
use friction, pnesumatic, synchro-self-shifting
fluid or hydraulic, dog-type, and
electromagnetic clutches.which may be found
on Navy marine installations. You will find
additional information on a particular unit in
the manufacturer's teanical manual for that
specific iiistallation.

FRICTION CLurcia
AND GEAR ASSEMBUES

. Friction Clutches are most coMmonly used
with Smaller, high-spped, engines, tip to 500 hp:,
However, certain friction clutches; in
combination with a jaw-type, clutch, are used
,with* engines uP' to 1,400 hp; and pneumatic
clutches., with a cylindrical friction surface, with
engines up to 2,000 hp.

There are two general' styles of friction
clutche0 DISK and DAN-fr.-They can be
classified into DRY and ET types, -depending

whether they operate with or without- a
luhricant.

Friction clutches are enlaged by applying
force-producing friction whi can be, o tained
either by mechanically ja I ing the fiction
surfaces together by some to. e-action a
or through stiff springs (coil, leaf, or flat-disk
type). The operation of fric ion clutches is
covered in the sections which folow.

Twin-Disk Clutch
and Gear Mechanism

One of the several types of transmissions
used by the Navy is 'the Gray Marine
transmission mechanism. Gray Marine
high-speed diesel engines are generally equipped
with a combination elutch, a reVerse and
reduction gear unitall contained, it a single
housing at the afterend of the engine. A
sectional view of this mechanism is shown in
figure 14-1.

clutch assembly of the Gray Marine
transmission mechanism is contained in the part
of the housing nearest the engine (the left end of
f ig. 14-1). It is a dry-type, twi6-disk clutch with
two driving disks. Each disk is connected,
through shafting, to a separate reduction gear
train in the afterpart of the housing. Ondisk
and reduction train are for' reverse rotiti8n of
the shaft 'and propeller, the other disk and
reduction train are for forward rotation. The
forward and reverse gear trains for Gray M'arine
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engins are illustiated in figure 14-6.,In studying
figu s 14-1 and 14-6 notice that the gear trains
are, different in the two -illustrations; however,
tiO operation of the rpechanisits shown is
basically the same.

6

CLUTCH OPERATING LEVIttR..--Since the
gears for forward and reverse btation" of the
twin-disk clutch, and gear mechasm remain in
mesh at all times, there is no shifting of gears. In
shiftihg the mechanism, only the Aloating plate,
located between the forward and reverse disks, is
shifted: The Shifting mechanism is a sliding
sleeve, which does .not rotate but has a loose
sliding fit Around., the .hollow forward shaft. A
throwout forke(yoke) engages a pair of shifter
blocks piii(k.tikieitilipz side of the sliding sleeVe.

The ClutA ,erating lever moves the
throwout fork, iAich in turn shifts the sliding
sleeve lengthwise along the forward shaft. When

1.1-

IIICCHMIS4A

Lii -;EtIOING SLEEVE

GEAR

fek.

ROTATION

A

REVEASE ROTATION
°

75(.252

Figure 14-6.--Forward and reverie gear trains for Gray
%rine anginal.

the operating leve`r is placed for,ward, the sliding
sleeve is forced baCkward. In this 'position the
linkage of the spring-loaded mechanism puht ,the
floating Pressure plate Adanst The forward disk
and causes forward rotaTIPS. When the operating
lever is pulled back as far as it can go, the sliding
sleeve fs pushed forward. In this position, the
floating pressure plate engages the reverse disk
and backplate for reverse- rotation4we

a.
The clutch has a positive neutral which is set

by placing the operating lever )n a middle
position. Then the sliding sleeve is also in 4
middle .position, and the floating 131ate rotates
freely .between the two clutch disks. (The only
control that the operator has is to cause the
floating plate to bear heavily against either the
.forward disk or the reverse disk, or to put the

4' floating plate in the positive neutral position so
that it rotates freely between the two disks.)
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FORWARD ROTATION.As mentioned
above, the two clutch disks shown in4Tgure 1,4-1
are separated from each other by the floating
plate. Let us see.what happens when the floating

'plate presses against the forward disk. The
forward disk, in turn, is pressed apinst the front
plate, which is bolted to and rotates with the
engine flywheel. The friction disk immediately
lyegins to rotate with the front plate, at engine
speed. The forward disk has internal teeth; the/
forward sleeve has an integral external gear. Th6/
forward sleeve shaft transmits the rotation to
the propeller shaft through the two-gear train,
shown in part A of figure 14-6. (Notice the
arrows which indicate the directions of
rotation.) /

REVERSE ROTATION.--Reverse rotation
occurs when the floating plate is pressed against
the reverse disk. In turn, the reverse disk is
pressed against the back 'rate, which -is also
bolted to the engine flywheel (fig. 14-1). At
engine speed, the revefse disk begins to rotate
with the b a ck plate. The reverse disk has internal
teeth; the re rse sleeve. has an integral external
gear. The r verse shaft 'transmits the rotation
through the three-gear train, shown in part B of
figure 14-6. Notice the presence of an idler gear
in the reverse-gear train. This gear reverses the
direction of the propeller shaft rotation.
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LUBRICATION. The reversing .gear unit is,
. hithic ted separately from the engi e by its own

splash. system. The oil level of the gear housing
shokad NEVER be kept 'over th high mark
because too much oil will cause tle gear unit to
overheat, The oil is cooled.by air b owr through
the baffled top cover, by ltie rotating clutch.
There are grease fittings for bearings that are not
lubricated by the oil. Do not oveigrease the
bearings in a dry, friction clutch because any
excess greaee that gets on the friction plates will
cause slippage. To prevent binding caused by
rust, use a light ma ine oil to lubricate clutch
parts that do not'have ease fittings.

OPERATIONAL ADJUSTMENTS.L Since
the spring-loaded clutch-operating mechanism is
pressure-set at the factory, it is not necessary to
adjust the mechanism. The mechanism is
designed to follow up .and to compensate for
wear on 'the friction. plates. The simplest.way to
determin'e when the, disks-need to be re6laced is
to check the position of the plunger in the
engaged position. The plunger is permitted to
travel a specified amount in accordance With the
manufacturer's instructions. The gears are keyed
to their shafts, mounted oh ball bearings in
permanently fixed centers, and require no
adjustment.

Friction Clutch Troubles

Difficulties which may. necessitate repair of
fiiction clutches will vary, depending upon the
classification of the clutch (wet or dry, disk or
band) and also opon the Method of operation
.(hand,c hydraulic, pneumatic, vacuum). The
trLbla discussed in this section -.slippage and
wear, freezing; and noise--are commrn to most
friction-type clutches,

SLIPPAGE AND With: *, ..lt is difficult .to
consider slippage and wear seParately, since each
can be the cause or the other, aad each
intensifies the other's effect. Slippage generally
occurs at high engine speed when the engine is
delivering the greatest torque. Slippage causes
lowered efficiency, loss 4ef power, and rapid
wear of the clutch friction surfaces.

29

There 'are several possible cause...of
slippage: wear, insunicient pressure, overloa
and fouling. .

Over a . period of operation, extended
.engaging_;and disengaging of the.surfaces wifl
cause a normal amount of wear, . and if the ,

urfaces are-rough, wear will be excessive.

hen a frictign clutch is being overhauled,'
care must be taken- not to damage the bearing
surfaces; small nicks must be stoned, and if the
scoring is serious, the damaged surface must be
refinished, or the part must be _replaced. SinCe(water

has a deteriorating t(ifect on clutch
-

facings, every effort must be made to keep
dry-type clutches free of water.

Do noct engage' the clutch while racing the
engine. It may cause excessive wear, and 'it will
strain' the entire drive system.

some types of friction clutches are not
adjustable but are dependent upon_ the initial
compressiOn in the pressure springs,. ,..Twin-disk
clutches, such as those on" the Cray Marine
engines, have a spring pressure system. The
strings should be.checked whenever the clutch is
disassembled. Checking should be done with a
spring tester;, however, if none is available, a
check on the free lengths of the sprjrigs will give
an indic4cm_of their conditiort Consult the
manufacturer's technical manual for the proper
values.

When an engine is overloaded, torque may
be inCreased to such an extent that slippage will
occur. Obviously, this trouble can be.prevented
bYL keeping the load within specified limits.
Whenever an engine is fully loaded, Watch for
symptoms which indicate slippage.

A dry-type clutch may slip when the lining
surfaces become foaled with oil, grease, or
water. Oil or grease on the clutcfi surfaCes is
usually the result of careless maintenatice
procedures, such as using too much grease in
lubricating or overfilling the gear case with oil.
When oil in a gear -Case foams, there will be
leakage from the shaft bearings. Foaming may
be caused by air leaks in the oil suction line or
by overfilling. When foaming occurs, inspect all
lube oil lines for air leaks, and check for proper
oil level.

iWhen filling a reductio gear case, add only
enough oil to bring the 16 el up to the FULL

Ii
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mark._Do not add or, measure oil when the unit
is in operation, because you will not get an
accurate oil reading.

I .
. . .

-, In a twin-disk clutch installation, a;ri oil leak
in the r e main bearing of the engine may cause
oil to ap on the clutch surfaces. The leakage.
may:be caiased by excessive bearing clearance,
overfilling of ,the engine crankcase, a plugged
crankcase 'breather cap, or excessive piston
blowby; The -crankcase ther cap must be
cleaned periodically to pre orn becditing
clogged.

Another source laf fou g is grease that may
get an a dry-type clutch d ng overhaul. Do not
,handle the parts with gre y hands,' and remove
any grease deposits with an approired cleaner.
For the pneumatically operated friction
clutches, Where rubber parts are used,.use only a
dry cloth on clutch facings.

When there is clutch slippage, immedlately
take steps to correct the _trouble. The clutch
sulfacel are probably orq,, so check the
thickness of the clutch IiMcngs.`When a lining is
worn excessively, replace it; tightening the
adjusti4 device will not correct excessive
surface wear. IVead, such adjustments may
,lead to the scoring of the mating clutch surfaces.

FROZEN CLUTCH.When a clutch fails to
'disengage, it is said to be "frozen." Failure to
disengage may be caused by a defective clutch
mechanism or by water in the clutch linings.

Wtien a clutch becomes frozen, inspect the
operating mechanism. Check the control rods
for obstructions or loose connections, and check
for excessive clearances in the throwout bearing
pressure plate, the-pivots, and the toggles. In a
twin-disk clutch', 1varped disks will cause the
clutch to freeze. (Warped disks are caused by
extended running in-neutral position.)

If a dry-type clu,tCh has molded-type clutch
linings, moisture will cause the linings to swell
and to become soft. When this occurs, many0
linings tend to stick to the mating surfaces.
Every effor/ should be made to prevent' moisture
from getting to the clutch linings. If a molded

lining-becomes wet, let it dry in the disengaged
position. Allowing the linings to dry in the
engaged position increases the possibility of
sticking.

CLUTC1-.1 NOISE.4-Dry-fype -clutches may
produce a chattering poise when thi clutch is
being engaged. Excessive clutch chatter may'
cause damage to the reverse and reduction gears,
and may cause the .clutch linings to break loose,
resulting in complete Clutch failure.

The principal cause of clutch chatter is oil,
grease, or water on the linhigs. Every possible
precaution should be taken to keep oil, grease,
or water oUt of the unit, because replacement of
the linings is the only satisfactory means of
repair. All metal parts of the -clutch must be
cleaned in acc4rdance with the manufacturer's
instructions.

AIRFLEX dAJTCH
AND GEAR ASSEMBLY

On the .larger diesel-proPelled ships, the,
clutch, reverse, and reduction, gear unit has to
transmit an enormous amount of power. 'To
maintain the Weight and site of the mechanism
as low as possible, special clutches have been
designed for large diesel installations. One of

:these is the airflex clutch and gear assembly used
with General -Motors 1 2-567A engines on LST's.

The airflex clutch and gear assembly shown
in figure 14-7 consists of two clutches, one for
forward rotation ami one for reverse rotation.
The clutches are bolted to the engine flywheel
by a steel SPACER, so that they both rotate
with ,the engine at all times at any engine speed.
Each clutch has a flexible tire (gland) on the
inner side of a steel shell. Before tlie tires are
inflated, they will rotate out of contact with the
drums, which are keyed to the forwara and
reverse drive' shafts. When air unde9 pressure
0 00 psi) is forced into one of the tires, the
inside diameter of the clutch decreases. This
causes the friction blocks on the inner tire
surface to come in contact with the clutch
drum, locking 'the drive shaft with the engine.
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Figure 14-7. Clutch and reverse-reduction gear assembiy.

The parts of the airflex clutch which give the
propeller ahead rotation- are illustrated in the
upper view, of figure 14-7. The clutch tire
nearest the engine (forward clutch) is inflated to
contact 'and drive the forward drum with the
engine. The forward drum is keyed to the
forward drive shaft, which carries the double
helical forward pinion at the afterend of the gear
_box. The forward Onion is in constant mesh
with the doubleVelical main gear, which is
keyed to the propeller shaft. By following
through the gear train, you can sse that, for

ahead .motion, the propeller rotates in
direction opposite to the engine's rotation.

Reverse Rotation

The parts of the airflex"clutch which give the
propeller astern ,rotation re illustrated in the-
lower view of figure 14-7.'The reverse clutch is

°inflated to engage the reverse drum, which is
then driven by the engine. The reverse drum is
keyed to the short reverse shaft, which
surrounds the forward drive shaft. A. large
reverse step-up pinion transmits the motidn to
the large reverse step-up gear on the upper shafr
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-The upper shaft rotation is opposite to the
engine's' rotation. ihe main reverse pin,ion on
the tip.Per shaft, is in constant mesh %%rah the
main gear. By tracing through the gear train, yon
will see that, for reverse rotation., the-propeller
rotates in the same direetion as the engine.

The diameter of the main gear of the airflek
clutch is approximately 2 1/2 times as great as
that of the forward and reverse pinions. Thus,
there is a speed reduction of 2 1/2 to 1 from
either pinion to the propeller shaft.

Since the forward and main reverse pinions
are in constant mesh with the main-gear, the set
of gears that is not clutched in will rotate as
idlers driven from the main gear. The idling goers
rotate in a direction opposite to their rotation
when carrying the load. For example, with the
forward clutch engaged, the main reverse pinion

coNTAOL

SHIFTER

4t

NEUTRAL PORTS

FORAIRD

ROTARY AR
JOINT

SPRIISiG

CARBON CYLINDER

FORMRD PORTS

AIR SEALS

FOI/R Y VALVE SHAFT

EMERGENCY FITTING

AIR ORIFICE k Agt uHECK
VALVE

rotates in a direction oppo ite to its rotation for
astern motion (note the Uotted arrow in thc
uplier view 'of figire 7). Since the drums
rotate in opposite $retions. a -control
m ha n ism 'isins11ed to prevent the
engageffent .of both c tches simultaneously.

Airtlex Clutch Control Mechanism

The airflex clutch- is controlled by an
operating .lever which works the' air control
housing, located at the afterend of the forward
pinion shaft. The control mechanism, shown
with the airflex clutches in figure 14-8, directs
the high-pressure air into the proper paths to
inflate the clutch glands (tires). The air shaft,
which connects the control mechanism to the
clutches, passes through the forward drive shaft.

FRICTION BLocKs

SLIDING

MEMBER
tai
CHAMBER

AllMik.EVERSE

SSAGE

FORIAAR) CLUTCH

AIR
SHAFT

REVERSE CLUTCH

REVERSE PASSAGE

igure 14-8.Airflex clutches and control valves.
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The supply air enters the control hoUsing
through, the air check valve and must pass
through the small air orifice. The restricted-
orifice delays -the inflation .of the clutch .to be
engaged during shifting from -One direction 'Of
rotation to the.Dther, _The delay i necesSary to
allow the 'other clutch to:be fully deflated and

4iip tact with its drum before the inflating-
clutch can make cotitact with its drum.

The supply air goes to the rotary air joiL in
which a hollow carbon cylinder is held to the
valve shaft by spring tension, preventinglOkage
between the stationary. carbon seal and rcitating
air valve shaft:The air goes from.the rotary joint
to"' the four-way air valve. The sliding-sleeve
assembly of the four-way valve can be shifted
endwise along .the valve shaft by" operating the
.control lever.

When the shifter arm on the control lever,
slides the va1v4ssernbly away from the engine,
air is directed- to the forward clutch. The
four-way valve makes the connection between
the air supply and the forward clutch. There are
eight neutral ports which connect the central air
supply passage in the valve shaft with the Sealed
air chamber in the sliding member. Lb the
neutral position of the fourvay valve, as shown
in figure 14-8, the air chamber is a dead,end for
the supply air. With the shifter arm in the
forward position, the sliding member uncovers
eight forward ports, ,which connect with the
forward passages conducting the air to the
forward clutch. The air now flows through the
neutral ports, air chamber, forward ports, and
forward passages to inflate the forward clutch
gland. As long as Ilse shifter arm is in the
forward position, the forward clutch will remain
inflated, and the entire forward ait system will
remain at a pressure of 100 psi.

At this point, let us assume that the bridge
signals you to reverse the propeller. You should
pull the operating lever back to neutral position
and hold it there for l'or 3 leconds (as a safety
factor)."Then pull the lever to the reverse idling
position and wait about 7 seconds, after which
the reverse clutch is fully engaged. Then you can
increase the reverse speed to whatever the bridge
has ordered.

Why was it necessary to pause at.neutral and
at reverse idling positions, and v,,t has
happened in the air control aria'clutch'
rnechanism? When you shift to neutral, the
forward prts are uncovered, and. the
compressed air2 from the forward dutch nd
passage vents to ,the atmosphere. In deflating
eitleer clutch, the air is vented through eight
ports approximately the, same size as the air
orifice, so that deflating either clutch actually
requires 1 or 2 seconds. Pausin$ for 2 or 3

'seconds at neutral allows enough time for the
forward Clutch to. deflate and disengage before
you start inflating-the'reverse clutch.

When you shift to reverse idling, the air
chamber comes over the eight reverse ports
which open to the central reverse passage in the
air shaft. The compressed air begins to inflate
the reverse clutch immediately; the inflating air
must pass through the single air orifice in the
supply line, causing a delay of about 7 seconds
to fully inflate a clutch. When the clutch is in
.the reverse idling position, wait until the reverse
clutch is fullY engaged before increasing the
speed to prevent damaging the clutch (by
slipping). is impossible to have both clutches
engaged athe same time.

Lubrication-

Most large gear units have a separate
lubrication system. The lubricating system for
the General Votors I 2-567A unit is shown in
figure 14-9. The oil, is pieked up from the gear
box .by an electric-driven-, gear-type lubricating
oil pump and is sent through a strainer and
cooler. After being cleaned and cooled, the oil is
,returned to the gear box to cool and lubricate
the gears. In twin installations, such as shown in
figure 14-9, a separate pump is used for each
unit and a itandby pump is interconnected for
emergency use.
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HYDRAULIC CLUTCHES (COUPLINGS)

The fluid clutch (Coupling) is widely used in.
Navy ships. A hydraulic coupling eliminates the
need for a mechanical connection between the
engine and the reduction gears. Power is
transmitted through hydraulic couplings very
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Figure 14-9.-8chemstic diagrem of reverse.gear iubri&tion system (GM 12-567A).

efficiently (97%) without transmitting torsional
vibrations or load shocks from the engine to the
reduction gear. The power loss ,from the small
amount of slippage is transformed into heat
which is absorbed by the oil in the system. Some
slippage is necessary for operation of the
hydraulic coupling, since iorque transmission

75.258

depends on relative motion between the two
rotors.

Hydraulic Coupling Assemblies

The two rotors and the oil-sealing cover of a
typrcal hydraulic coupling are shown in figure

301
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.
sit

14-10. The primary rotor (impller) is attached
to the engine crankshaft. The secondary rotOr
(runner) is attached to the- reductiOn gear piniort
shaft. The cover is Oo lted to the secondary rotor
and surrounds the primary.rotor:

Before proceeding with the assembly of the
rotors and the shafts in the coppling housing,
study the structure of the rotors themselves.
Each rotor is shaped concave with radial

'partitions. A shallow trough is welded into the
partitions around the inner surface of the rotor.
The radial passages tunnel under this trough (as
indicated by the white arrows in fig. 14-10).

When the coupling is assembled, the two
rotors are placed facing each other to complete a
circle (fig. 14-11). The" rotors do not quite touch
each other; the clearance between them is 1/4 to
5/8 inch, depending on the siie of the c'oupling.

RADIAL
PASSAGE

PRIMARY ROTOR
(IMPELLER)

SECONDARY ROTOR
(RUNNER)

RADIAL
PASSAGE

VALVE

SECONDAR
. ROT

RING VALVE
MECHANISM

PRIMARY
ROTOR

DRIVEN
SHAFT

ROTOR
HOUSING
(COVER)

DRIVING
SHAFT

OIL
SEAL

COUPLING
HO SING

"AIN

75.260
Figure 14-11.Hydrau ic coupling assembly.

The curved radial passages of the two rotors are
opposite each other, so that the outer passages

e 1
combine to make a arcular passage except for
th e small gaps between the rotors.

In the hydraulic coupling assembly, shown
EMPTYING in figure 14-11, the driving shaft is secured to

HOLES the engine crankshaft ,and the driven shaft goes
to the reduction gear box. The oil inlet admits

COVER OR oil directly _to the rotqr cavities which beuome_4(
ROTOR HOUSING-- completely filled. The rotor housing is bolted to

$4, the secondary rotor .and has an oil-sealed joint
VG VALVE with the driving shaft. A ring valve, goingF-

entirely around the rotor housing, can be
533 operated by the ring valve mechanism to open or

Figur* 14-10.Runnir, impeller, and cover of hydraulic close a series of emptying holes (fig. 14-11), in
coupling. the rotor housing. When- the ring valve is op'ened,
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the oil will sfly out from .the rotor housing into
the coupling housing-, draining the coupling
completely in 2 or 3 seconds. Even.when .the
ring valve is closed; sbnie oil leaks out into the'
coupling housing,, an4 additional oil enfers
through the inlet. From 'the coupling housin$
the oil is drawn by a pump to a tooler, then senit.

I'back to the coupling.
Another coupling' assembly uied in several

Navy ships is the hydraulic coupling with
PISTON TYPE. quiclodumping valves, shown in'
figure 14-12. In this coupling, in which the
o-Peration is similar to the one described above, a

r_series of pieston valves, around the periphery of
f the rotor housing, are nOrmally held in the

closed position by springs. By means oi.air or oil
pressure admitted to the'vaIves, as shown in'
figure 14-12, the pistons are moved axially to
uncover drain ports; allowing the coupling to
empty. The piston-valve clutching is used where
extremely rapid declutching is not required. It
offers greater simplicity and lower cost than the
ring-valve coupling.

Another \type of self-contained unit for
certain diesOengine drives is the SCOOP
CONTROL COUPLING, shown in figure 14-13.
In couplings of this type, the oil is picked up by
one of two scoop tubes (one tube for each
direction of rotation), mounted on the external
manifold. Each scoop tube contains two
passages: a smaller one (outermost) which
handles the normal flow of oil for cooling and
lubrication aad a larger one which rapidly
transfers oil from the reservoir directly to the
working circuit.

The scoop tubes are ,ope.rated from the
control stand through a' system of linkages. As
one tube moves outward from the shaft
centerline and into the oil annulus, the other
tube is being,retracted.

Four pring-loaded centikgal valves are
mounted on the primary rotor. These valves are
arranged to open progressively as the speed of
the primary rotor decrea,ses. The arrangement
provides the necessary oil flow for cooling as it
is required. Quick-emptying pist6ii valves- are
provided to rapidly empty thc circuit when the
scoop tube is withdrawn from contact with the
rotating oil annulus.

Under normal circulatinkconditions, oil fed
into the collector' ring passes into the piston
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valVe contratubes. These tubes and connecting
passages conduct oil to the outer end of the
-pistons. The centrifugal force ,of the oil in the
c'esntrol tu.bi..,-holds the piston against the valve
,nort, thus sealing-off the circuit. When the'scoop

is _withdrawn from the annuli's in the
Noir,- the -Circulation of bit will be

interrupted, and the oil in the control tubes will
be discharged- through the orifiCe- in the outer
end of the piston housing, This releases the
pressure on the pigon and allows it to move
outward, thns opening the port for rapid
discharge or oil. Resumption of oil flow 'from
the scoop tube' will fill the control tubes, and
the pressUre will move the piston to the doted
position.

Principles of Oporation

Now you can see what happens in the
coupling when the engine is staeted and the
coupling is filled with oil. The Amary rotor
turns with the engine crankshaft. As the primary
rotor turns, the oil in its radial ges flows
outward under centrifugal force. ( arrows in
fig. 14-11.) This forces oil across'the gap at, the
outer edge of the rotOr and into 'the radial
passages of the secondary rotor, where the oil
'flows inward. The oil in the primary rotor is not
only flowing obtward, but is also rotating. As
the oil flows over and into the secondary rotor,
it strikes the radial blades iithe rotor.

The secondary rotor. sagarr begins to rotate
and pick up speed, bur it will always rotate more
slowly than the prithary rotor because of drag
on the secondary shaft. Therefore, the
centrifugal force of the oil in the primary rotor
will always be greater than that of the oil in the
secondary rotor. This causes a constant flow
from the primary rotor to the secondary rotor at
the outer ends of the radial passages and from
the secondary rotor to the primary rotor at the
inner ends.

Hydraulic Coupling Troubles

Troubles which may be encountered with a
quick-dumping type hydraulic - coupling are:
DUMPING WHILE UNDER LOAD or
EXCESSIVE, SLIPPAGE. These troubles are
generally caused by the plugging of the pressure
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Figure 1 4- 1 a Scoop con4-hyd;aullic tioupling.

relief nozzles locled in the periphery' of the
secondary rotors (fig. 14-12). These nozzles
consist of drilled Allen setscrews, 'mounted in,
the/ secondary 'rotor at the ends of the radial
tubes .that. feed air or oil to the dumping valves.
The nothies petmit the feeder tubes to drain
when the air or oil supply valve is closett, thus
allowing the dumping v,alve to return to the
closed. position. The nozzles also permit the
draining of) any oil that has leaked past the
control valde when shut.

There ate also,. leak-of? nozz les in the'
periphery of the secondary rotor at the base- bf

'the dumping valves. The leak-off nozzles serve as
flailing exits for the valves and allow a

lconti ual flow of oil past the inlet port of the
dii pin -valves. The oil washes away any
particles of foreign maqer that may have a
tendency to collect as a rkult of the centriThical
action ethe coupling.

The best way to prevent a.; hydraulic
coupling from dumping while under load is to
keep the oil system free from foreign maiter.
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_ Gasket compounyi dnd shreds of copper from oil
, tube- packings loften cause ArQuble. Every

possible 'precaution must be, taken to keep the
oil system clean from fo;eigninatezial. To- aid in
this, tlie system has a strainer which effectively
catches, or traps, most of the foreign matter that
may reach- the nozzles. All nozzles must be
.1:lown out during each"overhatt . ,

If nozzles become clogged during operation,
it. is possible to clear them by operating the
Aumping control several tim. Thiaction may
blbw the obstruction thr ugh 'the nozzle .

opening. If this Method ;fail it will be necessary
to secure the engine and re ove und clean the
nozzles., .

/ IN UCTIQN COUPLINGS

cou
as ed
from

.365

Couplings of the induction type are used in
e ships in the Navy. (See fig. 14-14.) These

rigsin which the induced current apilears
y currentsare used to transmit torque
tl prime mover to variable frequencY
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Figure 14:14.-Induction coupling. -

generators and are also used in propulsion
systems. The excitation current is induced into
the coils of the outer members through collector
rings and brushes... When used" in propulsion

,Sy stems, . the induction coupling provides
.torsloniil flexibility between the prime mover
and the propeller shafts. Instant disconnecting is
accomplished . by deenergizing the coup)ir%
excitation circuit. The induction coupling lirniff
maximum tort)ue by pulling out:of step when
excessive torque is applied. On installations that
have -more than one engine per shaft, the
induction coupling permits rapid maneuvering
by allowing selection of either forward or

. reverse running engines; the coupling allows for
a small amount of misalignment.

In operating equipment that has induction
coupling, observe the following directions and
precautions.

1. Do NOT attempt to alter plant
performance by changing control settings to
setting other than those recomniended in the
manufacturer's technical manual.

2. Ensure that the coupling does not
overheat because of insufficieht ventilation
wherr the fields rotate at slow-speeds.

3. Ensure that proper alignmeV is
maintained (although moSt tlutches of this type
are capable of dperating Satisfactorily with a
limited amount of misalignment).

4. Be, thoroughly familiar with the means !
to permit the rotafing members to be
mechanically coupled in the event of total
failure of the coupling or excitation system.

5.. Be thoroughly familiar With any
interlocks which serve to PREVENT:

a. Operation. at reduced excitation
EXCEPT when the prime mover is operating at
specified reduced speeds.

b. Excitatiim of the field windings
UNLESS the throttle control is in the proper
position.

c. EXcitation of the field windings
UNLESI the shaft tuminggear and shaftlocking
devices are disengagAs4

d. Excitation of the field Windings at a
time when the clutch would turn the driven gear
counter to the direction in which it is already
being driven by another coupling or clutch.

DOG CLUTCHEi

/Dog type clutches ensure a positive drive
without slippage and with a minimum amount
of 'wear (fig. 14-15). Dog clutches perform
basically the same function as friction clutches
in that they allow the engine shaft to be
disconnected from the propeller shaft.

In Some instillations a friction clutch is used
in conjunction with the dog clutch. The friction
clutch (or synchronizing clutch) synchronizes
the speed of the shafts and then the dog clutch
is engaged. The, engagement of the dog clutch
eliminates any slippage and holds wear to a
minimum oh the friction clutch. A combination
friction and dog clinch is shown in figure 14-16.

Any difficulty encountered in engaging the
dog clutch will probably be due to burrs on the
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CONNECTED TO CRANKSHAFT

CONNECTED TO PROPELLER

Figure 14-15.--Dog clutches.

PR CTION RINGS

CONE

Figurs 114-16.Tha Synchronizing clutch.
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dogs or to misalignment of the mating parts. The
dogs.may become burred through normal usage.
Disassemble the clutch and dress down the burrs
with a small handgrinder. When the damage is
extensive and you cannot satisfactorily remove
the burrs by grinding,, replace the parts. If the
difficulty in engaging a dog clutch is

intermittent, niisalignment is probably the
cause. When this condition exists, try

disengaging the clutch fully and Then engaging it
again: It may bethat the mating dogs are
prevented from shifting their relative positions
by the synchronizers used to aid in bringing the
two shafts to equal speed. Releasingthe pressure
on the en .4 ging mechanism will usually permit
relative motion between the mating dogs.

SYNCHio-sEu-sHirrING
CLUTCH (SSS)

An SSS clutch is a positive, tooth-type
overrunning clutch which is self-engaging when
the speeds of the driving and driven shafts pass,
through synchronism. Engagement and
disengagemj.il are completely automatic. The
clutch, begins to disengage, immediately when
there is a reversal of torque. Satisfactory
operation of the SSS clutch is not dependent on
servo mechanisms or controls with interlocks.

BEARINGS

A propeller exerts a thrust on a ship which it
is driving through the water. The axial thrust
through the propeller shaft 'has to be taken up
somewhere along the shaft. Therefore, a
THRUST BEARING is generally installed at the
forward end.

In ' the reduction and reverse gear, units
described in _this chapter, a thrust bearing is
moUnted in the g.ear box. This is the usual setup
on smaller ships. The mast widely used is the
Kingsbury thrust bearing.

A two-shoe Kingsbury thrust bearing' is
shown in figure 14-17. ,(The upper shoe is
removed in this illustration.) The bearing
consists of a thrust collar on the propeller shaft
and two stationary thrust shoes, one on either
side of the "collar. The shoes are adjustable and
are secured to the bearing housing which is fixed

. to the ship's frame. Any for*ard or reverse
thrust on the shaft' is taken up by the bearing
and transmitted to the ship's structure. The
collar and shoes are pressure-lubricated or run
in a bath of oil. It is most important to have the
collar pressure equally distributed on the shoes
aneto use the proper grade of lubricating oil.

Detailed information concerning the maximum
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and minimum allowable oil clearances on thrust
bearings may be obtained from .either the
manufacturer's technical manuals or blueprints.

Bearings that support the propulsion line
shafting and are located inside the hull of the
ship are called line shaft bearings or SPRING
BEARINGS. These bearings are of the ring oiled,
babbitt-faced, spherical-s ated, shell type. Figure

14-18 illustrates the arrangement of a spring
bearing. The bearing is designed to align itself to
support the weight of the shafting.

A STRUT BEARING is shown in figure
14-J9. The strut bearing has a composition,
bushing which is split lengthwise into two'
halves, The 'outer surface of the bushing is
machined with steps to bear on machined
loadings in the bore of the strut. One end is
bolted to the strut. The shell of the strut
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Figure 14.19.Strut bearing.
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bearino is bronze lined with a material which
will be slippery when wet with water. The shells
are normally grooved lengthwise to receiye strips
Of composition faced with rubber or synthetic
rubber cOlnpounds as bearing materials. In some
naval craft, resin bonded composition _bearings
or full molded rubber faced bearings are us

CONTROLLABLE PITCH
PROPELLERfi

Controllable pitch,propejlers (fig. 14-20) are
used in some naval ships. Controllable pitch
propellers give a ship excellent maneuverability
and allow the propellers to develop Maximum
thrust at any given engine rpm. Ships with
controllable pitch propellers require no.reveming
gear since the direction of the propeller thrust
can be changed without a cha e in the
direction of rotation. For high hors ower gas
turbine powered ships, controlla le pitch
propellers are the only means availa le at this
time for providing reverse thrust to the ship. ,

Con tr liable , pitch propellers may be
contro from the bridge Or from the
en eroom through a hollow propulsion line

,

shaft to the propeller hub. Hydraulic or
mechanical controls are used to apply actuating
force to the blades. .

The hydraulic system is the most widely
'used means of providing the force required to
change the pitch of a controllable pitch
propeller. In this type of system a valve
positioning mechanism actuates an oil control
valve. The oil control valve permits hydraulic oil,
under pressure, to be introduced to either side
Of a piston (which is connected to the propeller
blade) and at the same time allows for the
controlled discharge of hydraulic oil from the
other side of the piston. This action repositions
the piston and thus changes the pitch of the
propeller blades.

Some controllable pitch propellers have
mechanical means for providing the blade
actuating force necessary to charige the pitch of
the blades. In thêie9designs, a worm screw and
crosshead nut are, used instead of the hydraulic
devices for transmitting the actuating force. The
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Figure 14-20.A. Controllable pitch propeller for an LST.
B. Hub of an MSO controllable pitch propeller.

torque required for rotating the worm ScreW is
supplied either.by ,an electric motor or by the
main propulsion plant through pneumatic
brakes:

In most installations propeller pitch and
engine power are controlled through a single

4
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lever. Movement of the lever causes both engine
speed and pitch to change to suit the powering
condition ordered. In emergencies, and in ships
without single lever control, the propeller pitch d.
can be changed independently of the power
setting. Under this condition, ovihrspeeding of
the engine pail result if the pitch is set too Iow

daTa-T)
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Instructions regarding the limitations of
engine speeds at different propeller pitches have
been issued to all ships equipped with
controllable pitch propellers. In addition, the
special oper4ng and maintenance instructions
for these proOtlers should be consulted before
any overhaul or repairs are undertaken..

3



CHARTER 15

PUMPS AND VALVES

This chapter deals primarily .with the routine
maintenance of the pumps and valves which are
commonly found in the various systems of
internal-combustion engines.

PUMPS

An engine installation requires a number of
pumps. Som.e of these pumps deliver fuel to the
injection system or the carburethr, others
circulate oil through the lubricating system; and
still others circulate freshWater or seawater (or
both) for engine cooling. Most of these pumps
are attached to the engine and are driven by the
engine crankshaft through gears, chains, or belts.
However, some pumps are separate from the
engine and are driven by electric motors.

Pump failure may cause failure of the plant
or system to which the pump is providing
servide. For this reason, you must have a
knowledge of the operating difficulties *hich
may be encountered and know how to perform
routine maintenanee which will keep pumps in
operation.

Before proceeding with this section, you
should review the basic operating principles of
pumps, discussed in Fireman, NAVEDTRA
10520-E. For additional information on pumps,
you should consult NAT/SNIT Technical
Manual chapter 503 1'1)470) and the
manufacturer's technical manual which is
usually fprnished with each pump.

ROTARY PUMPS

The operation of a positive-displacement
rotary pump depends upon the 'principle that
rotating screws, lobes, or gears ttap the Jiquid in
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the suction side of the pump casing and force it
to the discharge side. Positive-displacement
rotary pumps have largely replaced reciprocating
pumps for pumping yiscous liquids in naval
ships, as they have a greater capacity for their
weight and occupy less space. (Positive
displacement means that a definite quantity of
liquid is pushecl out &each revolution.)

Rotary pumps have very small clearances
between rotating parts to minimize slippage
(leakage) from the discharge side bick to the
suction side. With close clearances, these pumps
.must be operated at relatively low speeds to
obtain reliable operation and maintain capacity
over an extended period) offtime. (Some rotary
pumps operate at 1,750 rpm or higher.)
Operating the pumps at higher speeds will-cause
erosion and excessive wear, which will result in
increased clearances.

Types of Rotary Pumps

There , are several types of
positive-displacement rotary pumps, including
the simple gear type, herringbone ar typtk
helical gear type, lobe type, and screw (low
pitch and _high pitch). The main features f gear
and screw pumps will be discussed briefly in the
following paragraphs.

SIMPLE GEAR PUMP.The simple gear
pump has two spur gears which mesh.together,
one is the driving gear, and the other is the
driven gear. Clearances between the gear teeth
and the casing and between the gear faces and
the casing are only a few thousandths of an inch.
When the gears turn, the teepi carry the liquid in
the spaces betws,en the teeth, at the suction side
of the pump, toWards the sides where the liquid
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is, trapped between the tooth pockets and the
casing .andi carried through to. the discharge side
of the pump. The liquid entering the discharge
side cannot return to the suction side because
the meshing teeth at the center force the liquid
out of the tooth pockets. fThe small lubricating
oil pumps installed on many pumps and other
auxiliary machinely are usually
positive-displacement rotary pumps of the
simple gear type.)

HERRINGBONE GEAR PUMP.The
herringbone gear pump is a modification of the
simple gear 'pump. In the herringbone gear
puMp, one discharge phase begins before the
previous discharge phase is entirely completed.
This overlapping tends to provide a steadier
discharge pressure than is obtained with the
simple gear pump. In addition, the power
transmission from the driving gear to the driven

St

gear is smoother. There are no internal driving
gears other than the pumping gears themselves.
Power-driven pumps of this type are sometimes
Used for low-pressure fuel oil service, lubricating
oil service, and diesel oil service.

HELICAL GEAR PUMP.The helical gear
pump (fig. 15-1) is still another modification of
the simple gear pump. Because of the helical
gear design, the overlapping of successive
discharges from spaces between the teeth is even
greater than it is in the herringbone gear pump,
and the discharge flow is, accordingly, even
smoother. Since the discharge flow is smoother
in the helical gear pump, the gears can be
designed with fewer teeththus allowing
increased capacity without sacrificing
smoothness of flow.

In this type of pump, the pumping gears are
driven by a set of timing and driving gears which

5.

`

Figure 15-1.Helical gees pump.

312
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also function to maintain "The required close
tooth clearances while preventing actual metallic
contact between the pumping gears. (Metallic
contact between the teeth of the pumping gears
would provide a tighter seal against slippage, but
it Would cause rapid wear of the teeth because
foreign matter in the pumped liquid would be
present on the contact surfaces.) Roller bearings
at both ends of the gear shafts m4intain,proper
alignment and decrease friction loss in the power
transmission. Stuffing boxes are used to prevent
leakage at the shafts. The helical gear pump is
used to move nonviscous liquids and light oils at
high speeds. In addition, it can be used to pump
heavy, viscous material at a lower speed.

LOBE PUMP.The lobe pump is another
variation of the simple gear pump. (Modified
versions of lobe pumps are used as superchargers
on 'some engines and on vapor compression
distilling plants.) The lobes are considerably
larger than gear teeth, but there artniçtwo or
three lobes on each rotor. The rotors are riven
by external spur gears on the rotor shafts.

SCREW PUMP.There are many variations
of screw pumps. The three main differences
between these variations are the number of
intermeshing screws, the pitch of the screw (low
Or high pitch), and the general direction of fluid

'flow (single or double flow).

ThLow Pitch, Double-Screw Pump e low
pitch double-screw pump is illustrat in figure
15-2s The twd pairs of screws, which intermesh
with close clearances, are mounted on two
parallel shafts. Each pair of screws has opposite
threads with respect to the other pair. One shaft
drives the other through a set of herringbone
timing gears which maintain clearances between
the screws as they rotate.

All clearances are small; there is no actual
contact between the screws or between the
screws and the casing. The liquid is trapped
between the grooves of the screws and the
(wing, as indicated in the illustration, The
meshing of the threads of the two screws forces
the liquid along the grooves, toward the center
(discharge side) of the pump. In the pump
illustrated in tiere 15-2, the liquid enters the
thread grooves at both ends of the rotor or
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38.105X
Figure 15-2.Low Pitch double-screw pump.

screws; thus the axial thrust of each side is
balanced.

TTi ple-Sc rew, High Pitch Pump.The
operation of a triple-screw, high pitch pump is
similar to that of the double-screw, !ow pitch
pump, Figure 15-3 illustrates a triple-screw, high
pitch pump. The pitch of the screws is much
longer than in the low-pitch screw pump. This
enables le center screw (power rotor) to drive
the two outer (idler) rotors directly- without
external timing gears. The diameters of the idlers
are less than that of the power rotor.

Operating a Rotary Pump

, The operating instructions for the driving
unit of rotary pumps vary. Therefore, read the
posted instructions for the individual driving
unit and pump before operating a specific pump.
The following instructions apply for STARTING
most rotary pumps:

I . Check the lubricating oil level in the
sump tank or bearing housing. Fill oil cups or
reservoir, if fitted. If the rotary pump is
lubricated by a detached pump, open and adjust
all delivery and return valves.

2. Open the valves on the pump packing
gland seals, where such valves are fitted.

34r)
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3. Lift all relief and seri.; 61 valves by hand. vacuum is shown on the suction gage, it is
4. Open the pump se ge valve. possible, that the pump is not primed. (This
5. Open the Ou s suction valve. should rarely occur after the pump casing has
6. Start the riving unitmotor or engine. once been filled.) If the pump still does not
7. Check t lubricating system to see that build up pressure, close the diseharge valve

,all beatings are su plied with oil. and that the oil
is at the correct pressure.

8. Check - all gages to see that proper
pressures are being developed.

9. Adjust the pump-shaft packing glands
and gland-sealing needle valve, where fitted and
where adjustment is needed.

The instructions for STOPPING and
SECURING a pump are as follows: -

I. Stop the driving unit. Be sure_ that the
chee4 valve of the pump discharge closes to
prevent a backflow, through the pump being
secured, from another pimp which may be
discharging into the samc,-ffne.

2. Close the pump discharge stop valve. ,

3. Close the pump suction valve.
4. Close all supply and return valvesif the

unit is lubricated by a detached pump or by a
main lubricating oil system.

Operating Difficulties

When the pump speed is increased and (1)
the pump fails to build up the required pressure
or (2) it fails to dischargt fluid when the
discharge valve is open, proceed as follows:

I. .Stop the unit.
2. See that all valves in the pump suction

lines are open.
3. Check the packing of all suction and

suction manifold valve stems to ensure that no
air is being drawn into the suction piping.

4. Check the pump shaft packing for air
leakage into the pump.

5. Check the spring case and the inlet and
outlet connections of the discharge relief valve
to ensure that no air is leaking into the pump
suction.

6. Start the pump again. When it is up to
the proper speed, read the suction gage to see if
the Pump is pulling a vacuum. If a low vacuum
(5 or 6 inches of mercury, pr less) is indicated,
air is leaking into the pump suction. If no
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gradually, and note the pressure gage at.the same
time. If the pressure increases, an open discharge
line is indicated: If the pressure does not
increase, open the discharge valve and close the
suction valve, noting if the vacuum builds up. If
the pump is in good condition with close
clearances, a vacuum ranging from._15 tO 25
inches should build up on the suction line. If a
high vacuum is indicated, an obstruction in the
suction line is probably the reason the pump
does not build up- discharge pressure; or the
suction strainer, if fitted, may be clogged. J

If HEAVY POUNDING occurs when the
pump is operating at high vacuum, considerable
vaporization in the liquid end may be indicated.
Pounding can be reduced by decreasing the
pump speed.

Care and Repair

The instructions given in this chapter for the
maintenance, repair, and operation of pumps are
general for all makes and types. Manufacturer's
technical manuals are furnished for all pump
installations except some miscellaneous, small,
motor driven pumps. These manuals contain
detailed information concerning the specific
pumps installed, and you should study them
carefully before attempting to operate or service
the pump.

WEARING PLATES AND LINES.The
clearhfices between pump rotors and casing
wearing plates and cylinder liners should be
maintained in accordance with the
manufacturers' plans. On low-pressure,
low-suction lift pumps stich as lubricating oil,
diesel oil supply, and tank drain pumps, the
pressure drop across the clearance spaces does
not generally exad 50 psi. With these types of
pumps, the clearance between parts may wear as
much as 0.005 to 0.010 inch without
appreciable effect upon the capacity of the
individual pump. However, when the clearances
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are eXcessive, renewal of parts (wearing plates
and liners) will be necessary. If a fuel oil tank
drain pump, with the sliction valve closed, will
pull a vacuum of only 16 inches of mercuty,
renewal of parts may .be necessary. In eaCh
instance the emOneering officer will decide
whether the -amount of wear or increased
clearance requires the renewal of parts.

BEAAINGS.If the pump bearinp are worn
excessively and it becomes necessary' to renew
the bearings, dO not install the new bearings
without spotting them in, or checking and
fitting them to the designed clearance. The
required oil Clearance for bearings is usually
given on 'the manufacturer's plans. If these plans
are not available, refer to PMS.

TIMING GEARS.- Purfips fitted with timing
gears must have the correct clearance between
ihe two pumping rotors during operation. To
accomplish -this, th011bars must be securely
locked to the rotor shall- in their exact designed
position. Be sure that there is no lost 'motion
caused by the looseness of keys or pins holding
the rotors in the shafts.

THRUST BEARINGS,We must .stress the
importance of the proper setting of thrust
bearing which hold the pumping elements
centrally in the pumping casing. Examine thrust
bearings quarterly and check the position of the
rotor", When checking the ro-tor position, be
sure to make enough allowance for, expansion of
the shaft from the cold condition to the hot
running condition.

COUPLINGS.--When. the driving unit is
connected to the pump by a flexible coupling,
remember that the coupling is intended tO take
care of slight misalignMent, When migilignment

small, the coupling should operate
satisfactorily without frequent renewal of
(coupling) parts. However, if misalignment is
excessive, the coupling parts take severe
punishment, and the pins, bushin, and bearings
must be replaced frequently.

Couplings with self-contained lubricant must
be kept lubricated. A coupling will wear and

eventUally fail if its lubricant is lost. Therefore,
you must observe the following precautions:
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1. Inspect the flexible coupling monthly by
removing the filler plug to be sure there is a
sufficient supply of lubricant.

2. Whenever a coupling is dismantled,
inspect the teeth to see that they are in good
condition. When the coupling is reassembled,
check the alignment of the driving unit and
pump to prevent excessive coupling wear.

PUMP LUBRICATION.;,-Lack of propel
lubrication is a primary cause of pump failures.
Reciprocating engine-driven pumps are usually
lubricated by either*sight-feed drip cups or wick
lubrication. See that, oil cups are filled with oil
and ttat.an adequate supply is being fed to the
bearings.

Water pump shafts are usually fitted with
water flingers between the pump shaft
stuffing-box gland and the bearing housing to
prevent the entrance of water, from the pump
glands, to the bearing housing.

Planned Maintenance

Periodic maintenance of pumps should be
performed in accordance with the scheduled
planned maintenance program.

Safety Precautions
for Rotary'Pumps

Yoil must observe the .following precautions
in the operation of rotary pumps:

1. See that all relief valves are tested at the
appropriate intervals. Ensure that relief valves
function at the designated pressures.

2. Never. attempt to jack over a pump by
hand while the power is on.

3. Never operate a positiv displacement
rotary pump with the discharge valve closed,
unless the discharge is protected/ y a properly
set and tested relief valve.

4. When working on any vertical, rotary, or
centrifugal pump never rely on the pump
coupling to support the weight of the pump
rotor. assembly. Support the pump rotor
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assembly in slings or by other acceptable rigging
methods.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

Most modem diesel and gasoline engines use
centrifugal pumps for circulating cooling water.
There are many types of centrifugal pumps, but
all operate on the same principle. The operation
of centrifugal pumps depends upon centrifugal
fciree (which imparts a high velocitli to the
liqiiid pumped) produced by the rotation of the
impeller at high spged. The liquid is ,SUcked in at
the center, Or, EYE, of the impeller and
discharged_ arthe outer rim of the impeller.

:By the time the liquid reaches the outer.uirn
Of the impeller, it has acquired considerable
velocity. The .liquid is then slowed down by
being led through a volute or thrdugh a series of
diffusing passages. As the velocity of the liquid
decreases its pressure increases, or, in other
words, some of the kinetic energy of the liquid
is transformed into -potential energy. in the
terminology commonly used in the discussion of
pumps; the velocity heaci of the- liquid is
partially coriverted to a psessure head.

Types of Centrifugal Pumps

There are two types of centrifugal pumps
which you will probably encounter aboard ship-,

, ThevolUte pump and the diffuser pump.
In the VOLUTE PUMP; shown in figure 15-4

tblignpeller discharges into a volutethat is, a
gradually Widening channel in the pump casing,
As the liquid passes through the volute and into

the discharge noZzle, a considerable portion of
its .kinetic enera is converted into potential
energy.

In the DIFFUSER PUMP, :gown in figure
15-5, the liquid leaving,ttie irnpelkr is first
slowed down by the stationary vanes which
surround the impeller. The liquid is forced
through the gradually expanding passages of the
diffUser ring befOri-elitering the volute. The
diffuser vanes and the volute reduce the, velocity
of the liquid in the diffuser pump. In th4 type
of pump there is an almost complete conversion
of kinetic energy to potential energy.

Centrifugal pumps may be classified in
several ways. For example, they may be either
SINGLE STAGE or :MULTISTAGE. A
single-stage. pump has only one impeller. A
multistage. pump has several Umpelleri housed
together in one casing;, each impeller functions
separately, discharging to the suction of the next
stage impeller. Centrifugal pumps are also
-classified as HORIZONTAL or VERTICAL;
depending upon the position of the purnp shaft.

Construction of Centrifugal Pu

The following information applies in general
to most of the centrifugal pumps used with

Figure 15-4.Simple volute pump.

S T AT ION AR Y DIF F US E R VANES

2.3.18.0 23.19
Figme 15-5.*Diffulf:r Pomp.
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,. diesel, engines. Figure 1576 sho'wS the parts of
one, type of centrifugal pump.

The 'Shift is protected from .exceSsive wear '-

and corrosion by Monel Or corros'ion-resistant
.

steel sleeves wherever the.,sliaft Comes in contiet
'With' the liquid being' pitmped 'or with :the. sift
packing: 'jn many 'centrifugal' pumps,: the Shaft is

.fitted with:replaceable- sleeves. -The, advantage of .

ing..§Wves 'is :tiat they .4r, be replaced more
economically,than the, entire shaft.

The IMPELLERS' uSed on centrifugal.pumps
-may ...be..ciassified as SINGLE SUCTION pr
WO:ILE:SUCTION. The single-stgtion ilnpefler

..allows liquid tb'enter the eye frOm one directioh
'Only,: the dduble-sOctiort type allows liquid td
enter the eye. from. ,two 'directions. Impellers
haveside Wall§ whiCh ex tvnd from the eye to- the
other edge of the2vane 'tips; open impellerS dd

.not have 'these Side walls. Most . centrifugal.,
pzinips used by. the Navy have closed impellers.,

`SLIPPokilikiG HEAD

I

The impellers are..carefully machined and
balanced to reduce vibration and.wear,sinCe they
rotate at very high speed. .A, close ..r.iidi41
clearance.must be Maintained betWeen the' outer
hub of the impeller and, that part of the Pump
casing in whiCh the''.hub rotates, in- order to'
Minimize.leakage from the diseharge side of the
ptimp casing to... the, suction side. (To prevent
corrosion of pumps tlia.,1 handle seawater, the
impellers and casings or these pumps are made
of bronze ea-gup 'bietal, and the shaft of Monel
me tal, or Stainless steel. )

Because of the close clearance and the high
rotational, speed -6f the impeller, the running
surfaces of both the impeller hub and the caming
at. that point are subject to relatively rapid wear.

'. Centrifugal pumps are provided with
replaceable. Wearing rings to eliminate the need
for renewing .an entire impeller and pump casing
becaUse .of wear. One ring is attached to each

'1,4t
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Figure 15-6.Erploded view of a centrifugallyater pLynp.
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outer hub of the impeller. This ring is called the
IMPELLER WEARING RING. The other ring,
which is statfo`nirwand attached to the casing, is
called the ; CA 'WEARING' RING. Figure
15-7 illustrates :6/ Peller and wearing rings.

Some small pumps with single-suction
impellers have only a casing wearing rtng and no
impeller ring; in *this type of pump, the casing
Wearing ring is fitted into the end plate.

RECIRCULATING LINES ate installed on
gome centrifugal pumps to prevent the pumps
from overheating and beéoming vapor bound in
case the discharge is entirely s4ut off or the flow
of fluid is stopped for extenaed Periods. Seal
piping is installed to cool the shaft and, the
packing, to lubricate the packing; and to seal, the
joint between the shaft and the packing against
air leakage. A lantern ring spacer is inserted
between the rin,gs of the packiiig in the stuffing
box. Seal piping leads the liquid from the
discharge side of the ,pump to the annular space
formed by the lantern ring. The web of the ririg
is,perforated so that the water can flow in either
direction along the shaft, between the shaft and
the packing.

SHAFT and THRUST BEARINGS support
the Weight of the impeller and maintain the
position of the rotor, both radially and 'axially.
(Radial -bearings may be sleeve or ball type.
Thrust bearings may be ball type or pivoted
segmental type.)

11
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or a centrifugal

The POWER END of a centrifugal pump
may be driven by ksteam turbine, by an electric
motor, or by a diesel engine. Pumps uSed for
continuous service- are either ttribine or motor
driven. (Smaller, pumps, such as those, used for
in-port or cruising operation, are generally
motor clriven) . Pumps used for emergency
firemain)services are generally diesel driven.

Care and Repair
of Centrifugal Pumps

The tests, safety preutions, and
maintenance factors for rotary pumps, outlined
earlier-in the chapter, are applicable in a general
way to centrifugal pumps. However, some of the
information which you must have in order to
giVe propereare and maintenance to centrifugal
pumps is given in this section. For additional
information, as well as for specific information
on any one pump, you should consUlt
NA VS171 PS ' Tec hnical Manual and the
appropriate manufacturer's technical manual.

ST U F F I 'NG BOX ACKING Packing
around the shafts 'of centrifugal pumps' (fig.
15-8) may be either the stuff-mg box type or the
labyrinth type, or both. Stuffing box packihg
should be renewed in accordance with the
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Figure 15-13.Stuffing box on a centrifugal pump.
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-Planned Maintenance 'System or whenever
leakage becomes excesiive. The puling should
be installed in a uniform thickness all around the
.shaft sleeves. When installing new packing, pack
the stuffing box loosely and ,set it up lightlyeon
the packing gland. Then, with the pump in
operation, tighten the gland in small steps, with
several hours between tightenings, to compress
the packing gradually. -This procedure will
prevent excessive heating and scoring, of the
shaft or shaft sleeves. A flow of from 40 to 60
drops per minute out of anormal packed-type
stuffing box is required tto provide lubrication
and to dissipate generated heat.

Renew the labyrinp packing around worn
bushings (bushing wear is due to wearing of the
bearings) when the bearings are replaced.
Examine the water supply to the packing seals
frequently to ensure that it is not obsti5icted by
the packing.

ROTARY SEALS.In some _pump
installations, stuffing box packing is impractical
since t4re miist be a.certain amount of leak-off
for lubrication purposes. It could be rather
dangerous to have leaking fluids such as distillate
fuels 'or-gasoline. Also many gallons of water
could be lost from a freshwater system. In many
installations, packing is being replaced by 'a
mechanical seal.

Wheri the seal reqUims 'replacement or when
there are signs of abnormal .wear or dainage to
the running surfaces, make a thorough
inspection to find the cause. It is very important
to find and correct the trouble, or the failure
will recur, Seal .failure is often caused by dirt on
the running .surfaces, :worn bearings, or bent
shafts.

Whenever, the .seal must 'be replaced, the
complete assembly should be replaced in
accordance with the manufacturers' instructions.
Always be sure the shaft is free of dirt or lint.
Then. ,:arefully unwrap- the seal being careful
not to touch the bearing surface With your
fingers, rinse the seal in an approved cl.ean
solvent, and allow it to.air dry. (NEVER wipe
dry.) If a neW seal assernbly is not availabl , you
May be able to repair, the existing seal by 1' ping
the mating surfaces.

LANTERN RINGS, SLEEVES, AND
FLINGERS..When packing a stuffing box fitted

k

with a LANTERN RING (fig. 15-8), be sure to
replace the packing beyond the lantent riflg at
the bottom of the stUffing box. ln addition, see
that the sealing water to the lantern ring is not
blanked off by the packing.

SLEEVES fitted at the packing on the pump
shafts must always be tight. These sleeves are
usually made secure by shrinking or keying them,
to the shaft. Be sure "..a.( water does not leak'
between the shaft andshaft sleeves. If the shaft
or sleeves are o ghened or grooved, turn or
yrind them to e a smooth surface. If the
surface is ve gh, the sfees should be
renew'ed.

WATER FL1NGERS.Water flingers are
fitted on shafts, outboard of stuffing box,glands,
to prevent water from Pollowing along the shaft
and entering the bearing housings. The flingers
must be tightly fitted. if the flhigersiare fitted
on the shaft sleeves, rather than on the sittf.tjg
sure that no water is allowed to leak under the
sleeves. If leakage does occur, -fit fiber washers,
between the ends of the sleeves and the shaft
shoulders, and fill all clearances, between the
shaft and the sleeve with tallow.

WEARING RINGS, IMPELLER, AND
CASING.The clearances between the impeller
and the ,casing wearing rings, as shown on the
manufacturer's plans or Ihe Maintenance
Requirement Card, should be Maintained: When
clevnces exceed ,the specified figures, the,
wearing rings must be replaced. This job can be
done by the ship's force, but it requires the
complete disassembly of the pump. If you musk
undertake this job, follow the manufacturer'0;
instructions carefully; improper fitting of the
rings or incorrect reassembly of the pump can
result in serious damage.

SHAFT ALIGNM'ENT.L.When installing or
asSembling phnips driven by electrical motors,
steam turbines, or diesel engines, you must be
sure' that the unit is aligned properly.
Misalignment may cause serious operating
troubles later. It is absolutely necessary to have
the rotating shafts of the driver and driven units
in proper alignment4 as determined by the
coupling.

32,(.
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Check the 'shaft aligmnerit of a WnP
frequently or whenever the pump isopc4d up
or whenever there is noticeable vibration, if the
shafts are out of line or inclined at an angle to
each other, the unit must be realigned 'to prevent
shaft breakage and renewal of bearings, pump
caaing wearing rings, and throat bushings.
Whenever practicable, check the alignment with
all Piping in place and .whh the adjacent tanks
and piping filled.
. Some drivini units are connected to the
pump by a FLEXIBLE COUPLING. Remember
thal flexible couplings are -intended to take care
of only slight Misalignment. Misalignment
should never exceed the amount specified by, the
pump manufacturer. It' the misalignment is
excessive, the coupling parts are subjected to
severe punishment, necessitating frequent
reneWal of pins, bushings, and bearings.

When the driving unit is connected, or
coupled, to the pump by a FLANGE
COUPLING, the shafting must be 'frequently
realigned. Each pump shaft must be kept in

proper alignment With the shaft of the driving
unit. Misalignments are indicated by such things
as abnormal temperatures, abnormal ndises, and
worn bearings Or bushings.

Wedges, or shims, are sometimes placed
under the bases of both t,11 driven and driving
units (fig. I 5-9A) for ease in alignment when the
machinery is installed. Jacking screws may also
be used to level the units. When the pump or
driving unit, or both, have to be shifted sidewise
to align the couplings, side brackets are welded
in convenient spots on the foundation, and large
setscrews are aed to shift the units sidewise or
endwise. When the wedges or other .packings
have been adjusted so that the outside diameters
and faces of the coupling flanes run true as
they are manually revolved, the chocks 'are
fastened, the units are securely bolted to the
foundation, and the coupling flanges are bolted
together.

These ALIGNMENTS MUST BE CliEt
from time to time, and Misalignments must be
promptly corrected. In general practice there

Figure 15-9.Coupling alignment.
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three methods employed for checking the
alignments:

1. Usedal-inch scale
2. Use a thickness gage
3. Use a dial indicator

Some tyPes of installations, of course, call
for special methods of handling.

When USING A 6-INCH SCALE TO CHECK
alignments, check the distance between the faces
of the cbupling flanges at 90°Intervals. Find the
distances between the faces at point a, point b
(on the opposite side), point c, and point d
(opposite point c) (11g.-15-9B). This will indicate
whether the coupling faces are parallel with each
other.. If they are not parallel, adjust the driving
unit or the' pump, or both, with shims until the
couplings check true. While measuring the
distances, you must keep the outside diameters
of the coupling,?flanges in line.. To do this, place
the scale across the twt, flanges as shown hi'
figure 15-9C. If the flanges do not line up; raise
or lower one of the units with shims. Then, if
necessary, shift them sidewise, using the jacks
welded on the foundation. The scale should be
used (as shown in fig. 15-9C) at intervals of 900 ,

as was done in checking between the flange faces
(fig. l 5-911).

The procedure for using a thickness gage to
check alignments is slmilar to that for a scale.
When the outside diameters of the coupling
flanges are not the same, use a scale 'on the
surface of the larger flange, then use "feelers"
between the surface of the smaller ,flange and
the edge of the scale. When the space is narrow,
check the distance between the coupling flanges
with a thickness gage (as shown in fig. 15-9D).
Wider spaces are checked with a piece of square
key-stock and a thickness gage. Revolve the
couplings one at a time, and check at 90°
intervals. If the faces are not true, the shaft has
been sprung. Many times the shafts must be
removed and sent to the ship's machine shop for
reworking.

When USING A DIAL INDICATOR to
check alignments, clamp the indicator to one

coupling flange, then revolve the coupling with
the point .91 the dial indicator on the shaft of
the opposite coupling flange. If no variation is
shown on the indicator, the coupling is running

.tme. When the cotipling with an indicator
clamped to it is revolvedwhile the opposite
coupling remains still, the'degree to which the
coupling centers are out of line will be shown:
To adjust the , centers, loosen bolts at the unit
bases and recheck the alignment. When
alignment is true, secure the dowel- at the unit
bases, and insert and fasten the coupling bolts.
Use dial indicators whenever possible when
aligning a coupling.

Major Troubles and Repairs

A list of the principal troubles that may
occur with centrifugal pumps', together with
their causes, is given in fikure 15-10.

If the pump fails to build up pressure when
the discharge valve is opened and the pump
speed is increased, proceed as follows:

1. Secure the pump.
2. Prime the pump to expel all the air

through the air co'sks on the pump casing.
3. Open all valves on the pump suction line.
4. Start the pump again. If the dischaige

pressure is not normal Ohen the pump is up to
its proper speed, the suction line may be
clogged, or an impeller may be bmken. It is also
possible that air is being drawn into the suction
line or into the casing. If any of.these conditions
exist, stop the pump, try to fmd the source of
the trouble, and correct it, if possible.

The parts of a , centrifugal pump that most
frequently need repair or replacement are:

I. CASING WEARING RINGS AND
IMPELLER WEARING RINGS: Since the
purpose of these rings is to keep the internal
bypassing of the liquid to a minimum, the
clearances should be checked and feitored, when
worn ibeyond allowable limits, whenever the
pump casing is opened up, and at..least once each
year.

2. SHAFT SLEEVES: There is a common
tendency fOr operating personnel to take up too
hard on the packing in an attempt to prevent

3.2\2
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PI.34P TROUBLES CAUSES

Failure Ao Deliver Water

Short in Capacity

Pressure Low

Pump not primed; insufficient speed; impeller plugged;
wrong direction of rotation (this may occur after motor
overhaul)

Air leaks in 'stuffing boxes; insufficient speed; insufficient
suction head for hot water; auetion strainers fouled; im-
pellers damaged and caaing packing defective

Insufficient speed; air leak; incorrect discharge Valves open
in manifold (this may allow the pump to discharge into an
open line, causing the pump to operate at other than the
design point); mechanical defects: (same as for Short in -
Capacity) .

Pump Loses Water After Starting Leaky suction line; water seal plugged; suetionlift too higli
(often caused by fouling of the strainer after the pump is
started); air or gases in water

Pump Overloads Driver

Pump Vibrates

Speed too high;, liquid of different specific gravity and viscos-
ity too high; rubbing caused by foreign matter in the pump,
and bedveen the casing rings and the impeller; mechanical
defects: rotatind element binds, shaft bent, and worn
bearings

Misalignment; poor foundation; impeller partially clogged,
causing unbalance; mechanical defects: (same as for Pump
Overload' DriVer)

Figure 1510. --Centrifugal pump troubles and causes.

stuffing box-leakage. This causes scoring of the
shaft sleeves. Whenever the pump is opened, the
sleeves should be examined and if slightly
scored, they should be smoothed up; if they are
badly Scored, they should be replaced.

3. BEARINGS: Worn sleeve bearings cause
the rotor to drop which, in turn, causes
excessive wear of the casing wearing ring and the
impeller ring. When a bearing is worn
exbessively, it should be replaced as soon as
possible, in accordance with the manufacturer's
instruction manual.

Whenever a replceable precision type
bearing is disassembled, it should be inspected
carefully for ridges, scores, and wear. The
bearing lining should be firmlY anchored to the
shell. If the bearing is scored, or worn beyond
the manufacturer's recommended tolerance, it
should be replaced.

75.304

Journals should be kept free from rust and
should be kept smooth at all times. To remove
rust spots, ridges, and sharp edges of scores, the
journals should be lapped with an oilstone or
with an oilstone powder.

4. BUSHINGS:. Whenever a pump is
disassembled, bushing lea rances should be
measured. Bearing

e
will probably cause

bushing wear, and the bushings should be
renewed if *the bearings are restored to their
original readings.

VARIABLE STROKE PUMPS

Variable stroke pumps are use& largely on
electrohydraulic steering gear, elevators, and
cranes. Although they are generally classified as
rotary pumps, they actually- operate on
somewhat the same principle as a single-acting
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reciprocating pump. A rOtary motion is
imparted to the pump by a Constant-speed
electric motor, but the actual pumping is done
by a set of pistons reciprocating inside a set of
cylinders. The Way in Which these pumps
translate rotary, motion into reciprocating
motion is explained and illustrated in Fireman,
NAVEDTRA 10520-E:

Nit

There are Xwo general types of variable
stroke pumps commonly used, aboard naval
ships. In the axial-piston type, the pistons are
arranged parallel to each "other and to the pump
shaft; in the radial-piston type, the pistons are
arranged radially from the shaft.

Axial-Piston Variable Stroke Pump

An axial-piston variable stroke pump usually
has either seven or nine single-acting pistons
which are evenly spaced around a cylinder
barrel. (Cylinder barrel, as used here, actually
refers to a..barrel-shaped block which holds all
the cylinaers:) The piston rods make a
ball-and-socket connection with a socket ring.
The socket ring rides on a thrust bearing carried
by a casting known as the tilting box (tilting
block).

When the tilting block is at a right angle to
the shaft, the pump is rotating but the pistons
do not reciprocate; therefore, no pumping takes
place. However, when thcOock is, tilted (away
from the right angle), the pistons reciprocate
and the liquid is pumped.

When the variable stroke axial-piston pump
is used as a part of the power unit tf such
equipment as electrohydraulic anchor
windlasses, cranes, winches, and steering engines,
the tilting block is arranged so that It may be
tilted in either direction. Thus, the pump may
be used to transmit power hydraulically to
pistons or rams, or it may be used to drive a
hydraulic motor. In the latter case, the pump,
which is driven by 'a constant-speed electric
motor, is connected. by pipes or tubing to a
hydraulic motor. This motor is similar in design
to a hydraulic pump except that most motors

have the tilting block mounted in a fixed
position. When the tilting block is fixed, the
motor shaft turns in the direction, and at a
speed directly related to the direction and angle
of tilt, of the tilting block in the variable stroke
pump.

Radial-Piston Variable
Stroke Pump

The pumping action of a radial-piston
variable stroke pump (fig. 15-11) is similar to
the axial-piston type just described. However,
the component parts are arranged differently. In
a radial-piston pump, the cylinders are arranged
radially in a cylinder body which rotates around
a nonrotating central cylindrical valve or pintle.
As the cylinder body revolves, each cylinder
contacts either an intake port or an outlet port
in the central cylindrical valve. Plungers or
pistons, which extend outward from each
cylinder, butt against a slipper ring,on the inside
of a rotating float ring or. rotor.

The floating ring is so constructed _that it can
be shifted off center from the pump shaft. When
it is in the neutral position, the pisivis do not
reciprocate and the puThp does not 4erate, even
though the electric motor is still ausing the
pump to rotate. If the floating ring is forced off
center to one side, the pistons reciprocate and
the pump operates. If the floating ring is forced
'off center to the other side of the pump shaft,
the pump also operates, but the direction of
flow and the amount of flow are both
determined by the position of the cylinder body
relative to the position of the floating ring.
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JET PUMPS

Unlike other pumps, a jet pump has no
moving parts. A simple jet pump, illustrated in
figure 15-12, consists of a jet supply line, a jet or
nozzle, a suction ,line, a suction chamber, a
diffuser, and a discharge line.

In a jet-type pump, pumping action is
created by passing a fluid (water, steam, or air)
through a nozzle, at a high pressure and velocity
through a chamber that has suction and
discharge openings.
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Figure 15-12.Simpb let-type Oump.

'

The principles of jet pump operation are as
follows: Upon starting up, the, rapidly moving
jet fluid pushes on and gives sufficient motion to
the air (or whatever substance may be in 'the
suction chamber) to carry it out tIvough the
discharge line. Displacing of 'the air from the
suction charnber creates a partial vacuum, within
the suction chamber, causing fluid to flow
through the suction line. The fluid entering the
chamber from the, suction line is picked up by
the high velocity fluid, thus providing
continuousrpumping action.

The suction lift and discharge pressure of a
simple jet-type pump are not so great as the lift
and pressure of other types of pumps. FloWever,
a special class of jet pumps, such as two-stage air

76.283 ejectors, is capable of creating greater suction
lift than most mechanically operated pumps.
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Because of their simplicity, jet pumps
generally require very little maintenance. Since
there are no moving parts, only the nozzles will
show wear. The erosion action will cause the
nozzles to become enlarged; in this case they are
generally renewed. Occasionally the nozzles are
removed; the strainers, if fitted, are cleaned; and

, a special reamer is inserted in the nozzles to
'clean out any rust or scale that may have'
accumulate d.

VALVES

In the various systems of an
internal-combustion engine, valves, of many
types are used to regulate the quantity orliquid
flowing to the various components of the
systems. All valves used in engine systems may
be . grouped in two general -classifications:
manually operated valves and automatic valves.

Manually operated valves include all valves
that are adjusted by hand. Automatic valves
include check valves, thermostatic valvies, and
pressure-regulating valves. Most_ of these valves
have been introduced and illustrated in Fireesn,
NAVEDTRA I0520-E. Thermostatic valves Were
discussed in chapter 8 of this manual. The valves
considered in this chapter are primarily of the
manual type: $ome of the troubles that may be
encountered 'with valves and information on
general maintenance are Presented in this
section.

GLOBE VALVES

Tbe repair of globe valves' (other than
routine renewal of packing) is generally limited

....1...-teriefinishing the seat and disk surfaces. When
this work is being done, there are cirtain
precautions that should be:observed.

When refinishing the valve face and seat, do
not remove, any_more material than necessary.
Valves that do not have replaceable valve teats
can be refinished only a limited number of
'times.

Before doing any repair to the seat and disk
of a globe valve', check tO be sure that the valve
disk is secured rigidly to, and is square on, the
valve stem. Also, check to be sure that the stem
is straight. If the stem is not straight, carefully
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inspect the valve disk for evidence of wear, for
cuts on the seating area, and for improper fit of
the disk to the seat. .If the disk and the seat
appear to be in good condition, spot-in to fmd
out whether they actually are in good 'condition.

Spotting-in Globe Valves

Spotting-in is the method used to Visuilly
determine whether the seat and the disk make
good contact with each other. To spot-in a valve
seat, first apply a thin even coating of prussian
blue over the entire machined face surface of the
disk.. Then, insert the disk into the valve and
rotate it a quarter turn, using a light downward
pressure. The prussian blue will adhere to the
valve seat at those points where the disk makes
contact. Figure 15-13 shows a correct seat when
it is spotted-in; it arse shows various kinds of
imperfect seats.

After you have noted the condition of the
seat surface, wipe all the prussian blue off the
disk face surface. Apply a thin, even coat of
prussian blue to the contact face of the seat, and
again place the disk on the valve seat and rotate
the disk a quarter of a turn. Examine the
resulting blue ring on the valve disk. The ring
should be unbroken and of uniform width. If
the -blue ring is broken in any way, the disk is
not making a properlit.

OUT OF ROUND

41-11141Al
CORRECT

ems,
TOO WIDE TOO II G11

8.71
Nuts 16-13.Examplas of spottad-in valve seats.
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Grinding-in Globe Valves

Grinding-in is the manual process used to
remove small irregularities from the contact
surfaces of thz seat and the disk of a valve. Do
not confuse grinding-in with refacing processes
in which lathes, valve reseating machines, or
po'wer grinders art .used to, tecondition the
seating surfaces.

To grincl7in a valve, first apply, a small
amount ofgrinding compound to the face of the
disk. Then .insert the disk into the ,valve and
rotate the disk back and' forth about a. quarter of
a tum; shift the Mk-seat relation from time tts
time so that the disk will be moved gradually, in
increments, through 'several rotations. During
the grinding process, the grinding.compound will
gradually be displaced from between the seat
and disk siirfaces;,. therefore, you must stop
every minute or so. to replenish, the compound.
When you do, this, you shotild wipe both the
seat and the disk clean before applying the new
compound to the disk face.

When it appears that the irregularities have
been removed, spot-in the disk to the seat, in the
manner previously described.

Grinding is also used to follow up all
machining workc on valve seats Or disks. When
the valve seat and disk are fiist spotted-in after
,they have been machined, the seat contact will
Izt very narrow and will be located close to the
bore. Grinding-in, using finer and finer
compounds as the work progresses, causes the
seat contact to become broader. The contact
area shoulti be a perfect ring, covering
approximately one-third of- the sealing surface.

Be careful that you do not overgrind a valve
seat or disk. Overgrinding tends to produce a
groove in the seating surface of the disk; it also

htends to round off the strai t, angular surface
of the disk. Machining is e only process by
which overgrinding can be corrected.

Lapping Globe Valves

When a valve seat contains irregularities that
are slightly larger than can be satisfactorily

removed by grinding-in, the irregularities can be
removed by lapping. A cast-iron lapping tool
(lap), of exactly the same size and shape as the
valve disk, is used to true the valve-seat surface.
Two lapping tools are abown in figure 15-14.

,The most important points to remember
while'using the lapping tool are:

1. Do not bear heavily on the handle of the
lap.

2. Do not llear sideways on the handle of
the lap. ,

3. Change the relationship between the lap
and the valve seat so that the lap will gradually
and slowly rotate around the entire seat circle.

4. Keep a check on the working surface of
the lap. If a groove develops, have the lap
refaced.

.

5. Always clean compoiind for lapping.
er. ICeplace c compound often.
7. Spread the compound evenly and lightly.
8. Do not lap more than is necessary to

produce a smooth, even seat. ,

9. AlwaYs use a fine grinding compound to
finish the lapping job.

10. Upon completion 'of the lapping job,
spot-in, grind-in the disk to the seat, and remove
any traces of grinding or lappintcompound.

Use only approved abrasive compounds for
reconditioning valve seats and disks. There are
four grades 6f compounds for lapping and
grinding valve 'disks and seats. A coarse-grade
compound is used when extensive corrosion or
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Figur. 15-14.Lapping took.
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deep cuts and scratches are found on the disks
and seats. A compound of medium grade is used
to-follow up the coarse grade; it may also be
used to start the reeonditioning process on
valm which are not severely damaged.' A
f e-grade compound should be used when the

nditioning process nears completion. A
croscopic fine grade is used for finish lapping,

and for all grinding-in.

Refacing Globe Valves

Badly scored valve seats may be refaced in a
lathe, with a power grinder, or with a valve
reseating machine. The lathe, rather than the
restating machine, tliould be used for refacing
all valve disks and all hard faurfaced valve seats.
Work that multbe done oh a lathe or with a
power grinda. ffiould be turned over to shop
personnel. The discussion herse applies only to
refacing valve seats with a reseating machine of
the type shown in figure 15-15.

To reface a valve seat With a reseating
. machine, attach the Correct facing cutter to the
machine. With a fine file, remove high spots on
the surface of the flange on which the chuck
jaw s. must fit. (Note: A valve reseating maeNne
can be used ONLY with a valve that has the
inside of the bonnet flange bored true with the
valve seat; if this 'condition does not exist, the
-valve must be reseated in a lathe and the inside
flange must be bored true.)

Before placing the chuck in the valve
opening, open the jaws of the chuck wide
enough to rest cm the flange of the opening.
Now tighten the jaws lightly .so that the chuck
securely grips.the sides of the Valve opefling. Tap
the chuck down withA wooden mallet until the
jaws rest firmly and squarely on the flange; then
tighten the jaws.

Adjust and lock the machine spindle in the
cutting position and start the cutting by tdYning
slowly on the crank. Feed the cutter slowly so
that very light cuts are taken. After some
experience, you will learn by "the feel" whether
the tool is cutting 'evenly all around. Remove the

11.354
Figure 15-15.Valve meeting machine.

chuck and determine if enough metal has been
removed from the face of the seat.

Be sure the seat is perfect. Then remove the
cutter and face off the top part of the seat with
a flat cutter. Dress the seat down to the proper
dimensions, as follows:

WIDTH OF SEAT

1/16 inch
3/32 inch
1/8 inch
3/16 inch

SIZE 041WALVE

1/4 to 1 inch
1 1 /4 to 2 inches
2 1 /2 to 4 inches
4 1 /2 to 6 inches

After the refacing, grind in the .seat and disk.
Spot-in as necessary to check the work. A rough
method of spotting-in tint you may use is to
place pencil marks on thgbearing surface of the
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seat or disk; then place the disk on.the seat and
rotate the disk about a quarter of a turn. If the
pencil marks on the seating rub off, the seating
is Considered satisfactory.

Repacking Valve Stuffing Boxes

. If the stem of a globe isin good condition,
stuffing-box leaks can usually be stopped by
tightening up on the gland. If this does not stop
the leakage, repack the stuffing box. The gland
must not be set up on dr packed so tightly that
the stem binds. If the leak persists, a bent or
scored valve stem may be the ,cause of the
trouble.

NAVSEA has a four-digit number symbol
system for identifying each kind and type of
packing _considered necessary in the naval
service. The first digit indicates the class of
service .with respect to fixed and moving joints.
The second digit indicates the material of which
the packing or gasket is primarily
coMposedasbestos, vegetable fiber, tubber,
metal, etc. The third and fourth digits indicate
the different types or forms be packing made
from the material. The NAVSEA Mec Vical
Standard Drawing B 153 shows the rillnbol
index for all types and kinds of shii5board
packings and gaskets necessary in - the naval
service, and the recommended application.

Most ships have a packing and gasket chart
made up specially for each ship. The shipboard
chart shows the symbol numbers and the sizes of
packing and the gaskets required in the ship:s
piping system, machinery, and hull fittings.

To install packing does not require great
skill, but a mechanically correct job demands
care. When installing packing in moving parts, be
sure that:

1. The proper matepial is used. Consult the
packing chart.

2. The rod or stem is not bent, scored, or
rusty.

3. The packing gland is irWignment with
the rod or stem.

4.. The packing gland is not cocked.
S. The old packing has been removed.
6. The threads on the gland studs are not

butte& so as to prevent setting up of the gland
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Cut the end of the packing rings square, and
leave about a 1/16-inch space between the ends
to allow for elongation when the gland is
tightened. Place the packing in the stuffmg box
so that the joints will be staggered. Never fill the
stuffing box to the extent that the gland cannot.
enter. Set the, gland nuts up evenly and permit
some leakage while the packing is adjusting itself
to the stem. Never jam the packing glands tight
with a wrench.

GATE VALVES

The manner in whirch a gate valve is used has
a great deal to do with the service life of the
valve. Gate valves should always be used either
wide open or, fully closed. They.should not be
used in a partially opened position. When a gate
valve is partly open, the gate is not held`
securely; therefore, it swings back and 'forth
with the ulsation of the flow. As the gate
swings, it stXkes the valve body and the finished
surfaces, nicking and scoring them, When. these
surfaces are imperfect, the valve gate cannot seat
accurately and seal off the flow..-A gate valve
should never be installedin any position where a
throttling or flow-regulating valve is reiiuired;

sfor such service a globe valve should be used.
Lapping is the best method for correcting

gate-Valve defects such as liht pitting or scoring
and imperfect seat contact. The lapping process
is the same for gate valves 'as it is for globe
valves, except that the lap is turned by a handle
which extends through the end of the valve
body. The lapping tool, without its handle, is
inserted into the Valve in: such a manner thatit
covers one of the seat rings. Then, the handl
attached to the lap and. the lapping is begun. Th
wedge gate can be lapped to a true surface, usin
the same lap that isused on the seat rings.
CAUTION: DO NpT use the gate as a lap.

No more mNerial should be removed than is
necessary. It is possible to resurface a gate valve
only a limited number of times. By removing
too much material each time; the total number
of times the surfaces can be renewed will be
decreased, and the overall life of the valve will
thereby be shortened.

On larger gate valves, When the seat rings
become so deteriorated that they cannot be
repaired by lapping, the seat rings can be
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removed fro the valve body and replaced with
new oneg.

It is' not alvible to attempt to repair A gà.te
valve without removing it from the pip
system. Removing the valve simplifies the rep
job and gives more assurance that a good job will
be performed.

Leakage around the stem of a gate valve is
caused by troubles similar to those encountered
in leaking globe valves. The procedure for
stopping leakage around the valve stem is the
same for both types of valves.

PLUG-COCK VALVES .

Manu'ally operated valves of the plug-cock
type are sometimes used in the lines of the
engine cooling system. A' plug-type valve has a
rotating plug which is drilled for the passage of
the fluid. gotation of the plug changes the
position of-The drilled passages with respect to
the ports of the valve. In this manner, the rate
(and, in three-way proportioning valves, the
direction)' of flow of the coolant is adjusted. 6

A hard lubricant in stick form is used to
effectively seal and lubricate the rotating plug.
Proper lubricating ensures tightness, maximum
life, and ease of operation. Improper lubrication
may caw the valve to stick or to leak and may
cause excessive wear of the rotating plug.
Excessive lubrication should be ivoided as. it
may cause grease to be depositeci in the
cooling-system components.

Instructions relative to the proper
lubrication 6f plug-cock valves must be followed
strictly, if valve trouble is to be avoided. Many
tines, it is necesSary only to lubricate the valve
to eliminate iiage or sticking of the plug.
However, if, tbi valve has hot been properly
lubricated for a long time, it may be necessary
to replace valve parts that have been damaged by
lack Of lubricant.

To lubricate the valve, remove the lubricant
setscrew and insert a stick of lubricant. (The
type of lubricant to be used depends upon the
fluid that the valve is handling.) The lubricant is
forced into the plug-cock valve by the lubricsant
setscrew until the lubricant is forced out around
the neck or the stem of the valve. A checkvalve
within the lubricant passage allows the plug-cock
valve to be lubricated under pressure. When a
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plug-cock valve is being lubricated, the valve
must be either wide open or completely closed.
If this precaution is not 4ken, the lubricant will
be forced into the water stream and will not
lubricate the valve.

CIIEQK VALVES

Check valves are used to' prevent the
backflow of flUid in a line. A typical check valve
is actuated by a light spring that seats the valve
when the flow ceases.

Leaks are the principal trouble encountered
with check valves. Leakage is caused by a pitted
disk or valve seat. Such pitting tivally results
when abrasives are caught between the disk and
the seat.

When a check valve requires Maintenance
because of . pitting, the work required will
depend upon the type of disk in the valve. When
a leaking check valve has a ball-type disk, it will
be necessary to replace the ball and to grind the
seat. When a defective valve has a flat or conical
disk, it will usually. be possible to repair the
damaged surfaces by grinding the disk to its seat,
with a fine grinding compound.

When installing or replacing check valves,
remember that fluld will flow through them in
only one direction. Be sure that they axe
installed correctly.

PRESSURE-REGULATING VALVES

'Pressure-regulating valves are required in a
lubricating oil system to maintain an even
lubricating oil pressure as the engine speed
changeS. Since lubricating oil pumps are of the
'positive-displacement type, it is essential that
excess oil has some means of escape; otherwise,
extremely high pressures will develop in the lines
and at the bearings. Defective pressure-regulating
valves are indicated by low and erratic
lubricating oil pressures which are most
noticeable when the lubricating oil temperature

.,is high. There are many other factors however,
that will cause the same sympto these
'include a clogged filter or cooler; a orn oil
pump, loose bearings, a low oil' level, high oil
temperatures, oil dilution, and oil leaks.

Most pressure-regulating valve failures are
due to wear in the valves. HoWever, a valve may
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11.31a
Figure 15.16.Butterfly valve.

fail to function properly because of a loose
locknut, a scored seating surface, the binding of
moving parts, or other defects.

If the adjusting-screw locknut becomes
loose, the adjusting screw will back off,
decreasing the tension% in the spring and the load
on the valve. Scored and pitted valves and valve
seats will cause poor pressure control. When the
valve seat and the disk become badly pitted, the
operation of the valve w,ill often be inegular;
sometimes it *ill maintain normal pressure, and
at other tiniits it will allow the pressure,* fall
below the required level. If the assembly
becomes gummed, dile to either the oil or
foreign particles in the oil, the disk will stick in
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the open position and will Qffel restriction to
the amount of oil bypassed. Tl effect is more
noticeable at . lower sp eds. When a
pressure-regulatfng valve fails to function
properly because of wear, the valve should be
replaced. -

BUTTERFLY yALvEs

The butterfly valve, illustrated in figure
1 5-1 6, has some advantages in certain,
applications over the gate and globe valves. The
butterfly valve is light in weight,a takes up less
space than a gate valve or a globe valve, it is .easy
to overhaul; and it is relatively quick acting.

Although the design and construction of
butterfly ,valves maY vary somewhat, a
butterfly-type disk and some means of sealing
are common to all valves of this type.

- The butterfly valve described in thi,s chapter
consists of a body, a resilient seat,
butterfly-type disk, a stem, packing, a notched
positioning plate, and a handle. This valve
provides a positive shutoff; it may be used as a
throttling valve, set in any position from full
-open to full Closed where the pressure drop
across the valve does not exceed 40 psi, The .
replaceable irsitient seat is held firmly in-place
by mechanical means; neither bonding nor
cementing is ,necessary. -,It. is not necessary to
grind, lap, or do machine work- to replace the
valve seat, so overhaul of the' valve is relatively
simple. The resilient seat is under compression
when iit is iounted in the valve body, thus
making A sea around the periphery df the disk
and both upp4r and lower points where the stem
,passes throu the seat. PacIdng is provided to
form a positiv seal around the stern in the event
the seal formed by the seat becoines damaged.
When closing the valve, you need to turn the
handle only a qiiarter of a turn to rotate the disk
90, the resilient seat exerts positive pressure
against the disk, ensuring a tight shutoff.

Butterfly valves are designed to meet a
variety of applications. The shipboard systems in
which these valves are now being used include
freshwater, seawater, JP-5 fuel, Navy special fuel
oil, diesel oil, and lubricating oil.



CHAPTER - 16

COMPRESSEI AIR SYSTEM5

' As an E.*.sk EN2 you should have__a
thorough knowledge of 'air compressors, then'.
construction, and aire.. Yeii '.. will fmd thatY,
compressed air serves. many: 'p oses abo pistons traesitogether (parallel). ,Iti'Lther words,ship and that air outlets.are ins ed-dn' vari s kith pistons (bomPriiisiciPielem,ents) are 'eittier
suitable locations throughoaut T,h"uses disehargirtg or tiking a sUctipn, at the tattegtiTe:
Of compressed air' include. but am,,iieit A cpn*essor mAy be de4rieckso thaftlther
to, the ,operatfon of onc4Matip tools mut*, 'ONLY one; .04 of. cOmpressiOn takes Place ,. , , " t. , ,equipment, prairie-masker ,engine, withip.i One ,CoinpreissAng'. elemeot 'or so that ,

strting andf0' speed contrqL deballasting,,, . MORE,' than stagq. ,takes ,plada within'opeto do charga)g, 4011: iecting, aircraft stfliiin corn,pressin gi "Sipileitage
and cdoling, an4,Ihe / operatic* 4, pnSt4iti ,conipresior the' dompression, ,the air, Atmboile and pi3Opidsion ;cdr?trol ..sy,Stems. f,inaj'.disehirie prOsure;
Compressed ait ; is, Sapplied tp' the' .,s;ariOus CoMpleted a Single 'coniprest'Oh.elenient,Le.,

a %single cylinder. rn a,mu.ltistage,
ait`4s POInPre*di in twti

entsIo reach tinal;discharge pre
adtcomPressor rny

,single-acting,..(compresgon takes 'place
one stroke' per reliolutioti) 'or,. aci,uttle,aeting.
coMpressicin takeSko place ow both iirolces per

revolulion, meaning _that 'compression is 'taicing
place: pri both sides of the Piston' and that eaih

compressed air systekt. The . coMpressor 'takes in, le?d Fylin4er 'is fitted wity suction and
;digcharge valves). tatmospherie,' compre0 to thl, piesiure

into storage for later Ilse.

or multistage and horjzOnt
as shOwn in figure 164:

7 In a duplex compressor'

gle7 vertical,,

16-1D) the -two

1 , r4§ysterns high,ffeS§Ore,. meditim-pTesSure,, 'or.
,low-pressure air ..,ompre'SsOrs, depen4iiig;qn the',
needs' of ,the ship.,.Reduqii*vaIves ipaY be 'used'
to. redu.Cei',.high-pi.e:zssure a to' a, lower pte'sSUre
for. a specific use. .

AIR comPREssoks,;
The au,. compressor is the heart .of

Ompresso,r tile
ompres4Sn

e
either

ortily

k desired, and !',pumps': the into ixpp / kenefal,' conlPrbssori ge classified
capacitY (high or low) type of

There are a nuintie of' variations; in the 'sbinpr'essing elenit, the source, qf driving
design construciitn, arld method power, the inethpd by whieh'the driving Unit is,' i
compression of aii, -coMpr4sors. Vorine4t(d-, fo the compressor . (belt-driven,

4direepeOnneCted,'construction and principles of or;eiation ofso e dc), the:presSure developed,
.arid Whether the air-delivered is oil free r:nonoilof the most cominon types'f air compreksor

used in Navy ships. be disc44sed in ,this free

chapter. ,

Types of Compressing Elements
COMPRESSOR CLASSIFICATIONSid iifil"Air compressors are cassen varodsi Shipboaid air compressors\ may be
:ways. A compressor may be duplex single-stage centrifugal, rotary, or reciprocating, The-
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,

\FIRST STAGE PISTON

Figure 151A simple two-stage reciprocating low-pressure air compreesor.

reciprocating type' is generally selected for
capacities from 200-800 cubic feet per minute
(cfp) and for preSsures 'oc 100 tO 5,000 psi; the
rdtary lobe type for capacities up to 8,800 cfm
and for, pressures no more than 20 psi; and the
centrifugal type for 81) cfm or greater
capacities (up to 2,100 cfm in a single unit) and
for up to 125 psi:.

Most general-service-use air compressors
aboard ship are "reciprocators" (fig. 16-2). In

OIL
RESERVOIR

this type compressor the air is compressed in
one or more cylinders, very much like the
compression that takes place in an
internal-combustion engine..

Sources of Power

Compressors are driven by electric motors or
steam-turbines. Aboard ship, most low-pressure
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and high-pressure air compressors an driven by
electric motors.

Drive Connections

The 'driving unit miy be connected tO the
compressor by one of several methods. When the
compressor and the driving unit are.mounted on
the same shaft, they are close-coupled. Close
coupling is usually restricted to small capacity
compressors hat are driven by electric motors.
However, .the high-speed, single-stage,
centrifugal, turbine-driven units serving
'Prairie-masker systems in FF 1052 and similar
ships are close-coupled; Flexible couplings are
vsed to join the driving unit to the Compressor'
when the speed of the compressor and the speed
of the driving unit are the same. This is called a
direct-coupled drive.

V-belt 4rives ire commonly used with small,
low- presstrë, motordriven compressors, and
with some medium-pressure compressors. In a
few installations, a rigid coupling is used
between the compressor and the electric motor
of a motopdriven compressor. In a
steam-turbine drive, compressors are usually
(not always) driven though reduction gears, or,
in the case of centrifugal (high speed)
compressors, through speed increasin4 gears.

hewn Classification

In accordance lith NA VSHIPS' Technical
Manual, compressors are ,classified as .

low-pressure, medium-pressure, or high-pressure.
Low-pressure compressors have a discharge
pressure of 150 psi or less. Medium-pressure
compressors have a discharge pressure of 151 psi
to 1,000 psi. Compressors that have a discharge
pressure above 1,000 psi are classified as
high-pressure.

Most low-pressure reciprocating air
compressors are of the two-stage type with
either a vertical "V" (fig. 16-2) or a vertical "W"
(fig 16-3) arrangement of cylinders. Two-stage,
two-Cylinder, V-type low-pressure compressors
have one cylinder for the first (lower pressure)

stage of compression and one cylinder for the
second (higher pressure) stage of compression.
Threercylinder, W-type compressors have two
cylinders for the first-stage of compression and
one . cylinder for the second stage. This
arrangement is also shown in part A of figure
16-4. .Notice that the *pistons in the lower
pressure stage (1) have a larger diameter than the
piston in the higher pressure stage (2).

Medium-pressure air compressors are of the
two-stage, vertical, duplex; single-acting type.
Many medium-pressure compresiors have
differential pistons; this type of piston has more
than one stage of compression during each
stroke of the piston. (See fig. 16-4A.)

Most high-pressure compressors have
motor-driven, liquid-cooled, four-stage,
single-acting units with vertical cylinders.
Example of the cylinder arrangements for
high-pressure air compressors installed iii Navy
ships are illustrated in pag B of figure 144.
Small capacity high-messe air systems may
have three-stage compressors. Large capacity,
high-pressure air systems may be equipped with

'four, five-, or six-stage compressors.
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OPERATING CYCLE OF RECIPROCATING
AIR COMPRESSORS

Reciprocating air compressors are similar in
design and operation. The following discussion
relates to the operating cycle during one stage of
compression in a single-stage, single-acting
compressor.

The cycle of operation, or compression
cycle, within an air compressor cylinder (shown
in fig. 16-5) includes two strokes of the piston: a
suction stroke and a compression stroke. The
suction stroke begins when the piston moves
away from top dead center (TDC). The air under
pressure in the clearance space (above the
piston) expands rapidly until the pressure falls
below the pressure on the opposite side of the
inlet valve. At this point, the difference in
pressure causes the inlet valve to open, and air is
admitted to the cylinder. Air continues to flow
into the cylinder until the piston reaches bottom
dead center (BDC).

t.1
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SUCTION VALVE
(DISCHARGE VALVE
ON OPPOSITE SIOE)

AIR INLET

151 STAGt
SUCTION VILVE

DIPSTICK

CONNECTING ROOS.

CRANKSHAFT

Figure 16-3.Low-pressure reciprocating air compressor, vertical W configuration.

The compression stroke starts a the piston
moves away from BDC and continues until the
piaton reaches TDC again. When the pressure in
the cylinder equals the pressure on the opposite
side of the air inlet valve, the inlet Valve closes.
Air continues to be compressed as the piston
moves toward TDC, until the pressure in the
cylinder becomes great enough to force the
discharge 'valve open against the discharge line
pressure and the pressure of the valve springs.
(The discharge valve opens shortly before the
piston reaches TDC.) During the remainder of
the compression stroke, the air which has been
compressed in the cylinder is discharged at
almost constant pressure thfough the open
discharge valve.

47.218

The basic operating cycle just described is
completed twice per revolution of the
crankshaft in double-acting compressors, once
on the doWn stroke and once on the up stroke.

COMPONENT PARTS cie RECIPROCATING
AIR COMPRESSORS

Reciprocating air compressors consist of a
systgal of connecting rods, crankshaft, and
flywheel, which are used to _11-sinit power
developed by the driving unit to .the pistons, as
well as lubrication systems, cooling systems,
control systems, and unloading systems.
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-STAGE , 3 CYL."W"

2- STAGE WITH
DIFFERENTIAL

PISTON

2-STAGE VERTICAL, WITH
2 DIFFERb44LAL PISTONS

4 -STAGE ARRANGEMENTS

1 3

3 STAGE ARRANGEMENTS

47.153

Figure 16-4.Air.'compressor cylinder arrangements: A. Low- and medium-pressure compressors. B. Higbpressure
compressors.,

Compressing Element

A compressing element of a reciprocating
compressor consists of the cylinder, the piston,
and the air valves.

VALVES. -The valves are made of special
steel and come in a number of different types.
The opening and closing of the valves is caused
by the difference between (1) the pressure of
the air in the cylinder and (2) the pressure of the
external air on the intake valve or the pressure
of the discharged air on the discharge valve.

Two types of valves commonly used in
. high-pressuie air compressors are shown in igure
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16-6. The strip, or feather, type valve shown in
part A of the figure is used for the suction and
discharge ,valves of the.lower pressure stages, i.e.,
1 and 2. The valve shown in the figure is a
suction valve; the discharge valve assembly (not
shown) is identical except, that the positions of
the valve seat and the guard are reversed. At rest,
the thin strips lie flat against the seat, coVering
the slots and sealing any pressure applied to the
guard side of the valve. In either a suction or
discharge operation (depending on the valve
service), as soon as pressure on the seat side of
the valve exceeds the pressure on the guard side,
the strips flex against the contoured recesses in
the guard and permit. air to pass around the .
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Figure 18-5.The compression cycle.

edges of the strip and through the slots in the
guard. As soon as the pressure equalizes or
reverses, the strips unflex and return to their
original position flat against the seat.

The disk-type valve in part B of figure 1676
irused for the suction and discharge valves of
the higher pressure stages, i.e., 3 and 4. The
fourth stage assembly is shown. These valves are
of the spring-loaded, dished-disk type. At rest,
the disk is held against the seat by the spring and
is sealed by pressure applied to the keeper side
of the valve. In either a suction or discharge
operation (depending on the valve service), as
soon as the pressure on the seat side of the valve
exceeds the pressure on the keeper side, the disk
lifts against the stop in the keeper, compressing
the spring, and permitting air to pass through
the seat, around the disk and through the
openings in the sides of the keeper. As soon as
the - pressure equalizes or reverses, the spring
returns the disk to the seat.

CYLINDERS. -Various designs of cylinders
are used, depending primarily upon the number

47.219

of stages of compression required to produce the
maximum discharge pressure. Several common
cylinder arrangements for low- and
medium-pressure air compressors are shown in
part A of figure 16-4. Several arrangements for
cylinders and pdstons of high-pressure
compressors are shown in part B of figure 16-4.
The stages are numbered 1 through 4, ,and a 3-
and a 4-stage arrangement are shown. In 5- and
6-stage compressotrs, the same basic stage
arrangement is followed.

PISTONS.The pistons may be of two
types, trunk pistons or differential pistons,
TRUNK PISTONS (fig. 16-7A) are driven
directly by the connecting rods. Since the upper
end of apconnecting rod is fitted directly to the
piston (also referred to as wrist or trunk pins),
there is a tendency for the piston to develop a
side pressure against the cylinder walls. To
distribute the side pressure over a wide area of
the cylinder walls or liners, pistons with long
skirts are used. This type of pistqn minimizes-
cylinder wall wear.
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Figure 184-44igh-pressure sir compressor valves. (A) Valve arrangement for lower pressure stages (suction shown).
(0) Valve arrangement for higher pressure stages (both wction and discharge shown).
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Figure 1134.Air eomprossor pistons. A Trunk type. B. Differential type.

DIFFERENTIAL P4STONS (fig. 16-7B) are
modified trunk pistons having two or more
different diameters. These pistons are fitted into
special cylinders which are arranged so that
more than one stage of compression is achieved
by one piston. The compression for one stage
takes place over the piston crown; compression
for the other stage(s) takes place in the annular
space between the large and small diameters of
the piston.

Lubrication Syst

Ex cept fo
compressors, 1

compressor cylin
by means of an ad
lubricator, which
or a rotary part

the oil-free' non lubricated
'cation of high-pressure air
rs is ge n e ra y accomplished
stable mechanical force-feed

s driven from.a reciprocating
f the compressor. Oil is fed

from ths cylindefOubricator by separate lines to
each cylinder. A Check valve is installed at the

47.154

end of each feedline to keep the compressed air
from forcing the oil back into the lubricator.
Each feed line is equipped with a sight-glass oil
flow indicator. Lubrication begins automatically
as the compressor starts up. The amount of oil
that must be fed to the cylinder depends on the
cylinder diameter, the cylinder wall
temperature, and the viscosity of the oil. Figure
16-8 shows the lubrication connections for the
cylinders. The type and grade of oil used in
compressors is specified in _the equipment
technical manual and is vital to,the operation
and reliability of the compressor.

The running gear is lubricated by an oil
pumnp, which is attached to the compressor and
is driven from the compressor shaft. This pump
(usually of the gear type) draws-oil from the
reservoir (oil sump) shown in figure 16-8, in the
compressor base and delivers it, through a filter,
to an oil cooler (if installed). From the coOler,
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Figure 16-8.High-pressufigrair compressor.

the oil' is distributed to the top of each main
bearing, to spray nozzles for reduction gears,
alfd to outboard bearings. The crankshaft is
drilled so that oil fed to pie main beaOgs is
picked up at the main bearing journals and

sarried
to the crank journals. The connecting

rods contain passages which conduct lubricating
oil from the crank bearings up to thewrist pin
bushings.. As oil leaks out from the various
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bearings, it drips back into the oil sump (in the
base of the compressor) and is recirculated. Oil
from the outboard bearings is carried back to
the sump by the drain lines.

Low-pressure air compressor lubrication is
shown in figure 16-9. This system is similar to
the running gear lubrication syslem for the
high-pressure air compressor.

-I.1 te,1
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. Figura 16.9.Lubricoting Oil Systsm of a low-oressure air compressor.

N onlubricated reciprocating compressors
have lubricated running gear (shaft and bearings)
but nq, lubrication for the pistons and valves.
This design produces oil free air.

Cooling Systems

Most high-pressure and medium-pressure
compressors are cooled by the ship's auxiliary
freshwater or by seawater supplied from the
ship's fire , main or machinery cooling water
service mains. The cooling water is generally
supplied to each unit from either of two sour s.
Compressors located -outside the lar r
mactinery spaces may be equipped with an
attached circulating water pump as a standby
source of cooling water. Small low-Pressure
compressors used to supply ship's service air and
diesel engine starting air and some small capacity
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high-pressure air compressors are air-cooled by a
fan driven by the compressors.

t

The path of water in the cooling water
system of a typical four-stage compressor is
illu ed in figure 16-10. Not all cooling water
sys ems e identical path-of-water flow, but in
sy ems eq pped with oil coolers it is important
tha the coldest water be available for
circ tion through the cooler. Valves are
usuall provided to control the water to the
coole independently of the rest of the system.
ThUSJ'éil temperature can be controlled without
harniful effects to other parts of the compressor.
Coolng. of the air in the intercoolers and
afte400lers is very important, as well as cOOling
the cylinder jackets and heads. The amount of
cooling water required depends on the capacity
in cubic feet per. minute (cfm) ,and pressure.
High-pressure air compressors require more

A
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Figur. 16-10.--Cooling water systorn in a typical multistags air compressor.

cooling water .(for the same cfm) than the
low-pressure units.

C'vhen seawater is use e cooling agent,
all parts of the circ ting syttem must be. Of
corrosion-resistant materials. The cylindedi, arid
heads are therefore composed of a brake alloy ,

with water jackets cast integral 8icith The
cylinders. Each cylinder is generally fitted with ,11

liner of special cast iron or steel to withstand, the:,
wear of the piston. Wherever pradticable,`,- .

,cylinder jackets are Otted with handholes and
covers so that the water spaces can be inspected
and cleaned. Jumpers are usually used pdpke
water connections between the cylindefir-and
heads because they prevent possible leakage into
the compression spaces. In some compressors,
however, the water paws directly through the'
joint between the cylinder and the head. With
this latter type, the joint MUST be properly
gasketed to prevent leakage which, if allowed to
continue, will damage the compressor.

74.157

T h e I4TERCOOLERS and
AFTERCOOt.ERS remove heat generated
during compression and promote condensation
of any vapor that may be present. Figure 16-11
is a diagram áf a basic cooler and separator unit
showing the collected condensate in the
separator section. The collected condensate
thuit be drained at regular intervals to prevent
carryovei4 into the next stage. Accumulation at
low points play cause water hammer, freezing
'And, bu_ rsting of pipes in exposed locations,
faulty operation of pneumatic tools, and
poisible damage to electrical apparatus when air
's used for cleaning. The removal of heat is also

-requilvd for economical compression. During
cOmpression the temperature of the air
increases, thus causing the air to expand to a
larger volume which, in turn, requires a
corresponding increase of work toNi- * ss it.
Multistaging, therefore, with int .1; cooling
of 'the air, reduces the power uirement for a
given capacity.

343 5 1
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Figure 16-11.Basic cooler and separator:

The interstage cooting reduces the maximum
temperature in each cylinder and thereby
reduces the amolint of, heat which must be
removed by tile Water jacket at the cylinder.
Also, the resulting low lomperature in the°
cylinder ensures better tiation of the piston
and the valves. Figure 'I 12 illustrates the
pressures and temperatures t rough a four-stage

COL CIED
COND SAT

47.223

compressor. The intercoolers and the
aftercoolers (on the output of the final stage)
are of the same general construction except that
the'aftercooler is designed to withstand a higher
working pressure than the intercoolers.

Water-cooled intercoolers may be of the
straight' tube and 'shell type (fig. 16-11) or, if
size dictates, of the coil type. In coolers with an

I ST STAGE 2INID STAGE ,3RD STAGE .4TH STAGE
INTER COOLER? INTER CooLER INTER COOLER AFTER COOLER

1ST STAGE 3RD STAGE ATM STAGE

Figure 16-12.Prnsures and temperatures resulting from multistaging sod interstage cooling.
47 .2.-14
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pressure below 250 psi, the air may
w either through the tubes or over and
und them. In coolers with an air discharge

pressure above 250 psi, th i. air generally flows
through the tubes. In 'tubular coolers, baffles
.deflect . the air or water in its course through the
cooler, In coil-type coolers the air passes
through the coil and the water flows around the
coils:

'Air-cooled intercoolers and aftercoolers may
be of the radiator type or may consist of a bank
of finned copper tubes located in the Jpath og
cooling air supplied by the compressor cooling
fan.

Each intercooler and aftercooler is geneially
fitted with relief valves -on-lioth the air and .

water sides. Water relief valves are usually set 5
psi above the maximum working pressure that
may, be applied to the system. The air relief
valves must be set in accordance with dirtctions
given in- the Planned Maintenance System,
manufacturyr's technical manual, or in the Naval.
Ships' TeAnkal Manual, Chapter 551 (9590).

As seen earlier, intercodlers and aftercoolers
are normally fitted with moisture separators on
the discharge side to remove the condensed
moisture and oil _from -the air . stream. The
separators are of a variety of designs. Liquid is
removed by centrifugal force, impact, or sudden
changes in velocity and/or direction of flow of
the air stream. Drains on each separator remove

e water and ail.
Oil coolers are of theç type, tube and

shell type, or of a variety of commercial types.
Although external oil coolers are generally used,
some compressors are fitte4 with a base type oil
cool r in which cooling water is circulated
thro oil placed in the oil sump. As with

' the intercoolbcs and aftercoolers, the materials
of the -tubes, coils, or cores of these coolers, are
made of copper-nickel alloy with shell and tube
sheets of bronze composition. On all late model
compressors the circulating water system is
arranged so that the quantity of cooling water
passing throngh the oil' cooler can be regulated
without disturbing the quantity of water passing
through the cylinder jackets, inter lers, or
aftercoolers. Thermometers other
teinperature measuring, devices are tte -to the
circulating water inlet and outlet connections, to
the intake and disfharge of each stage of
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compression, t9 the final air discharge, and to
the oil sump.

Control Systems I.

The control syEstem of a reciprocating air
compressor may include one or more devices for
start-stop control, constant-speed control,
speed-pressure governing, and automatic
14h-temperature shut-down devices.

Control or regulatine systems for air
compressors in use by the Navy are largely of
the . start-stop tyt- r c the compressor
starts and stops utomatically as the receiver
pressure falls or rises within predetermined
setpoints. On electric ly driven compressors the
system is very simplethe receiver pressure,
operates against a pressure switch that opens
'when the nressure upon it reaches a given limit
and closes when, the pressure ,drops a
predetermined amount: Centrifugal compressors
do not haye automatic start-stop controls Mainly
because of their high,horsepbwer. An automatic
load/unload control system is used.

On electrically driven units required to start
at either of two pressures, as in some of the
medium-pressure systems, one of two pressure
sWitches are selected with a three-way valve or
cock that admits pressure, from the air.
accumulator to the selected pressure switch.
Another method is to direct the air from the
receiver through a three-way valve to either of
two control v4lvës set for the respective range of
pressures. A 1ne is run- from each control valve'
to a single rjressure which may be set at any
convenient pressure since the setting of the
control valve selected will determine the
operation of the switch.

The CONSTANT-SPEED COlk/TROL
'regulates the pressure in the air receiver by
controlling the output of the compressor
without stopping or changing the speed of the
unit. This control prevents frequent starting and
stopping of comptessors when there is a fairly
constant but low demand for air. Control is
provided by directing air to unloading devices
through a control -valve set to Operate at a
predetermined pressure.

AUTOMATIC HIGH-TEMPERATURE
SHUTDOWN DEVICgS are fitted on all ecent
designs of high-pressure air compressors. Th

s
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the copfmg water temperature rises above a safe
limit, the coMpressor will stop and will not
restart .alitomatically. Some compressors are
fitted with a device that will shut down the
compressor if the temPerature of the air leaving
any stage.exceeds a preset value. y

Unloading Systems

'Air compress& unloading systeMs are
installed for the renfoval of all biit the friction
loads on the compressogs; that is, they
automatically reinove the compression load
from the compressor while the unit is starting
and automatically apply the load after the unit
is up to operating speed. r unitr having
start-stop control, the unlothing systein' is
separate from the control 'system. for
campreisors equipped witt constant-speed
control, the unloading and control systems are
integral parts of each other.

We cannot give a detailed explanation for
every type of unloading device used to miload
air compressor cy/inders, but you should know
sOmething about several of the unloading
methOds which you will Occibabfy encounter.
These include closing' or thrOttling ihe
ComPressor intake, holding intake: valves off
their seats, relieving intercoolers to the
atmosphere, relieving the final .discharge to the
atmosphere (or opening' a- bypaats from the

. discharge to the intake), opening up cylinder
clearance pockets, using miscellaneaus
.canstairt-speed unloading devices, and various
combinations of these methods.

at -

.As an example ; of a typical- Compressor"
"pritpading,. device, consider the MAGNETIC
TYPE UNLOADER.'Figure 16-.13 illustrates the
un1oader.. valve arrangement. This unloader

.61! con -a solenoi,d-operated valve connected
with th otor starter. When the cornpreskr is.
'at rest,. -the solenoid. .,valVe is deenergized,
a4mitting air from the receiver to the unloading
mechanism. When the compressor reaches
near-normal speed, the solenoid" ,valve is
energiaed, releasing the pressure from the
uploading mechanism and loading the
cOmpressor agftin.

For detailed information on the various
.unloadin devices, . refer -to the pertinent

,

manufacturers' technical man als for
compressors installed in your ship.

RO Y-CENTRIFUaAL
AIR IOMPRESSORS

A nonreciprocating type df air compressor,
that iktay be f6und aboard , ship is variously
referred to as a rotary compressor, a centrifugal
compressor, or a "liquid piston"' compressor...
Actually, the unit is something of a mixture,

.operating pat-fly on rotary principles and partly
on Centrifugal principles; most accurately,
perh-aps, it might be called a rotary-centhrugal.
compress9r.

The rotary-centrifugal compresior is used to
supply low-pressure coinpressed air. Because this
compressor is capable of -supply ajr that is
completely free of oil, it js often used as the
compressor for pneumatic control systems and
for other applications where oil-free air is
required.

'The rotary-centrifugal compressor, shown in
figure 16-14, consists of a round, multiNaded
rotor which revolves freely in an elliptical casing.
The elliptical casing is partially, filled with
high-purity, 'Water. The curved rotor blades
project radially froni. 'the hub. The blades,

SOLENOID
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DISCHARGE
PORT

DISCHARGE
PORT

Figure 16-14.Rotury.antrifugal comprusor.

together with the side shrouds, form a series of
pockets or buckets around the periphery. The
rotor, which is keyed to the shaft of an electric
mOtor, revolves at a speed high enough to throw

, the liquid out from the centei by centrifugal
force, resulting in a solid ring of liquid revolVing
in the casing at the same speed as the rotor but
following the elliptical shape of the" casing. This
action alternately forced the liquid to, enter and

, recede from 'the buckets in the rotor at high
velocity.

To follow through a complete cycle of
operation, look at figure 16-14 and let us start at

A (located at right center). The chamber
is full of liquid. The liquid, because of

centrifugal force, follows the casing, withdraws
from the rotor, and pulls air in through the inlet
port. At ( the liquid has been thrown
outward from the chamber in the rotor and has
been replaced with atmospheric air. As the

347
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rotation continues, the converging wall of
the casing forces the liquid back into the rotor
chamber, compressing the trapped air and
forcing it out tInugh the, discharge port. The
rotor chamber, is now full of liquid and
ready to 'repeat the cycle which takes plaoe
twice in each revolution.

A small amount of water must constantly
supplied .to the compressor to make Up for that
which is carried over with the compressed air.
The water which is .carried over with the
compressed air is removed in a refrigeration-type
dehydrator.

'es

comPREssp) AIR RECEIVERS

An air receiver is installed in each sPace that
houses air compressors (except centrifugal and
rotary lobe types). The receiver is an air storase
tank. If demand is greater than the corn-Pressor
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capacity, some of the stored air is supplied to
the system. If 'demand is less than the
compressor capacity, the excess is stored in the
receiver or accumulator until the pressure is
raised to its makimum setting, at which time the
compressor unloads or stops. Thus, in a
compressed air system, the receiver functions to
minimize pressure variations in the system and
to supply air during peak demand. This will
minimize start-stop cyding Of air compressors.
Air receivers may be horizontal or vertical.
Vertically mounted- rece ave convex
bottoms to permit 'prop draining of
accumulated moisture, oil, rd foreign matter.
All receivers have such fittings as inlet and otitiet
connections; 'drain connections and valves;
conneetions for operating a line to compressor
regulators, pressure gages, relief- valves (set at
approximately 12% above normal working
pressure Of the receiver); and handhole or
manhole plates (depending on the size of the
receiver). The discharge line between the
compressors and the receiver is as short and
straight as possible to,eliminate vibration due to
pulsations of air and to reduce pressure losses
due to friction.

In high-pressure air systems, air receivers are
called AIR FLASKS. Air flasks are usually
cylindrical in shaye, having belled ends and
female-threaded necks. The flasks are also
constructed in shapes to conform to the hull

, curvature for installation between hull frames.
One or more air flasks connected together

constitute an air BANK.

COMPRESSED AIR
SUPPLY SYSTEMS

The remainder of a compressed air system is
the piping and viilves which distribute the
compressed air to the points of use.

HIGH-P,RESSURE AIR

Figure 16-15A is an illustration of the first .

part of a high-pressure air system aboard a
surface ship. The 3000/150 psi reducing station
is-used for eniergencies or abnormal situations to
tkovide air to the low-pressure air system.
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LOW-PRESSURE AIR

Low-pressure, air (sometimes referred to as
LP ship's service, air) is the most widely used air
system aboard the ship. Figure 16-15B is an
illustration of the first part of a low-pressure air
system. Many of the low-pressure air systems are
divided into subsystems, vital and nonvital air.

Vital air is used primarily for engineering
purposes such as automatic boiler controls,
water level controls, and air pilot-operated
control valves. Vital air is also supplied to
electronics systems. Vital air systems are split

..between all main machinery groups with
cross-connect capability!

Nonvital air is provided for many different
purposes, such as laundry equipment, tank-level
indicating systems, and airhose connections. Air
for a`nonvital air system is supplied through a
PRIORITY VALVE, which will shut
automatically to secure air to nonvital
components when the pressure in the air system
drops to a specified setpoint and to reopen to
restore nonvital air when pressure in thesystern
returns to normal. This system gives the vital air
first priority on all the air in the law-pressure
system. ,

PRAIRIE-MASKER
AIR SYSTEMS

A special 'purpose air System installed in
many surface ships is the prairie-masker air
system. This system supplies "disguise" air to a
system of emitter rings or belts surrounding the
hull and to the propeller blades through the
propulsion shafts.

The emitter rings contain small holes which
release the masker air into the sea, coating the,
hull, with air bubbles.

The ) prairie air passing through the
propulsion shafts is emitted to sea by small holes
in the propeller blades.

The air supply for the prairie-masker system
is provided by a turbocompressor. The
turbocompressor is composed of the folloWing
five Major parts contained in one compact unit:
turbineZriven compressor; lube water tanks, air
inlet silencer, lube water system and control
system.
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The turbine-driven compressor consists of a
single-stage centrifugal compressor driven by a
single-stage impulse turbine. The compressor
impeller and the turbine .wheel are mounted at
opposite ends of the same shaft. Two
water-lubricated bearings support the rotor
assembly. The compressor runs at speeds
approaching 40,000 rpm. A control system for
the unit provides constant steam admission,
overspeed trip, overspeed alarm, low lube
pressure trip and alarm, and a high lube water
temperature alarm.

MOISTURE REMOVAL

The removal of moisture from compressed
air is in an important part of compressed air
`systems. If air at atmospheric pressure, with
even a very lowjelative humidity, is compressed
to 3,00,0 psi or 4,500 psi, it becomes saturated
with water vapor. Some moisture is reMoved by
the intercoolers and aftercoolers as seen earlier
in the chapter. Also, air flasks, receivers and
banks are provided with low point, drains to
periodically drain any collected moisture.
However, many shipboard uses of air require air
with an even smaller moisture content than is
obtained through these methods. In. addition,
moisture in air lines can create other problems
which are potentially hazardous, such as the
freezing w.p of valves and controls. This can
occur, for example, if very high:pressure air is
throttled to a very low pressure at a high flow
rate. The venturi effect of the throttled air
produces very low temperatures which will cause
any moisture in the air to freeze into ice, making
the valve (especially an automatic valve) either
yery difficult or impossible to operate. Also,
droplets of water in an air system with a high
pressure and high, flow rate can cause serious
water hammer within the system. For these
reasons, air dryers or dehydrators are used to
dry the compressed air. Two basic types of air
dehydrators are in use: the deccant type and
the refrigerated type.

Desiccant Type Dehydrators

A desiccant is a drying agent. .More
practically, a desiccant is a substance with a high

. capacity to-remove (absorb) water or moisture

and also a high capacity to give off that moistUre
so that the desiccant can be reused.

In compressed air system dehydrators, a pair
of dessicant towers (flask s! full of desiccant) are
used. One is on service dehydrating the
compressed .air while the other is being
"reactivated." A desiccant tower is normally

. reactivated by passing dry, heated air through
the tower being reactivated in the direction
opposite to normal dehydration airflow. The hot
air evaporates ;he collected moisture and carries
it out of the tower to the atmosphere. The purge%
4ir is heated by electrical heaters. Once the
tower that is reactivating has completed the
reactivation cycle, it is placed on service to

, dehydrate air and the other tower is reactivated.
Another ty-pe of desiccant dehydrator in use

is the Heat-Les Dryer. These units require no
electrical heaters or external source of purge air
to operate. Figure 16-16A shows the compressed
air entering at the bottom of the left tower,
passing upward through the desiccant where it is
dried to a very low moisture content. The dry
air passes through the cheek valve to the dry air
outlet. Simultaneously, a small percentage of the
dry air is passed through the orifice between the'
towers and flows down through the right tower,

leactivating the desiccant and passing out
through the purge exhaust. At the end of the
cycle, the towers are automatically reversed, as
shown in part B of figure 16-16.

V

Refrigerated Type Dehydrators

Another method ofremoving moisture from
compressed air is through the use of
refrigeration. If we pass the compressed air over
a set of r rigerated cooling coils, oil and
moisture va ors will condense from the air and
can be co cted and removed via a low Point
drain.,

Some installations may use a combination of
a refrigerated dehydrator and desiccant
dehydrators to purify the compresied air.

COMPRESSED AIR PLANT
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

The operation of any air compressor or air
system must be done in strict compliance with

350
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approved operating procedures. Compressed air
is potaitially very dangerous. Cleanliness is of
utmost importance in all maintenance that
requires Opening compressed air systems.

Figure 16-17 is a Maintenance Index Page
(MIP) for one design and make of high-pressure
air compressor. This will give you an idea of the
planned maintenance required on an air
compressor.

SAFEry PRECAUTIONS

There are many hazards associated with
pressurized air, particularly high-pressure air.
Serious explosions have ociurred in
high-pressure air systems because of diesel,
effect. If a portion of an unpressurized system
or component is suddenly and rapidly

0.4sressurized with high-pressure air, a large,
amount of heat is produced. If the heat is
excessive, the air may reach the ignition
temperature of the impurities present in the air
and piping (oil, dust, etc). When the ignition

AIR
INLET

47.226

temperature is reached, a violent explosion will
occur as thesT impurities ignite. In addition,
ignition temperatures may result from rapid
pressurization of a low-pressure dead end
portion of the piping system, malfunctioning of
compressor aftercoolers, leakS, or dirty valves,
and many other causes. Every precaution must
be taken to have only "clean, dry air at the
compressor inlet.
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Air compressor accidents have also been
caused by improper maintenance procedures
such as disconnecting parts while they are under
pressure, replacing parts with units designed for
lower pressures, and installing stop valves or
check valves in improper locations. Improper
operating procedures have also caused air
compressor accidents with resulting serious
iniury to personnel and damage to equipment.

To minimize the hazards inherent in the
process of compression and- in the use of
compressed air, all safety precauti* outlined in

rn u,the manufacturers' technical als and in
Naval Ships Technical Manual, Chapter 551
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SYSTEM. SUISSTITEIi, on COMPONENT

High Pressure Air Compressor

FIEramatteir MAIL FC A T IONA I DATE

ICON IDUR TI0N
,--........-.......-..-.....

$
.

STSCOM MAC
C.ONT ROL NO. MAINTENANCE REDU VIRENE:

*MOO-
ICITY
CODE

SKILL
LEVEL

ILA N-
HOURS

RELATED
SA*INTE-
NANCE

84' E44R N 1.Saaiple and inspect lupe oil. W-2 M1/EN3 0.3 73R
2. Turn compressor several revolutions by hand; if

. power is available, turn by power.

82 874P W I. Inspect crankcase oil level
NOTE: Accomplish weekly or every 24 hours of Com-

pressor operation, whichever occurs ffrst.

W-3R

.

44/EN3 0.1 .None

134
.

E445 N I. tlean air intake filter.
..

5-2 FN 0.5 None

84 E450 N 1. Clean and-inspect lubricator reservoir. g15 MM/EN3 0.3 None,

.

.

FN 0.3

87 C76X N 1. InspeCt fOundation fasteners for condition and
tightness.

,

A-9 MM/EN3 0.2: None

84 E45E N
,

1 Test relief valves.
.

1C-1 MM/EN3 1.0 None

84 E45F Y 1, Renew compressor oil: R-1 MM/EN2 1.5 None

84 E45G Y

2. Clean crankcase vent.
,

NOTE: Accomplish after every 200 hours of com-
pressor operation,

1. Cl)ean and inspect third and fourth stage salve R-2

EN

41/EN2

1.5

2.0 None
assemblies. MMFN 2.0

NOTE: Accomplish after every 1000 hours of-Com-
-pressor operatin. .

4 E44X Y 1. Clean and inspect first and setond.stage valve R-3 MM/EN2 2.0 None
assemblies. . -

. WEN 2.0
NOTE: Accompl i sh-af ter every 1000 hours of operation. ,

IP .

84 E45H Y 1. Inspect internal pArts. e? R-4 M4/EN1 ib.o R-1
NOTE: Accomplish after every 2000 hours of'com- MM/EN2 30.0 R-2

pressor operation. EN 1.0 R-3

2FN .60.0 R76
.

R-7
R-9

84 E4SJ. Y 1. Clean and inspect automatic drain valve. R-5 MM/EN2 2.0 None
NOTE: Accomplsh after every 2000 hours of corn-

pressor operation.
A 2.0

84 E45K N 1.. Clean and Inspect cylinder lubricator check R-6 MM/EN3 1.6 None
valves. FN 1.6

NOTE: Accomplish after every 2000 hours of com-
pressor operation.

LI E451. N I. Clean and inspect final discharge check valve. R- MM/EN3 0.5 None.
NOTE: Accomp ish after every 1000 hours of com-

pressor operation.
FN 0.5

mAmleNAmcgnotxPAGE(MMi
ORM VH10 I I Ma S/8*.

STSCOIS SUP CONTROL

Figure 16-17.-IMP for a h4gh-p4ure.air compressor (front).
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.

ISYS40411 AMC
ClaSTROL NO.

*,

MAINTIINAlltet Illaquipartnwr
PIER i00-
mrry
CODE

SKILL
LIVILL

MAW
MUMS

RISLATED I

MAINTE-
NANCE

,

,
84
....

84

84
-11-

E45M

E458

E45N

N

Y

Y

. .

1. Clean and inspect oil filter.
NOTE: Accomplish after every 2000 hours of

compressor operation.

1. Clean and inspect condensate accumulator.
NOTf: Accomplish after every 1000 hours of com-

pressor operation.

1. Inspect cooling water shutoff valve. --
.

NOTE: Accomplish after every 2000 hours of com-
--,

pressor operation.

1

.

.

,

. .

,

.

.

.

if§

R-9

R-10

R-11

.

MM/EN3
FN

)41/EN3
FN

M4/EN2
FN

.

2.0
2.0

2.0
2.0

2.5

2.5

.

None

None

.

-

None

.

,

..

q

ALAINTISAMCI 1NOEX PAGE frill')
0 741V 117004 141 IRE. Matt

SYSCORJAIP CONTROL NUMIKR

Figure 18.17.MIP for it higkorassurpair compressor (back).
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(9 ) must be strictly observed. Some of these
h4rds and precautions are:

I. Explosions may be caused by dust laden
air or by oil vapor in the compressor or receiver.
The explosions are triggered by abnormally high
temperatures, which may be caused by leaky or
dirty valves, excessive Pressurization rates, and
faulty cooling systems.

2. NEVER use distillate fliel oil or gasoline
as a degreaser to clean compressor intake filters,
cylinders, or air passages. These_oilgvaporize
easily and will form a 14ighly explosive mixture
with the air under compression.

3. Secure a compressor immediately if you
observe that the temperature of the air
discharged from any stage rises unduly or
e xceeds the maxhnurn temperature
recommended.

4. NEVER leave the compressor station
after starting the compressor unless you are sure
that the control, unloading, and governing
devices are operang properly..

5. To prevaft damage due to overheating,
compressors must NOT run at excessive speeds.
Proper coolihg water 'circulation must be
maintained.

6. If the compressor is to remain idle for
any length of time and is in an exposed position
in freezing weather, the compressor circulating
water system should be thoroughlY drained.

7. Befre working on a compressor, be sure
that the c mpressor is secured and cannot start
automaticaly or accidentally. The compressor
should be blown down completely, then, all
Valves (including control or unloading valves)
between the compressor and the receiver should
be secured. Appropriate tag-out procedures for
the compressor control and the isolation valves
must be followed. Leave the pressure gages open
at all times,

8. When cutting air into the whistle, 4iren,
or a piece of machinery, be sure the supply line
to the equipment has been properly drained of
moisture. When securing the supply of air to the
affected equipment, be sure all drains are left
open. ,

9. Prior to disconnecting any part of an air
system, be sure that the part is not under
pressure. Pressure gage cutout valves should
always be left open to the sections to which
they are attached.

10. Avoid rapid operation of manual valves.
The heat of compression caused by sudden flow
of high pressure into an empty .line or vessel can
cause an explosion if oil or other impurities are
present Valves should be slowly cracked open
until flow is noted and should be kept in this
position until pressures on both sides have
equalized. The rate of pressure rise should be
kept under 200 psi per second.
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CHAPTER 17

DISTILLING PLANTS

A naval ship must be self-sufficient
prOduciiii freshwater. Freshwater demands
include water for boiler/steam generator feed,
drinking, cooking, bathing, washing, and
cleaning. Space limitations permit only enough
storage links for a couple of days' supply. The
ship, therefore, depends on distilling plants to
produce large. quantities of freshwater of high
purity from seawater..

PRINCIPLES OF
DISTILLATION

The principle by which these machines
(distilling plants) produce freshwater from
seawater is quite simple. Even though there are
several different types of distilling plants, each
of which. may appear very complicated at first
sight, they all work on the same principles.
When water is boiled, it gives off steam vapor,
which is relatively free of salt and minerals. The
distillation process consists of heating seawater
th the boiling point and condensing the vapor
(steam). into freshwater, leaving behind the
impurities of the seawater. The distillation
process for a shipboard plant is illustrated very
simply in figure 17.1. Notice that the seawater
after boiling is identified as brine..

' Seawater is a sOlution of water and
th

N4
minerals and salts. In addition to ese disso
solids, seawater contains suspended matter such
as vegetable and animal growths and bacteria
and other microorganismt. When properly
operated, naval distilling plaiSs -capable of
producing feahwater that conns only slight
traCes of emical salts anl no , biological
con taminants

Distilling plants are not effective, however,
in removing volatile gases or liquids which have a
lower boiling point than water. These dissolved
gases and liquids wW simply boil into the vapor
and be combined with the freshwater (distillate).
In addition, distilling plants are not effective in
killing ALL inicroorganisins. Naval distilling
plants operate .at Low piessures and,
consequently, the -boiling' temperatures are also
low; gm distillate, then, is not sterilized by the
boiling process. For these reasons, very definite
restrictions are placid on the operation of
dis ts in contaminated waters.

At s point, we need to mention the
problem of distilling plant ``carryover."
Practically all cases of high salinity (salt content)
in the distillate (freshwater) output of a'
distilling unit will be caused either by internal
seawater leakage (from a tube or basket, etc) or

335
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by carryover. Carryover actually consists of.
droplets of seawater which are not filtered out
of the vapor produced in a distilling plant befo're
the vapor is condensed into distillate. All types
of distiang plants have some type of device to
prevent Carryover, usually called moisture
separators or vapor, separators. If the plant is
operated improperly, such as attempt to
increase the ,output of the plant beyond 4ted
capacity; the ,moisture or vapor separators swill
not function properly and some seawater will
pass through them. This will show up as high
salinity in the distillate..

Salinity, which is due to chemical salts in
seawater, is undesirable. Chemical salts in boiler
feedwater will cause qarrosion of the tubds of
boilers and steam generators. In addition, the
normal oper4ing temperature of a naval

plant\rnay not be 'high enough to
completely sterilize the distillate. "Therefore, any
carryover (or leakage) of seawater is a potential
HEALTH HAZARD because of the many types
of microorganisms (primarily coliform bacthia)
which may be present. For these reasons
restrictions _are placed ,on the operation of
distilling plants aboard ships in either
contaminated water or freshwater. Freshwater
carryover may not have sufficient salinity to
cause either .the opezator or the salinity
indicating system to detect it. Restrictions for_
operation under these Conditions are found in
chapter 531 (9580) of 'the Naval Ships'
Technic* Manual.

There are two reasons that naval distilling
plants are designed to operate at low pressures
and low boiling temperatures. One reason is that
low temperatures help to prevent the formation
of harmful scale. Scale is formed when certain
sea salts crystallize out of solution at high
temperatures. The other reason 4 that a low
pressure plant is more efficient because less heat
is required to raise the temperature of the
feedwater (seawater) to make it boiVtherefore,
less heat is wasted by the plant.

COMMON TERMS

'Before getting into the discussion of the
process of distillation. you should familiarize

yourself with the terms defined in the following
-paragraphs. These terms apply basically to all
types of distilling plants now in naval service.

DISTILLATION: The process of boiling
seawater and then cooling and condnsing the
resulting vapor to produce freshwater.

t EVAPORATION: The processAf
seawater to separate it into freshWater vapor and
brine. Note that evaporation is the' first half of
the process of distillation.

CONDENSATION: The proCess of cooling
the freshwater vapor produced by evaporation
to .produce usable freshwat4r. Note that
condensation is the second half cf the process of
distillation.

FEED: The seawater, whidh is the raw
material of the distilling unit; also called
SEAWATER FEED or EVAPORATOR FEED.
Be caret'ul 'how you use these terms. Do not
confuse the "feed" (water) for \the distilling
units with the "feed" (water) for the boilers.
Feed for the distilling units is nothing but raw
seawater. Feed for the boilers or steam
generators is distilled water of very high purity.

VAPOR: The product of the evaporation of
awater feed.

DISTILLATE: The product resulting from
the condensation of the steam (vapor) produced
by the evaporation of seawater. Distillate may
also be referred to by different names suCh as
FRESHWATER, FRESHWATER DISTILLATE,
or CONDENSATE. Try to avoid using the term
CONDENSATE to prevent confusion between
the condensate of the distilling plant and the
condensate in the main and auxiliary
condensers. DISTILLATE is the preferred term
when you refer, to the product of a distilling
plant.

BRINE: As seawater feed is evaporated in
the distilling plant, 'the concentration of
chemical salts in the remaining seawater feed
becomes greater. Any water in which the
concentration of .elziemical salts is higher than it
is in seawater is called brine.

SALINITY: The concentration of chemical
salts in water is called salinity and is measured
by electrical devices, called salinity cells, ih units
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Chapter 17DISTILLING PLANTS

of either epm (equivalents per million) or ppm
(parts per million). -

EFFECT: In a Aiitilling plant, an effect is
that' part of a unit where a distillation process
occurs.' Far example, the first place where
boiling (or evaporation) of feed into- vapor

ilbcGurs is in the first effect. Moat 'distilling plants
are multiple' effect types (twdi, three, four, or
five effects). This means that the-feed is boiled
more than once within the plant. An effect may
also be mferred to as a STAGE.

SATURATED STEAM: The properties of
saturated steam .are defined in Table 17-1
according to pressure and temperature.

SUPERHEATED STEAM: Vapor which is
not adjacent or next to its liquid source and has-
been heated to a temperature above its
saturation temperature.

DEGREE OF SUPERHEAT: The
temperature diffezence of a superheated vapor
between its saturation temperature and its
existing temperature.

Let's take an example where the steam
pressure past an orifice is 16 in. Hg and auxiliary
exhaust steam temperature is 240°F (116°C).
Table 17-1 gives the p?operties of saturated
steam. Look in the column labeled "Vacuum
Inches of Hg Gage" and fthd 16.69 and 15.67.
By interpolation (estimation), -we -find the
saturation temperature (at the right) to be
176°F (80°C). However, the auxiliary exhaust
steam is approximately 240°F (116°C). In this
case, then, there is about 64°F '(36°C) of
superheat in the incoming steam (240°F 176°F

64°F).

TYPES OF
DISTILLING PLANTS

Distilling plants installed in naval ships are of
three general types: (1) vapor compression, (2)
low-pressure steam, and (3) heat recovery. The
-mai° differences between the three types are
the kinds of energy used to operate the units
and the pressure under which distillation takes
places Vapor compression units use electrical
e.ne fgy (for heaters arid.' a compressor);

low-pressure steam distilling units use
low-pressure steam from either the auxiliary
exhaust steam systems or the auxiliary steam
system. Heat' recovery distilling units use diesel
engine jacket water as the heat source instead of
steam. In addition, vapor compression units boil
the feedwater at a pressure slightly above
atmospheric pressure while the low-pressure
steam and heat recovery units depend on a
relatively high vacuum for operation.

The vapor compreoion type distilling urit is
used in submarines kid small diesel ven
surface craft where the daily requireme s do
not exceed 4,000 Uds per day.. (g The
vapor compression type on surfaCe cmf is being
replaced with the heat recovery disidling units
and for this reason vapor comptron distilling
units will not be covered in this manual. Chapter
531 (9580-11) of NAVSHIPS' Technical Manual
contains info7ation on-these plants.

The low-pressure steam distilling unit is used
in all steam-driven stfrface ships and nuclear
submarines. Enginemen usually share
responsibility with Machinist's Mates for the
maintenance and operation of the low-pressure
steam distilhng plants.

Low-pressure steam distilling units are "low
pressureillfrom two points of,. view: First, they
use low-pressure steam as the source of energy;
and second, their operating shell pressiire is less
than atmospheric pressure.

There are three 'major types of low-pressure
steam tilling units: (1) submerged tube, (2)
flashtype, :"1. (3) Vertical basket. T

,SUBMERGED TUBE
DISTILLING PLANTS

357.

The Navy uses three classifications, or
arrangements of submerged tube distilling
plants: (1) two-shell doubleeffect, (2)
Soloshell double-effect, and (3) triple-effect.
The principal difference between the
double-effect type and the triple-effect type is
the number of stages of evaporation.

In .a submerged tube distilliN yiant feed
floods into the bottom of the unit and
surrounds the tubes which contaifc' circulating
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AbsOuteYjess4M

Lb. per
Sq. In.

0.20
0.25-
030
0.35
o.4o

. 0.45

0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90

1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8

2.0
2.2
2,4
2.6
2.8

3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0

5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5

8.0
8.5
9.0
9.5

10.0

11.0
12.0
13.0
14.0

Table 1 71.-Propertias of Saturstad Stant

Tellocrature
Inches
of Fig

Vacuum Inches
of Ha Gage eC

0.41 29.51 11.74 53.14
0.51 29.41 15.17 59.30
0.61 29.31 18.04 64.47
0.71 29.21 20.52 68.93
0.81 29.11 22.70 72.86
0.92 29.00 24.66 76.38
1.02 28.90 26.43 79.58 .
1.22 28.70 29.56 85.21
1.43 28.49 32 27 90.08
1.63 28.29 34.66 94.38
1.83 28.09 36.80 98.24
2,04 27.88 38.74 101.74
2.44 27.48 42.18 107.92
2.85 27.06 45.14 1_13.26
3.26 26.66 "-1 47,77 117.99
3.66 26.26 50.13 122.23
4.07 25.85 52.27 126:08
4.48 25.44 54.23 129.62
.4.89 25.03 56.05 13.2.89
5.29 24.63 57.74 135.94
5.70 24.22 59.33 138.79
6.11 23.81 60.82 141.48
7.13 22.79 64.21 147.57
8.14 21.78 67.21 152.97
9.16 20.76 69.91 .157.83

10.18 19.74 72.36 162.24
11.20 18.72 74.61 166.30
12.22 17.70 76.70 170.06
13.23 16.69 78.64 173.56
14.25 15.67 80.47 176.85
15.27 14.65 80.52 176.94
16.29 13.63 83.81 182.86
1.731 12.61 85.36 185.64
18.32 86.82 188.28
19.34 0.58 88.22 190.80
20.36 9.56 89.57 193.21
22.40 7.52 92.08 197.75
24.43 r 5.49 94.42 201.96
26.47 3.45 96.60 205.88
28.50 1,42 . 98.64 209.56
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Chapter 1 7 DISTILLING PLANTS^

w-pressure steam. The steam in the tubes
causes the surr9unding feed to boil and produce
steam (vapor). iThe vapor passes up into the
moisture seperatois where -any entrained
seawater droplets are removed. The clean vapor
then passes on and is condensed into, distillate.
Submerged tube-type distilling plants are found
on older ships. To explain the principle of
distillation in a submerged tube plant, we shall
use the Soloshell double-effect plant as an
example.

As the name implies, the Soloshell
double-effect plant. (fig. 17-2) is a double-effect
distilling unit contained in a single shell. A
division plate separates the two effects. Each
effect has a set or ,"nest" of steam tubes in the
bottom of its shell-and a vapor separator unit in
the upper part of its shell.

follow along in figure 17-3 (foldout #1 at
end of chapter) as we trace the feed through

1ST EFFECT
SEPARATOR

VAPOR FEED
HEATER

SIGHT
GLASS /
1ST EFFECT

TUBES

f -AC"-

EFFECT DRAIN
REGULATOR

several circuits on its way to becoming distillate. ,

You May have to go through this material a-few
times before you get the."big pic e," burstick
with it.

Steam Circuit

Find exhaust steam at midleft of figure 17-3
and trace it to.the tubes of the first-effect via a
reducing valve. This steam may 6e from either
the auxiliary exhaust steam or the auxiliary
steam.system, according to plant alignment. The
reducing valve controls steam pressure into the
tube at apProximately 5 psi. The steam must
also paSs through an orifice plate which controls
the quantity "of steam admitted to the tubes..
The output capacity Of, the,plant can be altered
by changing the size, of 'the orifice plate. By
passing through the, orifice plate,' the steam
pressure is decreased to a vacuum. This is caused

t2ND EFFECT
SEPARATOR

%md
DIVISION PLATE

DISTILLING
CONDENSER

AIR BAFFLE

2ND EFFECT
TUBES

FLASH
CHAMBER

BRINE PUMP
SUCTION

2ND EFFECT DRAIN
REGULATOR

Num 17-2.Intarnal construction of a Soloselall doub1a4fact distilling plant
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by the throttling (expanding) action of the
(orifice. Since the temperature of -the steani is
still at saturation temperature, for existing
auxiliar au.st pressure, tke steam is now

a supe rh Therefore, thp steam is
desutierheate4 in, the inlet lne by a spray of
inter , from the tube qest ('lrtin 'PuMp. The
desuperheated.'steam then pis on through the
firSt-effeet-,tubes. The steam 1in the tubes iss-

. -.indicated on the figure by the black dashed line.
The -.first-effect tubes .can, be seen in detail in
fignre .1'K.2. The area surroundiftg the steani
ttibess flooded with feed4seawater) indicated
*by tfie 'white 'area in figure 17,1. The steam gives
uts heat to.the -feed and then-cpitclenses in the
fubes. The. condensate 'that- fOrpit in the tubes is,
eontintiously_, being yemoved by the 'tube nest
drain puAlp. ortion Of this.condesate fis used
to d.esu incoming Stearn' as 'described.-
earlir,a,D4 ic aq is sent to the freshwater
drain coll8Otir tank or th or auxiliary
cOndenser. A drain regulator ntrols the.-
discharge of the pump to Inaintain a water seal

fiist-efTccttubes.11 prevents.the steant
from. "blOwing through' the tubes Without
condnsing. As the- surrounding feedwater
absorbs. latent heat 'from the steam, the steam
condenSes and the Water looils.

Vapor Circuit
64

,
,Some of the feed stirroundin the tubes in

ark first effect will ,boil into vapor. The\vailOr,
indicated .by the light green area in the
first-effeet' shell, passes up ifitp the In-St-effect

6

vapor separator"via baffles. Located ,near thee
surface,of the fetdwater, these baffles trap some
-of the enttained mOisture from the kapot near

7.1. the feedwater surface. The. vaPor ,separator,

removes the:rest. The vapor separator contains a
series of batfles or vanes which catise the yapor

,itto change itS'dirIction orflaw often and rapidly.
'.7Ceh.trifugal fOrtetkvaus'ed by the steam changing

-directions) fo 'Moisture. droplets out of .the
>k vapor and, ont sides of the separator wherel'

the mpisture collects and drains baok down into
thcjet se on a thefirst effect.

, The c Moisture-free vapor passes-into the
vapor feed heate;. The vapor, feed heater and
vapor,. separator can also be 5een in figure P-2. water system or reserve fetidwater tanks t.. the

4

In this section, incoming feedwater (flow
through tubep. is preheated by the first-effekt
vapor (surroding the tubes).. Some of the
vapor will condense in this process.

The vapor leaves the vapor feed heater
through the line labeled .1,ID 'EFFECT
.EVAPORATOR STEAM ' and -passes into the
tube nest of the second effect As you can see,
vapor .from the first effect is u-Sed as 'heating
steam for the second effect. The shell pressure
of the .second effect is a. vacuum of
approximately _26 in. fig.' This lower pressure
allows the use of the first-effect vapor to heat
and boil the feedwater in _the second effect,
Aecording to table 17=1, at a pressure of 26 'in.
Hg, the boiling point of water is approximately
125°F (52'C). Asy ;it passes through the
second-effect tube nest, the Vapor frorri the first
effect is condensed into distillate.

Vapor produced in ,the shell of the seco
effect passes through baffleS int the
sec'ond-effect vapor seParator and on to the
distilling, condenser. In the distil ondenser,
the second:effect Vapor condenses int* istillate
as latent heat in the 'vapor -is iemtved by.
circulating seawater and evapOtator feed. (This
also preheats the' feed.y Distillate from the *4.
distilling condenser leaves via the red line' labeled
DISTILLATE FROM DISTILLER and iS piped
into, the flash chamber. Distillate in the
second-effect tubes (phicly was first-effect
vapor) is also piped. visiaa drain kgulator, into
the.flash chamber. The drain regulator maintains
a water seal between the Second-effect tube nest
and The shell. The flash chamber has a line
(green)'labeled FLASH VAPOR TO DISTILLER.
whjch passes' iiny flash vapors that may form
froni :the hot_ distillate back to the distilling'
condenier: The vapors are .,vented to the
condenser and and recooled into distillate.

Distillite Cikuit

Distillate that,coilects in the flaSh chamber is
puniped bY the distillate it. pump through
distillate cooler (red line) and to the test tank.

`-.FrOm the test tank, the distillate is'directed b,
valve manifold (not shown) to either the potable
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Chapter 1 T---DISTILLING PLANTS

freshwater pump. If the water in the test tanks is
contaminated with chloride, it can be sent to the
bilge.

Seawater and Feed Cffeuits ,

Locate. the Sea chest (blue) 'at the lower right
of the figure. Seawater is brought in by the
diitilling condenser circulating water pump from
the sea chest and strainer. The water is pumped
through" the distillate cooler into the distilling
condenser.(blue line) and overboard through a

'-lpring-loaded backpressUre regulating valve. A
backpressure ,regulating valve proVides psi
backpresspre On the circulating water.,This valve
sets the pressure head .reqN\red for the
evaporator feed (blue-stripe(' line) Which is
tapped off,the 'circulating water line as it leaves
the distilling' condenser. The evaporator feed
passes through the-feed heater section of the
distilling condenser, through the tubesof the air
ejector condenser, the vapor feed heater, and
into; the brottom of the shell of the first effect.
Leaving the first effect, feed passes through a
loop seal and manual regulating valve,dnto the
bottoni of the second:-effect shell. The direction
of flow-from the first effect to the second effect
is due to the pressure difference ketween the
two effects. (1.st effedt - 16 in. Hg, 2ndweffect -
26 in. Hg).

Brine Circuit

Brine is removed (orange line) frorn the
evaporator by the brine overboard pump. The
pump takes sUction from the bottom of. the
second-effect shell and discharges the brine
overboard. Gland sealingrwater tbr the brine
pump is provided by tfhe circulating water
system:

Air Efelor Circuit

A tlwo-stage air ejector unit (black-striped
line) is located at the top of the plant. The air
ejectois remove air and noncondensable gasts
such as carbon dioxide (CO2) fibm the
evapothtor which helps to maintain the high
vacuum,,in the shell a the second effeCt. The
vacuum in the first-effect shell is established and

maintained by the cOndensatiOn of stream in the
vapor feed heater gieam discharged from the air
ejector is Condensed, by the,evaporator feed. The
resulting condensate is returned(YellOw line) to '.
the ship's feed system through the freshwater
drain collecting system. ".

Salinity Monitoring aQ4.1.nclit,:ating

Electrical salinitY Cell s. are provided in -the
evaporator system to 'eleetrieatly nionitor;fhe
purity of the 'water at variouS';pOirits,' Salinity
cells are strategically located at.: (1) discharge of
the tube nest drain pump.,, (2) air ejector drains;:
(3) distillate out of the distpling ccindenser; (4)
second-effect. steam drains; and (5) the distillate
pump diwkarge. The salinity cells Eire valvfd into'
the pipelines at these 'points to be in. lontact
-with the flow of water. ,

This distillatiOn process iS similar-for all
.swbmerged_ tube plants, whether they are

or triple-effect. ,Figure
17-4 is an ill stration of a triple-effect
submeried tube distilling plant.. As a rule,
submerged' tube distilling plants ire very large
,comp4red to other 'plant types of the same
capacity and they have probleths with scale
*formation on the steam tubes. For these reasons,
primarily, the submerged tube plants are being
phaseiltaut fornaval Use.

OPERATION OF A SUBMERGED
'TUBE DfSTILLING PLANT

Careful starthig, operating,- and securing of
distilling plants will, tot- a gFeat extent, ensure
trouble-free operation. Operating procedures,
tests, inspections, and inaintenance are discusSed
in the sections which follOw.

Starting a Manually Controlled Plant

To start a low-pressule, submerged tube
distilling plant when the evaporators are empty'
and all pumps are secured, proceed as follows:

1. Open all viilves ..and air vents in the
circulating water cfrcuit from the sea suction to
the overboard .discharge, and start the distilling,

, condenser circulating water
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: 2ND EFFECT FEED HEATER

VAPOR ,INLET FROM
4' FLASH CHAMBER

Ate, ,CONDENSER \1ST EFFECT EED HEATER AIR EJECTOR

AUXILIA6'
STEAM INLET

I.
4

DRAIti CONNE'CiIONS
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2. Adjust the spring-loaded, back-pressure
valve in the- circulating water overboard line to
maintain a pressure of 5 psig op the feed pump
suction.

3..Open all valves in the evaporitor feed
system and the brine overboard line, except the
brine overboard pump discharge valve and the
air ejector condenser emergency circUlating
water overboard Valve.

4. Start the evaporator feecFpump.
5, When a water level of IQ to 13 inches

appears in the second-effect shell,.start the brine
oVerbard pump, and crack open the discharge
valve pri this pump. The brine overboard valve at
the ship's side and the valve in the suction td
this pump should always be wide open during
operation.

-6. Open the valve in the emergency
circulating water line from the air ejector,
cgsidenser. Open the second-effect tube-nest
vent valve, wide; the first-effect tube,nest, vent
valve remains closed. Open the air* ejector
suction valve, then open the steam supply to the
air ejector; be sure that the full pressure required
is available at the nozzle and- that the _steam
supvly line is drained.

When the second-effect evaporator shell
indicates about 16 inehes of vacuum% partially
open the first-effect steam valve. When distillate
appears in the first-effect drain regulator, drain
off some of the distillate and 'test it chemically.
If the distillate is salty, discharge it to the bilge
until the salinity drops to 0.25 grains per gallon
(gpg). If the distillate is acceptable, start the
first-effect tube-nest drain pump and discharge
to the deaerating feed1tank.

& When a distillate level appears in the
second-effea drain regulator gage glass, open the
discharge valve at_ the drain regulator and when
distillate appears in the flash chamber gage glass,
Open the valve at the distillate Quint. suction.

9. Start the distillate pump and 'open all
valves in the discharge line from this pump to
the test tank. When, wCir appears in the gage
glass of the, test tankAlraw ostI some of the
distillate and test it. If the distillate is not of
sufficient purity, discharge to the bilges.

10. Open all the required valves in the
freshwater, system, except the freshwater. pump
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discharge. Start the fi1JLwater pump and
regulate the discharge valve maintain a desired
level in thc test tank. 0 n the water
cutout valves, and close the bypass valves aràund
the water meter so production can be recorded:,----,

11. As the output of the plant is gradually
increwd, adjust the feed valves to the desired
position. When sufficient feedwater is flowing
through the. air ejector condenser, close Off the
emergency circulating water valve. Adjust the
valvei in all vent lines to their normal operating
position. When the rust-effect steam pressure
and the second-effect vacuum both have
attained theit..-desired values, check the sity
of the brig& ovekboard pump dis
Carefully manipulate the brine overboard
control valve until the brine density reaches a
value of 1.5 thirty-sedonds.

12. If the flow af evaporator feLed through
the air ejectyr condenser is stopped temporarily,
such as when correcti g high feed level in the
first-effect evaporitor ielI, va'por mali discharge
into the evaporator roonf through the air ejectOr
condenser bent pipe. To remedy this condition,
slightly open the valve in the overboard line
from the feed outlet of the condenser to permit
water to circulate through the aftercondenser
and overboard. Do NOT open this valve more
than is required to prevent an excessive ainount
of heated feedwater being discharged overboard,
When, for any reason, the salinity indicator
indicates higher than 0.25 gpg (0.065 epm),
immediately shift the distillate to the bilges.

Securing a Manually Controllekl Plant

The correct procedure for securing
manuaily controlled low-pressure, distilling planY
begins by notifying the engineer officer of the
watch ,that the evaPOrator plant is .ready to be
secureC When permission to secure has been
receive+ proceed As follows:.

. ,

, I. Secure exhaust steam to the first-effect
tube riest and the discharge fiorn the first-effect
tube-n,est 'drain pump to the ship's condensate
system. Open drain to the bilges.'

2. Secure the tube-nest drain pulnp.
3. Secure the distillate pump. 1
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4. Secure the freshwater pump:-
5. Secure the inlet and discharge valves to

the freshwater meter.

6. Secure the steam to the airejector.
7. Close the first-effect tube-nest vent

valve. 410
dewi8. Allow the distilling condenW crculating

(..water pump, evaporator feed -pump, and brine
overboard pump to continue operating for affew
minutes to cool the distilling plant.

9., Secure the brine overboard pump.
10. Secure all pumps, suction and discharge,

making sure that evaporator tube bundles are
fully covered with water.

11. Close the spa injection valve and the
brine overboard valve at the ship's side.

12. Secure the inlet and outlet valves of the
second-effect tube-nest drain regulator.

. 13. Secure the feed valvds for each
evaporator.

Startinii an Automatically
Controlled Plant

To start an automatically controlled
,low-pressure distilling plant when the
evaporators are empty and all pumps, have been
secured, proceed avfollows:

1. Open wide all valves inithe circulating
wa/er circuit from the sea siktion to the
aiVirboard discharge.

2. Start the 'circulating ptunp. Pumps muit
not be run dry. Before starting any pump, make

, certain that the suction, vent, and gland seal
valves (where provided) are open, and that the
pum0 casing is .full of waty. On .centirifwal
pumps, it is preferable to leave the discharge
valve closed Until after the pamp has been
started.,

3. Check to see that the spring-loaded
back-pressure valve is proPerly adjusted to
maintain 5 psi in the discharge line from -the
distilling conaenser.

4. Open ill air vent cocks on the distilling
dquer, vapor feed heater, and air ejector

con enser heads until the air is expelled, then
closJe ent cocks.

ae'

5. If evaporator bundles are submerged, be
sure that the fust-effect feed valve is closed and
that the overflow .sveir pipes are set at their
highest position. If the bundles are not
submerged, see that the weirs arNit their highest
position, open the feed valves until the tube
ilsests are fully covered, and then close the feed
valves.'

6. Open the valve in the emergency
circulating water line from the air ejector
condenser.

7. Open wide the second-effect evaporator
tube-nest vent valve. The first-effect tube-nest
vent valve should_remain closed.

I" 8. See that the first-effect tube nest arid the
air ejector condenser drains are directed only to
the bilge, and not to the ship's tanks.

9. Open the air suction to the ejector. ppen
the stream supply to the ejector, making sure
that the full pressure required (stamped on the
nameplate) is available at the nozzle, and that
the steam supply is properly drained.

10. Test the salinity of the air ejector
condenser drain. When less than 0.25 gpg (0.065
epm), close the bilge drain and open the drain ta
the tank.

11. When the second-effect shell vacuum is
about 16 inches, ga-adually4 open wide the
first-effect tifbe-nest steam supply valve. Adjust
the regulatint valve to maintain a steady
pressure of 5 'psig. The last-effect shell vacuum
shoUld, iontinue to increase to ,26 inches or'

12. When the distillate discharg,.s from the
rust-effect drain htie to hb4e, lest for

-salinity. When satisfactory, close the bilge drain
valve, set the drain valves to discharge the
distillate to the return system; and open the
first-effect tube-ttest'vent valve one full turn.'

13. Whoc distillate' appears .in the
second-effect drainer, see that tbe drainer
discharge valve is opens...,and then' adjust the
second-effectube-nest vent valve to operating
position (approximately one turn open). e

14. When distillate appears in the flash
chamber, be sure the distillate cooler discharge is

< directed to the bilge bysmanu4lly tripping the
solenoid-actuated valve. Then start the distillate
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pump. (The same point applies hese as was given
in 2, with reference to starting a pump.)

15. Perform the following" steps in fairly
rapid sequence:

a. LOwer *the overflow weir pipes to
their positions.

b. Start the brine pump .and open all
valves in its discharge line.

c.- If a loop seal of at least 8 feet has
been provided in the reed line between effects,
open gvide the second-effect feed valve.
Otherwise ot;en it partially.

d. Close the emergency circulating
water overboard line from the air ejector
condenser 'and open the- first-effect feed valve..

16. When the salinity or the'distillate leaving
the distillate cOoler is less than 0.25 gpg (0.065'
epm), set the solenoid valve to discharge to the
shipartanks.

17. Open and adjust the feed-treatmefit
injection valve or pump, if feed treatment is to
be done.

18. After the plant has been in operation-,
about half an hour, check the density of' the
brine, If the density is more than 1.5
thirty-seconds, open wider the first-effect feed
valves; if less than 1.5 thirty-seconds, close down,
on the valve. Repeat every half hour until two
successive readings of 1:5 thirty-secOnds are
obtained. Then test at hourly interirals.

Ise

Securing an Automatically .

Controlled Plant ,

,The correct procedure for securing an
automatically controlled low-pressure distilling
plant begins by notifyirig the pngineer officer of
the watch that the evaporator plant is ready to

, be secured. When permission to secure hasbeen
received, pr ceed as follows:

1. Shut off :the
first-effect tube nest.

2. Close,the first-efrect tube-neit drain
to the return System', and open the drains to th

) bilge.

steam , supply to the

3. Close the first7effect , tube-nest vent

4. Close the air suction and steam supply
valves tc; the air ejector.

5. Open wide the 'second-effect tube-nest
vent valve:

.-

6. Secure the distillate pump.
7. Raise the Aveir pipes, on both effects, to

their highest positions and continue operation of
the circulating ter pump and brine overboard
pump for 10 mthutes or longer to cool off the
distilling plants.

8. Seepre the brine overboard pump.
A 9. When both tube nests are fully covered

Ali water, secure the circulating pump..
. 10. Secure the suction and overboard sea.
chests.,

11. Secure the feed valve to the fint'effeot.
12. Close the air ejector and condenser drain

lines to the return system and open the drains to
the bilge.

13. Trip the solenoid valve in the distillate
-lines to discharge to the bilge.

>
'Or

WATCHSTANDING

Proper watchstandifig requires the operator
to constantly clieck pressures, temperatirres,
vacuum, and salinity. bistalling _automatic
controls doeS not relieve the operator of tile
respansibility qf atteptive watchstanding.tthe
most important tests abd inspection's performdd
by the .EN3 and N2 standing distilling plant
waghes are discUised in the section which
follows.

Distillate Testing

The 'freshwater--(distillate) i;rOduced must-
meet specified standards offrchloride content'and
purity. To ensute. thatthose 'standards art met,
the distillate Must be tested continuously.
Chloride con terit and purity testi. are
accomplisheNy two methods: the electrical
salinity test and the Reriodic 'chemical tCStS.rm

The results of distillate tests are expressed in
terms of kQUIVALENTS PER MILLION (epm).
However, befOre explaining epm, it will be easier

.4 7
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if you understand a unit called PARTS PER
MILLION (ppm).

-Parts per million is a weight-pq-weight unit
denoting the number of parts of a specified
substance in million parts of water. FOr
example, 58.5 pounds of salt in 1 million
pounds of water represents a concentration of.
58.5 parts per million (ppm). Note, lalso, that
58.5 ounces of Salt dissolved in 1 million ounces
of, water, or 58.5 tons of salt dissolved in 1

million tons of water represent th same
concentrationthat is, 58.5 ppin.

Equivalents per millioncan also be stated.as
milliequivalent per liter (meq/1).can be defined
,as the number of equiValent parts of a Substancv..,
per million parts of water. .(The word
"equivalent" here refers to the chemical weight
of a substance.) The chemical equivalent weight
is different for each element or compoimd. The
chemical equivalent weight of sodium chloride
(common table salt) is 58.5. A solution
containing 58:5 parts per million of this salt is
said to contain 1 equivalent per million. If a
substance has a chemical equivalent of 35.5; a
solution of that substance containing 35.5 ppm
is described as having a 'concentration' of, 1 epm:

ELE-eTRICAL SALINITY
TEST11.-Eledtrica1 salinity cells fig. 11-5)

are installed 'throughout the distilling plant to
maintain a constant check on the distilled.water.
An electrical salinity indicator consists of a
number of electric salinity, cells in various points
in, the plantin the freshwater pump discharge,
distillate pump discharge, tube-nest drain, and
air ejector condenser drainconnected to a
salinity indicator panel on a bulkhead near the
plant.

Since the electrical resistance of a solution
varies according to the amount of ionized salti
in solution, it is possible to measure salinity, by

Ameasuring the electrical resistance. The salinity
indicator panel (fig. 17-6) has ah ammeter
calibrated tei read directly in either epm or
grains per gator) (gpg). Since resistance also
varies with temperature, a temperature-compen-
sator must be set at a value correSponding te) the
temperature of the solution.

When reading the dial of an electrical salinity
indicator, be sure that you know what you are
reading. Some salinity indicators are still
calibrated in grains q sea salt per gallop. This
unit is no longer used -for reporting water
analyses, so any reading taken in.gpg must be
converted Eto epm. Multiply tithe gpg (meter
reading)by 0.261 to get the epm. For example,
a meter reading 'of 0.75 grains of sea salt per
gallon is equal to 0.75 X 0.261, or 0.196 epm.
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Ins

SILENCE
SWITCH

4.

allir 17-6. indicator panel.

-iTo check an electrical salinity indicator for
operation, proceed as follows:

1,. -Turn on the powei to the indicator.

2./ *Set the teniperature-compensator at
110°F.

3. 'DepresS the test button and hold it down
'until you haye taken the reading.

4. Read the indicator. The reading should
be approximately 1 grain. If thls- salinity
indicator does not give a teadi af 1 grain, the

, instvmstnt i not cotrectly cali rated aneshould
be checked b)i an IC Electrkian.

'CHEMICAL SAL
chemical salinity tetini
followe4 -for every ,5

...pumped into the nieasu

)C .

TESTING.A
rocedure must also be
gallons of distillate

ng' and testing tanks of
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the plant. This test is applied to samples of
water drawn out 'through the test cocks of the
tanks.'Specific instructions for maldng the tests
are generally poSted on or near the water testing
equipment cabinet provided in each 'evaporator
space. Deiailed instructions may also be ifound
in chapter 220-18.25. .of the Naval Ships'
Technical Manual. The general procedure is as
fkw

Fill the 100-ml.. graduated cylinder with a
distillate sample Mtn the test tank and pour _it
into a clean, dry cassccole. A4d 5 drops of
chloride indicatot- to the sample, (The water
should turn blue-violet or red, depending upon

-its alkalinity.)

tisil;g the niVic acid burette, add' reagent
nitric dello., one drop at a time, stirring
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continuously, until the violet or red color just
disappears. (The water will probably be Pale
yellow.) Then, add exactly 1 ml more of reagent
nitric acid.

Fill the mercuric nitrate burette and let it
drain down to zero. Be sure the tip of the
burrette is filled. Then refill the burette.

Place the casserole under the mercuric
nitrate burette and add reagent mercuric nitrate
to the contents of the casserole. Sty
continuously until a 'pale blue-violet color
persists throughout the solution. (Add the
mercuric 'nitrate gt a fairly rapid rate at first, but
add it very slowlydrop by dropas the end
point is approached.)

i
Read the burette. Take the reading from the

BOTTOM of the MENISCUS (the curved stirface
of the liquid yolurnh). _Since the sample size was
100 ml, and(the burette factor is 0.25 epm of'
chlOride per milliliter of mercuric an-ate
solution, multiply the burette reading by the
factor 0.25. For example, if the 100 ml-water
sample requires 1.75 ml of mercuric nitrate, the
cl4ori4e concentration is 1.75 X 0.25, or 0.44
eptn.

TEST PERIODS AND CHLORIDE
LIMITS.Chloride content can be determined
either with the electrical salinity indicator or by
the c he mical method. Electrical salinity
indicator readings should be checked frequently
by the chemkal method. Test periods and
chloride limits or the various feedwater
constituents are as -ollbws:

1. Distilling plant discharge to reserve feed
tanks: each measuripg tank is to be tested'before
it is discharged to the reserve feed tanks; the
limit is 0.065 epm.

2. Condensate: main condensers, every 15
minutes while underway and every imp minutes
while, standing by; auxiliary condensers, every
30 minutes; chloride limit is 0.0 epm.

3. Deaerating feed tankS andsurge tank! in

ur%once each watch; chloride lirfiit is 0.15 epm.
. Reserve feed tanks: aily and for each

tank just prior to being put in use; chloride limit
is0.2epm.

Test periods and chloride limits are listed in
chapter 220 of 7VAVSHIPY. Tedmical Manual

Control Orifice

Capacity contrpl is maintained by an orifice
in the steam supply line. The orifice controls the
flow of steam to the first-effect tube nest. The

)low of steam into the tubes is kept constant by
maintaining a constant pressure (5 psig) above
the orifice. This results in a relatively constant
distilling plant output. First-effect tube-nest
vacsum automatically adjusts itself to provide
the.temperaturt required to condense
th e steam as fast as it nters.

.
Constant capacity is desirable because it

provides a uniformly pure product as well as
ease in controlling water levels and brine
density.

Weight-Loaded Regulating valve

A weight-lo regulating valve is installed
in the steam ast"plitly line 'to the first-effect
evaporator. This valve maintains the inlet steam
pressure at approximately 5 psig above the
Oifice. There is a vent at the top of the valve
ffody to permit frae movement of the valve
piston. During operation, this vent must be open
at all times. In some new ships, the
weight-loaded regulating valve is replaced by a-
diaphragm-operated control valve, actuated t
an ait pilot.

Levels

The water -level 'in each evaporator shell is
controlled by hand-regulated feed' valves or by
overflow weirs. At the side of each evaporator
shell you can check the level in the shell by
examining the gage glass or looking through the
sight* glass. For, most efficient evaporator
operation, the tube bundles shotild be barely
covered by the boiling brine.

Desuperheating of Steam Supply

If the steam temperature below the orifice is
less than 240°Fodesuperheating is unnecessary.

'However, if the steam temperature is between

.338 j
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240°F and 300°F, desuperheating will be
required. Desuperheating is accomplished by
taking water from the first-effect tube-nest drain
pump discharte and discharging it through a
nozzle in the steam line between t1 orifice and
the first-eftisct tube nest. The desuPerbeating
water should never be taken from .the distilling
plant distiAate or the freshwater pump. The
entire boiler feed system coUld be COntaminated
if the distillate from the distilling plant becomes
salty, since the first-effect coil drains are usually
discharged into the dederating feed tank.

The desuperheating water lowerS the steam
temperature .,to the temperature correspOnding
to the pressure in the first-effect tube bundle.

First-Effect Tube-Nest Vacuum

There should be no noticeable change in the
first-effect tube-nest vacuum in any one day's
opera tion because of .scale deposits on,
evaporator tubes. When the tubes are clean and
the plant is operated at rated capacity, a sudden
drop, br failare to obtain 14 to 16 inches of
vacuum is due to some ether cause which can
and must be 'eliminated. Do not assume, because
'the distilling plant outpUt is not immediately
affected, that 'the loss of firstfeffect tube-nest.
vacuum is not serious. No matter what the
condition of the evaporator tubes, the.
first-effect tube-nest, vacuum should be kept as
high as possible..0therwise more scale will form'
and the plant will have to be operated at higher
temperatures. Inaddition, frequent cleaning will
be required to maihtain capacity.

Last-Effect She !Vacuum

In operating the plant, it is necessary to
Maintain a cOnstant last-effect shell vacuum,
because a rapid fluctulition in this vacuum has a
strong tendency td cause priming. It is also
necessary to maintain the highest vacuum
possible at all times to keep scale (,ormation at a
minimunr and. thus maintain capacity
production for long periods without cleaning.

9btaining miximum vacuum depends upon
elimination of air leaks, proper operation of air,
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ejectors, sufficient flow of circulating water, and
the effectiveness of the heat transfer surfaces in
the distilling condensers.

Air Ejectors

Air ejectors require very little attention
during distilling plant operation. In a tight plant,
-only one air ejector is required to maintain a
vacuum of at least 26.5 inches at the air ejector
suction.

The air ejector operating pressze, stamped
on the nameplate, is the minimum pressure
required.at the nozzle. Allowance must bt made
for a pressure drop in the line, through the
strainer, when the air ejector steam reducing
vaICe is being set. A pressure at the nozzle,
slightly higher than the minimum specifidl, is
permissible unless it causes overheating of the air

.ejector.condenser.

A low vacuum may be due to faulty
operation of, the ejector, but is more often due
to air leakage. An unsteady vacuum, however,
usually indicates difficulty at the ejector. The
most frequent causes are insufficient steam
pressure and wet steam. A clogged strainer or
nozzle May also be responsible.,

o.

Venting Evaporator Tube Nests

Proper venting of evaporator tube nests is
very, important. During normal operation of a
low-piessure plant, all vents leading, from the
steam heads to the evaporator shel4should be
open. When all systems of a distilling pla t are
operating at approximately normal temper ures
and pressures, the vent valves should be adj sted
so that they ure open about one turn. The
amount of valve opening may vary from plant to
plant; therefore, the actkial settin g. must be
determined by perating e)EperieMx with a
'particular plant.

Improper venting of the evaporator tube
nests may cause either an accumulation of air in
the tubes (with a 'resultant loss of capacity) or
an excessive loss of tube nest steam to the
distilling condenser (with a loss of efficiency).
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Brine Concentration

Although the salt concentration of seawater
is not always the same, the_average is generally
accepted as being 1 part in 32-that is, 1 pound
of disiolved salts is contained in 32 pounds of
seaWater. ks seawater vaporizes in the distilling
plant, the proportion of dissolved salts becomes
greater in the remaining solution. The brine
concentration in the last-effect shell should be
kept at 1.5 thirty-seconds-that is, there are 1.5
pounds of dissolved salts in 32 pounds of brine.

The concentration (density) of brine in the
evaporator, within limits, has a dirtct bearing on %

the quality of the freshwater distilled by the
.plant. Since the amount (varying) of .brine that
is discharged overboard affects the operating
conditions of .the plant, it is desirable to keep
the amount of brine discharged and the brine
concentration in the last-effect shell as constant
aS possible. If the brine concentration is too low,
there will be a loss in capacity and economy,
and itAvill be difficult to obtain prroper feeding,'
If the brine concentration is too high, there Will
be an .increase in the rate of scaling of the, '
evaporator tubes, and the quality of the
distillate may be impaired. The brine '
concentration depends mainly on,the amount of

'brine pumped overboard and the amount of
freshwater being produced. The brine
concentration should be checked frequently
during -each watch (usually at intavals of 1

hour).

The 7brine density is measured b'y
SALINOMETERS (fig. 17-7), calibrated to read
directly in thirty-seconds. The salinometer has .

four separate scales which indicate the salinity
of the brine at four different.

\te-mperatures--110°F, 115°F, i 1 2 0°F, and
*125°F.

Samples of the brine are wispily taken from
a sampling cock ai the brine overboard pump

ILie sample must be truly
representative ""Ff the brine' in the last-effect-
shell. The temperature of the sample drawn into
the sdnpling pot should agree closely with the
reading of. tke thermometer On the last-effect
shell. A diffoence of more than 3°F or 4°F"

47.136XSe
Figure 17-7.7-Salinomster and sampling pot.

usually indicates faulty operation of the brine
overboard pump. or dilutiork of the brine'
between the last-effect shell and the sampling
wck.

Operating Record

*

L

The .Distilling Plant Operating Record is a
daily record of the operation of the shiP's
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evaporators and their auxiliaries. Entries are
made for ea ch hour of the watch while the
distilling plants are in operation. Different shipsr-
have different types of distilling plants', but all
of _the daily distilling plant opezating records
require practicallf"the same data.

FLASH-TYPE
DISIILLING PLANTS

The flash-type distilling plant is widely used
throughout the Navy. Flash-type plants have
some distinct advantages over -the., submerged
tube type plant. One is that the ,flash-type
"flashes" the feed into vapor (steam) rather than
boiling it inside the eVaporator :shell. The
flashing process inifolves heating the feed before
it enters the evapo r shell. The shell is under
a relatively high vac . The feed is heated tci a
temperature at whic it will flash into vapor
when it enters the va uum. With this design,
there are no sub'merged heat transfer surfaces
within tAte evaporator ghell, such as the steam
tubes 4n t,he submerged tiibe unit. The
elirnination of these surfaces greatly reduces the
scale formation -problem of evaporators and
allows prolonged operation at maximum
efficiency. Any scale that May form on heat
transfer surfaces of a flash-type plant is

composed mainly of soft calcium carbonate
compounds that are relatively easy to remove.

.TWo-Stage Flash

Figure 17-8 is an illustration:showing the
major components, 'of the tVvo-stage, flash
distilling plaja that we are going to discuss.
Figure 17-9 (foldout #2 at ,end f:ff chapter)
shows the major flowpaths through the
two-slage, 12,000' gpd -flash 'distilling 'plant.
Follow along on the diagram during the

'explanation of the plant which follows.

SEA*ItTER PEED CIRCUIT.-The
seawater feed pump (upper left of fig. 17-9)-
takes a suction through' a sea chest and strainer,
arid discharges seawater/into the tubes ,of the
condensing section of the second stage of the
evaporator. The seawater feed then flows over
into the tubes of ¼ the first-stage condensing

.
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section. The condensing section of the
evaporator is a shell, and tube heat exchanger
which extends the full length of the evaporator
shell, i.e., through both the first stage and nig
second stage.

In the condensing sections, the seawater feed
condenses the-surrounding vapor and, as a result
of the heat exchanger process the feed increases
in temperature. When the incoming seawater
feed has a temperature of 85°F (29°C), the feed
leaving the first-stage condensing section of the
evaporator should be approximately 138°F.
(59°C).

Upon leaving the- first-stage condensing
section, the feed enters the air ejector
condenseriseawatbr heater assembly. In this
double-flow, shell and tube heat exchanger, the
feed picks lip heat by condensing exhaust steam
from the air ejectors and from steam admitted
to the seawater heater -from the auxiliary,
exhaust steam system.

The feedwater leaves, 'the air ejector
condenser/seawater heater assembly at a

temperature of apprwi:imately .170°F (77°C)
and is fed to the first stage of .the evaporator
shell. TIte feed-enters the bottom of the shell
throua. two spray pipes,., which, partially
atornizwater, and aids in "flashing" the
feed into vapor. Feed that doesnot flash in the
first stage is directed to the second stage
through an internal loop seal located at the
bottom of the Own. Flow control of the
feedwater is accomplished by manual operation
of the feed valve in theline just.before the first
stage.

The feedwater enters 'the second stage in a
manner similar to the way it entered the
first-stage shell:The force that moves the feed
from the first to the second stage is the pressure
differential betw n e two stages. The first
stage ishelf pressur At maintained at
approxtately 23 in. Ij while the second-stage
shell pressure is ximately 27 in. Hg. Also
issis'ting i the head due to the higher water level
in the first stage which overfldWs into the
second stage. This loop seal arrangement
prevents the pressure from 'eqbalizing between
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Figure 17-8.-2-stage, 12,000 gpd flash-type evaporator.

the tages. Feedwater that does not flash into
in the second stage becomes brine which is

puniped overboard.
k

VAPOR CIRCUITVapor is formed in .the
first-itazt shell by the hot feedWater (l70°F
(77°Ci ) as it enters the shell which is "under" a
vacuum (23 in. Hg). Saturation temperature for
23 in., Hg is approximately 148°F (64°C). The
feed enttrs the first stage shell through, tAro
spray pipes fitted with deflector plates which
cause the feed to spray downward and ibnn a
thin, circular curtain of water. Th. iyartially
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atomized curtail of spray results in more
complete transformation of the water into vapor'.
steam. The vapor then rises through
copper7nickel (Mone ) mesh-type demisters
(moisture separators) which remove entrained
moisture from the vapor. (The moisture
removed from 'the vapor drains back into the
bottom [feed] sectionfof,the evaporator 'shell).
The .vapor then passes into the condensing
section a the evapbtator. .shell where it is
condensed into distillatç by the cooli action
of the incoming -feedwaTer. Vapor pro4uced in
the secozwl stage goes throligli, the same rocess.. '
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,

The shell pressue is Iowa( in the second stage,
however -(27 in. ) with a subsequent lowered
sauration Jemperature of 'approximately 115°F
(46°F).

DISTILLATE CIRCUIT.---Distillate is
formed in the c9ndensing section of both stages
ofthe evaporator. The distillatefrom the first
stage collects in the bottom of the first-stage
condensing section in a hotwell-like area
(trough) fOrmed by the joint, between the
vaporator shell divisioh plate and the first-stage

ection tray. The distillate ,passes' through a
seal into a higher trough (or tray) in the

nd stage. The piping between thelwo stages
contains an orifice -plate with a 5/8=inch.
diameter orifice Which controls the flow rate

'and prevents equalization of pressure between
the stages and, also, prevents premature
"flashing" of the distillate as it enters the lower
pressure area of the second stage.

The distillate is' then pumped out of the
,second-stage distillate trough by the distillate
pump. The distillate pump discharges the water
through a thretway solenoid-operated trip valVe
(fig. 17-10), ,which, when ,trippeit, wilt
automatically divert the'flow of distillate to the
bilge if . the salinity content -reaches a

predetermined setpoint (usua,lly 0.065 epm).
When the NYalve is'in the reget (normal) position,
distillate passing through.it goes, on through a
flOwmeter and into an interlockel two-valve
manifold. The- two-valve manifold directs the
distillate to either, the potable water system or
the reserve feed system. The manifold is

interlocked to prevent openi4 of. both valyes at
the saie. time. The potable water system can be
contaminated with chloride from a shore water
source, which mai' be suitable,for drinking but
not for:boiler feed'. The potable water system
and, the reserve 'feed system, therefore, should
NEVER-be cross-connected. in any way.

A

AIR* EJECTOR CIRCUIT. -A two-stage, air
ejector unit, using auxiliary ,steam is located at
th tOp of the diStillini plant. It drawS vacuum
and assists 'in mdintaning the vacuum in the
evaporator shelf. The air ejector secohd stage
diseharges.into the, air ejector condenser section'
of the air ejector condenser/seawater heater
assembly. The air ejector condenser condenses

the steam and vents air and noncondensables
(such as CO2) ,to the atmosphere. The
condensate, which forins from thestearn, drains
to either the bilge Or the steam drain collecting
system through a three-way solenoid-operated
trip valve.

40

BRINE CIRCUIT.Brine (dark .green) is
pumped out from the bottom , of the
second-stage shell. A centrifugal pump is used
for this purpose.

HEATING STEAM/ CIR IT xiliary
.exhaust steam is used in the seaw eater to
frovide the heat -required to false' the
temperature of the seawater feed to;

approximately 170°F (77°C). The auxiliary
exhaust steam .entering the seawater heater
passes through an orifice which cqntrols the'

.qu?ntity of ths steam admitted to ffile heater.,
The steam prfssure upstream of the- orifice is
approXimately 3 pc.ig.

1., The seawater heater is vented to the
first-stage evaporator through a line with a,-
1/4-ineh orifice to bring the Seawater heatte
prbssure to apprOximately 9_ in. flg, (10 psia):.
The pfessure differentiahbetween the auxiliary
exhaust steam pressdre abOve the orificeand the
seawater heater pressttre is critical in providing
proper steam flow to the heater: Improiart steam' ,

flow will cause -the -distilling plant output to
vary.

Before it enters the ieawater heater, the
auxiliary exhaust steam is deSuperhated by, .
ater spfayed into the steam inlet piping. The,
amount of 'water for desuperheating *adjusted
by an automatic Ciminol valve to maintain The
steam temperature 5° to 10°F higher than
seawater heater shell temperature. In this
manner the temperature, of the seawater feed
leaving the air.ejector condenser/seawater heater
assembly is maintained relatively constant.,

The water supply for the desuperheating
- water is a portion of thj discharge from the

seawaier heater drain( purnp. During plant
startup, wheb water from the seaWater hiater
drain pump 'may not be available, the ship's

. condensate system furnishes the water supply. A
two-valve interlock between the supfoly 'from the.,
seawater heater drain pump and the supply from`
the 'condensate systeM Prevents cross-connectipg
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ofhese two systems. The two;yalve interlock is
similar to that described for the,distillate circuit.

SE WATER HEATER DRAIN
CIRCUJ Condensed auxiliary exhaust steam
is pumped from 'the shell of the seawater heater
by the seawater heater drain pump. A drain
regulator serves as a hotwell and assures a
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constant suction head for the pump. the drain
regulator -is a ball' float-operated valve attached
below the corideniate drain connectiqn of the

. seawater heater. The 'ball floatjzi the drain
regulator operates the valve to maintairf a
relatively constantvwater level in the housing,
which is indicated by a gage glass. A decrease in
water level will tend to close the valve in the
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di-ain regulator. Therefore, the amount of
condensate discharged by the drain pump will be
'throttled until the Water level in the float
housing rises again. The- water level in the
regulator maintains a:suction head for the
seawater heater drain pump and prevents loss of
vacuum in the seawater heater-by maintaining a
water seal between the heater and the pump.

The drain pump discharges condensate from'
eawater heater to the condensate system

(startup, only.) to the stetm; drain collecting
system (normal lineup) or t ;the bilge4

SALI-NITY MONITORING AND
INDICATING. -Four salinity, cells in the plant
provide continuolis monitoring 'of water purity:
(1) at the, .4nrop seal line between the CirSt- and
second-stage distillate; (2)44 the distillate pump
discharge; (3)*at the aiv ejectbr drain line; and
(4) at the seawater heater drain pump discharge.
All of the. salinity cells are, read on a salinity
indicatini panel. Two of theeells, located at the
distillate' pump discharge._ and the 'air ejector

cdrains. also control three-way, Solenoid-operated
trip valvets which are automati.o,lly "tripped" to
divert the flow of water to the bilge, to prcvent
contarnination of a pure water. system. /

Other Applications of the ,

Flash-Type Distfiling Unit

Flash-ty,pe4i distilling plants may have any
. number of stages and output capacities. For
example, the Navy uses one type of three-stage,
30,000 gpd plant as well as a five=stage,t50,000
gPd unit. All flash-type plants operat on the
same basic principles as those desctibl for the
two-stage plant.

Operating Notes for Flash-Type Uiiits

The rate of feed to the first-stage inlet box
should be maintained constant at all times,
provided the ' plant is producing its normal
capacity or less. Distilling plants are designed to
operate at 'a definite number of. gallons of; feed

-per Anute, which is indicated by rotatneters in
the feed line between the distilling condenser
circuhiting water pump and the distillate cooler:
All other valves in the feed line should be

opened wide to prevent their interfering with
e proper, flow of feed Shrough the plant.

ith proper feed flow and with a clean
plant, 'the temperature of the feed entering the
first-stage feed inlet box will be 175°F (79°C) or
less, depending cin the temperature of the \
seaWater. Plants are designed tci operate with a
feed temperature of 175°F (79°C) maximum
when the teniperature of, the .seawater is' 85°F .

(29°C); when the seawater tempetature is lower,
the feed temperature will be correspondingly
lower.

c-
No attempt should be made to control

eedwater temperature after it leaves e
th
the

eedwater heater and enters the first-stage flash
x. The temperature should adjust itself to the

/Varying plant conditions. Full capacity will be
if realized with proper feed flow, proper vacuums

throughout the plant, and proper steam pressure
above the orifice.

The feed temperature should never be
allowed to exceed 175°F J79°C). Higher,
operating temperature will greatly increase the
amount of scaie formation.

Although the caPacity of the flash-type
distilling plant depends on, (1) the quantity of
evaporator feedwater entering the first-stage
feed box and (2) the difference in temperature
between the feedwater entering 'the first stage
and the vapor in succeeding stages, the capacity
can be changed only by increasing or decreasing
the amount of heat added to the seawater'by the'
feedwater heater.

With a constant steam pressure of 5 'psig
above the orifice, an increase in the feed flow
Will :decrease the temperature in the first-stage
flash chamber,- Which. will also decrease the
temperature of the vapor in the succeeding
stages, and the capacity will, remain, tonstanfz
Therefore, the capacity of the 'plant can i(be
changed by changing the steam pressure atove
the, orifice.
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VERTICAL BASKET /
DISTILLING PLANTS

Some or the newer shipS have distilling
plants that differ somewhat from the submerged
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tube type. One su ype is the vertical brisket

'The low pr ssiike, vertical-basket' type
distilling plant (fig. 1741) consists o0wo-effect
(or mor0 evaporators with a distiller condenser,
yap& -.feed heaterS.,.. air c,.'ejectotrs and
aistercondensers, and a distillate cooler. The only
difference between this y pei of Aistilling plant
andTthe conventional subiterged tube type is in
the evaporators.

Each evaporatbr consists of 'a vertical shell
which contains a deeply corrugated vertical
basket. (See fig. 17-12.) Some instatlations may
use More than one basket. Low-pressure steam is
admitted to. the inside, of;the first-effect basketi
.and (eedWater is boiled.in the space between the
outside o'f the basket and the shell. The vapor,
.formed from the boiling feedwater,- passes
thrOugh centrifugal-type mesh-type vapor
separatorS and the vapor feed heater intO the
inside' of the second-effect basket. This boils the
brine from the first-effect in. a.idition to a
.certain amount of feedwater :in the space
between the ,shell and the basket. The vapor thy
formed passes through separators Ito the
subsequent effects or, in a two7effect basket,
into the distiller condenser.

A schematic diagram of Ihe flow circuits of a
vertical basket distilling unit is.shown in figure
17- 1 l Refer to this figure as you study the
foIlow deScription of the flow circuits of the
unit.

STEAM 'FLOW CIRCUIT

Ileating steam from the ship's auxiliary
ethaust main is fed through a pressure-control
valve to the steam chest of' tht fifirst effect. The
pressure-conttol valve is -set io 'maintain a
constant steam-sup-ply pressure:, it should be set
for 5 .psig steam on the tipstream side' of the'
orificv plate foi\ rated output,' and lower for

'reduced output. The heating steam is condensed
within the corrupted basket, the condensate is
returned to the ship's condensate system (boiler)
ot reserve feed Link/ ,by the first-effect drair;
pu mP .

17

A steady water level is maintained in the.
suctkni line of the tIrst-effect drain pump by the
drain controller; this ensures a positive
submergence head far the pump. If the
first-effect drain pump fails, the evaporator cfan
be kept 'in operation by bypassing the drain
controlter and manually _controlling the
condensate_ discharge ta-the low-pressure draiii
mains; at least 1 psig pressure in the steam chest
.is required, under theSe conditions-, to drain the
condensate.

FEED FLOW CIRCUTT

Seawater feed is taken from a sea chest,
through a strainer, by the seawater circulating
pump, and is discharged through the distillate
cooler. The incoming, feed serves to cool, the
distillate from the distiller condenser to within a
few degrees of the temperature.of the fwd.) The
seawater then passes through -the distiller
condenser; the major p6rtion (about 75%) goes
through the eductor, combines with the brine
(from the second effect), and is discharged
overboard.

The feed remaining in the ccodenser is
directed through the aftercondenser and the
vapor feedwater heater to. the,first effect, where
it surrounds the basket. Violent. boiling takes
place and vapor forms within the first effect.
The remaining brine serves "as feed for the
second effect. (Earlier models- were equippgd
with a branch froim the feed line, which led from
the heating section of the distiller condenser to a
connection on the bottom of the second, effecT:,
as a result, the second effect was supplied wrth
brine from the first effect, and lieaftd seawater
from the heating section of the distiller
condenser as fetd.) In current models, all feed
enters the first effect.

, The brine from the second.effect is removed
by ithe brine overboard-discharge pump: it
discharged overboard, -through the eductor and
control valve, after it has been (in the
eductor) with tht seawater overb rd discharge
from the distiller Condenser.

VAPOR CIRtUIT

The vapor which forms as a result of the
boiling of the feed in the first et*t paws
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Figure17-12.Section view, of evapocakk(vertical basket

11/124).

through the uptake pipe and enters the cycldnic
separator above the evaporation section. Most
liquid particles which carry over with, the vapor
are removed by centrifugal ,force within the
first-effect separator. The first-effect vapor
passes from the steam dome, through the vapor
feedwater heater, to the, steam chest and the
evaporator basket of the seaotid effect. Some of
the vapor, in p4ssing from the firsteffect ;to the
second effect, condenses as it 'heats the
feedwater passing through the vapor feedwater
healer. The major portion of the firstzeffect
vapor, however, enters the second-effect *am
chest and condenses as it heats te brine in\the
second effect.

The vapor resulting from the boiling of,the
, brine in tl;e secdhd effect4passes through the

second-effeit uptake into the vsecond-effect
separator, where centrifugal force removes water
particles frdm the, second-effect vapor. (Liquid
particles from both stages drain downward and
become part of the brine drainsi This two-stage
separation results in distillate with less tlaan
0.065 eprn chloride uncrer normal operating
conditions.. From the second-stage separator.4the
vapor passes, through the steam dome, to 'the
distiller condenser, where the vapor is condensed
as it is cooled by the incoming feed.

'DISTILLATE CIRCUIT

The condensate formed in the second-effect
steam chest passes, through. a loop seal, to the
flaih tank of the distiller condenser, under the,

3.: 7 8

4..t.;

pressure differential existir4g between the
second-effect steam chest and the flash tank.
The loop, seal permits only condensate to *pass.

The vapor from the second-effect steam
dome condenses in the distillet>condenser and
dIallects in the .flash tank at the loottom of the
distiller condenser. The distillate .(combined
condensate drains from the distiller condenser
and the second-effect %team chest) is removed
from the flash tank by the distillate pump and is
discharged through the distillate cooler and the
solenoid-operated dump -valve to the ship's
service tanks.

In some vertical basket units, the discharge
rate of the distillate pump is controlled
automatically by a drain controller. The drain
controller maintains a positive water level in the
flash tank so that the pump will not become
vapor-bound. Later models of- vertical basket
units have a recirculating line to the flash tank.
instead of a drain oontroller. A throttle valve is
included in the recirculating line. The
recirculating line supplies relatively cold
freshwater to the flash. tank. The cooling water
reduces the temperature of the distillate below,
the flashpoint; thus, vapor lock -within the
distillate pump is prevented. The recirculating
line also ensures, through control of the throttle'''S
valve, a positive suction head on th6 distillate
pump.

Under normill operating conditions, the
vertical basket distilling unit produces distillate
'kith less than 0.065 epm chloride (0.25 grains
salt per gallon). If the unit is to produce
relatively pure distillate, saltwater 'must be
prevented frorp entering the vapor and
condensate -systems. A salinity cell in each of the
unit's freshwateir lines prevents saltwiter
eontamination of the ship's freshwater supply. If
a saltwater leak shotild develop in the distillate
circuit, the salinity indicator actuates the
solenoid dump valve, which diverts the
contaminated water to the bilge .until te unit
can be secured and the leakage can be stopped.

NONCONDENSABLE GASES

An air ejector removes air and other
noncondensable vapors in the distiller condenser

a
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and maintains vacuum throughout the
evaporator units. The ejeclomis a single-nozzle;
single-stage, steam jet /pe7 The ejector is
mounted on the side of the distiller condenser
and takes its suction from a specially baffled
section within the distiller condenser. Vent lines
and interconnecting vapor-piping connect
components in , which vacuum must be
maintained.

The air ejector removes the air and other
nontondensable vapors from the distiller
condenser by using the energy in steam at 150

, psi. The gases entering the suction of the ejector
are entrained by the steam jet from the nozzle
and are carried through the diffuser, where the
pressure is raised to that ot the atmosphere. The
ejector discharges intO.a surface aftercondenser,
where the steam is condensed ai4 the
noncondensable gases are vented to the
atmosphere.

HEAT RECOVERY TYPE
DISTILLING UNITS

Heat recovery type units art "used \in some
vessels with engine propulsion Or auxiliary
engines. Two variations of,..tlie heat recovery

pes are used; both use the heat from =gine .
cooling systeffis for evaporization of seawater.

. in one model of a heat recovery plant, the
heat of the diesel engine jue,ket water is

transferred to Ole seawater in a heat exchanger.
The heated seawater is then 1.`flashed" to
freshWater vapor as in the' flash-type distilling
unit. In the sei:ond variation, the diesel engine
jacket water is circulated through a tube bundle',
which is ,submerged in seawater. The seawater is
boiled in a chamber which is under vacuum as in
thc submerged tube type distilling unit,

A simplified flow diagram for a 12,000 gpd,
Model S500ST submerged tube, recovery unit, is
shown in figure 17-13. In this recovery unit,
jacket water from the ship's main propulsion
ditsels is fed to a\pbe bunclle. The tube bundle
is submerged in the seawater which is to be
evaporated. The jacket water imparts its heat to
the seawater surrounding the tubes, thereby
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inducing evaporation of the seawater. The vapor
created by the evaporating seawater is drawn
through Vapor separators to the distillate
condensing tube bundle., The temperature of
evaporation is maintained below the normal
212°F boiling point by a feedwater operated air
eductor. This eductor mechaMcally evacuates air
and gases entrained in the vapor formed in the
evaporating process and creates an internal shell
pressure as cow as 2 1/2 psia.

SEAWATER CIRCUIT

Seawater is pumped into the unit by the
saltwater circulating. pump and enters pt the
distillate cooler. It is then channeled through the
condenser tube bundle, -after whieb-the greater
portion of the flow is ugid in operating both the
air eductpr and the brine eductor, before being
discharged. overboard. The remaining smaller
portion then transverses the condenser tube
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bundle. From this tube bundle, it enters the
bottom of the evaporator. Feedwater level
within the shell is controlled by an internal
weir-type controller. Unevaporated feed water,
now referred to as brine, Is discharged 'from the
shell, drawn off by the brine eductor, and forced
overboard.

imsTILLATE CIRCUIT

Generated vapor, which if produced 'at
temperatures much below normal atmospheric
boiling point, rises to the upper section of the
shell and passes through a -vapor separator. The
separator, which consists of woven beds of
Monel wire,: causes the vapor to change 'its
direction of motion many times as it passes
through the bed. This highly. active Motion, at a
considerable ve.locity; has the mechanical effect-
of separating moisture from the vapor
thereby produces a dry saturated steam which,

,when it condenses, assures a pure distillate.
Separated moisture, which may contain salt
particles, drips back to the feedwater. Separated
vapor continues its flow to the distillate
condensing section. The vapor is condensed and
its latent heat is absorbed by the feedwater
passing through the tubes. The resultant
distillate, is then drawn off, by the action of the
distillate pump and citculated through the shell
side of tiff: sterilizer/drain cooler, which heats
the distillate to destroy possible contaminants.
Stearn, 6sed as the heating medium, is
condensed in the process and the drains are
cooled before leaving the sterilizer/drain cooler.
Sterilized distillate then circulates to the potable
point. There a three-way solenoid valve
discharges the diStillate .to storage or to waste,
depending upoo its purity. The.solenoid valve
receives its signal from a monitoring salinity cell
iri the distillate cooler discharge line. If the
piesent purity level is exceeded, the salinity
equipment automatially induces a. dumping
actibn in the solenoid valve. Pure distillate is
metered for the quantity stored.

AIR REMOVAL CIRCUIT.

Air and noncondensable vapors enter the
, evaporating plant mainly with feedwater in

which They are disso ed. These gases are
released into the vapor ace of-the unit, aSithe
water eyaporates, and ollect in all parts of the
plant. Air alSo entt through vgious small
leakage points such as pump glands_ and
imperteCt v a c uum join ts. The distillate
condenser, Which is at the lower end of the heat
flow cycle, is the collecting point for most of
these gases because of lower presures existing in
thIt area. CoRection of these- gases hinders
efficient heat trAsfer because of the insulating
blanketing effect on the tubes. To maintain 'high
vacuum. and.efflcie.v.t heat transfer in the f)lant,
the noncondensing gases -tire extracted old
expelled to the atmosphere by an air eductor.
Feed.water, issuing' frOm a nozzle inside the

.eductor, creates a-vacuum and entrains the gases,
compreSses them to a pressure slightly above
atmospheric pressure, and expels them-
overboard.

JAcKET WATER CIRCUIT

The unit has been designed to operate using
jacket water from the 'main propulsion diesels.
The jacket water makes a four-pass flow through
the tube bundle. The first. pass is' through the
upper layers of tubes and accomplishes the
greater part of the evaporation. The jacket water
circuit provides. a' waterflow of 300 gprn at a

. temperature of 180°F to the tube ,bundle.
However, wlien the diesel engines will not
provide sufficient heat, a steam heater and
electriCheater are used.

380

The steam heater, in conjunction with the
electric heater, 'heats the water circulating
through the tube bundle during at-anchor
operation. Jacket water passes through the tubes
of the heater while steam is admitted to the shell
side of the heater raising the temperature of the
circulating 'water to 167°F. The water is then
directed through the electric heater to raise the
temperature to 180°F before it is admitted'. to
the heating tube bundle. A hot waler circulating
.pump provides motiveforce-for,the jacket water
during at-anchoroper.ation. The electric heater is
also located in the jacket water piping and ,is
Used with the steam heater as a supplementary
heater dneing main propulsion diesel warmup
and during, at-anchor operation. The jacket
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water, aftr passing through .the steam heater;
passes
heater.

gh the shell side of the electric

AIR AND BRINE EDUCTORS

Air and brine edu`ctors, mounte:a externally
tO the evaporator shell, are both feedwater
operated. The air uctor prOvides the initial
vacuum necessary unit startup. Once the unit
is in operation, hovkver, its primary function is ,

to remove noncondensables, from the shelb
interior. These noncondensables are then
directed overburd. The brine eductor removes
unevaporated brine from the shell interior after
it passes over the brine duct. The unevaporated
brine is then also directed overboard. The basic
comPonents of each eductor are a Monet
feedwater nozzle and cast bronze feedwater
chest. The nozzle incresases the velocity of
feedwater entering the feedwater chest which, in
the case of the air eduCtor, produco the vacuum
which withdraws noncondensables from 'the
evaporator, and whieh, in the case of the brine
eductor, produces a vacuum which withdraws
nonevaporated

4

MAINT NANCE OF LOWIPRESSURE
DISTILLING PLANTS

.19

Titefull output of a distilling plant can be
maintainq for -relatively long periods without
interruption only if every part of the plant is
kept in proper otlerating condition. This can. be
accomplished by periodic tests, inspections,
cleaning, and maintenance. No strict 'schedule
can be set up, but experience with a particular
installation May indicate the frequency of
testing, inspecting, cleaning, and mainthnance
required for the unit. The following are some of
these maintenance procedures and the
approximate frequency required.

CARE OF HEAT
EXCHANGER SURFACES

The output of the low-Oressure, submersed
tube distilling plant is not reduced appreciably
by_scale deposits on the evaporator tubes until
the tl4osits have, Caused a reduction in

first-effect tube-nest vacuum to 1 or 2 inches of
mercury. When the first-effect tube nest vacuufn
is lost entirely, the reduction in output becomes
very great. Assuming the reduction in vacuum is
due to- sqle and not the result ofl improper
operating ondititinsi the evaporator tubes
MUST be cleaned when the tube-nest vacuum
,approaches zero. To maintain adequate output
the tubes SHOULD- be cleaned when the
first-effect tube-tiest vacuum falls below 3 inches
of mercury.. 1Pr

1

Men the plant is properly operated and
when the evaporator feed is treated, the interval
between cleanings should be:6-inonths or more.

Sa4 water flows inside the distilling
condenser tubes, air ejector condenser, arld
vapor feed heater,. Under some operating
conditions, scale d4osits may accumulate inside
these tubes, ilarticularly in the air s ejector
condenser and the first-effect feed heater. Every
6 months, or why-never the plant is secured for
descaling evaporatof tubes, the.inside surfaces Of
these heat exchanget tubeS'should t inspec,ted
and cleaned if necessary. Neglect, can lead tot
thick scale deposits which will be difficult to
remove.

Scale Prevention

381

Very' -little hard scale should form in a
distilling plant that uses seawater for feed if
feedwater distribution is proper, if steam
pressure.above the orifice is not more than 5 psi,
if a high vacuum is maintained, and if the
density of the brine overboard is not over 1.5
thiLty-seconds.

During nomal operating conditions, scale
depositg will form at a certain rate on the
distilling plant evaporator tubes. The rate of
scaling depends upon the concentration of
suspended matV anil carbonates present in the
seawater or freshwater used to_feed the distilling
plant. However, the important point to -

remember is that eksessive scaling of the
evaporator tubes can be caused by improper
operation of the distilling plant.

,The scale deposits increase as the density of
the brine increases in the last-effect -shell_Th. e
brine, concentration is dependent mainly upon
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the quantity of brine pumped overboard and
upon .the amount of freshwater produced. If the
brine concentration is too high, the rate of

,

scaling of the evaporator tubes will increiSe and.
the quality of the distillate may be impaired.

To retard the formation of scale on
evaporator tubes and to minimize priming;
solutions are continuously injected into the
evaporators.

A chemical compOund known as PD-8,
iformerly called Hagevap replaces cornstarch and
boiler compound for the treatment of
evaporator feewater and has been accepted as
the Navy STANDARD. FEED TREATMENT
COMPOUND. PD-8 has proved to be superior
because of its ability to prevent the formation of

'scale. PD-8 increases the productiorr oPdistilled
water by decreasing the amount of time that
plants must be shut down for cold shocking and
scale rem6rai.

P0-8 is composed of polyohosphates,
lignins, and antifoarn agenis. The
polyphosphates combine with the scale-fomiing
particles in seawater, while the lignins keep the
resulting solids dispersed and suspended. The
antifoaming agents prevent foaming and help
preventscale..

Proportioning pump and tank assemblies,
availale frofn the ship's parts Siipply segment of
the naval supply system, consist of a 30-gallon
mixing tank with a cipacity of 24 gallons'
top to bottom 04" the gage glass and a simplex
dupltlx.,proportioning pump with a maximum
capacity of 2.5 gallons per hour per pump. Some
assemblies may differ ip the capacity of tank
and/or pump. Installation instructions have been
issued in SHIPALTS'for all classes of ships that
use low-pressure, submerged tube or vertical'
basket type distilling plants. The PD-8 system is
installed in some ips when the ship'is built-.

Dissolve the required .aMount of PD-8, by,
stirring, in a bucket of warm water at a
terntperature not to exceed 100°F. Dump this
concentrated solutidn into4he 30-gallon mixing
tank, add enough cold water to 'dilute the
solution to a to/al. of 24 gallons, then stir the

'#

mixture thoroughly, to
solution. This mixing and
while the -pump continues
operating evaporator.

ensure a Lunform
,dilution can be done
th deliver PD-8 to the

Mee

The simplex pump consists of one pimp and
One, motor. The duplex pump consists of two
pumps, driven by one motor, seived by..the same
mixing tank. Duplex pumps may serve two
distilling plants ONLY when the two plants have
the same capacity and when these two distilling
plants are located in the, same compartment. In
all other cases simplex pumps Must be installed.

With either the simplex or duplex pump, the
length of the stroke determines the pump
capacity. The stroke is adjusted but is never set
at less than 20% because accuracy of the
injection rate and lubrication of the pump
plunger will be affected. If possible, the pump
Stroke (or strokes on a duptex pump) should be
set to erripty the mixing tank, from the top to
the bottom Of the gage glass, in exactly, 24
hours. If this rate of injection should'require a
pump stroke of less than 20%, then the stroke
should be set to empty the tank iri less than 24
hours, preferably in 12 or 8 hoursio4nable pasy
establishment of a routine for refilling. However,
if the time is 12 hours, the solution will contain
only half the amount of PD-8 required for a
24-hour period, and the, tank must be filled
twice a day If the period of time for emptying
th e mixing ta k is 8 hours, the solution will
contain only the required daily amount, and
the.tank must be filled three times each day.

If the pump stroke must be changed, the
setting can be made from the indicator scale
mounted op the crank arm and verified by '
checking th amount of time required to empty
the mixing; ank. The indicator scale is calibrated
from 0 to 10. If the pump has a maxintum
capacity o 7 gph, setting the indicator pointer
on 5 will r sult in a .delivery of 3 1/2 gph. II)
change tI stroke, stop the pump ancWoosen the
crankpin lo,cknut. Watch the pointer on the
indicator wale, and turn the adjusting screw the
required amount...Tighten the crankpin locknut
and restart the pump. Check the time required
to empty the tank and reset the pump stroke if
necessary.

C.' 382
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A vacuum drag ipjection line, used when the
proportiv5r pump fails, runs from the mixing.
tank to a point downstream (vacuum side) of
the feed control valve. A needle valve in the line
allows the operator to make relatively fine

Niiijustrnents,in the amount of solution allowed
to flow intO the evaporator.

For submerged tube and basket-tm
fling plants, PD-8 should be injecte'd into the .

evapo tor feed system at a rate not to exceed 1
pound per 10,000 gallons per day distilling plant
output. This sate of injection is required during
the entire time the plant is -in operation. A'
4,000-od plant requites 4/10 of a pound fOr a
24-hour period. Two 12,000-gpd plants reqUire
the same- quantity as a 24,000-gpd plant, or 2.4
pounds per day.

The injection rate of 1 pound per 10,00b
gallons per day is a maximum figure; the Most
effective figure will probably be closer, to 3/4
pound., To find the best Nute, reduce the

amount of PD-8 for each batch. Each Mixture
'Could he tried for a week and if nO scare is
found on the evaporator tubes the amount of
PD-8 can be reduced further. If scale 'forms
during this trial, it will gradually crack off when
the proper injection rate ks established. TIte
brine overboard density should alwaystremain ekt
1:5 thirty-seconds as the density will influence
the effectiveness of the PD-8.

PD-8 feed treatment has proven beneficial
for units with more- than two itages. In a
50,000-gpd flash type distilling .plant, 6.0
pounds of PD-8 should be injected per 24-hour
peripd.

The effectiveness of the PD-8 treatment ,can
be checked by observing the shell thrnpelature in
the feedwater heater. Changes in ffe shell
temperatitre, with the same rate . of feedwater'
flow, indicate changes in the resistince in the
heat path between the steam and thefeedwater.
Increases in the shell temperature indicate a
15uildup of either scale or PD-8 sludge; the cause
can be determined by inspecting the feedwater
heater.

In accordance with,- PI' Maintenance
System, the mixing tank s oul b drained to
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S.

,the bilge§ and flushed out with freshwater
weekly or more often if necessary, to prevent
sludge frOm accumulating in the tank.

,

Scale Removal

As pieviously stated in this chapter, the
evaporator tubes of a gubmgrgeld tube type 'unit
MUST be cleaned when the first-effect tube-nest
vacuum approaches zero. The vertical-basket
typeunit should be cleanel when steam pressure,
of 4 psig or more is required in the firSt-effect
steam chest to produce rated capacity. Tlie
flash-ty/Se unit will require cleaning when steam
presiure ce--4 pslig is required in the evaporator
feedwater heater. Assuming these reductions in
capacity are due to scale and ,not the results of
improper operation, an approved cleaning
rpethod should be used to remove the scale. The,
fbilowing are some of the approved scale
removal methods.

CHILL SHOCKING.The first-effkt tube
nest, in which the temperature of the tube nest
is near that of the steam supply, tends to scale
up mom quickly than other parts of the plant.
To combat this scale, some method of CHILL
SHOCKING (COLD SHOCKING). the tubes is,
generally prOvided. This is don'e ly draininf
brine from all shells, then reflooding thern by
means of a hose line connected to a. flushing
pipe or 'flooding connection on the shell. This
reflooding chills the tube-nest bundles. Steam is
then quickly admitted into the tubes, causing
differential expansion and contragtion which
.breaks the scale loose from the tubes.

V

If a feed treatment is not used, the distilling-
plant should be chilishocked ,dally. If the, Navy
standard feed treatment is used, daily chill
shocking may be desirable; however, longer
intervals are satisfactory.

Chill shocking a subnierged-tube evaporator
is done as follows:

1. Secure the steam supply to the
firsl-effect tube nest, the tube-nest drain pump
and its discharge valve, the distillate pump, and
the fieshwater pump.
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2. Open the emergency circulating.iwater
overboard valve at the outlet from the air ejector
condenser, and secure the first-effect feed valve.

43. Open wide all interstage feed valves. In
plants that have shell drain or pump-out lines
connected to the brine pump suction unlock and
open wide the valves in these lines.

4. Piimp out the brine from all evaporator

5. Connect a h.osAine to the flushing pipe
or flooding connection.

6. Open the hose (water supply) valve to
spray or flood the evaporator shells until the
tubes in all evaporator shells are fully
'submerged.

7_ Secure the hose valve and again pump
out all evaporator shells.

8. Flood all shells again until the tub/q in
all shOls are submerged. This second flooding is

_to lower the tube bundle temperature as much
as possible. When the tubes are fully submerged,
secure the hose valve arid open quickly the
stelun supply valve to the fiefteef tube. nest.
Tlie flow of steam will- be restricted somewhat
by ,the orifice, it' installed, and shOuld _be
increased by loa ing the weight-loaded
regul ting valve to pr duce not mori than 10
psig essure above the orifice. After the plant
has wa ied up, cut the pressure back to normal.

9. Stall the pumps and regulate the water
levels as neceswary to put the plant in steady
operation.

10. If the plarit is one ot' the earlier
installatio'ns that has chill shocking and spraying
Water supply from the fire and flushing main,
disconnect the hose line from the flooding or
flushing connection to protect the evaporator
shells .from possiNe excessive pressure.- Such
installations should be changed to use the
distilling condenser circulating water pump
discharge at the earliest opportunity.

flandhole plates are provided on the bottom
of the evaporator shells for the rentoval of scale
which has flushed off the tubes,

I -

MFClIANWAI. CITANING-. fliis type of
cleaning should be used only as a last
resort -.chemical c,rean first. The capacity of a
distilling plant is not appreciably reduced by
scale deposits On the evaporator tubes until tlib

deposits have ca ed the first-effect vacuum to
, be reduced to 1-o 2 inches of rnercuin

scale deposits cause ;the vacuum to approach
zero, the tubes 'MUST be cleaned to keep -the
plant operating at its maximum efficiency. When
the plant is properly operated and the feedwater
is treated, the'interval between cleanings should
be 6 months or longer. The evaporator tube nest
must_berlhdrawn from the shell for cleaning,4
Lifting g suitable-4o the type of ipstallation is
usually prov ded for removing the tube nest.

Submerged Tube Type.---Some evaporators
or distXng plants have an overhead trolley froin
which -the tube ,nest may be suspended for
cleaning. Anothel-type has tracks and roller
brackets which bolt to the front head of the
tube nest. Chain falls' can be used to handle the
tube nest in small installaticos,

When,the tube nest is withdrawn .beyond the
support plate, the tube-nest stop should be
bolted in place to prevent accidental-dropping of
the rear head. The tubes are cleaned with 4 light
scaling tool operated by -a ligtt air hammer. It
should 'be .held against, the tuie with moderate
pressure, and moved over the entire length of
the tube. Every tube in the nest must be

.

oieaned, as missing one will impairVe output of
the 'plant and:also make cleaning-more difficult
in the future.

NEVER use a torch for descaling a tube nest
made up of siraight tubes. The expansion and
contraction caused by the heat may cause* the
tubes to loosen at their joints.

After cleaning the tubes, apply a hydrostatic .

test of -50 psi' to the bundle before replaciYig it
within the shell.

When the evaporator tubes are pulled for
--cteaning, he distillate condenser,' air ejector
condense , and the vapor feedheaters should he
inspected and cleaned, it' necessary. Under sonic
co perating conditions, scale :deposits may
liccumulate in these, tubes, particularly in the air
ejector condenser and the first-effect feed
hedter. .-

-Phe ,distillate condenser on Soloshell plants
must he removed for- inspection and .cleaning.
On other types of plants the distillate condenser
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can be imPected and deizje by rem cying ere
heads. at both -ends. The aUiidensers

Con all Muth can' be ,cleaned tiy removing 'both
. ;hods'. = sthe -,valier feed , heater . tubes on

'iractically all designs inust be. kmovecr for
cleanirt .

These tube nests" are 'ple'anedby meansmof :the
extended -shank- drill, .driven by. a reversible
motor, at 2.5D of 300 rpm., Qr by Standafd
tube-cleaning equipment adapted for use With
5/8-inell'outide diameter condenser tubes.'

Flash-Type.-- In th:e flash-type distilling
..plant, scale formation is Teduced to ominimum
because- the feed is heated undet.preSsure, which
.prevents boiling, and, vapor is formed by, free
.ffashing under vacuum. The 'wilt exchanger
tUbeS require periodic. Cleaning. The tube sheet
outer surfaces and tube interiors of the distilling
condensers, air ejector condensers, eVaporator
feedwater heater, and distillate cooler are
acce%ible when the front and rear water boNes
are removed. An electric or air-driven cleaning
tivol may then be pushed through the- tubes to
re`Move scale deposits.

C HEM ICAL CLEANING.Che.mical
clean.ing has proven to 1,5e faster, more
econorniclil, more effective, anctiess detrimental
to evaporator parts than mechahical,cleanink-FrrN
chemical cleaning, a heated, diluted acid
solution is Lirculated through the saltwater
circilits of the system. The two acids most
commonly used are hydrochloric and sulfamic.
In using these' acids which may -Se harmful. to, ,

personnel, OBSERVE THE SAFETY
PRE:('ALA-IONS AND FOLLOW THE--
PROCEDURES um') in chapter- 531
(9580-11) of NA VSIfIPS'' TechnicalManual.

114rochloric acid conies in 144 form and
presents hazards in handling and storingt The use
of hydrochloric acid is authorized ONLY when
properly supervised .by qualified naval shipyard
personnel, NEVER by ship's force alone.

.Sulfamic acid comes in .powdereff form anci
is safe for storage aboard ship, when stored in
the original containers: The use of sulfamic acid
is authorized under the supervision of qualified
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'Wilder Or yiaval __shipyard- persiMpel...Ai the
diseretieui ot_type
zilay be authorized "to_earry sulfamie aid, and
cleahigg be_. pe,rformed .§y
pecsonnel tn the' ship'S crew.. Cleaning an be
accofirplished b'y pasiing 507galloii. slugs : of
solutioh through -the feed and -.brine systenis
while the plaril is in opeiatiOn. A 5splution-
opntaining lC10 ggllons of seawateeof freshwater 4
and. 50..podnds Of silifamic acid -powder can be
injected into ;lie diitilling plant in tWo ways: by
taking feed pump,.suction thr9ugh a hosei-valve
assiambly direetly" frOm - a container ,of. ?cid
solution or by using the plant vacuum to diaw in
the solution. RegardleSs bf the method of
injection used, the sohition shoul0 be injected as
rapidly aS possible; The rittillhig plant should
remain in operation 'so the solution will be
heated as it passes through. -The planmay be
unbalanced by interi:ruptions in flow but will
settle down quickly when the feedwater flow is
again c4)Ntant.;

Careless handling of the acid solution can
resuilt in injury to personnel and equipment. The
chemicals ire harmful to the eyes and sldn. If
"Joss ib le the chemicals should be handled by
mechanical means rather thari manually;"
protective' clothing should be worn atall times
during cleaning operations.,

Chapter . 573 I' :(4?!80-1I) of NAVWIPS'
Teclinical Mantial, has a conwlete list of Safety
precautions and ptocedures: which must be
carefully followed when "fhemically cleaning'
distilling plant tubes.

TESTING FOR '-

SALTWATER LEAKS

5

If a leak is detected in a heat exchanger, the
defective tube(s) should e located by an air test
or a hydrostatic test, in accordance with the
recommended procedure in the 'manufacturer's
instructions. Bluiwrints should also be used to
study the* cc;nstruction details of the individual
heat exchanger.

As soon as a leaky tube has been located, it
should he plugged at both ends. Special
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, .
composition plugs, whieh are prpviOd hi flip tube-! nests.,7'4,istillitc 'ebndensers on Solosliell ,,-

4

,Allow4nc-e of repair parts,. shbuld be.used.' end-pull plant9, the bundle -must be willigrawn
. t Since pltiming the tubes reduces th'e amount aittl a hydrbstatic test at full pressure (50 psi)

of:beating surface, theeat L!xchanger will fail to niOt be apphed on the tube side.
.give satisftetdry perrokmance after a nainbel- of If a leak 'occurs in a'iNgSTREMOVABLE

. 'tubes have .keen titigged. It Will ,then beçothe , 4 TUBE BUNDLE (distillate ftooler, air ejector
'n&essary to,,retUbe the 1qat, exchanger. Under ; cOndensv,,external vapor .feed,heaters.), the tube
nt5rtiial. conditions, 'this : work should : t3. nest `cove mustbe. readved, Wid the filll test
accdmillished by a naval shipyard or tender. witssure k50 psi) must beapplied on the 'shell
however,, repair Parts itn.t.,La- munber of -special' s)de of theuniti

.tools are irttluded in the Shili's Allowance List- If '.a- nonrernovable .' distillate condenser.-.so. that 'emergency rqpairs. can 13.E! made to the ._: bUnclie is within an vaporator shell, the tube
hqat exchangers and to other parts of thee . nest covers must ibe removed and a full test
distilling plant. , . . . -41 . pressure of 3.0 psi should be applied to the

To find which tube (kii"-ithin a REMOVABLE . evaporator shell. .

TUBE ,BUNDLE is leaking, it is neessary to test If the 'distillate condenser is fitted, With athe individUal bundles hydrostatically. If the" . ,. diaphragm-tube (Goub6rt) 'expansion joint; aleak is in a removable buttale (vapor feed heaters test ring will be required to replace the tube nestwhen within an evaporator - shell, evaporator ,00yer for testing.
.,

.,
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REFRIOERATION

As an Engineman, ou must have a
knowledge of refrigeration d air conditioning
systems. From practical ex rience, you "will
learn how to start, operate, stand watch on, and
securetthese systems. To do your job properly,
you must have a thorough understanding of the
operating principles of refrigeration systems.
You can attain this understanding through
study.

The refrigeration systems most commonly
Used by the Navy use R-12 as a refrigerant.
Chemically, R-12 is dichlorodifluoromethane
(CC12 F2 ). R-12 has such a low boiling point that
it cannot exist as a liquid unless it is confined in
a container designed for pressum. R-12 alSo has
several advantages; it is practically nontoxic,
nonflammable, nonexplosive, and noncorrosive
and does not poison or contaminate foods. The
information in this chapter is primarily
concerned with R-12 systems. Howawer; the
cycle of operation .and the main components of
R-12 systems are basically the same for other

4refrigeration and air conditioning plants.

FUNDAMENTALS OF
REFRIGERATION

Refrigeration is a g*neral term that describes._
the process of removing heat from spaces,
objects, or materials and maintaining them at
temperatures below the temperature of the
sur ro u n ding atmosphere. To produce a
refrigeration effect, the material to be cooled
needs only to be exposed to ipicolder object or
environment; the heat will flow in its
NATURAL directionthat is, from the warmer

'then, usually means an artificial way of lowering
the temperature. Mechanical refrigeration is a
mechanical system or apparatus so designeckand
constructed .that, through its function, heat is
transferred from one substance to another.

You will more readily understand
refrigeration if you know the relatiOnshipi
among teinperature, pressure, and volume, and
how pressure affects liquids and gases.

HEAT
(

The purpose of refrigeration is to maintain
spaces at low temperatures. Reinember,
however, that you cannot cool anything by
adding coolness to, it; you have to REMOVE
HEAT from it. Refrigeration, therefore, is a
process of cooling by removing heat.

Heat and Temperature

p It is important to distinguish between heat
and temperature. HEAT is a. form of energy.
TEMPERATURE is the intensity of heat. The
quantity or amount of heat energy in a
substance is measured in BRITISH THERMAL
UNITS (Btu). The Btu iS the amount of heat
required to raise the temperature of 1 pound of
.pure water 1°F. Temperature, as you know, is
measured in degrees which indicate the intensity
of the heat in a given substance; it does not
indicate the number of Btu's in the substance.
For example, let's consider a spoonful of very
hot water and a bucketful of warm water. Which
has the higher temperature? Which hag more
heat? The heat in the spoonful of hot water is
more intense; therefore, its temperature is

material to the colder material. Refrigeration, higher. The bucketful of warm water has more
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Btu (more heat energy), but i s heat is less
intense.

Sensible Heat and Latent Heat

In the study of refrigetation, you must
distinguish between sensible-heat and latent
heat. Sensible- heat is the heat absorbed or given
off by a substance that is-NOT in the process of
changing its physical state. When a.sUbstance is
not in the process of changing its state, the':
ad&ition or removal of heat. alviays,causes a
Change in the temperature .of the' subtance.
Sensible heat,,can be sensed, otmeastired with a
therMometer.

Latent heat is the,heat absorbed or given off
by a substance while it ischanging its physical
state. When a substance is in:!process of changing
its physical state, the heat abSorbed or given off
does NOT cause a temperature change in the
substancethe heat is latent or hiddent In other
wards, sensible hek is the heat that affects the
temperature of things; *latent heat is the heat
that affects the physical state of things. Yon will
find more information on sensible heat and
lat en t heat in chapter 3 of Fireman,
NAVEDTRA 10520.

Specific Heat

. Substances vary with respect to their ability
to absorb or lose heat. The ability of a substance
to' absorb heat or to lose it is:known as the
specific heat of the substaThee. The specific heat
of water is 1.0 (1 Btu/lb/°F), and the specific
heat of each other substance is measured by
comparison with this.standard. Thus, if it takes
only 1/2 Btu to raise the

. temperature of 1
Nund of a substance 1°F, the specific heat of
that substance' is 0.5, or one-half the 'specific
heat of water. If you look up the specific heat of
ice in a table, you will find it , to be
approximately 0.5.

Heat Flow

Heat flows only from objects of higher
temperature to objects of lower temperature.
When two objects at ifferent temperatures are
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placed near each ther, heat will flow from the
warmer Object tc the. cooler 4flie until *both
objects are at the sanle tem'perature. Heat flow,
takes place at. a gr ater rate when there is a large
ternNrature difference limn when there is only a
slight temperxhire difference. As the
temperature difference approache zere,-411e'1iate
of heat flow also approacheserb. Heat flow
may take place by radiation, by Conduction, by
convection, or by some combinatiOn of theie
methods._

Refrigeration Top

The unit of' measure for the amount of heat
(emoved is known as the refrigeration tem. The
capacity of a refrigeration unit is usually stated
in refrigeration tons. 4The_ refrigeration ton is
based on the cooling effeZI of 1 ton (,000
pounds) of ice at 32°F:melting in 24 hourS. The
latent heat of fusion of ice (or water) is 144 Btu.
Therefore, the number of Btu's required to melt
I ton of ice is 144 X 2,000.= 288,000. The
standard refrigeration ton is defined as the
transfer of 288,000 Btu in 24 hours. On an
hourly b4s, the refrigeration ton is 12,000 Btu
per hour (V88,000 is divided by 24).

The :refrigeration ton is the standard unit of
measure used to designate the heat-removal
capacity of a refrigeration unit. It is not a
measure of the ice-making capacitY of a
machine, since the amount of ice that can be
made depends on the initial temperature of the
water and other factors. 1,

PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE,
AND VOLUME

As stated earlier, it is impor'tant ,that you
understand some of the ways pressure affects
liquids and gases, and some of the relationships
between" pTessure, tdmperature, and vdiume in
gases. .

The boiling 'point of any liquid varies
according *to the pressure on the liquid 7the
higher the pressure, the higher the boiling point.
It is well to remember that condensing a gas to a
liquid is just the revers process of boiling a
liquid until it vaporize and that the same

,
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pressure and temperature.. relajionship isfrequired
to produce either change of state.

'Water boils at 80°F under a vacuum of 29
inches of mercury and at 4809°F at a presure of
600 psig. Refrigerants used in vapor compressor
cycle epuipment usually have much.. lower
bailing . points than water, under any given
pressures, but 'these boiling pOints also vary
according to pressure: R-12, for exarnple, boils
at -21°F at atmo§pheric pressure; at 0°F at 9.17
psig; at 50°F at 46.69 psig; and at 100°F tit
116.9 psig. From these figures; you can see thPt
R-1 t cannot , exist as a liquid at ordinary
temperatures unless it is confined in.a container
to maintain its own pressure.

It' the temperature of a liquid is raised to the
boiling point corresponding to its pressure and if
application of heat ...is continued, the liquid
begins to boil and vaporize. The vapor that is
formed remains at the same -temperature as the
boiling liquid,,as tong as it is in contact with the
liquid. A vapor CANNOT be,superheated.as long
as it is in contac'twith the liquid from which it is
being generated.

The pressure-teniperature-volume
relatiOnships of gases are expressed by Boyle's
law, Charles' law, and the general-,gas law or
equation .

BOYLE'S LAW states that t1,11:Nolume .of
any dry gas varies inversely with its absolute
pressure, provided the temperature remains
constant. This law may.also be expressed as

,where
original a
and 1'2 its

V1l = V2 Pi

s the original volume of the gas, P i s
solute pressure, V2 its new vol me,
iew absolute pressure.

CHARLES' LAW states that the volum of a
gas is directly proportional to its abs lute
temperature, provided* the pressure is pt
constant. The.equation for this law is

V1 T2 V2TI

expresses the interrelationship of the volume,'
t he absolute Pressure, and the absolute
temperature of gasess. The ge ieral gas law is

t. expressed by

-Ply' P2v2-7-- -17-7 .

These equations indicate the nature of the
interrelationship of the pressure, the volume,
and the temperatun of any gas. You probably
will not find it necessary to use the equations
themselves, but you should have a thorough
understianding of the principles which they
express. Let's summarize them:

1. When temperature is held constant,
'ncreasing the pressure on a gas causes a

portional decrease in volume; decreasing the
prissure causes a proportional increase in
volume.

2. When pressure is held constant,
increasing the teniperature of a gas causes a
proportional increase in volume; decreasing the
temperature causes aiproportibnal decrease in
volume.

3. When the volume is held constant,
increasing the temperature of a gas causes a
'proportional inbrease in pressuTe; decreasing the
temperature causes a proportional decrease' in
pressure.

In this discussion of the effects of pressure
on a gas, we have poind out that the volume
and tho temperature of gas are different AFTER
the pressure has-been changed. It is important to .

note, however, that a temperature change
normally occurs in a gas WHILE the pressure is
being changed. Compressing a gas raises its
temperature; allowing a gas to expand lowers its
temperatUre. As you will see, this fact is of
importance in the refrigeration cycle.

THE GENERAL GAS_ EQL/ATION
combines Boyle's law and Charles' law, and

3.89

MECHANICAL
FRIGERATION SYSTEMS

a
Various types of refrigerating systems are

used for, naval shipboard refrigeration and'air
conditioning. The 'one most generally employed

'0



% refrigerant such as brine or cargo refrigeration
and freshwater .for air conditioning application.

,,.... The vapor compre'ssivn' cycle with
reciproCating compressors using R-12 is used for
most naval refrigerating. plants. Figure 18 gives
a general idea of this type refrigeration le. A.,
y011 situdy this system, try to,understan what

' happens to the refrigerant as it passes thro
each, part of the cycle. In particular.-be sure that ,

...you understand why the refrigerant changes
_from liquid to vapor a.nd from' vapor to liquid,
....

and what Mppens in terms of heat because of
these changes of state. It will be telpful to trace
the .refrigerant through its entire cycle,
beginning with the, thermostatic expansion valVe.

ENGINEMAN 3 & 2

. .

for refrigeration purposes is tliev vapor
compression cyCle with reciprocating
compressors. Vapor com.pression cycle

. refrigerating systems .;rfth centrifugal
cothpressors (described in ;chapter 10). arr
oftentimes used for air conditfoning. Centrifugal
units are generally used to cool a secondary

Liquid refrigerant enters the expansion valve
from the high-Oressure 'side of the system and
passe.s through an orifice, which reduces the
pressure of the refrigerann Due to the reduction
in pressure, the liquid refrigerant begins to boil
and to flash into vapor.

From the thermostatic expansion valve, the
refrigerant passes into the cooling coil (or
evaporator). The boiling point of the refrigerant
under the low pressure in the evaporator is
about 20°F lower than the temperature of the
space ih which the cooling coil is installed. As
the liquid boils and vaporizes, it picks up its
latent heat of vaporization from the
surrour;lings, thereby removing heat from the
space. The refrigerant continues to absorb latent
heat of vaporization until all the liquid has been
vaporized. By the time the refrigerant is ready to
leave the cooling coil, it has not only absorbed
this latent heat of vaporization, but has also
picked up some additional hear-that is, the
Vapor ha's become superheated*: As a rule, the
amount of superheat is 4° to 12°F

The refrigerant leaves the evaporator as
low-pressure superheated vapor, hay* absorbed
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heat and thus cooled the space to .the desired
temperature.. The remainder of the cycle is
concerned witti disposing of this lieat and
converting the refrigerant back into a liquid
state so that i can again vaporize in' the
evaporator and thus again absorb the heat.

The low-pressure 'superheated vapo'r is drawn
out of the evaporator by the compressor, v.vhiclif
also keeps the refrigerant circulating through the
system. In the coMpTessor oylinders, the
refrigerant is compressed from a low-pressure;
low-temperature vapor to a high-pressure vapor,
and its temperature rises accordingly.

Th'e high-pressure R-12 vapor is discharged
from. the compressor into the condenser. Here
the refrigerant condenses, giving up its superheat
(sensible heat) and its latent heat of
condensation to the ambient air in an air-cooled

'condenser or the cooling water in'a water-cooled
condenser. The refrigerant,: still at high pressure,
is now 'a liquid again.

From the condenser, the refrigerant flows
into a receiver which serves as a storage place for

. the liquid refrigerant in the system. From the
receiver, the refrigerant goes to th t mostatic
expansion valve, and the cycle-begi s again.

This type of refrigeration syst has two
pressure,. sides. The LOW-PRESSU E SID
extends from, the orifice of the thermostatic
expansion valve up to and including the 4ntake
side of the compressor cylinders. The:
HIGH-PRESSURE SIDE extends from the.
discharge valve of the compressor to the
thermostatic expansion valve. Figure 18-2 shows
most of the components on the high-pressure
side of an R-12 system, as actually installed
ahoard ship.

MAIN PARTS OF THE
R-12 SYSTEM

The main parts of an R-12 refrigeration
system are shown diagrammatically in figure
18-3. The primary components of the system are
the thermostatic expansion valve, the
evaporator, the compressor. the cbndenser, and
the receiVer. Additional equipment required to
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Figure 18-1.--Schematic representation of R-12 refrigeration cycle.
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Figure18-2.High-prouure side of.11-12 installation aboard ship.
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inpletc the platit includes piping, pressure
gages, thermometers, various types of control
switches and control valves, strainers, relief
vaIves, sight-floW indicators, dehydrators, and
charging conritctions.

s

In the following discussion, we will deal with
the R-12 system as though it had only one
eva ator, one compressor, and one condenser.
As , can see from figure 18-3 however, a
reff tion gystem may (and usually does)
include more than one evaporator, and it may
include additional compressor afid condenser
units.

Thelmosta tic txpansion Valve

The t her mogatic expansion valve is
essentially a reducing valve" between the
high-pressure side 'and the low-pressure side of
_ttvi system. The valve is designed to regulate the
rate at which the refrigerant enters the cooling
coil in proportion to the rate of evaporation of
the liquid refrigerant In the coil; the amount
depends; of course, on the amount of heat being
removed from the refrigerated space.

A thermal control bulb fox the thermost4tic
expansion valve is clamped ehc, cooling coil,
near the outlet.. The bulb contains' R-12. Contfol
tubing connects(the bulb with the area above the
diaphragm in the thermostatic expansion Valve.
When the tenvralare at the coRtrol 'bulb rises,
the R-12 expands and transmits iiPressure to the
diaphragm:* this causes the diaphragm to be
nioled downward, thus opening the valve and
allowing more refrigerant to enter the cooling

il. ,Whek .the-temperalure at the control bulb
thelfressure above the diaphragm decreases.

4nd the' valve' tends to close. 'Thus, the
temPerature !lair die evaporator outlet controIrs
the operation of the thermostatic expahsion
Valve.

Evapora t or

The eva rator consists-of a cdil of 'copper,
aluminum, or aluminum alloy tubingtinstalled in
the %space _to be refrigerated. Figure 18-4
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illustrates some of this etubing. As mentioned
before the liquid ft-12 enters the tubing at a
very much reduced pressure and, therefore, with
a veryeinuch lowered :boiling point In passing
through the expansion ,valve, part of' the
reffigeran ils and vaporizes, Ldue ro the
reduced pressu , and the remaining liquid'
refrigerant is cooled to its boiling point. Then, as
.the refrigerant passes through the evaporator,
the heat flowing to the coil from the
surrounding air causes the rest of the liquid.
refrigerant to boil and vaporize: After the
refrigerant has absorbed itslatent .heat of
vaporization (that afteV it is entirely
vaporized), the refrigerant continues to absorb
heat until it becomes superheated by
approximately 10°F. the amount of superheat
is determined by the anlount of liquid
refrigerant adthitted to the evaporator; and this,
in turn, is controlled by die spring adjustment of
the ttermostatic expansion valve!' A temperature
range of 40 tO 12°F of superheat is considered
desirable because it Increases the efficiency of
the plant and because it evaporates all of the
liquid, thus preventing liquid carryover into the
compressor.

Compressor,

The , compressor in a refrigeration system is
essentially a pump. It is used to pump heat
"uphill" ,frorh the cold side to the--t side pf
the system.

The heat absorbed by the refrigerant in the
evaporator must be rem-oved before the
refrigerant -can again absorb latent heat. The
only way the Vaporized refrigerant can bp-made
to give up the Aatent heat of vaporization that it
absorbed in the evaporator is by cooling and
condensing it. Because of the relatively, high
temperature of the available coaling. medium,
the ally way to make the vapor condense is by
first compressing it.

The vapor drawn into the compressor is at
Very low Pressure and verY low temperature. In,
'the compressor, both the pressure and the
temperature are Faised. Since' an increase in
pressure causes a proportional rise in-
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Figur. 18-4.Ev?porator tubing.

temperature and:since tke condensation point of
_any vapor is dependent onfthe pressure, raising
the preSsure of rthe vaporized. refrigerant

rovides 11 A condensation temperature high
pough tà permit the use of saawater as. the
ondensing and cooling.' 'medium. The-,

... .mpressor raises the pressure of..the vaporized
refrigerant vsuffic:tently high to permit
cdndensation'to take lnace in the condenser.

I'
In addition to this primary function,' the

compressor also keeps the refrigerant circulating
and maintain's the .required pressure difference
bet ween the high-prewre_ side and the
lbw-pressure si"de of the sysiem, .v

Many diffe ent ty$es of compretsors' are
used in refri ation systems. The design's of
compressors vary depending on the application
of the refrigerants used' in the system. Figure
I 875 shows a motor-driven, single-acting,
two-cylinder, reciprocating compressor such as is
comMonly used in naval refrigeration plants. -

Compressors used, in R-12 systems may-be
lubricated either by 'pressure lubrication or br
splash lubrication. Splash lu rication, which
depends on maintaining a fairly-high oil.level in
the compresSor4;rankcase,.is usually satiifactory
fOr smaller coinpressors. High speed or large

(Nacity compressors use pressure lubrica ion
1,

systems.

SHAFT SEALS.Where the crankshaft
.extencts through the crankcase, a leakproof seal
must be maintained to prevent the refrigerant
from escaping_ and also to ....prevent air from
entering the crankcase when the pressure in the
crankcase "is lower., than the surrounding
atmospheric pressure,7 This is accomplished by
crankshaft seal asslemblies. There are. several
types of seals such as the rotary sear, the
stationary, bellows, the rotating bellows, and the
diaphragm.

The rotary seal'shown in figure 18-6 consiSts
ofa stationary cover plate and gasket,a rotating
askeiqly which, includes a carbon'ring, a
neoprAi se,41, /a compression spring, and
compression waasheh. The sealing points are (a)
betweelithe crankshaft and the rotating carbon
ringl and sealed by a neoprene ring, (b) between,
the *rotating carbon riniKand the cover plate and
sealed by lapped surfaee'S, arid (c)-between the
cover plate and the crankcase and Sealed by a
Metallic gasket. The seal is adjusted by adding or
remciving metal washers between the crankshaft
shoulder and the shaft seal coinpression spring.

A stationary b1lows seal is illustrated in
figure 18-7.. It consists of a bellows clamped to
the compressor housing at one end to form a
seal against a rotating shaft seat collar on the
other. TfIe sealing points are (a) betWeen. the
cirankcase and. the bellows and sealed by the
covet plate gasket, (b) bqtween Ike crankshaft
'and the shaft seal collar and sealed by a
neoprene gasket, and (c) between the surface of
the/bellows nose and the sur ace of the seal
collar and sealed by lapped urfaces. The

I Stationary bellows seal is facto et for proper
tension and should not be alter

The rdtating bellows seals, ,figure 18-8,
sists of a bellows clamped to 'the crankshaft

at one end to form a seal against a stationary,.
, removable shaft seal shoulder on the other erid.

The sealing points are located (a) between the
crankshaft. and bellows,and sealed by a shaft seal
-clamping nut, (b) between the removable shaft
seal shoulder and the crankcase and sealed by a
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LEFT CYLINDER
1.1

ON THE DOWNSTROKE OF THE PISTON, THE
DISCHARGE VALVE CLOSES, AND THE PRESSURE
ABovE THE PISTON AND THE SUCTION VALVE
DiSCS DROPS BELOW THE SUCTION (CRANKCASE)
PRESSuRE

#2
THE REDuCTION IN PRESSURE CAUSES
THE SUCTION VALVES TO LIFT OPEN
AND ALLOWS VAPOR TO PASS INTO THE
CYLINDER ABOVE THE PISTON.

SUCTION
PbRT
SCREEN 117.:\

,4t

RIGHT CYLINDER

#1
ON THE UPSTROKE, THE PISTON COMPRESSES

THE VAPOR WHICH IN TURN. CLOSES THE
SUCTION VALVES. THE PRESSURE INCREASES A$

THE PISTON RISES UNTIL IT EXCEEDS THE
CONDENSING PRESSURE.

412
THIS iNCREASE IN PRESSURE OPENS

.THE DISCHARGE VALVES ALLOWING THE
p COMPRESSED VAPOR TO PASS INTO THE

CONDENSER

DISCHARGE
VALVE

OUTLET

\

vALVE LIFTER ,

PIN AND SPRING

a

VALVE LIFTER
PIN AND SPRING

Figure 18-5.Reciprocating compressor.

neoprene gasket, and (c) between the bellows
nose piece and the shaft seal collar and sealed by
lapped surfaces. This type seal is also factory set.

The diaphragm seal, figure 18-9, cons'ists of a
diaphragm clamped to the crankcass at its outer
circumference and to a fulcrum ring at its
center. The fulcrum ring forms a seal collar
which is loeked to the diaphragm. -The sealing
points are located (a) between the outer
drcumference of the diaphragm and the
crankcase and sealed by a copper ring gtisket, (b)
between' the 'fulcrum -ring and the
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diaphragmsealed at the factory and not to be
broken, (c) between the fulcrum ring and the
rotating shaft seal collar and sealed by lapped
surfaces, and (d) between the shaft seal collar
and the crankshaft shoulder and also sealed by
lapped surfaces.

,The tension in a diaphragm seal is adjtisted
by adding or removing diaphragm-to-crankcase
gaskets to obtain the specified deflection. For
information on handling, cleaning, and
replacement of shaft seal assemblies, consult the
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Figure 18-6.Rotary seal.
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ma nu fac t urer's technical manual or the
directions enclosed with the new seal,

CAPACITY CONTROL SYSTEM: Most
compressors are .eqUipped with an oil-pressure

COL L AR BELCIOWS FELT
WASHER

NEOPRENE
SEAL SPRING GASKE T

168.8
Figure 1i.7.Stationary belk;ws seal.
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168.9
Figure 19,8ROtating bellows seal.

operated automatic capacity control system
which "unloads" or cuts 'cylinders out of
operation in accordance with decreases in the
refrigeratiOn load requirements of the plant. A
cylinder is unloaded by a mechanism that bolds
the suction valve open so that no gas can be
compressed. ,

Since oil pressure is required -to "load" or
put cylinders into operation, the compressor will
start with all controlled cylinders unloaded. But
as soon as the compressor' comes up to speed

Figure 18-9.Diaphragm type seal.
168.10
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and full oil pressure is deVeloped, all cylinders
will become operative. After the temperature
pulldown period, the refrigeration load imposed
on the,compressor will.decrease and the capacity
cOntrol system will unload cylinders
accordingly. The unloading will result in reduced
power consumptidn. On those applications
_where numerous cooling coils are supplied by
one compressor, the capacity control system will
prevent the suction pressure from dropping to
the low-pressure cutout setting and, thereby.,
prevent stopping the compressor before all
solenoid valves are closed.

Several different designs of capacity control
systems are in use. One of the most common
types is shown in figure 18-10. The capacity
coiol system consists of a power element and
its linkage for each controlled \.:ylinder, a step
control hydraulic relay, and a capacity control
valve.

['he systems components are all integrally
'attached to the compressor. 'The suction or
crankcase pressure of the refrigeration plant is
sensed, by the capacity controli valve to control
the system.. In other words/a change in the
refrigeration load on the plant -will cause, .a
change in suction pressure; this change in
suction pressure will then cause th,e capacity
control system to react according to whether the
suction pressure increased or decreased. The
working fluid of the system is compressor
o p u m.p p re s sure. Compressor oil-pump
pressure- is metered into the system through an
orifice. Qnce the oil passes the orifice, it
becomes the system control oil and does work.
Locate the following -Components on figure
18-10:

Compressor oil pump pressure tap-off
Control oit strainer
Hydraulic relay
Hydraulic relay piston
Unloader power element
Unloader power element piston
Lifting fork
Unloader 5leeve
Suction' valve
Capacity control valve
Crankcase '(suction) pressure sensing
point

The following functions take place when the
comPressor is started with a warm load'on the
refrigeration system.

Compressor oil (A) is pumped through the
control oil strainer (B) into the hydraulic relay
(C) where the oil flow to the unloader power
elements is controlled in steps-by the movement
of the hydraulic relay piston (D). As soon as
pump oil pressure reaches a power element (E),
the Piston (F) rises, the lifting fork (G) pivots,
and, the unloader sleeve (H) lowers, permitting
the suction valve (I) to seat. The system is
governed by suction pressure which actuates the
capacity control valve (J). The capacity control
valve cctntrols the movement of the hydraulic
relay piston by metering the oil bleed from the
control oil side of the hydraulic relay back to
the crankcase.

Suction pressure increases or decreases
according to increases or decreases in the
refrigeration load requirements of the plant.
After the temperature pulldown period with a
subsequent decrease in suction* pressure, the

'capacity control valve moves to increase the
oontrol oil bleed to the crankcase from the
hydraulic relay. The resulting decrease in control
oil pressure within the hydraulic relay allows the
piston to be moved by spring action and,
successively closes oil ports and prevents
compressor oil pump pressure Horn reaching the
unloader power elements. 'As oil pressure leaves
a power element, the suction valve rises and that
cylinder unloads. With an increase in suction
pressure, jilt above process is reversed, and the
controlled cylinders will load in succession. The
loading process is detailed in steps 1 through 7
in figure 18-10.
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Condenser

The compressor discharges the high-Pres.sure,
high-temperature 'refrigerant vapor to the
condenser, where it flows around the tubes
through which seawater is being. pumped. M the
vapor gives up its superheat (sensible, heat) to
the seawate-r, the temperature of the vapor drops
to the condensation point. As soon as the
temperature of the vapor drops to its boiling. or
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5. THE INCREASED CONTROL C.NL
PRESSURE PUSSES THE RELAY
PISTON AGAINST THE SPRING AND
OPENS PASSAGES BETWEEN THE
OIL PUMP AND THE UNLOADER
POWER ELEMENTS.
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AND PINS
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t SUCTION VALVE DfSC

(6 ) LIFTING FbRK

(P ) PISTON

CC ) HYDRAUL IC
RE LAY

CONTROL Olt.
PRESSURE

,7. THE LIFTER PINS
DROP AND SEAT.
THE SUCTION
VALVE DISC LOAD-
ING THE CYLINDER.

(H ) UNLOADER SLEEVE .

E ) UNLOADER
POWER ELEMENT

OIL DRAIN

OIL
DRAIN

TO OTHER
UNLOADER
POWER
ELEMENTS

RANGE
ADJUST ME

TRAVELING-%
NUT

VALVE

44,17..socults
...erj111111111iier'w11 10;

nonos411011k A
N1/4

( )CAPACITY
"CONTRCIL

VALVE PUSH
PINS

EXTERNAL ADJUSTMENT
STEM

CAPILLARY

YONDER SLEEVE

6. THE PUMP OIL PRESSURE IN THE UNLOADER
POWER ELEMENTS FORCES THE PISTON
UPWARD, PIVOTING THE LIFTING FORK.

(A) FROM COMPRESSOR
OIL PUMP

4. THE VALVE THROTTLES ,THE FLOW. OF CONTROL' OIL
TO THE CRANKCASE, CAUSING THE CONTROLOIL
PRESSURE TO BUILD UP. OIL ENTERS CAPACITY .
CONTROL CIRCUIT THROUGH ORIFICE FRONt-,COM
PRESSOR OIL PUMP CIRCUIT,.

3.COMPRESSION OF THE RANGE ADJUSTMENT SPRING
ALLOWS THE VALVE SPRING TO MOVE THE PUSH
PINS AND VALVE NEEDLE POINT TOWARD THE
VALVE SEAT.

2.A RISE IN CRANKCASE (SUCTION}PRESSURE (CAUSED
'BY A RISE IN EVAPORATOR LOAD) INCREASES THE-

PRESSURE AGAINST THE BELLOWS AND COMPRESSES
THE RANGE ADJUSTMENT SPRING. -

1, CRANKCASE (SUCTION) PRESSURE ENTERS HERE FROM
CAPILLARY SURGE CHAMBER CUSHIONS RAPID ,

FLUCTUATIONS,

FROM CRANKCASE
(SUCTION) PRESSURE

Figure TS-VICapacity coritrol system.
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Condensing, temperature at .the existing pressure,
the vapor condenses, ,Oving off its latent heat of
vaporization in the process. The refrigerant, now
in liquid form, is subcooled slightly below its
boiling point (condensation point at the
existing pressure to ensure that it w' ot flash
into vapor.

A wafer- ooled condenser for an .R-12
refrigeration s1ystm is shown in figure 18-11.
Circaating water is obtained through. a. branch
Connection from the firemain or by means of an
individual pump taking suction from the 5ea:
The purge .eonnection shown 'in figure 18-11 is
on the refrigerant side; it is used to remove air
arid other noncondensable gases that are liglkter
than the R-I 2 vapor.

_.
.

Most condensers used for naval refrigeration
plants are of the water-cooled .type. However,
some small .units have air-cooled condensers.
These consist of tubing with external tins to
increase the heat transfer surface. :Most
air-cooled condensers have fans to ensure
positive circulation of air,around the .condenser
tubes.

VAPOR
REFRIGERANT

INLET

UnUD
REFRIGERANT

OUTLET

TLET

ligr INLET

47.95
Figure 18-11.Water-cooled condenser for R-12 refrig-

eration system.

Receiver

The receil)er, shown in figure 18-1-2, acts as a
temporary storage space and surge tank for the
liquid refrigerant which flows from the
condenser. The receiver also sei'ves as a vapor
seal, to pre_yeat the entrance of vapor into the ,
liquid linerio the expansion valve. Receivers may
be constructed for either horizontal or vertical
installation.

Accessories

In addition to the five main components just
described, a refrigeration system iequires a
number of controls and accessories. The most
important a these will be described briefly in
the following paragraphs.

DEHYDRATOR.A dehydrator, or dryer,
containing silica-gel or activated alumina, is
placed in the liquid refrigerant line between the
receiver arid the thermostatic expansion Valve? In
older installations, bypass valves allow. the
dehydrator to be cut in or out of the system. In
newer installations, the dehydrator is installed in
the liquid refrigerant line without any bypass
arrangement. A dehydrator is shown in figure

4O61-1

..LIQUID LINE

FROM CONDENSER

BAFFLES

DRAIN

Figure 1812.Receiver.
4 47.96
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Figure 18-13,Refrigerant dehydrator,

MOISTURE INDICATOR.A moisture
indicator is either located in the liquid
refrigerant line or built into the dehydrator. The
moistu'm indicator contains a chemically treated
element which changes color when there is an
increase of moisture in the refrigerant. The color
change is reversible and will change back to a
DRY reading when the iboisture is removed
from the refrigerant. Excessive moisture or
water will damage the moisture indicator
element and turn it gray, which indicates it must-
be replaced.

SOLENOID' VALVE AND
TH E RM OSTATIC CONTROL 5 WITO-1. A
solenoid valye is installed in the liquid line
leading to each evaporator.. Figure 18-14 shows a
solenoid valye and the thermostatic control
switch that operates it: The thermostatic control
switch is connected, by long flexible tubing to a
thermal control bulb which is located in the
reTrigerated space. When the temPerature in the
refrigerated stace drops to the desired p9int, the
thermal control bulb causes the thermostatic
control switch to open, thereby closing the
solenoid valve and shutting off all flow of liquid
refrigerant to the thermostatic expansion valve.
When the temperature in the refrigefated space
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rises above the desired point, the thermostatic
control switch closes, the solenoid valve opens,
and liquid refrigerant once again flows to the
therMostatic expansion valve.

The solenoid valve and its related
thermostatic Control switch maintain the proper

MAGNET C
COIL

VALVE
STEAM

BREAKAWAY
PIN

VALVE
SEAT

INLET

HELIX
UNIT BULB

UNIT

STON

PLUNGER

OUTLET

(.7' MIA

ELECTRICAL BELLOWS
CONNECTION

47.93:75.120
Figure 18-14.Solenoid valve and thermostatic control

switch.
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temperature in the refrigerated space. You may
wonder why the solenoid valve is necessary if
the thermostatic expansion valve controls the

-amount of refriger t .admitted to the
evaporator. Actually, he solenoid valve is not
necessary on units that have only one
evaporator. In systems that have more than one
evaporator, where there is wide variation in load,
the solenoid valve provides additional control to
prevent the spaces tkorn becoming too cold at
light loads.

In addition to the solenoid valve installed in
the line to each evaporatdr, a large refrigeration
plant usually has a ma4liquid line solenoid
valve installed just after the receiver. If the
compressor stops for any reason except normal
saction pressure control, the main liquid
solenoid valve closes and preVents liquid
refrigerant from flooding the evaporator and
flowing to the coppressor suction. Extensive
damage to the comiXessor can rbsult if liquid is
allowed to enter the compressor suction:

EYAPORATOR PRESSURE
kEGULAT1NG' VALVE.Whenever 'several
refriwrated spaces of varying temperatures are
to be maintained by one compressor; an
evaporator pressure regulating valve is installed
at the outlet of each evaporator EXCEPT the
evaporator in the space in which the lowest
temperature' is to be'maintained. The evaporator
pressure regulating valve is set to keep the
pressure in the coil from falling below the
pressure corresponding to the lowest evapPrator
temperature desired in that space.

The eVaporator pressure regulating valve is
used mostly on water coolers, on units where
high humidity is required (such as fruit and
vegetables stowage spaces) and in installations
where tWo or more rooms are maintained at
dfferent temperatures by the use of the same
k frige rati on uni t.

A cross section of a common evaporator
pressum regulating valve (commonly called EPR
valVe) is shown in figure 18-15. The tensio
the sdlirig, above the diaphragm is adjuster so
that Mtei the evaporatc-ir coil pressure drops
allow t1 desired minimum, the spring will shut
the va e.

CAP

+SEAL CAP
GASKET

-40----POW ER
ASSEMBLY ,

CAGE
ASSEMBLY

SEAT 4=2.)

BODY GASKETS

BODY
FLANGE

SCREWS

87.70
Figure 18-15.Exploded view of typical evaporator

pressure regulating valve (EPR).

The EPR Valve is notseally a temperature
c.ontrolthat is, it doe not regulate the
temperature in the space. It is only a device to
prevent the temperature from he,coming too

LOW-PRESSURE CUTOUT SWITCH.The
low-pressure cutout switch, or suctiOn pressure

402 4/
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control switch, is the control that 'causes the
compressor to go on or off as required for
normal operation of the refrigeration plant. This
switch is located on the suction side of the
compressor and is actuated by preure changes
.in the suction line. When the solenoid valves in
the lines to the various evaporators are closed, so
that the flow of refrigerant to the evaporators is
stopped, the pressure of the vapor in the
compressor suction line drops quickly. When the
suction pressure has dropped to the desired
pressure, thyow-pressure cutout switch causes
the compressor motor to stop. When. the
temperature in the refrigerated spaces has risen
enough to operate one or more of the solenoid
valves, refrigerant is again admitted to the
cooling coils, and the compressor suction
pressure builds up again. At the desired pressure,
the low-pressure cutout switch closes, starting
the compressor again and repeating the cycle.

HIGH-PRESSURE CUTOUT SWITCH.-A
high-pressure cutout switch .is connected to.the
compressor discharge line to protect.. the
high-pressure side of the system against excessive
pressures. The design of this switch is essentially
the same as that of the low-pressuiroF cutout
switch; however, the low-pressure cutout switch
is made to CLOSE when the suction pressure
reaches its upper normal limit, whereas the
.high.,pressu cOtout switch is made to OPEN
when the idischarge pressure is too high. As
mentioned before, the loW-pressure cutout
switch is the compressor control, for normal
operation of the plant; the high-pressure cutout
switch, on the other hand, is a safety device only
and does not have control of compressor
operation under normal conditions.

OIL FAILURE SWITCH.---An oil failure
switch is provided with high-speed compressors.
The switch is desigied to prolent operation of
the compressor in the event of low oil pressure.
The switch is installed with 'one bellows
'connected to the oil pressure on the discharge of
the compressor oil pump and the other

..fconnected to, the compressor .suction refrigerant
pressure. The switch is set to open the' electrical
circuit, and stop the compressor when the oil
pressure drops to a low-pressure setpoint and to
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close 'the electrical .circuit and Start the
compiessor when the oil pressure reaches the
reset setpoint.

To start the compressor after it has been
stopped and the contacts of the oil failure
switch have opened, a time delay mechanism is
used with the compressor motor starter. The
time delay switch will open I0 to 130 seconds
after the compressor motor has been starWd.
The oil pressure normally will be built up in this
time interval so that the oil pressure switch will
have made contact to keep the compressor
motor electrical circuit energized after the time
delay switch opens. If the oil pressure lias not
built .up within about 30 seconds after the
compreSsor is started, the contacts of the oil-
pressure differential switch will not have closed,
and the compressor will stop because the time
delay relay switch is open.

WATER FAILURE SWITCH.-A .water
failure switch stops the compressor in the event
of failure of the circulating water supply. This-is,
a pressure-actuated switch, generally similar to
the low-pressure . cutout switch and the
high-pressure cutout switch previously
described. If the water failure cutoul Avitch
should fail to function, the refrigerant pressure
in the condenser would quickly build up to the
pohit that the high pressure switch would
function.

STRAINER..-Because of. the solvent action
of R-12, any particles of grit, scale, dirt, or
metal that the system inay contain are readily
circulated through the refrigerant lines. TOavoid
damage to the compressor from such 'foreign

.matter, a strainer is installed in the compressor
suction connection. -

'SPRING-LOADEb RELIEF VALVE.-A
spring-loaded relief valve is installed in the
compressor discharge line as an additional
precautionagainst excessive pressures. The relief
valve is set to open at,approximately 225 psi;
therefore, it functions only in case of failure or
improper setting of the high-pressure cutout
switch. If the relief valve opens, it discharges
high-pressure vapor to the suction side of the
compressor.
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. The type of pressure-actuated control switch
used in all .of the above installations is of the
.general typshown in figure 18-16 with its cover
removed. (The oil pressure failure switch has,
tWo bellows 'instead of the one shoWn in the
illustration.) These switches are designed to
operate at various pressure ranges. Some
switches have manual .reset buttons to prevent
the -automatic restoration of power after a
pressure , failure, such as a high discharge
pressure.

WATER REGULATING VALVE.A water
regulating valve controls the quantity of
circulating water flowing through the refrigerant

.

condenser. The watecregulating valve is actuated
by the refrigerant pressure in the compressor
discharge line; this pressure acts upon a
diaphragm (or, in some valves, a bellows
arrangement) which transmits motion to the
valve. stern.

The primary function of the water regulating
valve is to maintain a constant refrigerant
condensing pressure. Basically, two variable

41,
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r.7110,111,====iagam,
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C lUsA EC T ION

HOUSING

77.119
Figure 18-18.Pressure-actuated control switch.
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conditions exist: (1 the amount of refrigerant
to be .condelised and (2) changing water
temperatures. The valve maintains a constant
refrigerant condensing pressure by controlling
the . water flow thirough the condenser. By
sensing the refrigerint pressure, the Valve
permits only enough water through the
condenser to condense the amount of refrigerant
vapor coming from the compressor. The
quantity of water required to condense a given
amount_ of rpfrigerant varies with the water
temperature. Thus, the flow of cooling water
through the condenser is automatically
maintained at the rate actually required to
condense the refrigerant under rarying
conditions of load and temperature.

LIQUID STRAINER.A liquia strainer of
the type shown in figure 18-17 is also installed
in the liquid line leading to each evaporator;
these strainers protect the solenoid valves and
the thermostatic expanSion valves.

PRESSURE GAGES AND
THERMOMETERS.A number, of pressure

47.101
Figure 18-17.Strainer for liquid refrigerant.
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ges nd thermometers are used in refrigeration
systems. Figure 18-18 shoWs a compound R-12
gage. The temperature markings on this gage
show the boiling point (or condensing point) of
the refrigerant at each pressure; the gage cannot
measure temperature directly. The red pointer is
a stationary marker that can be set, manually to
indicate the maximuni working pressure.

A water pressure gage is installed in the
circulating water line to the condenser to
indicate failure of the circulating water supply.

Standard thermometers of appropriate range
are provided for the refrigerant system.

REFRIGERANT P1PING.Refrigerant
piping in modern naval installations is made of
copper. Copper is good for this purpose because
(1) it does not become corroded by refrigerants;
(2) the internal surface of the tubing is smooth
enough to niinimize friction; and (3) copper
tubing is easily shaped to meet installation
rtquirements.

.A1

PACKLESS VALVES.Nearly all
hand-operated valves in large refrigeration
systems are packless Valves of the type shown in

PRE,SSURE
INDICATED IN

BLACK

T;PAPEIZ ATRUEgEC(1)NLDOI ATE D

47.102
Figure 18-18.Compound R-12 pressure gage.

figure 18-19. In this type valve the upper part is
sealed off from the lower part by a diaphragm.
An upward-seating ball check in the lower valve
stem makes it possible for the spring to lift the
lower stem regardless of pressure differences
developed while the valve was closed. Thus, the
valve will operate properly regardless of
direction of flow. By backseating the valve, tht
diaphragm can be changed without placing the
system or unit out of operation.

OPERATINd PROCEDURES FOR
AN R-12 SYSTEM

Learning to do all the tasks related to
refrigeration syiem operations-will require (1) a
good deal of practical experience and (2)
attentive observation of the procedures followed
by those qualified in refrigeration system
operation and maintenance. As an Engineman,
your first responsibility with an R-12 system
will probably include checking temperatures and
pressures, maintaining the plant operating log,
detecting symptoms of faalty operation, and
checking conditions in the spaces or units being
cooled.

3 The inteival's of time between plant
inspections will vary depending on the Purpose
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for which the plant is used. The temperatures
and pressures throughout the system and the ail
level in the compressyr crankcaseare checked
and the results aiecorded every hour unless
watchstanding instructions specify otherwise.
The results of 'these checks are used to
determine whether the plant is operating
properly.. One of the best methods for checking
plant operation is to compare the existing
temperatures and pressUres with those recorded
during a period when the plant was known to be
operating properly, under conditions similar to
the present conditions.

PRESTARTING CHECKS

The following information on operating
procedures is of general nature intended only to
familiarize you with plantoperation, and should
NOT be used for actual operation unless
specifiCally approved for your plant.

1. Open the covitasor discharge valve;
open all stop valves Wthe circulating water
supply and in the discharge lines for the'
condenser.

2. Open the condenser refrigerant outlet
valve and open the thermal expansion stop
valves on the chill and frcze boxes.

3. Start all air' circulating fans. On water
cooling applications (soda fountains, drinking
water coolers, atnd air conditioning water
chillers), admit the water to be cooled, and
purge the water circuit of air.

4. 10If water is taken from the firernain, be
sure that .the pressure-reducing Valve ahead of
the water regulating valve is adjusted to provide
a water pressure of 35 psi or less. When no
pressure-reducing valve is installed, regulate the
firemain connection stop valve manually so that
the ivquired water pressure ahead of the water
regulating valve is mai,ntained.

5. When an individual circulkting pump is
used to supply condenser circulating water, be
sure that all valves, which permit transmission of
pump discharge pressure to the water failure
switch, are open.

6. If the compressor unit is equipped with
an air-cooled condenser, be sure that the airflow
passages to the condenser are unobstructed, and
that the air circulating fans are,ear.
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7. Open the compressor discharge-line
valve, the stop, valve in the line connecting the
condenser and the liquid receiver,..and the main
liquid-line valve.

STARTING THE COMPRESSOR
rt

We mus emphasize the need for
thoroughness and care at . the time the
compressor is started. Bent crankshafts,
distorted valves, and blown gaskets kre a few of
the casualtiesi that can occur if proper
procedures and applicable precautions are not
followed. After accomplishing or checking the
items listed under the posted prestarting
instructions, proceed .as follows:

I. ,..Set the AUTQMAl'IC-MANUAL selector
switch;in the MANUAL position°

2. .Close the maintaining-contact START
button in the pump control circuit to prepare
the pump motor for starti48.

3. Close the momentary-contact START
switch in tlieNcompressor control circuit to. start
the pump motor 'Which also energizes the main
line solenoid valve circuit.

As the pump circulates the water, the water
failure switch closes automatically and
completes the circuit of the compressor-motor
contactor coil. When this circuit is closed, the
compressor motor starts. In installations that do
not have a pump motor and a pump control
circuit installed, closing the momentary-contact
START switch energizes the compressor control
circuit and starts the compressor motor.

4. Start and stop the motor and compressor
several times by manual control, to check their
operating condition; then, stop the compressor
and check the oil level.

5. After determining that the motor and
the compressor are in operating condition,
crack the suction stop valve and set the controls
on AUTOMATIC.,This arrangement prevents the
pressure in the syStem from decreasing below
that <if the atmosphere and drawing air into the
compressor.

With the compressdr running, open the
compressor suction valve slowly,_ to limit the
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quantity of suction gas handled by the
compressor.

Watch the suction gage as, you oNn the
compressor suCtion valve to ensure that the
sUction pressure is within the limits of the

Nutomatic control low-pressure suction setting.
Open the valve at a gradual rate so that there is
neither a rapid fluctuation in 'suction pressure
,nor a rapid drop of pressure, in the compressor
dankcase. This will prevent thesapid boiling,off
of refrigerant from the oil and the carrying of oil
into the system,. Unusual noiie or knocking in
the compressor and frosting of crankcase or
stiction valve are indications that liquid
refrigerant is being drawn into the compressor.

6. If lubrication of the co pressor is 'by
forced feed, check- the pressi4,e on the oil
pressure gage.

Unless specific instructions indicate
otherwise, the oil pressure should be between 15
and 30 psi above the compressor suction

pressure .within a tew seconds after the
compressor is started. If the compressor is
designed for automatic capacity control, oil
pressure of 50 to 60 psi above suction pressure is
required.

Air*

7. Be sure the proper quantity of
circulating water is flowing through the
condenser before the compressor or discharge
preSsure reaches 125 psi.

8. Own the recei r outlet valve and the
main solenoid outlet va1e.

OPERA11N'G AN R-12
PLANT IN.AUTOMATIC

After the prescribed operating pressures and
temperatures have been established with the
compressor running in MANUAL, place the
selector switch in the AUTOMATIC position.
NOTE: A refrigeration compressor should
NEVER be left unattended when in the
MANUAL mode of operation. The
suction-pressure control (low-pressure cutout
switch) is connected electrically to start and
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stopthe conipressor automatically on the basis
of load conditiOns. If the automatic control
valves and switches are in proper adjustment, the
aperation of the plant, after proper starting, will
be entirely automatic.

When the selector switch is set for automatic
operation, the-. water failure switch, -the
high,pressure switch, or the lowpressure switch
will close., and energize their respective cireuits.
Other control deViCeSieqUirsilhe intervention of
an operator before the compressor Can be

Jestarted. Some high-pressure switches are
provided with yanual reset devices which Must
be reset by the terator after the switches have
been opened by excessivy pressure.

In some installations the supply of
condenser cooling water is available either from
a. centrifugal puinp or from the fire and flushing
main directly. If cooling water is Obtained from
the fire and flushing main instead of from the
pump, the pump controller switch is opened
manually. The water failure' switch rerhains
closed regardless of the source of condenser
cooling water.

SECURING THE COMPRESSOR

If a compressor is to be secured for only a
short time, it is not necessary to pump down the
system. The compressor, however, must be
pumped down.. To do this, first close the
compressor suction valve slowly to prevent a too
rapid reduction in crankcase pressure. Then,
allow the compressor to run until it is stOpped
by the lOw-pressure control switch; push the
STOP button on the motor-control panel. Next,
close the compressor discharge shutoff valve;
shut off the water supply to the condensers.
Finally, close the main liquid valve downstream

'from the receiver.
If a refrigeration system is to be secured for

an extended time, the system must be pumped
down._ The pumping-down. procedure involves
pumping most of the R-I 2 out of the coils of
the evaporator and storing the refrigerant in 'the
receiver. If the quantity of liquid refrig' rant
contained in the system is in exce the
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callacity of the receiver, the surplus liquid must
be drawn off into refrigerant drums.

NOTES ON COMPRESSOR. OyERATION

An R-12 compressor should not remain idle
for an extended period-of time. When two or
mOre compressors are inst4lled for a particular
plant, the compressors_ should be operated
alternately so that the total operating time on
each of the compressors is approximately the
same. An idle compressor should be operated at

. least once a week.
Only one 'compressor should serve a cooling

-coil circuit. When compressors are operated in
parallel on- a cqmmon cooling coil circuit,
lubricating oil may be transferred from one
cOmpressor to kno.ther. Such transfer of oil may
restir t in serious damage to all compressors on
the Circuit.

OPERATING LOG
/

The operating record of a refri ration
system niust be mail3ined by the personnel on
watch. The inforitfation reeorded in the
operating log serves as -a guide to the condition
of the plant.

,

MAINTENANCE OF
R-1 2 SY STEMS

As an Engineman, you will do some of the
Faintenance jobs re
!refrigeration plant 6pe
perform, your share of th

uired to keep a
ing efficiently. To
quired maintenance

of a refrigeration system, you must be familiar
with" the proper procedures for the following
jobs: defrosting the 'cooling coils, pumping
down a system arid checking for noncondenable
gases, purging a system of noncondensable gases,
using 'a halide torch to test for refrigerant leaks,
checking compressor oil, taking care of V-belts,
setting and adjusting refrigeration system
controls and safety devices, testing and rtnewing

.compressor valves, and care of shaft seals. Most
of these maintenance Items are covered by the
Planned Maintenance System and will be
scheduled accordingly.

DEFROSTING OF COOLING COILS

The cooling coils should be ,defrosted as
often as necessary to maintain theeffectiveness
of the cooling, surface. Excessive accumulation
of frost on the coils will result in _reduced
cooling capacity, low compressor-suction
pressure; anct'a tendency for the conipressor th
short cycle. The maximum permissible time
interval between defrosting operations depends
on many factors, suich as refrigerant evaporating
temperature, free-moisture content of supplies
placed in.the refrigerated space, -temperature of-
refrigerated spaces, frequency of opening of
cold-storage -compartment doors, aV
'atmospheric humidity. In the average
cold-storage refrigeration installation, it is good
practice to defrost cooling coils before the
average frost thickness reaches 3/16 inch. This is
not a hard and fast rule, however; sometimes the
frost layer may become appreciably thicker
without seriously interfering with plant
operation. At.other times it may be necessaA, to
defrost more oitfan to maintain satisfactory
operation of the p nt and proper compartment
temperature.

PUMPING DtIWN A
REFRIGERANT SYSTEM

The p dm ping-down procedure to _ be
followedetwill depend on the-maintenance to be
done. In some cases, the necessary maintenadce
can_be performed on the charged system after a
part to be repaired or replaced has been isolated.
Generally, it is possible to pump down any part
of a charged' system (except the condenser, the
liquid receiver, and the compressor discharge
line) by proper manipulatiOn of cutout valves.
When repairs are to be made to a major portion
of the system, the refrigerant system must be
putved down to return all refr,igerant to the.
receiver.

If repairs are to be made to the receiver, the
condenser, or the compreisor discharge line, the
entire system. must be di-ained into spare
refrigerant drums. However, when a system has
valves to isolate the compressor discharge' line
and ccindenser and when it is norobjectionable
to release refrigerant (which may still be trapped
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in the condenser after 'the system has been
pumped down to the receiver) to the
atmosphere, rep3ies _the,compressor discharge
line and., condense ?nay , be madu with this
section isolated.,,

Whenever it is necessary to \apen a charged
system to make repairs or replacenkents or to
clean strainers, the refrigerant pressure within
the part of the system to be opened should be
pumped down to a pressure slightly above
atmOspheric (1/2 to 2 psig) before any
connectibns are broken.. As a part of the system
wilich contains liquid R=12 is pumped down, its
temperatUre will decrease as a result of the
evaporation of the liquid refrigerant. When the
temperature of such a part of the system begins
to rise to normal again,,while the low pressure in
the part is maintained,. it is reasor*ly certain
that all R-12 liquid within the part has
eiraporated.

the final evacuation of a part of the.
system, a pressure of less than 0 psig i; reached,,
sufficient refrigerant should be immedfately bled
into the evacuated 'part of the system to raise
the pressure tO between 1/2 and 2 psig.
Connections may then be opened, and repairs,
replacement of parts, or other necessary service
operations may be accomplished.

When a refrigerant system is opened, the free
ends Of the iefrigerant lines should be
temporarily plugged to prevent.the: entrance of
air_argt dirt. When the conapetiOnS,afe.remade,
one conneCtion is made tight While Itie other
connection is left loose, temporarily,Isa that the
air or other foreign gases in the section of the
system which is serviced can be swept out
through the free end as this section of the
system is'slowly purged with refrigerant-gas bled
froni' the charge in the system. The other
oonnection (or connections) if,$ then quickly
tightened. Refrigerant lines, oil-charging lines,
gage lines, and control lines, although generally
of small size and .short length, should 'be purged
with refrigerant-gas immediately before they are"
connected to the system. When connecting lines
'tat- haveNbeen removed are/to be used again, the
aids of the lines should be cppped tO protect 'the'
conneCting fitting and to ensure that the tube
Will be clean when it is used again.

\f'<

When MAJOR REPAIRS are to be made to a
major portion of the system orwhen the system
is to be secured for an extended period, the
refrigerant system, mud be pumped down to
return all refrigerant to the receisir. Sufficient
refrigerant-gas should be retained within the
system to create a positive pressure of
approximatelty 2 \psig thfoughout the circuit,
except within the compressor.discharge line and

- the condenser, and between the receiver and the
main liquid-line shutoff valve. To pump down
the system, close the main liquid-line shutoff
valve and the dehydrator-bypass ,,valve (ik
installed), and open the caoling-coil solenoid
valves. Allow the compressor to operate on
mandal control, until . the suction pressure
reaches approximately 1/2 to 2 psig; then stop
the compressor. Repeat the operation until the
liquid refrigerant in the cirCuit has evaporated
and the suction pressure remains relatively'
constant at 1/2 to 2 psig.
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During the pump-down period, you can
trace the evaporation of fiquid refrigerant' to the
liquid line back to the main liquid-line shutoff
valve by the formation of frost arid its
subsequent melting as the liquid refrigerant is
evaporated and superheated. Open the
power-supply4, switch to the compressor; close
the compressor suction and discharge shutoff
valves. Shut off the water supply to the
condenser and drain the condenser water. When
the aniount of liquid refrigerant contained in the
system is in excess of the capacity of the
receiver, the surplus liq d refrigerant must be
drawn off into separate frigerant drums:

To drain the refrigerant charge frorn the
system when it is necessary to make repairs to
the condenser, the liquid receiver, or the
compressor, discharge line, or for any other
reason, proceed as follows:

1. Start the compressor and pump down
, the cooling coil and suctidn-line nressure, with
the liquid-line valve at the receiver/outlet closed,
to the point at which the low-pressure control
switch stops the u4nit.

2. . When the compressor is stopped by the
low-pressure -cutout switch, restart the unit
manually and continue the pumping-down
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procedure until the suction pressure reaches
approximately 2 psig and stops the compressor.
Repeat the operation in periodic cycles until the
liquid refrigerant in the circuit has evaporated
and the suction pressure remains relatively
constant between 1/2 and 5 psig.

3. Close the compressor discharge line
valve; close all liquid valves at the cooling coils.

4. -Connect arr empty R-12 service drum to
the refrigerant drain valve: '(Before connecting
the drum to the R-12 sy'stem, cool the drum
thoroughly so the refrigerant will drain rapidly
intO the drum.) Alwases use a clean R-12 service
drum, cOntaining, no air or water, so that the
drained R-12 is kept in suitable condition for
future use,

5. Purge the air out of the line connecting
the drain valve and the 'drum by leaving the
connection at the drum valve open as you slowly
flush refrigerant through the line and out at the
connection; then close the connection. Drain'the
.R-12 into the cooled drum by, opening the drain
valve and the service drum valve.

6. Wh 4n the service drum is full; close the
drain valve and permit the R-12 liquid in the
drain line to evaporate; then, close the service
drum valve and disconnect the druip from the
system.

7., Weigh the ,.drum wtiile filling, to be
certain that it is not overcharged. The 'net and
gross weigl4ts are stamped on the drum. (These
weights indtude that of the cast iron protector
cap which fits over the cylinder valve.) .

CAUTION: NEVER fill a service drum
beYond its rated capacity; drum rupture
may result from .hydraulic pressure upon
rise in temperature.

.8. Discharge the R-12 vapor that remains in
the Condenser and receiver to the atrhosphere
through the purge valve,

TESTING FOR
REFRIGERANT LEAKS

" Refrigerant leaks mean the loss of the
refrigerating etTect and loss of refrigerant.
Various tests are used to determine the existence
of leaks in refrigerant systems. Pressure tests are
used after a system has been installed and after

extensive repairs or replacement of parts has
been made. Pressure tests are made BEFORE the
system is charged with refrigerant. Charged-
syStems are tested for leakage with either a
halide leak detectOr, an electronic refrigerant gas
detector, or with soapsuds; which of the three
methods to be used will depend largely 'upon the
size of the leak and upon the type of space in
which the test is to be performed.

As an EN, you will be required to know how
to use the detector§ and how to use soapsuds to
check for the refrigerant leakage.

In addAion to tests for leaks that are made
at periodic intervals, tests should be made before
the compressors are started and at any other
time that a shortage of refrigerant in the system,
is suspected. Unusual operating conditions
which indicate a shortage of refrigerant in the
systeM are:

1. High suction-line temperatures.
2. Relatively high crankcase and cylinder

temperatures.
3.- Excessively high refrigerant temperature

in the liquid line.
.4. Bubbles in 'the refrigerant' sight-flow

indicator.
5. Liquid refrigerant carrying partially

through the coil, with considerable superheat at
the thermal element.

6. Short cycle or compressor running
con tin uously.

7.ti Excessive oil seepage at shaft .seal
umneCtion.

8: Oil seepage at refrigerant-system piping
and compressor connections.
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A shortage of refrigerant in the system
nearly always indicates the presence of leaks.
When a shortage of refrigerant is found, the
entire system should be 'tested for leaks by one
of the following methods.

Halide Leak Detector

The most positive method of detecting leaks
in a refrigerant system/is with a halide leak
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detector which consists essentially of a oisc4
burner, a copper reactor plate, and an expl ring
hose. (See fig. 18-20.)

CAUTION: Do NOT use a halide or
electronic leak detector in any
ammunition spaces. Soapsuds is the
ONLY method of leak detection to be
used in these spaces.

Most detectors use either acetylene gas or
alcohol as a fuel Pressure for detectors that use

lco fiol is supplied by a pump. If a
pumP-pressure type alcohol-burning detector is
used, be sure that the air pumped into the fuel
tank is pure.

Atinosphere suspected of containing R-12
vapor is drawn by injector Oon through the
.41<ixploring .hose into the' torch burner of the
etector.; Here the air ,passes over the copper

reactor plate, which is heated to incandesCence.

[1rFLAME SHIELD

REACTION
PLATE

MIXER

NEEDLE
VALVE

EXPLORING HOSE

FUEL TANK

figura 18-20.Hailde leak deactor.

If there is a' minute trace of R-12 present, the
color of the) torch flame will change Trom blue
(neutral) to green as the R-12 comes in cOntact
with the reactor plate. The sh de of.green will
depend upon the relative aunt of, R-12
present; a, pale green dicates small
concentrations and a clalrker green shows heavier
concentrations. Excessive quantities of R-12 will
cause the flame to burn with a vivid purple
color. Extreme concentrations of R-12 may
extinguish the flame by crowding out the
oxygen available from the 'air.

-

When a leak detector is used, best results are
obtained if the following precautions are
observed:

1. Be sure that the reactor plate is properly
in place..

2. Adjust the flame so. that it does, not
extend beyond the end of the burner. -(A smnall

flame, is much more sensitive than a large flame.
if you.experience difficulty in lighting the torch
when it is adjusted to produce the necessary
small flame, block the end of the exploring hose
until the fuel ignites; this will reduce the. amount
of oxygen drawn in'. Then gradually open the
hose.)

3. Clean out the exploring tube if the flame
continues to have a white or yellow color. (A
white or yellow flame indicates that the
exploring tube is partially blocked with dirt.)

4. Check to see that air is being drawn inio
the exploring tube; you can make this check
from ,time to time by holding the end of the
tube to your ear.

5. Hold the end of the exploring tube close
,to the joint being tested to prevent dilution of
the sample by stray air currents.

6. Move the end of the exploring hose tube
slowly and completely around each joint being
tested. (Leak testing cannot be flurried safely.
There is a definite time lag between the moment
when air enters the exploring, tube and the
moment it reaches the reactor plate; 'permit
sufficient time for the sample to reach the
reactor plate.)

7. If a greenish flame is noted at any time,
47.105 repeat the test in the same vicinity until the

source of the refrigerant is determfned.

411
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k halide torch or an electronic refrigerant
gas detector is so sensitive that it is useless if the
atmosphere is contaminated by excessive leakage
of R-I 2. This is most likely to happen in a small
or . poorly ventilated compartment. If a
compartment is contaminated by R-12. and
cannot be ventilated, or if in an ammunition
sp'ace, the soapsuds test must be used.

Soapsuds Test

In using the soapsuds test, prepare the
soap-and-water solution so that it has the
Consistency of liquid hand soap and will work
up a lather on a brush. (The lather will remain
wet for a longer period if a few drops of glycerin
are added to the solution.)

Apply the lather all the way aronnd the
joint; then look carefully for bubbles. If a joint
is so located that a part of it is not visible, use a
small mirror when inspecting that part.

Remember tha,t it sometimes takes a minute
or more for bubbles to appear it' the leak is
small. Dopbtful spots should be lathered and
examined a second time.

Always follow a definite procedure in testing
for refrigerant leaks, so that you do not miss any
joints. If available, use a ship's plan or
authorized drawing of the system to ',map out"
your search. The extra time spent in testing all
joints will be justified. Even the smallest leak.is
not to be considered negligible. HOwever
insignificant the leak thay seem, it eventually
empties the system of its charge to the point of
faulty plant operation. Because "R-12 is
practically odorless, the first indication that
leakage exists is the loss of refrigerating effect. A
refrigerant system should neVer be recharged
until all leaks are discovered and definitely
repaired.

NEVER use oil to test for R-12 leaks. Oil is
not reliable because of the capacity of the oil to
absorb R-12. If a small leak should exist where
oil has been applied, the R-12 will be absorbed
by the oil and will show no indication (bubbles)
of the leak until the oil is saturated with R-12.
Furthermore, if a halide tOrch is used to test a
joint that has been tested previously with oil,

\ the torch will' give a false indication because of
'the R-12 released from the oil.
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TESTING FOR AIR
AND NONCONDENSABLE GASES

Every reasonable precaution MUST be taken
to keep air arid noncondensable gases out of a
-refrigerant ,system. When air enters the system
the condenser must be purged, with a resultant
loss of refrigeraiit. Atmospheric air always
contains some moisture, which will_ enter.the
system when air ddes. A refrigerant system must
be kept as moisture-free as possible to eliminate
such troubles as .the freezing of water at the
expansion valves, internal oxidation or corrosion
of parts, and emulsification or sludging of
lubricating oils.

Air and noncondensable gases in a
refrigerant system are pumped through the
system and are- discharged by the compressor
into the condenser. These gases are trapped in
the condenser by the liquid seal maintalaied over
the receiver outlet. Generally, these gases are
lighter than the- relatively dense R-12 vapor;
they tend to collect, therefore, in the upper part
of the condenser when the compressor is
stopped. The purgevalve for discharging these
gases to the atmosphere is located either in the
upper part of ace condenser shell or in the
compressor discharge line above the condenser.
While the compressor is in operation, any
noncondensable gases in the system are
thoroughly mixed with the R-12 vapor. This,
mixing is caused by the turbulence produced bY
the rapidly pulsating discharge of refrigerant
into the condenser. Therefore, it is riot advisable
to attempt to purge noncondensable gases from
the system while the conipressor is in operation.
Noncondensable gases in a condenser cause
excessive condensing pressures with a resultant
loss in plant efficiency.

The best time to check an R-12 system for
noncondensable gases is immediately before the
compressor starts after a shutdown period. When
a condenser is to be checked for noncondensable
gases, the gages and thermometers used must be
in calibration and the system must have
sufficient refrigerarit4 charge so that the liquid
refrigerant present in the receiver will seal.the
liquid line connection.
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The following procedure should be followed
to check a refrigerant system for
noncondensable gases:

1. Close the liquid-line valve.
2. Shur off the compressor and close the

suction-line valves.
'3. Determine the actual condensing

temperature of the refrigerant. A service gage
should be installed in the compressor discharge
connection if a discharge-pressure gage is not
already provided. An approximation of the
actual condensing temperature of the refrigerant
has been reached when no further decrease is
noted , in the discharge pressure. (On
water-cooled condensers, you can speed up the
reduction in pressure by circulating the
condenser water until the discharge pressure is
reduced.) In most ships the thermometer
provided in the liquid line at the receiver
indicates the actual condensing temperature. If a
thermometer is not insialled in an air-cooled
condenser application, one should be placed
near `the....sis!ondenser to record the ambient
tempesrature at that QocatiOn. When the
temperature of an ai ooled iknidenser has
dropped to the ambient temperaVre, the
reading of the thermometer will approximate
the actual condensing temperature.

4. On the compound-pressure gage, read
the condensing temperature which corresponds
to the condensing pressure registered by the
high-pressure gage; the temperature indicated on
the temperature scale is the condensing
temperature of pure R-12 at the pressure
indicated by the gage.

5; Subtract the existing condensing
temperature from the condensing temperature
of pure R-12 at the existing condenser pressure.
If the difference between these two
temperatures is more than 5°F, it will be
necessary to purge the condenser of
nonaindensable gases.

If the above test indicates the need for
purging, slowly release the nonConderisable
gases. When a purge valve is not provided, purge
the gaso by opening the discharge pressure gage
connection.
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CHECKING COMPRESSOR OIL

, If the apparent oil level observed
immediately after a prolonged shUtdown period
is lower than normal, it is almost certain that the
actual working oil level is far too low. After you
'have added a sufficient quantity of oil to raise
the apparent oil leN;e1 to the center of the
bull'seYe sight glass, check the actual oil level as
follows:

I. Operate the compressor on MANUAL
control for at least 1 hour. If the compressor is
operating on a water cooler or other coil that is
apt sto freeze, observe the temperature and
interrupt compressor operation as necessary to
prevent freezing. Repeat cycling until the total
running time (1 hour) is obtained. Then slowly
close the suction line stop valve.

2. Stop the compressor. If the compressor
is forte lubricated, immediately.observe the oil
level in 'the sight glass. If the compressor is
splash lubricated, turn the flywheel, until the
crankshaft and connecting rod ends are
immersed in the lubricating oil, then check the
oil level.

To ch.eck the oil level when the compressor
has been running on its normal cycle With no
abnormal shutdown period, proceed as,follows:

1. Wait until the end of a period of
operation; if the operation is continuous, wait
until, the compressor has been in operation at
least 1/2 hour, then stop the compressor.

2. As soon as the compressor stops, observe
the oil level in the sight Oa% on force-lubricated
compressors. If the comicressor \is splash
lubricated, turn the flywheel until the
crankshaft and connecting rod ends are
satisfactorily immersed in the lubricating oil;
then check the oil level.

Do NOT remove oil from the crankcase
because of an apparent high level unless too
much oil has been previously added, or unless it
is apparent that oil from the crankcase of one
compressor of the, plant has been inadvertently
deposited in the crankcase of anOther.

However, if the oil level is lower than its
recommended height on the -glass, a sufficient

J
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quantity, of oil should be added to obtain the
desired level. Do NOT add more oil than is
necessary; too much oil can result in excessive
oil transfer to the cooling coils.

Adding Oil

There are two common methods of adding
oil to a compressor.' In one type of installation, a
small oil-charging liump is used for adding oil to
the compressor crankcase. In andther type,
clean, well-dried funnel is used. In either
installation, you must be careful to -prevent air
or foreign matter from entering the compressor.

When performing hourly checks of the
compressors, you may observe either no oil in
the crankcase or a very low oil level on the sight
glass. This indicates that the oil has left the
compressor and is circulating in the system; it
will be necessary to add oil and operate the
system. After the compressor has reclaimed the
excessive oil in the system, the excess oil should
be drained.

taken to prevent the entrance of foreign matter
and moisture during installation, the oil in the
compressor crankcase will probably not become
so contaminated that it requires renewal more
thaii\once a year. When iron or steel pipe and
fittings are used in the R-12 system, a sample of
oil from the compressor crankcase should be
withdrawn into a clean glass cOntainer every 3
months. If the sample shows contamination, all
the lubricating oil should be renewed. It is good
practice to check the cleanliness of the
ubYicating oil after each cleaning of the

mpressor suction scale trap.

Removing Oil

To remove oil from the compressor
crankcase, reduce the pressure in the crankcase
to approximately 1 psi by gradually closing the
suction line stop yalve. Then stop the
compressor and close the suction and discharge
line valves. Loosen the lubricating oil drain plug
near the bottom of the compressor crankcase
and allow the required amouft. of oil to drain
out. Since the compressor crankcase i under a
slight pressure, do NOT fully remove the drain
plug from the compressor; allow the oil to seep
out around the threads of the loosened plug.
When the desired amount qf oil has teen
removed, tighten the drain plug, open the
suction .and discharge line valves, and start the
compressor. If an oil drain valve is provided in
lieu of a plug, you can drain the required
amount of oil without pumping down the
cyn pressor.

Renewing the Lubricating Oil

When clean copper tubing is used for R-12
systems and when reasonable care has been

CARE OF V-BELTS

Excessive looseness will cause slippage, rapid
wear, and deterioration of V-belts. On the other
hand, a belt that is too tight will cause exCessive
wear of both the belt and the main bearing of
bye compressor. In extreme cases it may cause
bad seal leak. Yhen properly tightened, a belt
can be depressed 1/2 to 3/4 inch by the pressure
of one finger at a point midway between the
'flywheel and the motor pulleys.

When replacement of one belt of arzultiple
V-belt drive is necessary, a complete,nevi set of
matched belts should be installed. Belts tretch
considerably during the first few hours of
operation. Replacement of a single belt will
upset the load balance between the new and old
belts and will be a potential source of trouble.. It
is better practice to nm the unit temporarily
with a defective belt remoVed than to operate a
new belt hi conjunction with two or more
seasoned belts.

.

V-belts, motor pulleys, and compressor
flywheels shOuld be kept dry and free of oil.
Belt dressing should NEVER be used.

SETTING CONTROL
AND SAFETY DEVICES

A refrigeration plant .cannot operate
efficiently and safely unless the control and
safety devices are in_sdod working order and set
properly. When a neNcontrol or safety device is
installed in a refrigeration system, it must be
adjusted or set to function at pressures or

41443/
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temperatures in accordance with the plant
design. Periodic tests and inspections may
indicate faulty plant operation that is due to
improperly adjusted coutrol or safety devicvs.
As an Engineman, you 7rnust know how these
devices operate and how to adjust them,

This section contains information on some
of the most oommon types of control and safety
devices used by the Navy.

The methods of setting .the low-pressure
switch, the water failure switch, and the
thermostatic switch are similar; however, these
switthes differ as to operating range, purpose,
and setting. 'Also,the high-pressure switch and
the water failure switch.are safety devices while
the lov-pressure switch and the thermostatic
switches are ,control devices. For detailed
information, consult Naval Ships' Technical
Manual, the manufacturer's technical manual,
and the PMS for your plant.

High-Pressure Switch

The high-pressure switch has an operating
range of 60 to 350 psig and an 'adjustabk
differential (difference between the cut-in point
andcutout point). Turning the range adjusting
screw clockwise raises ttoth the cut-in point and
cutout point. Turning it counterclockwise
lowers these points. The differential adjustment
affects only the cutout point. Turning it
clockwise raises the cutout point Ad turning it
counterclockwise lowers the cutout point.

To set the switch, _first remove the cover
plate. Then the two adjusting screws, one
labeled differential, the other labeled range, are
easily accessible. Start the. Compressor and
control the discharge pressure by throttling the
circulating water through the condenser. Turn
the 'differential screw to its limit
counterclockwise and turn the range screw to its
limit clockwise. Raise the Compressor discharge
to about 10 psig above the desired cut-in
pressure. Turn the range screw coubterclockwise
until the contactor in the switch opens, thereby
stopping the compressor: When the discharge
pressure drops the desired cut-in pressure, turn
the range screw clockwise until the contacts
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/close, starting the compressor. The cut-in, point
is now set. With the compressor running, turn
the differential screw to its liuit clockwise, then
raise the discharge pressure to 1 desired cutout
pressure. Turn the diffe ential screw
counterclockwise "until the co cts open,
stopping the compressor. The cut ut point is
now set.

Low-Pressure Switch

The low-pressure switch has an operating
range of 20 inches of vacuum to 80 psig and an
operating differential Of 9 psig to 30 ptsig.

To lset the low pressure switch, start the
compressor and control the suction pressure by
throttling the compressor stiction valve. Turn
the range and differential adjustment scivws
counterclockwise. Lower the suction pressure to
about 10 psig below the desired cut-in pressure
and turn the jae s. clockwise until the
switch contacts stopping the compressor.
Allow the suction p ssure to rise to the desired
cut-in pressure an turn the range screw
counterclockwise until the switch contacts dose,
starting the compressor. The cut-in pointis now
set. Turn the differential screw to its limit
clockwise, throttle the suction valve to lower the
suction pressure to the desired cutout pressure.
Turn the ,differential screw counterclockwise
until the switch contacts open, stopping the
compressor. The cutout point is now set.

Water Failure Switch

The water failure switch should be set to cut
in at 15 psig and to cut out at 5 psig. To set the
water failure switch, turn the differential screw
to its limit counterclotkwise for minimum
differential since the required differential
(difference between cut-in and cutout points) is
10 psig. Throttle the water overboard valve until
a pressure of 15 psig is maintained at the
condenser inlet. Turn the range screw clockwise
until the 'switch contacts open, then turn the
screw counterclockwise slowly until the contacts
close. Slowly shut off the Water supply,
decreasing the pressure. The contacts should
open at 5 psig.
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Thermostatic Expansion Valve

The thermOstatic expansion valve is
generally factory set and seldom needs
adjustment. The design and c3onstruction of
,expansion valves vary ireatly. Figure 18-21
shows a cross-sectional assembly view of a type
that is generally used aboard.ship. Other designs
may have different arrangements for adjustment,
sealing, and control.'

When the thermostatic expansion valve is
operating properly, the temperature at the
outlet side of the valve is much lower than that
at the inlet side. If this temperature difference
does not exist when the System islin operation,
the valve seat is probably dirty and clo ed with

'foreign matter.

Once a valve is properly adjusted, further
adjustment should not be necessary. The.major
trouble encountered can, usually be traced to a
collection of moisture or din at the valve seat
and orifice. The symptoms of improper yalve
operation should be carefully analyzed before

'VALVE STEM
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concluding that the valve it out of adjustment.
Once a valve is properly adjusted, additional
adjustment should not be necessary unless
changes are made to the cooling 'coil
arrangement or thermal element location.

By means of a gear and screw arrangement,
the thermostatic expansion valve is adjusted to
maintain a sup_erheat ranging, from
approximately 40 io 12°F at the cooling coil
outlet. The proper superheat adjustment varies
with the design and service-operating conditions
of the valve and the design of the particular
plant. Increased spring pressure increases- the
degree of 'superheat at the coil outlet and
decreased pressure has the opposite 'effect. Many
thermostatic expulsion valves are initially
adjusted by the manufacturer to maintain a
predetermined degree of -superheat, and no
provision is made for further adjustments in
service.

If expansion valves ire adjusted to give a
high degree of superheat at the coil outlet or if
the valve is stuck shut, the amount of refrigerant
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Figure 18-21.Thermostatic expansion valve.
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admitted to the cooling coil will be .reduced.
With an insufficient amount of refrigerant, the
coil will be "starved" and will operate at a
reduced upacity. ,Compressor lubricating oil
carried with the refrigerant may tend to collect
at the bottom of the cooling coils, thus robbing
the compressor crankcase and providing a
condition whereby slugs Of lubricating oil may
be drawn baek to the compressor. If the
expansion valve is adjusted for g too low degree
of superheat or if the valve is stuck open, liquid
refrigerant may flood from the coolirig coils
back to the compressor. If the liquid collects at
a low point in the suction line or coil and is
drawn back to the cofnpressor intermittently in
slugs, there is danger of injury to the *moving
parts of the compressor.

In general, the expansion valves for air
conditioning and water cooling plants
(high-temperature installations) must be
adjusted for higher superheat than the expansion
valves for cold storage refrigeration and ship's
service store equipment (low-temperature
installations).

Water Regulating Valve

The water regulating valve should be
adjusted to maintain a compressor discharge
pressure of approximately 125 psig. To raise the
valve opening point, turn the adjusting nuts
clockwise', increasing tension on the main spring.
Increasing main spring tension increases the
amount of pressure required to open the valve.
Turning the adjusting nuts counterclockwise
decreases the .main spring tension, thereby
decreasing the amount of pressure required to
open the #ve. If the ambient temperature is
high, presSure (gas) in the compressor discharge
line and the condenser may remain high and
cause the water regulating valve to partly open
when the compressor...is idle. In such instances,
the point of valve opening should be raised just
enough to cause the valve to close during
compressor shutdown.

The valve can be flushed by opening it with
an outside force; a screwdriver or similar tool
may be used to force the spring yoke.

Thermostatic Switch

The thermostatic switch which operates the
solenoid valve is similar, to the low-pressure
switch.' Tubing connects a .-belloCvs in the
thermostatic- switch to a thermobulb in the
compartment being cooled. The thermobulb and
tubing are charged with R-I2 or some other
volatile liquid. Temperature changes in the
refrigerated compartment cause corresponding
pressure changes of the actuating medium in the
thermobulb. These pressure changes are
transmitted to the thermostatic switch,' through
the connecting tubing. To set or adjust the
cut-in and cutout points of the 'thermostatic
switch, the same procedure is used as in Setting
and adjusting the low-pressure switch.

Automatic Reducing Valve

Whe n con denser . circulating water is
obtained from the firemain, the pressure Must
be reduced. For this pressure reduction, an

. automatic reducing valve is installed in the
branch line leading from the firemain- to the
condenser. The reducing valve is installed lust
ahead of the regulating valve. The oaflet
pressure can be varied by turning the adjusting
screw, which is located under the cap. Turning
the adjusting screw, clockwise increases the
pressure-applied by 'the spring to the top of the
diaphragm, thus opening the valve wider and
-increasing the outlet pressure. Turning the
adjusting screw counterclockwise decreases the
spring pressure on the top of the diaphragm,
thus tending to decrease the discharge pressure.

TESTING AND RENEWING'
COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE
AND SUCTION VALVES

An R-12 compressor. SHOULD NOT BE
OPENED for valve inspection or replacement
until it has been determined that the faulty
operation of the system is caused by improper
functioning of the valves. Faulty compressor.
valves may be indicated by either an increase in
discharge temperature or decreasejn the normal
compressor capacity. Either the compressor will
fail to pump at all or the suction pressure cannot
be pumped down to the designed value, and the
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compressor will run for abnormally long
intervals (or even continuously). If the
aompressor shuts down for short periods (short
cycles), the compressor valves may be leaking.

If the refrigeration plant is not operating
satisfactorily, it will be best to first shift the
compressor and then check the operation of the
Want. If the operation of the plant is
satisfactory when the compressors have been
shifted, this indicates that the trouble was with
the eompressor.

The compressor discharge valves may be
tested by pumping down the compressor to 2
psig, then stopping the compressor, and quickly
closing the suction and discharge line valves. If
the discharge pressure drops at a rate in excess
of 3 psi per minute and the crankcase suction
pressure rises, there is evidence of compressor
discharge valve leakage. If it is hecessary to
remove the discharge valves with the compressor
pumped down, break the connection to the
discharge pressure gage to release discharge
pressure on the head. Then remove the
compressor top head and discharge valve plate,
being careful not to damage the gaskets.

If the discharge valves are defective, the
entire discharge valve assembly should be
replaced. Any attempt to repair the Valve would
probably involve relapping and would require
highly specialized equipment. Except in an
emergency, such repair should never be
undertaken aboard ship.

You can check the compressor internal
suction valves for leakage by performing these
steps:

. 1. Start the co
MANUAL control....4
controller.

Ortssor..... using the
ch op the motor

2. Close. the suction line stop-- valve
giadually to prevent violent foaming of the
compressor crankcase lubricating oil charge.

3. Primp a vacuum of approximately 20
inches of mercury: If this vacuum can be readily
obtained, the compressor suction valves are

/ satisfactory.

Do not expect the vacuum to be maintained
after ,the compressor stops because R-12 being
released from the crankase oil will caUse the'
pressure to rise. Do N05' attempt to check
compressor. suction valve efficiencY of new R-12
units until after the compressor has been in
-operation for at least 3 days. It may he
necessary for the Valves to wear in.

However, if any of the compressor valves are
defective, the compressor should be, pumped
down, opened; and the valves inspected.
Defective valves or pistons should be replaced
with spare assemblies.

SHAFT SEALS

The first indication of shaft seal failure is
excessive oil lealcing at the shaft. When the seal
requires replacementor when signs of abnormal
wear or damage to the running surfaces are
present, a definite reason for the abnormal
conditions exists and an inspection should be
made. It is very important to locate and correct
the trouble, or the failure will recur.

Seal failure is very often the result of faulty
lubrication, usually due to the condition of the
crankcase oil. Dirty or acidic oil is generally
caused by one or both of the following
,conditions:

1. Dirt orlereign material in the system or
system piping. Dirt frequently enters the system
at the time of installation. After a period of
operation, any foreign material present in the
system will always accumulate in the compressor
crankcase, tending to concentrate -in the Oil
chamber surrounding the shaft seal. When the oil
contains grit, it is only a matter of time until the
highly finished running faces become kmaged,

causing failure of the shaft, seal. 'AtilMy time' '614ign material is found in the lubricating oil,
the entire system (piping, valves, and strainers)
shyld be clearted thoroughly.

`2: Moistu?e isirequently the cause of an
acid conditionrof the lubricating oil. Oil in this
conditi< will ,si)t provide satisfactory
lubricatiOni. will promote failure of the
compressor part% If the presence of moisture is
suspected, a dryer should a used wh'en the
compressor is put into operatZn.
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Removing Shaft Seal

In the event a shaft seal must be repaired or
renewed, the -procedigi is genipally as follows:

If the seal is broken'to he extent that it
permits excessive oil leakage, do not attempt to
pump the refrigerant out of the compressor
because air (containing moisture) will be drawn
into the system through the damaged seal.
Moisture in the air may cause expansion valves
to freeze. If oil is leaking excessively, close the
compressor suction and discharge valves and
relieve the pressure to the atmosphere by
loosening a connection on the compressor
discharge gage line. If the condition of the.seal
permits; pump down the compressor as
explained earlier in this chapter.

Next, drain and measure the oil from the
compressor crankcase so that an equal amount
can be replaced. Since the oil contains
refrigerant, it will foam while being drained. The
oil drain valve or plug should be left open while
you are working on the seal so that refrigerant
escaping from the oil remaining in the cran
will not build up pressure and unexpect
blow out the seal while it is being removed. t

Remove the compressor flywheel (or
coupling) and carefully remove the shaft seal
assembly. If the assembly cannot be readily
removed, build up a slight presiure in the
compressor crankcase by slightly opening the
compressor suction valve, taking the necessary
precautions to support the seal to prevent it
from .being blown from the compressor and
damaged.

Installing Shaft Seal

ico
When replacement is made, the entire seal

assembly should be replaced. The parts should
be 'Cleaned and replaced in accordsoce with the
manufacturer's instructions.

Wipe the shaft clean with a. cloth. Do NOT
use a dirty or lint-bearing cloth. Unwrap the
seal, being careful not to touch the bearing
surfaces with yoiir hands. Rinse the seal in an
appy6ved solvent_ akti allow it to air-dry. (Do

/NOT wipe the seal dry.) Dip the seal in clean
refrigerant oil. Insert the assembly in accordance
with the manufacturer's instructions and bolt
the seal cover in place, tightening the bolts
evenly. Replace the f1yViee1 and belts and add
the amount of oil reMaked; then test the unit
for leaks by opening the suction and discharge
valves and using a halide leak detector.

CHARACTERISTICS OF
REFRIpERANTS

P u re 11-12 (CCI2 F 2) is colorless. In
concentrations of less than 20% by volume in
air, R-12 is odorless; in higher concentrations, its
odor resembles that of carbon tetrachloride. It
has a boiling point of -21°F at atmospheric
pressure. At ordinary temperatures R-1.2 is, a
liquid when under a pressure of approximately
70 to 75 psig.

Mixtures of R-12 vapor and air, in all
proportions, are nonirritating to the eyes, nose,

?Throat, and lungs. The refrigerant will not
contaminate or poison foods or ogler supplies-
with which it may come in contact. The vapor is
nonpoisonous; it will' not, support respiration,'
however, and it produces mild euphoria when it
is inhaled in sufficient. quantities. R-I2
concentration becomes excessive,
unconsciousness or even death may result due to
lack of oxygen to the brain. In view of R-12's
low, boiling point at atmospheric pressure, you
must always protect your eyes- from contact
with liquid R-12; the liquid will freeze the
tissues of the eyes. ALWAYS WEAR GOGGLES
IF YOU ARE TO BE EXPOSED TO R-12.
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R-12 in either a liquid or vapor state is
nonflammable and nonexplosive. R-12 will not
corrode the meals commonly Used , in
refrigerating systems.

One REMOTE health hazard could exist if
leakage of a large amount of R-I2 vapor came in
direct contact with an open flame of high
temperature (about 1,000°F) and decomposed.
To be a health 'hazard, the leakage of R-12 must
be within a confined and poorly ventilated space
and the vapor must come in contact with a
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high4emperature flame. When these conditions
exist, however, the products of decomposition
are pungent and irritating, rendering them
noticvable even when present only in minute
quantities; ample warning is ,available before
concentrations dangerous to health are reached.

R-12 is a stable coinpound capable of
under go i n g ( without decomposition) the
physical changes required of it in refrigeration
service. It is an excellent solvent and has the
ability to loosen and remove aU particles of dirt,
scale, and oil with which it colileS in contact
within a refrigerating Systm.

R-22 (CHC1F2) and R-11 (CCliF) are
colorless, nonexplosive, nonpoisonous
refrigerants with many moperties similar to
those of R-12.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS.

Refrigerants are furnished in cylinders for
use in shipboard refrigeration systems. The
following precautions MUST BE OBSERVED in

handling, use, and storage of these cylinders:

1. NEVER drop cylinders nor permit them
to strike each other violently.

2. NEVER use a lifting magnet or a sling
(rope or chain) when handling cylinders. A crane
may be used if a safe cradle or platform is
provicied to hold the cylinders.

3: Caps provided for valve protection must
be kept on cylinders except when the cylinders

' are being used.
4. Whenever refrigerant is discharged from

a cylinder, the cylinder should be weighed
immediately and the weight of the refrigerant
remaining in the cylinder should be recorded.

5. NEVER attempt to smix gases in a
cylinder.

6. NEVER put the 'wrong refrigerant into a
refrigeration system! No refrigerant except the
one for which a system was designed should ever.
be . introduced into the system. Check the
equipment nameplate or the manufacturer's
technical manual to determine the proper

refrigerant type and charge..Putting the wrong
refrigerant into a system may cause a violent
explosion.

7. When a cylinder has been emptied, cline
the cylinder valve immediately to prevent the
entrance of air, moisture, or dirt. Also, be sure
to replace the valve protection cap.

8. NEVER use cYlinders for arty purpose
other than their intended purpose. Do NOT use
them as rollers, supports, etc.

9. Do NOT tamper with the safety devices
in the valves or. cylinders. .,

1O Open .cylinder valves slowly. NEVER use
.wrenches or other tools except those provided
by the manufacturer.

11. Be sure that the threads on regulators or
other connections are the same as those on the
cylinder valve optlets. NEVER force
connections that do mit fit.'

12. Regulators and pressure gages provided
for use with a particular gas must NOT be used
n cylinders containing other gases.

13. NEVER attempt to repair or alter
cylinders or valves. .

14. NEVER fill R-12 cylinders beyond 85%
capacity.

Store cylinders in a cool, dry place, in an
IRRIGHT position. If the cylinders are exposed
to excessive heat, a 4angerous increase in
pressure will occur. If cylinders must W stored
in the open, ensure that they are protected
against extremes of weather. .NEVER allow a
cylinder to be §ubjected to a temperature above
125°F..

16. NEVER allow R-12 to come in contact
with a flame or red-hot metal! When exposed to
excessively high temperatures, R-12 breaks
down intcY PHOSGENE gas, an extremely
POISONOUS substance.

Because R-12 is such a powerful freezing
agent that even a very =1111 amount can freeze

, the delicate tissues of the eye, causing
permanent damage, it is essential that goggles be
worn by all personnel who may be exposed to a
refrigerant, particularly in its liquid form. If
refrigerant does get into the 'eyes, the person
sufferiqg the injury should receive IMMEDIATE
medical treatment to avoid permanent damage
to the eyes. In the meantime, put drops of clean
olive oil, mineral oil, or other nohirritating oil in
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the eyes, and MAKE SURE that the person does&
NOT rub his eyes. CAUTION: Do NOT use
anything except clean, nonirritating oil for this
type of eye injury.

If :R-12. comes in contact with the skin, it
may cause 'frostbite. This injury should be
treated as any other cause of frostbite. Immerse
the affected part in a warm bath for about 10
minutes, then dry carefully. Do NOT rub or
massage the affected area.
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Although R-12 is generally classed as
nontoxic, it IS dangerous4n high conCentrations
such as might occur from excessive R-12 leakage
in a. confined or poorly ventilated space due to
lack of oxygen. If a person should be oversome
by R-12, move him or her IMMEDIATELY to a
well-ventilated place and get medical attention
at the earliest opportunity. Weal the'victim's
breathing; if there are no signs of breathing,
begin artificial respiration.
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CHAPTER° 19

AIR CONDITIONING

Air conditiOning is a field of engineering
dealing with the design, construction, and
operation of equipment used in establiShing and
maintaining desifable indooi air conditions. It is
the science of maintaining the atmoshhere of an
enclosii re at any required tedipetature,
himidity, and purity. As such, air conditidning
involves the cooling, heating, dehumidifying,
ventilating, and purifying of air.

'This chapter covers the principal factors
iniOlved in .the conditioning of air; the type of
equipment used in ventilating, cooling, anp
heating -the air; and general information
concerning the maintenance of air conditioning
equipment. Additional information may be
obtained from chapter 510 of the NA,VSH1PS'
Technical Manual.\'

A

PURPOSES OF AIR
CONDITIONING AND
RELATED FACTORS

One of thet hief purposes of air conditioning
. aboard ship is to .keop the crew alert and

physically fit. The human body cannot long
maintain a high level of efficiency under adverse
air .conditions. Many diffewni .,types of
cornpartments must- be kept at a prescribed
temperature with proper circulation and' must

. c ontain proper moisture content, correct
*proportion of oxygen, and na_ more than an
acceptable level of air contamination (dust,
airborne, dirt, etc).

,-,The 'comfort and fitness of the crew is only
. one- Purpose ofi air conditioning. Mechanical

cooling or ventilation must .also be provided in
AMNIUNITION SPACES to prevent
deterioration of amMunition components; in

*

GAS STORAGE SPACES to prevent excessive*
pressure buildup in containers and
cpntamination in the space caused by gas
leakage; and in, ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT SPACES .to maintain the ambient
(encompassing) temperature and humidity as
specified.for the equipment.

The principal factors in, connection with
achieving the objective& of air. conditioning are
humidity,"heat of air, temperature; body heat
balance, the effect of air motion, and the
sensation of comfort.
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HUMIDIZY

Humidity. is 'the vipor content of th e
atmosphere, and it has a great influente on
hunlian comfort.' The .common expression, ':It
isn't the heat, its the humidity," indicates an
awaxeness of the discornfort produced by
moisture-laden air in- hot weather. Etremely
low Moisture content also has undesirable
effects oh the-human body, The measurement
and control of the moisture content of the air is
an important phase of air conditioning
engineering. To understand thii ph4se of air
conditioning engineering, you should become
familiar with the meaning of saturated air,
absolute4 and specific humidit ti
h

y, and relave
umidity.

Saturated Air

Ai? can haw varying amounts of 'water
vapor, dependikg on its temperature (at a given
atmospheric pressure). As temperature rises, the
amount of ,moisture that the air can hold
increases (if there is no change in atmospheric
pressure). But for every temperature there is a
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definite limit to the amount-of moistUre that the
air is caPable.of holding. When air:contains the
maximum amount of moisture that it can hold
'at a specific temperature and pressure, it is said
to be'saturated.

.The saturation point is usually ca1le0 the
DEWPOINT. If the temperature of saturated air
falls below its dewpoint, some of the, water
vapor in the air must condense to water. The
dew that'appears on decks and bulkheads in the
early morning, when there is a drop in
temperature, is such.. a condensationao The
"sweating" ofceld .water pipes the ratit of
water vapor Om the relatively warm air'
condensing on the cold surfaCe of the pipes'.

Absolute)and Specific Humidity

The amount of Water vapor in the air is
expressed 'in terms of weight of the moisture.
The weight -is usually giveri in grains -(7,000
gains equal,1 pound). Absolute humidity is the
weight in grains of water vapor per Cubic foot of
air. Specific humidity is the weight in grains of
water vapor iv r pound of air. (The weighi of
water vapor rtifers only to moisture in the vapor
state, and not in any way to the moisture that
may be present in.the liquid state, si_..ich3s rain
or,dew.)

Relative Humidity

Relative humidity is the ratio of the weight
of water vapor in a.sarnple of air to the weight
oLwater vapor the .same sample of air woulll
contain if-saturated at the existing temperature.
This ratio is usually stated as A percentage.' For
example,, when air is fully saturated, its relative
humidity is. 100;1). When air contains no
moisture at all, its relative humidity is 0%. air
is half saturated, the relative humidity is 50%.

In:sofar as humidity is concerned, the
deciding factor. in human comfOrt is the relative
humidity, not ,the absolute or specific humidity.

Just as heat travels from regions of higher
temperature to regions of lower temperature,
moisture always travels from regions of ,higher,
vapor pressure to regions of lower vapor
pressure. If .the air above alliquid is saturated,
the two are in equilibrium (balance) and.zo
moisture can travel from the liquid- to the alirrs

that is, the liquid cannot evaporate. If the r.aii;4
only partially saturated, some moisture' e
travel to the air;- that is, some evaporation can
take place.

If the specific humidity of the air is 120
grains per pound, 12....o grains is the actual weight
of the water vapor' in the air. When the
temperature ,of the same air is 76°F. (24.4°C)
and, the relative humidity is pearly 90%, the air
is nearly:saturated. At such a relative humidity;
the body may perspire freely, but the
perspiration does not evaporate rapidly; thus
a general feeling of diseomfort results.

However, when.the teinperature of the same
air is 86°F (30°C) ,,the relative -humidity would
then be only 64%. That 4, although the ainoliite
amount of moisture in the air is the wile; the
relative .humidity is lower, beeause at 86°F
(30°C) the air is capable of holding more water
vapor 'than it can hold at 76°F (24.4°C). The
body is now ape -to evaporath Its excess
moisture and the general feeling is much more
agreeable, even though the 'temperature of the
air is I0°F (5..6°C)4higher.-(The cooling effect
on the body is brought about by the absorption
of latent heat during the evaporating process.)

In both examples, the specific humidity is
the same, but the ability of the air to evaporate
liquid is quite different at the two temperatures.
The, ability to evaporate moisture is directly
indicated by the relative humidity. This is the,
reason that the control of relative humidity is of
extreme importance in air conditioning.

HEAT OF AIR

The heat of air is considered -from three
standpointsSen'sible, latent, and total heat.,. SENSIBLE HEAT is the amount of heat
which, when added to or removed from air,
changes the temkerature of the air. Sensible heat
changes can be measufed by the common. (or a'
dry-bulb) thermometer.

Air always contains some water vapor. Any
wigietri japor in the air cOntains' the LATENT
H OF VAPORIZATION. (Remember that
'the amount-of latent heat present has no effect
upon the temperature of the a' , and it cannot
be measured with a dry-bulb the meter.)

Any mixture of dry air and water vapor
contains both sensible and latent heat. The sum
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of the sensible heat .and the latent heat in any
sample of air is called the TOTAL HEAT of air.

TEMPERATURES

to test the effectiveness .of air Auditioning
equipmeM a,nd to check the humidity of a
space, two different temperatures are
considered. These are the dry-bulb and wet-bulb
temperatures.

Measurement Of Temperatures

The. DRY-BULB TEMPERATURE is the
temperatu* of senSible heat of the air, as

-\ measured by an .ordinary thermometer. Such.a
thermometer in air conditioning engineering is
referred to as a dry-bulb thermometer because
its sensing bulb is dry, in contrast with the
wet-bulb type described next.

The' WETA3ULB TEMPERATURE is best
explained by a description of- a wet-bulb
thermometer. It is a dry-bulb thermometer with
a loosely woVen cloth sleeve .or wick placed
around its bulb which is then wet with1distilled
water. The water in the sleeve dr wick is caused
to evaporate by a current bf air (see next
paragraph) at high velsocity. This evaporation
'withdraws. heat from the thermometer bulb,
lowering the temperature by Fveral degrees. The
difference between the dry-bulb and the'
wet-bulb temperature is callid the wet-bulb
depression. When the wet-bulb temperature is
the same ai the dry-bulb temperature, air .is
saturated (that is, when evaporation cannot take
place). The_ condition of saturation is unusual,
however, and a wet-bulb depression is normally
expected.

The wet-bulb and dry-bulb thermometers are
usually moUnted side by side on a frame that has
a handle or short chain attached so that the
thermometers can be whirled in the air, thus
providing a high-velocity air to promote
'evaporgtion. Such a device is known as a SLING
PSYCHROMETER. When usirgkor a sling
psychrometer, whirl rapidly, at least four
times per second. Observe the wet-bulb
temperature at intervals. The point at which
there is no further drop in temperature is the
wet-bulb temperature for that space.
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MOTORIZED PSYCHROMETERS
small* motor-driven fan powered by ry II
batteries, Motorized psychrometers are gene
preferred tuid are gradually replacing sling
psy chrome ters.

Relationships Between the Temperatures

The definite relationships between -the three
temperaturesdry-bulb, 'wet-bulb,
dewpointshduld be clearly understood.

L When the 'air contains some moisture but,
is not saturated, the dewpoint temperature is
lower than the dry-bulb temperature, and the
wet-bulb temperature lies between them.

2, As the amount of moisture in the air
increases, the difference between the drY-bulb
temperature and wet-bulb\ temperature will
become less.

3. ..When the . ai r is saturated, all three
temperatures will be the same.

BODY HEAT BALAkE

Ordinarily the human body remaint at a
fairly constant temperature of 98.6°F (37°C). It
is very important that this body temperature be
maintained and, since there is a continuous heat
gain frOm internal body processes,- there must
also be a continuous outgo to maintain body
.heapin, balance. xcess heat must be absorbed
by the surroundin air. or lost by radiation. As
the temperatu and humidity of the
environment vary, the body automatically
regulates the amount of heat that it gives off.
However, the body's ability to adjust to varying
environmental corfditions is limited.
Furthermore, although the body may adjust to a
certain (limited) range of atmospheric
conditions, it does so with a distinct feeling of,
discomfort. The discussion which follows will
help you understand how atmbspheric
conditions affect the body's ability to maintain
a heat balance.

Body Heat Gains

The body gains heat (I) by radiation, (2) by
convection, (3) by conduction, and (4) as a
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by-product of physiological processes that take
place within the body.

The heat gain by radiation comes from our
surroundings but, since heat always travels from
regions of higher temperature to regions of
lower tempelature, the body receives heat 'from

I those suiroundings that have a temperature
4. higher than body surfaix temperature. The

greatest source of heat radiation is the sun.
Sources of indoor heat radiation are heating
devices, operating machinery, hot steam piping,'
etc.

The heat gain by convection comes from
currents 'of heated air only. Such currents of air
may come from a galley stove or an engine.

The heat gain by conduction comes from
objects with which the body, from time to time,
is in contaet.

Most body heat comes from within the body
itself. Heat is produced continuously inside the
body by the oxidation of fOodstuffs and by
other chemicalsroasks, by friction and tension
within the mu le 'tissues, and by other causes as
yet not completely identified. ,

Body Heat Losses

There- are two types of body heat losses: loss
of sensible heat and loss of latent heat. Sensible
heat is given off by (1) radiation, (2) convection,
'and (3) conduction. Latent heat is.given off in
the breath and by evaporation of perspiration.

The body is usually at a higher temperature
than that of its surroundings and, therefore,
radiates heat to bheads, decks, and
equipment. This action is called heat radiation
loss. The temperatthe of the: air does not
influence this radiation, except as it may alter
the temperature of such surroundings.

Heat loss by convection occurs when the
heat is carried away from the body by
convection (heated) currents, both by the air
coming out of the lungs and by exterior air
currents.

Heat loss by conduction is4Caused by bodily
contact with colder objects or substances. Since
the body is usually at a higher temperature than
that of its surroundings, it gives up, heat by
conduction through physical 'contact with its
surroundings.

When the air temperature and relative
humiditY are not too high and when the body is
not too active, the body gets rid of its excess
heat by radiationo convection, conduction, and a
slight amount of perspiration. When engaged in
work or exercise, the body develops much more
internal heat, and perspiration increases. If the
relative humidity is low, perspiration raPidly
evaporates. -As the perspiration evaporates, the
body loses 'additional heat (latent heat of.
vaporization). However, if the relative humidity
of ihe air is-high, the moisture_cannot evaporate,
or it does so at a slow- rate; hence, the 'excess
heat cannot be removed fast enough by
evaporation and discomfort folrows.

The amount of heat given off by the body
'varies according to the body's activity. When
seated at rest, the average adult gives off about
95 calories or 380 Biu per hour. Doing routine
work in &ship, an adult gives off an average of
126 to 151 calories or 500 to 600 Btu per.hour.

During light work in a ship, particularly Op a
submarine, research has showi that the total
amouht of body heat loss is Aed as follows:
.About 45% by radiation, 30% by convection and
conduction , ance25% by'evaporation.

EFFECT OF AIR MOTION

In perfectly still air, the layer of air around a
body absorbs the sensible heat given off by the
body and increases in temperature. The layer of
.air also absorbs some of the water vapor given
off by the body, thus increasing in relative
humidity. This means the body is surrounded by
an envelope of moist air which is at a higher
temperature and relative humidity than the.
ambient air. Therefore, the amount of heat that
the body can lose to this envelope is less than
the amount it can lose to the ambient air. When
the air .is set in motion past the bOdy, the
envelope is continually being' removed and
'replaced by the ambient air, thereby increasing
the rate of heat loss from the body. When the
increased haat Joss improves the heat balance,
.the sensation of a "breeze" is felt; when the
increase is excessive, the rate of heat loss makes
the body feel cool and the sensation of a "draft"
is felt.
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SENSATION OF COMFORT

From the foregoing discussiOn, it is evident
that the three factorstemperature, humidity,-
and air motionare. closely interrelated in their
effects upon comfort and health of pqrsonnel
aboard ship. In fact, a given combination of
temperature, humidity, and air motiOn ,will
produce the same feeling of warmth or coolness
as'a higher or lower temperature in conjunction
with a compensating humidity and, air motion.
The term given to the net effect of these thre
factors is EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE.
Effective temperature camiot be measured by
any instrument, but can be found on a special
psychrometric chart when the wet-bulb and
dry-bulb temperatures and the air velocity are
known.

Although all a the combinations of
temperature, relative humidity, and air motion
of a particular effective temperature may
produce the same feeling of warmth or coolness,
they are NOT all equally comfortable. Relative
humidity below 1570 produces a parched-
condition of the mucous membranes of the
mouth, 'nose, and lungs and increases
susceptibility to disease germs. Relative
humidity .above 70% causes an accumulation of
moisture-in clothing. For best health conditions,
a Telative humidity ranging from 40% to 50% for
cold weather and from 50% to 60% for warm
weather, is desirable. An'overall.range from 30%
to 70% is acceptable:

AIR CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT

Each ship generally has an organization
responsible for the operation and inspection of
ventilating, heating, and cooling equipment. As
an Engineman, you may be a part ckf such an
organization and should be familiar wi/t certain
elements of ship's air conditioning equipment.

VENTILATION EQUIPMENT

Since proper circulation ,is the basis of all
ventilating and air conditionigg systems and
related 'processes, we shall first consider methods
used aboard ship to circulate, air. In the
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following sections you will find information on
shipboard equipment uted to supply, circulate,
and distribute fresh air, and to remove used,
polluted, and overheated air.

Fans used in Navy ships in conjunction with
supply and, exhausy systems are divided into two
general claises: axial flow and centrifugal. Most
fans in duct systems are of the axial flow type
because they generally require 'less space for
installation. .

Centrifugal fans are generally preferred for
exhaust systems tliat handle explosive or hot
gases. The motors of these fans, being outside
the air stream, cannot ignite the explosive gases.
The drive motors fbr centrifugal fans are subject
to overheating to a lesser degree than are motors
of vane-axial fans.

Vane-A*1 Fans

Vane-axial fans (Fig. 19-1) are high-pressure
fans, generally installed in duct systems. They
have vanes at the discharge end to straighten out
rotational air motion caused by the impeller.
The motors for these fans are cooled by the air
in the duct and will overheat if operated with
the air supply to the fan shut off. .

Tube-Axial Fans

Tube-axial fans are low-pressure fans usnally
installed without duct wOrk. However, they do
have sufficient pressure for a short length of
duct.

Centrifugal Fans

Centrifugal fans (part A of fig. 19-2) are
used primarily for exhausting explosive or hot
gases. However, they may be used in lieu of
axial-flow fans if they work in better with the
arrangement or if their pressi.Ke-volume
characteristics suit the installation -t Iter than an
axial-flow fan. Centrifugal fans are also used in
some fan-coil assemblies.
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Figure 19-1.Vane-axial vantilating fan: A. Exterior view. B. Cutaway view. C. Cutaway view of the fan motor.

Pottabli Fans

Portable fans (part B of fig. 19-2) with
flexible airhoses are used aboard ship to
ventilate compartments during and after
painting, to exhaust flammable or toxic gaSes
from elosed spares and tanks, and to. cool hot
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spots around machinery during repairs. This
type of fan is often referred to as a "Red Devil"
blower.

Most portable fans are the axial-flow type,
driven by electrie, "explosion-proof" motors. In
ships carrying gasoline, a few air turbine-drivenc/
centrifugal fans are normally provided. Greate
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Figure 19-2.Ventilating fans: A. Centrifugal fan. B. Portable axial fan.

confidence is placed in the explosion-proof
characteristics of these fans.

Waterproof Ventilation

The waterproof ventilator, shown in figure
19-3, consists of an outer housing, an- inner
ventilator shaft extending up to the outer
housing, and a bucket-type closure supported
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over the ventilator shaft by a compression
spring. The bucket has drain tubes which extend
into a sump between the ventilator shaft and the
outer hdusing. The sump . has sCupper valves
which drain onto the weather deck.

The ventilator operates automatically and is
normally open. Small girantities of water, which
'enter the ventilator, fall into the bucket and
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Figure 19-3.21Naterproof ventiletor: A. Exterior View. B. Cutaway view.
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drain out through the drain tubes and scuppers.
In heavy seas, when water enters the bucket
faster than it drains out, the weight of vater
forces the bucket down againsr the top of the
ventilAr. shaft. Titus, a watertight seal is
formed and maintained until sufficient water
drains out to permit the force of the spring to
raise the bucket to the open position. Normally,
some provision is made so that the ventilator elm
also be closed manually. With slight variations in
construction, ventilation of this type aY be
used for both the supply and exhaust

Bracket Fans

Bracket fans _are use
provide local circulation.
installed in living, hosp
supply, and berth
conditioning system
sometimes used
and direction

Exhausts

n hot weather to
hese fans are usually

al, office, commissary,
g spaces. "Where' air

are used, bracket fans are
,faeilitate proper/circulation

cold. air.

'Exhaust systems are used to remove heat
and objectiona6le odors pit their source.
Machinery spaces, laundries, and galleys are but
a few of the spaces aboard Ship where exhausts
are used. ,s

Most exhausts wed in Navy ships are
mechanical although natural exhausts are
soinetimes provided in ship's structures and on
small craft.

COOLING EQUIFNIENT

On .most newer ships, almost all working and
living spaces are air conditioned. ,To determine
which 'equipment will most effectively
dehumidify and lower the , temperature Of
compartment air, the Navy has tested several
types of environmental control systems.
Basically, these systems are .refrigerant systems;
their design and eonstruction are dependent on
the characteristics of the eooling element
circulated through the system and on the
principle of operation utilized.

Coding systems can 'be broadly classified,
according to the cooling agent circulated to the
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space to be cooled, as chilled-water circulathig
systems and refrigerant circulating systems.

Reffigerant Circulating System
(Vapor Compression),

The refrigerant circulating system (fig. 19-4)
is essentially a' shipboard refrigerating plant,
consisting of a compressor, condenser, cooling
coils, fan, air filter, and the necessary controls.
R-12 is the refrigerant and cooling agent used in
systems of this type.

Starting at the space to be cooled, the air
conditioning cycle (fig. 19-5) is as follows,: The
hot, moist air froth the space is drawn through a
duct, or passageway, where it mixes with fre
air drawn in from the outside. The fan is located
to blow air over the cooling toil; the refrigerant
inside the coil cooli the coil surfams. The cold
surface absorbs the he#t from the air passing
over it causing some of the moisture in the air to
condense. The condensed moisture drips off into
a pan below the coil arid is carried away by
piping. The cooler, drier air leaving the coil is
blown into the compartment that is being air
oanditioned, where it absorbs the excess heat
and moisture in the space, and is then returned
to the cooling coil by the ventilation system. Air
is exhausted from the space to allow fresh air to
be drawn into the space.

In general, the machinery a piping
arrangements of:the ship's refrigeration stem
and the refrigerant-circulating air conditioning
system are similar.

Operating suction pressures and evaporator
temperatures used in air conditioning systems
areAnormally higher than those in refrigeration
systems. The difference in suction pressure in
each system results in a difference in the rated
capacity qf the fompressor used in each of the
systems.

In refrigeran 'ulating air conditioning
systems, the the nost ic expansion valves are
usually the , este al ualizing type. The
internal equalizing po between the valve outlet
and the spring chamber is eliminated; instead
therii is an opening, through the Valve, directly
into the spring chani,ber. Copper tubing connects
the cholber to the' cooling coil, beyond the

,
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Figure 194 Typicai shipboord refrigerant circulating air conditioning system.

point of greatest pressure drop. In air
conditioning plants, the external equalieer is
neettitl where the pressure drop through the
cooling coil is 2 1/2 psi or more or when
multicircuit coils are used.
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Chilled-Water Circulating Systems

There are two types of chilled-water air
conditioning systems currently in use. The
prim ary refrigerant cools the secondary

4 4 s
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Figure 19-5.Mothimical air-woling cycle.

refrigerant.(chilled water) whih is used to cool
the spaces. One type of system operates on the
vapor compression cycle with R-11 or R-12 used
as the :primary refrigerant; the type of primary
refrigerant used will depend on the size of the
unit and the type of. compressor installed. The
other type of system operates on the absorption
cytle and uses water as both pripary and
secondary refrigerants; lithium bromide is used
as an absorbent. We will discuss only .the vapor
compression cycle.

VAPOR COMILRESStON.The vapor
compression chilled-water 'circulating .system
differs from a diirct expansion air conditioning
system in that the air conditioning is
accoMplished by a secondary refrigerant (chilled
water) which is circulated to the various cooling

419
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coils. Heat from the air conditioned space is
absorbed 13y the circulating chilled water and is
removed frOm the water by the primary
refrigerant system -in the water chiller. In larger
capacity air conditioning systems, the
compressor may be a centrifugal type that uses
R-ll as the primary- refrigerant .rather than a
reciprocating type that uses R-12.

The operating cycle of the centrifugal air
conditioning unit (fig. 19-6) is basically the same
'as most refrigerating machines except for the
method of compression. The refrigerant vapor
coming from the cooler goes into an opening
around the hub of an impeller wheel. The blades
in the rapidly rotating wheel impart velocity and
compress the vapor. In a multistage compressor,
the vapor is next directed to the hub of an
additional wheel or wheels. The vapor is
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c6mpressed to about 12 psi and discharged to
the condenser.

Between the condenser and the ccx#r oz
multistage units, the liquid refrigerant passei
through an economizer. A float .in the 'Lipper
chamber of the economizer is allows ,;\tlie
refrigerant to pass into the lower chamber: ;By
connecting ,the economizer to the second stOge
of the compressor, the pressure in the loWer
chamber is greatly reduced. This reduction of
pressure causes sOme of the liquid refrigerant to'
"flash into vapor and cool the remaindeiof
refrigerant. Thus, the economizer acts :a$
interstage flash cooler and increases: the
efficiency of the plant. A float in the lower
tiainber of the economizer allows the

.refrigerant to pass into the cooler. In the cooler,
the liquid refrigerant changes its state into vapor
and in so doing absorbs heat from the water.

75,110
ith a centrifugal compressor.

Water is pumped through the cooler (fig.
19-6) where it loses heat to the refrigerant. The
water leaves the cooler at 45° to 50°F (7.2° to
I0°C) and is directed to the compartment to be
cooled.

The centrifugal compressor (fig. 19-6) is the
two-stage type and con&ists of the casing, rotor,

,',,bearings, shift, impellers, and shaft seal.
Centrifugal compressors are usually motor
'driven 'through a speed increasing gear which

uressproper compressor speed with a standard
'speed. motor. The speed increasing gear is ;he
donble-helic.al type, pressure lubricated by a
geat749re oil pump which is driven from the
comPressor shaft.

. Some centrifugal compressors are turbine
driven 'and do not need a speed increasing gear.
The majority of centrifugal air con'..-
compressors recently installed in Navy 1
single stage. The multistage economizer

433
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functions described are not appliCable to
centrifugal air conditioning units that 19ve
single-stage compressors.

The chilled-water cooler is the,shell and tube
ttype. A gas baffle above the tubes prevents the
carryover of liquid refrigerant to the compressor
suction. WheT the plant is shut down, the
normal refrigerant charge covers about 50% of
the tubes: however, when the plant is in
o4ration, the boiling refrigerant covers all of,the tubes.

The following controls and safety devices are
typical of t se Installed on a centrifugal
refrigerating m. ,(Ccintrol settings; are
approki mate nce they will vary with
differences in design.)

1. The CONDENSER GAGE indicates the
pressure corresikondint to the condensing
temperature.

2.,The COOLER 'CAGE indicates the
pressure correspon'ding to the condensing
temperature.

3. The OIL -CACV. indisates the lube oil
pressure within the lubricarintsgstem. .

4. The HIGH-PRESWRE SWITCH ig
actuated by the condenser presSure and is set tb
.cut in at 5 psig and to cut out at 15 psig.

5. The COMPRESSOR LOW LUBE OIL
PRESSURE SWITCH is actuated by the
compressor oil pressure and is set to out in at 12
psig and t6 cut out at 6 psig.

6. The GEAR LOW LUBE OIL PRESSURE
SWITCH is actuated by the gear oil pressure and
is set to eut in at 15 psig and to cut out at 6
psig.

7. The CONDENSER WATER P
FAILURE'SWITCH is actuated by the

ESSURE
awater

pressure and is set to cut in at 15 psig and to cut
out at 5 psig.

8.The CHILLED-WATER
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE FAILURE
SWITCH is actuated by the chilled water
preisure and is set to cut in at 20 psig and to cut
out at 16 psig.

The REFRIGERANT TEMPERATURE
CONTROL SWITCH .has its thermal bulb
located in the cooler. It is set to cut out at 30°F
(-1.1°C) and to cut in at 40°F (4.4°C).

10.The CHILLED-WATER
TEMPERATURE CONTROL SWITCR has its
thermal bulb locaed in one of the tubes in tht
chilled-water cooler. It is set to cut out at 42°F
(5.5°C) and to cut ii at 50°F (10°C).

II. The OIL HE TER START AND STOP
4UTTON c9ntrols th electric heater located in
the oil pump chamber of the compressOr. The
oil heater limits the amount of refrigerant
absorption during shutd wn. The heater should
be turned on when th compressor is not
running and Jurned off when the plant is
operating.

The contacts of all safety \devi s are closed
under normal conditions. Opening \the contacts
of any safety device stops the'eomp essor"After
-the cause of .the abnormal conditi n has been
determined and corrected, the comp essor must
be started in the usual way.

The centrifugal refrigerating unit operates on
the usual. compression cycle. The cycle, starting
at the cooler, is)as follows:

The water flowing through the cooler tubes
is warmer than the refrigerant on the outside of
the tubes. The heat transfers from theyater to
the refrigerant.. The 'heat evaporates the
refrigerant. The evaporated refrigerant (vapor) is
drawn into the cdmpressor by the first-stage
impeller. The first-stage impeller compresses the
vapor -and discharges t6 the second-stage
impeller. Here it joins a stream of vapor coming
from the economizer., Compression of the two
streams is , completed by the second stage and
the compressed vapor is discharged to the
condenser.

In the condenser, the vapor condenses to a
liquid and drains into the condenser float
chamber. The rising refrigerant lezel pens the
float valve and allows the liquid refr rant to
pass intR the economizer chamber w -h has a
connectik1. to the second stage of the
COM pressor. ugh of the liquid evaporates to
coo 1 the remainder to the temperature
corresponding to the preisure in the economizer.
As the liquid collects in the economizer float
chamber, the rising level opens the float valve
and allows the,iliquid to pass to the cooler.
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iiiiirage:d Unit Air Co4ftioners

ackaged4unit air conditiontrs are now being
,talled in some ships that were built without
conditioning. This type of air conditioner has

the entire unit in one metal cabinet. Installation
is Simple; only the mounting brackets, electrical
lead4, drain lines, and the cooling water lines are
necessary for complete installation..

Compressing elements in packaged unit air
conditioners are usually the hermetic type
(motor and compressor are contained in a
welded steel shell). Repairing the compressor or
motor aboard ship is impractical; the assembly
should be-replaced as a unit.

Compressor discharge pregsures vary from
1.20 ps4 to 200 psig; suction pressures vary from
30 psieto-.65 psig. The temperature DROP pf
the air across-the cooling coil is usually abot
1 e to 18° F or -8..9° to .7.8°C.

Some packaged unit air conditioners have a
thermal expansion valve similar to the type used
on the ship's refrigeration plant; many types
have One or more caPillary tubes.

A capillary.,tube is a small copper tube with
about 1/16-inch inside diameter. ilk tube acts
as a restriction (or orifice) to reduce the pressure
of the liquid refrigerant, just prior to its entering
the cooling coil. The effect on the refrigerant is

'the same as when it passes through an expansion
valve. Sonic air conditioners have as many as Fl
capillary tubeS to ensure ari even flow of
refrigerant throughout the cooling coil.

The high-pressure and low-pressure switches
are set and sealed at the factory. The
adjustable controls are the water regulating ve
and the thermostat. The principle of operation
and the adjustment of the water regulating valve
are the Same as for the one used on the ship's
refrigerating plant.

To set the thermostat, you may use the
following procedures:

NDITIONING

3 When-the desired temperatttre is reasbee.
wly turn the thermostat control toward! the

"warmer" position until the compressor stops.

Fan-Coil Assemblies

Fan-coil assemblies are prefabriCated air
conditioners,- consisting of a fan and motor,.air
filters, coil bypass damper, thermal and
acoustical insulation, and a chilled-watir coil-
enclosed in a metal ca conjunction
with a chilled-water ystem for air conditioning
spices in all types o hips.

The fan-coil assembly may, be used in Lu of
a fan room aboard ship. The assembly may be
installed with or without ductwork. -The
assembly has outlets on the top', front, and ends
of the cabinet. The outlet may be used singly or
in multiples of zone air distribution with
ductwofk or41/4for free air delivery without
ductwork. A cooling coil bypass is also provided.
When'the air conditiOner is installed outside the
space being served, the installin g? activity
p r o vide s the ductwork between the air.
cohitioned space and the cooling coil bypass
inlet. This is to ensure that return air is used for
bypass and not rei31enishment air.

The fan in the assembly is a belt-driven
1)--"`sce.ntrifugal fan, The belt drive permits varying

capacity to fit the application, depending on the
use or extent of ductwork.

I. In t be air ciinditioned compartment,
place ermorneter at a point wher the
desired room te mperature is o most
importance.

2. Turn the. thermostat contecir to the
coldest position.

t.

The cooling coil has co per tubes, fins, and
headers. The. eoil is eight ro s *deep in direction
of airflow and has a vent ai1 drain cocks. The
vent and drain are acce ble through a
rerbovable access panel.

The asserfTbly has a fixed bypass manual
locking type damper mounted as an integral part
of a renfOvable end panel. All working

i,echanisms of the damper are enclosed inside
the cabinet to prevent adjustment of the damper
from the exterior of the cabinet- without
removing the panel.

435

Access for removal of the fan, fan drive,
motor, and coaling coil is through remova
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end panels. The removable end panels are
interchangeable On each assembly. A l'ront
.access opetiing permits servicing, adjustment and
.remoyal of the motor, fan bearings, pulleys, and
belts from the front of the cabinet.

The removable panels .and access openings
are gasketed and airtight under normal operating
conditions.

Access openings on each end of the cabinet
permit servicing to tht air filters.

Gravity Cooling Coils

Inslaces such asammunition .magazines, it is
impractical to have ventilation ducts or a
package unit installed. Since coolg of thr..space
is wecessary, the iravity cooling ecil is used. The
cosil is usually installed in the -upper part of the
space wins supplied by chilledrwater from the

main system. Since it is a gravity type coil, heat
removal is dependent upon convection currents-
across ;he coil. The switch mechanism for the
thprnittatic valve is located outside the: space
for safety reasons.

Air Conditioning Equipment
Opeta titik Record

A daily operating record (NAVSHIPS 4731)
is; maintained fpr all air conditioning equipment
except packaged unit air conditioners. Figure
19-7 shows the back of the form on vithich
compkirtment temperatures and chilled-water
pressures and- temperdtures are reeorded. The

), main difference in filling in the faint of
NAVSHIPS 4731 is that compressor suction and ,

discharge temperatures andptessures will be
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higher for air conditioning plants than for
religeration plants.

Air Filters

'Navy standard 'air filters have pressure taps
on, each side of the filter bank. By using a
pOrtable differential pressure gage, you can
quickly read the ,pressurc drop across tlie filter.
When the pressure drop increases to threeqimes
that of a clean,filter, the filtennust.lie cleaned:
Ships mai, be provided with spare filters sO that
a clean one may be substituted for the dirty one.
A syStematie procedure sou141, be set up for
cleaning all fllt in the ship.

- Special- cl .1 'ng sinks are installed in ships
that have a sufficient ni:imber of filters to justify
the space, expense, and weight. These Sinks may
be of the steam type where steam is used to heat
and agitate the water ot of the ultrasonic pe
where cleaning is done by vibration dtle to
sound waves paising through the gleaning fluid.

Va-vy standard air filters,hgve a thin film of
oil applied to the wires. The oil film retains fine
particles of (hist and lint. After waling, the
filterS should be re-oiled by spraying with filter
oil. Sprayers furnished for oiling air filters must
NOT ,be used for any other purpose to avoid the

I"gyirit
A

e

possibility qf contaminating the filters with
toxic, flammable, or smelly materials.

-FLAME ARRESTERS AND GREASE
FILTERS SHOULD NEVER BE OILED.

nLaNTENANCE OF
LING EQUIPMENT

Since air conditioning.systems are shnilar.iii
many- ways to refrigeration planti, much of the
information in this manual concerning
refrigeration is equally applicable to air

' conditioning equipment.
To ensure proper maintenance of any air

conditioning plant, the requirements of tit 3-M
System must be strictly adheild to.

HEATING EQUiPMENt

DUCT HEATERS

Duct heaters (fig. 19-8) are installed in duct
systems and are used Oherever feasible because
of .savings in weight, space, and piping. These
heaters are built to withstand considerable shock
and have standard connections to simplify
piping. The steam floWs,through copper tubes
which are arranged in a single row.

RANGI
Ottiu

nks
KCOPM

CONNECTIMYNINICK
(ill A P5)

*MAN CONOECTKA (UNOON)pAsp

47.111
Figure 19-8:Ventiletksn heaters: A. Exterior view,of *type Maw. B. Tube arrangement of S-type heater. C. Tuba

arrangement of T-type heater.
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Two different types of coil arrangements are
used. Part B of figure 19-8 shows the "S"
arrangement with the tObing serpentined. The
S-type-is used in small size heaters. For large size
heaters the S-type.is not efficient.

Part C, of ',figure 19-8 shows a
arrangement whiCh has a copper tube within a
tube (a 3/8-inch distributing tube inside a
5/8-inch outer tube). Steam pressures up to 150
psi may be used in these heaters.

, Large .ventilation supply tems, except
those serving machinery have a
PREHEATER at Or near the w er iiktake. By
locating the heater near the intake, 4tie.,_duct
temperature is -kept high enough to avoid
condensation during cold weather opbration.

In the majority of the system's that use a
preheater, theie is also a REHEATER(s). In
circulating cooling systems, reheaters maintain
specified space temperatures during cold.water
operation.

Reheaters supply either single ---sgiices or.
zones. Zones are made up of spaces tliat are
expected to have similar heat loads. Reheaters
are controlled by room thereostats. In
recirculating cooling systems in newer ships, the
reheaters use a constant supply of steam to
reheat air to any zone which would be
overcooled.

In small ventilation systems with short duct
runs where one heater will produce the required
temperature rise, a COMBINATION HEATER'is
used alone. This heater has, two separate heating
coils in one housing..E2ch coil has its own steam
supply and is controlled by an individual
thermostat. Combination heaters may also .be
used.. with reheaters to supply more than one
space where the combination heater is sufficient'
to maintain the required temperature rise in one
of the spaces.

CONVECTOR HEATERS

Convecior heaters (fig. 19-9) are installed in
sMail spaces or in spaces that are not fitted with
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mechanical supply. ventilation. These heaters
have a high heating capacity for their size and
weight, are considerably smaller. than radiatorS
or pipe-coils of the same capacity, and will
withstand severe shock. A steam pressure up to
150 psi can be used in the heaters, or a forced
hot water_ system can be used. When they ate
used with steam'prenure between 25 and 50 psi,
teniperature differentials at different levels in
the room are. reduced. Heating is regulated by
the air bypass damper in the front part of the
heater. The' cabinets are generally of steel,
though they may be (if desired) of nonmagnetic
stainless steel, copper, or aluminum.

UNIT HEATERS

Uhit heaters (fig. 19-10) are self-contained
'heating units comprised of a fan; fan motor,
heating coil, and adjustable louvers. They are
used in speci41 cases such as when the amount of
supply ventilation is too small to provide
suffiCient heat through ventilation heaters, or
where there is no mechanical ventilation supply
and the heat requirements exce_e&the capacity
of convector heaters. They can be used with
either steam pressure up to 150 psi .or with
forced hot water systems. Composite parts of
the heaters include the heat transfer surface (lins
and tubes); fan, thermostatic control valve,
strainer, trap, and directional louvers.

ELECTRIC HEATERS

Electric heaters are used in spaces located at
a considerable distance from the steam piping
system or in spaces where the use of steam duct
heaters would be impractical. They are built in
many _types and designs; because bf electrical
hazards or4y those heaters approved by the
Navy should be used.

HEATING CONTkOLS

Ternporature regulators that control the flow
of steam to ventilation heaters and unit heaters
consist of a thermostatic assembly (bulb, tubing,
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Figure 19-9.Convector heater: A. Cutaway view. B. Exterior view.

and motor bellows), and a valve assembly. (See
figures 19-11 and 19-12. ) The thermostatic
assembly contains just enough volatile'liquid to

, till the bulb and tubing but not the mittor
bellows in thc valve. A rise in temperature on
the bulb caws liqui to flow through the
tubing and in-tb the moto7Tillow& located in the
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hot chamber assembly of the valve. As the liquid
enters the motor bellows, it is vaporized by the
temperature of the steam surrounding the
bellows. The pressure (thus developed in the
belloWsL overcomes the spring load which
normally Itolds the valve open. This causes a
gradual closing of the valve. A decrease in
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Figure 19-10.Unit heater: A. Exterior view. B. Cutaway view.

temperature on the bulb reverses the process,
allowing vapor to leave the bellows; to condense
in the tubing, and to permit the spring load to
dpen the Valve. In this manner the valve will
open and close gradually to pass just the right
amount of steam necessary to react to the
changes in temperature around the thermostatic
bulb.
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Thermostat

The thermostatic bulb, tubing, and motor
bellows are integral with the thermostat and
cannot be separated. When any part of the
assembly is damaged,Ihe entire assembly must
be replaced. Qle tubing connects the bulb to the

LJ
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motor bellows and is armored for protection.
,The types of thermostats designed for use with
ventilation and unit heater regulators are the R;
L, and W therMostats.

The typeji thermostat (part A of fig. 19-11)
is designed for mounting on a bulkhead or on a
stanchion within the space served by a
combination heater, a reheater, or a unit heater.
The tenterature regulator of a type R
thermostat is adjusted by rotating the adjusting
knob which extends or contracts the adjusting
bellows. Clockwise rotation of the knob extends
the adjusting bellows which decreases the liquid
capacity of the bulb thereby forcing liquid into
the motor bellows and closing the valve. The
valve will not reoPen until a Iowa temperature
at the thermostat acts on the bulb to provide
space for the previously ejected liquid. Reverse
rotation of the adjusting knob raises .the
temperature setting by increasing the liquid
capacity of the bulb. The type R thermostat is
used with valves governing the flow of steam to
combination heaters, reheaters, and unit heaters.

The type L thermordat (part B of fig, 19-11)
is a 'duct-mounted, adjustable thermostat used
with valves governing the flow of steam to
preheaters. This thermostat is flange-mounted in
The duct, 4 to § feet after the preheater. The
main control element of the bulb extends into
the air stream inside the duct. The type L
thermostat operates in the same manner as the
type R thermostat.

,

The type W thermostat (part C of fig. 19-11)
is nonadjustable, preset at the factory to be fully
orien when the airtemperature at the thermostat
drops to 35°F. The thermostat may be located
in the air stream ahead of the preheater or in
any other location where its operation will be
governed by the weather. When the thermostat
is located on the weather decks, it must be
shielded from the effects of the sim (or other
heat sources) by a bulkhead or deck. The type W
thermostat is used with the Model D valve (part
B gi rig. 19-12) and functions to prevent
freezing of the condensate in the preheater tubes
by allowing the valve to admit steam to the
preheater when the temperature of the inuaming
air drops below 35°F. or 1.7°C.
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Valves,

Three types of valves designed for use with
ventilation and unit heater regulators are the
Model E, Model G, and Model D valves. Use of
the Model E, G, and I) valves is determined by
the designated capacity of the heaters. The
Model E valve (part A of frg. 19-12) is available
in sizes to govern steam flow in the range of 5 to
350 pounds of steam per hour. The Model E
valve has a needle type poppet and seat and can:
be used with a type W, L, or R thermostat to
regulate steam flow to a ventilation or unit
heater.'

The Model G valve is similar to the Mpdel E
valve except that it has -an additional bellows
(ba ancing bellows) located under the valve
pop t and, conneted to the valve stern. This
vaiv is available in)various sizes to handle steam
capkities in the range of 450 to 900 pounds of
steam per hour. It is designed to be used with a
type R or L thermostat to regulate steam flow in
a ventilation heater.

The Model D valve (part, C of fig. 19-12) is
actually two Model E valves in a coinmon valve
body; it is intended for\use only on preheaters
or combination heaters. bne of the valves is
sized to pass about 75% of the load rating of the
Model D valve; it is actuated by a type L
thermostat (when used with a preheater) or a
type R thermostat (when used,to regulate steam/
flow in a combination heater): The other valve is
sized to pass about 25% of the load rating of the
Model, valve; it is actuated by a type W
thermostat, when the temperature of the
incoming air drops below 35°F, or 1.7°C, to
ensure sufficient steam in the preheater or
combination heater to prevent freetig of the
condensate in the heater tubes.

The capacity of the Model D valve is the
combined capacity of two E-type valves. For

. example, a Model D valve intended for use. with
a heater caPacity of 40 pounds of steam per

fhour would use two E-type valves with the one
for the W thermostat side rated at 10 pounds of
steam per hour and the one for the L or R
thermostat side rated at 30 pounds of steam per
hour.
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ADJUSTING BELLOWS

25 FEET OF
TUBING

ADJUSTING
KNOB ADJUSTING

RANGE STEM ADJUSTING
PLATE SPRING

A TYPE R THERMOSTAT
ADJUSTING STEM

ADJUSTING BELLOWS

ADJUSTING
KNOB

B.TYPE L THERMOSTAT

10 FEET OF TUBING

10 FEET.
OF

TUBING

C TYPE W THERMOSTAT

Figure 19-11.Types of thermostats.

The temperature regulator is adjusted by
rotating the adjusting knob on the type L or R
thermostat to the desired temperature shown on
the range plate which is calibrated in degrees
Fahrenheit. After 5.minutes of operation of the
heater at the desired setting, check the
temperature or the air in -the space with a
calibrated thermometer. if further adjustment is
necessary, move the setting only 1° or 2°F C5°

75.292

to 1°C) and allow another period of 5 minutes
to" elapse before rechecldng with the
thermometer.

Information concerning the valve and
thermostatic assemblies is founk on the valve
bonnet which is stenciled as shown in figure
19-13, with numerals indicating the tube length,
operating., temperature of ithe motor bellows,
pjppet number, and steam Pressure.
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TUBiNG
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A MODEL E VALVE
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B MODEL G VALVE
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HOT CHAMBER ASSEMBLY
STAINLESS STEEL
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I.
Figure 19-12.Modols of thermostatic valves.
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OPERATING
TEMPERATURE

POPPET
NUMBER

STEAM PRESSURE

- 75.294
Figure 19-13.Identification on thermostatic valv bon-,

nets.

MAINTENANCE OF
VENTILATION EQWMENT

Shipboard ventilation must serye-not only to
supply, circulate, and distribute/fresh air, but
also to remove the used, contaminated, and
oVerheatedair from the various spaces. If the
ventilation equipment fails to perform its
functions properly, conditions may be created
which will jeopardize the health or life of crew
members. Therefore, the individuals responsible
for inspection and maintenance must big
thorou y familiar with the ventilation
equipment.

A shipboard ventilation system, and its
wnstituent parts cannot be isolated and
separated from other component systems in a
complete air conditioning system. For example,
the air duct distribution system of a Sl6ip may be
used for other systems in cooling, heating, and
dehumidifying the ship's atmospheric air. In
addition 1 ducts, a ventilation sYstem may
include w ther opitnings, screens, filters, fans,
gratings, closures, heaters, cooling coils, venturi
tubes, dampers, and terminals. Obviously, if a
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ventilation systm is to function effectively, it is
essential that tall of its various units be kept
clean and in sa#sfactory operating condition. To
maintain a ventilating system in the best
condition requires the observance of applicable
precautionary measures and the adherence to
prescribed maintenance procedures.

Guarding Against Obstructions
to Ventilation

Such items as swabs, deck gear, and trash
stowed in fan rooms or ventilation trunks not
only restrict airflow but also increase dirt and
odors taken inboard. Ventilation terminals must
NEVER be used for stowage. Wet clothing
secured to ventilation terminals increases the
moisture content of the compartment air and
restricts the airflow. Stowage arrangements
should be sUch that ventilation weather openings
are NEVER restricted.

Keeping the System Clean

'Dirt accumulation in a ventilation systeM
not only restricts the flow of air but alsO creates
a serious fire hazard. In a. clean duct the cooling
effect of the metal tends to act as a flame
arrester, but an accumulation of foreign matter
within a duct becomes a potential source of
combustion. One methed of reducing the
amount of dirt and combustible matter, which
may be carried, into a ventilaSion system, is to
wet down the areas in the vicinity of the air
intakes before sweeping.

Since a great volume of air passes through or
over the elements of a ventilation system, dirt
will collect in the various units in .spite of
preCautionary measures. The greatest
accumulation of dirt will be within trunks and
ducts where it is not readily noticeable.
Therefore, periodic inspections and a definite
service procedure are iiecessary to keer7'llie
system clean.



CHAPTER 20
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ADDITIONAL AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

In addition to the auxiliary machinery
described u. previous chapters of the manual,
there are a dUmber of other units of Machinery
which are essential ta the operation of a ship
and which are directly or indirectly of concern
to you, as an Erigineman. Such auxiliary
machinery includes sleering gears, anchor
windlasses, deck winches, capstans, cranes and
auxiliary boilers. Some of this machinery may
be located within the engineering spaces of the
ship, but many of the units are 'located outside
the engineering spaces.

This chapter provides information on
auxiliary machinery with which you will be
primarily concerned.

ELECTROHYDRAULIC
DRIVE MACHINERY

Hydraulic units are used for driving or
controlling steering gears, windlasses, winches,
capstans, airplane cranes, Animuriition hoists,
and distant control- valves. This chapter contains
information on some hydraulic units with which
Enginemen are concerned.

The electrohydraulic type of drive very
efficiently meets the operating requirements Of
modern naval machinery. Some of the major
advaOtages of electrohydraulic machinery are
that:'

.

1. Tubing, which can readily transmit fluid§
around corners, is used to conduct the liquid
which transmits the force.

2. Very little space is requile or tubing.
3. It all ws flexibility infllocation 'of

componen ts.
4. Operati n at variable speeds is possible.

vis-
.

4
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5,- ilcontrol of speeds from minimum
to maximrni its is allowed.

6. It can be shifted from no load to full
load withouidamage to machinery.

7. It accelerates quickly.
8. It has a high efficiency.
9. It has a favorable power to weight ratio.

ELECTROHYDRAULIC
SPEED REAR

The u t most -frequently -used iii
elec tr oh raulic applicatiOn s tlte
electrohyd aulic speed gear. Different váriatiops
of the basic design are used for spec4c
applications but the iprinciples remain the unit.
Basically, the unit consists of an electiic
motor-driven hydraulic pump (A-end) an
hydraulic motor (B-end). See Chapter 15 of t
manual for a discussion on axial piston
variable-stroke pumps.

The B-end (fig. 20-1) is already on strOce,
add will be made to rotate_ by the hydraiAlic
force of the oil acting on the pistons. Movemeint
of the, pistons' A-end is controlled by a tilt bin
in which the socket ring is mounted, as showdiin
part A of figure 20-1.

. The length of piston movement is contra
by movement of the tilt box, one way or
other and by the amount of angle at which4e
tilt box is placed. The length of the pistOn
movement controls the amount of fluid floii.
When the drive motof is energized, the A-end is
always in motion, but with the tilt box in,' a
neutral oç vertical position, there is p0
reciprocatinimotion of the pistdns, so no oiI is
pumped to the B-end. Any movenient of the ,tilt
box, regardless of how slight, causes pumping
action to start, which causes immediate acticin in
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the B-en11, due to the transmission of force by
the hydraulic fluid.

When reciprocatg motion is desired, such
ai in a steering gear, the:B-end is replaced by a
piston or ram. The force of the hydraulic fluid
causes .the movement of the piston or ram. The
tilt box in the A-end can be controlle4 either
locally (as on the anchor rindlass) 6r by remote
control (as on the steering gear).

ELECTROHYDRAULIC
STEERING GEAR

Most steering gear installations in modern
naval ships are the electrohydraulic type and use
only the A-end of the previously described
electrohydraulic drive. The electrohydraulic
steering gear was developed to handle the late
momentary power 'requirements for the
electromechanical steering gearsparticularly for
ships of large, displacement and high speed. Also

YOKE

the elimination of direct current power from
ships' steering systems made switching and speed
control of electric thotors more difficult.

Operation of Electrohydraulic
Steering Gear

Figure 20-2 shows a simple ditgrammatic
arrangement of a double-ram type
electrohydraulic steering gear. The rudder yoke
is connected to two hydraulic plungers or rams.
Each ram has cylinders at .hoth ends. The
pressure of the hydraulic- fluid in the closed
system is maintained by one of twp rotary,

, positive-displacement, variable-stroke pumps.
Fluid delivery is regulated -by the angle of the
tilting black in the hydraulic 'pump, which in
turn is controlled either electricallY or,
hydraulically from the steering wheel on deck.'

The control shaft and gear are indicated in
figure 20-2. Note that the forward port and after
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VA LV E
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TRANSFER DOCK' ILI ING
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RACK AND-
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ELECTRIC LEADS
FROM STEERING STAND

N(

SYNCHRONOUS
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PLANETARY
DIFFERENTIAL GEAR

SUPPLY
RE T URN

Figure diagrAmmatic arrangsmant of a double-ram electrohydraulic stsering gear.
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starboard cylinders are interconnected, as are
the forward starboard and after port cylinder. A
double-acting relief valve bypasses the fluid from
the supply (or discharge) to the return (or
suction) line, thus relieving the piping from
excessive strain, in case unusual resistance to the
rudder (caused by wave action or bY jamming)
causes abnormal pressures. The motois run at
constant speed. Examples of steering gear
operation follow.

Stating with a neutral position of the tilting
blqck and no oil flow, suppose. the steering
wheel is turned to- starboard. The turning of the
wheel on the bridge sends an electric signal to
the synchronous receiver, in the steering gear
room. The synchronous receiver will then turn
correspondingly (counterclockwise in fig. 20-2
as viewed from the left). Shaft A turns
clockirise, carrying gear B with it. Gear C
meshes with gear B, and internal gear teeth on E
turn counterqlockwise. E turns the control shaft,
which operates the tilting block on the pumps.
A quantity of oil now Cows to the forward port
and after starboard cylinders, causing the rudder
to move to the right. 's

When the steerin-g wheel and the
. synchronous receiver stop moving, the starboard

ram, in moving forward, operates the rack and
pihion and turns gear D clockwise. Gear B and
shaft A are held by the now motionless
synchronous receiver and gear C and casing E
turn clockwise, thus returning the tilting block
to the neutral position and stopping the flow of
oil. The planetary differential gear operates as a
followup mechanism. If the steering wheel is
turned to port, the actions described will be in
the OPPOSITE direction.

Actual installations use two sets of
synchronous receivers and two sets of electric
motors and pumps for reliability and flexibility.
A six-way plug cock makes it possible to transfer
quickly from the operating pumps to the
standb5/ pumps.

The single-ram type of electiohydraZic
steerifig gear, shown, in figure 20-3, operates on
the same principle as the double-ram type. The
only differencels that there is but one ram, with

*

port a nd s t arb oard cylinders, mounted
thwartship.. As the port plunger is forced to

move- by the pressure of oil against it, the
starboard plunger moves_ cofrespondingly. and
forces the same amount of oil out of
starboard cylinder.

Control of Steering Gears

The steering gear can be controlled from the
steering wheel on the bridge by any of the
following remote control systems, although
most modern naval ships nse the first one:

1. ELECTRICALLY by an altdrnating
current synchronous transmission.system.,

2. HYDRAULICALLY by a hydraulic
telemotor system.

3. ELECTRICALLY by a direct-current
pilot motor and its controller.

4. MECHANICALLY by a shafting or wire
rope from the steering station (auxiliary hand
operation).

ALTERNATING CURRENT
SYNCHRONOUS TRANSIWISSION.The
alternating current synChronous transmission
tyP, of remote control consists of receiving\and
transmit units which are similar to sinisM1
m oto are conneqed to the same' a.C.

ansmitter rotor is turned, the
at thd same speed and in the same

supply .

receiver
direction.

The transmitters are located in steering
stands at remote control stations and are
mechanically connected through gearing to the
wheels. A transmitter at one of the remote
stations is electrically connected, to a receiver in
the steering room. The receiver is connected to
the control shaft of the variable-displacement
hydraulic pump through a differential. Where
there is more than one remote steering station, a
switch is used to select the desired control
station. Indicating lights on the steering stands
and at the selector switch indicate which is the
selected circuit and that power is available.

HYDRAULIC TELEMOTOR
CONTROL.The hydraulic telernotor type of

4481,7 LI
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Figure 20-3.Diagranimatic arrangement of a single-ram

remote.. control (fig. 20-4) is Sound in many
Navy auxiliary ,ships that are equipped with
ekctrohydraulic steering engines. The sysrem

ttansmitter) in the pilothou , a hydraulic
consists of . a steering (hydraulic

receiver in tip steering gear-eompartment, and
,connecting hydraulic tubing. In addition, an
electric cable connects -the helm angle
transmitter, on 'the receiver housing with the
helm angle inilicator on the steering console.

A hydraulic transmitter is located inside the
steering console under the steering w4rieel.-The
hydraulic 'transmitter components consist of a
pump, hydraulic tubing, two relief valves, two
check valves, a replenishing tank, and a bypass
valve. ,The remote receiver,. is a hydraulic
plunger-type unit with twQ cylin -one on
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ceiver housing-in axial
cting plunger operates in

middle portion of this
onnected for mechanical
gear contfol mechanism.

The direction of the hydraulic- ti
movement depends on the direction of rottitio
of the steering wheel. Rotation of the steering
wheel actuates bevel artd ipur gears which in
turn operate a reversible, hydraulic, axial-piston
type pump; The operating principles of this
pump are similar to those of the variable-stroke

,pump, described earlier in this chapter, in
connection with hydraulic power" trawarnission
systems. In the reversible axial-piston pump,
howeyer, the socket ring is.set permanently at a
fixed angle so that the pistons are' always on

-%
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stroke. When the pump shaft and cylinder barrel
are rotated by the steering wheel, the pistons
draw fluid ip from one- hydraulic fluid line and
discharge it to -the other hydraulic fluid line.
Reversing the rotation,of the steering wheel
reverses the direction of fluid.fl sckghrough the
pump. The pump has Ixternal check valves add
piping for -replenishing. the hydraulic -system
from the tank. Relief valves and a bypass valve
are also included, as well as vents for purging the
system.

s/When the hydraulic purnp shaft is rotated in
one direction, the fluid output- is discharged
from one side of the pump to one of the recter
cylinders. In the other cylinder, hxIraulic fluid
is displaced to the hydraulic Pump Thus, the
hydraulic fluid under pressure moves the
receiver plungers zmd produtes. a linear
'movement of the crosshead. This .motion iS
transmitted to the connected, steering gear
control meChanism. Travel of the trosshead and
plungers is liMited by adjustable stbps on the
receiver housing..In figure 20-5, the solid arrows
show direction of actibn for right rudder while
the broken arrows show. the flow of hydraulic,
Tluid for ript rudder.

Air cocks and tilling or charging connections
are on the reCeiver cylinders for venting, filling,
or puriOng the hydraulic systeM.

Filling the .Telemotor §ystern.Fill the
leletriotor system frorn the charging tank by ,:
opening the air cocks-al the forward telemotor
and starting the charging puMp. After 'the oil
appears at the air cocks, continue pumping until
the oil is free, of bubbles. NeXst, close the air
cocks' and allow the oil to i,I the replenishing
tank. While the pump is still operating, clOse the
valve leading to the repleniShing tank.at which

'lime the system will be subjected to a slight
'pressure.

Purging Entrapped. Air. -The effective
operation 6f the telemotor system depends upon
the purging of all entrapped air and the
elimination of leaks. To purge the systenNf air,
under noimal ,operating conditions, open the
valve leadihg froril the replenishing tank and the
air cocks at the forward telemotor. Because the

( 45.1

replenishing tank is located above the highest
point Of the telemotor system, the air is forced
out of the air cocks by the gravity flow of the
oil. Then close the cocks when the oil flows
smoothly without bubbles.

To detect and eliminate leaks in thesystem,
inspect the valves and -joints frequently. To
correct a leaky piston in the interhally packed .
telemotor, see that, the leathers are hi good
condition and that the springs (if used) keep the
leather in contact with the inside 'wall of the.
telemotor -.cylinders.. To' stop, leaks in the
externally packed telervtor, tighten the glands
just enough to cause the packing to be
,compressed about the rams, until the leak, is
stopped.

. Hydraulic Fluid Characteristics:The
hydraulic 'fluid characteristks are esPecially
important when the telemotor system is exposed'
to low "atithient Under such
cOnditiOns, a high- acle mineral oil thAt has a
'cold pour point of -25° to -40°F (-32°. to -40°C)
should be-used. Where low, tempetatures are not
involved or where special oil with the designated
cold pour point cannot be readily obtained, the
symbol 2075H oil may be used satisfactorily,.
The oil should have a low rate of expansion and
be viscous at I.50°F (66°C) to
remain Ood hydraulic fluid.

1

Filling the Charging Tank.When filling the
charging tank with hydraulic fluid, strain-the oil
into the tank throup a funnel which has a fine
mesh screen. This prevents the entry -of foreiin
matter and at the same tinie psevents the entry
of air bubbles into the, hydraulic system. The oil
should never be allowed to become
contaminated with Water.

D I R EC T CURRENT PILOT MOTOR
CONTROL.Th'e diarist drient pilot motor
type of remote control is used with some early
electrohydraulie steering geart. It consists of a
small, reversible direct current motor, which
connected through a differential gear to the
control shaft. of a, variable-stroke pump. The

motbr is ccintrotled by a magnetic control
panel located next to the motor and with
master controller located at the steering wheel.

4
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The motor ha's a mapetictrake which stops and
holds the motor when the master controller is
returned to ttte neutral position.

AUXILIARY HAND OPERATkaN.-
Auxiliary hand gear is provided for most ships
.that have electrohydraulic steering gears. This
aigkiliary hand gear usually consists of a
hand-operated hydraulic pump supplemented by
chain hoists.

The hydraulic emergency steering system
consists of a relief valve, shuttle valve,
hand-operated dual hydraulic pump, associated
piping, valves, and fittings. The piping from the
emergency pump to the main hydraulic system
is arranged so that the high-pressure stop,valves
can be closed to prevent leakage through the
main hydraulic units from the pressure
developed by the hand pumps. The emergency
pumiris usually connected to the main hydraulic
system, permitting the use of all four.ram
cylinders. If the emergency pump is not
connected in this manner, it is necessary to
reduce the speed of.the ship in order to limit the
ram pressure to that Dennitted by the pump
desip. Since it is necessary to block off the
emergency system under normal steering gear
operatiok the emergency lines are generally
connected to the drain valves; this eliminates the
necessity of additional high-pressure valves.

As the 'emergency steering system described
above dependsion an ihtact hydraulic system for
operation, wader positioning equipment- to
permit steering with file proi)ellers (after all
other means of steering have bcen rendered
inoperable) is also furnished. This equipment
consists of chain hoists and suitable attachments
for Moving the rudder with the ship dead in the
water.

+Maintenance of Bectrohydraulic
Steering Gears '

:y
The main tenance. required . for' most,

ehictrohydraulic steering gears is shown on the
Maintenance Index rage, figure 20-6. In addition
to this maintenance, it is important that the

exposed parts of the steering gear rams be
protected against water and, damage from rolling
or falling objects. Cover them with a thin rilm of
rust preventive, compound or a heavy oil. To
protect the exposed parts from rolling objects,
place, a guard over the p&rts, and keep the
steeringlear compartment clear of loose gear at
all times.

Steering Engineroom Watch

As an Engineman, you may be required to
stand watch inghe steering engineroom.
duties of the steering enneroom watch include
operation, care, and emergency repair of the
machinery in youre charge. Operating
instructions and system sliagrams are posted in
the steering engineroom. The diagramsliescribe
the various methods of the steering
gear under normal and ergency conditions
and show the relative posions of tile valves
concerned for eoch methOd of operation.
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During your watch in the steering
engineroom:

I. Make sure that thedby equipment is
ready for instant use in an emergency,

2. Inspect the steering gear thoroughly.
Check the unit by feeling the various parts.
Report any part that feels "HOT" to the bare
hand to the offiar of the deck on the bridge
and to the officer of the -1,vatch in the
engineroom.

3. Investigate for binding, overloading, and I,
lack of lubhication.

4. Ligsan for new or unusual noises which
may indicate loose parts or wear.

S. Bleed all air out off the system.

6. Check for leaks in .the line and fittings.
Piping leaks Usually occur following, unusual
strain (a?"frorn rough seas). Most leaks can bel
correcfed by tightening the flange 'bolti. Small
leaks at ram packing glands are not
objectionable since the\ small flow of hdraulic
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SyOEM, !Wear00111., Of Campo Aim

Steering Gear

tafteme matter**
snow

mommanno, sionlimo Num

MAmwCard
Gabor No .

Delete

AU ZZIESRO 83 030 D 1. Visually inspect all pins, coupl- D-I EtC 0.3 W-1
ins,' and shafts. .

2. Check oil level in expansion tank,
3. Check rudder angle indication.

.

.

4. Check ram packing gland for tight-
ness.

. Visually chock system for xipseive
oil leaks.

.

AU ZZ1E.S. 3 0304 W 1. Check oil level in storage tank. W-1 7W 0.5 None
2. Perform weekly lubrication.

AU 12SIO 305 M 1. Lubricate rudder poet bearfngs. N-1 0.5 Wm.
_

AD UZI' 474052 I. Sound and tighten foundation bolts. Q-1 7W 0.6 None

AU 2,213.5- .3 .307 S 1. Sample and test hydraulic oil. S-1 7W 1.5 None
. 2. filter oil.

3. Drain filter.

'

AU ZZI -.e 33 030 A 1. Drain entire ystem and clean A-4 Ele 3.5 None
storage tank. _ VW 3.5

2. Drain and clean system filter. N
, 3. Check systole for coperatioc and

leaks.

.

AU 7.21EGA4 33 000 A 1. Calibrate pressure gauges. A2.4,
,

EN3 -0.5 . None

AD ZZIISRO 33 03 A "1. Conduct operational test of steer-
ing goer.%

A-3 &NI 0.4 None

I. ZZlIMAI 33 001 C l Test of main relief valves. 1:=1 EN1 1.3 A=3
1

AU LISRO 83 031 C 1. Check Copper crushing pieces on ism C-2 722 0.7 C-3
' tia rods for condition and position. TX 0.7

AU 11,330 33 001 C 1. Check limit stops oeotearing units -1 832- 1-0 C-2
'trick wheels.

..'

IN/FA 1.0 C-4
lit-

'W-1

AM 18810 33 0311 C 1. 0isasseml4a, clean and inspect.clif- C-4 EMI 3.5
ferential cbstred !lousing. 14 3.5

,

2. Realign steering unit and test
ops;sts. ,-

'
N .

AU' 1ECW4 33 0312 C 1. Inspict flexible couplings. C-5 2,3, None

A -1/2i-A4bows Pup Grim. Ore

Or"

Figure 20.6.-P1annett Maintenance index Page, steering goer.
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fluid provides lubrication. 'Always maintain
sufficient fluid in the 'tanks.

7. Check and ensure' that'all.grease fittings
and surfaces requiring lubrication are lubricated
in accordance with the instriictions on the
lubritation clad .

.
.

8. Observe all applicable safety precautions.
-Kee,p oil off the deck. Exercise .extreMe-caution
when working in the confined spaces around the
rams and actuating gear. All clothirig shouldbe
free of loose ends that might catcli in the'
machinery.

WEIGHT-HANbLING EQUIPMENT

To qualify for adVancement .in rating, yeou
must be familiar With the cogstruction,

operation, and Maintenance of 'anchor
windlasses, cranes, and winches. The discuSsion
of such machinery and other weight-handling
equipmeAt, such as . capstans and elevators,
whichlfollows, is supplementary to that given in
Fireman. NAVEDTRA 10520. ,

Anchor Windlasses

.In a typical electrohydraulic mechanism, one
constant-speed electric motor, drives. two
variable-stroke pumps through a coupling- and
reduction gear. 'Other installations include.two
motoxs, one for driving each-pump. Eachpump
ornially drives one.lwildcat, althoug§(with the
use of 3-way plug cock type 'valves) either pump
may. 'drive either of the two wildcats. The
hydraulic motors drive, the. Wildcat shafts by
means of multiple spur gearing and 'a loCking
head. T4 locking head p'ermits disconnecting

,Nthe wildclt shaft, thus permitting free operation
of the wildcat, as when dmpping anchor.

Each windlass pump is 'controlled either
from the weather deck or locally with
nandwheels op shafting leading to the 'pump
control. The' hydraulic system will require your
attention. Be certain.that the hydraulie system is
always serviced with the specifieciTye of clean
oil.

"Ilie types 'Clf anchor windlasses that an
iiineman may have to maintain are normally

the electric; electrohydraulic, and the
hanpriven windlasses. Hand-driVen windlasses
are used only on small ships where the wight of
the anchor gear is such that it can be handled
without excessive effort by operating personnplik

In maintaining a hand windlass, the major
factor is to keep the linkage, friction shoes,
locking head, and brake in proper 'adjustment
and in satisfactory operating condition at all
times. ID maintaining an electrohydraulic

, windlass, your rin<ipal concern is the hydraulic
system.

ven though used intermittently and only
for Jklatively short peribds of time, a windlass
muStIbe capable of handling the required load

eXtremely severe conditions, To prevent
deterioratidn and to provide dependable
operation whenever requited, maintenance .and
adjustinent must be continued during the.
'periods When the machinery is not in use.

Windlass' Abrakes must be maintained in
satisfaetory condition if they are to perform
their,, function properly. Because of wear and
oqmpresSion of -brake 'linings, the clearance

.,, between 'the brake drum and band increase
,after 'a windlass has been in operation. Brake-
linings and clearances should be inspected
frequently..Means of adjustment are provided On
aif windlass brakes.Adjustments should bemade
in :-ac cprd anCe with: ,the manufacturer.'s '
instructions.

YoU should' carefully follow the lubrication
instrurtiOns furnished ty the manufacturer. If a

. windlass. haS, been idle for some time, it should
be lubricated, before,.being nut intO operatiOd.
After a windlass haS been used; jt shou141 be ,

lubricated t.O', 'protect finished surfaces from
corrosion :and -to TrZVent serzurd of moving
parts.

The n'ydr.aülic transmissions ,of,
electrohydcaulic windrasses and other auxilialles'

,are ,manntacihrhi,witli close tolerances.between
moving and stationary parts.11 these toleranees,
are,. to be maintained arid unnecessary wear'is to
be prevented, every possible precaution must be
ta'ken to prevent the. entry of dirt and other

-a
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abrasive material into (the' system. When the
system is replenished or refilled, only clean oil
should be used and it should bestrained as it is
poured into the tank. If a hydraulic transmission
has been disassembled, all parts should be
thoroughly cleaned before reassembly. Before
piping or valves are installed, their interiors
should be cleaned to remove any scale, dirt,
preservatives, or other foreign matter. .

4

Winches and Capstans

Winches are used for heaving in on mooring'
lines, hoisting boats, topping lifts on jumbo
booms of large auxiliary ships, andftfor handling
cargo. Power for operating shipboard wfnches is
usually furnished by electricity and, on softie
older ships, -by steam. Where delicate control
and high ,acceleration without jerking are
required, such as for handling aircraft,

ROPE ORUM 110Pt 04W11 BAWD IRAK

OOUSLE CLUTCHMAIN SHAPi

electrotwdraulic winches are usually installed.
Most auxiliary ships are equipped with either
.electrohydraulic or electric winches.

CARGO WINCHES.Among the various
types of winches for general cargo handling are:,
double-drum, double-gypsy, and ingle-drum,
single-gypsy units. Four-drum, two-Tgypsy
Machines are generally used for m esweeping.

Electrohydraulic Winches.Electiohydraulic
winches (fig. 20-7) are always drum type. The
drive equipment is like most hydraulic systems:
atconstant-speed electric motor drives the A-end
(yariable.stroke hydraulk pump) which is
connected to the B-end (liydraulic motor) by
,suitable pAping; nig drum iaft -is driven by-the
hydraulic motor through reduction gearing.

Winches normally have, one horizontally
mounted drum and one or two gypsy heads. If
only one gypsy is\ require& 4 may be easily
removed from or assembled :tri'either end of the
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drum shaft. When a drum is to be used, it is
connected to the'shaft by a clutch.

Electric Winches.An electricaillt driven
winch is shown in figure 20-8. This winch is a
lingle-drum, single-gypsy .type. The electric
motor drives the unit through a set of reduction
gears. A clutch is also 'provided to engage or
disengage the drum from the - drum shaft.'
Additional features include an electric brake and
a speed control switch.

,

CAPSTAS.To facilitate handIng large,
heavy Mooring lines and wires, capstans are
mounted on deck. These capstans may ebe
separate machinery units, as usually seen on fug
.boats, or they may be part of the anchor
windlass, as on most Navy ships.

The essential feature qttre capstan is'the
vertical spool-shaped drum, itted with Pawls.
'Whelps or ridges on the drum are provided to
keep the lines from slipping e ecially when
wet.

Capstans are powered by either steam of
electricity. On small' ships (such as

44.

SPEE.D
CONTROL

REDUCTION

GEARING
ROPE

GUARD

minesweepers) they also may be operated by
hand, in an emergency, by using bars fitted iiito
the pigeonholes in the capstan head. Depending
on the type and size of a ship, capstans may be
located any place on the deck.

Elictric Capstans.Electric capstans are
usually of the reversible type and develop the
same speed arad power in either , direction.
Capstans driven by alternating current motors
hav,e- two speeds, full speed and one-half speed.
Capstans driven by direct current motors usually
have from three to five speeds in either direction
of rotation.

S t e am Capstan s. Ste am capstans were
formerly used extensively in Navy ships, but
they are now used only occasionally where the
electric power is insufficient.

Maintenance of Winches and Capstans

In several respects, the maintenance of a
winch or a capstan is sdmilar to ghat' for a
witilllass. Where band brakes are used on the
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drums, the friction linings should be inspected
regularly and replaced when necessary. Steps,
should Abe taken to prevent oil or grease from
accumtdating on the brake drums. The operation
of brake-actuating mechanisms, latches, and
pawls should be checked periodically.

_

Winch drums driven by friction clutches
should be inspected frequently to determine if
deterioration has occurred in the friction
material or if oil and grease are preventing
proper operation. The sliding parts of positive
clutches must be properly lubricated, antr t e
locking device on the shifting geall should be
checked to determine if it will hold under lo d.
The oil of gear reduction units should ' be
clrecked for proper amount, temperature, and
purity. Pei-iodic inspectiops should be made of
the Oressure lubricatioir fittings normally
installed on slow moving parts. On installations
that use hydraulic transmission, the pumps and
lines are maintainved in thesame way as those of
any other hydraulic system.

Cranes

Cranes are designed to meet the following
conditions:

I. To hoist, rower, top, 'and rotate rated
load at the specified speed and against a
specified.list of the ship.

2. To handl; 150% rated load at no
specifiedspeed. .

3, To withstand .a. static suspended load of
200% rated load without dainage or distortion

'to any part of the crane or'structure.

The types of cranet installed in ships vary in
accordance with the equipment handled. Cranes
are classified as general type and type of drive as
follows:

I. CreneEal Type
a. Wotating king post
b. Stationary king post

Nc. Pedestal mounted
d. Jib
e.'' Traveling "

40,

2. Type of drive

a. Electrohydraulic

b. Electromechanical

c. Gasoline' engine

d. Diesel engine

e. Hand operated

The crane equipment generally includes the-
boom, -king post, .king post bearings, shelves,
hook and rope, machingtry platforms, rotating
gear, drums, hoisting, Ltopping and rotating
drives, and controls. The important compofiehts
are described in the paragraphs which follow.

BOOMS.A boom, used as a mechanical
shipboard appliance, is -a strUctural unit for
lifting, transferring, or supportuag heavy weights.
A boom is -used in conjunction with _other
structures or structurskinembers which support
it, and various ropes and pulleys, called blocks,
which control it.

II1NNG POST BEARINGS.On itatiOnary
king po4ts, bearings are Provided for taking both
vertical load and horizontal strain at the collar,
located at the top of the king post. On rotating
king posts, bearings are provided for both
vertical and horizontal loads at the base and for
horizontal reactions at a higher decklevel.

SHEAVES AND ROPES.The hoisting and
topping ropes arc led -.:from the drums over
sheaves ,to the head of the boom. The sheaves
and rotes are designed in accordance with

1-ecommendatiOns by the Naval Sea Systems
Command, which give the, criteria for selection
of sheav,e diameter, size; and flexibility of the
rope. Sufficient fair-lead sheaves- are fitted to

_prevent fouling of the rope. Electricallnsulators
may be installed at the hoisting block or sheave
at the head of the boom, to take 'care of shtick

458

hazards.

MACHINERY ,PLATFORMS.Machinery
platforms carry .the power equipment and
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operator's statipn. These platforms are mounted
on the king post above the deck:

.

ROTAT'I'NG GEAR AND
PINIONS.Rotation of the _cF4Ine is
accomplished l* vertical shafts with pinitins
engaging a large,rotatinglear.

DRUMS.The drums of the hoisting and
topping winches are generally grooved for the
proper size wire rope. The drums in the latest
designs are arranged to stow the rope in one
layer to facilitate spooling and to prevent
crushing of the rope. The hoisting syStem is
arranged for use- with single or multiple part
lines avrequired. The topping system is arranged
for use with a multiple purchase as required.

Operation and Maintenance of Cranes

The hoisting whips and topping lifts of
cranes are usually driven by hydraulic
variable-speed gears through gearing of various
types. This provides the wide range of speed and
delicate control i'iquired for load handling. The
cranes are usually rotated by an electric motor
connected to worm and spur gearing or by an
electric motor and hydraulic'variable-speed gear
connected to.appropriate reduction gearing.

Some electrolixdraulic cranes have
automatic slaCk -1Me takeup equipment,
consisting of an electric torque motor geared to
the drum. When thek -cranes are used for lifting
boats, aircraft, or. other ds from the water,
the torque motor assiats t . hy raulic Motor
drive to reel in the cable in case e load is lifted
faster by the water than it is being hoisted by
the crane.

, ElectrohydrauliC equipment for the crane
consists of one or more 'electric motors running
at constant speed. Each motor drives one or
more A-end variable-displacement ydraulic
pumps whose strokes are cOntrolled through
operating handwheels. START, STOP, and
'EMERGENCY RUN pushbuttons are located at
the operator's statidli for the control of the
electric motors.' Interlocks are provided to
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t
prevent starting the electric motors when the
hydraulic puny& are on stroke. B-end hydraulic
motors are connected to the A-end pumps by. .

piping and drive the cffurns of the hoisting and
topping units Or the rOtating machinery.

Reduction gears are provided between the
electric motor and the A-end pump and between
the B-end hydraulic motor and the rotating
pinion. Each hoisting, topping, and rotating
drive has (n electric brake on the hydraulic
motor output shgft. The electric brake is
interlocked with the hydraulic pump control so
that the brake will set when the hydraulic
control is on neutral or when electric 'power is
lost. A centering device \is proVided or,
accurately finding and retaining the, neutral
position of the hydraulic pump.

Relief valves are installed to protect the
hydraulic system. These relief valves are Set in
accordarfce with the requirements of Chapter
556 of the NA VSHIPS' Technical Manual.

Maintenance of cranes should be in
,accordance with the Planned Maintenance
System requirements or the manufacturers'
instructions. In general, the maintenance of
electrohydraulic cranes requires that the oil in
the replenishing tanks be kept at the prescribed
.levels and that the system be kept clean and free

sof air. The limit stbp and other mechanical
safety devices must be checked regularly for
proper operation. When cranes are not in use,
they should be secured in their stowed positions,
and all electric power to the controllers should
be secured'.

.4

GALLEY AND LAUNDRY ...-
EQUIPMENT

The Navy uses a. variety of elquipment to
perrorm laundrY and galley functions. The type
of equipment installed will depend on the size of
the ship, the availability of steam, anether
factors. For reference,,obtain and maintain the
equipment manufacturer's technical manual for
each different piece of gear aboard. Preventive
maintenance is to be scheduled and performed
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according to the requirements of the 3-M
system.

STEAM-JACKETED KETTLES

Steam-jacketed kettles (fig. 20-9) come in a
variety of sizes from 5 pllons to 80 gallons.

'Kettles are made of corrosion-reiisting steel. The
.kettles are constructed to operate at a maximum

, steam pressure of 45 psi. A relief valve is
installed in the steam line leading to the kettles,
set to lift at 45 psi. Maintenance on these units

1/41_

1/4

is normally limited to maintaining the steam
lines and valves associated with the kettles.

Other steam-operated cooking equipment
includes steamers (fig. 20-10) and. steamtables
(fig. 20-11). Steamers use steam .at a pressure of
5 to 7 psi; steamtables use steam at a pressure of
40 psi or less.

DISHWASHING EQUIPMENT

Dishwashing machines uied in the Navy are
classified is one-tank, two-tank, or three-tank

.%

Figure 204.-4team-jacketed kettles,

4
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tr)

..ot. tt

'AWN, 2040.?7$1.,amir.

Figura 20-11 Steamtablio.
(

_atm

c .

machines. The three-tank machine is. a fully
automatic, continuous racking machine which
scrapes, brushes, and provides two rinses. It is
used at large activities,

. &rigle Tank .--i

,

t
.. ' Single .tnk machines (fig. 2:412) are used in

sit ships where largar.models are not feasible.
4. r0

48.20
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To control the bacteria 'to a satisfactory
minim Lim in single-tank achines; the
.temperature of,the washwater in the tank must
be 140°F (60°C). Consequet ly,'a thermostat in
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Figure 2012.Iliglical semiautomatic single-tank dishwashing machine.

7

the niachbae prevents operation when the
temperature of the water falls below 140°F.
Water temperatureS higher than 160°F (71°C)
result in less efficient removal of certain foods.
The washing time in .the automatic machines is*
40 seconds.

For rinsing, hot water is sprayed on:the
dishes from an eidenial soutce and is cbntrolled
'

4104

by an adjustable automatic steaM-miXing valve
which 'maintains the rinse water between '180°
and 1q5°F (82° 'and 90°9).

. To' conserve freshwater, the rinse time
interval is usually limited to 10 seconds. When
water supply is not a pràblem, a rinse rbf 20
seconds is recommended.
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Vasil and Tinse sprays are "controlled
separately by automatic, selPopening and
closing valves in the automatic machine. The
aUtomatic machines provide a 40-second wash.

A. and A 10-second rinse.

pouble Tank

Double tank machines (fig. 20-13) Are
available in several capacities and are used when
more. than 150 persons are, to be served at one
meal. These machines have separate wash and
rinse tanks. They also have a final rinse-of hot
water which is sprayed on the dishes from an
'external source. This spray is opened by the
racks as they pasg through the machines. The
spray automatically closes when the rinse. cycle

L.
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VLwIR. °OW air
2111

is completed. The final rinse is controlled by an
'adjustable automatic 'steam miking valve Which
maintains the teinperature between .1800 and
195°F. Double taiik maChines are also equipped
with a thermostatically operated 'switch in the
rinse tavk which prevents operation of the
mach'ine if the temperature of the rinse water
,falls below 180°F. The racks pass throu4h the
machine iiiitomatically on conveyor chains:The
two-tank ,dishwashing machine -should be timed
so that the utensil* are 'exposed to the machine
sprays for not less than 40' secqnds (20-secon4
wash; 20-second rinse).

D4C LING DISHWASHERS

The mulatioiv pf scale deposits in
dishwasht nrachines Should be prevented for at
least two reasons. FIRSTexcessive scale
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Figure 20-13.Typical au.tomatic dO:uble-tank dishwashing machine.
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deposit on the insides of pipes and pumps will
clog -,.. them and interfere with :the effici4nt
performance of the machine by reducing the
volume of water that comes incontact with the
utensils during the washing and sanitizing
process. .SECONDscale deposits provide a
haven for h1rmful bacteria.

The supplies needed for descaling ar&
available through Navy sdpply channels. See the
sbipilly list below:

%tsock Nbirnber

2G6810-06-264-6722

(47930-0(k282-9699'
9Q7930-00-45-6911

ase

Description of Material

Orthophospholic acid
$5% technical, 7-lb
hottle

Dttergent, general pur-
pose I-gal can

Detergent, general pur-
pose 5-gal pail

. ,

You) f d know the' 'capacity of the
dishW,ashing niachne. tanks. This may be
detelmined by measuring '(in inches) the inside
dimensions of . each tank and applying the
folloWing formula: length X width X depth (to
water line) + 23! =capacity in gallons.

Steps. and key points in descaling the,
machine:

1. Fill the tanks halfway to the overflow
level with hot,' clean water. If tanks are not
fitted with' wates level indicators, remove a
section of thp. scrap tray in each tank so that
you can see the overflow pipe:

2. Add the Fequired amount of acid and
dttergent to 'the water to prepare the Cleaning
solutibn. Measure amounts carefully. Use 7 fluid
ounces of orthophosphoric ac-id 85% plus 1/2
fluid ounce of detergent, general_purpose, for,
each gallon capacity of the tank When fillea to
oveillow level.

3. Complete filling the' tank's. Fill to
overflow leVel.

4. Put scrap screens, spray.pipes, and splash
curtains in place. Scale deposits on
all attaChments must be removed. .

5. Turn on niachine. OPerate the machine
at the highest. possible temperature far 60

6. Turn off and drain the machine..Open
the drain valves and allow all the cleaning
solution to 4rain from the tanks.

7. Refill. Use fresh hot water.
8. Turn on the machine. Operate the

machine at the highest femperature for 5
minutes.

Repeat steps ,7 and 8 several -times. The
entire method sfioald be repeated at such
intervals as may be_ required to"assure efficient
operaticin of the dishwashing machine.

LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT

Equipment used in the cleaning, drying, and
pressing of clothink includes washers, extractors,
dryers, dry-cleaning machines, and various types
of presses:

Most of the maidtenance associated with this
equipment is concerned ,w,ith inspecting and,
lubricating the various pdfts.

Most laundry equipment is esibipped with a
number of safety devices. If disabled, these

'safety devices can restilt, and have resnited, ,in
shipboard fires, damage to. efluipfnent,damage
Lo clothing, and' in many cases personnel
injuries. Special attention should be given these
safety devices during pret-ventiv_e and corrective
maintenance with extra special attention bping
given' those devices designed to 'protect
operators.

AUXILIARY BOILERS

,1
Auxiliary boilers are used in diesel-driven

shiPs to supply steam for distilling plants, space ..
heating oil heating, water heating, galley, anti
laundry. These boilers are equipped with 'all
auxiliaries, accessories, and controls to effect a
unit assembly and -are arranged to operate as
complete and. self-contained steam generating
plants. Because of this distinctive arrarlgeffient,
these boilers -are called by their manufacturers
t'steam generating unlits" and "steam
generators."
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TYPES OF BpILERs ,

Auxiliary boilers in Navy ships may be
divided into two_groups: Water tube type boilers
and fire tube type boilers.. Boilers of the water
tube type are further classified as
natural-circulation boilers and forced-Circulation
boilers.

A

Water Tube Natural-Circulation BoTrs,

Water tube natural-circulation boilers consist
basically of .a steam ,drum and a water drum
connected by a bank of. generatig tubes-. The
two drums are alosoionnected by a row-of water

hi-tubes wch f a water-cooled sidewall
opposite the tube bank. The yiater-wall tubes
pass beneath the ribkactory furnace floor before
they enter the water drum. The iteam and water
drums may also be connected by several larger,
tubes, called downcomers, located at the front
and re,ar ends'of tke boiler. Refracthry is used to
protect 'these downcorners from contact with
the combustion gases.

In operation the water ii the tubes receives
heat from the furnace gases, becomes lest dense,
and flows toward the upper end 'Of the tubes:
Before reaching the steam drum, some of the
water forms steam but3b1es which rise to the top
.of the steam drum. The hot water and steam are
displaced by more of the relatively 'cool water
flowing from, the upper 'drum through the
downcomers to the lower drum and into Ahe
tubes. Thus a continuous circulation '. is
establi.hed.

Water Tube F.orced-Grculation Boilers

through coils which; may be located -above, or

water fro these coils .is disaharged into the
form of, the combustion space. The hot

chamber, where part of the water flashes into
stesiii. The steam accumulates in the upper
portion of the chamber and the unevaporated
water collects in the lower portion. The water is
recirculated, back to the heating coil or water
tank. (See chapter 221 of NAVSHIPS' Technical
Manua)

Fire Tube Boilers

Fire tube type boilers are generally similar to
Scotch marine or locomotive boilers. In this.
type of boiler the gases' of c!ombtistion pass
through tubes that are surrounded by wafer.
There. are a number of auxiliary boilers of the
fire tube type in use in diesel-driven ships.
Figure 20-14 illustrates a typical unit.

J
OIL BURNERS

Oil -burners used on atixillary boilers tare of
the mechanical 'atoinizing type. Most burners
have pressure type atomizers; however, , a few
atomizers of the rotary 'cup type are in .u.se. Two
of the. types Commonly used ate the constant
capacity pressure atomizing burner and The
variable capacitir pre&sure atomizing burner.

'Constant Capacity Pressure
Atomizing Burners

Constant capacity pressure atomizing
*burners are arranged for electric ignition and

automatic control. Basically, these burners
consist of a burner cone or plenum 'chamber
connected to °the fan casing, brackets for nozzle

, and electrodes, and an oil atomizing nozzle.
Water tube forced-circulation boilers differ Variation of boiler load with this type of burner

from the natural-circulation boilers chiefly in t accomplished by the automatic "off and on"
that pumps, ihstead of -a 'difference in the. cycling of the burner. Burners intended to meet
density _of ascending and descending fluids, force wide variation of boiler sTeaming loads are
a continuous circulation of water through the '- . designed with dual or triple nozzle arrangements

to eliminate excessive' cycling. In such burners
one nozzle is used as, a Rilot, and additional

system. In some auxiliary boilers of the
forced-circulation type, water is .circulated
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Figurs 20.14.Fira tuebs.andliary beikr.

A tYpical, arrangement of a burner and
construction of the oil-atomizing' nozzle are
shown on figures.20-.15 'and 26-16 fespectively.

Variable Capacity Presture
AtoMizing Burnei .

The atomizing unit of a variable capacity
pressure atomizing-burner consiits Of a burner
barrel, nozzle body or distributor sprayer plate,
orifice plate, and-atomizer nut. The capacity of

IF

these atomizers is regulated by an oircontrol
valve placed in the oil return line. While the
supply of oil. to 'the atomizer is kept at a
constant presiure necessary r proper
atomization, amounts of ail return from theeatomiz may be varied by creasing or
decreasing pressure at the 'oil control valve. The
amount of oil atomized 'is always the tUfferene
between oil supplied to and oil returied from
the atomizer. An oil metering valve is linked.
with a mechanism regulating air admission to the
burner so that air andi.oil may be properly
proportioned over the Anti= range of burner.

. operation. Typical Construction of this type pf
atomizer is illustrated in figure 20-17. ,
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75.297
'Figure 2015.Constant capacity prositig atomiling

burner as installed in boiler front

INTERNAL CORE

Vier

STRAINER

75.298
Figure 20-16.Burner nozzle disassembled.

BOILER CONTROLS

Methods Of operating auxiliary boilers may
be manual, serniautomatic or automatic.
Controls installed on auxiliary boilers depend on
the method of operation. Feedwater controls
that are used may be classified as
lhermornechanical, float, or electrode type.

7

I. Thermomechanical Feedwater
Regulators are used 'on water tube
natural-circulation boilers. The control'element

7_

depends on the water level in the boiler steam
dnim. Thus, a certain water level in,the drum
corresponds to a' certain. opening of the
feedwater coptrol valve.

2. Float Type eedwater Regulating and
Low Water Cutoff-Contiols are used On water
tube and fire tube type boilers arcanged for
seautomPatio or automatic operation. These
controls consist of a float chamber, a float, anst
a switch. The float chamber is connected to thS,
boiler dium so that the water level in the
ohamber is alWays the same as the water level in'
the drum. The float is interlinked with a switch
whith is wired into The feed pump control
circuit. The switch contacts are open when the
water level in the -drum and float chamber is
'normal. A drop in the water level closes die
sWitch contacts. This starts the feed pump.

. When the water level is` restored to a
predeterinined high position, the switch breaks
the contact and stops the feed pump. The low
water cutoff feature consists of an additional
'switch. This switch is mounted in the same case
as the pump switch but wired into the` burner
circuit. If the water level drops below a
permissible minimum, the low water cutoff
switch breaks the burner circuit and stops the
burner.

467

- 3. Electrode TyPe Feedwater Regulating
and Low Water Cutoff Controls also are used on
water tube and fire tube type boilers arranged
for semiautomatic or automatic operation.
These contrors consist of an electrode assembly

and a water level relay. The electrode assembly
contains three electrodes . of different lengths,
corresponding to the high, low, and cutoff water
levels in the boiler drum. A typical electrode
assembly is illustrated in figure 20-18. ,

The electrode assenlly is initalled on the
top of the boiler drum so that the normal water
level is at approximately the midpoint betWeen
the high level and the low level electrodes. The
electrodes are "eicetrically wired to the water
level relay asseMbly. The relay contains the
feedwar pump START ahd STOP xontacts
which are wired to the feedWater :pump
controller and the low water cutoff which is
wired into the burner circuit. The feed pump is

crs,1
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started wlien the water level in the boiler drops
below the middle electrod-q. Aher the water
level is restored and readfies the high level
electrode, the feed pump is stopped. In the
eventrthe water level is not restored and drops
below the longest electrode;.the cutoff.contacts
of the water level relay stop the burner by
breaking the burner circuit.

4. Limit Pressure -Switches and
Pressuretrols are operated by steam pressure and
control burner operation within a fixed range of
boiler Pressures. Basically, they consist of a
bellows assembly linked with a snap switch
through a, pressure adjusting mechanism. The
bellows' assembly .expands or contracts with any
increase or dvrease in boiler pressure and causes
the snap switch to open or close its contacts.
The pressure adjustin4 Mechanism is set so that
the contacts open and close at definite cutout
and cut-in boiler pressures. .The diffetential
between the cutout and cut-in, pressures may be
either adjustable or fixed.
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On boilers adjusted for automatic operation,
the snap switch is wired into tht burner electric
circuit so that it will break the circuit and stop
the burner when the cutoff pressure is reached
and will make the cirtuit and restart the burner
when the boiler pressure falls below the cut-in
pressure.

On boilers arranged for 'semiautomatic
operation (manual igdtion), the smw switch is
wired into the bUrner circuit in such a way that
it will break the circuit at the cutoff pfessure
and will hold it open, preventing manual restart
of the burner, until pressure falls klow the
cut-in setting.

A typical pressure switch arrangement is
shown in figure 20-19.

5. Modulating Pressuretrels are
steam,operated rheostat switches used for
automatic regulation of oil and air admission to
the burners. These switches are &imilar in design
to limit pressuretrols, except that they are
equipped with a potentiometer coil. The switch
is wired into the circuit of ,a reversing type
motor which operatep the linkage...of the air-oil
ratio adjusting mechanism. When boiler preSsure
increases or decreases with variation of the
boiler load, the bellows assembly of the switCh
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Figure 20-19.Pressure switch. .-
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expands or contracts, causing a seding contact
to move Arpss the' potentioMeter coil. The
change. in electrical balance of the motor circuit
causes the motor to rotate. The movement of
the motor, transmitted by a crank arm to the
linkagt between ,the fuel-metering valve and the
damper air vanes, resets the oil metering,hive
and the damper to positions cortesponding to'
the firing rate required by tilt boiler load.

SAFETY COMBUSTION CONTROLS

Safety combustion controls are designed to
shut down the burner to prevent flooding the
furnace with oil after initial ignition, in the
event of ignition failure or flame failure. These
coritrols are either a thermostatic type (stack
ssWtches and pyrostats) or a photoelectric type.

Stack Switches and Pyrostats
-

Stack switches atid pyrostats basically
consist of a bimetallic helix, a mounting frame, a
shaft carrying a contact mechanism, and an
electric switch. The helix is connected to the
mounting frame at:one end and to the shaft at
the other.

Typical conttruction of a pyrostat is shown
in figure 20-20.
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ELECTRICAL
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75.301
Figtire 20-20.Construction details of I pyrostat.
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The stack switchei' and pyrostats are

mounted on the boiler smoke pipLo&hood, with,
the helix protruding into thiwpiithlof the
combustion gases. The switch is wired into 'the
burner electric circuit so that when the contacts
are open, no current is supplied to the burner
exCept through the Protectorelay (to permit
initial ignition). When there is no heat in the
boiler, the switch contacts are open. When the
burner is ignited, the increase in the stack
temperature causes the helix to expand, and this
expansion in turn causes the shaft to rotate and
close the contacts. Unless the stack temperature
decreases, the contacts will, remain closed,
permitting the operation of the burner. In the
event of flame failure, the helix contracts as the
stack temperature falls and causes the shift to
rotate in the reverse direction. This opens the
contacts and shuts down the burner.

Photoelectric Safety Combustion,Con troll

Photoelectric safety combustion controls
consist basically of a photoelectric cell, an
amplifying unit, and a relay. These controh
operate by' the luminosity (light) of the flame
acting upon the photoelectriq cell. The
photoelectric cell makes a contact'vithin itself
when tight rays impinge uPon it. The amplified
current of the photoelectric cell operates the
relay, which is wired into the burner control
circuit, causing the relay to close the burner
circuit when the flame is established and to
break the burner circuit in the event of flame
failure.

OPERATION 'AND MAINTENANCE
OF AUXILIARY BOILERS ,

The wide variations in design '9f auxiliary
boilers and their auxiliaries, accessories, and
controls make it impractical to give general
operating and maintenance instructions for all
fYpes in use.

.

Personnel chargtd with the operation of an
awciliary boiler should be th6roughly familiar

;wfth the boiler, its cokrols, and all safety
preCautions. Operating instnictions can be found
in the appropriate manufacturer's technical
manual. Maintenance requirements are given in

your shi 's Planned Maintenance System
Manual.

TESTING BOILER WATER

Ivolionlist be able to determine the actual
condition of boiler water. This can only be
accomplished through tests of the- boiler water.

- The tests that you may- be required to perform
include chloride tests, alkalinity tests, and
hardness tests. The results of these tests are
reported in terms of EQUIVALENTS PER
MILLION" (epm). (Refer to chapter 17 of this
training manual for definition's of units used to
report results of tests.) -

Making boiler water tests is a rather
,complicatecf lop which requires a great deal of
care and attention on your part. A water test
result that is based on careless pr ,inaccurate test
procedure is not only uselessut aho. may be
actually dangerously misleading. You will not be
able to obtain any., useful information about the
condition of the boiler water unless you perform
each ttst with real precision and accuracy. Some
of the things you will need to be particularly
careful about Urhen making boiler water tests
are:

-1. Getting proper samples of boiler water.
2. Using the c9rrect chemicals for each test.
3. Measuring chemicals accurately.
4. Malcing all measurements and readings as

accurately ki.s possible. -

5. Interpreting test results correctly.
6. Keeping all test equipment clean and in

good condition.

/ Boiler water testing is not a skill you can
learn merely by reading about the subject. In
addition to studying the information given in
this chapter, you should take every opportunity
to get actual practice in making the tests.
Detailed information 'on boiler water testing is
given in Chapter 220 (9560) NAYSIBPS'
Technical Manual.

Sampling Boiler Water

Samples 9f boiler water taken for analysis
must be truly representative of the water in the
boiler. The container into which the sample is
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'drawn must be clean, and the sampling
connection must be thoroughlyflushed out to
remove any sediment and stagnant water that
may be trapped in the line or in the connection.

The water sample must be protected from
contaMination during the interval between
sampling mist analySis. It should not be exposed
to air for any long period of time- because an
'alkaline sample will absorb carbon dioxide front
the air, resulting in a false low reading for

Boiler water samples should be cooled down
to below 100°F (37.7°C) before being tested.lf
a sample is not cooled, as much as one-third of

the sample might flash into steam and.be lostif
such a sample is tested, the results will not
reflect the true condition of the water in the
boiler.

Boiler Water Testing Equipment

All the equipment required fosr making
hardness; chloride, and alkalinity tests of boiler
water is, assembled iA.a standard boiler water
testing cabinet (fig. 20-21).

Each chemical used in making boiler water;
tests must be prepare ! land used in strict "4.1

accordance with NAVSEA instructions. Some of

Figure 20-21.-8.08er watsr tysting cabinet
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the chemicals areesupplied in re'ady-to-use form.
Others are suppl*d in solugon form but must be
diluted before they are used. Detailed
instructions for preparing and using the
chemicals needed for boiler water tests are given
in Chapter 220 (95(0) NA VSHIPS' Technical
Manual.

When using the chemicals required for
making boiler water tests, be sure to observe all
appropriate safety precautions. Some of the

, chemicals are very dangerous if they are not
handled correctiy.

Before starting to use the boiler water
testing equipment, be sure you .understand how
to use' it. You, ma5' have some difficulty because
of ttie way this equipment is calibrated. Most of
the bottles,, burettes, cylinders, and other items
are calibrated in a metric system unit called
milliliters (abbreviated ml). One milliliter is
1/1000 "of a liter. A liter is equal to
approximately one quart. Until you become
thoroughly 'familiar with the calibration of.the
equipment, you will have to -be particularly
careful in mating measurements and in taking
readings.

The boiler water testihg cabinet cOntains
three 1-liter (1000-milliliter) bottles for the
cherhicals uied-in making the 'tests for alkalinity,
hardness, and chloride. One bottle is for nitric
acid, one is for mercuric nitrate, and the third is
for .oap solution. A 10-ml, ,automatic-zero

. burette and aThs,aspirator Ifttlb for filling the
burette are fittr.d .into the stopper. of each
bottle. To till the .burette, you merely press the
aspirator bulb and then release it. When properly
filleg, the burette will drain down to the ZERO
mark automatically. You must' start all tests by
filling the burettes and then draining them down
to the zero mark. The burette tip must always

. be completely filled with the chemical solution.
A liquid in a burette has a slightlyPcurved

surface. This curved SUrface is called a
MENISCUS. When reading a burette, always
take the reading from the BOTTOM of the
meniscus.

Handle all boiler water testing equipment
carefully iso that it will not become damaged.
Keep the equipment absolutely clean at all
times. If it is not'clean when it is used, the tests
will not be ccurate. Clean the soap solution
burette with' distilled water' or with alcohol.

Rin se ie di;hes, pipettes, and graduated
c'lindei with distilled water and wipe
i\nmediately after each use. You maY use soap if

ecessary to wash this equipment, but yoil must
entirely remove the so4p by very thorough
riAsing. NEVER use lye, scouring powder, or
any strpnger cleanser to clean chemical glassware
and porcelain. If soap and water will not clean
the equipment properly, use a weak' acid
solution, but be sure to rinse all the, acid, oft.

The burette stopcocks must be lubricatea
oCcasionally. special stopcock lubricant is
provided in the boiler water testigg cabinet.

When using the water testing equipment, do
not exert pressure on the burette tip. Do not
attempt to remove a burette or a bulb from a
stopper except when it is n cessary to replace a
broken burette.

Testing for Alkalinity

-Alkalinity is a .propeity that water acquires
from certain impurities. The -allowgble limitt for
alkalinity authorized b9 NAVSEA are 2.5 to 3.5
epm.

) There are two methods of testing for
.calinity. The phenolphthalein test is used for
testing water from steaming 'boilers and for
testing water from, idle boilers which have been
steamed. The methyl-purple test is used for
testing water from freshly filled boilers which
have NOT been steamed. If h boiler has been jdle
for a long time, it is best to use both tests.

a

PHENOLPHTHALEIN TEST.The
phenolphthalein test for alkalinity is performed
as follows:
4

- 1. Fill the nitric.acid burette and allow it to
drain down to zero. Be sure the tip of the
burette is full and comQletely free of air
bubbles. Place a cont4ner of some sort under
the burette tip to catch the drop or two of nitriC
acid that.will.drip from the tip as you are filling
it. It is all right to use a dasserole for this ,
purpose, but you must be; sure to clean it
thoroughly before using it, for the test.

2. Take a safhple of boilsr water.
3. Rinse a 100-M1 graduated cylinder with

some of the sarnple water. Then fill the cylinder
to the 50-mh-nark.
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4. Pour the 50-ml sample from the
graduated cylinder intO a CLEAN casserole.

5. Add two or three drops of
phenolphthalein indicator. If the sample is
alkaline, the water will turn a DEEP PINK color,.

6. Add nitric acid from the burette to the
sample, while stirring the sample continuously.
Add' Only one drop of atid at a time. The pink
color will begin to fade and will presently,
dipppear.

7. As the pink color jqst disappears, read
the burette, taking the reading from the bottom
of the niscus. The burette reading in
milliliters eq s the alkalinity of the sample irf
equivalents million. For example, if the
burette reads .9 milliliters, the sample has an
alkalinity of 2. "epm.

METHY TEST.The
methilurple n 4 for alkalinity' is performed as
follows:

I. Meisure. 50 milliliters of sample 'Ater
into a clean porcelain OiSserole.

2. Add t wo (Imps of metliyl-purple
indica(or. If the sample is alkaline, the water will
turn GREEN.

3. Stirring the sample, add nitric acid
solution a drop at a time until the color changeS
to purple. .A gray tint precedes the purple end
point color and gives warning of its approach.

4. A. the color of the sam-ple changes to
purple, read the burette. The burette reading is
numerically EQUAL. to the alkalinity of the
sample in epm.

A

The color change from green to purple is
quite easily seen in" clear water, but is not so
easily seen in water that contains suspended iron.
compounds. The water for the test should, of
course, be as free of suspended matter as
,possible. If it is'not possible to obtain a sample
that is clear enough for the methyl-purple test,
you cal obtain -an approximaV value -for the
alkalinity of the water in an unsteamed boiler by
making a phenolphthalein test and multiplying
the result by two.

Testing for Hardness

-Water in which soap does not r-pedily form a
lather:is said to be hard. Hardness is a property
that water acquires from certain dissolved salts.

The procedure for testing boiler water for
hardness is as follows:

1. Use the 100-ml graduated cylindr to
transfer 50 ml of the sample water to the square
8-ounce bottle.

2. Fill the soap.solution burette and allow
it to drain down,to zeroi Be sure the burette tip
is full.

3. Add 0.4 'ml of soap solution to the
sample. This amount of soap solution is called

.the LATHER FACTOR because it is'the amount
of soap solution required to produce a lather
that will kersist for 5 minutes over the entire
surface of a 50-ml sample.of pure water. (Until
recently, the lather factor had to be determined
foreach new lot of soap solution. However, the
lather facial appears to be' very close to 0.4 ml
for all soap solutions used in the hardness test,
so the lather factor is now assumed to be 0.4
ml.)

4.. Stopper the bottle and .liake it
vigorously.

5. Lay the bottle on its side and start a
stopwatch. If the lather persists for 5 minute§
over the entire surface of the water, rep6rt
ZRO J1ARDNESS.

6. If the -latter does not persist for 5
minutes over the entire surface of the . water,
some hardness is pre,sent. Add more soap
solution in 0.1 ml increments, stopper the
bottle, shake it, lay it on its side, and start the
stopwatch. Repeat this procedure as often as
'necessary to obtain a lather that persists for 5
minutes and completely covers the surface of
the water sample.,

7. Read the burette, taking the re.(ading
from the bottom of the meniscus.
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8; Calculate the hardness. Subtract the
lather factor (0.4 ml) from the burette reading
and multiply the -result by 0.2 to obtain the
hardness of the sample. For example, if the
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reading on the Lttrette is 0.7 ml, the hardness of
the sample is calculated as follows:

(0.7 - 0.4) X 0.2 = 0.06 s'

Therefore, the hardness of the sample is 0.0+4
epin.

Testing for ( Monde Content

The erm "chloride content'. really refers to
the concentration of the chloride ion, rather.
than the concent tion of any one sea salt.
Becausg the concelltration of chloride ions is

-relatively constant in seawater, the chloride
contents may be used as a measure of the
amount )of solid matter that is derived through
seawater contamination. The results of the
chloride tests are used as one indication of the
need for blowdown.

'Until recently, the chlbride indicator used in
making the -c.hloride test was furnished in
solution form, *;eady to use. This solution
deteriorated after being stored for some time,
particulaily if it was stored in. a hot place. To
prevent this deterioration; chloride indicator is
now supplied dry in capsule form so that it can
be made' up into solutions as it is needed.

To make up a chloride indicator solution,
empty' the conten4s of one capsule of the dry
indicator into SO milliliters of a specified typkof
alcohol and dissolve. The resulthig solution 'i'.-..

. identical with the solution previously furnished
for*shipboard use, and it is Used in exactly the
same way.

The chloride indicator solution prepared
v from the capsules is also subject to deterioration
1' from prolonged storage and should be made up

in small batches. It should not be used after ,it41,
has been kept in solution form for mpre than 9
months. It must\not be stored for prolonged
periods in hot locations.

The procedure for niaking the chloride test
is as follows:

3. Add five drops of chloride indicator to
the sample in the casserole. The water will turn
BLUE-VIQLET .or RED, depending on how
alkaline it is.

4. Fill the nitric acid burette and allow it to,
drain down to zero. Be- sure the tip of the
burette is full.

5. Add nitric acid to the satple;.one drop
at a time, stirring continuously, until the
blue-violet or red color just disappears. The
water will probably/be pale yellow.

6. Add exactly 1.0 ml more nitria.acid.
7. Fill the mercuric nitrate burette and

allow it to dr dowu to zero. Be sjre the
burette tip is full.

8. Add mercuric nitrate from the bure te,
stirring continuously, until the pMe yellow color
disap'pears and a pale blue-violet color persists
throughdit the sample. The blue-violet color
indicates the end point of the test. Add the,
mercuric nitrate fairly rapidly\#t first, but add it
very slowlydrop by dropas\the end point if
approached.

9. Read the burette, taking the reading
from the bottom of the meniscus. The burette*
reading in millilitersequals the chloride content
of the sample in equivalents per million. For
example, if the reading on the burette is 1.3
milliliters, the' sample cif boiler water 'has a
chloride content of 1.3 epm.

L Rinse a 100-ml graduated cylinder with,
some of the sample water, and therineasure 25
ml of the sample in the gradated 'cylinder.

2. Pour the 25-m1 sample into f clean
casserole.

FIREFIGHTING EQUIPMEfT

Information on the fire hizards which exist
aboard ship and on much of the equipment used
in fighting fires and the confrol of damage has
been presented in Basic Mill-Wry Requirements,
NavPers .10054-D, and in Fireman, NavPers
10520-E. The information on firefighting
eqUipment presented in this manual deals
primarily with engine-driven equipment.

ENGINE-DRIVEN FIRE PUMPS

Fire pumps are usually the horizontal
single-stage, centrifugal typewith
double-suction impellers. Fi?e pumps are
generally driven bY either an electric motor or a
steam turbine; emergency fire pumps, however;
are usually driven by diesel engines, and some ,
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portable pumps used in firefighting are driven by-,
gasoline engines.

- The gasoline -engine-driven , portable pump
used aboard ship. is the P-250. The capacity and
limitation are given in the Navy Training
Manuals mentioned earlier in this section. The
capacities of Pumps driven by diesel engines may .

be from 100 to 250 gpin in small ships and up to
2,000 gpm in large ships.

Instructions for the operation of all pumps
cannot be covered in this manual because of the
great number of different makes, types, and

- designs in use in naval service. Manufacturers'
technical manuals are furnished with most
engine-driven puhips. These technical manuals
contain detailed information concerning
operation, maintenance, and repair. You should
study the agpropriate technical,manual carefully
before attempting to operate a particular pump

. .installation.
The procedures for the operation,

maintenance, and repair of the gasoline
e ngin e -dri v e n portable pumps previously
mentioned in this chapter are similar. The pump
selected ai a representative type for the purpose
of discussion in this traing manual is kthe
P-250.

OPERATION OF TM,
P-254PUMP

Engine-driven rue purnps.arç furnished on
practically every ship in the Navj. In the battle
and disaster bills of, a ship, Engineinet are
commonly assigned as operators cif the
engine-driven pumps. Operating procedures for
the P-250 pump are 'described in this section.

Starting the P-250 Pump

Before attempting tb start the P-250 be sure
that ,the suction hose connections between the
wate*r and the pump are tight and that the
strainer (or eductor when used) is completely
submerged in the water. list gaskets of.'the
proper size at the suction connection to the
eump and in all hose connections: If the pump
fails., to take. suction or if the 'discharge at the
nozzle shows an uneveii stream, air is probably
leaking through a popr connection into the
suction side of the pump. Be siire the screen to

the suction hose rests \iç clear water; if the
screen rests in mud or deb s, these are likely to
be drawn into the pump. Be sure to support the
suction hose by a line so that the4pump casing
does n91 bear the weight of the hose. Also make
sure that the suction ii6se does not, at any
point, rise above the level of the pump inlet;
raising the hose above the inlet tends to form an
air pocket which interferes'with proper priming.
Do not run -the pump in a confmed space unless
an exhaust' hose is connected to carry toxic,
engine-exhaust gases ou't of the space. iyith these
inspections complete, proceed as follows:

1. Fill th e fuel tank. with the proper
mixture of gasoline and . oil. To each gallon of
gasoline add 1/2 pet of Navy symbol 3065
(SAE-30). Sipce this is the only lubrication the .
pinup receives, shake the tank vigorously until .

the oil and gasoline are thoroughly mixed. The
capacity of the tank is approximately 6 gallons.

2. Clamp the tank to the top of the'frame
with the spring clamps provided.

3. Connect the fuel hose assembly from the
fuel tank to the pug provided on the control
panel.

When thejdiit has been assembled, pump
fuel to the cfburetor by pressing 1.1t. ,push
button on the tank until you feel a resistance.
Do not pump after the resistance is felt because'
you could damage the pump diaphragm.

5. Place the water outlet valve' in the closed
position and make certain the hand priming
filler cap is closed.

6, Pull the choke knob, located on the
control panels to the extended position.

7. Set the high and low speed knob on the
controf panel 3/4 of a turn from the closed
position.

8. Pull the starting rope rapidly. DQ not
jerk the rope. After the engine starts and runs
for a few seconds, push the choke knob in. The
starter cord will automatically rewind.

9. Check the pressure gage to be sure water
pressure is building up. Since the pump is
e 1 f-p ri ming, pre s sure should build up

approximately 20 seconds after the ,engine is
started. Do not run 'the engine more than, 45
seconds unless pressure shows bn the gage, as the
engine maY overheat. If nb pressure shows, stop
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the engine, leithten. all Aletipit .coffnections,
and 'try priming again:: '

; 0..When* piessure 'shows on the gage, slowly
open- the Oiltlet valve to the discharge .

Adjmt the cartitritor high-spetd dial tO'
.. the' best running position. tp make the :slciw

. speed:--adjuilmerit,- slow the., engine with the -

throttlfstop'button, 'then. set the slow-speed-4ial.
to the best position

12. During' pump operation, check the-water
pressure to ensure it is at the desired pressure. .

13. Maio 'sate, the '.pump is. not oper4ed
. more than ,15 to 20 seconds Nith,the,siischarge
yalve closed. If the pump is op!ray.ta, ina dosed
compartment, make- sure the exhaust lige is

- tight _and no leakage occurs.

-Stopping and ROtirting the F-250 Pump

To, stop the P-250 pumP, press the stop
button on the control panel and keep it
ilipressed until the engine is completely
stopped. ,

To restart the. engine when it is still warm, it
is 'necssary only *to pull the starter -cord. NO
choking should be necesshry. If the engine does
not start iginediately, ou may use the choke,
but be careful to avoid flooding the engine.

Crife and Maintinance

After the pump,has been operated and shut
down, always prepare it for temporary storage as

, follows:

I. Release the tank pressure by loosening
the filler cap. Retik,liten, the cap. Remove the
fuel tank from ffie frame and disconnect the -
hose from the pump.

2. Disc'onnect the' suction, exhaust,
discharge and drain hose.

3. Drain the pump and power head by
-turning the entire unit so that the flywheel end

oolk

(

is .up. Tilt the uiit back arid forth until- all tho-'
water is drained. Repeat Several tiines, each time
retuniini_the unit to its noimal position fcV a., -
few seconds. .

,
-

4. Fluih the unit by pouring' clean water,.
'into 'the inipaer houking. througlitfie m'anual
,priMing, bowl. Drain the pWiip ih -the mrumer
stated' earlier.

3. l'Replace, all ihitead otectors; aird
dry the unit. - '

.

To keep the unit in proper workingorcler;
,

set
.

up and operate' it once each Week, with
maintenance performed in-accordance witiOthe
.planned maintenance and -the manufacturei's
technical Manual. (

FIREMAN SYSTEM AND
tarI SO LATION VALVES .

, (

As a Fireman, you were introduced to the
firemain syiteits uted in Navy ships. As ..ari
Enginenian, you will be required to know the
location -of the principal isolation valves of the
firemain sYstem -in the engineering spaces and
adjacent spaces on your ship.. The loeation of
the valves used to isolate Sections of the fireMain
varies from one _ship tO anather. In general,
isolation -valves are locate:Lin the mainstream in
the fire main, in the riters, and in hdrizontal
leads. In learning the location of isolation valves
in your ship, study the piping dAgrain of the
firema4.system. Make a skeich, of the, system,
noting paiticularly the location of eich valve, -

To avoid confusion and to eliminate the ,,

poisibility of error when sections Of the futipain.
'arr.being isolated, all. important valves in the
firemain syltem are marked with identification
numbers. If all engineering personnel know both
the location and the identification number of
each valve, an. order to close or open a particular
valve can be given without time being taken to
describe the valve's location.

. 93
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,

)LAi-HES. AND LAT' tE. OPERNIONS)
Althpugli machine shop wbrk is generally

done by men in other ratings, there may be-.
times when you will fikd the4dthe essential to
complete a- repair job. There are a numlier Of
different types of .lathis installed in the 'machine
shops in various Navy shipi, inaNding the, engine
lathe, horizontal turret lathek vertical turret
lathe, and several variatidgs of tie basic engine
lathe, such as bench, tooltimm, end gap lathes.
All lathes, except the, vertical turret type, have
one . thing in common in that for all usual
machining operations the,workpiece Is held and

-,totated about 11' horizéntal ,axis,' while being'
formed to size and shape 'by a cutting to01. In
the vertical tuiret lathe, the workpiece is rotated-
about a vertical axis: Of the various types of
lathes, the type you ere most liketY tO use is the
engine lathe; therefore, this chapter deals.only
with lathes of that tyPe and the machining
opemtions yob may be'required to perform.

A
en ENGINE LATHE

An engine lathe similar to the ope shown in
figure 21-1 -is found in every machine shop,
howexer small: It is used principally for turning,
boring, facing, and screw cutting, but it may, also
be used for drilling, reaming, knurling, grinding,
spinning, and spring winding. The woric held in
the, engine lathe can be revolved at any One of a
nuMber of different speeds, and the cuttidg tool
can be accurfately ceontrolled by hand or power
for longitudinal feed and orossfeed.
(Longitudinal feed is the movement of the
cutting tool parallel to the axis of the lathe;
crossfeed is the movement of the cutting tool
perpendicular to the axis of the lathe.)

. .1 477

-.Lathe'. 'size is . etertnined by twb
measurements: (1) the d ameter of vork it will
swiplover the bed and (2) the length of the bed.
For example, a 14-inch X 6-foot lathe will swing
work up to 14 inches in diameter and has a bid
thefts 6 feet long..

Efigihe lathes Vary n size front small bench
lathes that have, a swing of 9 inches to very large
lathes for turning work ofarge diameter such as
low-pressure turbine rotot The 16-inch lathd is
the aerage size for general purposes and is the
size usually installed in ships that have imly one
lathe.

PRINCIPAL PARIS

41.

Tg..learn the operation of a lathe, you must
be familiar with the names and f notions of the
principal parts. Lathes rom different
manufactdrers differ somewha in constniction,
but all are built to perform the same general
functions. As you read the description of each
part, fmd its location on the lathe in figuTe 21-1
and the figures which . follow. (For specific
details of the features of construction and
operilting techniques, refer to the
manufacturer's technical' manual for the
machine whichpyou are using.)

ted and Ways

The bed is the. base or foundation of the
working parts of the lathe. The main features of
the bed are .the ways which are formed on its

491
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Figure 211.Anongiris lath.. .

uppes surface and run the fulliength of the bed.
The ways maintain the jailstock and carriage,
which slide co them, "in alignment with the
headstock, which is permanently sectlred by
bolts at one end (at operator's left).

Headstock
ce.

t

The headstoç carries the headstock spindle
and the mechisin Tor driving It. In the
belt-drivest type, shown in figure 21-2-, the
(hiving mechanism consists Merely of a cone
pulley that drives the spindle either direct or

72.80X

through bask gears. When driving direct, the
spindle revolves with the cone pulley; when
driving through the back gears, the spindle
revolves more slowly than the cone pulley,
which, in this case, turns freely mi the spindle.
Thus hvo speeds are obtainable with eaCh
position of the belt qn the cone; if the done
pulley has four steps as illustrated, eight spindle
speeds can be obtained.

The geared headstock shown in figure 21-3 is
more complicated but more convenient to
operate, because speed changes are accomplished
by merelyshifting gears. It is similar to an
automatic transmission except that it has more

478 qjr....o
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,

clamping screws at.the bottom the tailstock.
(See fig. 21-1.)

*fore inserting a dead center, drill, or
reater, carefully clean the tapered shank and
iripe out the tapered hole of the spindle. When
holding drills or reamers. in the tapered hole cif a
spindle, be sure they are tight enough so they
will not revolve. If allowed to revolve, they will
score the tapered hole -and destroy its accuracy.

Carriage

The, function of the carriage is to carry the
compound rest, which in turn carries the cutting
tool in the tool post. Figure 21-4 shows how the
carri travels along the bed over which it slides
on the tboard ways.

The carriage has T-s12ts or tapped es for
claiaping work for baring or milling. When used

4rn this thannee- the carriage movement feeds the
work to the cutting tool, which is revolved by
the headstock spindle.

713.71N You can lock the carriage in any position on
Sours 21-2.Bait-ckiven type t*adstock :. the bed by tightening the carriage clamp screw.

gear-shift combinations and therefore a greater
number of spec& changes. A, speed index plate
attached stet the headstock indicates the lever
positions for obtaining the different spindle
speeds.

Tailstock

The primary purpose. of the tailstock is to
hold the DEAD. center to support one end of the
work being machined on centers. -However, the
tailstock can also be used to,hold tapered shank

. difls reamers, and drill chucks. It is movable on
. the iways along the lengtl\ of the' bed to

accommodate work of varyin lengths and can
be clamped in the desired position, by the
tailstock clamping nut. -The tailstock can be
adjusted laterally to cut a tapet by loosening the
a

This, is dohe only when you dicY stich work as
`4 facing or cutting-off, kir which longitudinal feed.

not required. Normally the carriage clainp
should be kept in. the released position. Always
.rnove the carriage by hand to be sure it is free
before applying the automatic feed.

479

Apion

The apron is attached _to the front, of the
carriage and contains the infechanism .for-
controlling the movement of the carriage for
longitudinal feed and thread cutting and the
lateral movement of the cross-slide.

Ftled Rod

The feed rod transmits power to the apron
to drive the longitudinal feed and 'crossfeed



<
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Figure 21-3.Sfiding gear type hoodstocic.

mechanisms. The feed rod is driven by the.
spindle through a train of gears, and the ratio of
its speed to thal of the spindle can be varied by
means of change gears to produce various rates
of feed. The rotating feed rod drives gears in the
apion; these gears in turn drive the 16 'tudinal
feed-and crossfeed mechanisms throu frictiqn
clutches.

Some lathes do not have a separate feed rod,
but in such lathes a spline in the lead screw
serves the same purpose.

4ad Screw

The lead screw is used 'for thread cutting.
Along its length, it has accurately cut Acme
threes's which . engage the threads of the

78.72X

hitlf-mes in the apron when the half-nuts are
clamped over it.. When the lead krew turns in
the closed half-nuts, the carriage moves along
the ways a distance equal to the lead of ,the
thread in each revolution of tlye 'lead screw. _

Since the lead screw is driven 15y the spindle
through a gear train which connects them, the
rotation of the lead screw bears a direct relation
to the rotation of the spindle. Therefore, when
the half-nuts are engaged, the longitudinal
movement of the carriage is controlled directly
by the spindle rotation and, consequentlY,- the
cutting. tool is moved a definite distalf-ce along
the work for each revolution that it m

Compound Res

The . compound rest provides a rigid
adjgstable mounting for the cutting tool. The

480
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figure 21-4.-81d. view of a college mounted on bed.
*)

,compound fest assembly has the following
principal parts:

1. The compound rest SWIVEL can be
swung around to any desired angle and clamped
in position. It is graduated over an arc of 900 on
each side of its center position for easier setting
to the angle selected. This feature is used for
tnachining short, steep tapers such as the angle
on bevel gears, valve disks, and lathe centers.

2. The compound rest TOP, or TOP.
SLIDE, is mounted of the swivel secti6n of a'
dovetailed slide. ,It is moved by the compound-
rest feed screw.

This arrangement permits feedings at any
angle (determined by the angular setting of the
swivel section), while the cross-slide. feed
provides only for feeding at right angles to the
axis of the lathe.' The graduated collars on the
crgssfeed and compound rest feed screws read in

thousand
regulatin

)
28.76X -

s of' an inch for fme ad'ustmen
the depth of cut.

Attas ent and Accessories

essories are the tools and equipment
use in routine lathe machining operations.
Att chments are special fixtures which may be
se to the lathe to extend the versatility of

lathe to include taper ciatting, milling, and
cling. Some of the common accessories and

ttachments used on lathes are described in the
ollowing paragrapths,

TOOL PpszThe sqle purpose of the. toal
pest is to provide a rigid support for the tool. It

'inounted in the T-slot of the compound rest
stop. A forged tool ors toolholder is insertedin
the slot in the tool post. By tightening a
setscrew, you will firmly clamp the whole unit
in place with the tool in the desired po .
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TOOLHOLDERS.Some of. the common
toolholders used in lathe work 'are illustrated in
figure 2.1-5: Notice the angles it which the tool
bits set in the various holders: These angles must
be. considered with redpect to the angles ground
in thrtoOls and the angle thit the toolaholder is
set with resPect to' the axis ofthe work. ,

TwO types octoolholders that differ slightly'
from the comnicin tobliold.ers are those USed for
threading and. knurling. (tee figure 21-6.)

The threading toolholder has a fornted .

cutter, which.needs to be groUnd only on the top
surface for. sharpening. :Since the thread form is
accurately shaped ever a large arc of the tool, as
the surface is worn 'away 'by grinding, the cutter
can be rotated to .the correCt position and
secured by the .setserew:

A knurling toolholder carries two knurled
rolls 'which impress their patterns on the work as.
it .revolves. The purpose . of the bnirtik* iool is
to provide a roughened surface' on round metal
.parts such as blobs, ,,to give a better -grip -in
Handling. The knurled rolls,Ggliie.in a variety of '
patterns.

ENGINE LATHE TOOLS.Figure 21-7
shays the most popular shapes of ground lathe
tool cuSter bits and their applications. hi the
following paragraph& each of the types shown is
described.

STRANINT CUT-OFP TOOL

INOT-tipED
TUANNG TOOL

_ Figure 21-5t.Common typei of trholders.
21L67

TN CNNG ,T CL

Figure 21-6.Knurling and di toollioldon.

Left-Hand Turning Tool.This tool is
ground for machining work when fed from left
to right, as indicated in A, figure 21-7. The
cutting edge is on the right side of the tool, and
the top of the tool slopes down away from the
cutting edge.

Round-Nosed Turning Tool.This tool is for .
general all-around machine work and is used for
taking light' roughing cuts and fmishing cuts.
Usually, the top of the cutter bit is ground with
side rake so that the tool may be fed from right
to left. Sometimes this cutter bit is ground flat
on` top so that the tool may be fed in either
direction (13, fig. 21-7).

Right-Hand Turning Tool.This is just the
opposite of the left-hand turning tool and is
cjesigned to cut when fed from right to left (C,
fig. 21-7). The cutting edge is on the left side.
This is an ideal tool tor taking roughing cuts and
for general all-around machine work.

Left-Hand Facing Tool.This tool is
intended for facing on the left-hand side ot the
work, as shown in D, figure 21-7. The direction
of feed is away from the lathe center. ,The
cutting edge is on the right-hand sid of the tool,
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a
and die point of the tool is sharp to Re/mit

Threading TookThe point o the threading
tool is ground to a 40° inclu ed angle for
machining V-form screw threads fig. 21-7).
Usually, the top of the tool is ground flat, and
there is clearance on both sides of the tool so
that it will, tit on botlisides.

Right-Hand Facing TookThis tool is just
the opposite of the left-hand facing tool and is
in ded for facing the right end of the work
and' for machining the right side of a shoulder.
(See F, fig. 21-7.)

Square-Ncised Parting (Cutoff) Tool.The
principal cutting edge of this tool is on the
front (See G, fig. 21-7.) Both sides of the tool
must have sufficient clearance to prevent
binding and should be ground sligh4 narrower
at the back than at the cutting edge. This tool is

'convenient for machining necks, grooves,
squaring corners, and for cutting off.

Boring Tool.The boring tool isd usually
ground,the same shape as the left-hand turning
tool so that the mitring edge is on the front side
of the Cutter bit and may be fed in toward the
headstock. .

*side-Threading Tool.The inside-threading
tool is the same as the threading tool in E, figure
21-7, except that it is usually much smaller:
Boring and inside-threading tools may require
larger relief angles when used in small diaineter
holes.

LATHE CHUCKS.The lathe chuck is a
device for holding lathe work. It is mounted on
the nose of the spindle. The work is held by jaws
which can be moved in radial slots toward the
center to clamp down on the sides of the work.
Theae jaws are moved in and out by screws
turned by a chuck wrench applied to the sockets
located at the outer ends of the Olots.

The 4-jaw independent lathe chuck, part A
in figure 21-8, is the most practical for general
work. The four' jaws are adjusted one at a time,
making it possible to hold work of various
shapes and to adjust the center of the Work to

c).

4

2810X
Figure 21-8.-4. 4-jaw chuck. 13. 3-jaw dieuck.

coincide with the center of the lathe. The jaws
are reversible.

The 3-jaw universal or scroll chuck, part B in
figure 21-8, can be used only , for holding round
or hexagonal work. All three jaws ar moved in
and out together in one operarion. -They move
universally to bring the work on center
automatically. This chuck is easier to operate
than the 4-jaw type, but, when its parts become
worn, its accuracy in centering cannot be relied
upon. Proper lubrication and constant care in
use are necessary to ensure reliability.

484 501
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FiLura 21-9.Draw-in what chuck.

The draw-in collet chuck is used to hold
small work fo,r, machining in the lathe. It is the
most accurate type of chuck made and is
intended for precision work. Fgure 21-9 shows
the parts assembled in place irthe lathe spindle.
The' collet chuck wfiich holds the work is a
split-cylinder with' an outside taper that fits into
the tapered closing sleeve and screivs into the
threaded end of the hollow drawbar. Tightening
up ,on the drawbar by turning the handwheel
pulls the collet back into the tapered sleeve,
thereby closing it firmly over the work and
centering it accurately and quickly. The size of
the hole in the collet determipes the, diameter of
the work it can accommodate.

Faceplates

bYour will use the faceplate for holding work
whose shape and dinfnsions cannot be swung
on centers or in a chuck. The T-slots and other
openings on its surface provide convenient
anchors for bcilts and clamps used in secusing
the ,work to it. The faceplate is mounted on the
nose of the spindle.

The driving, plate is similar to a small
faceplate and is used principally for driving work
that is held between centers. The radial slot
receives the bent tail of a lathe dog clamped to

485
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the work and transmits rotary motion to the
work.

Lathe ten ters

'The function of the 600 lathe centers shown
in Ogure 21-10 is to provide a way to hold the
work tween points so it can he turned
accurat on its axis. The head spindle center is
called th LIVE CENTER because it revolves
with the work. The tailstock center is called the
DEAD CENTER4tecause, it does not turn. Both
live and dead centers have shanks turned to a
Morse\ tapex to fit the tapered holes in the
spindleS; both have points fmished to an angle of
60°. They differ only in that the dead center is
hardened and tempered to resist the wearing
effect i of the work revolving on it. The live

,
.,
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'Figure 21-10:--80° lathe cantor'.
28.93
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center revolve4 with the work, and it is usually
left soft. The dead center and live center ust
NEVER be interchanged. (There is a gftxwe
around the hardened dgad center to distinguish
it from the live center.)

The centers fit snugly in the tapered holes of
the hqadstock -.and tailstock spindles. If chips,
dirt, ipr burrs prevent a perfect fit in, the
spindles, the centers will not run true.

To remove the headstock center, insert a
brass rod through the spindle hole and tap the
center to jar it loose; it can then be picked out
with the hand. To remove the tailstock center,
run the spindle back as far as it will go by
turning the handWheel tp the left. When the end
of the tailstock screw bumps the back of center,
it will force it out of the tapered hole.

Lathe Dogs

Lathe dogs are used in conjunction with a
driving plate or faceplaq to drive work being
machined on centers; the frictional contao
alone between the live center and the work is
not sufficient to drive it.

The common lathe dog, shown at the left in
figure 21-11, is used for round work or work
having a regular section (square, hexagon,

A

Nur' 21-11.Laths dogs.
28.96X
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octagon). The piece to .be Milled is held firmly
in hole A by setscrew B. The bent tail C projects
through a slot or hole in the driving plate or
failkplylte, so that, when the latter revolve with
the spindle, it turns the work with it. The clamp
og, illustrated at the rightin figure 12-11, Tay

be used for rectangilar or irregular shaped work.
Such-work is.fclamped between the jaws.

Center Rest

'used for the following purposes:

1. To proVide an intermediate support or
rest for long slender bars or shafts being
machined between 'centers. It prevents them
from springing under cut, or sagging as a result of
their otherwise unsupported weight.

' 2. To support and provide a center bearing
for one end of work, such as a spindle, being
bored or drilled from the end when it is too long
to be supported by a chuel alone. The center
rest is clamped in the de*red position on the
bed on which it is properly aligned by the ways,
as illustrated in figure 21-12. It i(important that
the jaws (A) be carefully adjusted to allow the
work (B) to turn freely and at the sanie time
keep it accurately centered on the axis of .the
lathe., To accomplish this, turn a short piece of
scrap stock to the same diameter as the work to
be held, then adjust the rollers to, turn with light
pressure. After applying the roller pressure,
position the center rest where it is needed. The
top half of the frame' is hinged 'at C for easier
positioning without removing the work from the
centers or changing the position of the jaws.

-The center rest, also called the steady rest, is

Follower Rest

The follower rest is used to back up work of
small diameter to keep it from springing under
the .stress of cutting. It Can be set to :either
precede or follow the diameter reduction
resulting from the cut taken by the cutting tool.
As shown in ,figure 21-13, it is attached directly
to the saddle by bolts (B). The adjustable jaws
bear directly on the part of the work opposite
the cutting tool.
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Figure 21-12.Cantor rest

Taper Attachment

The taper attachment, illustrated in figure
21-14 is used for turning and boring tapers. It is
bolted to the bad of the carriage saddle. In
operation, it is so connected to the 'cross-slide
that it moves the cross-slide laterally as the
carriage moves longitudinally, thereby eausing
the cutting tool to move at an angle to the axis
of the, work to produce a taper.

The angle of the taper you desire to cut is
set oethe guide bar of the attachment. The
guide bar support is clamped to the lathe bed.
Since the cross-slide is connected to a shoe that
slides on this guide bar, the tool follows along a
line that is parallel to the guide bar and hence at
an angle to the work axis corresponding to the
desired taper.

The operation and application of the taper
attachmen will be further explained under the
subject o per work.

Figure 21-13.--Follower rest

Thread Dial Indicator

M.97X

The thread dial indicator, shown in figure
21-15, eliMinates the need of reversing the lathe
to return the carriage to the starting point to
catch the thread at the beginning of each
successive cut that is tak6n. The dial, which is

487

Figure 21-14.A tap."' attachment
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Igure indicatorr

geared to the lead screw, indicates when to
clamp the half-nuts on the lead screw for the
next cut.

The threading dial consists of a worm wheel
which is attached, to the lower end ofa shaft and
meshed with the lead screw. On the upper end
of the shaft is the dial. As the lead screw
revolves, theidial is turned and the graduations
on the dial indicate points at which the half-nuts
may be engaged.

Carriage Stop

The carriage stop can be attached to the bed
at any point where you desire to stop the
carriage. It is used principally .when .turning,
facing, or boring duplicate parts, as it eruninates
the necessity of repeated measurements of the
same dimension: In operaVon, tho stop is set at
the point where you wanato stop the feed. Just
before reaching this point, shut off the
automatic feed and carefully run the carriage up
against the stop. Carriage stops are provided
with -or without micrometer adjustment. Figure

488

21-16 shows a micrometer Carriage stop. Clamp
it bn the ways in the approximate position
required and then adjust it to the exact setting
by the micrometer adjustment. (Do not confuse'
this stop with the automatic carriage stop that
automatically stops the carriage by disengaging
the feed or stopping the lathe.)

FACTORS RELATED TO
MACHINING OPERATIONS

A knowledge of many facto?s is required, if
you are to be proficient in performing machine
work with a lathe. Some' of these factors are
considered in the following softions.

PHASES OF ME OPERATION

Before attempting the operation of any
lathe, make sure you know how to run it. Read
all operating instructions supplied with the
machine: Learn the locations of tale various
controls and how to ollerate them. When you
are satisfied that ybu know how they work, start
the motor, but first check to see that the spindle
clutch and the power feeds are disengaged. Then

air
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Figure 21-18.--Micromider cwiage stop.
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beCtiine familiar withal! phases of operation, as
follows:

1. Shift the speed change levers into the
various combinations. start and Stop the spindle
after each change. Get the feel oethis operation. .

_ .

2. With the spindle rtiiming at its sleowest
speed, dip out the operation of the power feed§
and observe their action. Take scare not to run
the carriage too neai- the limits of its travel.
Uarn how to reverse the direction of feeds and 'No
how to,.disengage them quickly. Before engaging
either of the power ,feeds, operate the hand
controls to be sure parts involved a're free for
Aunning.

3, Try out the operation of engaging th
ir-itead screW for thread cutting. Rentiember tha

the feed mechanism mutt be Jisengaged before
the half-nuts can be closed on the lead screw.

4. Practice 'making changes with the
QUICK-CHANGE GEAR MECHANISM by
referring to the thread and feed index plate, on
the lathe you intend to operate. Remember that
changes made in the gear.box are done with the
lathe running slowly, but the.lathe must be
stopped for large changes madety shifting' gears
in the main gear train.

MAINTENANCE

The maintenance of any lathe must be done
in strict compliance with the Maintenance and
Material Management (3-M) System. Although,
the 3-M is designed to improve the degree of
readiness, its effectiveness and reliability are
dependent upon you. The first requisite to
maintenance of your lathe is proper lubrication.
Make it a point to oil your lathe daily where oil
holes are provided:Oil the-ways dailynot only
for lubrication but to . protect their scraped
surfaces. Oil the lead screw often while in use;
this is necessary to preserve Its accuracy, for a
worn lead screw lacks precisieo,in thread
cutting. Make sure the headstock is filled up to
.the oil level; drain it out and replace it whenrtle
oil becomes dirty or gummy. If your lathe. is
equipped with an automatic oiling system for
some parts, make sure all those parts are getting
oil. Make it a habit to CHECK frequently for
lubrication of all moving parts.

Do hotl:treat your machine rougI1y When
you shift gears for changing speed or feed,
remembes .that you, are puttipg solid gear teeth
into mesh's-with ea,.ch other; feel. the, gears in
engagement. Disengaie the .clutch aluk.stop:the
lathe before shifting.

Beforç. engaging the 4ongitudinl feed, be
dertain that the carriage clamp scxeis loosearid
that the carriage can be moved b and. Avoid
rimning the carriage against thej&adstock or
tailstock while under power feed; it pucs. an
unnecessary strain on the lathe and may jam the
gears. 4:

Do not neglect the mo,i just because it
may be out of Sight; cheCk ,ilt-lubrication. If it
does not run properly, not# the Electrician's
Mate whose duty it is to/care .for it. He will
cooperate.with'you to keeplt in good condition.
On- lathes with a belt dtiven from the motor,
avoid getting oil or grease on-the belt when
oiling thte lathe or motor. A

Keep your lathe clean. A clean and ordaly
machine is an indication of a good mechanic. ,

Dirt 'and"chi' n the ways,:on the lead scr
and- on the cro feed sorews ,Will cause sen
wear and impair ft&accuracV iiit the machine.

NEVER put trenches, files, or other tools
on the ways. If ou must keep tools on the bed,
use a board tojProtect the finished surfaces of
the ways.

NEVER e thAfrbed or carriage as an anvil;
remember th t the lathe is a precisiu machine
and *nothin must be alloWed to aEstroy its
accuracy'. '

6.

Cutting Speeds and Feeds
/kJ

Cutting speed is the rate at which the surface
of the Work passes the point of the cutting tool.
It is expressed in feet per minute.

'e.ed is the amotint the tool advances in each
evoliition of the work. It is usually expressed in
thoUiandths of an inch per revolution of the
spi0.1e. The index plate on the quick-change
got' b9x indicates the setup for obtaining the
ft0d desired. Thecamount of feed to use it best..

etermined from experience.
Cutting speeds and tool feeds are determined

,by various considerations? the hardness and
toughness of the metal being cut; tli,e quality,
shape, and sharpneas of the cutting lool; the
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depth of the cut; the tendency of the work to
spring away, from the tool; and, the strength and
power of the lathe. Since conditions vary, it is
good practice to 'find out what the tool and
work will stand and then select the most
practicable and efficient speed and feed
consisteet with-the finCsh desired.

.
When ROUGHING parts down to size, use

the greatest depth of cut and feed per revolution
that the the machine, and the tool will
stand at th est practicable speed. On many
pieces whe tool failetre is the limiting factor in
pe size of roughing cut, it is usually possible to
*duce the speed slightly and increase the feed
to a pOint where the metal removed is much
greater.-RiiS will prolong tool life: Consider an
example where the dt pth ,of cut is 1/4 inch, the.
feed 0.020 inch per revolution, and the speed 80
fpm. If the tool will not permit additional feed
at this speed, it is, Usually possible to drop the
speed to 60 fpm and increase the Ned to about
0.040 inch per revolution without having tool
trouble. The skid is therefore reduced 25% but
the feed is increased 100% so that the actual
time required to complete' the work is less with
the second Setup.

: di the FINISH TURNING OPERATION a
.very light cut is taken, Lii...ei e most of the stock
has been removed on the-roughing cut. A fine
feed can usually be used, making it possible to
rim 'at a high surface speed. A 50% increase in
speed over the roughing speed is commonly
used. In particular cases Ihe fmishing speed may
be twice the roughing speed. In any event, the
work should be runtas fast as the tRol will
withstand to obtain the maximum ipeed in this
operation. A sharp tool should be used when
fmish turning.

COO IAN'T S

cutting luhrkcant serves two main
osesit cools the_ tool by absorbing a

p on of the heat and reduces the friction
between the tool and the metal being cut. A
secondary purpost,is to keep the cutting edge of
the-tool flushed clean.

thie best lubricants to use fOr cutting metal
must often be determined by experiment.
Ordipry oil is often used, but water sOlubl oil
W accept* for most common metals. S ecial

cutting cjnpounds containing such ingredients
as tafloraphite, and lard, marketed under
various names, are also used, 'but these are
expensive and used mainly in manufacturing
where high cutting speeds are the rule.

The - usual lubricants for turning. /he
following inetals

Metal LubriCant

Cast ion Usually worked dry
Mild steel Oil or soluble-oil
Hard steel Mineral lard oil
Monel metal Dry (or soluble oil)
Bronze Dry (or iube oil)
Brass 4. Dry (or soluble oil)
Copper Dry (or sohible oil) ,

Babbitt Dry (or soluble oil)
Aluminum Dry (or sbluble oil)

For threading, a lubricant is more important
than for straight turning. Mineral lard oil is
recommended for threading in the majority of
metals that are used by the Navy.

CHATTER
ob.

If you are unaware of the, meaning 'of the
word "chatter,"'you will learn too soon while

. working with a machine todl of any description.
Briefly, chatteris vibration in either the tool or
the work. The fmished work surface appears to
have a grooved or ,lined finish instead of the
smooth surface that is to be expected. The
vibration is, set up by a weakness in the work,
work supporOool, or tool support ahd is about
the moit elusive thing to find in the entire field
of machine work. As a g(neral rule,
strengthening the various parts of the tool
support train Will help. It is also advisable tV
support the work byA a . center rest or f011ower
rest.

Possibly the fault is in the niachine
adjustments. Gibs may be too loose; bearings
may, after a long period of heavy service, be
worn; the tool may be sharpened improperly,
etc. If the machine is in excellent condition, the
fault may be in tke tool or tool setup. Grind the'
tool with a point or as near a point as the fmish'
specified will permit; avoid a wit* round
leading edge on the tool. Reduce the overhang

490 " (
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-of die tool as much as possible aud be sure that
all the gib and bearing adjustments are properly,
made. See that the work receives proper support
for the cut, andirabove all, do not try to turn at a
surface speed that is too high. Excessive speed g
probably the greatest . cause of chatter, and the
firsi thin& you should do when chatter occup is
to reduce the speed.

Direction of
3

Regardless of how the work, is held .in the
lathe, the tool should feed' toward the
headstock. Thii results in rhost of the pressure
of the cut being exerted on _the worklrolding
device and spindle thrust bearings. When it is
necessary to feed the cutting tool toward the
tailstock; take lighter cuts at reduced feeds. In
facing, the general practice is to feed the to91
from the center of the workpiece out toward the
periphery.

4.

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES

starting a lathe Machining operation,
lways 1isur e that the machine is' set up for the-

job you are to dy. If the work is mounted
between centers, cheik the 4alignment of the
dead center and the live center and make any
.changes required. Ensure tha, t the toolholder and
f cutting tool are set at the proper height Ana
angle. Check 1 the Workholding accessory to
ensure that the Workpiece Is held securely. Use
the 'center rest or follower rest fpr support of
long workpieces.

PREPARING THE CENTERS

The first step in preparing the centers is tb
see that they are accurately mounted in the
headstock ,and tailstock spindles. The centers
and;the tapered holes in which they are fitted
must be perfectly clean. Chips and dirt left on
the contact surfaces will impair accuracy by
preventing a perfect fit. of the bearing surfaces.
Make.sUre that there air no burrs in ti spindle
hole. If burrs are found,- remove em by
carefully scraping or reaming with a Morse taper:
reamer. Burrs will produce the same inaccuracies

r as chipsIr dirt.
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Center points must be finished accurately to
an-kite ot 60°. Figure 21-17 shows the method
of chaking this angle with a center gage. The
large tiotch of the center gage is intended, for
this particular.Purpose. If this test shows that
the point is nOt perfect, you must true it in the
lathe by taking a cut over the point with the
cOmpound rest set at 30°. You mbst anneal the
hardened tail center before it can be machined

this manner, or you can d it if a grinding
attaclunent is available.

C,HECKiNG ALIGNMENT'

To turn a ,shaft straight and true between
centers, the centers must be ii a plane parallel to
the ways of the lathe. You can move the
tailstock laterally to accomplish ihis alignmerit
by two adjustOg screws after it has been
released from the ways. ht the rear of the
tailstock are MO Zero lines, and the cehters are
approxiinately aligned when thise -.two lines
coincide. You'. -tan check 14itks apProximate
alignment by moving the tailsidek up until the
centers almost touch and observing their relative
positions as' shown in figure -21-18. For Very

dir f

S.

Osx
Rios 21-17.--Chwidng center point with center pp.
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4

Figure 21-18.Alignini litha cantors.
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accurate work, especially if it is long, the
following test is necessary to correct small errors
in alignment not otherwise detected.

Mount the work to it)e turned, or a piece of
afock of,similar length, on the centers. With a
turning tool in the tool post, take a smallIcut to
a depth of a few thousandtliS of an inch at the
headstock end of the work. Then remove the
work from the centers to allow the carriage to
be run back to the tailstock without drawing the
tool. Do not touch the tool setting. Replace the
work in the centers, and, with the tool set at the
previous depth, take another cut coming in from
the tailstock end. Compare the, diameters over
these cuts with a micrometer. If the diameters
are exastly the same, the centers are in perfect
alignment If they are different, you must adjust
the tallstock itf the direction required by turning
the setover ,adjUsting screws. Repeat the above
test and adjustment until a cut:at each end
Produces,equal diameter.

Yoti can also check the positive alipment of
centers by placing a test bar between centers and
bringing both ends of the bar to a zero reading
as indicated by a dial indicator clamped in the -

toolrpost. The tailstock must be clarnged to the-
ways and the test bar must be properly adjusted
between centers when you take the indicator
re ad in gs.

Another method that may be used. for
positive alignment of lathe centers is to take a
light cut over the work held between centers.
Then measure the work at each end with a
micrometer, and, if the readings are found to
differ, adjust the tailstock accordingly. Repeat
the procedure until alignment is obtained. .

SETTING TH TOOLHOLDER
.AND CUTTING TOOL

The first requirement ,for setting the tool is
o haVe it rigid. Make sure the tool sets squarely

in the tool post and that the setscrew is tight.
Reduce overhanras much as possible to prevent
springing when cutting. If the tool has too much
spring, the .point of the tool will catch in the
work, causing chatter and damaging both the' -
tool and the work. The distances represented by

492

A and B in figure 2149 .show the correct
overhang for the tool bit and.the holder.

The poi,nt of the, jool must be correctly
positioned on the work. Place the cutting edge
slightly above the center for straight turning of
steel and cast iron, and exactly on the center for
all other work. To set the tool at the .height
desired, raise or lower the point bf the tool by
moving the wedge in or out of the tool post ring.
By placing the point opposite the tail center
point, you can adjust the setting accurately.

HOLDING THE WORK

Accurate work Cannot be performed if work
is improperly mounted. Requirements for
proper mounting are:

1. The work centerline must be accurately_
centered with the axis of the lathe spindle.

2. The wdrk must be rigidly held while
being turned.

3. The worli must NOT be sprung out of
shape by tIte holding device,

4. The work must be adequately supported
against any sagging caused by its own weight and
against springing caused by the action of tlie
cutting tool.

There aie four general methods of holding
work in the lathe: (1) between centers, (2) on a

Figure 21-19.Tool overhang.
28.1 OX
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niandrel, (3) in a .chuck, and (4) on a faceplate.
Work may also be damped to carriage for
boring and milling, in which case the boring bar
or milling- cutter is held and driven by the
headstock spindle.

Other methods of holding work to suit
special conditions are: (I) one end on the live
center or in a chuck and the other end
supported in a center rest, and (2) one end in a
diuck and the other end on the dead center.

Holding Work Between Centen

To machine a workpiece between centers,
center holes must be drilled in each end to
receiVe the lathe centers. A lathe dog is then
secured to the workpiece, and then the work is_
mounted between the live and dead centers of
the lathe.

* CENTERING THE- WORKTo center
round stock where the ends art to be turned and
must be concentric with the unturned body, the
work can be held on the head Spindle in a
univenal chuck or a -draw-in collet chuck. If the
work is long and too large to be passed through
the spindle, a center rest must be used to
support one end. The centering tool is held in a
drill chuck in the tail spindle and is fed to the
work by the tailstock handwheel (fig. 21-20).

For centerdrilling a workpiece, the
conibined drill and countersink is the most
pnIctical tool. These combined drills and
countersinks vary in size and the drill points also
vary. Sometimes a drill point on one end will be
1/8 inch in diameter, and the drill point on the
opposite end will be 3/16 inch in diameter. The
angle of the centerdrill is always 600 so that the

41.
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Figure 2140. center hole.
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countersunk' hole will fit the angle of the lathe
center point.

If a centerdrill is not available, the work may
be centered with a small twist drill. Let the drill
enter the work a sufficient length on each end;
then follow with a special countersink, the point
of which is 600 .

In centerdrilling, a drop or two of oil should
be used on the drill. The drill should be fed
slowly and carefully so as not t break t.he tip.
Extreme care is needed when the work is heavy,
because it is then more difficult to "feel" the
proper feed of the work on the centerdrill.

If the eenterdrill breaks during
countersinking and part of the, broken 4ril1
remains in the work, this part.must be remov
Sometimes it can be -driven out bys a chisel or
jarred loose, but it ma3 stick so hard that it
cannot be removed in this manner. Then the
broken part' of the drill should be annealed and
drilled out.

We cannot overemphasize the importance of
proper center holes in the work and a correct-
angle on the point of the lathe centers. To do an
accurate job between centers on the lathe,
countersunk holes must be of the proper size
and depth, and the points of the lathe centers
must be true and accurate.

MOUNTING THE WORK.Figure 21-21
shows correct and iricorrect methods of
mounting work between centers. In the correct
example, the driving dog is attached to the work
and rigidly held by the setscrew. The tail of the
dog rests in the slot of the faceplate and extends

4beyortd the base of the slot so that the work
,irests firmly on both the headstock center and
tailstock center.

In. the incorrect example, note, that the tail
of the dog rests on the bottom of the slot on the
faceplate at A, thereby pulling the work away
from the center points, as shown at B and C, and
causing the work to revolve eccentrically.

In mounting -work between centers for
machining, there shout be np end play between
the work and the dead center. However, if the
work is held too tightly by the tail center when
revolving, the work will heat the center point,
destroying both the center and the work.. To
help prevent ovccrheating, the tail center must be
lubricated with grease or oil.

I
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Holding Work on a Mandrel

Many parts, such as bushings, gears, collars,
and pulleys require all the finished external
surfaces to nin true with the hole which extends
through them. That is, the outside diameter
must be true with the inside diameter or bore.

General practice is to finish the hole to a
standard size within the limit' of the accuracy
desired Thus a 3/4-inch standard hole would
*ordinarily be held from 0.7495 to 0.7505
inches; a tolerance of 0.0005 inch above or
below the true standard size oj exactly 0.750
inch. First drill or bore the hole to within a few
thousandths of an inth of the finished size; then
remove the remainder of the material with a
machine !tamer, following with a hand reames,
the limits are extremely dole.

Then, press the piece on a mandrel tight
enough so the work will ,not slip while being
machined. Clamp a dog on the mandrel, which is
mounted between centers. Since the mandrel

,suiface runs true with respect to the lathe axis,
the turned surfaces of the work on the mandrel
will be true wkth respect to the hole in the piece.

A mandrel is simply a round piece of steel of
ccavenient length which has been cantered and
ground true with the 'centers. Comrne

mandrels are made of tool steel, hardened and
ground With a sliight taper (usually 0.0005 inch
per inch). On sizes up to I inch the small end is
usually one-half thousandth of an inch under the
standard size of the mandrel, while on larger
sizes this dimension is usually. 0.001 inch under
standard. This taper allows the, standard hole in
the work to ,vary according to the usual shop
practice and still provides a drive to the work
when the mandrel is pressed intb the hole. The
taper is not great enough to distort the hole in
the work. The . countersunk centers of the

\ mandrel are lapped for accuracy. The ends are
turned smaller than the body of the mandrel and
provided with flats which give a driving surface
for the lathe dog(

Holding Work in aiucks

The independent chuck and universal. chuck
are more often used than other workholding
devices in performing lathe operations. The
universal chuck is used for holding relatively
true cylindrical work when the time required to
do thejob is more important than the accurate
conceOicity of the machined surface and the
holding power of the chuck: When the work is
irregular in shape ancl must be accurately
centered and held secwily for heavy feeds and
deigh of cuts, an independent chuck should be
used.

4-JAW INDEPENDENT CHUCK.Figure
21-22 shows a rough casting mounted in a 4-jaw
independent lathe chuck on the spindle of the
lathe: Before truing the work, determine which
part you wish to have turn true. To mount this
casting ir the chuck, proceed its follows:

I. Adjust the chuck jaws to receive the
casting. Each jaw should be concentric with ihe
ring marks indicated on the face of the 'chuck. If
there are no ring marks, be guided by the,
circumference of the body of the chuck.

2. Fasten the work in the chuck by turning
the adjusting screw on jaw No. I and jaw No. 3,
a pair of jaws whicli are opposite to each other.
Next tighten jaws No. 2 and No. 4.

3. At this stage the work should be held in
the jaws just tight enough so it will not fall out
of the chuck while being trued.
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diameter of the plece will be machined when it
is in a distorted position. When the pressure of
the jaws is released after the cut, there will be as
many high spots as there are jaws, and the
turned surface will not be true.

of Chucks

To pre the accuracy 61lt5huck, handle
it caiefully an eep it clean and free from grit.
NEVER force .a huckjaw by using a pipe as an
extension on thchuck wrench.

Before mouitjj ng a,-chuck, you must remove
the live center to prevent the possibility of
mining it when drilling work held in the. chuck
(you could inadvertently drill right through the

28.11i',center).
Fipure 21-22--Work mounted in a 4-jaw chuck.

CLEAN AND OIL THE THREADS OF THE
CHUCK AND THE SPINDLE NOSE.Dirt or
chips on the threads will not allow the chuck to
run true when it is screwed up to the shoulder.
Screw the chuck on carefully. Avoid bringing it
up against the shoulder so fast that the chuck
comes up with a shock, since this will strain the
spindle and the threads and make removal
difficult. Never use mechanical power in
screwing on the chuck. Rotate the spindle with
the left. hind while holding the chuck in the
hollow of the right arm.

To remove a small chuck, place an adjustable
jaw wrench oh one of the jaws'and start it by a
smart blow with the hand on the handle of the
wrench. To remove a heavy, chuck, Totate it
against a block of, wood held between a jaw and
the lathe bed. When mounting or removing a
heavy chuck, lay a board across the bed ways to
protect theth; the board will serve as a support
for the chuck as it is put on or taken off.

The above comments on mounting and
removing chucks also apply to facePlates.

4. Revolve the spindle slowly by hand and,
with a piece of chalk, mark the high spot (A in
figure 21-22) on the work while it is revolving.
Steady your hand on the tool post while holding
the chalk. v

5. Stop the spindle. Locate the high spot
on the work and adjust the jaws in the proper
direction to true the work by releasing the jaw
opposite the chalk mark and tightening the one,.
*nearest the mark.,

6. Sometimes the high spot on the work
will be located between adjacent jaws. In that
case, loosen the two opposite jaws and tighten
the jaws adjacent to'the high spot,

3-41kW UNIVERSAL CHUCK.The 3-jaw
universal or scroll chuck is made so that all jaws
move together in unison: A universal chuck will
center almost exactly at the first clamping; but
after a period of use it isnot uncommon to find
inaccuracies of up to 0.010 inch in centering the
work, and consequently the funout of the work
mwst be corrected. Sometimes this may be done
by inserting a piece of paper or thin shim stock
between the jaw and the work on the high side.

After you have done the positioning in a
chuck, be sure to tighten all the screws sa that
each jaw is tight against the piece to prevent it
from slipping when being cut.--'u-

When chucking thin sections, be careful not
to clamp the work too tightly becatise the
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Holding Work on a Faceplate

A faceplate is used for mounting work which
cannot be, chucked or turned between centers.
This may occur because qf the pedidiar shape of
the work. A faceplate may b:.e used when holes
are to be accurately machined' in flat work or
when large and irregularly shaped work is to be
faced on the lathe.

.512
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Work is secured to Ithe faceplate by bolts,
clamps, or any suitable clamping means. The
'holes and slots in the faceplate are used for
anchoring the holding bolts. Angle plates may be
usedto present the work at the desired angle, as
shown in figure 21-23:Note the counterweilibtladded for balance. !

For work to be ounted aecurately on 'a
faceplate, the surfa of the work in contact
with the faceplate must be accurately faced. It is
good practice to place a piece of paper between
the work and the, faceplate to prevent slipping.

Before securely clamping .the work, you
must 4move it about on the surface of the
faceplate until the point to be madhined is
centered accurately over the axis of the lathe.
Suppose you udsh to bore a hole, the center of
which has been laid out and marked with a prick
punch. First, clamp the work 'to the
approximate poiition on the faceplate. Slide the
tailstock up until the-dead center just touChes
the work. (Note:. The dead center should have a
sharp, true point.) Now revolve the work Slowly;
if the work is off center, the point will scribe a
circle on the work. If the work is on center, the

211.124X
Ague 21-23.Work clamped to an angle plate.

point of the dead center will coincide with the
prick punch mark.

Using the Center Rest
and Follower Rest

In addition to being supported at the enda
by the lathe centers, long slender work often
requires support between ends while being
turned; otherwise the work will spring away
from the tool and chatter. The center rest is
used to support such work so it can be
accurately turned with a faster feed and cutting
speed than would be possible without it.

The center rest should be placed where it'
la give tlie greatest support to the piece to be
buried. This is usually at about the middle of its
ength.

Ensure that the center point between the
jaws of the center rest coincides exactly with the
axis of the lathe. spindle. To do this, place 'a
short piece of stock in a chuck and machine it to
the diameter of the workpiece to be supported.
Withont removing the stock from the chuck,
clamp the center rest on the wiys of the lathe
and adjust the jaws to the machined Surface.
Without changing the jaw settings, slide the
center rest into position to supliort the
workpiece. Remove the stock used for setting
the center rest and set the workpiece in place.
'Use a dial indicator to true the workpiece at the
chuck. Figure 21-24 shoWs how a chuck and
center rest are used for machining the end ofa
workpiece.

The follower rest differs from the center rest
in that it ,moves with the carriage and provides

22.12ex
Figure 21-24.Work mounted In a chuck and colter

rest
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support against the forces of the cut only. Set
the tool to the diameter selected, and turn a
"spot" about 5/8 to 3/4 inch wide. Then adjust
the follower rest jaws to the finished diameter to
follow the tool along the entire length to be
turned.

Use a thick oil on the jaws of the center rest
and follower rest to prevent "seizing" and
scoring the workpiece. Check the jaws
frequently to see that they do not become hot.
The jaws may expand slightly if they get hot,
pushing the work out of alignment (When using
the follower rest) or binding, (when using the
center rest).

H21ding Work in a
Dratv-In Collet Chuck

The draw-in collet chuck is used for very
fine' accurate work of small diameter. Long work
can be passed through the hollow drawklar. ad
short work can be placed directly into the collet
from the front: The collet is tightened on the
work by rotating the drawbar to the right; this
draws the collet into the tapered closing sleeve.
-The opposite operation releases the collet.

Accurate results are obtained when the
diameter ofihe work is exctly.the same size as
the dimension stamped on the collet. In some
cases, the diameter may vary as much as 0.002
inch; that is, the work may be 0.001 inch
smaller or larger than the collet size. If the work
diameter varies more than this, it will impair the
-accuracy and efficiency of .the collet. That is
why a separate collet should be used for each -

small variation or work diameter, especially if
precision is desired.

MACHINING OPERATIONS

Up to this point, you have studied the
preliminary steps lcading to the performance of
machine work in rthe lathe. You havelearned
how to mount the work and the tool and which
tools are used for various purpolses. Now, you
need to consider the method of asing the proper
tools in combination with the lathe to perform
various machining operations.
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FACING

Facing is the machining of the end surfaces
and shotilders of a workpiece. In addition to
squaring the ends of the work, facing provides a
means of accurately cutting the work to length.
Generally, in facing the workpiece, only light
cuts are required as the work will have been cut
to approximate length or rough.machined to the
shoulder.

Fi9ure 21-25 shows the method of fcing a
cylin rical piece. The work is placed on biijers
and ftiven by_ a dog. A right-hand side tool, is
usef as shown. Take a light itit on the end Of
the ork, feeding the tool (by hand crossfeed)
from the .center toward the outside. Take one or
two chips to remove enough stock to true the
work. Then place the dog on the other end of
the work and face it to the proper length. To
provide an accurate base kom which to measure,
hold_another rule or straightedge on the end that
has just been faced. Be sure there is no fin or
burr on the edge to keep the straightedge from
bearing accurately on the finished end. ,Use a
sharp scriber to mark off the dimensii6desired.

Figure 21-26 shows the application of a
turning tool in finishing a shouldered job having
a fillet corner. Take a finish cut on the small
diameter. Machine the fillet with a light ,Fut;
then use the tool to face from the fillet to the
outside of the work.

In facing large surfaces, lock the carriage in
-position, since only, crossfeed is required to
transverse the tool across the work. With the
compound rest set at 90° (parallel to the axis of
the lathe), you can use the micrometer collar to
feed the tool to the proper depth of cut in the
face.

SIDE VIEW

Figure 21-25.Fscing a cylindrical plans.

END VIEW

28.19.
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28.130X
Figura 21-28.Faiirsg a shoulder.

TURNING

'naming is the machining of excess stock
from the periphery of the workpiece to reduce
the diameter. In most lathes machining
operations requiring removal of large amounts of
stock, a series of roughing cuts is taken to
remove most of the excess stock; then a
finishing cut is taken to accurately "size" the
2/9rkpiece.

Rough Turning

When a great !deal of stock is to be removed,
you should take heavy cuts to complete the job
in the least possible time. This is called rough
turning.

Select the proper tool for taking a heavy
chip. The speed of the work and the amount of
feed of the tool should be as great as the tool
will stand.

When taking a roughing cut on steel, cast
iron, or any other metal that has a scale upon its_
surface, be sure to set the tool deep enough to
get unr the scale in the first cut. Unless you
do, thd scale on tht metal will dull or break the
point of the tool.

.Rough machine the work to almost the
finished size; then take careful m,easurements.

Bear in mind that the diameter of the work
being tumatis reduced by an amount equal to
twice Ott depth of the cut; thus, if you desire to
reduce the diameter of a piece-by 1/4 inch, you
must remove 1/8 inch of metal from the surface.
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Figure 21-27 shows the position of the tool
for taking a heavy cut on large work. Set the
tool so that, if anything occurs wlile machining
to change the position of the tool, it will not dig
into the work, but rather it will move in the
direction of the arrowaway from the Work.

Finish Taming

When the work has been rough turned to
within about 1/32 inch of the fmished size, take
a finishing cut. A fine feed, the proper lubricant,
and above an a keen-edged tool are necessary to
produce a smooth finish. Measure carefully to be
sure that you are machining the work to the
proper dimension. Stop the lathe when
m easuring.

Where very close limits are to be held, be
sure the-Work is not hot when you take the
fmish cut. Cooling of the piece will leave it
undersized if it has been turned to the exact
size.

Perhaps the most difficult operation for a
beginner in machine work is to make accurate
measurements. So much depends on the
accuracy of the work that you should make
every effort to.become proficient in the use of
measuring instruments. A certain "feel" in the
application of micrometers is developed through
experience alone; do not be discoutaged if your
first efforts do not produce .perfect results..
Practice taking micrometer measurements on
pieces of known dimensions. You will acquire
skill if you are persistent.

28.132X
Figure 21-27.Position of tool for heavy cut.
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Turning to a Shoulder

Machining to a shoulder is often done by
locating the shoulder with a parting tool. Insert
=the parting tool about 1/32 inch back of the
shoulder line; it wili enter the work within 1/32
inch of the smaller diameter of'the work. Then
machine the stock by taking heavy chips up to
the shoulder thus made. Shouldering eliminates
detailed measuring and speeds up-production.

Figure 21-28 illustrates the method of
ahouldering. A parting tool has been used at P
and the turning tool is taking a chip. It will be
unnecewary to waste any time in taking
measurements. You can devote your time to
rough machining until the necessary stock is
removed. Then you can take .a fmishing mit to
accurate measurement.

Boring

Boring is the machining of .holes or any
interior cy rical surface. The piece to be
bored muØ4iave a drilled or cored hole, and the
hole m be large enough to insert the tool. The
boring process merely enlarges the hole to the
desired size or shape. The advantage of boring is
that a perfectly true round hole is obtained, and
.two or more holes of the same. or different
diameters may be bored at one setting, thus
ensuring absolute alignment of the axis-of the
holes.

It is thi usual practice to bore a hole to
within a few thousandths of an inch of the
desired size and then finish it with a reamer to
the exact size.

28.133X
Figure 21-28.Meohining to shoulder.

Work to be bored may be held in a chuck,
bolted to the faceplate, or bolted to, the carriage.
Lang pieces must be supported at the free end in
a center rest.

When the boxing tool is fed into the hole in
work being rotated on a chuck or faceplate, the
process is called single point boring. It is the
same as turning except that the cutting chip is
taken from the inside. The cutting edge of the
boring tool resembles that of a turning tool.
Boring tools may be the solid forged type or the
inserted cutter bit type.

When the work to 'be bored is clamped to
the top of the carriage, a boring bar is field
between centers and driven by a dog. The work
is fed to the tool by the automatic longitudinal
feed of the carriage. Three types of boring bars
are shown in figure 21-29. Note the countersunk
center holes at.the ends to fit the lathe centers.

Figure 21-29 (A) shows a boring bar fitted
with a fly cutter held by a headless setscrew.
Th6 other setscrew, bearing on the end of the
cutter, is for aditisting the cutter to the work.

Figure 21-2,' (B) shows a boring bar fitted
with a two-edged cutter held by a taper key.
This is more of a finishing or sizing cutter; as it
cuts on both sides and is used for production
work.

the boring 13ar shown in figure 21-29 (C) is
fitted With a cast-iron head to adapt it for boring
wdrk of large diameter. The head is fitted,with a

Figure 21-29.Boring hers.
28.134
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fly cutter similar to the one shown in part A of
figure 21-29. The setscrew with the __tapered
:porn' t adjusts the cutter to the work. ,

TAPERS

The term "taper" may be defined as the
gradual lessening of the diameter or thickness ofi
a piece of work toward one end. The amount of
taper in any given length of work is found by
subtracting the size of the small end from the
size of the large end. Taper is usually expressed
-as the amount of taper per foot cif length, or as
an angle.

We will take two eiamples as an illustration.

Example 1.Find the taper per foot of a
piece of work 2 inches long: Diameter of small
end is I inch; diameter of the large end is .2

es.

The amount of taper is 2 inches minus 1
inch-, which equals 1 inch. The length of the
taper is given as 2 inches. Thevekpre, the taper is
1 inch in 2 inches4it length. In 12 inches of
length it Would be 6 inChes. (See fig. 21-30.)

Figure 21-30.Tapere.

Example 2.Find the taper per foot of a
piece 6 inches long. Diameter of small end is 1
inch; diameter of large end is 2 inches.

The ainount of taper is the same as in
problem 1, that is, 1 inch. Ho ever, the length
of this taper is 6 inches; hence tie taper per fopt
is 1 inch 12/6 = 2 inches per oot (fig. 21-30).

From the foregoing, you.,see that the length
of a tapered piece is very important in
computing the taper. If you bear this in mind
when machining -tapers, you will not go wrong.
Using the fonnula:

Taper per 'foot = T X IL.2

where T, represents the amount of taper in
length L; both expressed in inches.

Now let us consider the angle of the taper.
In a round piece of work, the included angle of
the taper is twice the angle that -the surface
makes with the axis or centerline. In straight
turning, recall that the diameter of a piece is
reduced by twice the depth of the cut taken
from its surface. For the same reason, the
included angle ot. the taper is twice the angle
that 'the path of the cutting tool makes with the
axis or centerline of the piece' being turned.
There are tables or charts in all machinist's
handbooks that give the angles for different
amounts of taper per foot.

There are three standard tapers, with which
you should be fainiliar:

1. The MORSE TAPER (approximately
5/8 inch per foot) s used for the taper holes in
lathe and drill mess spindles and the
attachments that fit them, such as lathe centers,
drill shanks, etc.

2. The BROWN & SHARPE TAPER (1/2
inch per foot except No. 10 which is 0.5161
inch per foot) is used for milling machine
spindle shanks.

3. The JARNO TAPER (0.6inch per foot)
37 is used by some manufacturers because of its

simplicity, it being the only taper that is

500 5-1
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constant and does not require a table to find the
various dimensions pertaining to its parts; e.g.

Diameter of large end

Di t mallame er o s en d
10.

of taper taper number
2

..aper number
8

taper number

The taper for pipe ends, 3 4 inch per fOot, is
also considered a standard.

Turning:rapers

In ordinary straight turning, the cutting tool
moves along a line parallel to the axis of the
work, causing the fuiished job to be the same
.diameter throughout. If, however, in cutting', the
tool moves at an angle to the axis'of the work, a
tabes will be produced. Therefbre,. to turn a
taper, you- must mount the work in the lathe so
the axis upon which it turns ikattaini angle to the
axis of the lathe, or cause the tting tool to
move at an angle to the axis of the lathe.

There are three methods in -common use for
turning tapers:

1. Setting over the tailstock, which moves
the dead center away from the axis of the lathe
and ,causes work supported between centers to
be at an angle with the axis of thg lathe.

2. Using the compqund rest set at an angle
and causing the cutting tool to be fed at the
desired angle to the axis of the lathe.

3. Using the taper attachment, which also
causes the cutting tool to move at an angle to
the axis of the lathe.

the first method,' the cutting tool is fed
by th\es \longitudinal feed parallel to the lathe
axis, but\ a taper is produced because the work
axis is af \an angle. In -the sevond and third
Methods, the, work axis coincides with the lathe

'axis, but a taier is produced because the cutting
tool moves at an\ angle.

SETTING OVER- THE TAILSTOCK.The
tailstock top may be moved laterally on its base

by means of adjusting screws.- In straight
turnirtg, you will recall that these adjusting
screws4,were ti.sed to align the dead center with
the tail center by moving the tal1stocko bring it
on the centerline. For taper .turtting, you
deliberately move the tailstock off-*ter, and
the amount you move it determines The taper
produeed. The amount of setover can be
approximately set by means of the zero lines
inscribed on the base and top of the tailstock as
shown in figure 21-31.

In turning a. taper by this Method, -the
distance between centers is of utmost
importance; To illustrate, figure 21-32 shows
two very different tapers Produced by the same
amount of, setover of the tailstock, because in
one case the lengthoof the work between centers
is greater than in the other. THE CLOSER THE
DEAD CENTER IS TO THE LIVE CENTER,
THE STEEPER THE TAPER PRODUCED.

Suppose you want to turn a taper on the full
length of a piece 12 inches long with one end
having a diameter of 3 inches and the other end
a diameter of 2 inches. The small end is to be 1

28.139X
Figure 21-31.Tailstock mover for Um tu.rning.

/ 28.141X
Figure 21-32.Setover of. teihrtock showing iinportance

of considering length of work. /

s
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inch smaller than the large end; so you set the
tailstock over one-half this amount or 1/2 inch.
Thus, at one end the cutting tool will be 1/2
inch closer to the center of the work than at the

, other end; so the diameter of the fmished job
will be 2 X 1/2 or I inch less at the small end.
Since the piece is 12 inches 'long, you, have
produced a taper of 1 inch per foot. Now, if you

v wish to produce a taper of I, inch per foot Ori a
piece only 6 inches long, the small end Would be
only-1/2 inch less in diameter than the large end,
so you would set the tailstock over 1/4 inch or
one-half of the distance used for the 12-inch
length.

From the foregoing, you can see that the
setover is proportional to the length between
.centers ahd /Hay be computed by the following
formula:

T
S 'IX 12

where S =,setover in inches, T taper per foot in
inches, and L '12 = length in ft.

Remember that L is length ciMork from live
center to dead center. If the work is on a
mandrel, L is the length of the mandrel between
centirs.

The setover tailstock method cannot be used
for steep tapers because the setover necessary
would be too great and the work would not be
properly supported by the lathe centers. It is
obvious that with setover there is not a true
bearing between the points of work centers and
the lathe cent*s and that the bearing surface
becomes less and less satisfactory as the setover
is increased.

Alla turning a taper by the tailstock setover
method, realign the centers for straighl turning
for your next job.

USING THE COMPOUND REST.The
cwnpound rest is 'generally used for short, steep
tapers. It is set at the 'angle which the taper is to
make with the centerline (that' is, half the
included angle of the taper). The tool is then fed
to the work at this angle by means of the
compound rest feed ser.m. The length of tiper
that can be machined is necessarily ,Short
because of limited travel of the compound rest
top. -
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Truing a lathe center is one example of the
use of the compound rest for taper work. Other
examples are refacing an angle type valve -disk,
machining the face Of a bevel gear, and similar
work. Such jobs are often referred to as working
to an angle rather than as taper work.

The graduations marked ori the compound
rest provide a quick means \for setting to the
angle desired. When set at zero, the compoiind
rest is perpendicular to the lathe axis. When set
at 90° on either side,' the compound rest is
parallel to the lathe axis.

On the other hand, when the angle to be cut
is measured from the centerline, the setting of
the compound rest corresponds to the
complement of that angle. (The complement of
an angle is that angle which added to it makes a
right angle; that is, -angle , pifis complement =
90°). For example, to machine a 543° included
angle (25° angle with centerline), the compound
rest is set at 90° 25°, or 65°.

When a very accurate setting of the
c mpound rest is to be made to a. fraction of a
d4ree, for example, run the carriage up to'the
faceplate and set the compound rest with a
vernier bevel protractor set to the required
angle. Hold the blade of the protractor on the
flat surface of the faceplate and hold the stock
against the finished side of the compound rest.

USING THE TAPER ATTACHMENT.For
turning and boring long tapers With accuracy,
the taper attachment is indispensable. It
especially useful in duplicating wori; iden
tapers can be turned and bored with one se
of the taper guide bar.

Set the guide bar at an angle to the lathe axis
corresponding to the taper desired. The tool
cross-slide moves laterally by means of a shoe
which slides on the guide bar as the carriage
moves longitudinally. As a result, the cutting
tool moves along a line parallel to the guide bar,
and produces a taper whose angular
measurement is the same as 'that set on the guide
bar. The guide bar is graduated in degrees at one:
end iand in inches per foot of taper at the other
end' to facilitate rapid setting.

When preparing to use the taper attachment,
run the carriage up to the approximate position

'bf the work to be turned. Set the tool bn line
with the centers of the lathe. Then bolt or clamp
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the holding bracket to the ways of the bed (the
attachment itself is boltea to the back of the
carriage saddle) and tighten clamp C (figure
21-33). The taper guide bar how 'controls the
lateral movement of theP cross-slide. Sot _the
guide bar for the taperr `desired, and the
attachment is ready for operation. The final
-a4justment of the tool for size must be made by
means of the compound.'icst feed screw, since
the crossfeedscriw is indperative.

Taper Boring'

Taper boring rikay be accomplished only by
using the 'compound rest or the taper
attachment.

The rules thaf.apply to outside taixr turning
also apply to the boring of tapered 'holes. Place
the cutting poili ,of the tool on center and, if
you use the taller attachment, be very careful to
eliminate the of the slide fittings so
that the hole ri1l not be bored straight at' the
-start. Measurgrnent of the sizz and taper of the
hole is generally made with a taper plug gage by
the cut and -try,method. After taking a cut or
twa, clean the bore, rub the gage lightly with

.prussian blue inserted in tile hole, and twist
slightly to cause the prussian blue to show where
the gage is bearing.- Make any necessary

,

28.143X
Figure 21-33.Iuming a tapar using tapir attachment.

cOrrections and continue the- boring until the
taper is brought to size.

To make a blind tapered hole, suCh as may
be required in drill sockets, it is best to drill the
hole carefully to the cOrrect depth with a drill of
the ktime size as specified for the vnall end of
the hole. This gives the advantage jof boring to
the, right Size withouts,removing etal at the
extreme bottom of the 'bore, whi h is rather
difficult, partsicularlyirr small, deep ioles..

,Ifor turning ,and boring tape set the tool
cutting edge exactly at the celer of .the work.
that is, set 'the point of cutting edge eVen
,....

with the height of the lathe centers.
To test the taper on a nearly finished piece

of work th4t is to Et a spindle, use prussian blue
,along the element or side of the taper piece.
Place. the work in the taper hole it is to fit and
turn carefully by hand. Then remove the work
and the prussian blue mark will show when the
taper is bearing. If it is a perfect fit, it will
indicate along the entire line of the prussian blue
mark. If it is not, it will Show where the
adjustment-is needed. Make the adjustment, take
anotheT light chip and test again. 'Be sure the
taper is correct before turning to the fmished
diameter.

Figure 21-34 shasks a Morse standard taper
plug and a taper socket gage. They not only give
the proper distance that the taper should enter
the spindle, but also show the proper distance
that the taper should enter the spindle.
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, SAFETY 'PRECAUTIONS

In machining operations, safety must always
be kept in mind, no matter how important the
job is or how well you know the machine you

28.144X
Figura 21-34.Men taper socket gags and plug gaga.

ge.
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are operating. Listed below are some safety
precantions that you MUST follow;

1. Before starting any lathe operations,
alwayS prepare yourself by rolling up shirt
sleeves and removing watcheS, rings and other
jewelry that .might become caught while
operating the machine.

2. Wear goggles or an approVed face shield
at all times when operating a lathe or when in
the area of a lathe that is being operated.

3. Be sure the work area is clear of
obstructions that you might fall or trip over.

4: Keep the area around your machine clear
of dii.or grease on the deck to prevent the
posilbility of slipping or falling into the
machine. .

5. Always use assistance when handling
large pieceS of work on large chucks.

"It

6. NEVER remove chips with your bare
_hands. Use .a stick or brush, and alwaYs stop the
machine.

7:Always secure power to the niachine
when taking measurements or making
idjustments to the chuck.

8. Be attentive, not only to the operation
of your Machine, but also to events going on
around it. SkylarIcing should NEVER be
permitted in the area.

9. Should it becomenecessary to operate
The lathe while underWay, be especially safety
,conscious. (Machines should be operated ONLY
inirelatively calm seas)._

10. Be alert to the location of the cutting
tool while taking measurements or making
adjustm ents.

11. AlWays observe the specific safety
precautions posted for the machine you are
operating.

-

,

AR



APPENDIX

GLOSSARY

ABSOLUTE PRESSURE: Actual pressure
(includes atmospheric pressaie).

- ABSOLUTE TEMPERATURE: The
-temperature measured using absolute zero as a

" reference. Absolute zero is -273.16°C or
.459.69° F.

-

ABT (automatic bus transfer): An automatic
electrical device that supplies power to vital
equipment.,This device will shift, from the
nonnal power supply to an alternate power

*supply anytime the normal supply is
interrupted.

ACCELERATION: lime rate of (tango in
velocity.

ACCESSOW DRIVE: A drive consisting of
gears, chains, or belts of secondary importance,
not essential -in itself but essential for the
operation of engine accessories (fuel pump,
water pump, etc.

ACCUMULATORc- A device for storin
liquid under pressure, usually consisting of a
chamber separated into-a gas compartment and a
licluid compartment by a piston or. diaphragm.
An accumulator also serves to smooth out
pressurt'surges'in'a hydraulic system.

ACETYLENE: A. gas that is chemically
produced fmm calcium carbide and water, 4sed
for welding and cutting..

ACTUATOR: A device that converts fluid
powertinto mechanical force andimotion. .

ADDLTIVE: kchemical comPound added to
a flUid to change the properties-of the fluid.

s0.5
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AFTERCOOLER: (1) A device which cools
a gas after it has been compressed. (2) A
terminal heat-transfer unit after the last stage.

AIR BLEEDER: A device-used to remove air
from a hydraulic system. It may be a needle-
valve, capillary tubing to the reservoir, or a bleed
plug.

AIR CliAMBER: A chamber, usually
bulb-shaPed, on the suction and discharge sides
of a pump. Air in the chaMber acts as a cushion
and prevents sudden shocks to tile pump.

AIR EJECTOR: A jet pump that removes air
and nancondensable gases. .

AIR REGISTER: A device in the casing of a
boiler which regulates the amount of air for
Combustion and provides a circular motion to
the air.

ALIGNED SECTION: A section view in
Which some internal features are revolved into or
out of the-Plane of the view. /

ALLOY: Any compOsite metal produced by
the mixing 'of. UV() or more metals or gjements;

ALTERNATING CURRENT (ix.): Current
that 'is constantiSi changing in 'value and
direction at regularly recurring intervals.

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE: The
temperature of the surrounding environment.

AMMETER: An initrutent for measuring
the rate 'of flow pf electrical currentin amperes,

AMPERE: The basic unit of -"iiilectrical
current.
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ANNEAL: To heat a metal and to cool it in
such a manner as to toughen and soften it. Brass
or copper is annealed by heating it to a cherry
red and dipping it suddenly into water while
hot. Iron or steel is slowly cooled, from the
heated condition to anneal.

ANNUNCIATOR: A device, - usually
electromechanical, used to 'indicate .or transmit
information. See ENGINE ORDER
TELEGRAPH.

ANTIFRICTION BEARING: A bearing
containing rollers or balls plus an inner and
outer race. The bearing is desived to roll, thus
minimiiing friction.

APRON (lathe): Contains the gear train and
the 'clutches that give controlled movement to'
the longitudinal and crossfeed.

ARC: (1) A flash caused by an electric
current ionizing a gas or vapor. (2) A portion of
the circumferenie of a circle.

ARMATURE: (I) The rotating part of an
electric motor or generator. (2) The moviqg part
of a relay or vibrator.

ARTICULATED, COTECI1NG ROD: A
connecting rod assembly consisting of a master
rod and a secondary rod connecting two pistons
to one crank %row. Used on "V" type engine
blocks.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE: The pressure
exerted by the atmosphere in all directions, as
indicated by a barometer. Standard atmospheric
pressure is considered 'to be 14.7 pounds per
square inch, which is equivalent to 29.92 inches
of mercury.

ATOMIZATION: The spraying of a liquid
through a,-nozzle so that the liquid is broken
into tiny droplets or particles.

AUTOMATIC BUS TRANSFER: See ABT.

AUTOMATIC COMBUSTION CONTROL
SYSTEM (ACC): A system that automatically
controls the fuel and air mixture in a boiler.
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AUTOMATIC CONTROLLER: . An
instrument or device that operates automatically
to regulate a controlled variable in response to a
set point and/pr input signal.

AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSI'EMS: A
combination of instruments or -devices ananged
systematically to control a process or opefation
at a set point without assistance from operating
personnel.

AUTOMATIC OPERATION: Operation of a
control system- and the process under _control
withbut'assistance from the operator.

AUXILIARY MACHINERY: Any system or
unit of machinery that supports the main
propulsion units or helps suppoit the ship and
the crew. Example: Pump, evaporator, steering
engine, air, conditioning and refrigerator,
equipment, laundry and galley equipment, desk

, winch, etc.

AXIAL: In a direction parallel to the axis.
Axial movement is movement parallel to the
'axis.

AXIS: The centerline =ming lengthwise.

BABBII i ED: A bearing lined with a babbitt
metal (containing tin, copper, and antimony).

BACK PRESSURE: (I) Resistance to the
flow of exhausts (fluids and gas). (2) The
pressure exerted on the exhaust side of an
engine or tilt discharge side of a pump.

BAFFLE: A plate or structure placed in the
line of flow of fluids or gases to divert the flow
to obtain greater cotitact with heating or cooling
surfaces.

BASE: A support for the Main bearings in a
diesel engine (more modem design). See
BEDPLATE.

BDC (bottom dead center): The position of.
a reciprocating piston at its lowest, point of
travel.

BEARING: A mechanical cogiponent which
supports and guides the Ideation of another
rotating or sliding pember.
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BEDPLATE: A support for th4 main
bearings in large diesel engines. (Used in older
designs.) See BASE.

EELL EOOK: An official record of engine
orders received and answered.

BIMETALLIC: Composed of two metals
with.differefit rates of expansionAihich c1117e tO
.a greater, or lesser, extent when subjected to
temperature changes.

BLEEDtR: A small cock; valve, or plug that
drains off small quantities of air or fluids from a
container or system.

BLOCK DIAGRAM: A diagram in whiCh the
major compOnents of a piece of equipment or a
system are Tepresented by squares, rectangles, or
o r geometric figures, and the ngnm4 order of
pro 'on of a signal or -current flow is
represented by lines.

14.OWER: A thechanical device Used to
supply air under pressure to aid in scavenging.

BLUEPRINTS: Copies of mechanical or
other types of technical drawings.

BOILER: Any vessel, container, or
receptacle that is capable of generating steam by
the -internal or external application- of heat. The
two general classes are rue tube and water tube.

BOILER BLOW PIPING: Piping from the
individual boiler blow valves to the overboard

- connection at the skin of the ship.

BOILER DESIGN PRESSURE: Pressure
specified by the manufacturer, usually about
103% of nbimal steam drum operating pressure.

BOILER FEEDWATER: Deaerated water in
the piping system between the deorating feed

v tank and the boiler.

BOILER LOAD: The steam output
demanded from a boiler, generally expressed in
pounds -per hour (lb/hr).

BOILER REFRACTORIES: Materials used
in the boiler furnace tot protect the boiler from
the heat of combustion.
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BOILER WATER: The water actually
ontainectin the boiler.

BONNET: A cover used to guide and enclose
the tail end of a valve spindle.

BOSCH: A fuel injection system. A German
manufacturer of mechanical and electrical
engine and automotive components.

-
BOTTOM BLOW: A irocedure used to

remove suspended solids and sludge from a
boiler.

BOTTOM DEAD C'ENTER: See BDC.

BOURDON TUBE: A C-shaped hollow
metal tube that is used in a gage for measuring
jaressures of 15 psi and above.- One end of the C
is welded or Elves-brazed to a stationary base.
Pressure on the hollow section forces the tube to
try to straighten. The free end moves a. needle
on thelage face.

BOYLE'S LAW: The volume of any dry gas
varies inversely with the applied pressure,
provided the temperature remains constant.

BRAKE HORSEPOWER,. (bhp): A
measurement of the power produced *by an
=One.

BRAZING: A method of joining two metals'
at high tempetature with a molten alloy.

BREAKER POINTS: Metal contacts that
open and close a circuit at timed intervals.

BRNE: (1) A highly concentrated solutio
of salt in water, normally associated with -the
overboard discharge of distilling plants. (2) Any
water in which the concentration of chemical
salts ishigher than seawater.

BRITISH THERMAL UNIT (Btu): A unit of
heat used tO measure the efficiency of
combustion. It is equal to the quantity of heat
required to raise 1 pound of water 1°F.

BRUSH: The conducting material, usually a
/block of carbon, bearing against the commutator
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or sliprings through Which the current flows in
or out.

BULL GEAR: The. large3t gear in a
reduction gear trainthe Main gear, as in a
geared turbine drive.,

BUS BAR: A primary power distribution
point connected to the main power source.

BUSHING: A renewable lining for a hole in
which a shaft, rod'or similar part moves.

BUS TRANSFER: A device for selecting
either of two available sources of electrical
power. It may be accdmplished either manually
or automatically.

4

BUTTERFLY VALVE: A lightweight,
relatively quick acting; positive shutoff valve.

ByPASS: To divert the flow of gas or liquid.
Also, the line that diverts the flow., , r

CALIBRATE: To make adjustments to a
meter or other instruznent so that it will indicate
correctly with respect to its-inputs.

CAM: A projecting part of a shaft, wheel or
other simple moving piece in a machine, shaped
to give predetermined variable motion in
repeating cycles to another piece against which
it acts.

CAMSHAFT: A shaft with eccentric
projections, called cams, designed to control the
operation of valves.

CAPACITOR: The electrodes or sets of
electrodes in the form of plates, separated from
.each other by an 'insulating material called the
dielectric.

PAPILLARY TUBE: A slender, thin-walled,
small-bored tube used with rernotzading
indicators.

CAPSTAN: A vertical dium or barrel
operated by Motors or engines which produce

torque and comparatively low speed. It is
to haul-heavy lines. On combatant ships the
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capstan or capstan head is mounted above the
wildcat on the anchor windlass. On cargo ships

. the horizontal equjvalent, the gypsy head, is
attached to cargo 1 anc.hor winches.

CARBON DIOXIDE: A colorless, odorless
gas used as a fire extinguishing agent and for
inflating liferaftsand lifejackets.

CARBON MONOXIDE: A deadly, colorless,
odorless, afid tasteless gas formed by incomplete
burning of hydrocarbons.

CARBON PACKING: Pressed segments of
graphite used to prevent steam leakage around
shafts.

CARBURETOR: An apparatus for sukplying
atomized and vaporized fuel mixed with air to
an internal-combustion engine.

CARRIAGE: Contains the controls
governing the movement of the cutting tool. The
carriage is made up of two Partssaddle and
apron.

4

CARRYOVER: (1) Boiler water entrained
with the steam (by foaming or priming). (2)
Particles of seawater trapped in vapor in a
distilling plant and carried into the condensate.

CASING: A housing thit encloses the
rotating element (rotor) of a pump or turbine.

CASING THRoAT: An opening in a turbine
or pump casing through which the shift
protrudes.

CASUALTY: An event or series of eventa in
progress during which equipment damage and/or
personnel injury has already occurred. The
nature and speed of these events are such that
proper and correct procedural steps are taken to
limit damage and/or Personnel itxfury only.

CASUALTY POWER 'SYSTEM: Portable
cables that are rigged to trans:nit power to vital
equipment in an emergoiicy.

CATALYST: A substance Azad to speed Up
or slow down a chemical reaction, but is itself
unchanged at the end of the reaction.

r-
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CELSIUS: The temperature scale with a
freez:Ing point of 0° and a boiling point of 100°,
with 100 equal divisions (degrees) between. This
scale was formerly known as the centigrade
scale.

CENTER REST: A device which is clamped
flie ways of the lathe for supporting long

shafts of small diameter while turning them.

CENTRIFUGAL FORCE: A force exerted
on a rotating object in a direction outward from
the center of rotation.

CETANE VALUE: A measure of the ease
with which diesel fuel will ignite.

CHATTER: Ya.chine shop equipment
chatter is vibration in either- the tool qr the
work. The vibration is set up by a weakness in
the work, work support, or tool support.

CHECK VALVE: A valve which permits
fluid flOw in one direction, but prevents flow in
the reverse dirction.

CHEMICAL ENERGY: Energy *red in
chemicals (fuel) and released, during combustion
of the chemicals.;

CHILL SHOCKING: A method that uses
steam and cold water to remove scale from the
tubes of a distilling plant.

CHLORIDE: A compound of the chemical
element chlorine with another element or
radicaL

CHLORINE: A heavy, greenish-yellow gas
used in water purification, sewage disposal, and
bleaching solutions. Poisonous in concentrated
form.

CHUCK: Any of the various devices for
holding work in a lathe.

CIRCUIT: An arrangement of
interconnected electrical components which
offers 'a route for current between the two
points_ of the power source.

CIRCUIT BREAKER: An electromagnetic
or thermal device that opens a circuit when the

current in the circuit exceeds a predetermined
amount. Circuit breakers can be reset.

CIRCULATING WATER: Water circulated
through a heat eichanger (condenser oi cooler)
to transfer heat away from an operating
component.

CLARIFIER: A water tank containing
baffles Ithat slow the rate of water flow
sufficiently to allow heavy particles to settle to
the bottom and light particles to rise to the
surface. This separation permits easy removal,
thus leaving the "clarified" water. The clarifier is
sometimes referred to as a settling tank or
sedimentation basin.

CLOSED COOLING SYSTtM: Consisiing of
two entirely separate circuitsfreshwater circuit
wad saltwater circuit.
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CLUTCH: A form of coupling that connects
.or disconnects a driving or driven member.

COAXIAL CABLE: A transmission line
consisting of two conductors concentric with
and insulated from each other.

COCK: A valve which is (opened or closed by
a quarter turn of a disk or a taperea plug. When
a plug is used, it is slotted to correspond with
the ports in the valve.

COLD IRON CONDITION: An idle plant,
when all services are received from an 'external
source such asshore or tender.

COMBUSTION: The burning of fuel in a
chemical process accompanied by the evolution
of light and heat.

COMBUSTION .AIR: The air delivered to a
boiler furnace, engine, or gas turbine combustor
to support burning of atomized fuel oil.

COMBUSTION CYCLE: See OTTO CYCLE
and DIESEL CYCLE.

COMMUTATOR: The copper segments on
the armature of a motor or generator. It is
cylindrical in shape and is used to pass power
into or from the brushes.
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COMPENSATING DEVICE: Mechanical or
hydraulic action which prevents overcorrection
of change.

COMPONENT: Individual unit, or part, of a
systein; also, the major urtits which, when
suitably connected, comprise a system.

, .

CONDENSATE: In a:distilling plant, the
product resulting from i.he condensation of
steam (vapor) produced by the evaporation of
seawater. Condensate may- also be referredi to by
different names such as freshwater, freshwater
distillate, or distillate.

CONDENSATE DEPRESSION: The
difference between the temperature of
condensate in the ccadenFer hotwell and the
saturation temperature c..sponding to the
vaeutim maintained in- the condenser.

CONDENSATION: The change from a .
gaseous (or vapor) state to a liquid state.

CONDENSER: A heat transfer device in
which vapor is condeased to liquid.

CONDUCTANCE: The ability of a material
to conduct or carry electrical or thermal energy.
Electrical conductance it the reciprocal of the
resistance of the material and is expressed in
mhos.

CONDUCTION: Heat transfer by actual
contact between substances or from molecule to
molecule within a substance. 0

CONDUCTIVITY: The ease- with which a
substance transmits electricity.

CONDUCIOR; Any materiai for
carrying electric current.

CONSOLE: A panel equipped with remote
manual controls and visual indicators of system
performance.

CONTROL AIR SUPPLY: Clean, dry air at
proper pressure for operation of pneumatic
control equipment.

CONTROLLER (electrical): A device used
to stop, start, and protect motors from
overload&while they are running.

COOLER: Any device that removes heat.
Some devices, such as Oil coolers, remove heat to
waste in oirerboard seawater discharge; other
devices, such as ejector coolers, conserve heat by
heating condensate for boiler feedwater.

COOLING SYSTEM: Heat removal process
that uses mechanical means to remove heat to
maintain the desired air temperature. The
process may also result in dehumidification:

CORE (electrical): A magnetic material, that
affords an easy path for magnetic flux lines in a
coil.

CORROSION: A gradual wearing away or
alteration of metal t. a chemical or
electrochemical process. Essentially, it is an
oxidizing process, such as the, rusting of iron by
the atmosphere.'

COTTER, PIN, SPRING: A round split pin
used to position and secure a nut on a bolt. The
pin- is passed through a hole in the hut and bolt.
The ends of the pin dpposite its head are forced
apart by a. screwdriver, iiliers,* or similar tool,-
thus preventing the cotter from slipping out.

.11e-

COUNTERBORE: (1) The:. enlargenieni of:
the end of a hole for receiving and recessing the
head of a screw or bolt below or flush with the
surface. (2) A tapered enlargenient atthe end of
an engine cylinder to reduce ridging . by the
piston's top compression ring.

COUNTERSUNK HOLE: A hole tapered, dr
beveled around its edge to allow a rivet or bolt
head or a.rivet point to seat flush with or below
the surface of the riveted or bolted Oiiject.

COUPLING: A device for securing together
adjOining ends of piping. duffing, etc in such
manner to permit diiassembly whenever
necessary.

CRANE: A machine used for hoisting and .

moving pieces of material or . portions of
structures or machines that are either too heavy
to be handled by hand or cannot be handled
economically by hand.

CRANKCASE: The part of an engine frame
whichservel as a housing for the crankshaft.

5111J .E.; 2
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'CRANKSHAFT: A shaft ',that changes
reciprocating motion to circutar motion or vice
versa.-

CREEP-RES1STANT ALLOY: A -metal
which resists the slow plastic deformation that
ocCurs at high temperatures when the material is
under constant stress.

CREST: The surface of the thread
corresponding to the major diameter of an
external thread and the minor diameter of an
internal thread.

CRITICAL SPEED: The Speed at which
natural torsional vibratirms of a crankshaft tend
to reinforce Ahemselves, causing vibration and
potentially destructive stresses.

CROSS-CONNECT: To align systems to
provide flow or exchange energy between
machinery groups.

CROSS-CONNECTED PLANT: A method
of operating two or more plants as one unit
from a common supply.

CROSSHEAD: A mechanical device used in
reciprpcating engines to absorb lateral thrust
which results\from the action of the piston on
the cranlAaft.

CROSSHEAD PISTON: Elongated pistons
used on old, large-bore marine engines. A
composite piston with separate crown and skirt
designed to.absorb lateral thrust.

CROSSOVER PIPING (OR VALVES):
provides flow between port and starbogd
systems or systems having different purposes.

CROSS SECTION: A view of the interior of
an object that is represented as being cuit in two,
the cut surface presenting the cross sectian of
the object.

CROWN: The head or top of a piston.

CURRENT LIMITER: A protective device
similar to a fuse, usually used in high amperage-
circuits.

CYCLE: An interval' of time during which a
sequence of a recurring succession of events is'
completed.

CYLINDER: A solid figure with 'circular
bases. A hollow tube which contains the ctions
of combustion gases -and the piston i an
internal-combustion reciprocating engine.

CYLINDER BLOCK: A rigid unit o the
engine frame which supports the engine's
cylinder liners and heads. A cylinder block may

itontain' passages to allow circulation of cooling
water and drilled lube 'oil passages.

DAMPER: A device for reducing the motion
or oscillations of moving parts.

DAMPING: (1) A characteristic of a system
that results in dissipation of energy and causes
decay in oscillations. (2) The negative feedback

.

of an output rate of change.

DAY TANK: A f
to operate an engine
S.ERVICE TANK.

tank with the capacity
24 hours. Also called

DEAERATE: Process of removing dissolved
oxygen.

DEAERATING FEED TANK (DFTY: A unit
in the steam-water cycle used to (I) free the
condensate of dissolved oxygen, (2) heat the
feedwater, and (3) act as a reservoir for
feedwater.

DEGREE OF SUPERHEAT: The amount try
which the temperature exceeds the saturation
temperature.

DEHUMIDIFICATION: The mechanical
process of removing water vapor from the air.

DENSITY': The Weight per unit volume of a
subitance.

DENTAL COUPLING: A flexible coupling
assembly, consisting of a set of external/internal
gear teeth, that compensates for sliaft
misalignment between a driver and a driven
machinery component.

511
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DEkTH: The distance from the root of a
thread to the crest, measured perpendicularly to
the axis.

DESIGN PRESSURE (boiler): The pressure
specified by a manufacturer as a. criterion in
design. (In a boiler it is approximately 103% of
operating pressure-)

DESIGN TEMPERATURE: The intended
operating temperature of the freshwater and
tube oil at the engine outlet, at soMe specified--tate of operation. The specified rate of
operation is normal load.

DESUPERHEATED STEAM: Steam from
which some of the superheat has been removed.

DIAL GAGE OR INDICATOR: A precision
niicrometer-type instrument that indicates the
reading by a needle moving across a dial face.

DIAPHRAGM: A dividing membrane or thin
partition.

DIESEL CYCLE (ACTUAL): Combustion
induced by compression ignition, begins on a
constant-volume basis and ends on a
constant-pressure basis.

DIESEL CYCLE (TRUE): Conibustion
induced by compressiim ignition, theoretically
occurs at a constant pressure.

DIESEL ENGINE: An engine using the
diesel or semidiesel cycle of dperation; air alone

coMpressed and diesel fuel is injeeted before
of the cOmpression stroke. Heat of

comprssaon produces ignition.

DIOUSER: (1) A duct of varying cross
sectiondesigned to convert a high-speed gas floW
into .low-speed flow at an increased pressure. (2)
A device that spreads a fluid out in all directions
and increases fluid pressure while decreasing
fluid velocity.

DIRECT CURRENT (d.c.): An electric
_current that flows in one direction only.

DIRECT DRIVE: One in w ch the chive
mechanism is coupled directly t the driven
member.
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DIRECTIONAL CONTROL VALVE: A
valve which selectively directs or prevents flow
to or from desired channels. Also referred to as
selector valve, control valve, or-transfer valve.

DISPLACEMENT: The volume of air or
fluid which Can pass through a pump, motor, or
cylinder in a single revolution or stroke.

DISTILLATE: The product (freshwater)
resulting from the condensation of vapors
produced by the evaporation of seawater.

DISTILLATION: The process of evaporating
seawater, then cooling and condensing the
resulting vapors. Produces freshwater from
seawater by separating the salt from the water.

DISTILLING PLANTS: 'Units coMmonly
called evaporators usea to convert seawater into
freshwater.

DOUBLE REDUCTION: A reduction gear
assembly that reduces 'the high input rpm to a
lower output rpm in two stages.

DOUBLE SUCTI9N\ IMPELLER: An
impeller with suction inlet .on each side.

DRAWING: (1) Illustrated plans that show
fabrication and assembly details. (2) The original
graphic design from which a blueprint may be
made. Also called plank.

DRAWING NUMBER: An identifying
number assigned to a drawing, or a series of
drawings.

DRUM, WATER: A tank at the bottom of a
boiler. Also called mud dnirn.

DUPLEX STRAINER: A strainer containing
two separate elements independent of each
other.

DYNAMIC PRESSURE: (1) The pressure of
a fluid resulting from its motion, equal to
one-half the fluid delidty times the fluid
velocity squared. (2) In incompressible flow,
dynamic pressure is the difference between total
pressure and 'static pressure.,

r) ,
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ECONOMIZER: (l ) A device provided in a
carburetor to give the fuel-air mixture the
richness required 'for high power. (2) A heat
transfeedevice that uses the gases of combustion
to preheat the feedw2ter in the boiler before it
enters the steam drum. See FEED HEATER.

EDUCTOR: A_ jet-type pump (no moving
parts) which uset a flow of water to entrain and
thereby pump water.

EFFICIENCY: The ratio of output power to
input power, generally expressed as a
'percentage.

ELASTICITY: The ability of a material to
return to its original Size and shape.

ELBOW-ELL: A pipe fitting that makes an
angle between adjacent pipes, always 90° unless
another angle is stated.

ELECTRICAL ENERGY: Energy derlved
horn the 'forced induction of electrons from one
atom to another.

14-

ELECTRODE: 'A metallic rod (welding ;ad),
used in eleciiic welding, that melts When current
is passed through it.

E L ECTROHYDRAULIC StEERING: A
system having a motor-driven hydraulic pump
that creates the force needed to actuate the rams
to position the ship's rudder.

ELECTROLYSIS: A chemical action tha
takes place between unlike metals in syst
using saltwater.

composition of equipment that combines
electrical and mechanical features.

nol mr-

ELEMENT: (1) A substance which consists
of chemically united atoms of one kind.. (2) An
indivisible part of logic function or circuit.
Fluidib elements are interconnected to form
working circuits. (3) Parts of systems; for
example, filter element, valving element, etc.

EMERGENCY: An event or series of events
in progress which will cause damage to
equipment unless immediate, timely, and correct
procedural steps are taken:.

EMULSIFIED OIL: A chemical condition of
oil in which the molecules of the oil have been
broken up and suspended in a foreign substance
(isually water).

ENERGY: The capacity for doing work.

ENGINE: A machine which converts heat
energy into mechanical energy.

ENGINE LATHE: A machine in which work
is rotated about a horizontal axis and shaped by
a fixed tool.

ENGINEERING LOG: A legal record of
important eventS and data concerning the
machinvry of a ship.

ENGINEER'S BELL BOOK: A legal record,
maintained by the throttle watch, of all ordered
main engine speed changes.

NE ORDER TELEGRAPH:
Electr hanical device which transmits orders
oncerning desired direction and general speed

of the engines to the engineroom. See
ANNUNCIATOR.

ELECTROLYTE: A solution of a substance
which is capable Qf conducting electricity. An
electrolyte may be'''m the form of either a liquid
or a-paste.

ELECTROMAGNET: A._ magnet made by
passing current through a coil of wire wound on
a soft iron core.

ELECTROMECHA4ICAL DRAWING: A
special type of drawing combining electrical
symbols and mechanical drawing to show the
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ENGINE ORDER INDICATOR: A device
on the ship's 'bridge which transmits orders to
the engineroom for specific shaft speeds in
revolutions per minute.

EPM (equivalent per 'million): A term used
to describe the chemical cOncentration of
dissolved material; used in reporting sample test
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results. It expresses the chemical equivalent unit
weight of material dissolved in a million unit
weights of solution. (The chemical equivalent
weight of chlorideis 35.5. If 35.5 pounds of
chloride were dissolved in 1,000,000 pounds.of
water, the water would contain 1.00 epm
chloride).

EQUILIBRIUM: The state of balanfe
betwen ofvosing forces or actions.

EVAPORATION: The action that takes
place when a liquid changes to a vapw or gas.

EVAPORATOR,: A. distilling device to
b, produce freslfwater from seawater.

XPANSION JOINT: (1) A junction in a
piping sYstem orllich allows for expansion and
contraction. (2)' A term applied to a joint which
permits linear movement to take up the
expansion and contraction due to changing
temperature of ship movement.

EXPANSION TANK: Provides fpr
aphsibn, overflow, and replenishment of
cooling water in an engine.

EXPLODED VIEW: A pictorial view of a
device in a state o disassembly, showing the
appearance and interrelationship of parts.

EXTERNAL THREAD: A thread on the
outside of a member. Example: A thread of a
bolt.

FAHRENHEIT: The temperature scale using
the freezing point Is 32 and the boiling point as
212, with 180 equal divisions (degrees) between.

FAIL: -41* ) The loss of 'ckntrol signal or
power to a component. (2) The breakage or
breakdown of a component or Component part.

FATIGUE: The tendency of a material to
break under repeated stiain.

FEEDBACK. (1) A transfer of energy from
the output circuit of a device back to its input.
(2) Information about a process output which is
communicated to the process input.

FEEDER: An electrical conductor or group
of conductors between different generating or
distributing units of a power system.

FEED HEATER; A heat transfer device that
heats the feedwater before it goes to the boiler.

FEEDWATER: Water that meets the
requirenfents of NAVSHIPS' Tchnical Manual
Chapter 220 (9560) for.use in a boiler.

FERROUS METAL: Metal with a high iron
content.

FIELD WINDING: The coil used to provide
the magnetizing force in motors and.generators.

FILTER: A device through which gas 'or .

liquid is passed; dirt, dust, and other impurities
, are removed by the separating action.

FIRELINE: Section of piping and hose on
discharge side of a proportioner leading to a fire
location.

FIRE MAIN: The saltwater line that
provides firefighting and flushing water
throughout the ship.

FIRE TUBE BOILER: Boilers in which the
gases of c9mbustion pass throUgh the tubes and
heat the water surrounding them.

FLASHPOINT: The temperature at ivhich a
substance, such as an oil, will give off a vapor
that wili flash or burn momentarily when
ignited.

FLEXIBLE COUPLING: A coupling that
transmits rotary motion from one *shaft to
another while compensating for minor
misalignment between the two units.

FLOOR PLATES: The removable dedk
plating of a fireroom or.engineroom aboard ship.
Also called deck plat

FLOWMETER: n instrument used to
meaiure quantity or the flow rate of a fluid
motion.

FLUID: A substance capable of flowing or
conforming to the shape of its ion tainer (a
liquid or gas or mixturi thereof).

f-ey
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- FLYBALL (governor): Weights which move
and &swine positions in accordance with the
speed of rotation.

FLYWHEEL: A heavy wheel attached to the
crankshaft. It stores up energy during the power
event and releases it during the remaining events
of the operating cycle.

47)

FOAM NOZZLE: A nozzle designed to
entrain air and mix it with water and foam
liquid to produce a foam blanket.

FOOT-POUND: (1) The amount o work
accomplished when a force of 1 pound p °duces
a displacement of '1 foot. -(2) The ani4unt of
torque produced by 1 pound of effort ap ed at
a radius of 1 foot.

FORCE: The action of one body on another
tending to change the state of motion of the
body a'cted upon. Force is usually expressed in
pounds..

FORCE7BALANCE: An arrangement of
control sy tkepa components using a mechanical
force as the feedback signal. The feedback
applied force must' "null" the forces acting on a
balanced mechanism.

FORCED FEED LUBRICATION: A
hibrication system that uses a pump to maintain
a constant pressure.

FREE FLOW: Flow which encounters
negligible resistance.

FREQUENCY: The number of complete
cycles per second (hertz) existing in any form of
wave motion.

FRESHWATER: Water of relatively low
digolved solias content as compared to
seawater. There are two types of shipboard
freshwater: feedwater (the JoW-pressure
of the steam generator condensate syste d
potable water (supplied from either a shore
water source or a shipboard distilling plant).

FRESHW -TER' SYSTEM: A piping system
which suppikes freshwater throughout the ship.

FRICTION: The action of one body or
substance rubbing against another, such as fluid
flowing against the walls of a pipe; the resistance
to motion caused by this rubbing.

F RI CTI ON PRESSURE DROP: The
decrease in the pressure of a fluid flowing
tlirough a passage attributable to the friction
between the fluid and the passage walls.

, FUEL OIL: Navy Distillate Fuel
M1L-F-24397, Diesel Fuel Marine MIL-F-16884,
.1P5 M1L-T-5624, or Navy Special Fuel Oil
MIL-F-859.

FUEL 011, SERVICE TANKS: Tanks from
which the fuel oirservice pumps take suction for
supplying diesel fuel oil to the engine. See DAY
TANKS.

FUSE: A protective device inserted in series
with a circuit. It contains a metal that will melt

' or break when current is increased beyond a
specific value for a deimite period of time.

GAGE GLASS: A device for indicating the
(4Iquid level in a tank.

GAGE PRESSURE: Pressure above
atmospheric' pressure. t

GALVANIZING:. The process of co4ting one
metal with another, ordinarily applied to the
coating of iron or Steel with zinc. The chief
purpose of galvanizing is to prevent corrosion.
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GAS: The form of matter which has neither
a definite shape nor a definite volume.

GAS FREE: A term used to describe a space
that has been tested and its atmosphere found
safaifor human occupation*and for hot work
(welding and cutting).

GASKET(S): (I ) A class of material which
-provides a seal between two stationary parts. (2)
Packing materials, by whieh air, water,' oil, or
steam tightness is secured in such places as on
00011, hatches, cylinders, manhole covers, '134 in
valves, between the flanges of pipes, etc. Such
materials as rubber, canvas, asbestos, paper,
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sheet lead and copper, soft iron, and commercial
products are extensively used.

GE G: A term applied to wheels which
have te hat Inesh, engage, or gear with
similar teeth or sither wheels in such manner

'that motion given one wheel will be imparted to
the other.

GENERATOR: A machiiLe that converts
medhanical energy into electrical energy.

GLAND SEAL G: Water piped to a pump
casing stuffmg box t maintain a seal against air
entering the pump c

Gp-VEMOR: A speed-sensitive device
designed to control or limit the speed of the
engine.

GRAPHITE: A cryitalline form of carbon
ilaving a slippery feel and blatrrogr with
metallic luster. Used for a lubricant.

GRAVITY HEAD: A supply of fluid above
._the suction level of a pump. Also called
'Vatichead."

.pROUND PLI4 A thrminonged electrical
plug used to grounci;Pqrtable`tools to thtfship's
sttucture. It is a safety device which always mat
be checked prior to your using portable tools.

HAGEVAP SOLUTION: A chemical
compound used in distilling plants to prevent
the formation of scale. Now called P1)-8.

HALIVE LEAK DETECTOR: 'A device that
is used to locate, leaks in refrigeration systems.

HANDHOLE: An opening large enough for
the hand and arm to enter areas, such as the
engine, for making slight repairs and for
inspection purposes.

HARDENING: The treatment or healing
and cooling (quenching) of metal to harden the
surface.

HARDNESS: A quality exhibited by water
containing various dissolved salts, principally
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caiCium and magne um. Hard water'can deposit
a heat transfer tant scale on the heat
eFhanger stirface.

HEAD: (1) A se
cylinder block de
the combusticin end
content of a hydra
height of a column o

HEAT: A therm

HEAT EX
designed to allow th
fluid (liquid or gas) t

arate unit from the engine
ed to seal the cylinder at
(2) -The presstur or.energy
c system, expiessed in the
water in feet.
---
form of energy.

ER: Any device that is
transfer of heat from one
another.

HEATING ,SUR ACE: The exposed surface
of a heating Unit in a heat exchanger which is
directly exposed to heats of the flue gases.

.
HEATING SY M... A system for adding

heat to maintain th desired air temperature, as
distinguished _front heat added incidentally or
unavoidably.

HELICAL: A piraling shape such as that
made by.2 coil sp

HELIX: 'The urve formed on any cylinder
by a straight line in a plane that is wrapped
around the cylin er %frith a forward progression.,

IIELM: (I )7The term applied to the tiller
wheel, or steering gear, and also the rudder. (2)
Mechanical deilice used to turn the rudder;
usually a wheel aboard ship, a lever (tiller) in
boats.

HERTZ: e measurement of frequencies in
cycles pet sebond, I hertz being equal to 1 cycle
per second.

HORSEPOWER (hp): A unit for measuring
the powei of motors or engines, eqUAl to a rate
of 33,006 foot-pounds per minute, The force
required to raise 33,000 pounds at the rate of 1
foot pet minute.

HOT WELL: Reservoir atO4ed to the
bottom of a condenser for collecting
condensate.

b 33
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HUMIDITi: The Vapor content of he
atmosphere. Humidity can vary.depending on air
temperature; the higher the temperature, the
more vapor the, air can hold.

HUNTING: A rhytlu nic variation of speed
h can- be . eliminated by blocking the fuel

supp y manually or with load limit but which
will.reappear when returned to governor Control.

HYDRAULICS:- That branch 'of mechanics
or engineering that deals with the action or use
of liVids forced through tubes and orifices
under pressure to operate various Mechanisms.

HYDROCARBON Chemical compound of
hydrogen and carbon. All petroleum ifuels are
composed of hydrocarbons.

. HYDROGEN; A highly, explosive, light,
invisible, nonpoisonoas gas.. It .is produced in
small quantities when batteries are charged.

klYDROMETER: An instnunent used to
determine the specific gravities of liquids.

HyDROSTATIC: Static (nonmoving)
,pre%ure generated by pressurizing liqt,tid.

HYDROSTATIC TEST: A test using
presSurized water to detect leaki in a closed
system. ,

,

flYGROMETER: An instrument for
humidity-.

IGNITIqs1, COMPRESSION; When't:he heat
generated by compression in an
intemal-combustion engine ignites the fuel (as in,
a diesel engine).
a

IGNITION, SPARK: When the mixture of
air and' fuel in an interna1-combustiop engine is
ignited by an cleciric spark (as in a gasoline
engine). 1.

IGNITION TEMPONIVRE: The minimum
temperattire to which a fuel must be heated to
cause selfsustained combustion.

IMPEDANCE: :The total opposition offered
to the flipw of an alternating current. It may

N.

consist of any combination of reaistance,
inductive reactance, and capacitive redttance.

IMPELLER: An encased, rotating element
provided with vanes whkh, draw_ in fluid at the
center and expel it at a high velocity at the outer ,

edge. .N

IMPINGEMENT: The staking or hitting
against an object with a clash or sharp collision,
as air impinging Upon the rotor Oa turbine or
motor.

-

'IMPULSE LINES: Piping that connects a
sensing element to the point at which it is
desired to sense pressure, flow, temperature, etc.

INDICATORS: Panel-moupted pressure
gages. 1

INDIRECT DRIVE: A drive mechanism
coupled to-the driven memberby gears or belts.

INDUCTION; The act or process' of
producing voltages by the 'relative .motion , of a
mignetic field across a conductor.

JNERT: Inactive. Applied to iases that wgI
not burn,or support combustion. .

INERTIA: The tendency of a.body at rest to
remain at rest, and a body in motion to continue
to Move at a constant speed along a straight line,

the body is acted.upon in either case by
an unb ced force.

INHIBITOR: Any tibs..t.anae which retards.
.

or prevents such chemiçl reactions as corrosion
or oXidation.

INJECTION NOZZLE: A device which .
protrudes into the conibustion chamber and'
delivers fuel to the cid4.

INJECTION SYSTE A system designed to.
. deliver fpel to the cyUffde r at the proper -time
lind in the proper quantity sunder various engine
loads and speeds,
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IN-LINE ENGINE: An engine in which the
cylinders are arranged in one straight line.

3
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"1/4 IN *PHASE: Applied to tthe condition tat.
exists when two waves of the same frequency
pass through their maxiinum and minimum
values of like polarity it the same instant.

INPUT SIGNAL: A pressure or flow of fluid
which is directed into an input port to control
an element or logic function.

INSUIATION: A material used to retard
heat' transfer. A dieleetric material which
prevents the flow of electricity from an electric
domponent.

INTAKE SYSTEM: Combination of
components designed to supply air required for
combustion.

INTEGRAL: Essential to completeness, as
an integral part. (The valve stem is an integral
Part of the valve.)

INTERCOOLER: A device which cools a gas
betwsen the compression stages of a multiple
page compressor:

INTERACE: Surface or area between
abutting parts usually of different materials.

INTERNAL- THREAD: A thread on the
insid; of a member. Example: The thread inside
a nut.

INVERSELY: Inverted or reversed in
position or. relationship.

INVERSE PROPORTION: The-relation that
exists between two quantities when an increase
in one of them produces a corresponding
decrease in the other.

ISOCHRONOUS GOVERNOR: Maintaining
the speed of the engine truly constant, regardless
'of the I

ISOMETRIC DRAWING: A type of pictorial
-..drawing. ISOMETRIC PROJECTION.

ISOMETRIC PROJECTION.: A set of three
or mere viev of an object that appears rotated,
giving the appearance of viewing the object from

one' corner. All liltes are shown in their true'
length, ' but angles are not accurately

, represented.

JACKBOX. Receptacle, usually wuredoto a
bulkhead, in which telephone jacks are
mounted.
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JACKET; An- outer case such as a Water
jacket or an insulative covering.

JACKET WATER: Water used as coolant
in the cooling system of an engine uSUally
chemically treatid distilled water).

JACKING: Mechanically' rotating an engine
or redUction gear at very low speed.

JAM NUT A Second nut used on a bolt or
stud to lock the holding nut. See LOCK NUT:

JOB ORDER: An order issued by a repair
activity, to. its own subdivision to perform, a
repair job in response to a work request.

JOURNAL: Serves as the point of support
and center of rotation for the shaft. That part of
a, shaft that is prepired to accept a bearing
(Connecting rod, main bearing).

JUMPER: Any connecting pipe, hose, or
wire normally used in emergencies aboard ship
to bypass damaged sections of a pipe, a hose, or
a wire. See BYPASS.

JURY RIG: Any
auaratus.

makeshift device or

KELVIN SCALE: The temperre sclle
using absolute zero as the zero point and
divisions, that are the same size as Celsius

.* degrees., . 4

.KEY: A small- wedge or,Fectangular piece of
metal inserted in a slot or groove between a
shaft an5l a hub to prevInt'slippage.

KEYWAY: A slot cut in a shaft, pulley,hub,
wheel hub, etc. A square key is placed in the Slot
and .engages a similar keyway in the mating
piece. The key prevents slippage between the
two parts.
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KILO.: A prefix meaning 1,000_

KINETIC ENERGY: The energy which a
substance has while it is.in mdtion.

LABYRINTH PACKING.; A soft metal ring
or rings arranged inside a casing throat in such a'
manner that the inside diaMetrical edges will
form a -series of.seals along the surface of the
rotating shift. The edges fit either. close to the
surface of the shaft or in grooves machined in
the shaft,

1 LAGGING: (1) A protective and confming
cover placed over insulating material. (2) A term-
applied to ,the insulliting material that is fitted
on_the outside tlf engine exhaust, piping, etc.

LAMBERT SEAL: The hydraulic equivalent
of labyrinth packing.

LAP: To work two surfaces together with
abrasives until 'a very close fit is produced; to
polish.

LASH: The c)earance 'or plair between
adjacent movable meehanical parts. See VALVE
LASH.

LATDIT HEAT: 'Heat that is given off or
'absorbed by a substance while it is changing its
state. A

LATENT HEAT OF CONDENSATION: The
amount of heat (energy) acquired to change the
state, of a substame from a vapor to a liquid
without a change in temperature.

LATENT HEAT-OF VAPORIZATION: The
amount of heat (energy) required to change the
state of a substance from a liquid/to a vapor
without a change in temperature.

LEAD:: (1) The distance a screw thread
adv-ances in one turn, measured parallel to the
axis. On a single-thread screw the lead and the
pitch are identical, on a double-thread screw the
lead is twice she pitch; on a triple-thread screw
the lead is three times the pitch. (2) A wire or
connection.

LIFT CHECK VALVE: A valve having a
guide-mounted, spring-loaded disk wherein a

liquid exerting pressure on the bottom of the c,
disk will lift the disk and pass through. Pressure .
against the top of the disk shuts the disk and,
ensures only one dijection of flow. -

LIGHT OFF: Start. Literally, "to start a fire
in," as in "light off a boilei.r

LIMIT SWITCH: ,A switch that is actuated
by themechanical motion-of an element.

UQUID: A form of matter which has a
defmite. volume itit takes the sliape of its
container.. , 6-

_LOAD: (1) ExternA-résistance ov,ercome b
,a prime mover. (2) The power that is bei3g
delivered by a generator.

LOADING: The act of transferring energy
.- into or out of a system. . .
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.

LOCAL MANUAL OrERATION: Direct
manual positioning of a ,control yalve or power
operator by means of a handwheel or lever.

LOCKED TRAIN: A gear 'arrangement that
has each high-speed (prime mover) pinion
"locked" between two primary gears which
cancel the tooth loading on the pinion bearings.

LOCK NUT: (1) A thin nut that -is turned
down over the regular nut on a bolt to lock the
regular nut against turning off. 'Sea .JAM NUT.
(2) A thin nut placed on a pipe to hold packing
at a joint 'or uSed on both sides of a bulkhead
through which a pipe passes 'to secure tightness.

LOG': (1) A Ship's speedometer. (2) The act
of alhip 'in making a certain speed, as "The ship,
logged 20 knots." (3) Book or ledger in which
the watch officer records data or events that
occurred during the waich.

LOG BOOK: Any chronological record of
events, surWas engineering watch log.

LOG ROOM': Engineer's office aboard ship. -

LOOP SEAL: A vertical U-bend in drain
piping in which a water level is maintained to
create an airtight seal.'
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LUSE OIL PURIFIER: A unit t removes
witer and sediment from lubri ling oil by
tentrifugal force.

LUBRICANT: Any material, usually of a
petroleum nature, such as greasi, oil, etc. that is
placed between two moving parts in an efilert to
reduce ftiction.

LUG: An earlike Tproiecticn that is
frequently- split as the clamping lug on the
tailstock of a lathe.

MACHINABILITY: The ease with which a,
metal may be turned, planed, milled, or

therwise shaped.

. MACHINE FINISH: Operation of turning or
cutting an amount of stock from the surface of
metal to produce a finished surface.

MAGNEC FIELD: The space-in wr a.
magnetic force exists.

MAGNETO: A. generator whicb produces
alternating current and has a permanent magnet
as its field.

MAIN CONDENSER: kheat exchanger that
converts exhaust steam to feedwater.

MAIN' DRAIN SYSTEM System used for
pumping bilges; consists of pumpS and
associated piping.

MAIN INJECTION (SCOOP INJECTION.):
An opening in the skin of a ship designedito
deliver cooling Water to the main condenser by
the forward motion of the ship.

MAJOR DIAMETER: The largest.diameter
of an internal or external thread.

MALLEABILITY: That property of a
material w,hich enables it to be stamped,
hammered, or rolled into thin sheets.

MANIFOLD: (I) A fitting or header that
receives exhaust gases from several cylinders. (2)
A fitting that has several inlets or outlets to
caffy liquids or gases.

MAXIMUM -OPERATING PRESSURE: The
highest pressure that can exist in a system or
subsystem under normal operating Conditions.

MAXIMUM SYSTEM PRESSURE: The
hiShes that can exist in a system or'
subsys m during any cohditiom

ECHANICAL ADVANTAGEJMA): The
adv -(leverage) gained by the use of deliices
such as a wheel to open a large valve, chain falls
and block and tac e to lift heavy weights, and
wrenches to tighte nuts on bolts.

MECHANICAL CLEANING: A method of
cleaning the firesides of boilers by scraping and
wirebrushing.

MECHANICAL CYCLE: The number of
piston strokes occurring duritg an one series or
events. (Example: 2-stroke or 4-stroke cycle.)

MECHANICAL DRAWING: Scale drawinks
of mechaniCal objectS. See DRAWING.

-

MECHANICAL ENERGY: Energy derived
from mechanical force or impact.

MEGGER: A test instrument used to
measure insulation resistance and other high
resistance's. It is a portable hand-operated d.c.
generator used as an ohmmeter.

MEGOHM: One m on ohms.

METALLURGY: (1 Science dealing- with
the constitutfon, structure, andiproperties of
metals and alloys. (2) The processes by which
metals and alloYs are obtained from ore and
adapted to use.
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METERING: Accurate measuring of the fuel
for the same fuel setting where exactly the same
quantity of fuel will' be delivered to each
cylinder for each power stroke of the engine.

MHO: The unit of conductand; the
reciprocal of an ohm.

MICRO: One millionth.

MICROMHO: Electrical unit used with
salinity indicators for measuring the
conductivity of water.

ga
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MILLI: A prefik meaning one-thousandth.

MONITORING POINT: The phYsical
location at which any indicating device displays
the value of a parameter at some control station.
See-PARAMETER.

MOTOR: (I) A -rotating machine that
transforms electrical energy into mechanical
energy. (2) An actuator which conyerts fluid
power to rotary mechanical force and motion.

MOTOR CONTROLLER: A device or group
of devices that governs, in some predetermined
manner, the operation of the motor to which it
is connected.

MOTOR GENERATOR SET: A machine
consisting of a motor mechanically couple.d to a
generator and usually mounted on the same
,base.

NAVY BOILER M.PQUNte: A wdered
chemical mixture in combination with
other chemicals for engine and boiler water
treatment.

NAVY DISTILLATE FUEL (ND): Boiler
fuel used in steam-powered ships; a'fuel 'of the
middle to high distillation range.

NAVY MARINE DIESEL FUEL (DFM):
The approved fuel for Navy diesel engines and
gas turbines. ,

NEEDLE VALVE: Type,.. of valve with
rod-shaped, needle-pointed vNlire, body which
works into a valve seat so shaped that the needle
point fits into it and closes the passage. Suitable
for precise,contral of flow.

NEGATIVE CHARGE: The electrical charge
carried by a body which hai an excess of
electrons.

NEOPRENE: A synthetic rubber highly
resistant to oil, light, heat, and oxidation.

NIGHT ORDER BOOK: A notebook
containing standing and special instructions
from the engineering officer to the engineering
officers of the night watches.

to
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NIPPLE: A piece of pipe that has an outside
thread at both ends for use in making pipe
connections. Various names j.are kplied to
different lengths, as close, short long, etc.

NITROGEN: An inert gas which will not
support life or combustion. Used .in weapon
recoil systems and' other sp4ces that require a 4.,

inert atmosphere.

NOM.INAL OPERATING PRESSURE: The
approximate pressure at which an essentially
constant-pressure system operates. TES pressure.
is used for the system's basic pressure
identification. .

KONFERROUS METAL: Metal that is
composed primarily of a metallic- element, or
elements other than iron.

NORMALIZE: To heat steel to a
temperature slightly above its critical point and
then allow it to cool slowly in air.

NOZZLE: A taper or constrictii used to
speed up or direct the flow of gas or liquid.

NOZZLE AREA: Smallest opening (area) of
a nozzle that is at might angle to the direction
of flow.

OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS:
Requirements that describe the work of each
Navy rating.

OFFICER OF THE WATCH (00W): Officer
on duty in the engineering spaces.

OFFSET SECTION: A section view of two
or more planes in an object to show features
that do not lie in. the same plane.

OHM: The unit of electri,cal resistance.

OHMMETER: An instrument for directly
measuring resistance in ohms.

OIL KING: A petty officer who receives,
transfers, discharges, and tests fuel .oil and
maintains fuel oil records.

OIL POLLUTION ACTS: The Oil Pollution
Act of 1924 (as amended) and the Oil Polution
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Act of 1961 (as amended) prohibit the
overboard disdharge of oil or water which
contains oil, in port, in any sea area within 50
miles of land, and in special prohibited zones.

OIL STRAINER: A strainer pced at the
inlet end .of the oil pump to prevent dirt and
other particles from getting into moving parts.

OILTIGHT: Having the property of resisting
the.passage of oil.,

ONBOARD' PLANS See SHIY'S PLANS.

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS: The
combination of a parameter and its set points.
See PARAMETER.

OPERATING PRESSURE: The constant
pressure at which a component is designed to
operate in ,service.

OPERATING TEMPERATURE: The actual
temperature of a component during operation.

OPERATION (AUTOMATIC): The
regulation of a process by a controlling.system
without manual intervention.

OPERATION (LOCAL-MANUAL):
Positioning of a final' control element by
attending personnel from the element's manual
control station.

ORIFICE: A circular opening in a flow
passage which acts as a flow restriction.

OSCILLATION: A backWard' and forward
motion; a vibration.

OTTO COMBUSTION CYCLE: Comblistion
inducid by spark ignition occurring at constant
volume. The basic combustion cycle of a
gasoline engine.

OUTPUT SIGNAL: The pressure or flow of
fluid leaving the output port of a fluidic device.

OVERHAUL: To inspect, repair, and put in
*proper condition for operation.

OVERLOAD: A load greater than the rated
load of an eirgine or electrical device.

qi OXIDATION: The process of various
elements and compounds combining with
oxygen. The corrosion of metals is generally, a
form of oxidation; rust on iron, for example, is
iron oxide or oxidation.

OXYGEN-FREE FEEDWATER: Water from
which dissolved oxygen has been removed.

PACKING: A class of seal that providera
seal between two parts of a unit which move in
relation to each other.

PANT, PANTING: A series of pulsations
-caused by minor, recurrent explosions in the
firebox of a ship's boiler. Usually caused by a
shortage of air.

PARALLEL CIRCUIT: An electrical circuit
with two or more resistance or impedance units
connected to split the current flow through both
units at the same time.

. PARALLEL OPERATION: Two or more
units operating simultaneously and connected so
their output forms a common supply, as
opposed to series or independent operation.

PARAMETER:- A variable such as
temperature, pressure, flow rate, voltage;
current, frequency, etc. which may be indicated,
monitored, checked or sensed in anY way during
operation or testing.

PARTIAL SECTION: A sectional view
consisting of less than a half-section. Used to
show the internal structure of a small portion of
an object. Also known as broken section.

PARTICULATE : Minute particles or
quantities of solid matter resulting from
incomplete combustion. Carbon, sulphur, ash,
and various other compounds are all referred to
as particulate, either collectively or individually,
when discharged into a flue or into the
atmtsphere.

PERLPHEItY: (1) The curved line ch
forms the boundary of a circle (circum nee),
ellipse, or similar figure. (2) The outside surface,
especially that of a rounded object or body.
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pH: A chemistry term that denotes the
degree of acidity or alkalinity of a soltition. The
pH of 'water solution may have any value
between and 14. A solution with a pH of 7 is
neutral. Above 7, it is alkaline; below 7, it is
acidic.

PHANTOM VIEW: A view showing the
alternate position of a movable object, using a
broken line convention.

PHASE: An impulse of alternating current.
The number of phases depends on the generator
windings. Most large generators produce a
3-phase current which must be carried on, at
least three wires.

PHYSICAL CHANGE: A change which dcfcst
not alter the composition of the molecules via
substance, stfeh as from gaa to liquid.

PICTORIAL DRAWING: A drawing which
gives the real appearance of an object, showing
general location, function, and appearance of
parts and assemblies.

PILOT VALVE: A smal valve disk and seat,
usirally located within a larger disk, which
controls the operation of Nan\c\Aher valve or
sysIbm.

PILOT VALVE (governor): A hydraulic
control valve which regulates hydraulic pressure
to a piston and cylinder.

PINION: A gear that meshes with a larger
gear.

-PIPE: A tube or hollow body for conducting
a liquid' or gas. Dimensions of a pipe are
designated by nominal (approximate) outside
diameter (OD) and wall thickness.

PIPING: An assembly of pipe or tubing,
valves, and fittings that forms the transferring
part of a system.

PISTON: A principal part of the power
transmitting assembly of a reciprocating pump
or intemal-manbuslioo engine. It is usually
cylindrical in shape and slides up and down in a

hollow cylinder. In n engine it converts gas'
pmasure to mechani force.

PISTON RING: A springy split metal ring
for sealing tze gap between a piston and the
cylinde

PI A term applied to ( ) the distance a
propeller will kdvance during one revolution; (2)
the distanca between the centers of the teeth of
a gear wheel; (3) the axial advance of one
convolution of the thread on a screw; (4) the
spacing of rivets, etc.

PITTING: 'The localized corrosion of iron
and steel in spots, usually caused by
irregularities in surface Imish and restating in
small indentations or pits.

PLAN VIEW: A view of an object or area as
it would appear from directly above.

PLUG-COCK: A valve that has a rotating
plug which is drilled for the passage of fluid.

PLUNGER: See RAM TYPE CYLINDER.

PNEUMATIC: Driven, or operated, by air
pressure.

, r

PNEUMATICS: That branch of physics
pertaining to the pressure and flow of gases.

PNEUMERCATOR: A type of manometer
that measures the volume of liquid in tanks.

POSITIVE CHARGE: The electrical charge
carried by a body which has.become deficient in
electrons...

POLE: (1 ) The section of a magnet where
the flux lines are concentrated; also' where they
enter and leave the magnet. (2) An electrode of
a battery.

POTABLE WATER: Water that is suitable
for drinking. The potable water system supplies
scuttlebutts, sinks, showers, sculleries, and
galleys, as well as provides makeup water for
various freshwater cooling systems.

523
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POTENTIAL: Thc amount of charge held by /
a body as compared to another poiht or
Usually measured in volts. b°dyl

POTENTIAL ENERGY: (1) Energy at rest;
stored energy. (2) The energy a substance has
because of its position, its condition, or its
chemical composition.

POWER: The rate of doing work or the rate
of expending energy. The unit of electrical
rower is the watt; the unit of mechanical power
is horsepower.

PPM (parts per million): Concentration of
the number of parts of a substance dissolved in ;
million parts of another substance. Used to
Measure the salt content of water. If 1 pound of-
sea salt were dissolved in 1,000,000 pounds of
water, the sea salt concentration would be 1.00
ppm.

PRESSURE: The amount of. force
distributed over each unit of area. Pressure is
expressed in pounds per square inch (psi),
atmospheric units, or kilograms per square
centimeter, inches of mercury, and other mays.

PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL: The
difference in pressure between any two points of
a system or a compQnet.

PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE: A Valve
designed to open, when pressure in the system
exceeds a certain limit.

PRESSURE SWITCH: An electrical switch
operated by the increase and decrease of
pressure.

PRESSURE-TIME FUEL SYSTEM: A
.system in which fuel is injected into the
cylinders at a specific pressure in separately
timed events.

PRIMARY SENSING ELEMENT: The
control component that transforms energy from
the controlled medium to produce a signal
which is a function of the value of the
controlled variable.

PRIME MOVER: (1) The source of
motionas a diesel engine. (2) The source of
mechanical power used to drive a punip or
compressor. (3) The source of mechanical power
used to drive the rotor of &generator.

PRIMING: To fill, loaa, put, in working
order (filling a fuel system with fuel, a pump
with water).

PROMPTNESS: The time it takes a governor
to move the fuel control from a no load position
to a full load position.

--PtOPELLER: A propulsive device
co sting of a boss or hub carrying two or more
radjal blades. Also called a SCREW.

PROPELLER ARCH: The arched section of
the stern frame above the propeller.

PROPELLER GUARD: A framework fitted
somewhat below the deck lineiVkAarrow,
high-speed vessels with large screws, -designed to.

overhang and thtis protect the tips of 'the
propeller blades.

4'ROPELLER THRU , The effort
delivered by a propeller in 'Pushing a vessel
ahead.

PROPULSION PLANT:, The entire
propulsion plant or system, including prime

. movers and those auxiliaries essential to their
operation.

PSYCHROMETER: A form of hygrometer
consisting of a wet and a (fry bulb thermometer.

PULSATION: A rhythmical throbbing or
vibrating-.

PUMP: (1) A device which converts
mechanical energy into fluid energy. (2) A
device that raises, transfers, or compresses fluids
or gases.

PUMP CAPACITY: The am
pump can move in a given
usually stated in gallons per minute (

4

S24t" 1
t

of fluid a
of iime,
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PUMP RISER: The section of piping from
the pump discharge valve to the piping main.

'
PURGE: To make free of an . unwanted

substance. ZAs to bleed air out of a fuel system).,

PU'RPLE-K-POWDER (PKP): A purple
powder composed of potassium bicarbonate that
is used on class B fires. Can be used dirclass C

, fires; however, CO2 is a better agent for such
.... elehrical fires because it leaves rio residue.

..........
.

PYROMETER: A device for meaiuring high
temperatures such as the exhaust temperature of
an internal-combustion engine.

QUALS MANUAL:: See Manual of Navy
Enlisted Manpower and Personnel Classifications
and Occupational Standards, NAVPERS 18068
with changes.

QUARTERMAN: An underforeman; a term
generally restricted to Navy yards.

RACE bearing): The inner or outer ring
that provid a contact surface for the balls or
rollers in a baring.

alk... RADIAL EARINGS: Bearings designed to
carry loads applied in a plant perndicular to
the axis of the shaft and use to prevent
movement in a radial direction.

RADIAL THRUST BEARINGS: Bearings
designed to carry a combination of radial and
thrust loads. The loads are applied both radially
and Willy with a resultant angular component.

RADIANT HEAT: Heat transferred without
physical contact between the emitting region

.

and the receiving region-.

RADIUS: A straight line from the center of
a circle or sphere to its circumference or surface.

RAM TYPE CYLINT41(: A fluidic actuating
cylinder in which the cross-sectional area of the
piston rod is More than one-half the
cross-sectional area of the movable piston-like
element. The piston used is also referred to as a
PLU_IVR.
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RATE ACTION: Thlit action of a -control
system component whose output is proportional
to the rate of change in its input for slowly
changing signals and proportional to the input
for rapidly changing-sigls.

RATIO: The value obtained by dividing one
number by another, indicating their .relafive
proportions.

RAW WATER: Untreated water used for
cooling.

REACH ROD: A length of pipe or bar stock
used as extension on valve stituis.

RECEIVER: (I) A container in which
compressed gas is stored to. supply pneumatic
power. (2) A reservoir for pressure refrigerant.

RECEIVER INDICATOR: Pressure-sensitive
instrument indicating the loading pressure
signals in percentage.

RECIPROCATING: Moving back and forth,
as a piston reciprocating in a cylinder.

RELAXER: (L) Any coupling or fitting that
connects a large opening to a smaller pipe or.
hose. (2) A device that reduces pressure in a
fluid ( quid) system.

REDUCINt STATION: An assembly
consisting of a reducing valve, isolation valves,
and bypass valves for the reducer.

REDUCING VALVES: Automatic valves
that provide a steady pressure lower than the
supply pressure.

REDUCTION GEAR: A arrangement of
shafts and gears such th t the nUmber of
revolutions of the output shaft is less than tha
of the input, shaftgenerally used between a
prime mover and the propeller shaft

REEFER: (1) A provision cargo ship or a
refrigerated compartment. (2) An authorized
abbreviation for refrivrator.
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REFRIGERANT 12 (R-12): A
nonpoisonous gas used in air conditioning and
refrigeration systems. One of a series of
fluorocarbon5frigerants.

REFRIGERATION TON: Unit of measure
for the amount of heat removed, equal to
12,000 Btu per hour.

REGULATOR (gas): An instniment that
controls the flow of gases from compressed
cylinders.

RELATIVE HUMIDITY: The ratio of
weight of water vapor.in a quanti
w t of water vapor which that

uld hold if saturated at
temperature. Usually expressed
for example, if air is holding

4' is capable of holding at the e
the relative humidity is 50

RELAY: A
that m
circuit.

of air to the
uantity of air
the existing
a percentage;

the moisture it
ting temperature,

etically operated /Switch
breaks the,flow of current in a

(
RELIEF VALVE: A pressure control valve

used to limit system pressure.

REMOTE OPERATING GEAR: Flexible
cables or shafts attached to valve wheels so the
valves can be operated from another
compartment.

RESERVOIR: A container which serves
primarily as a supply sourceof, the liquid for a
hydraulic system.

RESISTANCE: The opposition tt the flow
of current caused by the nature and physical
dimensions of a conductor.

RESPONSE TIME: The time lag between a
sign4 input and fhe resulting change of output.

RESTRICTION: A reduced cross-sectional
area in a line or passage which reduces the rate
of flow.

RETURN LINE: A line used for returning
fluid to the reservoir or atmosphere.

RHEOSTAT: A variable resistor. Similar in
function and construction to a potentiometer.

RISER: A vertical pipe leading off a large
one; for example, fire main line.

ROCKER ARM: Part of the valve actuating
mechanism of a reciprocating engine.

ROOT: The surface of the thread
correSponding tok the ,minor diameter of an
external thread and the major diameter of an
internal thread.

ROOT VALVE: A valve located where a
branch line comes off the main line.

ROTOR: The tating element of a motor,
pump, or turbine

RUDDER STOCK: A vertical shaft that has
a tudder attached to its lower end and a yoke,
quadrant, or tiller fitted to its upper portion by
which it may be turned.

RUDDER STOPS: Fittings attac.hed to the
ship structure or to shoulders on the rudder post
to limit the swing of thl rudder.

SAFETY VALVE: An automatic, qiiiCk
oplening and closing valve which las a reset
pressure lower than the lift pressure.

SALINE/SALINITY: (1) Constituting, or
characteristic of salt. (2) Relative salt content of
water.

SALINOMETER: A hydrometer that
measures the concentration of salt in a solution.

SATURATED AIR: Air that attains the
maximum amount of moisture it can. hold at a
specified tem wature.

SATURATED STEAM: Steam at the
saturation temperattire.

SATURATION PRESSURE: The pressure
corresponding to the saturation temperature.

526..
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SATURAtION TEMPERATURE: The
temperature at which a liquid bolls under a given

vpressure. yor a given pressure there is a
Aorresponding saturation temperature.

SAYBOLT VISCOSIME
that determines . the
(resistance to flow) of an oil.

R: An instrument
ty or viscosity

SCALE: Undesirable deposit, mostly
calcium sulfate, which forms in the tubes of
boileri.

SCAVENGING AIR: Increased amount of
air available as a result of blower action used to
fill an engine cylinder with a fresh charge of air
and, during the process, to aid in clearing the
cylinder of the gases of combustion.

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM; A diagram using
graphic symbols t ow how a circuit functions
electrically.

SCRiPV: See PROPELLER.

SEA CHEST: An arrangement for supplying
seawater to engines, condensers, and pumps and
for discharging waste water from the ship to the
sea. It is a cast fitting or a built-up structure
located below the waterline of the vessel and
having means for attachment of the piping.
Suction sea chests are fitted with strainers or
Paints-

SEA CtIKK, SEA CONNECTION: A sea
valve secured to the plating of the.vessel below
the waterline for use in flooding tanks,
magazines, etc. to supply water to pumps and tor
similar purposes.

SEAWATER: The'}warer in the sea. Seawater
is an aqueous solutiptt of various minerals and
salts (chlorides). lii suspension also, but not
dissolved in the iater, may be various types of
vegetable and animal growths, including in many
cases ',bacteria an4 organisins harmful or actually
dangerous to h

SEDIMENT: 'An accumulation of matter
which settles to the bottom of a liquid.

SENSIBLE HEAT: Heat that is given oft or
absorbed by a substance without changing its
state.

SENSING POINT: (I) The physical and/or
functional point in a system at which a signal
may be detected and monitored or may cause
some automatic operation to result. (2) Where
parameters are determined.

SENSITIVITY: The change in speed
required before the -govvnor will make a
corrective movement.

SECTIOSl: A view showing internal features
as if the viewed object has been- cut or sectioned.
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SENSOR: A component that senses physical
variables ind produces a Signal to be observed or
to actuate other elements in a control system.
Tenipeiature, sound, pressure and position
sensors are examples.

SENTINEL VALVE: A relief valve designed
to emit anaudibleLsnitnil; does_ .'not_have
substantial pressure-relieving capacity.

SEPARATOR: A trap for removing oil and
*water from compressed gas before it can collect

in the lilies or interfere with the efficient
operation of pneumatic systems.

'SERVICE TANKS: Tanks in which fluids
for use in the service systems are stored. Also
DAY TANK.

A

SERVO: A device used to convert a small
movement into a greater moy.ement or force.

SET POINT: The level or, Value at which a
controlled variable is to be maintained.

SETSCREW: machine screw with a
slotted, alien, or s uare head used to hold a part
in place.

SHAFT ')IiLLEY: A watertight passage,
housing the propeller shafting from the
englneroom to the bulkhead at which the stern
tube commences.
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SHAFT/SHAFTING: The cylindrical
forging, solid or tubular,- used for transmission
of rotary motion fromkthe source of power, the
engine, to the propellers.

SHIM: Thin layer of metal or othetiMaterial
ueed to true up a machine or inserted in bearings
to permit adjustment after wear of the bearing.

FS PLANS: A set of draWings of all
cant construction features and equipment

of a ship, as needed to operate and maintain the
ship. Also called ONBOARD PLANS.

SHORE WATER: A broad term or
classifying water originzinig from a source
ashore.

SHUTOFF VALVE: A valve whicli operates
fully open or fully closed.

SIMPLEX PUMP: A pump that has only one
liquid cylinder.

SLEEVE: A casing-fitted over aline or Iãft
for protection against wear or coerosion.

SOLENOID: An electromagnetic coil that
conlains a movable plunger..

SOLID COUPLING: A device that joins two
shafts ri&ly.

SOUNDING PIPE or SOUNDING TUBE: A
vertical pipe in an oil or water tank, used to
guide a sounding device during measurement of
the.depth of liquid in the tank.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY: The ratio of
weight of a given volume of any substance to
weight of an eq4 volume of distilled
Since the distilled water weighs approximately
62.4 pounds per cubic foot, any substance
which weighs less than this has a specific gravity
of less than one and will float on water. Any
substance .of treater 'weight per cubic foot has a
specific gravity of more than one and will sMk.
Specific gravity of gases is based in a like manner
on We weight of air.
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SPECIFIC HEAT: The amount of heat
required to raise the tempera-lure of I pound of
a substance 1°F. All substances Aire compared to
water which has a specific heat of 1 Btu/lbrF.

SPEED DROOE: A progressive drop in speed
as load is picked up by the prime mover from no
load to full load without manuallY changing thc
speed setting.

SPEED-LIMITING GOVERNOR: A deviae
for limiting the speed bf a prime mover.

SPEED-REGULATING GOVERNOR: A
derice that maintains a constant speed on an
engine tha.t is operating under varying load
conditions.

SPLIT PLANT: A method of operating
propulsion plaits so that they are divided into
two or more separate and complete units.

SPRING BEARINGS: Bearings positioned at
varying intervals along a propulsion shaft to help
kgkitin alignment and to supportits_ weight.

, STABILITY: The ability of a governoi to
correct a speed disturbance with a minimum of-
corrective motions.

STACK: Shipboard chimney.

STANDBY EQUIPMENT: Two auxiliaries
that perform one function. When one auxiliary
i4 running, the standby is so connected that
may be started if the first fails.

STATOR: The stationary element of a
motor or generator.

STEAM: Vapor of water; invisible, odorless,
tasteless, and usually under greater than
atmospheric pressure.

STEERING ENGINE: The machinery that
turns theitudder.

I

STEERING GEAR: A term applied to the
steering wheels, leads, steering engine, and
fittings by which the rudder is turned.
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STEP-TOOTHED LABYRINTH Labyrinth
type packing having each alternate tooth ring
installed on the shaft and mining in close
proximity to the fixed packing ring.

STERN TUBE: (1) The bearing supporting.
the ,proPeller shaft where it emerges from the
ship. (2) A watertight enclosure for the propeller
shaft.

STERN TUBE FLUSHING WATER: Water
circulated through the stern tube from inboard
to prevent accumulation of debris in the stern
tube while the ship is at rest or backing down.

STUFFING BOX: A device to prevent
/leakage between a moving and a fixcd part.

SUMP: A container, ,cOin ent, or
reservoir used as a drain or reOptade for Ongir
oil. S.

SUPERCHARGE: To supply a charge of air
at a pressure highee, than that of the surrounding
atmosphere. _

SUPERCHARGER: A device for increasing
the volume a the air charge -of an
internal-combustion engine.

SUPERHEAT: Amtunt of heat applied to
vapor to raisp its temperature -above the
s a tu t ation temperature, while main taining

,constant pressure.

SUPPLY AIR: Compressed
the proper operation of
components.

uired,forN,'
eumatic Fontror

SUIICTING: A rhythmic variation of speed of
-an engine which can be eliminated by b1ocl4ng
the fuel supply manually or with load limit and
which, will not reappear when returned -to
governor control unless the sieed adjustment Is
changed or the load changes.

S G CHECK VALVE: A valve that has a
guide- ounted disk swung from the top by a
horizontal pin. A liquid exerting prasure against
the disk will cause it to opt's, allowing a flow.
Pressure exerted in the opposite direction will

\'

close the valve, ensuring only one direction of
flow.

SWITCHBOARD: A panel or group of
panels with automatic protectiV-e devices, used
to distribute the electrical power throughoutAe
ship.

SYNCHRONIZE: To make two or More
events or operations occur at the proper time
with respect to each other. To adjust two
engines to run at the same speed.

SYNTHRON SEAL A rubber strip seal
installed on the shaft to prevent seawater from
leaking into the .ship along the shaft.

TACHOMETER: An instrument for
indicating revolutions per minute._

. TAIL SHAFT: The aft section of the shaft
which receives the propeller.

TAKE LEADS: A method of determining
bearing aid other clearances. Mostly replaced by
other methods such as platigage and bearing
shell thickness measurements.

TDC (top dead center): The position of a
reciprocating piston at its uppermost rint of
travel.

TEFLON: A plastic with excellent
rlf-lubricating bearing properties.

, JELEGRAPH: An apparatus, either
electricil or mechanical, for transmitting orders,
as' fgim" 'a. ihip's bridge to the engineroom,
steer* gear m, or elsewhere about the ship.

,,

4EMItj R: A device for operating the
steering engine from the pilothouse by means of

er fluij pressure or electricity. ,
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TEMPER:, To harden steel by heating and
sudden cooling by immetsion in oil, water, or
other opolant.

TENSILE STRENGTH: The measure o
material's ability to , withstand a te or
pulling, stress without rupture, usually measured
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in pounds or tons per square inch of crofs
section,

THERMAL ENERGY: Energy contained in,
or derived from, heat.

THERMAL, EXPANSION: The increase in
volume of a /substance due to tsmperature
change.

THERMOCOUPLE: (I) A. bimetallic \device
capable of producing an electromotive force
rolighly proportional to temperature differencet
on its hot andAold junction ends and used in-the
measurement 75f dry peratures. (2) A
junction of two di n that produces a
voltage when heated.

THREAD: The spiral part of a screw:

THROAT: Opening in the cylinder bloCk
through...which the cranksh4tt end, is extended.

THROTTLEMAN: Perso;in the .engineroom
who pperates the throttle& to contrqr the main
engines.

:

/THROTTLE VALVE: A type' of valve
especially desiwied totcontrol rate of. flow.

THROTTLING: Operating a valve partially
open-to produce a /pressure4jop with flow.

THRUST BEARINGS: Bearings that limit
the axial (longitudinal) movement of the shaft.

TILLER: An arm attached to the rudder
head for operating the nidder.

TOLERANCE: The amount that a
manufactured part may v
size.

from its specified'.

TOOL POST: A rigid support for the cuttin
tool.

TOP OFF: To fill up, as a ship tops off, with
fuel oil befóre leaving port.

TORQUE: A force or combination of forces
that produces or tends to produce a twisting. or
rotary motion.

TOUGHN The proerty of a material
whieh.enable it to withstand ock as well as to
be deformed without breaking.

TRANSDUCER: A device that converts
gnals received lin one medium to outputs in

some other medium; for exam e, electrical
inputs to fluidic outputi.

SFER VALVE: Manuall opeiated
dire on valve used to switch automatkc coitrol
systems from% automatic to manual Opera 'on
and vice versa.

TRANSFORMER: A device composed \of
two 'or more coils, linked by inagnetic-lines.0
force, used tO transfer energy ;tom one ciretilt
to another. Also, an electrical device used to
step up or step down an Le. voltage.

TRANSMISSION: A device that transmits
power from the engine (driving unit) to the load
(driven unit).

TRICK WHEEL: A steering wheel in the
steering engineroom or emergency steering
station of a ship, used in case of emergency.

TUBING: That type of fluid rine the
dimensions of which are designated by actual
measured outside diameter (OD) and by actual
measured wall thickness.

TURBINE: (I) A rotary motor actuated by
the reaction, impulse, .or both, of a flow of
pressurized fluid. A litrbine usually consists tvf,
series of) curved vanes on a centrally rotating
shaft. (2) A multiblided rotor, driven by steam,
hot gas, or water.

TURBULENCE: Air in the combustion
space in motion.

LUNBURNABLE OIL: That quantity of oil
below the stripping suction in storage tanks ami
belr the service suction in service tanks.
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Appendix IGLOSSARY'

,
STABLE: That action of an automatic

control system and controller process that is
characterized by a continuous cycling of one or
nfore system variables to a degree greater than a
specified maximum.

ECTOR: A diesel engine injector
nes a pump and a fuel-spray 'nozzle in
ta

VACUUM: Pressure less than atmospheric
pressure.

VALVE: A mechanism that can be opened
or closed to control or stop the flow of a liquid,
gas, or vapor from one to another place.--

VALVE LASH! Clearance between the top
of the .valve stem and the valve-lifting
mechanism.

VALVE SEAT: The surface, normally
curved; against which the valve disk's operating
face comes o rest to provide a seal against
leakage of liquid;gasior vapor.

VALVE SEAT INSERT: Metal ring iitiprted
into valve seat, made of special metal that can
withstand operating temperature satisfactorily.

VALVE SPRING: tie compression-type
. s p ri ng . that closes the valve when the
-valve-operating cam assumes a clSsed-valve
position.

VAPOR: 'The gaseous state of a substance
that 'is usually a liquid or solid at atmospheric
temperature and pressure. _

VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT: The type of
ptimp or motor in which the volume of fluid
delivered per Ode can be varied.

VELOCITY: The rate of moticm in a
particigar direction. The velocity of fluid flow is
usually measured in feet per second.

VENT: Avalvein a system used primarily tO
permit air to escape.

VENTILATION SY cA system that
removes heat and stale and rovides fresh air
by Means of mechanical or natural distribution
dnctwork. The system may also include filters
and heaters:

VENTURI: A tube that has a .narrowing
throat or constriction to increase the velocity of
fluid flowing through it: The flow through the
venturi causes a pressure drop in the smallest
sectiop.

VIEW: A drawing"of a
object as seen from one po

ane of an

VISCOSIMETER: A device that determines
the viscosity ,oy a givtn sample of oil.

=1.

VISCOSITY: The internal resistance of a
fluid-which ten -prevent it from flowing.

1

VITAL CIRCUITS: Electrical cir that
provide pbwer or lighting to.'equip ent and
spades necessary for propttisiori, control,
and communications. 8

VOID:i'An empty tiink.

VOLATILE: The term that describes a
liquid which vaporizes quickly.

VOLT: The unit of electrical potential.

VOLT'AGE TESTER: A portable instrument
that detects electricity.

VOLTMETER: An instrument designed to
measure a diffbrence iii electrical potential, in
volts.

VOLUME OF FLOW: The quantity of fluid
that passes a certain point in a unit àf time. The
voluma,Of flow is usually expressed in gallons
per minute for liquids and rin cubic feet per
minute for gases. -

OLUTE: A gradually Widening spiral. A
section or component Of a centrifugal pump
where velocity head becomes pressure head.
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_HATER DRUM: A tank at the bottom of a
boiler, sometimes catled MUD DRUM, that
equalizes distribtition of water to the generating
tubes.and collects loose scale and other solids in
koiler water.

WATER JACKET: Internal passages and
cavities cast into the cylinder block of engines (
and air compressors through which water is
circulated around and adjaCent to friction (heat)
areas.

WATER TUBE BOILER: Boiler in wliich
-the water flows through .the tubes where it is
heated by the gases of combustion.

WAT4': The 'unit Of electrical powe;)

WATTMETER: An instruent for
measuring-electrical power in watts.

WINCH: A hoisting or pulling machine fitted
with a horizontal single or double drum. A small
drurti is 'generally fitted on' one or both ends of
the shaft supporting the hoisting drUm.,:These
small drums are called gypsies, or winch heads.
.The hoisting drums either are fitted -with a
frktion brake or are directly keyed tt,4 the shaft.
They, are in the form of a 'spool and carry-the
working wire rope. The driving power is usually
steam or else_tricity, but, hand power is also used.
A winch iused principally for handling,
hoisting, and lowering car0 from a dock oi
lighter to the hold of a ship and vice Versa.

WINDLASS: An- apparatus in which
horizontal or vertical druths or -gypsies and
wildcat's we operated by peans of a steam
engine or motor for the. purpose of handling
ileavvienchor 'c s, hawsers, etc. ,

. .
..",

I.*

°WIPED BEARINGS: A bearing in which the
babbitt has melted because of excess .heat.

WORK:liklIe transference of energy from'.
one body or system to another.

WORK RkQUEST: Request issued to naval
shipyard, tener, or repair ship for repairs.

WORM, WORM SHAFT: A. threaded shaft
designecl.to engage the teeth of a wheel lying in
the plane of the shaft axis. This type of gear is
used for the transmission of heavy loads at low
sp'eeds.

WYE GATE: .A fitting with two separately
controlled hose fittings, designed ta connect to
an outlet.

Th
YOKE: A frame or bar having its center

portion bored and keyed or otherwise
cotstructed for attachment to the rudder stock.
Steering effort from the steering gear is applied
to each end of the yoke for the purpose of
turning the rudder.

ZERK A smalllfitting to which a
grease gun can be applied to force lubricating
grease., into 'bearings or moving parts of
machinery.

'64

ZERO TTING: The output of a device
wheti its is minimum. ,

_ZINC: A primary metal useful in a number
of anticorrosion apPlications. A metal block or
form placed in saltwater systems to counteract
the effects of electrolyis.
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APPENDIX II \
CUSTOMARY AND METRIC §YSTEAAf

UN,ITS OF *ASUREMENTS

THESE PREtIXES MO BE APPLIED
4 TO ALL *SI UNItS

md Sobooltiolm

I coo boo boo (ma =--

1 000, 000 000 = 101

1 0001)00 = 101

1 000 =103
100 = 102

10 --=" 10,

0.1 =

0.01 = -104

0.001 = 104.

0.000 001 104

°Aim) = 164

o.000 opo 000 001 =

0.000 000 000 000 001 =
0.900 000 000 000 000 001 =,

°Moot commonly used

533

Profiles

tera tersii)
giga (frga).,

mega (WO M*
kilo (kill)
hecto'(10k16)

deka (diled)

deci West
centi (sen'ti) c

milli (mili) m*

mkro (miltr4) *

nano (nan'6) ii

pico (pinta)

femto (fenft6)

atto (rtó) a

k*

da
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1 inch
1 foot

' lyard

ENGLISH AND METRIC SYSTEM UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

COMMON EQUIVALENTS AND CONVERSIONS

.

Approximate, Common Equivalents

= 25 mililm
= 0.3 meter
= 0.9 meter

1 milet =
square inch =,1

1 square foot =.

1 square yard
'1 acre =
1. cubicinch
1 cubic foot
1 cubic yard
1 quart (lg.)
1 gallon
1 ounce (avdp)
1 pound (avdp)
1 horsepower
1 pound per square inch

r millimeter
,meter

1 meter'
1 kilotheter
1 square centimeter.
I square meter
1 square meter

hectare
1 cubic centimeter

-1 cubic meter
1 cubfc meter
1 liter
I cubic meter
1 grain
1 kilogram
1 kilowatt
1 kilogram per sq4are

centimeter

tnautkaalpile = 1.852 kilometers

1.6 kilometers .

6,5 square centimeters
0.09 square meter
0.8 square Meter
0.4 hectare

= 16 cubic centimeters
= 0.03 cubic meter.
= 0.8 cubic meter
=-1 liter
= 0.004 cubic m
= 28 grams
= 0.45 kilogram
= 0.75 kilowatt
= 0.07 kilogram per square

centimeter

= 0.04 incl.;
= 3.3 feet
= 1.1 yards
= 0.6. mile
= 0.16 square inch
= 11 square feet
= 1.2 square yards
= 2.5-acres
= 0.06 cubic Inch
= 35 cubic feet
= 1.3 cubic yards-
= 1 quart (1q.)
= 250 gallons

.= 0.035 ounces (avdp)
= 2.2 powids (avdp)
= 1.3 horsepower
= 14.2 pouilds per square

Inch

Conversions Accurate to Parts Per Million
(unitsltated in abb viated form)

Number X Factor

in X 25.4*
ft X 0.3048*
yd X 0.9144*
mi-X 1.60934
1n2 X 6.4516*
ft2 X 0.0929030
yd2 X 0.836127
acres X 0.404686
in3 X 16.3871
ft3 X 0.0283168
ycl3 X 0.764555
qt (lg.) X 0.946353
gal X 0.00378541
oz (avdp.) X 28.3495
lb (avp1p) X 0.453592

.hp-X 0:745700

psi X 0.0703224

mm X 0.0393701
m X 3.28084 ,

m X 1.09361
km X 0.621371

,cm2 X 0.15500Q
m2 X 10.7639
m2 X 1.19599
ha X 2.47105

cm3 X 0.0610237
rri3 X 35.3147
M3 X 1.30795
/ X 1.0509

rri3 X 264.172

g X 0.0352740
kg X'2.20462

kW X 1.34102'

kidcm2 X 14.223226

* exact -

= Min
= m
= m
= km
= cm2
= m2
= m2

-= ha
= cfri3
= m3
= m3
=

m3
= g
= kg

kW=
-kgCM 2

= in
= ft
= yd
= mi

= ft2
= yd

= acres

= in3
= ft3
= yd3
=qt(lq.)
= gal

= oz (avdp)
= lb (avdp)

= hp
= psi



INDEX

Additive engine oils, 185

Advancement, 1-15
Engineering Operational S9queaing

System (EOSS), 9
Engineman rating, 1, 2
Navy enlisted advancement system, 2-9
Navy Enlisted Classificatio Codes, 2
Perspnnel Qualification Standards, 9, 10
sources'of information, 10-15

Airflex cliitCh and gear assembly, 297-300

Air vonipressors, 332-348
component cycle of reciprocating.air

compressors, 336-346
compressed airreceivers,,347; 348
compressor classifications, 332-335
operating cycle Of 'reciprocating air

compressors, 335, 336
rotary-centrifugal air compressors,

346, 347

Air conditioning, 422-444

equipment,,426-437
'cooling eqiiiloment, 430-437
maintenance of cooling equipment,

437
ventilation equipment, 426-430

heating equipment, 437 444
convector heaters, 438
duct heaters, 437, 438

-electric heaters, 438

ventilation eqaipmenmaintenance of
heating controls, 438-442 ,

444
unit heaters, 438

Air conditioningContinued
purposes of air conditiorling and related

factors, 422-426
body heat balance, 424, 425
effect of air motion, 425
heat of air, 423, 424
humidity, 422, 423
sensation of comfort, 426
temperatures, 424

Air starting system malfunctions, 263-265

Air starting systems, 136-143
source of-starting air, 138
starting mechanism, 138-143

Air systems, diesel enkine, 109-128

Auxiliary equipment, additional, 445476
boilerC auxiliary, 464474
electrohydraupc drive Machinery,

445.459
firefighting equipment, 474-476
galley,and laundry equipment, 459-464

Bearitligs,,307-309

Body heat balance, 424
Boilers, auxiliary, 464-474

boiler controls, 467-469
oil burners, 465, 466
operation and maintenance, 410
safety combustion controls, 469, 470
testing boiler,water, 470-474
types.of boilers, 465

Bosch fuel syst.i, 219-225

Butterfly valves, 331
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Camshafts, 80, 81
Casualties, 253-258

control, 253-255
correction and prevention of, 255-257
engineroom, 25'7, 258

Centrifugal pumps,.317-323
care and repair, 319-322
construction of, 31 7-3 19
major troubles and. repairs, 322, 323
tYpes of, 317

Check valves, 330

Closed cooling system, principal parts of,
149-16*

coolers (heat exchangers), 154-160
classification' (general)

of coolers, 154
fluid's cooled, 154
locatiOn of coolers, 157-160
tYpes of coolers, 154-157

engine water passages, 160, 1.61
cylinder heads, 160
cylinder liners or blocks, 160
water, manifolds and jackets,

160, 161
freshwater (expansion) tanks, 1 61-1 64
pumps, 149-153 ,

differences between freshwater
and saltwater pumps, 152

pump location and method of
drive; 153

types of pumps, 152, 153
sea scoops and strainers, 1.64
valves, 164-168

automatic regulating valve,
165-168

manually operated throttling
-valve, 164, 165

thermostatically operated bypass
valves, 165

Clutches, reverse gears, and reduction gears,
294307

airflex clutch and gear assembly,
297-300

dog clutches, 306; 307
friction clutches and gear,assemblies,

294291
hydraulic.clutches (couplings), 300-305

536

Clutches, reverse gears, and reduction
gearsContinued

induction Couplings, 305, 306
synchro-self-shifting clutch (SISS), 307

Combustion cycles, 19-27 . t
Compressed air systems, 332-354

air compressors, 332-348
component parts of,reciprocating

air compressors, 336-346
compressed air receivers,

347, 348
compressor classifications,

332-335
operating cycle of reciprocating

air compressors, 335-336
rotary-centrifugal air'comptessäi s,

346, 347
compressed air apply systems,

348-351
compressed air plant operation

and maintenance, 350, 351
high-pressure air, 348
low-pressure air, 348
moisture removal, 350
prairie-masker air systems,

348-350
safety precautions, 351-354

Contrcigable pitch propellers,. 309 , 310
Controls, engine, 240-244

'governors, 240-243
overspeed safety devices, 243, 244

Coolers (heat excipangers), 154-160

Coolers, lubricating oil system, 194
Cooling equipment, 430-437

Cooling systems, engine, 146-176
Crankshafts, 77-80

crankshafts and,lubrication, 78, 79
crankshaft throw arrangements, 79, 80
terminology, 77, 78

Cummins PT fuel system, 226, 227
Cycles of operation, 16-27

combustion cycles, 19-27
actual combustion cycles, 23-27
methods of ignition, 20-23
otto (constant-volume) cycle, 23
theoretical diesel (constant-

pressure) cycle, 23
mechanical cycles, 17-19,

gasoline engines, 1.9
4-stroke eycle diesel engine, 18



INDEX

des of operationContinued
mechanical cyclesContinued

relationship of events and strokes
in a cycle, 17, 18

2-stroke cycle diesel engine,
18, 19

Cylinder assemblies, 38-51
heads, 48-51

4

liners, 4048
Cylinder head studs and gaskets, 51-53
Cylinder safety valves, 280

Diesel engine air systems, 109-128
exhaust systems, 125-128

exhaust manifolds, 125, 126
mrrometers, 126-128

intake systems, 109-125
intake system components, 114-125
scavenging and supercharging,

109-114
parts of other systems related to engine

air systems, 128
Diesel engine, 4-stroke cycle, operating

meChanism of, 106-108
drive mechanisms, 106-108

Diesel engine operating procedurei,
246-259

correction and prevention of
casualties, 255-257

emergency diesel generators, 252, 253
enginiroom casualties, 257, 258
factors influencing casualty control,

253-255
operating instructions and safety

precautions,' 258, 259,
operating instructions for diesel engines,.

2467251
precautions in operating diesel engines,

2510252
Diesel fuel oil, 207-209
Direct drives, 292-294
Distilling plants, 355-386

common terms, 356, 357
/Mat recovery type distilling units,

379-381 .

maintenance of low-pressure distilling
plants, 381-386

537

Distilling plantsContinued
principles of distillation, 355, 356
types of distilling plants, 357-375
vertical basket distilling plants, 375-379

Dog clutches, 306, 307
Drive mechanisms, types of, 289-294

direct drives, 292-294
indirect drives, 289-292

Electrical syste , troubleshooting, 286
Electric starting systems, 129-136

generator intenance, 135, 136
generators and controls, 133-135 .

starting motors and driVes, 129-133
Electric start malfunctions, 265, 266
Electrohydraulic driKe machinery, 445459

speed gear, 445407
. steering gear, 4474

weight-handling equ ment, 455459
`Emergency diesel'genera rs, 252, 253
Engine cooling systems,,146-1-76

maintaining adequate lubrication, 146
maintenance of engine cooling systems,

168-176
preventing excessive v lion in

\ dimensions, 147
principal parts of a closed cooling system,

149-168
retaining the strength of metals, 147
types of cooling systems, 147-149

Engineering Operational SequenCing
System (EOSS), 9

Engine fuels and combustion, 205-209 .
diesel fuel oil, 207-209 -
gasoline, 205-207

Engine lathe, 477-488
Engine lubricating oil systems, 177-204

characteristic and tests of oil,
178-184.

functions of oil, 177, 178
greases, 185, 186
lubricating oil filtering systems, 198-201 -

lubricating oil systems, 193
parts of a lubricating oil system,

193-198f
path of oil through the diesel engine

lubricating oil system, 201-204
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Engine lubricating oil systemsQuitinued
purification of lubricating oil,

186-193
recomMended oils, 184, 185

Engineman rating, 1, 2
Engine mountinp, 53, 54

securing devices, 53, 54
belts, 53
shock absorbers, 54
vibration isolator, 53,-54

subbase, 53
Engine operating mechanisms, 93-108

4-stroke cycle diesel engine, 106-108
opposed-piston diesel engine, 101-106
2-stroke cycle, V-type diesel engine,

99-101
2-stroke, in-line diesel engine, 94-99
types of operating mechanisms, 93, 94

Engines classified according to the action
of pressure on pistons, 27-32

single-acting engin 27-32
Engine starting systems 129-145

air starting syste s, 136
electric starting sstems, 129-136
hydraulic starting stems, 136
ignition aids, 143-1 5

Environmental pollution control, 238 239
Exhaust systems, 125-128

exhaust manifolds, 125, 126
pyrometers, 126-128

External fuel system, 214, 215

Facing, 497
Filtering devices, lubricating oil systern4"

194-198 /
Filtering systems, lubriCating oil, 198-201

bypass filtering system, 200, 201
full-flow filtering system, 199, 200

,sliunt filtering system, 199
sump-filtering system, 200

Firefighting equipment, 474-476
engine-driven fire pumps,74, 475
firemain system anditZlition valves,

476
operation of the P-250 pump,

475, 476

Flash-type distilling plants, 371-375
operating notes for flash-type units,

3'75
two-stage flash, 371-375

Flywheels, 87, 88
Frames, engine, 33-38

'access openings and covers, 37, 38
bearings, 38
bedplates and bases, 36
crankcases, 35, 36
cylinder blocks, 33-35
end plates, 37
sumps and oil pans, 36, 37

Freshwater (expansion) tanks, 161-164
Friction clutches and iiear assemblies,

294-297
Fuel and fuel systems, 205-239 _

engine fuels and combustion, 205:209
environmental pollution control,

238, 239,,
external fuel System, 214, 215
fuel injection equipment casualties

and repairs, 234-237
fuel injection system, 215-219
fuel systems, 212-214
injection nozzles, 231-234
purging the diesel engine fuel

injection system, 237, 238
pump-rnjection systems, 219-231
turbulence and combustion in

diesel engines, 209-212
Fuel injection equipment casOlties and

repairs, 234-23'i.
distorted spray pattern, 235, 236 .

incorreet pressure, 234, 235 -

leaky nozzles and injector spray tip's,
236, 237

Fundamentals of refrigeration, 387-389.
heat, 387, 388
pressure, temperature, and volume,

388, 389

Galley and laundry equipment, 459464
descaling dishwashers, 43,464
dishwashing equipment, 60-463
laundry equipment, 464
stearjacketed kettles, 460
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Gasoline, 205-207
Gasoline engine trout.alshooting, 282-286
Gate valves, 329, 330
Globe valves, 326-329

-- grinding-in globe valves, 327
lapping globe valves, 327, 328
refacin globe yalves, 328, 329
repacking valve stuffing boxes, 329
spotting-in globe valves, 326

Glossary, 505-532
Governors, 240-243
Greases, 185, 186

Heating equipment, 437-444
convector heaters, 438
duct heaters, 437, 438
electric heaters, 438
heating controls, 438-, 442
maintenance of ventilation equipmen

444
unit heaters, 438

Heat recovery type distilling units,
379-381

air and brine eductors, 381
air,removal circuit, 380
distillate circuit, 380
jacket water circuit, 380, 381
seawater circuit, 379, 380

High-pressure air, 348
Humidity, 422, 423
Hydraulic clutches (couplings), 300-305
Hydraulic starting systems, 136

Ignitin aids, 143-145
1ier prisiers, 143, 144
me primer, 144,145

grid resistor, 143
Indirect drives, 289-292
Individual-pump injection systems, 219
Induction couplings, 305, 306

Ii

Information, sources of, 10-15
engineerink handbooks, 14, 15
NAVEDTRA 10052, 11-13
NAVEDTRA publications, 11
NAVSEA publications, 13, 14

Injection nozzles, 231-234
Injection system, fuel, 215-219

common-rail injection system,
215, 216

modified common-rail (contro le
pressure) system, 216-219

In-line diesel engine, 2-stroke cycle,
operating mechanisms for, 94-99

gears, 94
shafts and couplings, 95, 98
.valve actuating gear, 98, 99 y

Intake systems, diesel engines, 1019-125
intake system components, 114-125

blowers, 115-122
cylinder ports and vagtes, 123
cylinder test valves and safety

or relief valves, 123-125
intake air passages, 122, 123
silencers, screeris,.and cleaners,

114, 115
scavenging and supercharging, 109-114

four-stroke cycle, 112, 113
two-stroke cycle, 1 f3, 114

Irregular engine operation, 269-280

539

Jacking gears, 88-91
Jet pumps, 324-326
Journal bearings, 81-87

bearing troubles, 83
installation of journal bearings, 85-86
rpair of shafts and journal bearings,

86, 87

rib
.

Lathes and 1 e machining operaticins;
477-50C

engiiikejathe, 477-488
factors related to machining operations,

4g 8-491
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4,Athes and 1ae machining operations
Continued

rnachinn operations, 497-503""
preliminary procedures, 491-497
safety precautions, 503, 504

Laundry and galley equipment, 459
Low-prefgaire air, 348
Low-pressure distilling plants, maintenanc

of, 381-386
Lubricating oil systems, engine, 177-204

Machining operations, fac ors related to,
488-491.

chatter, 490, 491
coolants, 490
maintenance, 489, 490 .

phases of the operation, 488, 489
Maintaining adequate lubrication, 146
Maintenance of engine cooling systems,

168-176
care of heat exchangers, 169-171
freshwater treatment and teats, 171-175

, Oironiate-, Olt and cklori,de

conducruittests, 1:74,-115
need for freshWater treatment,

171, 172 . .

terms and imitrelated to water
tests, 172

water treatment, 172-174
safety precautions, 17$, 176

Maintenance of low-pressure,distiliing
plants, 381-386

care of heat exchanger surfaces
381-385

testing for saltwater leaks, 385, 386 .1*
Maintenance of R-12 systems, 408419,

care of V-belts, 414
checking compressor oil, 413, 414
defrosting Cif coolingroils, 408.
pumping down a refngerant system,

408-410
setting control and safety devices,

414417
shaft sea1s, 418-419
testing and renewing compressor

discharge and suction ialves, 417, 418

Main'tenance of R-12 stemsContinued
testing for air d noncondensable
gases, 412, 413

testing for refrigOrant leaks, 410-412
Mechanical cycles, 17-19
Mechanical refrigeration systems, 389-405
Metric system units of measurements,

533, 534
Moving and related parts, principal, 55-92

Navy enlisted advancement system, 2-9
how to prepare for advancement, 3-6
Personnel Advancement Requirement -

(PAR) Program, NAVPERS
1414/4, 6, 9

who will be advanced?, 3 .

Navy Enlisted Classification Codes, 2

Oil, characteristics and tests of, 178-1a4
autogenotis ignition point, 182
carbon residue, 183
fire point,182

. flashpoint, 182
neutralization number, 183
pour point, 182
precipitation number, 183, 184
viscosity, 178-182

Open cooling system,-147, 148
Operating instructions*for diesel engines, .

246-251
normal operating procedures, 248:251
karting after a brief period of idlenesi,

247
staiting preparations after overhaul or

long idle period, 247, 248
starting preparations after routine

securing, 246, 247
OPerating Mechanisms, engine, 93-108
Operating Procedures for an R-12 system,

405408
notes on compressor operation, 408
operating an R-12 plant in automatic, 407
operating log, 408



Operating procedures for an R-12 systemCon-
tinued

prestarting checks, 406
securing the compressor, 407, 408

/ starting the coinpressor, 406, 407
Opposed-piston diesel engine, operating .

mechanisms in, 101-106
accessory drive, 105, 106
blo\vet drive mechanism, 104, 105
camshaft drive and fuel pump

actuating gear, 103, 104
Oveispeed safety devices, 243, 244

Persannel Qualification Standards, 9, 10
Pisiton_and rod assemblies, 63-77

' connecting rods, 74-77
piston pins and piston bearings, 71-74
piston rings, 66-71
pistons, 63-60

Planned Maintenance System, purposes,
benefits, and limitations of, 10

Plug-cock valves, 330
Prairie-masker air systems, 348-350
Precautions in operating diesel engines,'

251, 252
cleanliness, 251, 252
cooling'wafer, 251
fuel, 251
relief valves, 251
Itarting air, 251

Pressure-regulating valves, 310, 331'
Preventing excessive variation in dimensions,147
Principal moving and related parts, 55-92-

camshafts, 80, 81
crankshafts, 77-80
flywheels, 87, 88
jackinegears, 88-91
journal bearings, 81-87
piston and rdd'assernblies, 63-77
valve mechaniims.

Principal statiogiary'parts of an engin`e;
33-54 . .

cylinder. assemblies, 38-51
;cylinder h ds, 48-51
.cyfinder.lin 40-48 p

cylirld4fhead s

Principal stationary parts of an engineContinued
engine frames, 33-38

access openings and coven, 37, 38
bearings; 38
bedplates and bases, 36
crankcases, 35, 36
cylinder blocks, 33-35'
end plates, 37
sUmps and oil pans, 36, 37

engine mountings, 53, 54
securing devices, 53, 54
subbase, 53 .

Principles of distillation, 355, 356
Propulsion control systems, 240-245

engine controls, 240-244
governors, 240-243
overspeed safety devices, 243, .4:4

Pump-injection systems, 219-2.3], ,
Bosch fuel system, 2197225
Cummins vr fuel system, 226, 3i7

. individual-pump injection syscemss,,
219

ROosa-Master fuel system, 225,
unit injector sy tem, 227-231,.

Pumps, 149-153 1
Pumps and valves 11-331

butterfly valves, 331 ,,"
centrifugal pumps, 317323 '
checkkalves, 33g ,

te vilifes;73`29,;.330
globe valves, 326=329
jet pumps', 324-326
plug-Cock valves, 330 .

and gaskets,151-53

541

pressure-regulating valves, 330. 311

ititarT .pumps, Al 1-31 7
variable strpkeihimps, 323, 324' :

Punips, lubricating oil system, 193,*194`
Purging the diesel engine fuel injection,

system, 237, 238
Purification of lubriCating oil,.186-193

influencihg factomin purifier operation,,
191-193

settling tanks and.,purifiers,.186-191

X

Reciprocating internal-combustion engine,
16-32 . .\ , .

'cycles of opeiatiOn, 16-27
combustion cycles, 19-27
mechanical cycles, 17-19
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Reciprocating internal-combustion engine
Continued

engines Classified according to the
action of pressure on pistons:2/-32

single-afting engines; 27-32'
fyieration, 387421

,elfijacteristics of refrigerants,
419, 420,'

cir3871.189
maintehanee pf...R711'syStemsi.408-419

,.inFchan,icat'refr4eotiori syStems,
,- ' .' P

operating pip,Cedures fclti ari:R:;12
system, 405-408. ;,' ,'

lacety rgerecdutionS, 426, 42:1"i
Retainini the strength:4f metals, 41
R'06sa-Master fuel system; 22.5',:226 s
gotary-centrifu;01 air eornpresSors

S46, 347 ,
tarytpUmps, 311-317

care and repair,.315, 316
ing difficu1ties 31 5

ope tic.4 of, 313-315
plarined,Main tenance,, 316
safety precautions, 316, 317
types of, 311-31.3

R,1:Ziystems, 405419 .

`Inainienance; 408419
.oPerating procedure, 40-40/`

' Tanks and suMps,'Ittbricating oil systeM,
193 ' . ,

Tapers, 5007503 .

Temperatures, 424
Transmission Of engine power, 288-310

bearings;,307-309
clutches, reverse gears, and

.. reduction gears, 294-307
controllable pitch propellers,

309; 310 .

factors related to, 288, 289
types of drive Mechanisms, 289-294

;Troubleshooting, 260-287,
. electrical systems, 286 1.
engine fails to start, 261-269 ,,,`,

. 'gasoline engines, 282-286 ,
irregular e'ngine operation, 269-280 \

.., . symptoms of engine trouble; 280-281
ungrounded two-wire 24-volt ,

0, d.c. system, 286, 287
1\ni4ulenee and Combustion in diesel

engines, 209-212
.' methods of creating turbuiqnce, 2Q9 .

.45r4co-MbuStion and turbulence, .

:- 209-212
l'Urning, 498-500 )

Safety precautions'and ope ating
instrytions, 258, 259 ,

Singlettingengine..1,,.27-32
.,Stiirting systems; engtiiei 4;29-1,4

Stationary partS.of an engine,.prineip41,

fSubniergeci fUbe distillag,piants i

I, 357,305
4it jol
bri.ne,cireUit, 361.1."'
-filistillatc'eircuit, 360, '36)

'...:operitIon of, 3'61-305' ilrny monitorinit and indiCating1 ..361.';':
seawater and.feed cireuits, 361.
steiim,circuit. '354,. 360
viper circuit, 360

UngtoUnaed two-wire 24-volt d.e..system,..
286;287

- .1 Unit injector system, 221-231

; Valve mechanisms, 55-63
Cam followers and lash adjusters, 64-63
tacker armS\a'nd push rods, 60,, 61.
valves, 35-644 .

bent valves, 56
'broken yalVe heads, 60
broken valve Springs, 58, 59
bUrnedlialvei, 56

. '104)se valve Seats, 56, 57 ,



INDEX

Valve mechanismsContinued
valvesContinued

pitting, 57, 58 IS

sticking valves, 515, 56
weak springs, 56
worn valve keepers and retaining

washers, 59
Valves, 164168
Valves and pumps, 311-331
Variable stroke pumps, 323, 324
Ventilation equipment, 426-430
Vertical basket distilling plants, 375-379

distillate circuit; 378
feed flow circuit, 376
noncondensable iraSeSt 378, 379
steam flow circuit, 376
vapor circuit, 376-378

V-type diesel engine, 2-stroke, operating
mechanism of, 99-101

accessory drive, 101
camshaft drive and valve actuating

gear,,99-101

se

Watchstanding, 365-371

air ejectors, 369

brine concentration, 370

-"\cohtrol brifice, 368

desuperheating of steam supply,
368, 369.

distillate testing 365-368 t
feed levels, 368

first-effect tube-nest vacuum, 369

104ffect spell vacuum, 369

operating record, 370, 371
venting evaporator tube nests, 369
weight-loaded regulating valve, 368

Water passages, engine, 160, 161
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Prepared by the Naval Education and Training Program.Development
Center, Pensacola, Florida

Your NRCC.contains a set of.assigw-
ments and sell-scoring answer sheets
,(Rackaged separately). The Rate Training
Manual, , ENGINEMAN 362
NAmyriuk 10541-c is your:textbook for.
the, NRCC% If an errata sheet comes. with
,the NRCC, make-all indicated changes ok
corrections. Do nat'chenge or correct
the textbook.ok assignments in any other
way.

HOWTOCOMPI/ETETHISCOURSESUCCESSFULLY,.

Study the textbook pag'es given et
the beginning of each assignment before _

tuting to.answek the items. Pay Attention
to tables-and ill
contain elot of

.---own drawings can
subject matter .
objectives that
The learning ob
based.on.the
material in.
tell You what
by Studying'
and answering,,the

strations as they
formation. Making your'

elp you understand the
lso, read the learning
recede the sets of items.

ectives and items are
ject matter or study
textbook. The objectives

should tre:able to do
ed,textuel,MAteriel

,)c*- Poiht ss,.9.11`9119p.ld be raaLy
,

tb &wadi .the-iteMs,i.nth4;:estignmant
:RaaVaith.4tem Carefully.,.,Selectthe
J3EST ANSRER fOr:,each

,YOur.,textb'Ook-when,..necessary..13e'Sre'
,-)-04410Act the BEST SWER fkau the

th textbook-...YOu,,may

'\ 4iactiss diffi.cult points in the'couree,
with'otheri^HoWever.8:the answer.:Yo4.
seleqt. must,be your. own Use,only:the..
silf-scaring antWer sheet deSignated
foryoar asSignment..;FolloW the Sc0.0.ng, .
dieecticni.givelion'4h87'anser sheet
itielf and eliewhere ikthis co'uree.

,

.
:Your-.NRCCwilI'be'administered by'

your' coMloand ok,:ipthe.case ofArma 1,
,
.0. commands,. by Oil,NavaX Educaeion an

Training P4Og;a0 Development Center.,
*-matterVho idministers-yoUr;Courie
you'van complete it successfully.py
earning.gradeethat average p.;40';

, 0

higher. If you are on active.dety, the
average of your grades in all assign-
ments must be at least 3.2. If you are
NOT on active duty, the average of your
grades in all assignments of each
creditable unit must be at least 3.2.
The unit breakdown of the course, if
any, is shown later undek,Naval Reserve
Retirebent Credit.

WHEN YOUR COURSE IS ADMINISTERED
BY LOCAL COMMAND

As soon as you-have finished an
-aasignment, subudt. the cOmpleted self-
scoring answer sheet to the officer
designatedto administer it. He will
check the accuracy'of your score and
discuss with.you the iteMs that you do
not'understand. You may.wish-to kecdYd
your sdoke on the assignment.itself since
the self-scoring answer sheet is not
iziturned.

If you are completing this NRCC to
become elkqible to take the fleetwide

nation, follow a
'enable you to complete

. Your schedule
e completion of at

advancement.e
7schedule the
.alL.ea*ignme
should-Call fo
lelte,t one assignMent per month.

, ."
Aith'craqh yiNu complete the course

,suripestitIlkytie Nivel, Education and
Treining,PrOgram levelcipment Center will
poi Iii.ue..yOwa leiter ot.satisfactorY
completion, /our coMmand will make a note

serVice.record, giving yOlil credit
for,your work.. !

,

. .

. WARN YOUR COURSE IS ADMINIS;TERED
BY THENAVAL EDUCATION ANI TRAINING
PROGRAM DE R

,. :!

,,-After nishing an' i4nment, go
on,td.the'next.--Retain each comPleted
selfAscoking answer shoot until You

!

r1ip4sh all the AsSignmenis'in i unit (or
in the ciourpe if 4.t is notslivided into
.units). Doling the efivelopes'provided,

'
)



mail your.self-,sCored answer sheets to.the
Naval Education and Training Program
Development Center where the scores will,
be veritied and reccirded. Make sure all
lblahks at the top of each answer sheet
are filled in. Unleuti./oci furnishali the
inforMation required,'it will bee

.impoSsible to give yoy,gredit for your
work. You may wish.to recbrd your scores
on the assignments since the se.lf-scoring
inswer sheets are not ret ned.

.e.The-Naval
Education al Training

-

Program Development Centdr will issue a,-
letter of satisfactory completion to
eertify Successful completion of the
course (or a creditable unit of the
course', To receive-a course-completion
letter, follow the directions given on
the course-completion form in the back
of this NRCC.

yOu may keep the textbook and
assignments for this couree. Reeurn them
pnly in the event you disunroll izom the
course or otherwise fail to complete the
coUrse. Directiohs tor returning-the
textbook and assignments are given'on the
book-return form in the beck of. this
NRCC.

PREPARING FOR YOUR AIWANCEMENT
'EXAMINATION

Your examination 'for aqvancement
,is based on the Manual -eef Navy Enlisted
ManpoWer,and Personnel Classifications
and Occupationar Standards.
,(NAVPERS 18068). The sources of
qeestions in this examination are g ven
in,the Bibliography for Advancement

. Study (NAVEDTRA 10052). 'Since your .

NRCC and textbook are among the sources
listed in this bibliograPhY, be sure
to study both -in preparing to take your
advancement ekamination. The qualifIca-
tions for your rating may have changed
since your course ,and textbook were
printed, sd refer to the latest editions
pf NAVPERS 18068 and NAVEDTRA.10052.

NAVAL RESERVE RETIREMENT CREDIT

This course is evaluated at 30 Naval
Reserve retirement points. These points
are creditable to personnel eligible to
receive them under current directives
governing retirement of Naval Reserve
perionnel. Points will be credited 4n
'units as follows:

UNIT 1:

UNIT 2:

UNIT 3:

12 pointd ppon satisfabtory
completipObfAssignments 1
through
12 points upon satisfactory
completion of Assignments J
through 12.'
6 points upon satisfactory

cippletion of Assignments 1
throUgh 15.

Naval Reserve retirement credit will mot be given 40
ifjhe student nas previously-received credi:t for
any Engineman 3 & 2 ECC or NRCC.

3.

COURSE OBJECTIVE

Upon Completion of.the'course
assignments you will have demonetrated
'improved professional cOmpeteece by
selectine correct answers tp questions
-about the following subjects: the
construCtion, design, operation, and
maintenance of diesel engihes, reduction
gears and related auxiliary equipment
and supporting Systems;' the design of
gas"turbine enginei; the design, construc7,

applicatiort, end maintenance of
mechanical coMPonents such aS pumps,
valves, and Contrpl devices; thd .design,
operation, and maintenance of marine'
auxiliary equipment, specifically
compressed air systemsi'evaporatbrs,
trefrigeration and air conditioning
systems, 'deCk machinery, steering gear, P

and laundry and galley equipment; and
the-construction and use of the common
engine lathe.

While working on this nonresident
career course, you may,refer freely to
the text. You May seek advic4' and instruc:-
tion from others. or: problems arising in
the course, but the solutions submitted
must be the result Of yoUr own work and
decisions. You are prohibited from re-
ferring to or copying the.solutions of
otliers, or giving completed solutions,to
anyone else taicing the same course.
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Neval nonresident career courses may include a variety Of items -- multiple-choice, true-faise,

matchingi etc. the items are not -grouped by type; regardless.oftype, they ate presented in the-same
' Igeneral seguence as the textbook material upon which they are ,baSO. Thisifiresentation is designed

to preserve con of thought, permitting step-by-step development of 'ideas. Some courses use

' many types of hers only a few,' The student can readily identify the type of each item (and

, the action requI him) through inspectiOn of the samplet given below. ,

"

Each-hen contains several alterriatives, one of which provides the best answer to the item.
Select the best, alternativeln0 erase the appropriate box on the answer sheet. ,1

,MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS

.,
SAMPLE.

The first person to be appointed Secretary of Defense
,under-the Naerional SeCurity Act of 1947 was '

1 George:Marthall
2. ,James-,Forrestali

3Chetier,Nimitz
4.'William Halsey

TRUE-FALSE ITEMS
Determine if,theStatement is-true or false. If any part.of the statement is false the state-:.

ment it to be conntid

t
pd false.: Erase the approOriatelox-on.the antWersheetas indicated belOW.

The,erasure,of a correct answer is in-
ditated in this way'on the answer sheet:

.-
. SAMPLE

,s-2. Any naval eTlicer(11'authorized corresônd
bfftcially wit17,a Sureau of the Navy Department
'without his commaryding officer's endorsement.

. . ,
MATCHING1TEMS -._.

4;a-ch set et items' consists ofiwpo.columns, eaal listing %opt- s, p rases or sen ence The task

, fssto seTett'the iteM in column B which is'the best match for the item in column A that.is being'
.considered. lions in column 13 may be used once, more tnan once, or.not at all; Specific instructiens,
art given with.each set'of Items. Select the numbers identifying the answers and erase the. ' 4
apprdpelate boxls on.the answer'sheet.'

.

SAMPLE a. .
. .

In items s-3 through s-6, match the name of the shipboard officer in colu A ly ,selec4Ing.from.

. -cOlumn B the name of the department' in,ohich the officer functions.
4

-.
A. Officers ; * .B, Departments " the erisulre,of a torrect answer i$ in-

.

. s4-: DAmaie Control' Asistant i. Operations pepartilent

s74:sCIC.Officer.: 2. Engineertng DepartMent-

The erasure of a correctfanswer.is also
indicated in this way on the answer .

.shietc,

*s-5. Assistant orn DisCursing 3. Supply Department
_

Communicatiorls Officer.

c

"dic4ted in this way on the answer sheet:

How To Score Your Immediate Knowledge 2.f Results(CIKOR) Aniwer Sheets

bottom o CH
.

NOTICE:, t
vunttl "C"

Total the numper.of in- .

correct erasOes (those
that show page numbers)
fof each item and place
,in the blankSpace,at
the end of 'each,item.

41.e"onl'

'lumber of boxes
erased incorrectly

'Your scOre

0-2

4.0

Now.TOTAL\the column(s) of indbrrect erasures
r-sheet. ,

ng,,a page number,appearl, reView
"CC",'or "Ca" appears, For sOurs

ndmber of points (or incorrect ersures)wll
a ',Cr., "CC", or "CCC"-ancovereg (i.e., 3 05.

T/F itims)..,

.
0

-3-7

and find your soore in the Table at the

k

text-(stirtinfron that pave) and erase again
es administered by the Center, the maximum
be deducted fro0 each item whichpes NOT have
for,.four choice items, 2 pts. fa-three choite



Assignment 1,
Advancement and Reciprocating Internal-Combustion Engines

Textbook Assignment:, Pages 1 thiough 23

In this course youyi 1 fiemonstr that learning has taken place by correctly answering
trainin'g items, The mSre Nysical ict.of indicating a choice on an answer sheet is not in itself
important:. it is the mental aChievement, in whatever fore it may take, prior to the physical act
-that-is important and toward'which course learning ohjestives Are directed. .The seleseion of the
correct choide for a 'course training item indicates that you have fulfilled, at leait(in part, ,

the stated objective(s).

Thf accomplishment of certain objectives, for example, a physical act such as drafting a
memo, Annot readily be.determinid by ineans of objective type course items; however, you can
demonstrate-by means of answers to training.iteme that you'have acquired the requisite kqewledge
to perform the physical act. The accoipliehmentLof. certain other learning objectives, for
example, the mental acts of comparing, recognixiii, evaleating, choosing, selecting, etc., may
be readily demonstrated in a course by jdicating the.correct answers to training items:

-

The comprehensive objective for this course has already been givati. It states the purpose
of th course in terms of what you will be able to do as you complete the course.

-The detailed objectives in each assignment state what-you shOurd accomplish as you progress
through the course. They may appear eingly.or in clusters of closely related objectives, as,
appropriate; they are followed by item! which will enable you-to indieete your omplishment,

All ob4ectivea in this couise are learning objectives and items are teich ng items. They
point out important thing*, they assist in learning, and they should.enable you to do a better
job for the Navy.

1

This,self-study'course in only one part of the otal Navy training program; by tem very
netuie it can take you only part of-the Way to a training goal. Fractical experience, mchoold,
selected riading, and the desire to ae.complish are also necessary to round out a fully.meaningful
training program.

.1-earning Objective: Identif he
Engineman rating, listing some of the

.duties and respontibilities of the
personnel who)lold this rating.
Textbook paged.

yhich of the folloWing is adescriOtion
of the Engineman retie

1. A general rating in the engineering
group

2. A special rating held by Ihose Who
operate only one kind of engine

3. A service rating within the
Machinist's Mate rate
A service rating within any
engkneering spd teal group rate

sq

1

1-2. A general adrting4dentifies a/an
, ..

I. individual's job'qualifications
-. 2. 'specialty used An wartime
.: 3. broed occupational field of .related

duties and functions
4. individuai's performance in completing

his Personnel Advancement Requirements.
(PAW

An Engineman in M division will meet
probably be assigned to maintain

1. steering gear
2. refrigeretion.equipment
3. cranes and winches APill
4. propulsion machinery

561
S.

1 -

r.1



1-4.. As you move up the promotion .l.adder to
EN3 or'EN2, which of the following '

'describes your technical ltadership
responsibilities?

1: They will be more general inl,nature
2. They will be Mod.dirently related

to your work
3. They will inclOde more military

responsibilities than.for pereonnel
who hold other ratings

4. They will require only that you tell
others what to do,

1-5. An, Engineman.demonstrates technical
leadership best by

1. performing wnrk with integrity and
increasing knowledge
developing military leadership

/1.. taking pride in military avearance
4. demonstrating the manual'A'arms

die

1-6. Row can you- demonattate integrity di*
work7'

N.

1. Byietanding watches
2. By repairing.leaky valves
_3, 13z_cleaping.your equipment
4. By performing each of the above as

. well as you can

,

Learning Objective:. Discuss the purpose
of,Navy Enlisted Clessification C90241.

. (NBC'S). Textbook page 2. .
,

1-7. WhiCh of the follbwing is a purpose of
the Navy Enlisted Classification Codes
(NEC's)?

,

'.
To recruit Navy men and women
To identify.skilla and training
required for specific iypes of
operations or equipmen',
To dettrmine wh8 Will'adVance

4.' Tocc1assify information:about ships

NAVPERS 18068', The Manual of Navy Edlisted
Manpower and Personnel Classifications

and Occupational Standards lists the NEC's that .

. you are eligible to'.t:1-y foL

A

,Where can you fina a copy of- I:IAVPERS
. 18068?

1.1 the Room
2. In .the Perionnel Office
3; In the SupplmOffice-
4. In the Operations Office

woo

Learning Objective: Identify 'the

essentials of the Navy tnlieted '

Advancement System. Textbgok pages
2 through 9.

1-9.' Which of the following is/are required
.

for advancement in.rating to EN3 or EN2?

1. Reciaimendation of your commanding/
officer

2. Passing a written examination on
occupational standards applicable to
yourrate

3. tength of time in paygrade
4. All of the abnve

,,

1-10. Which of the following is NOT a require-
ment for advancement in rating to'EN3 or
EN2?.

1...Demonstrate ability to do everything
...listed for EN3 or EN2 in the
Personnel Advancement Requirement
(PAR) Program (NAVP2114414/4)

2. 7Pass a written E=4 or E-5 Military/
Leadership examination .

1. Cdmplete the mandatory Rate Training
Manual, Engineman 3&2
Demonstrate knowledge of subject
matter in related ratings at the
same paygrade

. .

What factOt(s) determine(s) Our final
multipfe score?

1. Scbre on-advancement examination
2: Length of time in rate
3. poer.formane marks
4. Bach,of the above

, . .

1-12: To find the required and recomMended
training coUrtes to study for advancement
io'xiatiAg, what-publication "

cOnsult?
I_
1. Navy Enlisted Manpower and Personnel

,Ctassifications and Occupational
Stindards, NAVPET4 111. (current
series)
Bi liography for Advancement Study:
NA TRA 10052 (current series)

T. Guide for Enlisted Classification
4. Shipboard Training Manual
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When studying for adirancenent,
that you will'be tested on.the
.that apply to

1. the,rite level to which you seek
aadvancement

2. your present ind104er rate levels
3. the raheileved'you seek and h4gher

levels \s

4. the rate leverto which'yoh seek
.11( advancoment,andjower'levels

Who schedules the Military/Leadership
Examinations?

remember
standards

1. Chief of Navel, Personnel
2. Commanding Officer
3. Divislon Officer
4. Education Services OffiCer

1-15. What do Occupationel Standards identify?

1. Military requirements
2. Leadership requirements
3. Work-requirements,.
4. Each-of the abov

A
1-16. Wileraiira (a) Navel Standards and b)

Occupational Standards found in
NAMES 18068?

1. (a) Section I (§) Section II -
)2. (AO' Section II (b) Section I
3. (a) Section I (b) Section I
4. (a) Section II CO Shction

In inswesing itema 1-17 an'd 1-18, refer
to figures 1-3 and 1-4 of the text.

1-17. 'After studying piping end tielves what
topic should you stddy next?

Propulsion
Casualty cmgrol
Auxiliary machinery, .
Distilling ,

1-18. What information is foulAirintlock (2)
of your Profile Information Form?

1, Examination status
2. Your final,multiple
3. 'Minimum jultiple required
4. Standing

-

1-19.. Which of the following replaces the
Eacord.of Practical Factors?

1. Personnel QuagificatimrSyn/ dards.

.2. 'Engines-ring Operations Sequencing,
'System

3. yerammel Advancement, Requirement
(PAR) Program

4 A Occupational*Standards

1-20. What paygrides, tf any, are exempted
from the personnel Advancement Esquire-
mant.(PAR).Program?

1, 2-3 apprenticeships, 2-8, and 2-9
2. 2-8 and 2-9 only.
3. 2-3 apprenticeships only
4. None

1721. What information is found in Section II
of the PAR? .

1. Fornel School and TrainIng Require-
ments

2. Adndnistration Requirements
3. Occupational Requirements
4. Military Ability 'Requirements.

Learing Objective°. Descrike the
- 'functions.of the Engineering Opera-

tional Sequencing System (EOSS).
Textbook page 9.

1-22. Which of. the folloWing describes EOSS?

AV

1 -23.-

1. A group of geniral proce4ures that
covers all ships of the i11B class

2. Details the tequential op. ational
functions forNkthe complete cycle of
plant evolutions

3. Includes 24S and PO
4. Improves everything except witOtt.

standing

-
gOSS will standardize vatchstanding
between shipt.

. 4

The'primary goal. of zoss Is to ieprove
operational readiness hy improvemente
in operation ind casualty control
procedures. What is the secondary
featur: of BOSS? 1

1. To provide a PAR checkoff procillure
2. To prOvide kid in7training new Man
.3. To imprOve 341 procedurei
4. To standardize proficient)?

Learning Objective: Discuss the purposes
of PersonnelAkalification Standards..
Textbook pawl% 9 and 10.



1-25. Which-of the following fanctions is NOT
served by ehe Fersoneel Qualification&
Standards?

I. Describing the knowledge and skills
a traihie rit;Ust hove to parforeeduties'
correctly

2. PrOVidieg a petty officer to teeth
the,leaener in each step of workao

3. indAvidisaliaing leareing itt
4. Placing responsibility tor lea

on the learner

1-26 Personnel Qualificatione Standards
aupport the advancement in rating
requirements which are given in the

1. Basic Military Requirements, NAVTRA
10054-D-

2. Bibliogeaphy for Advancement Study,
NAVEDTRA 10052 series

3. Navy Enlisted Menpoeer and Personnel
Classifications and Occupational
StandardssNAVURS 18068 series

4, Personnel Advancement Requirement
(PAR) Program, NAVPERS 1414/4

.

-1-27. Which Subject section is NOT contained
' in the PerseeMa..4.maiLiceetien-Standerds?

1, 100 series - Theory -
2. 300,series - Watchstanding
3. Feedback forme
4. Maintenance

Learnag Objective: Identify the
Purpose, benefits, and limitations
of the Planned Maintenance System.
.Textbook page 10.

1-28. WArl of the folloWing is NOT A purpose
di the Planned Maintenence System (PMS)?

1. To administer examinations:on
- mai'etenance theory

To provide for detection end
prevention of imp:ending tasualties

3. To deicrihe the methods and tools
to be used
To estimateend eveluate material :-
readiness -

1-29. Which of the-following actions is NOT .

required for,the Planned Maietenance
Sysiem to be successful?

1. Professional. guidance Irom owe al
'emailable.sources.

2 Obtaining a degree in meelgement
3. ,D1rection at eath'echelon of the

organizatiop
4; Training in the maintenance steps

,and it the syritem
.

Learning Objective: List sourcee of
informetion for Enginemen who wish te
advance in their careers. Textbook
pages 11 through 14.

1-30. Whorl studyieg for edvancement, which of
the following publicatibns will be a'
fiinderance?

1. NAVSEA Journal
2. \Blueprint Reading and Sketching
3. Naval Ships' Technical Manual
4. Obsolete rate treining manuals

1-31. If extensive changereoccur in the
qualifications for a rating between
the annualioublications of NAVXOTRA
fb052, Where can you find a list of
study material?

1; NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS Nottoss
Z. SUPERS Notice
3. NAVEDTRA 10052 supplements
4. Naval Ships'4. Technical Manual

Which of the courses listed in NAVEDTRA.
10052 for your rating meet you complete '

to be elrgible to take theadvancement
in rating examinations?

1.

IL,

.A11 courses listed for the Engineer-
Ing and Hull gioup

2. All courses listed for the next
higher rate

. Courses marked with an Asttrisk,at
the,next tiigher rate .

4. Unmarked-co rues listed fOr the next
higher ratb

Assume that you ere ae EN3 preparing to
take the servicewide advancement id rate
examination.for E12. Whic41 eoersea end`4_
references listed in NAVEDTRA 10052 series
will you be examined ep?

1. All 6431114es and references listed

for E-4 and E-S for the EN rating
2. All courses listed for E-5

Engineering rretings
3. Courses market with an aster,i.sk

ferE-5 Ind E-6 in the EN eating
4. Courses marked witli an asterisk,

for E-5 Engineering/Hull ratings
and all references kor

. Engineering/Hull ratinlir

7



,In items 1-34 through 1-36, select tha publice-
tion from column B that is A source of the
'informatidn in cOlumn

r.

1`.

A. Information B. NAVEDTKA
Publications

1-34. Knowledge and 1.

skills appli-
cable to each
paygrade within
the Enginemad
rating

1-35. Latest edition
of a given.Rate
Training Ranual:

1-36, References used
tor source mate- 3.

.rial fot adVince-
mant examinations

Navy Enlisted
Manpower, and

Personnel Classi-
fication, and
Occupational'

Standards

:Bibliography

for Advancement
Study, NAVEDTRA
10052 series

1.ist of Training
.'Manuals and

Correspoddence
Conroe, NAVEDtRA
10061. series

4. The Metric
System, NAVE6TEA
475-01-00-75-1

,1-37. Each rate training manual contains
t information relating directly to the

occupational qvalifications of several
ratings.

1-38. What ie the best source of definitions
to the technicalterms used in your
textbook?'

1. Ydur leading chief
2. -Glossary et the and of tha text
3. Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary
4. 'Each chapter-of-your text

1-39. Which of the following hints for studying
should help you get the most fromcyour
Navy training 'Course?,

1. Devote your time excluaively to
important military topics

-2. Try not to cover a complete unit in
any one study period

3. Omit easy material; atudy only the
most difficult and the unfamiliar

4.. Make not s as you study, putting the
main idea, in your own words:. then
review ,yout notes

e

t

5,

1-40. :AA you study a Nevytraining course,
what atudy practice should'you follow? ,

up.a fixed number of pages to
study in each an4 every study period

2. Tie in new infotmation with thihgs
you know already

3. Memoriae.as much is you cen from a
chaptef and repeat it to a shipmate

4.- Skip over the illustrations and
save them until*the end of your
course.

1-41. Which of the.foll ng ie a monthly,
publication thait con eine useful articles
about shipboar45engi.eering and informa-
tion Oncerning new developments?

Chenge to NAVSHIPS' Technic's'
Manuel

2, NAVSEA Journal
3. -Supplement to applidable Navy

Trainlng Course
4. bibliography for Advancement Study

1-42. Aboard ship, blueprints are-filed
according to.

1. month and yearof issue
2. SHIPALT numbgr
3. numeriCal sequence in the

drawing index ,(SDI)
4: revision number or lett

.

Learning Objective: Correctly use
technical language to'describg the
prpciples of operation of gasoline

, and diesel enanes. Toottbook peges
16 throuih 23.

.01

1-43. Diesel engines are.ciassified as
reciprocating internal-combustion
enginerbecause thay:

1." use energy from fuel burned outside
their cylinders ".

2. burn fuel in alcombustion chamber
that movesloacic and forth

3. burn fuel. in a chamber where it,
energy moves a piston backoind
forth -
use'e continuout combustion process

0 to impart rotary' motion'to the
Pistons -

Ns,

p.

t.



1-44. -In a diesel engine, internal coebustion
causes the-piston to move-by

tha admission of fuel and air into
the cotbnation space

2.. pressure of lees produced and heated,
by the burning of fuel and air in.the
Cylinder

3. specially designed.parts connected to'
e.shaft

.

4. the'concept of reciOrocity
-

1-45. The 'thermal energy produced by internal
tgUOURtion in an engine is transformed

,

inth

o

1 combustion energy
internal energy',

3. external-energy'
4. mechihical'eriergy"

deecribihg engine-Operation, whSt'does.
:the term "cycle" mean?

1. The sequence .of events:that produces
a power.pulse

2. One rotatiOn of the engine cranksheft
3. One stroke of a piston
4. Any of the above

1-47. WilAt determine& the number of even s
occurring in a cycle of operation?

1.: Crankshaft tevolution
2, Type of engine 6l1esel or gasoline).
3. Distance a piston ttavels during a

- stroke
4. Number ofkpistons

1-448. Lp deserting engine operation,
, the ism "event' mean?e

.1. The .0to4uction of high,PrOsetiti gases
2. .The removel'of expended combust4mci

gave*
3. The admiesion of air to'the cy4Ander
4. 411 of.the above

The dieeel eigirke eycle includes-Six .

events;,the'gesolint cycle includes five.
Whichevent occuri'nnly in the hieiel
engine cycle?,

at

1-49.

a

what does

1. -COmpression'eVant.
2; CombuStion went A A

3. Fuel injectir4event,
4.- 'Power event

4

1-50. When is fuel injected into a cylinder of
diesel thgines?

1. Before air in the cylinder is
-,compressed

2. After air in the cylinder is
compreised:

3. After cotbustion gases in the
cylinder lave expanded

4. Az eir is iakeh into the cylinder

1-51 One cycle qsf:engine operation includes 4

1. one combustion cycli
2. one mechanical cycle
3. one mechanical and one combustion

cycle
4, either,half a mechanical cycle or an'

entire mechanical cycle depending
on engine t&pe

1-5B. -Which of the following is referredto
the combustion cycle?

The mechanict 4.engine:oPeration
The heat.process which produces the
forces.that move. engins_perta
'Number of piston strokes involved
Themachanical equivalentof heat.

1-53.: What term describes the 'series of heat
indTpre4sure processes'lhat compose a
;cycle of eugAne operatiOh?

1. 00erating cycle
1. Mechanicil cycle
3.. Eithernechanical or operating cyele
4. 'aiMibusilon 'Cycle,

A piston in 44-strokecyOleengine
makes four strokes during çach

1. cranksheft revolutio
2. mechanical cycle of cperation

.perAbd of two combustioui cyclea
cycle of two events .

1-55: frh.fu tional difference between a,
2-stro nd a 4-etroke cycle engine
is in the number of

1. piston strokihe each one needs to,
cotplete )1icombustion cycle

2. piston strokes each one needs to
qomplate a complete revolution

3.. strokes in each combustion event
4. coibustion event occurring in each

'stroke

,r7

Si
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1-56. The two strokes of a 2-stroke cycle
engine are-

1. power and intake
2. intake and =hewn
3. exhaust and compression-
4.' comptessiodend pOwer

'

1-57. At the instant a j'iston is ai batom
dead center, the motion, of.the crankshaft
is (a) ancfthe motion (3 the piston

1-64. For a given size engine, the 2-strike
, cycle engine will deliver more power

et.
than a 4-stroke cy'cle engine because,

is

1- contie4ous (b) downward
2, (a) Stopped (6) etOppsd

'Ike) contiendUs (b) itopped
4. (1)..4101.,tuwird "(b) dOwnwerd'

Klatch eyentsin a-47stroke,cycya engine- in.;
/ colUen,t,vith-the occurrences.and. motions Of
'engine:patty's i Olumn A. )(IL

Occurrene enB Hotio4 B. :gvent'

. ,

,:ristqn demeending,
entei;ifig

09. .Piston eaCending, aIr. 2. Exhautt
ch4gelret4ined in

ithes a longer power'stroke
2. more air gets into-the cylinder:each

sttoke
dmvielops tWici-aa many power_

.-.strokee at the.eamm speed
-higher- cOmbuition pressures are

. developed , .f
- . .

The termS 1!okie and'"Ossel" axe from the
names of the internar-comboitinn engiee
ieventorm. 'Prom the list helow find the
charecteristic thei:ie. Peculiar .

to the, design of eaeh inventor in ccauen

. 1-65,e

,

1-66;.

ComPres-

3. Intake-

A. Inventor B. Characteristic,

.1. Operates .on.a
.2-itroke cycle'

. a

. Achieves fuel a
Igni;ion` througW
..high' compression,'

,
Oparatea
:4-stigke

,

4 Achieveepil,
ignitige7threogh

:spark.
/

VI a'

1-6 . -Piston deecending',.fuel

burning : 4.,

4. Power -

...

I Piston' descandinii, waste'

.geses,leaving cp/indeis

"..7
1-162. ''PhAb'evgnt doem.liOT occur dpr.ipg

. *:an,t.thepiston Just reaches to74 '
dead center?. ... ,

, .

1. Intake
t2:-'rgnition'

, . Powee
4. Exhanst

1=67.-:Mbit leche relationship betweikn-the
temperetdre developed in:a 'combUstion

Oe.and the compreasion retie of ttle,-
ne7

.

.

1. , Higher compresaion ratids create
higheritemperatures ,

Higher temperatures create higher
almaression ratios'
Lower temperatures 9teate higher
compreesion ratios

4. Higher compression ratios create
1owertemperaturee,- "
Le

'IA a oilltsp1,..angina after iinqion of t1ze

fnel 'and befe.re the piston reachee TOc,. '

there it little change in

1:- voluie
2. pressure.
3. tesperatuts
4. energy

1-63. Whet two events occur s Moltspeous/y im
.2-airoke cycle engine?

1. 1Xhaust and.scavenging
2. Scavenging and compression
3: Ignition and "exPandion:.
4: Exhaust and. compression,



1-6 ' 'Why 1atbe designed comprpsion ratio
of a gasoline ngine.lowerthan thst
of 'a-diesel engine?

.

1. Compresiion must be low for
affective sperk ignition

2. COmpressionMust be Iow for
espOth operatiOn

3. Compression *1st be lOw to prevent

4. CoMpression must be low to heva
.

affective pre-ignit tiOn

1 70. 'An'indicatqr card,: iii'.1pOisturetvolnise

disgram;`, 'shove grayhically the: ;.

1. .'iolproiaiOn ratio of theengi4.-
of the engine:

3. relationships:between pressure and
vOlume-during(one'stroke Of the
engine

4. ,relaticinshipi between.piessure'andi

.volume during one cyCle of the
engine

Match the,,relationshipi of pressure and volume
ia theoriticaI'otto,cycle engine (col
with the events in cblumn A.

A. Event

1-71 Combustion

1.772. Exhaust

'B. Relatiotiehis,

1. PTessure increasing,
. volume decreasing

2. Pressure deCreas14,
volume constant

, 3. Pressnre decreasing,
volume increasing

4. Pressure increising,
volume constant

44stch.the relitionthips of pressure 'and volume
In.& theoretical diesel Cycle. engine coluan W.10
with the events. in column A4

A. .Event
(

B. 'Eel onship

Compression

Combnstion

Eikheiset

1. Pressure deéreasing,
volume Ancreasing

IP

2. Pressure conetant,
dec*-easing

3. Pressure decreaming,
'volume constant,

4.'Pressuks
volume increasing

A



Assignment ,2
,

ReciprocatioK Internal-ColbustXon'Enginp (Continued); Prindipal
and Principal Movingand Related Parts

Textbook Assignment: *ages 24 through 60

.

Stationaty Parts of an Engine;

Leerning Objective: Correctly use'
technical iangnage'to describe the
Principles of operation of gasoline
and diesel engines. Textbookpages
24.through.26.'):

2.1. During thecompressiots stroke in a
4-stroke Otto cycle engine, assume that
a pieton eaves seven-eighths of the total
distance from 20C to TDC. What is the
compressibil ratio?

1. 6 to 1
2. .7 _to 1

3. 7.5 to 1
4. 8 to 1

2-2. In the Otto "cycle, the fuel-air mixture is
ignited at wbat point and by what means?

1. At TPC by heat generated by coupres-
elan

2. Just before TDC by heat generatieby
compression

3. Just before TDC by spark ignition
4. At TDC ,by'siark.ignition

2-3. Which characteristic of ,ths Otto cycle
occure.in the actual diesel cycle but
NOT in the theoretical diesel cycle?

1, No pressure increase' uring
.1 combustion

/
2.,.Repid pressure increase

1coubd.tion
3. Rapid volume.increase during

\ combustion
4. 'No volume increase during combustion

2-4. The complete combustion evet in a diesel
engine-occurs slightly before the pieton
reaches top dead center.

2-5. In a 2-stroke cycle engine the,exhaust
event requires a full stroke of the piston.

-

Learning Objective: Describe and
compare the construction ahd character-
istics of opposed pipton engines and
single-acting engine/. Textbook pages
27 through 32. \

2-6. An. engine-having a combustion chamber
located batweena cylinder head and the
crown of a' piston is of which of the
following types?

1. Double acting
2. Opposed
3. Single acting
4.. Horizontal opposed

2-7. An engine having a combustion chamber
located between the crowns of rw?
pistons is of which of tha following
types?

1. Double acting
2. Opposed piston
3. Single acting
4. Horizontal opposed

2=8. Which of the following is NOT
aingle-acting angrnes?

1. Exhaust valves
2. Scavenging ports
3. Combustion chambers
4. Double crankshaft. '

foutd in

Match the
in column
in column

parts
A with

A. Part

of an opposed/piston engine
the locations in the engine

2-9. Inlet (scavening)
port

2-10. Exhaust ports

2-11. Injector nozzle

2-12. Vertical drive

"16

B. Locatign

1. Bottom of
4

cylinder'

2. Between the
crihkshafts

3. Top of cylinder

4. Middle of
cylinder



2-13. In an opposed Piston engine; the tem
"crank lase means that

... .

1. one crankshaft tUrnajaatei than
hte othar- ,

< .

-2...thetwo crankshafts turd'in different:_
-directicide......., '-..--:'

,
3. onepiaton in7a.,cylimder, reaches

inner dead.genter before the other.
4. one piston ih-e'cylindei roaches

inner dead center when the'other
reaches outer dead center

2,14. Crank lead is used to cause which.of
the following?

1. Longer combustion events
2. Exhaust events starting.before

scaVenging events
3. Exhaust events lasting longer than

scavenging events
/ 4. Higher combustion temperatures

Figure

VOW

JaxmAvitY
phooTO

INLET
POETS

ouscrom
NOZZLE

OPENING

\\
2A--E-Vents in operatingcycle of an

opposed-piston' engine.
.

I.
In answering 2-15 through 2-17, refer
figure 2A.

1,179

Assummethat the lower piStion is at .

Point 4,4 few degrees befere IDC and
movilag toward 16C. The event how
ocCUrring in the cylinder-is

3.

4.

expansion
injection
scavenging
supercharging

2-17. Which of the following events starts
in the cylisder as'the bottom piston
approaches point CI?

1. Injection
Scavenging

3. Compression
4. Expansion

l
4

2-18. %The difference in crank lead between
,.the upper and lower cranks of,the

engine causes the lower shaft to

1. receive le s power than the upper
abaft'

2. receive more power than the upper
shaft

3. operate most of the engine's ,

accessories
.

4, rotate faster than the upper shaft

Match the,advantages-in folumn A with the-,
two principal types of engines in column B.

A. Advantages

2-19. Lighter weight

2-20. No valve problems,'

2-21. ,Do not require
blowers

B. Typ'e Of Engine

1. Opposed-piston
engines

2: Single-acting
engines

Learning-Objective: Point out the
function of the stationary parts of
the engine frame. Textbook pages

to. 33 through 38.

When the pfsfona ih the figure arevat
Doints Al and A2 and moving toward IDC,
whavevent is taking place in the
cylinder?

1. Compression
2. Expansion
3.' Injection 411.
4. Scavenging,_.

OP.

222, What is.the functionof an engine's
stationary par'ts?- !

10

1. To add power tp-the engine
2. To keep the engine firmly'st.tached

to its supporting base
3. To.keep.moving.engine parts it their

proper.relative positions
tr. To-rotate the craashaft.



2-23. In losadern'internaIcom$ustion engine,
the ,lpad-carryingt kart-a,thit engine fete..
retorted

' ,

:

r* a .
2-29. The kteatings that sitipport ie cta4shaft

Are generalry called I. . '

4, .4

.1. $041:114 ta or /ba it 1
2. gulp oil" 'p4re '.... . f ,... , 4
3. cyliiiaer black i, 6: .,.4,1:: '-

4. frame, 1 -. .."4.,4,.
. w..

2-24. In figure:)&1 of,*h.e. textbook, wat are .

the parts Of the cylinder bloOladeled ...,
6, 8,',and 9C '..i'-'.,.)., 1,,i, Y :!

1. Air boxem,k *ir inifi'ports,.and
camshaft boxes ,

2. Air inlet Portallivitetladketa', and'
hal:Who/es *

.

3. Water jackets, air inlet ports,. end
cylinder'finer boxes' ip thesblock

4. Lubricating oiisRemsaiOs, camshaft
bares,, and coolantpdeeage

.

V-type cylinder blocks re usually.
constructed of torsi ereel,plates
welded together' and al 'with-the' .

mounting pada for the ma bedring seats .

as integral parts at the ttam<of
block.

(

j.. linEt ;heft -.bearings',

2..' conneCting tod bearing.a.

Main° bkariugl..; 9.
4. stipPli),re tearing& -44;1.

2-26. In 414116 large engines dal.mora modern

design, wt is the support for thsjImin
bearings?'

1. 'Bedplate
2. Block
3. Base
4. Sump

2-27, In an engine, what ii the purpose of
mnd plates?

1. To provide acce.sibilitJto the
cylinder liners

2. To add stability to the engine block
3.. To add rigidity to :the blocicam4 a

surfacefat ittchin ?tfier,perts
4. To make a surface Of the base

.2-28. A safety cover differs:fromother &MAIM,
doors in that it is fitted with a

I. apring-loaded preasure
2. handwheel
3. enut-operated claep
4. large gasket

ptate'

4 4,

Learning Objective: °IdentrIfy Nylipder
glesemiliies WI their fonctions0 faplts.;P.

44 ,

e. and repair pro edUrea. Textbook paies. .

4 .'(
. N3 thtalgh 50. .

. .3 % ,,

=
-

:44

-30: TWilasic copdhents of all.cylfiTdor
assembliei along,witivielated.movini
parto,provao a gi*-tight an4 liquii-

tightspace. TO atcofiplish tbit,,rn .

gaaket.is necessary bitween ehm head''
'and baock on all cylinder Assemblies.

. ,

2-31. Winder liners lhat are an integral
partgrthe rlock bOve which of.lhe

4 following-disadvantages?

They con4uZt heat pqprly .

2. They are expeneive
3. They cannot be.replaned
4. Ttiy houire special tooli tor

-remov,e1

2-32. In an intetnal-combustion ingine, which
of the tollcaring-materiele fi-sost -

commonly used 'for 1.1ner construction?'

. 4

.4

1. Close-wined steal
2. Close-grained cast iron

Clossi-gftined Hanel
4. Wear-resistant'steel

2-33. Which of the-follovi4 is the beft
description of a drx-type liner?

2-34.

4

14'7. 41.

S.

1.' Thick wall press fit, integral
cooling p sages, .

2. Thick wall,i loose fit, watei
jacketed

3. Thin'well ptessed or loose fit
out colin passages ,

4, Thin ii;111,/integral with black
I .

V.

with -

When press-fit linersAere replaced with
loose-fit liners, what %OseVe done.tc
the cylindevbore?

lf It mustbe honed to a large iNi'ameter

2. It must lee replaced'
3. It must,be machined to a Larger

diameter "

4. It ma t be heated to

1
0.



2-35. ,In a witityie liner that-does:not have.
integral coolang'Passegea, Via Water'
jacketfs for& by'

1.

2.

3.

4.

an integral Cooling-peseage in the
block

.

a liner and a separvjaCkat'Which
is part of the bloek
individual tubes which.are inser.ted
in the block
a liner and an integral cooling

.

paseage which is part ofthe block

2-36. Generelly, the seal at the combustion
end of 4 wet-type liner consists of 4

1. gasket under a flaege or machined
fit

2. rubber or neoprene rings
3. lbyrinth seal
4. nonardentng sealing compound

.*
I

2-4 . Which of the following cendittons CoUld.,e
indicate,a crack.in the cylinderiner
nf an .engine?

1. Water standing atop the cylindeei
piston after the engine is securod:

'Abnormally high coolant temperaure
when the engine is operating

3. Large amounts of waterin the lobe

4. Any of the above.

2-42. 'Which of
. when a c

cooled?.
)

1. Liner failure.
2. Therpal etress
3. Uneven heating
4 fluctuation ip rpoi,

2-37. .In a' water-jacketed liner, water-enters
the lower section of tha jacket aild
leaves through the.top.

.21.38. If a lip forma et the coibuation end
a water7jacketed liner which Of the
following parts ii i.iely to break?,

1. Connecting.rod /
2. Crankshaft /
3. Piston ring
4. Cylinder head

of

2-39. In a cast.type jacket liner, haw is the
water jacket formed?

. the inner and outer walli ofthe,_

*2. B 1)1Artica1 passages ----7k

.
1

3.' Both I. and 2 above
4. ,1Upper aid lower 0...rings

2-40. You are removi
en engine.-
..liner pull.
must you ti
inSteed of

TDe put
wrench

2. The cylnd4r liner could
with a_wre h

73.
Threadkon both nuts and
be demaied by a wrench

4. There is some denger that a wrench
wilI17left in the cylinder liner

1

cYlinder liner from
fastening the special
the linerstuds, why'
the cap nuts by han4
euch?

ot be reached will A

be scratched

studs could

ss-

e-fol1owing,m11I N0T'result
mbar liner is improperly

\
t

2-43. Whith of therfollowing is/are a
symptam(s)..of a sZoted cylinder?

1. Low compressiOn pressure
2. Rapid wearing out of Piston rings -

3.- Both 1 and 2 aboVe
4. Cra ked or broken piston rings

2-44., Broken Piston,rings will cause which
of' the following.problems?

125 Scored cylinder. kiners

'ConneCting. rod bearing, failnre
. 3. Righ lube oiltemperature
4. Migh.freshwater temperature

2-45. Wbich of thlkf011owing Conditions will
prodUle out-of-round cylinder l,inert?

1.1 .4peratIng thejengine at a too low rpm
2. Defealvtimain bearing
3. PistOn s. e thruet
4. ZmproPerly seated-head

2-46. Corrosive vapors are most likely to
%

condense on the cylinder lin r walls
-tif on engine while the engine is

1. opereting at temPeraturesalcteding
normal

2. operating with the lubeopil eremite
helow normal

3. Warming,.up after it is prat started
A. operating in such a way that normal'

lube"oil pressnre is exceeded

12 J
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2-47. 16,4 2-et'r-oke cYCII engine with alumina=
pistons, what is the makissam weerlimit
lor the liner?

'

t

1, 0.0015 in. isi inch 410141er
2. '0.0025 in. per inCh diametbr.
3. 0.003. in.'per inch diameter
4. 0,005 in. per inch diameter.

2-4 . The spark plugs of a gasoline engine are
always foubd in the cylinder.head: in a
diesel engine, what-engine part.almome.
invariably is.located in the'cylinder
head Or head*?

1. Intake valve
2. Air7starting valve
3.. Fuel'injection '

4. Rocker arm assembly

The feifulei or jumper. ined ifi a,diesel
anOne serve as

1: electrical timing'deviCel f.dir the
parts in the head
looadjoinere between the headand,
'the block

3. eonnectionehetwein the coolant
paesages in the block end the head
'e"bnnections. ter:carry fuel oil from

the hlock to thajnjectere inthe'
head

What should yo do if you find a um od'

or distorted cylindcrihead?
.

I, Machina the head to correct. -

tolerance '

2. Replace the head aa
possible

3.. Overtoreue-qte head:until leekage.
; stops .

4. Reduce the load on the engine

soon as.

2-53. Which of the.following symptome
indicates fouling in the combUstion
spaces?

1. 'Faicestive oil

'Smeicy exhaust

3. Los, of power
4. AWOfothe above

pumping'

j.marutpg Ohiective: Identify pre-'
cautions and gaskets uted ih'
installing a'cylinder head. Text*
book paget01 through 53.

9

2-54; What ereCautten Oould youotake beformA41 ,
installing nuteon cy,linder head'atuds?

1. 'Apply sttrong seapsudsi4th a water
lancl .

Clean threads. with.4' *ire

81) ) an -aPPIPvet 5:qh:
°Immerse Stiel,nute
and 0.ow off,reemaning

. Stripe stud nut3 with s file'AcAH.
polish with a fine.cloth

2.-50. You are lympacting a cylinder.head for
cracks. Which pithe following prOcidures

'- should you.use?

)
.1. ii.fter bringing the ,Oiston Of each

cylinder'to top. Tiead canter, apply
'cpmpressed Air -

. 5Ximiee'by sight: or with megnetie
powder 0

3. Perform the hydrostatioteat which is
used oh water-Jacketed cylinder
liners

4. Any-of the abOve Methods
6

2(-51. The gaskets which are used between the'
mating surfaces of he head and the.block
of an engine maks this joint ,

Alp. ac id iesistant
2. leakproof ,
3.. rigid

-

4. correctly shaped

7

13

2-55. Compressibility is a commbn provirioe,
all,gaskets. -Which of the following
ma ertals is used to make gaskets?, ',2 S

Laminated steel sheets
. Synthetic rubber

3. Copper
4.' Any ef the above

2756.

'Learting 6bSectives Identify t4e
4funetiona1 parts Of the engine
mouritiag:''Textbook pSged 53 and 54.

Tfielsuppoiting and cOnnecting ptdestal
betWeen an engine and the
struttu e is referred' to as 04.

1. enginebase
2. . subbatip'

3., chock !
A. -stud

,
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2-57 Normally, 3hich 'Of the/following'
.

mechanimma 'are NOT m.Onnted to th.-e
structutd by ho,k absorbers

add vibration ieolators

1. 'Engines that will receive'ahock loads
from poWerful exploeiona

2. 'Propulsion engibes
3. Operating engines that develop high-

frequeWy small-amPlitnde\Vibrillions
4. Small generators Mounted near the

hull .

Learding Objective: Oistinguist{
fietweenthe function and character-
istics of intake,and exhaust NhaVes.

.Textbook page.55.

-40 In an internal-combustion engine haVing
botk intake and exhaust v4ves; the'!

intake valVes ate opened to idmit.air to the
cylinder during theQintake stroke, and exhaust.,
valves are .Opened,to dischare waste gases
during the exhaust sL-oke.

i2-e58. Intake and..,extlaust valves used:,in

Internal-combustion engines are of)
, what type?. 1

1.' Gas operated check
2. Spring activated
3. Cote-shaped seat
4. Poppet

2-9. What design feature(s)
an exhaust valve And NO
valve?

. M

/are found in
n an'intake

1. Hollow, Aodium-filled stems '

Beveled edges on the valve head
. Alloy st'eel construction

4. All of the above

2-60. Why are low-alloy steels generally-used . .

ipc intake valves?

l. Because intake valves are exposed to
the corrosive action of hut exhaust
gases

2. Because intake valves are not ekPosed
tip the corrosive action*of. hot exhaust
,gases

3. Because loW-alloy stee ls resist
corrt.Ision

4 Because intakeralves ar.e larrger
and need a hard alloy surface

14

a

Learning Objective: Identify common
causes of defective valve operation.
Textbook pages 55 and 56.

2-61. Which valve casualty is/are prohabl.y
caused by failure to close f

1. Burned valve
2. Valve float
3. Sticking 4a1ve (

4. All of the above J

2-,62. Which valve casUalty is probably
cauved by metal fatigne?

1. Burned valves'
2. Valve float
3. Stiokng valves
4. All o the above

2-63. Failure to'properly prepare the counter-
bore area before placing a valve seaf
insert in it will cause whdt problem?

1. Uneven heat,transfer between the
'seat and the counterbore

2. Scratching of the insert
Misalignment of the valve'head
in the seat

4. Loose fit of the insert in the
counterbore

410.

Learning Objectiv4: Identify the
principal valve maintenance procedures.
Textbook pages 56 through 59.

,2164. When replacing a valve seat insert,
which of these procedures should you
NOT follow?

1. Plan the operation so the ihsert
is placed rapidly
Use boiling water to heat the head
Drive the insert down with a heaq.
hammer

4. Shrink the insert with dry ice
A

2-65., Minor pkts and flaws may be removed from
a valve seat by.

1. .bufiing
2. hand grinding
3. insert replacement
4. rubbing with prussian blue k
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2-66. To avoid the condition shown in figure

4-5 of theftexti hand grinAng of valves

should be-41one only

&as a finishing operation

2. ,when the valve seat is pitted

3. when the cylinder head is off

4. before final dressing on a lathe

2.-67. How are valves refaced?

1. On a lathe
2. Against the valve seat

3:. Machine grinding

4. jay eny of the abov means

2-fr. Wilat factors shorten-the life

- springs?'

of valve

1. Compression and corrosion

2. Misalignment and compression

,3. Corrosion and fatigue

4. Fatigue and compression

2-69. Whicb of the following 4oes NOT warrant
waive spring replacfiment

1. -6.- of '3% of length
2.. Damage to protective co t

3. Hairline.eracks.
. Rust pits

2-70. What.wil
placed between a valye stem and valve

etem

r; Damaged valve stem caps
2. Broken valve stems

3. Dropped valVe'a, r_

4. All vf the_above'*

aP

if shims are NOT properly..

cap.

,
Learning Objective: Identify the

'functions of the components of. the

valve actaiting istecheniams. Text-

book page .61).( ,

1

227h.41) Rocker arms.transfer motion.between what

..two components?

1. Crankshaft and camshaft

,2. Camshaft and valves

3. Valves and pistons

4. Exhaust and intake valves

21-72. What design o valve actuating gears

does NOT use push rods? .

1. Cam shaft located in or near the

cylfader head
2. Cam shaft located low on the'

cylinder block.
3. Valve bridges used to open exhaust*

valves simultaneously
4. Two camshafts located in the block

-773. Valve bridges are used to

15

, 1. operate two valves.in sequence

2. operate two valVes simultaneously'

3. replace rocker Arms

4. replace liush rods



Assignmen
Principal Moving and Related Parts (OontinUed)

Te itbook Aasignment: Pages 61 through91.

3

Learning Objective: Point out
maintenance procedures for valve
actuating gear. Textbook page 61.

What is the,most:important factor in
keeping a,prdperly adjusted valve
actuating gear in good condition?-

1. Minimum Clearancee
2. Contrel of corrosion
3. Proper materials
4. Adequate lubk-icatton -

A
3-2. The,mostscommon aintenauce required

rocker arms'is.

1. _reaming the bushingS in the rocker

. .'inspect-ing the rocker arm ends for

/A-./wear .

3. checking tappet clearances,and
locknut tigktness

.

4, replacing tappet adjusIng screws
and locknuts

4.

3-5. After setting a tappet clearance and
locking the adjusting'sicrew with the'
nut"what is your next step?

1. Recheck the cleaiance
2. Adjust the next tappet -

3. Warm the engine up and reset the
clearance
Check the manUfacturet's:aanual

to see-if the clearance is Correct

Learning Objective: Point out the
functions of cam followers and lash
adjusters. Textbook pages 61 through
63.

3-6. What is the'function of cam followers?

1. TO absorb friction'from the Ciam
shaft

2. To'reduce tappet clearances
3. To replace the tappet setperewi
4. To transmit cam motion to.the

valve actuating mechanism-
'

3-7. Rydraulfc valve lifters perform the same
function as3-3. ,If the threads on a rocker arm.adjusting

screw become worn, what must you de?

1. Replace the rocker arm,'hew, and
nut

2. Replace the screw only
3. Replace the screw and locknut only
4. Dress the threads on the screw .3-8.

3-4. To adjust the tappet tá the intake valve
of-a 4-stroke cycle engine, 'the piston
must be in what position?

1. On the intake stroke
2. .0n the compression stroke
3. Between the compression and power

strokes
3. Between the intake and compression

strokes

16

1. tappet setscrews
2. rocker arms
3. cath lobes ,

4. push rods

When a lash adjuster is adequately
supplied with oil, what will most likely
cause It to operate noiaily?

1. Excessive clearance //

2. Broken ?arts"
3.. Dirt, resin, or abrasive particle
4. Missing check ball or spring

Learning Objective:- Point out the
rUnctions, faults, and corrective
acpions taken witli'faults of piston
anA rod assemblies. Textbook pages
63 through 77.

(,) I j



3-9. Whichiof the ipllOwing sourcea of stress
.does NOT apply to pistons?

lt Heat
2. Inertia
3. Pressure
4. Galvanic

3-10. What are the two mnst common materials
for vistops?

1. Cast iron and magnesium
2. Magneaiu4-and_aluminum
3. Steel and aluminum.
4; Aldmlnum andcast iron.

3-11. Why is 'the crown of a pist'on usually
ler than the skirt?

1. Tç has more rings on lt
2. It runs hotter
3; It atsorbs'no side.thrciA

4 It gets-worn down faster.

Hatch the purpose in column B with the d.esign
feature in'columm A.

A. Design Feature B. Purpose

3712. Irregulatly shaped fl To provide
piston clearance for

intake' valve

3-13. Concave piston crown
2. To increase

3-14, Recesses 10 rim of turbulence of

the crown' the compressed
.

air charge

-3% To direct the
flow-of scav-
enging air alZ

.gases in a
2-stroke cy'cle
engine ,

4. To transmit
heat to the
cylinder wa.1

3-15. The part(s) of a piston that absorb
side thrust is/are the

1. crown.
2. bosses
3. lands
4. skirt

3-16. The piston rings are herein the

l. .crown
2. bosses
3. lands
4. skirt

3-17: The piston.Pins are'dupported i the,

crown
2. bos
3. 1aes
4. skirt

,`"

3-18. How much of the combustion heat absorbed
by the pision ii removed through the
rings to the cylinder wall?

1. 20%

. 2. 30%.
3. 40%
4; sin

3-19. Othsr than_heat transmitted to the 4

cylinkfer walls, what are.the two
factors that cool a piston?

1. Intake ai* and lube oil
2. Intake air arld exhaust d

3. iston speed and crankpase air
4. 4ube oil al'id cooling fins

3-20. der designs of crosehead pistOns wve
eveloped to'handle the strong side'

thrusti of very long strokes. Moderl
crosshead pistons are designed to handle
side thrusts aad dtresses due to

1. long strokes

2: high speeds
3. high.compression
4. turbocharging

3-21. WhiCh of the following is NOT a function
of,piston ring56

/

1. Sealin/lainst combustion gases
2. Spreadin$,oil on the cylinder wall
3. Keeping all oil.out of combustT(Th',

areas :

4. oTransferrgIng heat to the cylinder
wa1,1



0/3-22. Which of the following.charactertatics.
does NOT applcie compression rings?

#

1. They coMnonlli have,a rectangular
crosesection I, 4-

.2. Their diameter, as manufactured,
is'a,little more than the cylinder,
bocre

3. Combustion-gases act only on their
'top surfaces

4., They are iauajly made of c st iron

3-23. A properly working compression ring w

A

/be blackened,on

1. one side
2. two sides
3. ihree sides

. -4. four sides

3-24. A piston ring which is composed of three
separate pieces is a/an"

1. firing ring
2. compression ring
3. scraping ring
4. articulated ring-

.

3-25. What is the purpose of the bevelled top
1

vedge of a scraper ring? 4

,1. To allow the ring to ride over the
oil film

2. To push the oil film upward
3. To ensure the Ting is installed

right side up
4. To do all of the-above

3-26. Why is it necessary to scrape around
the top of.a cylinder bor'e before
pulling the piston?

1. "bTo remove a metal ridge and carbon
deposits

2. To inciease clearance fo.r the piston
3. To remove cilTbon and gum
4. To free the piston rings

3-27. ,To serape the top of a cylinder bore '

before pulling the piston, you should
use

1. a power grinder
2. m file
3: a metal sc aper
4. emery pape

4

.2

AP.

3-28. Wbenusig a brass drift to remove a
frozen ring, you must'

1. o d'brtaking the 7ring
2. 1iscl through the ring
3. tpan between the ring and land

.with a hacksaw
4. avoid damaging the land

3-29. Witkwhat,. and where are piston ring
gape-measured?

1. With a micrometer, ow the piston
2. With a feeler. gage, in plecylinder.

liner
.3. With a feeler.gage,*in a vise
4. With anicrometer, in the cylinder

-

.3-30. In addition.to ring gap, what other
factor ?wit be measured io ensure
cortect'r.ibg,fit?

1. Ring-end gap
2. Ring-toland gap

. Ringliidth
4. %ging circumference

3-31. What two major forces act on the piston

Pin?

1. Side thrust and combustion pressure .

2. Side thrUst,and rotating motion
3. Combustiovessure and crankshdft

torque
4. Exhaust pressure and rotational

force

- 3-32. What are the three classes of piston
pine

18

1. Rigid, stationary; and fixed
2. Free, semifloating% and full-floating
3. Semifloating, full-floating, and

fixed
4. Full-floating, floating and fixed

3-33. What is the classification of a piston
pin that is clamped to therrd end?

l: Fixed 1

2. Semifloating
3. Either 1 or 2 abo
4. Full-floating

-3-34. Which of the following deSigns is NOT
characteristic of full-floating piston
pin bushings?

1. BriThze bearing surfaces.
Shrink fits''

3. No bearing in the rod end
4. Free MO creep

4
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3-35. How do you measure the clea sive between

a piston pin and its baahing

1. Use inside and outside micrometers

2. -Use feeler gages .

3. Take leads -

4. Spot them witb prussian blue

3-36. Wbich of these measures will help fou
remove a shrunk-fit buahing from a red?

v-

1. Heat the bushing
2.(Ctease the bushing

..

3-37.

_

416 .4-,

3-38.

.ab

3-41. Watt is the usual peth of pressure
lubricating oil to the piston pin?

1. Ftom an pil spray"; under the piston

to the pin bushing
2. :Through a bole iithe crankshaft

to a spray at .the lower end of the

;nt rod
Through a hole in .the crankshaft and
threugh a hole in the rod to the pin

4. From a scoap on the bearing cap,
through a hOle,in the'rod, and to

the pin

3. Use dry ice to cool the bushing
4. Do all of the Above

Wbel inserting new bushings, the three

-

3-42.. In terms of its shape, alcriinkshaft

conaises of

things you must check are - S 1. several flanges.forged together

.

2. several f ets in a,row.

1. ?ligntent, clearance, and appearance 3. a shaft a crank at the end

2. cleanli ess, appearance, and
cleSkan e *64,

4. a series of bearings and weights

3. appears ce, alignment, and cleanli-

ness

In answering Iteals 43 through 46, refera
to Figure IN

4. cleanliness, alignme,nt, and

clearance ,

The connecting rods in en engine are used

to

1. link.two pistonS
2. transfer piston motion to the

crankshaft
locate the crankshaft in respect to

the camshaft
4.- link the piston"Tin to the piston

3-39. Whib of the following types of engine
uses.t.wo conventional connecting rods
attached to a Single crankpin?

1. Pancake engine
2. Single-acting in-linerengine
3. Double-acting engine
4. V-type engine

3-40. What type of con4Cting.rods do NOT
need to have an eye at the piston end
bored for the piston pin hushing?

1. Semifloating
2. Articulated
3. Fixed

4. Full-floating

Figure 3A

MNtch the following parts with their

ic
1

the figure.

3-43. Web

3-44, ..Main Hearing Journal
41,

3-45. Connecting Rod Journal

19

3-46. Counterweight

f

.1

location
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1r3-"
The pulpetionstif the-pistons agiinit the
crankshaft cause torsional vibrations.
Which of the following devices reduce
the damaging:effect of these vibrations?

1.-,Torstonal vlbration dampers'
2. .Cnunterweights
.3; flywheels '

4. All.of'the abeVe

Imarning Objective': Identify the
parts, throw; and arrangement ofi
,the varios crankshafts. Textbeok
pages77 through 80.

3-Z8. What, s,the funciion of the drilled.
riassages in the crankshaft?

.

1, To telieve excess oil ptessures et
the connecting rods

2. To carry oil to the connecting rods
3. To drain off,oiA that Collects

underneath piston heads
To lighten the crankshaft by an
amount that offsets the weight
of.any countbrhalance used

4.

410

3-49. 'Why are the passages drilled so two ,holes
are in each journal?

+

1. To give twice"the oil flow
2. ln'case one hole gets clogged

the'other will still work,
3. To give constant flow regardless

of crank position
4. To provide more oil vresspre-to

the conneCting rod

-A,3-51.' The Crankshaft in the figure cOuld be
used tn which of thelollowingenginee.

1. 6-cylinder, 2-stroka cycle estine
2. 6-Lcylinder,

. 'Either of the aboVe, :.

4. 12-cylinder, engine. .

3-50. After passing through the,ttankshaft, oil
travels through vile

1. main bearings and the corinecring rod
2. connecting rod bearing and the piston

pin
3. connecting rod bearing had the

connecting rod 7
4. connecting rod and piston crown

Figrice 3B

20
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Learning Objeceiye: Identify the
different types'of camshaftstaloui
lpoint out their metallurgical
kmakeup. Textbook pages'80'and 81.

*

3-52.: What is the usual metallurgical make4
. of camshaft surfacei?

1. Case-hardened low-carbon alloy
steel

2. Ground tempered steel
3. knnealed'high-carbon steel
4.. Chrome-plated alloy steel

3-53. The rate and amount Of valve lift are
determined by

1. the size of the cams
2. cam timing
IN, the number of 'cams
4. the shape of the cams

Learning Objectiv/e: Point out or
idetify the different types of
journal bearings. Explain how to
check bearing wear and replace
worn bearli.pgs as well as repair
shafts. Textbook pages 81 through. 87.

3-54. What 'Satco"?

1. A hrooze-backed bearing
2. A trimetal bearing
3. A lead-based bearing material
4. A joUrnal bearing

3-5. What bearing ivtal is used in a trimetal
bearing?

1. Lead
2. Babbitt
3. Bronze
4. Steel

a.



3-56. What Ii0C4e primary purpose of the
coating wail on copper-lead bearings?

4

1. To harden,ehe journal Surfaces

2. TOharden the bearing surface

3. To reduce friction
4. To reduCe corrosion

.-1:57 A bearing material made of alum num is

alloyed with

1. Ain
2. copper
3. lead
4. bronze

3-58. When sms11 engine bearings'havewo to

excessive clearance, what AA Insually

done?

1. -Shims are removed

2. The bearings are replat!ed

3. The caps are filed
4. Spacers are added

'3,-59. In thaln bearing shell's, where are the
oil distribution grooves located?

1. Aroued the caps
2: At the sides
3. Where shaft 'pressure is.the least 111k

4. All around the bearing

3-60. What portions of the piston pin and
connecting rod bearings of a 2-stroke
cyclt engine carry. the load?

1. Lower halves of botbearings
2. Upper halves of both bearings

3. Lower half of the piston pin bearing
and the upper half of the connecting
rod hearin

4. Upper half Of We piston pin

fpearing
bearing a d the lower halt of
the connecting rod

3-61. Impending hearing failures may be

indicated by

3,62. The reCommended dorreccAve action for
journal bearings that hwie Small raised
surfaces or atin2Lars is col.

, ,

1., replace thelmarings
2.. stone down the raised surfaces

and fill in,pits withsolder
3. grind the surfaces via; a:hand,

grinder
4; smooth doNn the.surfues with a

bearinelcraper

1! "lower than normal lubricating oii-------
pressure and temperature .

2. higher than normal lubrivating oil
pressure and temperature

3. lower than nOrmal lube oil peessure
and higher than normal lube oil
temperatuft

4. higher than norm4a1 lube oil pressure
and loweci.than nowal lube oil

temperacure

21

3-63. 'Before installing new or restored
bearings; what should you 4o?

Ite

1. Wipe oil on the journal surfaces

- 2. Wipe oil on the bearing surfaces,
3. Both dthe above
4. Clean the bearings.with sOlvent and

wipe dry. .

3-64. Certain inforsiatiOn is indicated by
markings placed on each fialf of 40

connecting rod bearings when they are
removed from al.; engine. These markings .

ensure that'the halves will be installed
in thei4. original positions. Which of

the following is an-example of sufficient
,-and necessary information being shown
by a marking?

1. No. 2 cylinder
, 2. No. 2 cylinder, upper half
3. No.1.2 cylinderengine No. _311645

, 4. Upper:half, engine No. 311645

3-65. What procedures are acceptable for
tightening connecting rod bolts?

1. Bolt elongatIon iind bearing cap

compression
2. Bearing cap compres;ion aft1^-!:

tightening with a sl.ugging wrench
*3. Torque wrepch rightening,and bolt .

elongatibn
4. Slugging wrench tightening and using

a wrench extender

3-66. Which of the following procedures can be
used to give a direct reading of
connecting rod.bearing clearance?

1. Bridge gage readings
2. Plastigage
3. Leads
.4. Bearing shell thickness read 0 s

1-67. What method is used to determine if a
connecting rod or main bearing journal
is ()lit-of-round?

I. A bridge gage reaeiing
2. Several micmmeter readings
3. Several plEstigage readings
4. A dial indiator reading
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3-68. What id done with a'crankshaft journkl
which is scored and has turned blue in
some spots? 2'

1.. The crankshaft.is replaced
2., . he crankshaft is annealed and

aground . ..

3.4tThe journal is.ground.down to remove
the scoring and the blue areas

4. The scoring)is stoned and the
surface dreised with crocus cloth

To avoid furthef engine damage When
repairing minor scoring in a 'crankshaft
journal, you should

1. workquickly
2. .casgs..4rden the surface when

finished
3. dress both the bearing and the
. journal
4. keep abrasives out of the oil

passages

3-70. fihat instrument is used to take crank
web deflection readings?

1. A feeler gage
2. An outside micrometer
3. A strain gage
4. A gage block

rn some engines, crank
readings are NOT taken
-at bottom dead center.

1. The cranksc\loes not

point
2. There are no prick
3. The gage is upside
i point
4. The connecting rod

web.deflection
with the piston
Why?

ciflect at ihat

punch marks there
down at that

Is in the way

3-72.. How ihoUld you' insert a camshaft into
the camahaft recess?

1. ,Rotate it as you push it in
2. Shake it up and down
3. -Apply grease to it
4. Hit it with a sledge

Learning Objective: Explainthe
functions ofillywhaela and jacking
gear. Texiboiok pagee 87 through 89.

3173. Assuming that the mbving parts attached
to the crankshaft of.each of the follvw-.
,Ing engine types are'of equal mass,
which type of engine will probabll; use
the ltghtest\flywheel to stabilize
crankshaft rotation?.

1. 6-cylinder, in-line, 2-stroke cycle .
2. 6-cy1inder, in-line, 4-stroke cycle
3. 8-cylinder, in-line, 2-.stroke cycle
4, 12-cylinder V, A-stroke cycle

3-74. On smaller,die 1 engines, what is
function of t e,turning gears?

1. To start the engine
2. To reverse the engine
3. To do both of the abolig
4. To nogiEion the crankshift_for

maintenance and tests 1

the

3-75. In starting a Fakrbanks.Morse engine,
the jacking device must be

22

1. locked out of mesh with the flywheel
2. OPerated by an air motor wrench
3. vigorously hand cranked
4. removed
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Assignment 4,

En:ine e atin Mechanisyaw Diesel En ine Air

Textbook ASsignment: Paged 93 through 136

items* and n ine Startin S stems

Learping Objective: Identify the
functions of the operating functions .
of etankshaft; camshaft, actuating \

mechanisms, and cim follower of a
2-stroke cycle in-dine diesel.
Textbook pages 93 - 94.

- 4-1.

1 4

What is the term for the group of parts_
that takes power from the crankshaft and
traaismits that power to.various engine
components and accessories?

, Ann

1. Actiaating meChtnism

2. Drive mechanism
3. daqshaft assemblY

' 4: Power takeoff unit

4-2. in.trhnsmit-ting power within an..vgine, a
drive mechanism will do all but which of
the follawi g?

(
1. Cha he direction of mOtion

2 Change the speed of motio

3. Change rotary to reciprocating
motion

A. Transfer motion in the same di ection,
1

4-3. What is' th&e sPeed of the.;camshaft in a -

2-stroke cycle engine when the .crankshaft
is turning at 1100 rpm?

1. 1100

2. 9t50

3., 2200

4. 1650

rpm
rpm
rpm
rpm

41.4. The combination qf parts which receives
a power from the drive mechanism and'trans-

mits the power to the engine valves is
called a/an

a

1. gear mechanism
2. accessory drive mechanism

3. actuating mechanism
4. timing mechanism

.

4-5. A valve actuattng.machanism-Idoes NOT
necessarily.include which of 'the following.

parts?

1. Pih rods
2. Cas
3. Valve springs
4. Cam followe'rs

4-6. When an,engine is NOT equipped with push
rods, the cam follawer is a part of the

1.

2.

3..

4.

rocker arm
valve bridge
camshaft
connecting rod

Learning Objective: IdentiO the
operating functions of gears, shafts, and
rocker arms of a GM 71 aeries diesel
engine. 'Textbook .pages 94.- 98

23
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41,

igure 4A.- Gear Train of GM 6-71 engine. ,

4-7. Tn a GM 71, which gear in figure 4A
transmits power to operate thewfuel

- pump?

4-9. Which gear in figure 4A stabilizes
4
the oscillating impulses of tlie Ingine?

1. A
1. A 2. F.

2. 8 * 3. F

3. D 4. H

' 4. E

4r8. Which gear.in figute 4A operates the
mechanism that actuates the fuel
injectors? ,

1. B

2. F

3. D

4. 1-1

24
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A-10. Th; fuel-oil pump on'the GM 6-71 diesel

, k engine is driven by the.

1. valve..setuating gear.

2. governor drive shaft
3. .lower blower rotor shaft

4. upper.blower rotor shaft

'4- 1. GM 6-71 diesel engine, where is the

wate ump meented and to what.accessory
gear is it-connected?

1. Left side of the front end plate and
connected tO the idler gear shaft

2. Right side of the engine block and
connected to the main drive shaft.

1. Front .end of the governor housing

and connected to.the.governor.drive
shaft

4. Front end of the blower and connected
to the,blewer rotor shaft through a

coupling

4-12. The fuel,injectors on a GM 6-71 diesel

engine are actuated by the
4

1. hydraulic lifters
valve bridge

3. rocker arms
4. camshaft lobes

Learning Objective:; Identify the
parts driven by theaccessory-dAve
,of the G14H278A series diesel engine..

Textbook pages 99 101.

%

4-13. .What parts of the GM-278A diesel engine

are driven by the acces'sory drive?

,l. Cam followers and rocker arms

2. Blower and waterfrpumps

3. Fuel injectors
4. Starting 44r timing valve and the

governor

4-14. In a GMr2-78A diesel engine, the lubrica-

,
ting oil pump receives power from the'

V.

1. acsessory.drive
2. bloweridrive
3. cAmshaft drive

4, camshaft gear through a flexible

coupling

In a QH-278A diesel engine, what keeps
the tension off the Valve stems until
the bridge is actuated by the 'rocker

arm?

1% Valve bridge
2. .Rocker arm
3. Valve bridge spring
4: Cam action

25
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Learning'Objective: Identify the ear*,

shafts, gild mechanisms within the
FairbanksMorse 30. Textbook
pages 101 through 105.

4-16. In the Fairbanks-Morse'opposed-piston
engine, which type oCdrivi operate*
the fuel injection mechanism?

1. .Geir tyk
2. Chain type

3. Belt type
4. Spur type

4-17. In An FM 38D dj.esel engine, the camshaft
operates the

1. ekhaust.valves
2. ernor
3. pg gear assembly
4. tappet assembly,for the fuel

inject on.pumps

Figure 4B.--Chain asseMbly of
FM 38D engine.

4-18. Which sprockets in figure 4B do NOT

#
transmit power?

1. A, 8:and C'
2. 2, c, and D
3. B, C, and F

4. D, E, anc! F
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Which sproCkat in figure 4i4p attached
to the ehaf,that,pr6vides power to

'

1drive tbe engioe's,blower?

L. ..4-

2.. B

. 3. *p 7.

.4.- r:
,

TheMajority of!the acceasories'fbr-the
38D;are'driven 11.7 trgear:meChanisM..

which receives power from the

upp6r Crankshaft
2. lower zrankshafi
3. camshaft driye

chain assaMbly

4-21. On a FM 38D, the shaft of:the lubricaling.
vil"puml) drive transmits power tO drisT
the

fuel pump

2?
.water puMp

3. governor
. 4. injector pump

tS a

earning Objeciive: _Describe the
speed ratio Of the camshaft and
crankshaft as well as the source
of power for the turbocharger and
explain'why hellcal gears are used
with the 4-stroke cycle diesel engtne.
:TextboOk pagea 106 through l08.

4-22. ,,Erf.. a 4-stroke cycle diesel engine, the

TUrbochirger is driVen by

1. a gear train
2. a change drive
3. an actuating gear.
4. exhaust gases

4-23. In a 4-stroke cycle diesel engine, the
camshafts turns at what speed in relation
to the crankshaft?

1. Same speed as the crankshaft
2. One-half th0 speed of the crankshaft
3. Twice the speed of the crankshaft.
4. Varies with engine design

4-24. In ihe.cam4haft drive of,a 4=etroke'cycle
diesea.engine, why are helical"teeth,
gearsfrequently u4ed?

' e*

1 i l 1 teeth "pars are:Cheaper:'
2. Bel cal teeth :Oars gre.em4eter amd

'prM.de, p9.0 transiglasion pf pdwer-
3. Helicer teeth gears meNic waar.6ut

neeth *ars are siOple io
tiOale. and

al.

- "
.

. .

'-.". .t -
Learning ObjectivV: ''''.1dertqfy

Sdayenging ..kiia superchargiag..7
componintp b* their functions. :and
relati.onship the.i.ntake and'

exhaust syatenia-. 1 Textbooic pages

109 through 114.'.:
4,

4-25. In the intaEe system of.late model-
2-stroke diesel engimasi a blower.h used
to force

4, air intoathe cylinders
.2. air throligh thi-EYlinder jacket
3. fuel through the fuel_ injectors
4. exhaust gases from .the exhaust *

manlfold ,

In a.2-stroke cycle diesel engine, the
opiicgs tRiongh which air entera'qe
cylinders are referred to as

1. access vents
2. accumulator valves
3. baffle hokes
4. scavenge ports

.4-26.

4.727., Scavenging in a 2-atyoke cy4e engine
't.akes place during- the early part of the
downstroke and the latter part of the
upatroke.

4-28. in'the 4-stroke cycle die-Gel engine, the
overlap between the,intake and the exhaust
permits air from the blower to sweep
exhaust gases from the cylinder and also
to

..,

26

1. clean oil drain passages
2. cool some of the engifte parts
1. eject foul air 'from the air box
4. force air through the turbine

oit



4-29.."In a naturallx aspirateeetgiPe, the'air,

is forced:into the cy;inderS 14cause of

theA
.

greater pressuie outside the av1in4er

2. blower pressure
31 turbocHaraer pressure
4. pliton as it moves toward the

'combustion spade duriiv' xhthe.eaust
septet

In'-addisd.6,learing th cslinders'of
'exhaust $ases, the air that enters the
..671inders can be. used to
-

1. increaae,the.p74
tengine

2. clflar foul air Erdm

'oil sump ',

. 3. clean the spray tip of the 'fuel

output Pf the
-

lubOcatAng

a 1

4-36. HO% aig y'llegtees of'cra#kshaft rptation.
Vbefoce the piston reachei, TDC does the
-terbechiner.begin to lorce.airainto tbe

-'tyliade;1

1.

. 2. 55!,. '

- , 3.'
4. 85°

44,7. What ithe cylinder Oresspre by the
time' intake valves clos"

to 3

2. 'fto 5 psi,

' 3. to 8 psi

4. 8 to

injectors ,

4. preheat fhe dies 1 fuel

4-31. Scevenging is the removal of exhauat gas
with the exhaust ports cloSed. .

.

4-32. In the supercharge! 4-stroke cycle engine,
why is there an Overlap of the intake !,

and exhaust dkats?
,

.1. To remove exhaust gases Uith Zower
pressure
To.increase power

3., To do both 1 and-2 abi)ve

*. Because 6f the 7200. it takes to
complete a cyCle

4-33. The crankshaft of a 4-stroke cycle ehgirie

makes four'complete revolutions per cycle

Iteme 4-34 threugh 4-38 are concerned
with a supeIcharged Cooper-Bessemer

4-stroke...cycle diesel engine..

41,4 -34. The intake and the exhaust valves are
open longer than,they are tn a compara-

tive engine without a supercharger. This

permits a longer

1. compression event
2. pawer event

3. scavenging event

4. injectfon event

4-35. How many degrees of craekshaft rotation
before the piston reaches BDC does the
exhaust valve open?

1, 45°
2. 55°

75°,

4. 85°-

I.

11.

.4-38., Ina 4-stroke cygle engine, a complete'
.tycle of 'events ha's oct.urred after the

crankshafthasecompleted

1. one revplutiop
2. one revolu;ion and 'each piston has

made two strokes
.0

3. two revolutions and each pisto has'
made Om Strokes

4.. two revolutions and each piston has
made four strokes

4-39. Supei-charging takes piace in a 4-stroke

cycle engine w n the piston is in the

vicinity of

f. TDC ,"
2. -BDC
3. the injection eenter
4. the combustion center

4-40. In a 2stroke cycle diesel engine with a
Supercharger:how many degrees of cradk-
'shaft rotation past TDC do4s the power \

.event.force the piston through the down:7

'stroke?. .

' 1/2°

3. 714

4, 92 1/2°

4-41. In a 2-stroke cyc1e.em4ine,. 'tow many
degrees of rotation are Involved in the

qcavenging operation?
.

. N

27

1. 44 1/2°

2. %P.? 1/2°
3. T32°
4. ,16p0

or



J-

-Learning Objective: Llet thai
intake- systole 'Copponents by. their. -

'funetioxi. TextbObk pages A1 4 =1,. 125.,

4-42'; . In figete 6-3B of the textbook, how many

r degrees of.the crenkehaft rptition.are
pseA in injection?

1.. 5' .

. 2. 17.1/2°..

,3. 92

4. 96' '.

4-43.

.

a.

a diy-type diesel engine air int
y tem; in what order.d es air pass
through tk system?'

1. Silencer, screed, blow.er
2. Silencer, bl2wer, screen
1. Screen, sileTICer, blower
4. Screen, blower, silencer

-

At
448 tgiVtutbipe

by_the

/

e

1. imer psee
2.

3. from the' *Aar ,

4., blower.in4 cessaty drive mecfiertiSm'

an'E11iot74uchl turb charger the
speea j# the turbine is regulated by,the

1. cerashatt gear speed -1
2. size of,the exhaust outlet
3. direction of engine rotation
4. load and speed of the engine

i turbo

In GM-71 diesel engines, what spaterial
serveli as thsicleaning element in the.
viscoUS typerof silencer-and-Cleaner
assemb.lies?

1. Cotton Waste,
2., Wire screen
3. 141tal wool .

4. Corrugeted.paper

4145. 'The primary function of the blower-of a

supeithnrged'engine is to force

1. scavenging air throu&the cylinders
2. a large'volume-rd low=pressure air /

into the cylinders
3.- a large volume of high-pressure air

into the cylinders
4. a small volume of high-pfessufe

into The cylinders

4-46. To which of tKe'following types of
blowers does the Roots blower bqlong?

1. Centrifugal
2. Positive-displacement
3. Axial flow
4. Rotary vnne

4-47. In the GM 16-278A diesel'engine, how many-
lobes are on eaCh rotor of a Roots blower?

1. SA,t

2. 'No
3. Three
4.. _Four 1

28

r '
ger driven

4-50.. The air forced into the cylinders by a
turbocharger is often reduced id Volume
by

1. an air compressor
2. an aftercooler

,

3. 'a .diffusr'
4. a forced-draft blower

4-51. The temperature'of the air entering a
diesel engine must,be kept low to aid
in cooling the

Ai
I.

1. turbine
2. turbine and exhaust valires
3. cylinders.
4. exhaust Valves and ethaust manifold'

4-52. In a, 2-stroke cycle engine, the iniake
passage that conducts air to the
cylinders is usually called

1. an air box
2. an air tunne
3. a rotor housing
4. a ventdri

4-53. In a 4-stroke cycle diesel engine,,the
admission of air into the cylinder is
usually regulated by

1. a manifold
2. an gir silencer )

.3. air headers
4.. cylinder valves

4-54. .0n same large diesel engines, the test
valve for each cylinder is used to
perform which of the following functions?

1. To relieve the cylinder pressure when
the engine is turned by hand

2. To removd oil or water from the
cylinder

3! To test firing pressure and
gompression

4. To do all of the above

(



4-55. Some d el engines have4 epring-loaded

P°P t lves provided for each

cyl deV. The iunction of the ;valved is

to
Ar

r

.1. permit the connecting of a pressure
indicator

2. force scavenging air into the headers

3. open at a predetermined cylinder%
pressilre

4: permit a portion oftlii-gaapv.to be, fir-

collected for testing--

Learning Objective: Explain the
:purpose of the exhiUst manifold,
pyrometerA, piping andAilincers.
Textbook pages. 125. through 128...

4-56. Tbe exhaust systemLof a diesel engine
may be designed to perform which-of the

following functions?

1. Quenching sparks
2. Mtiffling ekhaust noise
3. Removing solids from exhaust gases

4. All of the above

4-57. In Tigure 6-19 of the.textbook, after-
thephaust gases leave the cylinderp,
the pass through the

1. 'exhaust pipe
'2. ,'exhaust silencer

3. overboard discharge pipe
4. turbine -end of the turbocharger

4-58. A pyrometer is used on diesel engines
for measuring

4'

1.. exhaust temperatures
2. ignition quality of fuel

3. cylinder compieaalon
4: temperature difference between the

intake and exhaust manifolds

4-59. In the' wet-type muffler, how does the /

-water cause a reduction in noise?

1. It causes the gases to expand

2. It causes the gases to contract

. 3. It-washes the gases
4. It quenches all sparks

Learning Objective: Descrthe the
operating principles of starting
systems and list the different;
types of simiOrities, differences,
and functions. Textbook pages

129 through 136.

29

140. To -keep avtartieglictor from overheating,

yon mnat be Sure to
,

.1. lit it cool..forT2 or 3 minutes. after

. running it SA long ai.N seconds...
2. let it'cool for 50 seconds after

ruAting it as long as 2 or 3 minutpi

3.. let-it cool for 1 minute after
-.running it as long aS 1.ainute

4; 'disengage it as soon ps the engine

starts

4-61. What is the usual gear ratio between the
standard drive pinion and the engine
flywheel.af a diesel engine?'

I. 5 tO 1

2. 10 uo 1,

3. 15 to ,1

4. 20 to 1

4-62. The starter pinion slot be disengaged
from the' flywheel asrsoon'ae the engine
starts because the

1. starter will have a braking effect

2. high .speed which is.developed by the
engine would'Cause damage to the

starting motor
3. staiter will begin to act iike a

governor
4. flywheel gears may break 4).

4T63 The magnetic switch on engines.using the'
Bendix drive,is grounded to the

1. "engine cylinder block
2. -Kenerator housing
3. starting motor housing
4. engine base,

4-64. Which of the following precautions
should be taken before re-engaging the
Bendix drive starter?

I. Put the starter control switch on-

"low" 4

2, Wait until the engine has stopped

3. Disconnect the starting motor battbry

4. Tighten the drive spring

4-65. After the engine starts, the pinion of
the Dyer switch 'drive mechanism is locked

the demeshed position by the

1. , pinion guide
2. pinion stop .

3. 'shift lever
pinion spring



4-66. Te'whih of the-following position
the Dyer shiO drive mechanism be
refurne4 beforegibe ptnion Can be

.

re-engaged?

1. Disengeged.positien
2.- Beginning engagement
3. Fully engaged
4. Starting'poeition

Sleet't 4771, Which of the following solvents may be -
used tOslean gsmeretors?

- 1: Alcohol. -

2.. Inhibited -methyl' ch o oform. .

3. Beniine
4. Gasp 1U-it

4-72. Excess grease will/lead
failure.

o bearing

t

The generator's charging. current must
equal the.battery's discharge rete EXCEPT

When the starter motor is.belbg used. The .

e'ser is being Operated becatise the eng
generator does not supply current when ,thl

.Star
Stiee4 ts too slarfor the operating speed of .

/the g nerator. and the starter motor would
.

overl Ad the. generater,

4-,67..., If the generator failit to generati,'and
, .

tht running lights are burning, what, if
anything, will happen to the battery?

,

1. The generator,will short circuit the
battery .

2. the battery will discharge
3.7 The battery acid will.get ,ei'ronger
4. Nothing

4768. What controls the o4put voltage nf an
alternator:?

-69.

1. Solenoid
2. Rectifier
3. Speed of the engiAe

.4. Voltage regulator

What.con,txols the output voltage of
d..c. generator?

1. Solenoid '

2. Rectifier
3. Speed of engine
4. Voltage regulator

a

4-70. What is/are the function(s) of the
voItag ia. regulator associated with a d.c.
battery-charging generator?

1. To prevent the generator from
exceeding its rated,output voltage

2. To prevent the generator from
overoharging the battery

3. To prevent the flow Of current from
battery to generator when the
generator's output voltage is less '

ff than the battery's
4. To prevent all of the above from

happening

30

4-73. What Shpuld be th solor
cOmmatator that has been
or more?

1. Dark .brown
2. Blue
3. Black
4. Copper

4-74. The"hydraulic starting motor ie
operBied by hydraulic pressure from
the

of a clean
tised for-2 Weeks

1. accumul
2. hand punp
3. engine-driven pun'
4, reservoir

4-75. The c reased air for starting.a
sup arged GM diesel engine is
admitted into

1. the'cylinders
2. an air-driven starting motor
3. the supercharger
4. the exhaust manifold



Startin tem Cont

Textbook Assignmen : Pages 136 through 176

Lea ing Objective: Describe- the

operating principles of starting
syStems And ist the different 4,

types of similarities, differences
ana functlons. Textbook pages 136'

througb 143.

5-1. 'In figure 7-11 of the textbook, what is
the 'number of the rotating member?

1
2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5-2. A safe pressure for att.-starting diesel
engines is assured through the use of a

1. reducing valve and a relief valve

2. relief valve and a governor

3. governor and a reducing,valve

4. reducing vaive, a relief valve, and a
governor

5-3. During the starting-cycle the pressure ,

regulator valve rapidly adjusts-to
regulate starting pressure. What is the

valve position when the pressure in the
dome is equal to the pressure under the

'diaphragm?

2.
3.
4.

Fully open
Fully closed
One-half open
Almost closed

.5-5. Which cylinders in a,16-cylinder.en
are a1r-litarted7

I. 4 in each bank.-
2. 6 in one bank, 2 it the other_
3., 8. in one bank, none in the other

4. 8 in each bank.

5-.6. The air-starting control valve
diesel engine is opened by

5-7.

1. a collapsing spring
2. a hand lever
3. the caMahaft,lobes
4. air sure

a'diesel, the major objective
compression rations

ne

on a411

auffityg7"%o
, ..,.

1. tUrn the flywheel
2. ignite the fuel
3. reduce the friction
4. overCome the inertia

,..,

5-8. The constrlIction of a CM sfarting air
distributor valve differs from the
construotion of a GM air starting check

, valve in that t distributor valve has a1\

1. poppet type valve
2. seat which is.part of the valve body

3. .cam follower to serve as the valve

guide

4. spring-to exert closing pressure

5-9. In the air starting check valve when the
diatributor valve is closed, What closes

the check valve?

.5-4. In the pressure regulator, what will
happen i? the air screen becomes clogged

'with dirt?

1. The relief valye will lift

2. The bypass will operate

3. The regulator valve will 'close

4. The screen will be forced into the

1. Air pressure in the valve chamber

2. Spfing pressure
3. Air pressure in the combuiition

chamber
4. Exhaust pressure

valve body

Is
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Learning ObjettiveL Name the
different types of ignition.aids
and give the pUrpose of each.
Textbook: pagets 143- through 145,

5-10. When a diesel engine is turned ,nver
slowly during the starting operation, 'the
injected fuel gillpyobably not Ignite

, .

because of the

1. lag air temperature in the cylinder
2.

°

high cYlintier pressure.
3. oil loss frOm around the pistOnS
4. airflow into the Carburetor

. 5-11. In.the ether capsule primer type ef
ignitiOn aid, the.liquid ether is
contained'in the

1. .discharger cell
2. discharger nozzle'.
3. pressure primer bulb°
zt. 3/16-inch tubing

5-12. In using the ether capsule primer, when
is.the starter switch released if the
engine does not.start?

1. After. 30 seconds
2. 15 seConds after the-engine has come

up to cranking speed
3. After 15 seconde..
4. After 20 seconds

5-13. In using the pressurized cylinder
starting aid, how long should the re
control knob be held open?

1. I to 2 seconds
2. 15 seconds
3. 20 secOnde
4, 30 seconds

5-1A. The flame primer has two asseMblies.
,Which of the following parts make up the
heater unit?

1. Burner, presgwe pump, ard ignition
aid

2. Pressure pump, ignition coil and
ignition switch

1. 8prner, ignition coil.and vibrator
Vibrator,'burner, and pressure pump

5-15. In the flame primer operation, the
ignition switch is operated simultaneously
with what other component(s)?

1. The hand pump.

2. The siart*switch
./ 3. Both 1 and 2

4. The choke

Learning Objective: Explain the
purpose of.engine cooling systems.
Textbook page 146.-

- Approximately 302to,352 of th'e heat of
combuition must be remoVild t9 prevent
damage to eagine parts. Mach of the/
following cooling mediumalremoves tlie/
greater portion of the heat generated by
comb6stion?

1. Air
2. Water
3. Oil
4. Fuel
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5-17: When engine temperature exceeds a
specified level, the viscosity of 'the
lubricating oil will.

1. increase
2. decrease
3: remain unchanged
4. oxidize

5-18. In a diesel engine, what will happen to
the.lubricating oil if the engine is
operated at too low a temperature?

1. The oil will oxidize
2. The oil will break down
3. Acids and sludge.will form in the oil -.

4. The viscosity of the .oil will decteasa

Learning Objective: Compare the
characteristicS of open and Closed
marine cooling systems. Textbook
pages 147,to 149.

5-19. Most marine engine installations are
cooled directly by

1. saltwater
2. freshwater or antifreeze
3. ' air

4. oil

MIL

5-20. The open cooling system is subjected to
which of the following conditions?

1

1. F9rmation of scale in the engine
2. Marine growth in the piping

' 3. Fluctuating seawater temperature
4. All of the above



ft 5-21. nie closedeooling.Systels f automohe

-

:engines and marine engines.diffir with
respect to their

1. Method of circUlating the cool

2. usenf fres. ater.as e coolant

3. method used carry away the heat
4.110 continuous re inf the freshwater

5-,27;:. .1n the shell,-and-tube cooler,..what a the'
;purpose of the floating Vibe eheet? _

.Learning Objective: Iden,gify and .

descriSe the components of a marine
engine cooling sYstem. Teitbdok

paged 149 through 168:

-22. Which of the following pumps are fhe
prljncipal types used in engine cooling

s tems?

1. Centrifugal and.gear

2: Centrifugal and jet

3.. Centrifugal and."2-stage piston

4. Centrifugal and axial piston

, 5,28.

.

'So

5-23. .1n what type'of pump is water drawn into

the center of the impeller and thrown at

/ a high velocity into the casing surround-a: .

ing the impeller?

1. Gear pump
2. Rotary-type pump

3. Screw pump,

4. Centrifugal pump

5-24. In internal-combustion engines, heat
exchangers are.used primarily for

1. heating fluids
2. cooling fluids
3. heating gases
4. cooling,gasei

5-25.* Engine coolers may be classified in
several ways; coolers used in cooling
systemd of engines are commonly, identified

on the basis of,

1. relative direction of flow

2. the number of passes

3. the path of heat

4. construction features

5-26. In a given engine installation,
used to cool lubricating oil ar
than those used to cool water.
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1. To.prevent leakagenf the tAe bUndlea .

2. For easy removar.Of the tubTbundles
3.' To Allow for expsnsion of the :tube

bundle
4. TO ensure maxittim cooling effect

In'a shell-and-tuba 6O1er, why are
transverse baffles arranged aroUnd the

tube bundle?
t'

1. For maximum cooling effect and to
support the tube bank

2. To decrease pressur,..andsupt the
tube bank

3. To-deCrease pressure, indrease
volume, and support the tube bank

4. To incwase pressure,. deCrease
volum4.;and support the tube bank

5-29. One important advantage of the strlit-tube

cooler over the shell-and-tube cooler
that the strüt-tut.e cooler

1.. takes urrent to.operate than

the ell-and-tube cooler

2. withstands a higher degree of ecaling
and larger foreign particles without
clogging than does the shell-and-tube
cooler

3. is More compact than the shell-and-
tube cooler

4. is more durat4 than-the
.

Shell-and-tube cooler

5-30. What type of cooler id used only for

cooling oil?

1. Shell-and-tube
2. Strut-tub
3. Plate-tube
4. Coil-tube

5-31, In a plate-tube cooler, the cpoling
liquid flows through the tubes.

5-32. Which of the following coolers is used
to cool air between the turbocharger and

intake manifold?

1. Intercooler
2. Aftercooler
3. Oil cooler
4. Water cooler



d- or
15733. The coolantitt the cooling systea of a ',5-39.

Of, 16-278.AOngine flOws frae the'cylinler,
head ptasages to the

I. cylAndir liner passages
Oxteuir elbow and sanifoa water
jackets

. 3, frestwatir cooler
4. frgehwater manifo

. In a 38D8 1/11 engine,.tte last passe a in
the engine through which water flows
-before it koes through the .cooler is the

1. liner passages
2. head passage
3. exhaust elbows
4. water header

5-35. What gomponent of an engine onolipa
system stores water for re-entrylinto hs
system when the water.supply decreasei
on'acagnt of leakage?

1.

2

3

Freshwater pump
Expansion tank
Exhaust-manifold
Engine jacket

5-36. Wh ch of the following is/are a
fun tion(s) of the expan:ion tank?

I. To pressurize the system
2. To vent_the system,to the atmospnre
3. To condense steam that forms in the

system
4. To do both 2 and 3 above

5-37. Which of the following devices prevents
the entrance of se4weed and other debris
into the seawater circuit?

1. Scoop.
2: Filters
3. Strainers
4. Bypasa'basket

5-38. Which of the following is one of the
principal factors affecting the proper
cooling ot an engine?

1.) Type of cooling fluid uaed
Type of pump circulating the cooling
fluid

3. RAte of flow of the cooling fluid
4. Ambient temperature,

' 5-40.

H4gh water,velocityjs undesirable in a,
cooling system bacon**, . .

1.... ir ci4aes *t spots.
2. Atcause* stale,
,3. it caUsas heat-Eo to cerr*ed play

too elowlY'
. , -I,

,

4. it Cauees, scouring of'setol surface*

Aethe velocity of the circulating fluid
.

is reduced, tge . temperature of the
cooling fluid will

I. increase
2. decrease
3. be unchanged *or

4.' increase or decrease depending on
engine load

5-41. How is the taiperature of engine cooling
water controlled?

J. By regulating the amount of water
discharged into the engine

2. By regulating amount of water wtich-
passes through the frestwaier cooler

3. By both.l. and 2 above
4. All-cooling water temperature is

controlled yith a thermostat

. ,

5-42:' tiottlin.g valves are used only to
provide ACconstent flow of seawater or to
close the circuit completely when the

. freshwater circuit incorporates a
thermostat,

4
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5-43. Which of the following ty:pas of
thermostatic Valves are used in the
cooling systems of modern marine engines?

1. Manual and throttling
2. Conventional and three-way

proportioning
3. Throttling and pump diecharge
4. Manual and two-way proportioning

5-44. In the coolilloystem of 4 diesel engine,
what,causes t conventional-type
thermostatic valve to open?

1. A decrega in the ctrculating
freshwatriT temperature

2. An increaSe in the circulating
freshwater temperature.

3. An increase in the fuel oil tempera-
ture

4. A decrease-in the fuel oil temperature



5-45. In the freshwater system of an engin*,
haw does the autoeatic regulating valve
nmintsin the freshwater temperature at
any.desired value?

1. By bypasaing a portion.of the wat r
around the lube oil cooler

2. By bypaising:a.portion of the water

7 around the saltwater cooler

3. By bypassing a portion of the water
around the fOshwalor cooler

4. By bypassing a portion of the oil,
around,the saltwater cooler

_5-46. In the temparature-control element 'of anili

automatic.regulating valve, the vapor

pressure is belanced by the

a

1

1. sealed bellows and cap

2. ether and aldohol mixture

3. shims attached to the valve stem

4. coil spring

5-47. The bulbs which cause cooling water
regulators to operate are always located
in the saltwater discharge line of the

engine.

5-48. In an installation where seaWater controls
the lubricating oil temperature, how
many temperature regulators are there,

and in what system or systra are they
installed? .

1. Three; two in.the seawater circuit
and one in the freshwater circuit

2. Two; one each in the fresh- and
seawater circuita

3. Twol both in the seawater circuit

4. Two; one in the lubricating oil
system and Gine in the seawater
circuit

Learning Objective: Explain and

describe key points and considere-
tions in operating amd maintaining
cooling systems. Textbpok pages,

168 through 176.

5-49 Lubricating oil and freshwater coolers'
should be inspected periodically every

1. 10.- 20 days
2. 15 4a days

3. 20 5d days
4. 30 - 60 days

a

5-50. .Initthe 4osed cooling system of,a marine'
engine,, the gradeel increase of tempera-.
.ture ofj-thi:lubricating oil en4 the.
Ireaheater may:be,an indicatidn'of

-1. exeessive pressuri.in t system

2. too small a cooletr fdr e

3. scale beildup on the c ler tubes

4. a ruptured.tubweeith the cooler

5-51. Nithan engine opera under normal

load the seawater.di c ge temperature

shOuld be Maintained belowei maximum of

1. 130F
2. 140*F
3. 150IF
4. 160°F

5-52. Turning down the grease cups,too often
on-a seawater pump may finally result in

the aCcumulation of grease on the cooler
element, thee reducing its'cooling
capacity;

5-53. What is ordinarily used to clean the
saltwater side of a shell-and-tube oil

corer?

1. Boiler compound
2. Acid solution
3. Scrapers and wire brushes

4. Water and air.lances

-54. What shoUld you use to clean the oil,
side of a strut-tube type cooler?

1.

2.

3.

4.

Scrapers
Chemicals
Hot water lances
Jets of steam

ich of the following condqions will

indicate a leak in the tubes 0 an oil

cooler?'

d;_,/
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1. Water in the lube oil

2. Oil slicks in the cooling water

3. An apparent increase in the amount
of lube oil in the engine sump

4. All of the above



5-56. Which -oethe.following conditi?ms will
mciat likely.occur if a cooler is operated
above the maximum presiure indicated on
fhe tutmepIate?

1. :scaling
2. Corrosion
3. Leaks
4. Bubbled

5-57. Which of the following practicos.helps
prevent'the formation oficale within
the cooling,system?

1. Using distilled water in the cooling
system

2. Using water with zero hardness
3. Maintaining the chloride concentra-

tion within specified limits
4. Any of the above

5-58. Inlhe closed cooling eystem of an engine,
//

which of the following conditions or
elements forms scale on the tot surfaces?

1. Sodium chromate
2. Hot spots
3 Magnesium and calctult___,
4. Chloride

5-59. .A pH. value of sk:enotes a solution that
is

1. slightly alkaline
2. slightly acid
3. completely neutral
4. sometimes acid and soattiMell

alkaline

Sample pH Value
Concentration

ChrOmate Chloride

A --1111. 8 800 ppm

_

110 ppm
B 8.5 /800 ppm 80 ppm
C 9.5 , 1800 ppm 90 ppm
D 10 1500 ppm 50 ppm

Figure 5A.-Test results of four,samples
of treated water.
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5-60. wnich test sample in figura SA masts all
the

int

specified limits 69r,treatad water
e

ystem?

nded for use in an engine cooltmg

- s
.

v

'1. A
2. B
3. C
4. 'D

Ai Sodtpm dichromate and boiler comPound
MV

treat:gent is no Langer Otboriai4 for
Navy use.

5-61. In conducting colorimetric testa for'
alkalinity and chromate concentration of
water in engine cooling systems, which
source of artificial light is recommended?

I. Arc lamp
2. Flashlight ti
3. Incandescent lakp
4. Daylight fluorescent. lamp

5-62. .A test 'sample of engine coaling water ,

that appears yellower than the color disk
standards for...alkalinity as well ae'those
for'chromate concentration has a

1. low pH valus'and a high chromate
concentratjon

.2. lov pH value And a law chromate
concentration

3. high pH value and low chroiati-
concentration

4. high pH value and a.,Migh chromete
concentration

5-63. You are testing the chloride conCint;x4tion
in engine cooling water, starting with a
test sample tbat lass the charecterlitic
yellow color of chromate. After one
chloride test tablet is dissolved
completely in the sample, what will Ile
the color of the sample if its chlorfte
content is below 100 ppm?

1. Yellow
2. Bluish-green
3. Aeddieh-brown
4. Yellowish-green



5-6 . 'While treating engine cooling water you
accidantally spill ome sodium chromste
an your hands. What should you,do first?

fomoree your bands
Washirour tiands wi

ind water
Apply a light coat
your hands -

4. footrest your Wall in a solution of .
sodium bicarbonate and *mum

in Oil
plenty of-soap'

of vasaline to
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5-65. What is inattllad bstwastn the potable
fratbuater supply and fill &enaction

to prevent contamination?

1.

2.

3.

Check valve
Globe valve
Air gap
Gate valve



. Assignment 6

Engine Lubricating Oil Systems

Textbook Assignment: Pages 177'through 204

^Learning Objective: Point'out three
'functions of lubricating oil. Mitr
book pages 177 and 178.

For efficient engine operatiori, haw
.ahould the lUbricant be suppli to the
engine parts?

1. At high pressure
2. At miia1 preset:re
3. At flaahpoint
4. At proper temperetpre

6-2. In the contacting surTaces of moving
engine parts, which of the following
materials will .reduce friction?

1. Water
2. Compressed air
3. CAsin film of oil
4. Each of,.the above

.'

6-3. If the engine temperature exceeds the
maximuM limit during operation, the proper

'lubricant will prevent damage.

6-4. The lube oil used ia an engine must
perform what function(s)? a

1. Form a seal between the piston rings
and cylinder wall

2. Aid in heat transfer
3. Clean the engine
4. All of the above

6-5. Which of the following engine problems
will most likely be caused by an
insufficient oil film between the
connecting rod bearings and the crank
journals?

1. Seized piston
2. Wiped bearings
3. Both 1 and 2 above
4. Cracked cylinder
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6 -6. .The stability of'an oll.describes the
ability of the oil io resist

1. oxidation and deterioration
2. viscosity change
3. emulsification 1

4, flaahpoint change

Sludge.in the 14ticating Oil of an"
engine can cause engine breakdown.

Learning Objective: Point out
characteristics and tests, of
oil u$ed by the Natiy. Text-
book pages 178 through 184.

6-8. To select the proper lube oil for use in
an engine, you must knowtthe viscosity at

1. 1.2°F
2. 146°F
3. 200°F
4. operating temperature

6-9. To determine the viscosity of a fuel
oil, Oki instrument should you use?

1. Saybolt Universal viscosimeter
2. Visgage
3. Saybolt-Furol viscosimeter
4. Trial tube'

6-10. What is the standard temperature used
for testing a'lubricating oil for
viscosity?

1. 122°F
2. 130°F
3. 210°F
4.Either 2 or 3 above depending on the

class of oil



. .
As a luhe oil is-uead'in i rurling
angina, which,'if. any, of the following
affects on viscOsity should-you eipect?

A.changeoto a higher reading as

'..tesperature-increajes
2. A change to a lower reading as

temperature'dedreakes, .

3. A change to a lower reading due
fuel dilution

4. There is no ffect '

6-1 ,tyhat is the purpose of a.visisie?:

1. 'To-determine dilution of lube.bil
2. To determine operating temperature

viscosity
3. To determine the viscogity of new

. ldbe oil 7.

4: To determine the viscosity of fuel

41.1

ar-

r :

6,18. In an oparstint engine, hov often should

'you, tesp-the lUbe oil for fuel. dilutionZ

.--,girery" 4 hours
'2. iCry_42 hours
3. ry 24 -houri

4. Every,72 hours

to 6-19. Tolconvert viscogities between 50 and

6-13. Where is the sample oil placed in a
visgage?

1. Primary tube
2. Secondary tube
3. Hester tube

4. Trial tube

6'114. The reading.on a visgage will be in Sql

at what temperature?

1. 100°F
2. I22°F
3. 130°F
4. 210°F

6-15. The two balls in a visgage, Movin's at the

same speed, indicate.that the

sample oil is a higher viscosity
standardoil is not correct for the
sample oil

3; sample oiZ is a lower viscosity

4. viscosity of the sample is the same,

as the standard-

6-16. Lubeoil in an engine should be changed
whenever dilution has reached

1. 2%

2. 51

3. 7%

4- 10%

If the viscosity of a new oil is 460
'Saybolt Universal seconds at 100°F and
the old oil is 320F, Qtat.,is the
percentage of dilution?

1. L.

2. 5%

3. 3%

4, 4%
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100 SSFpo gs11, what nueher *Reid you
multiplY 'by?

1.. '5

lo
, 3. .15

4, 20

0 In answering itama 6-20 through 612,
select the correct answer frOm ihe.

following four alternafiVes:

1; The temperature at Which flammable

vapors will burn without applicatidn

of a spark or flane
The temperature at:which the heat of

.compression will ignite the vapor
The lowest tanperature At Which
vapors will laash into'flame when
contacfed with- a flame

4. The lowest temperature at which
vapors will continue to burn 144
ignited

6-20.

6-21.

6-22.

What is the flashpoint of an oil?

What is the. fire point of an oil?

What is the auto enous lgnitio poiui of

an oil?

6-23. The ability of ant oil. to Prevent fhe
accumulation of carbon deposits in an
engine is known as

1. durability

2. detergency
3. carbon content
4. carbon residue

6-24. Why is oxidation of lubricatineoil

140
detrimental to engine operatiOn?

1. Rust will form on the cylinder walls

2. Sludge will accumulate in oil

passages
3. Acid is produced,which will

deteriorate engine parts

4. Potassium hydroxide is formed which
will deteriorate engine parts

"5.



When eSing a Centrifuge to testoil,
which of the following tests are you

.

making?'

1. Neutralisation number
2.. Precipitation' nUlber
3. 1 Carbon residue
4. 'Specific gravity

. .

6-26. Whentesting the specific gravity of
WhiCh of,the folIolAng,conditions.,

must You-meet?

-1. Stir the oil to remove air
2. _Clean the- instrument

MaVe the oil at room teagerature
Each of the ebove'

4)

4.

Learning'ObjeCtivi:, Identify the
points, that' must be Considered when

selecting,oil for a gpecific
purpose. .Textbook pages 184 and
185. t

6-27. To select thaproper lubricant for a
specifie equiPment, which of the
following publications should you ese?

1. -,NAVSHIPV Technical. Manual
.2. NAVSMF Manual
3. NAVMAT Manual'
4. Manufaeturer's technical manual.

6-28. The, Navy sythol'assigned io an additive
type of-heavy duty oil is ef what series?

1. 1000
2. .2000

3. 7000
4. 9000

6-29. One purpose'of an additive to mineral
oil is to

1. ini,*bit oxidation
2. Add nutrients ,

3. add cArbon
4. inhibit precipitation

47)0. In a dieael engille, which of the
follbwing fluids will cause corrosion of,
alloy bearings?

1. SABol 9110 lube oil
2. Symbol 9250 lube oil
3. Both-1 and212 above

Partially burned fuel
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6-31. When engine lube oil appeare cloudy,
what is the most likely. cause?

1. Normal usage
2. Water contamitation

. 3. 'Fuel. dilution
' 4 -Exeessive-tamperaturis

6-32. When the.lubricating oil of.a
eagine turns dark in color after a few
hours of use;. what is imAtated?

1. The I should be purified
2. The.-1uSicating quality of the oil

has deteriorated
3. The oil is funetioning normelly
4. Normal.oPerating temperature has

beep exceeded

Learning.Objectivev Po oft
principles of 011 purificatiOn
and separation. _Textbook pages
186 through 193.

4hich of the following,areoil
contaminants?'.

1, Intake air
2. Engine exhausts
3. Water
4. Eich of the above

6-34. To *ncrease the efficiency and decree-se,
the time required for settlipg in 4
settling tank, what irdone to the lube
oil?

1. It is heated
, It is agitated

3. It is circulated
4. It is cooled

6-35. To condUct the batch process of
purification, oil is taken from the sump,
o a running engine, through the pUrifter
and returned to the Sump.

6-36. -What Principle is used-To purify oil in
pujifier?

A

1. Centrifugal force
2. Speciotic gravity
3. Differential pressure
4. Differential temperature

can be removed fram lul:;e oil by '

oil purifier.
4

6-37. Fuel oil
the lube

G 03



J.

.60-38. When aypurifier ie used'te remove water ,-6-43. Oil purifiers ate designed,to giVa

from asel Oil, it ia,called a
4ziiiva efficienCywhen the purifier is -

orating at

1. centrifuge '

' 2. demulsifier 1.

3. clarifier 2.

4. separator '

3.

6-39. Wien i purifier is ;laed to remove -

sediment' from a lithe oil, it is called a 4.
64.

1. centrifuge
2. demulsifier
3. clarifier
4. separator

6-40. In'kigure 9-7 of the textbook,.dirty 0 1

flows from the bottom of the regulaV
tube, through a tubular shaft into a

.1, bowl shell

2. stack of disks

3. centrifugal tube

4. dUcharge ring

6-41. What happens during the purification

process when a disk-type purifier is

used?,

1. Clean oil is disdiarged through the

discharge ring; water Mixed with
sludge and dirt flows upward and is ,

discharged,from ele neck of the top

disk; most of the dirt and sludge

collecta.on the vertical surface of
4

the binwl shell

2. Clean oil is discharged through the

discharge ring; water and mogt dirt -

and sludge is,disCharged through the

drains; some dirt collects on the

vertical suirface of the bowl

3. Clean oil,flows inward and upward

through the disk and is discharged
through the neck of the top/disk;

water vexed with dirt and sludge

passes through the discharge ring;

mOst of ,,the dirt and sludge is
collected on the vertical walls.of:

the bowi shell ,

4. Ospan oil flows inward and upward

and is discharged through the top

disk; water, dirt, and sludge, is

disAarged through the drains

6-42. What-is t'he function of tile three=wing

device in the tub'ular-type'centrifugal

purifier?
,

1. To maintain a constant oil pressure

2 To cause the liquid to rotate at

wl speed

3. To restrain movement'sof The bottOm

of the bowl

4. To accelprate emuaification

minimum speed -
,

a speed.determined by prevailing

conditions.
a speed-between minimum andjupta.

and at the rated capacity
maximise designed apsad and +rated

ccapacity

6-44. When must the bowl of A purifier be.

primed with freshWatetT.-
I.

1. When operated as a separator

2. 'When Operation's a clarifier

3. When operawl as a centrifuge

4. When operated as a demulsifier

6-45. Most oils.usedhy the Navy can7be,heated

to wtiat te#erature withou$ damaging .

thwoils?

rl. 195'17

2, a90°F
3, i 185°F

z4, .180°F

76-46.1 When miliraryymbo1 9250 lube oil
td-be'pur'ified, it should be heated to

..

2. 160F
3. , 175°F

4. 180°F

a

6-4,7. /The size of the dischargering used in a

purifier is determined by ale

viscosit he oil

2. moisture c Vnt of tha\oif

3. sefliment c4,ntent of theoil

4. specific grivity of the oil

.

6-48. What is the best methot'of tetesiMining

the,efiitiency of a purifier?

41 6'0

1. Check oil for clarity

2. Oil analysis
3. Batch process
4. Amount of sediment found in tlie bowl



4

L.arnt Objective; ,ldedtify the-
.: typi of oil pressure iyatim used

with modern internal-colbustion
=sines. Toaxtbookipage 193.

,Lubrication of modern internal-
Combustion engines is:accomplished by ,

What method?

1. Pressur
2. :Splash

.3. Drip
4. Wic.k :

Learning Objective: .Pointout
the`funTons'of the various parts
of a lub icating system. Textbook
pages 193 through 200.

e te.

6-5 . Which'of the following lubricating
system components is considered as
internel to the-engine?

1. Sump ,
2. .Piping
3. .dooler

4. _Filter

On a diesel engine, what controls ihe
discharge rats of the popitiva-
displacement, rotery-gearttype lube
oil mp?

1. A p ensure regulating valve
2. A pressure relief valve
3. The engine apeed
4. .An orifide

6-52. In s.,diesel engine, what hazard(s) can
be caused by overpriming the lube oil
system?

1. Lube oil leaks at the seals
2. Fouling of injectors
3. Foaming of the,oil
44. Overspeeding upon starting

643. When you are primin$ the lube oil elites'
of a diesel engine.,whemisissuld you
stop?

I. When the lubl oil gage registers a
slight pressure

2. When the Juin' oil gage indicetes
10 psig

3. When the teaparature of the oil
rises elightly

4. . When the temperature of.the oil
ritsas 5F

6-54. Which of the following statements
describes filters?

.1.. They ard wire mesh devices
2. They remove longer.particles

then strainers
3. There are two on every diesel lube

oil system.
4. They are replaceable

645. Which of the following statements
describes strainers?

1. All strainers era of the duplex
type

2. All approvdd lubricating oil,
strainers have's built-rin'pressure
relief Valve

3. All itrainers contain an absorbent
cartridge

4. All lube oil strainers can be
cleaned duringnormal engine
operation

6-56. In figure 9-10' of the textbook, where
is the.control valve handle located?

1.

3.

4.

Upper
Upper
Lower
Lawtr

left
right
left
right

6-57. When the control valve is in the bypass
position, where does the oil flow?

6-58.

1. Through the filter to the engine
2. Through the head to the engine

. 3. Through the filter to the sump.
4. Through the filter to the pump

suction

When the relief valve on the edge-disk
type oil strainer operates, where does
the oil flow?

1. pown through the cepter and out
2. Dowm around the filter and out
3. Up around the filter and out
4. Up through the center and put

4.



6-59. In figure 9-11 of the.textbook, what is

tha designation of the '&1V-ice you turn

to clean the strainer?

1. Control handle
2. Wing handle
3, Relief valve

4. Cleaner blades__

6-60. In. Navy filters, which of the following

absorbent materials ie NOT approved for

filters?

1. Cellulose'
2. Cott6n Waste
3. Activated eharcoal
4. PaPer,disks

6-61. How many types Ot filtering systems are
approved.for use with Navy diesel engines?

1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four

6-62. In a shunt-type filtering system, what.

is the correct flow path of the oir

1. Strainer, filter, cooler, engine

2. Filter, cooler, 'straii"-Zos, engine

3. Cooler, strainer, filter, engine

4% Engine, strainer, cooler, filter

6-634") In figure 9717 of the textbook, which
valve controls the bypass for the filter?

1. Control valve

2. Bypass valvetA

3. Relief valve

4. Pressure regulator valve

Learning Objective: Point ont.tha

purpose of scavenging pum0a and

lube oil NIVAIS on diesel engine*. -

Textbook pages 200 through 204.

6-64. On a dry-sump type lube oil system, what

is the purpose of the scavenging-pump?

1.. To supply oil to the Imln engine

.2. To keep.the oil pan nearly dry

3. To supply oil to the valve train

4. To circulate oil thrOugh the cooler

6-65. In a lubricating oillisystem, why are the

internal caVities and related spaces
vented through the engine intake air

system?

. 1. To prevent combustible gas.from

accumulating in the crankcase

2. 'To prevent criviting a fire hazard

with fumes.in the cc:impartment.

3. Tor the tsasons in both 1 and 2.ahove

4. To redUce the possibility of sparks"

in the crankcase

6-66. Dilution of the lube oil with diesel fuel

is the cause.cCall crankcase explosions.

4

f
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Fuel and Fuel Systais
.

Textbo Ok Airsilinasntr Palle

`Assignmnt 7

205 throUgh 239

lAkerning Objective:. LisS
requirements of!usil-oil,-**40.14
how ignition.quality is doteFained,
end explain how turbulentelle used
ii a diesel engine. Textbook
pages'205 through 212, ,

7-1. Alt is the primary responsibility of.an
,Pginsmen in dealing with fuels?

1. Testing fuels for Navy eneines
2. Using and handling fuels correctly
3. Storing fuels properly aboard ship .

4. Selecting appropriate fuels for Navy
engines

' 7-2. Why is,a richer fuol..air mixture required
in starting s cold gesolini'engiis than
in operating the (eosins after'it 14 warm?

1. To,lesson the chance of vapor lock
2. To improve the volatility of the .

gasoline in the fuel-air mixture
3. To ensure that a highly vaporised fuel

mixture enters tha cylinders
4. To compensate for gasoline condensing

in 'ttemenifold

7-3. The octane valus of a gasoline is the
measure of the

1. potential energy of the gasoline
, 2. vaporisation temperature of the

gasoline
3. antiknock characteristics' of the

gasoline
4. starting qualities of the gasoline
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7-4. ,Assume that Navy all-purpose gasoline Is
the oaly fuel available for an engine
which is designed to eperate with
80 to 87-octane gasoline bat which is
tuned for knock-Thee performance when
using 37-octane gasoline. with, if any,
of the folloWing actions should permit the
engine to perform without knocking-when
using the Wavy all-purppes fuel?

A

1, Advance the engine 'timing
2. Retard the engine timing
.3. Change the air-fuel ratio
.4- None of the above

7-5.. Meuse that 100-octana gasoline is the
.

only fuel available for an engine which is
tuned for kUock,free performance when
using 87-octane gasoline. Which, if any,
of the ft:A.100144 ctione should improve
.the engine's performance whed.neing the
PO-octane gasoling?

1. Advance the ignition tieing
2. Ritard the ignition timing
3. Change the fuel-air ratio
4. Nona of the shove

7-6. Leaded gesoIine with which of the
following octane numbers has the greatest
toxic effect on the human body?

1. 80

2. 87

3. 94

4. 100

7-7. What three factors contribute to self-
ignition of a diesel fuel within an
engine

1. Pressure, temperature, and air intake
2. Pressure, injection, and, air intake
3. Pressure, time, and kir intake
4. Pressure, temperature, and time



In the operation,of a disiel engine,
wbich of the folloWing factors.
determine(s) the amount of ignition

delay?

1. The six: of the fuel particles
injected into the combustion space

2. The temperature and pressure within
the combustion pace
The turbulence within the combustion3.

space
4.- All of Ulm *hove

A
7- . Which of the following statements about

detonation in a diesel engine is true?

1. 'Detonation is suppressed by increased
ignition delay

2. Detonation occurs during the last
stage of combustion

3. Detonation is caused by a.
imultaneous ignition of all qf the
fuel charge in a cylinder

4. Detonation is an instantaneous
explosion of a small part of the fuel
charge in a cylinder

7-10. The
'to

cetane number rates fuels according

1. antiknock characteristics
2. ignition qualities
3. rates of vaporization
4. viscosity

7-11.. Why is turbulence introduceid into the,
cylinders.of a diesel engin's,?

;

Whan'answering items *7-14 and 7-15, reAr
to the following princiPlms upon *Mich

auxiliary combustion &sleben' work to create or

to improve turbulent conditions in the4cylinder

spaces of diesel engines:

A. Part of the combustion air is trapped
in an auxiliary chamber am4 is
expanded by haat of compression,
causing the air to jet out into the
cylinder space 'at hikh velocity.

1. To regulate engine operating

temperatUres
2. To keep piston crowns from overheating
3. To help mix fuel, and air better anci ,

faster
4. To sweep away unburned'parxicles of

fuel

7-12. Which of the following is NOT a means of
creating, turbulence in a diesel:engine?,

1. Increasing compression.ritio
2. Shaping piston crowns

3. Positioning inlet ports

4. Shaping combustion chambers

7-13. Which design of combuition chamber does
NOT use an auxiliary chamber to help mIx
injected fuel with combustion air?

1. Air cell
2. Open
3. Divided
4. Energy cell

B. Tbe rapid forcing of compression-
heated air into the auxiliary chamber
creates a turbulent action during the

compression event due to the design
of the chamber and site of tha

ening.

C. Fuel injected into an auxiliarY
chaMber burns with.insufficient
oxygen causing unburned fuel to jet

info the.cylinder space.at high

velocity,

. D. Piston upstroke forcat'mor than half

of tht combustion fuel int the .

auxiliary chamber where itburnm
causing the resultant gaseenf
combuition to swirl rapidly into the
cylinder-space-at peak pretsures.

7-14. The principle upon which the precombustion

chamber works ie

1. A
2. B

3. C

4. D

7-15. The printiple upon which the turbulence
cheMber works is

7-16.

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

In a diesel engine that uses an
energy-cell auxiliary combustion chamber,
during the injection vel4 most of the
combustion fuel remains in the

1. aajor air chamber
2. minor air chamber
3. main combustion chamber
4. connecting passages between

and major air chambers

the minor



7-17... Diesel engines in'whiCh divided noMbus
tion chambarei.ereate turbulence operati
smoothly'duetne gradual., rather than
:Sudden rise:in cylinder pressures dUring.
'the combustion. ..Ths prolonged combustimn
thaertsulti in'amoother engine operstion
is attributed to the

.

1. ships Of the main combustion chambers
2. location of the energy cells r.tative

to the pistons
3. location of the energy cal elative

to the nozzles-of the fuel injectors
4, restrjetiona in the passages thit

con4ct the major air chambers with
the 4iuor air chambers

Learning Objective: Identify
thesvarious functions of a fuel
injection system and explain why
the function is required. Text-
book pages 212-214.

Mitch the function of the fuel system in
umncol A with its definition in column B.

7
B. Definition

94 Atomization18. 1. Injection of fuel
at a particular

Timin7-19. time

A. Function

,

g

Metering7-20. 2. Accurate measure-
ment of injected'
fuel

3. Breaking the fuel
intd a mist-like
spray

Range of'adjust-
want of the
amount delivered
during injection

7-21. In the fuel-injection system of a diesel
engine, which function provides uniform
speed and uniform power?

1. Timing the fuel injection
2. Atomizing the fuel
3. Metering the fuel
4. Controlling the rate of fuel

injection

(

7-22. only afrect Of early injec ion of
fuel in-a cycle.ii los exhaust
.temperaturse.

. _

723. The affect of poor timing of a fuel
injection system op the:perforeence of
a diesel engine IS most similar to the
effect of poor

1. metering of tha fuel .

2. control of the rate of fuel
injection

3. atomization:of the fuel
4. distributionof the fuel *

7-24. In:the fuel iniettion system, high
preSsure of injection-ensures which
the following functions?

1. ktomization
2. Proper metering
3. Proper injection rata
4. Penetration

-.7-=25. Penetration of.the fual into the
combustion -chamber is dependent or
type of energy?
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1. Potential
2. Kinetic
3. Anemic
4. 'Robust

of

7-26. Uniform distribution of fuel in the
combustion chamber is dependent on which
of the following functions?

1. Injection pressure
2, Compression pressure
3. Size of injection htle
4. Each of the above

7-27. In a diesel engine, cotbustion is
controlled by the governor which
controls the amount of air admitted to
the combustion chatber.

Learning Objectie: Identify
components of the external fuel
system. Textbook pages 214-215.

7-28. In a centrifugal purifier, contaminants
separate from fuel oil because they are

1. more viscous
2. heavier
3. mote solid
4. lighter

603



7-29 When # cartridge-typo filter becomes

r clogged ,7:9A; sus t

1. clean it
2. vant it
3. replace it

4, drein it

/earning Objective: Gills a

brief description of the
common-rail injection syetem.
Textbook pages 215-219.

7-30. The nozzles of the modified common-rail
injection'system differ from those Of

the basic common-rail system in that the

nozzles of the modified system

1. Operate mechenically while iu the.

basic sYstem they operate
hydraulically

2. operate hydraulically, while in the

basic system they ere operated

mechanically
3 meter the fuel while in the basic

system 6.1 is metered-by injectors

4. use wedges attached to a singie-sehaft

to_compensate for engine load
Varlations while in the basic system
the.outer sleeve of the injector
compensates for engine load

variations

7-31. In the modified common-rail fuel
injection system, the fuel oil pressure
is controlled by the position of the

1. accumulator bottle pressure valve

2. inner sleeve of the pump

3. relief valve adjUsting screw

4. outer sleeve of the pump

7-32. In meeting the fuel demands of a

variable-speed diesel engine, the
modified common-rail injection system
has an advantage over the basic common-
rail systm; the MOdified system has a/an

1. hydraulically oierated fuel-metering

injector
2. automatic pressure control with load

or speed changes

3. manually adjusted spring-loaded
pressure regulator with load or

speed changes

4. mechanically operated fuel-metering

nozzle

Learning Objerctive: Give a .

brief description of the various'

pump-injection systems: Text-

hook pages 219-231.

7-31. The pump-injection system thet.combines

a high-pressure pump sud SIA injection

nozzle inXo one unit is e_unit injector.

7-34. 4.The Boech fuel injection pUmps, APE and
APF, differ in basic design according

to the .arrengement Of the

1. control rack and the delivery valves

lt

2. spray n zles and the delivery valves

P'443. spray zzles and_the combustion

chaeher
4. cylinder plungers.end the pimp

housing

7-35. Fuel injection in the Dosch system is

completed when the injection pump's

1. inlet port is. covered by the plunger

2. spill port ia uncovered by the edge

"of the pluneer heiix
3. inlet And spill ports are both

covered by the edge of the plunger

helix
4. -inlet,and Spill ports are both

uncovered by the plunger

- 7-36. Which-statement hest describes the
Bosch plunger injection p34mp marked

"timed for port opening"? .
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1. Both upper and lower helices with a.

constant beginning and variable,

ending of injection

2. An upper helix,with a variable
beginning.and constant ending of

injection
3. A lower helix with a constant

beginning and a variable ending of

injection.
4. Both upper and lower helices with

variable beginning and ending of

injection

7-37. The PSB pump requires less mounting

space than an APE fuel pump becanse of

its length.

7-38. The)hydraulic bead of the PSB fuellpump

is omplete asseRhly which is fastened

to the.lousing by means of a coupling.



,7-39. The Roost-Master fuel system differs
from that of the Bosch APE and PSB in
regard to which of the following
features?

1. Datign of the governor
2. Design of the fuel filter
3. Method otmeasuring ind pumping the

fuel
4. All of the above

7740. Whiit component of the Booss-Mester fuel
spill= provides accurate measurement of
the fuel injected into each cylinder?

1. Botor
2. Metering plunger
3. injection nozzle
4. Four-vane positive-displacement,

pump

In'the rotor of the Roosa-Mester fuel

injection o15tem, the peeition 'of the
diilled passages establiehes the,

1. amount of fuel injected
2. -fuel injection pressure
3. timing riletionship of nozzles

. 4. position of the injection pump
plungers

. In the PT system, what type of valve
the pressure regulator?

Relief
Bypass
Stop
Globe

7-46. The part of a unit-iujoctor,that is
mounted smugly in a copper tub within

*the cylinder bead is cooled by

1. intake air 1

2. lubricating oil
3: water .

4. fuel oil

'7-47. 'in the high valve unit injector, the --

relation of the helicam.v?.the potts-is
-changed by the

1. motion of ihe injector rotkar arm.
2. rotAtion of.the plungAi
3, velocity of the metered fuel as it

passes throUgh the helices
4. Motion of the followermpring

7-48. A unit injector is classified according
to the

4

. 1. size of its injector valve
2. design of its injector valve
3. number of orifices in its spray tip
.4. method of -securing it in the..

cylinder julad

, .

7-49. In the high valve unit Amdector, what
causes the injector valve to leave its
seat, thereby permitting fuel to be

is sprayed into the combustion chamber?

7-43. In a Cummins PT system with a variable-
speed governor, what limits the fuel
delivery to the required amount for anY
given speed or load?

Governor
2. Gear pump
3. Throttle
4. Pressure regulator

7-44. -In the Cummins PT injectors; the
circulation of fuel is continuous EXCEPT
for which of the following short periods?

1. During the injection period
2. Just before the injection period
3. Just after the injection period
4. During the metering perio'd

i. 45. The fuel pressure and the time the
metering orifice remains open determine
the amount of fuel injected into the
combustion chamber of the Cummins PT
fuel injection system.
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1. The force of gravity
2. The force" stored in.the injector

velve spring
3. The three stored in the injector

follower spring
4. Pressure that builds up in the

injector

7-50. The beginning and ending of ,,the injection
period and the volume ok fuel injected
into the cylinder by a unit injector are
chanted by the

1. reciProcating motion of the plunger
24. volume of fuel passing through the

laijeetor outlet opening
3. rotary motion of the plunger
4. motion of the injector rocker arm

7-51. In which of the unit injectors ia the
Check valve located in a recess on top
of the valve seat?

1.

2.

3.

4.

High valve
Spherical valve
N-type needle valfe
Needle valve



7-52. The intermixing of needle valve injectors
of differeet types on the same engine
should NOT be permitted as the injection.
,cheracteristics differ from one type of

injector lo another.

Learning Objective: Identify
different typed of injection
nozzles with their probable
troubles and the necessary
corrective actions. Textbook

pages 231-237.

7-53. In the Bosch injector system the fuel

oil travels from the injection pump to
the nozzle holder body, passing through
which of the following parts?

1. An orifice
2. A strainer
3. A circular passage
4. All of the above

7-54. In the Bosch hole-type nozzle injector'

the valve is raised from its seat by the

spray tip by 1

1. a cam-operated puph'rod
2. a plunger and bushing assemhlY

'3. a rack-controlled plunger

4. high-pressure oil in the oil cavity

7755. Whichtype of nozzle is used in injectors
if fuel atomization ios more impertant

than fuel penetrati because of

iikcombustion chamber resige

1. Open
2. Pintle
3. Single hole
4. Multihole

7-56. In a fuel injection unit, low nozzl
opening pressure results in

1. an increase in the amount, of fuel

injected
2. an increase in the rate of fuel

atomization
3. a decrease in the aMount of fuel

injected
4. a delay in fuel injection per stroke

7-57; In testing an injector, you should,avoid

sprlying fuel oil on Your skin because
the pressurized oil can penetrate the

skIn and cause blood poisoning-

A.

7-58. If the opening Wassure of a Bosch
injector nozzle is toolzigh because of

improper spring action, the malfunction

cilia be Corrected by

1: 'adjesting th'e spring
replacing the nozzle unit

3: installing mnew spring

4. replacing the nozzle valve'

7-59. When a-pressure in excess-of-the pop
pressure can be, built up in a unit

injector', the condition is useally

caused by

1. dirty sealing surfaces

2. weak valve springs
3. .broken pressure springs
4. improper assembly of parts

7-60. A breken pintle in a fuel imdection
system usually causes

1. corrosion of.the spray nozzle

2. clogging of orifices

3. distortion of the spray pattern
4 erosion of valves

7-61. The recommendedlcorrective action for .

eroded nozzle orifices is to

1. clean the nozzle openings with a

wire
2. immerse the nozzle in clean diesel

oil
3. ,

replace the nozZle

4. sandblast the nozzle

7-62. Whic the following injection system

,
defects will NOT cause nozzle dribbling?
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1. Damaged Valve body seat

2. Broken pressure adjusting springjP

3. Dirty nozzle
4. Broken injector tip

Learning 04jective: Give a

brief description of purging
the fuel injection system.
Textbook pkiges 237-238.

7-63. The pressure of air in the fuel pystem

of a diesel engine could cause

\

I. misfiring
2. stalling
3. knocking

4. misfiring, stalling, or knocking



744'. Which of this foliovi4s appearances of
. fuel inmcates air in the system?

7-65*"

4

7-64, Which, if any,;. Of the following.types of
Tollutionyes reddted by.chenging from
Navy Special NUalbil to distillate

1. Clear
2. Cloudy
3. Dark
4. Light

1.

2.
3.

Air will enter the.fuel system in most
cases in'the suCtioU side of the

4.

injection'system.. Therefore, you.Must
irmpectthe suction pipinvend fittingi
.14in an air leak is euepected.

7-66: Assume that wamell high-speed dismal
angine.fails to start due.to the
presence of air in+ the high-pressure
fuel.lines. Priming should be attempted
first at.the

1. overflow connection on the pump
housing

2. injection valves'.
3. priming pump.
4. transfer pdlp

Learning Objective: Relate the
Pollution Control Act to the
duties of an Enginaman. Text-
book pages 238 through 239.

Air
Water
Soil
None of tha above

74 What ia tbe minimum distance fros shore
.ther a Ship may pump oily bilges?
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4'
1. 12 miles
2. 50 miles
3. 100 miles
4. 150 miles

7-69. Ships era MOT normally allowed to
transfer oil between tanks in restricted
,vaters.

7-70, Ballast Can:be pdmped overboard after
it hee*been allowed to settle.



Assignment 8
Propulsion Control Systems;.Diesel Enaine gpereting Proceduree

Textbook Assignmen Pages 240 throUgh 259

Learning Objective: Identify.the types

of engine controas by their functions
Aged describe mechanical and hydraulic

governor.action, Textbook pages 240

through 243.

8-1. The speed an4 power output Oi a diesel

engine are increased by increasing the

charge of

1. air entering the cylinders

2. fuel entering the cylinders
3. air and fuel entering the cylinders
4. fuel aud by decreasing the charge

of air entering the cylinders

8-2. A governor that controls the flow of'

1Uel oil to the injectors at all engine
Speeds between idling,an4 maximwe is
elassified as a

1. constant-speed goVernor
2. load-limiting governor'

3. variable-spee&governor
4. speed-limiting governor

8-3. A control device that limits engine

load at varioue speeds is/called a

1. speed-limiting governor

2. variable-speed governor

3. constant-speed govexnor
4. load-limiting governor

8-4. What is meant'by ilochronous governing
of the speed of a diesel engine?

i

1. Speed varie with load changes

2. Speed remai 0 constent under ell
load condit bns

3. Speed is maxiMum under overload

conditions
4. Idling speed is maintained under

minimum load conditions

. .

-In the following items, match the termAn
column Awith the best definition in column B.

A. Term

8-5. Hunting

8-6. Stability

0-.7. sensitivity

B. Definition

1. Speed of:action of
governor

2.' Ability to maintain
speed without fluctu-
eeimg

Continuous fluctuating
speed

Amount.of speed change
required before the
governor will take
corrective action '

. 8-8. In the centrifugal governor.of a diesel
engine, the rotatiOnal speed of the
flyballs Is detereined directly by the

1. throttle.setting
2. governor spring presenre

3. engine speed .

4. adjusting device

8-9. Assume that.a diesel engine is operating
under variable.leads and that no manual
adjustments are made by the operator.
In the governor of the engine, centrif-
ugal force olithe'flyballs becomes ,
greater than'the pressure exerted by the
coil spring as.a consegeence of which
of the following events?
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1. A decrease in the amount of fuel
delivered to the engine

2. An increase in load
3. Eithet 1 or 2 abOve

4. A decrease in load



8-10. The force exerted by the coil spring on
the flyballs in a governor isequal to
the centrifugal forte of the flyhalls
when the diesel engine is oPirating at

1. constant speed with a variable loald,
2. variable speeds with a variable load
3. constant speed with a constant load
4. variable speeds with a constant load

8 -11. In figure lltof the.textbook, if the
flyballs move out, whet,,if anything,
will happen to the rata of fuel flow?

1. Increase
2. Decrease
3. Increase than decrease
4. Nothing

In figure 11,2 of the textbook, hydrahlic
oil is being ported to the under or lower
side ok the power piston. What, if
anything., is happening at the fuel valve?

It is opening
2. It is closing
3. It wiil close then open
4. Nothing

8-13., In figure 11 -3'of the textbook, what
forces the power piston doWn?

1. Hydraulic p re
2. The speed ad ing spring
3. A,compensating spring
4. The power spring

8714. Why are mocha:xi:cal governors ratA4 than
hydraulic governors used on small diesel
engines?

1. High fuel injection pressure is not
necessary

2. Large amounts of fuel are not handled
3. Fater operation is required
4. Extremely accurate regVtion ks not

necessary

Learning Objective:escribe overspeed
devices, while giving the purpose of
the safety devices. Textbook pages
243 and 244.

8-15, Operating a'diesel engine at excessive
speeds can cause its rotating parts to
breik Apart.'
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.8r16. Aimee that yau:ire taquired ta stop a
diesel engin* that ip evereiiediug, and'
yOu ereiugaskiliar with its design and,
operation., How should you stop thift'

_engine?

. Use'-the Orottle to mit(' f the'
fUel supply

.

Hlock the fuel line by Cloiing the
valve on the line

3. Jlock.ite flow of intake aii
- 4. Relieve the prepeure in the:fuel

line by:opeoing a Valve

8-17. An oVerspesd trip will stop,a aiesel
..engine that is equipped with a speed
governor when the regular'speed gOvrnor
fails to

1: limit theload on the engine
2....,keep engine speeibalow the maximum

designed limit
-3. keep engine spoed above tbe mitinue'

designed limit.: .

4. keep the engine from bynting exces- .

sively,under,normal loads

8-18. The shutaf control in mecbeeioal or
hydraulic overspeed governor is
operated by a power sprihg.

A N

Learning Objectpe Describe
various types of propulaion coitrolst
pneumatid, hittraulic and electrical.
Textbook'pages 244 and 245.

8-19. In a controllable pitch propeller, which
of the following requirements isnot by
either pneumatic or hydraulic signal?

1. Control of engine load
2. Control, of shaft.spsed
.L Control of shaft direction
4.. Control of propeller pitch

8-20. The WS can control the steering geai.

8-21. On-ships with CRP propellers, the
pilothouse console can control starting
and stopping of main engines.

Learning ObjeC'tive: Identify the
general procedures for starting
diesels after prolonged periods of
Olenest, overhaul, and routine
securing. Textbook pages 246 through
248,



The Engineering Operation SeqUencing

1 ,Standards (EOSS) is written for the
Department Head's guidance.only.

8-21., Whet is the first step in the general,
starting procedure for a diesel engine?

1. Crank the engine

2. Perform preoperational checks
3. Align the supporting systems

4. Vent the freshwater cooling system

1

Hatch the starting procedure for t diesel engine

in column A with'the component or system in

'column B.

A. Procedure

8-24. Align valves

B. Component/System

1. Expansipn tank

8-25. Check freshwater 2b Sump

level

8-26. Check oil level
3.' Seawater cooling

Hiat exchanger

8-27. After a large diesel engine has been idle,
how is the oil film restored to the
cYlinder walls?

1 By pressurizing the lube oil system
N

end jacking the engine'
2. By the lube eil injection system
3. By hand wiping
4. Through the inspection port

8-28. To reduce load during jacking operations,
what should you do?

1. Open, the fuel line

, 2. Open the expansion tank
3. Open cylinder test valves

4. Open the sea valve

8-29. When la the check for malfunctioning
alarms performed?

1. Before lining up the fuel system

2. After starting the engine
3. When lining up the freshwater cooling

system
4. After lining up the fuel system

8-30. In re-starting a warm engine, which/of the

following reactionsmay be expected?

1. Excessive fuel use
2. Longer starting period

3. High coolant temperatures
4. High oil ptessure
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A. Item 8-31 and 8-32 are concerned with
the steps yowars to follow in preparing

to start a diesel segine that lass just been

oVerhauled.

8-31. In starting A diesel smgine-after a long
.
idle period, each of the following
prdcedures must.be performed., What'is'
the correct seepagnce?

A. Check.gperating condition of governor

B. Fill.tha-lieshwater system
C. Check tagged valves
D. Make avisual check to see wbsther.

oil is'present at.sall bearings

E; Check all Pipe coenections

F. 'Inspect air receiver

1. A, C, D, E, B, F

2. C, A, B, E. D, F
3. C, E, B, I), F, A
4. C, E, B, D, A, F

8-32. Disconnected airstarting lines are
blown out and reconnected so that the
specifiedi,ressure will hUild up before

you

1. check 'timing Of fuel injectors

2. check valve assemblies"fOr freedoi
of movement

3. clean fuel oil Strainers
4. open scavenging-air header manifold

drains

Learuing Objective: List the
procedures to f011oW during
routine operation of a diesel

engine. Textbook pages 248-251.

8-33. Which of ehe follbwing is a long-range
benefit td be obtained from keeping logs?

1. The detection of high temperature

2. he detection of low water pressure

3 The detection of gradually degraded

operation
4. The detectiOn of back pressure

8-34. What is the minimum irdiat which a

diesel engine should e allowed ,to

operate for any length of time?

One-fourth,normal 1oad

2. One-thiid-'normal load

3. One-half normal load
4. Two-thirds normal



8_354, la a diaael engine, whet potential Y
Aemeging condition is.tudicat.d by'

,

.8-41. When ahoug you' open the dJai cocks on
the exhaust,lines of a 410s *iglus?:

isceesive fng.prissUrea?
1. Before the engine ie star*

1. csse.t rate of water flow 2. Vhile the_engine is idling
2. Overload 3. When the engine is,opereting with a
3. Inadequeta lubrication in engine capacity load

cylindere 4. After the emgini.hasi'mtopped
4. Corrosion of tbe fuel intake valve

,

-8-36. 'low cen you'clean.the,matil -edge type'
Strainer without interrupeing the flow
of4oil?

1, Insert new cleener blades
2. Reduce the oil input by one-half
3. Replace the sump of the strainer
4. ,Turu the external,handle

8737. Which ot the following operating
conditione causse deposits of salt
in the coolers and piping of engines?

7

1. Low temperatures in the saltwater
cooling system

2. _Excessive talperatures in the salt-
water cooling system

3. Excessive temperatures of the lubri-
cating oil

4. Lowtemperatures of the lubricating
oil

8-38. The operating efficiency oL a saltwater
cooled engine:NM decrease unleasthe
coolant discharge temperature is bpween

L. 146°.and 180°F'
2. 140' eed)ppF
3. 100° anaf-1-30°F

4. 100' and ,188°F

8-39, Which oi the following operatIng
conditions is A cause of fracture&
ctankshafts?

1. Excessive speed.-up of load to an.
engine

2. Excessive vibration it theuengine
3. Excessive rate of wateY flow
4. Excessive rate of oil intake

8-40. How can,you effect a gradual reduction
'of diesel engine'temperaure?

1. Allow the engine to idle for a while
before Stopping it

2. Gradualoly increase the amount of
freshwater in the cooling system

1. Gradually reduce the rate of oil
intake

4. Reduce size of, the4bypads-valve
opening

IP
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Learning Objective: Identify operating
precautions for Omsal englmes. Text-
book page 251.

. ,

874 . In the operation of'diasel engines,
which ofthe followincactions ie

:,,..contrery to ancepted sifety practice*?

1. Centrifuging oil tboroughlybefore,
usa.

2. Ensuring that relief.ViiVes ite not
lift to lncked position

3. Stopping engine if operating,
teaperature is too high

4. Pumping fUel into cylinders while
testing:valves

,
4 Learning Objective: Give a brief

description of emergency diesel
generators and how they operate.
Textbook,pages 252-253.

.5 k

8-43. The emergenc generators in most ne§g1
ships are powered by

71. gasoline engines.
2. diesel engines
3 steitat turbine engines
4. gas turbine engines

8-44. In an emergency generator system rated
at.°230 volts, at what voltage,will the
etarting mechanism be triggered?

1. 250 volts
2. 203 volts
3. 184 volts
4. 152 volt:3

8-45. A diesel emergedty generator with an air
starting system will itart autoMatically
under which of the following conditions?

e

Current floWing in solenoid curcuit;
,valve handwheel in open' position .

2. Current flowing in solenoid circuit;
valve handwheel in closed position
Current not flowing in solenoid
circuit; valve handwhael in open
position

4. Current not lowing in solenoid
circuit;valve handwheal in closed
kositon

3.



8746.. Assuee hatstn air-sterted dielel eneine.
, .

.is Ideated in a compartment Out bas.no
direct supply of outside air for the

imagine intljti manifold. ybit,action, if

any, Must ma take before starting the

engine to ensure i continuous.supply of

airfoi yeu ankthe engine?

1. -01nesehe'starting air tank valve to

.,admit a -Id the zompartreit

2% Open i tinge of the ventilation

system ing the colipartment

3.. Charge the.compattment with'air from.
P die high.,preesure air,systee

4. No action is required before starting
tha engine

Learning Objective: Identify factors

thiOaffecr casnelty 'control.. Text-

book pages 253 through 255.
4

6-47, Which of the following factors of,
casUalty control is NOT.controlled by

the ship's engineering department? -'

--1. beeign
2. _Plant maintenance
3.. Personnel training
4. InspeCtion

In.Casiselty control, how many methods of
communication are available before .

messengeri are required?

I.

2.

3.

A.

Five
Twe
Three
Four

8-49. Which of the following symptoms indicate
an engineering.malfunction?

1. Uaual noises.

2. Normal temperature
3: Normal pressures .

4., Abnormal operating speeds

8-50. To determine the presence of instrument
error, what should you do if a,gage gives

a low reading?

1. Replace the gage

2. Install a duplicate gage

3. Ignore the gage

4. Repairithe gage

a

8-51.--If a fusl oil ction pump'latls.:what,
should yeu,do after rappieing the pump?

-_(
1. Inspedt_alI oimilar pumps
2. Install a spars pump _

3. Check.the betion of the failed pump,
4. Cheek t.he strainer of the fail*

pump

8-52. Bow is ealtwater detected in au oil:
sample? re

Standard iethyl teat
t. Standarck methyl flourids test.

land,54 fluorilelteat
4. S andard chloride teat

8-53. Casualty training should be'preceded by
'a dry run or tWo.

Learning Objective -Identify ehm

'phases of casualty control. Textbook

pages 255 and 256.

8-54. Who has the ultimate responsibility for
continuing to operete under a casualty

condition?

1. Engineer officer of watch

2. Chief engineer
3. Officer of the deck
4. Commanding officer '

8-55. How soon after an'ingineering casualty
is it saferto crdis connect rwo syareme?

1. As goon as the damaged-unif is
stopped

2. As soon as it*has been determined
that the system under casualty
will not adversely affect.the
cross connected system

3. As.scion as it has been determined
that the second system is operational

4. Each of the above.is correct

,

Identify the casualtiei4isted in column A with

its proper.phase number in column

A. Casualty B. -Phase, of Casualty

Control

8-56. Emergency
restorhtion 1. 1st

8-57. Limitation of
casualty

2. 2nd

3. 3rd

8-58. Complete repair
4. 5th

%,
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8759, 7IA fuel Ail eArvica pumps ire normally,
connected to that the-after pRscp services
the forward engi*.

8-60. In the geared diesel propulsion
.:-whichAf-the following auxiliary systems
'can usually be truse connicrid?

ling Water
Luba pil

S. Fuel oil
4. -Each of the above is correct

8-61. -When'an engineering casualty Occurs'tp
a. diesel engine which drives a reduction
geerithe main shaft is locked by which -

of ths foLliming ;cathode?

1. Brake
2. Jacking gear
3. Varying
4. All of the abtve

Learning Objective: Identify
procedures for engineroam
"casualties. Textbook pages
257 and 256.
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842. Whenthere tufa Casualty in th
, engine-

, TOom.,the Engineer Officat of le Watch
shall hotify tbs Officer og-t Dick.
Whit'inftrmetion must ha Mu y the
brldge?',

1.: The nature Of the cam.lalty.
,2.' The ebilitTY tf the enginer to.

. answer:hells

3! The exciellA 10ee4 41414,414.e
4,. , Alltethe.sbove

8-63. In an emergency, a diesel gine can be
.operated hit a limited time with salt-
water in the cooling system without
appreciable damage.

8-64. In'en emergeAcy, a diesel engine can ba
stopped, by discharging a CO2sottinguieher.
into the fuel supply:

4

,



a . Assignment 9

Troubleshootinkand Transmisaion.of. Engine Pewer

Textbook Assignment:. Pages 260-thr640-299-'-----

Learning Objective: Identify .

the duties erid requirements of

a troubleshooter. Textbook

.pages 260-261.

4-1. -Which of the following senses ii/are used

by the diesel anginetroubleshooter?

1. Tasting
Z. Seeing
3i. Hearing
4. Both 2 and 3 arg correct

.
Frequently, instruments glee the first

symptom of.irouble. To identify p
variation from normal the troubleshooter

must
/I

1. take the reading at regular intervals

2. record the changes in readings

3. know the specified operating
instructions

4. report the.reading to EOOW

e

9- Which of the following actions will be
the greatest aid in detecting minoi

leakage?

-
1. Standing wateh
2. Conducting matertal inspection

3. Conducting administrative inspection

4. Conducting routine cleaning

9-4. Basically, troubleshooting a diesel engine
requires knowledge of the various systems

within the engine. However, this
knowledge does NOT need to include

Construction and function of the parti.

Leerning Objective: Identify the

various symptoms with.the faulty,
system when a diesel engine fails

to start. Textbook pages 261

through 269.
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9-5. When an engine can be cranked bnt fails
to start, Which of the.following.
tronbles bay 14e present?

i

1. Isproperl ang d jecking gear

2. .Insuffici t,c religion

3. Depleted a r sup ly
4. peulty air distr utor

9-6. When a diesel'engi een neither be

cranked nor bar over, whtch of the

following iroubles is most probably

indicated?

1.. A dePleted air supplY
2. An open cylinder relief. valve

3. An improperly engaged turning-ge4
4. ArLopt-Of-time air,starting Motbr 1

.

411

Teanswer questrons 9-7 and 9-8, use the
following condition: An engine can NOT

be crenked, but it can be barred. over.

9-7. Of the following, which ia,the most

probable fault?

1. Improper throttlasetiing
2. Tripped overspeed device'

3. Engaged jacking gear interlock

4. Seized piston

9-8. Of the following systems, which is the
most.probable source of the trouble?

1. Mt' starting system
,2. Fuel system
3. Ignition system
4. Lubrication system

,9-9. Which of the following troubles may be
detected through the scavenging air

port?

1. Stuck piston rine.
2. Seized bearing

3. Faulty air starting distributor

4 Scored bearing



lO What tiUMWO most of.tha:troublas in a
direot madhamioal lift air timinigaysteser

1. Improper adjustments
2. Insufficient lubrication
3, Dirt and gum deposits
4. Inadequate cooline

4

9-11. On a rotary, distribntor air

mechanism, what should you use to dhetk
--the-couract-tetwetni-the-taiiirend-fiss17

body? -

1. Feeler gage
2. Ptussian blue
3. Olearence light
4. Micrometer

a

9-12. Which of the, f011oWing prShtices tends
to reduce or eliitnate the formation of
gummy deposits that cause upper and
loafer pistons of pressure-Activated

eir7startipa valves to stick tn the
cylindersT

1. Increasing the tension of the valve
return springs

2. Draining the storage tanks and water
traps of the air-starting Otem
lackine the engine over manually
before starting to free any valves
that may be stuck

4. Decreasing the tension of the valve
retuA spring,

9-13. What should you do if the upper piston
of an air-actuated starting valve sticks
because 'of gummy dopoeits?

1. Force alcohol around the pistons
2. Blow clean hot sir around the pistons
3. Aput light oil around the valve and

work the valve up and down
4. Remove the piston and buff it with

%jewelers' rouge

9-14. In general, whit, should you do if
presenre-actuated airetarting valve is
nkt functioning properly because of
weak return spring?

1. Place another washer on top of the
valve stem

2. Replace the castellated nut with a
heavier one

3. Re-stress the valve return spring
4. Install a new valve return spring

a

, Y
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,9-15. If maciamicsl lift.tir7startiag'velvas
fill-te close becaUse of, tight'pacir,ims
nuts, the diesel =sin& say be herd to
start:

-16. What is the main'eource of fuel pump and
injection system troubles?

1. Coatamluated,fuel
2. Temper uktuettmeats
3. Cnated fuel lines
4. &emissive vibration

9-17. Metal fatigue in'the nipples o fuel. .

system is usually caused by

1. leakage
2. high injection
3. rvibration
4. erosion

reastires,

9-18. What are'the made causes of leakege in
fuel tanks?

1. Corrosionend ascessiVe foal Ifne
pressure

2/,Metal fatigue and'improper welds
. 3. Vibration end metal fatigue.

44 '-,CloggeAllual liues-and.cortosion

9-19. Which of the fell problems is likely
to cause failure kf a diesel engine
aechanical governor?

1. Faulty oil seals
2. Bound control linkage
3. Defective cold starting device
4. LOW oillavel

9-20. 'You can cause the overspeed,safety device.
'of an engine Co become inoperative by

1. trying to staitthe engine with low
starting ait pressure

2. tiipping the device accidentally
while trying to start the engine

3. shutting off the fuel supply after
starting tihe engine

4. shutting of the air supply after
atarting the engine

9-21. Host diesel-engines are equipped with a
special means of cutting off their air
or fuel supply in an emergency. In which
of the following situations\ould the
special means be used?

1. Engine cannot be cranked or barred
over,

2. Parts of, the exhaust system are
obstrneted

3. Fu4t oil injlection systemgis not
properly timed

4. Overipeed safety deviee dges not
operate when speed becomes excessive



51-22. Slow cranking of a cold dieeal engine may 0-27. -Jn'the.Fulton=-Sylokon autOmatic

he caused tly use.of whichof the follOwing

substances? .

1. 'Detergent lubst oil

2. High viscosity lube oil

3. Either'of the ebove -

4. Centrifuged lul oil

A

Learning Objective: Identify

andtroubleshoot'causeaof
irregular diesel 'engine Operation.
Textbook pages 269 through 280.

9-23: What diesel engine system is likely to be
at fault if a cylinder misfires regularly?

4

1. Aubrication
2. -Fuel

3. Ekbaust
4 Ignition

9-24. A cylindet compression leak is indicated

when the pressure in s particular
cylinder of an engine

1. in much higher than that,in the other

cylinders
2. is much lower than that in the other

cylinders
3. fluctuates from normal to much below

opecified pressure
4%"-fluctuates frot normal tq much above

specified pressure

9-25. 4After being cleaned, most engine air,

cleaners of the oil-bath type should be

1 refilled tnwhat level?'

I, The full mark
2. Slightly above the full mark

3. The halfway mark
4. Slightly less than the halfway mark

9-26. If the water in the cooling'systen of a

diesel emergency generator overheats
because the thermostat fails to function,

what action should you take?

1. Clean the bellows of the element
2. .Adjust the tension of the regulator

spring
3. Clean the freshwater cooler

4. Replade the thermostat
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temperature regulatori. what happens if

you demise the spring tension?

. ,

1. The velocity of the cooling water

decreasee
2. The temperature range' of the

regUlator incraties
3. The valocity'óf the cooling water

.increases '

4. The.-tamperature.rangelat_tha_....
regulator decreases

9-28.. Which of the following defects will cause
back pressure?

1. Obstruction in cOMbustion space

2. Thermostat failure
3. Restricted exhaust.

4. Restricted oil filter

9-29. Which of the following can damage the
turbini blading of a centrifugal blower?

I. Foreign oblectp
2.. A bearing failure
3. Overspeeding
4. Any of the above

9-30. How can you determine whether blower
rotor gears are worn.excessivelY?

1. Meaeuxe the clearance between lhe
leading end the trailing edges of
therotor lobes

2. Measure the backlash of the gear-est

3! Measure the clearances between the
rotor lobes and the casing

4. Check the timing of the rotors.

9-31. If an engine 'shot/ power loes, frequent

stalling, and starting failures, one of

the contributing troubles is likely to be

1. low cooling water temperature
2. faulty operation'of the governor

3. improperly engaged jacking gear

4. faulty air-starting distributor

9-32. If you are checking an engine for a stuck

fuel.control'Ack, what should you do
immediately after disconnecting the
linkage to the governor?

1. Visually inspect the rack

2. Try to move the rack by hand

3. Testthe return springs

4. Remove the rack



A'properly opetating-engine govern& May
failbo have any control over a iudden
increase in speed under which-of the
folloWing -conditions?

1. Injector leakage duriag operation
2.. 'Sudden dreking of lUbi.oil into the

cylinders from the.eir ham..
3. Alanifold'eiplosian caused hy

excestiva aCcumulatiOn.of oil
4.- /noperative.cylinder reliet valves

9-34. Beforeassembling newoil *fele, what
should.you the*?

1. Waeh them iLn a detergent
2. Spray theek,vith paraffin
3. Run them through it blower,
4. Salk bin in claan,-light lube.0.1

What mast dons to a safety valve if it
is relayed from an Caging cylinder?

1. Spring t on must be reset
2. Shear pin must be *placed
3. Valve must be mach ad and lapped in
4. Valve must be replac d with a new

valve

9-36. If the exhaust ports of an engine become
clogged during operation, which of the
following is a possiblet4sult?

1. High exhaust temperadires
2.4 Overheating of the engine
3. Poppieig of the cylinder sa ety valves
4. Any of the above

9.-37. While cleaning the cylinder ports of an
engine, you can prevent carbon from
entering the cylinder by jacking the
eagins until the piston covers the ports.

Learning Objective: Identify
symptoms of engine trouble with
their associated correcttve
actions. Textbook pages 280
through 282.

9-38. What kind of noise will moat likely be
coming rom an engine operating with ir
broken gine part?

1. Rat ling
2. Cli king
3. Pounding
4. Knocking (detonation)
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9-39. The color at the exhAust Atoka. of ea
engine can bet used as an aid in which of
the following circumstances?

1. Troubleshooting
,2. Determining engine performance
4. Determining serious ApasAull tTodplis
4; All of the above

Idiaratig stave: Identify
passible s end troubles
associated mi gasoline engines
and describe the ascessary
corrective action. Textbook
pages 282 through 284.,

An explosion maroccur a.clgarette-is
lit neer a storage battery because Of
thepresence of

1. hydrogen gas
2. carbon monoxide
3. su huric acid
4. gasol

9-41. -failure Of a gasoline engine starting
motor to run mey be caused by corroded,
loose, or burned battery terminals.

9-42. When the starting motor of a gaeoline
engine WWI but fella to craniCthe
ngina, the trouble is usually found in
the

1. drive assembly
2. engine timing
3. fuel system
4. ignition ystem

4...?

9-43. Overpriming a gasoline engine can result
in

1. an overheated engine
2. en inoperative fuel pressure gaga
3. stuck piston rings
4. corroded piston crowds

that you are checking for trouble
a fusl system chit has wobble pump.

If the pump feels or sounds dry, where
is the trouble probably located?

1. In the carburetor
2. In the line to the fuel pump
3. In the fuel pump
4. Betwen the fuel pump and the supply

tanks

c



945. If & gesoline =sine with e battery type
ignition system fails to stop. 'dist i$

the likely caustav

1. .Contect switch points are open
Giound connection is open

3. Contact 'mita panti Are dialed

4. .lattery terminals are burned

Learning Objective: Describe
briefly thi electrical Osten of
small baste. Textbook pages 286

and 287.

.9-46. -.44 imall boat's electrical'system is
usually classed as.what.type of wiring

. system?

1. Single-wire, grounded
2. Single-ow4re,' ungrounded

3. Two-wire. grouoded
Two-wire, unerounded

9-47. Which of the following circuits.is/are
fueed?

1. Starting
2. Battery charging
3. Radio end signal light

4. Voltage regulator

For what purpose would you increase or
decrease the speed of a driven unit?

1. Ta ensure that both tha driving and
the driven units operate at their

moot efficient speeds

2. To keep the driving unit from
.:11verspeeding

3. To keep the drimo roe

overspeading
4. To enpure that both tha iving i

and the driven units opera at

safe speeds

9-51. The crankshaft of an engine itted

with a-driving gear that has tooth

and a driven sear with 40 teeth. If the

driving gear is turning at 6,000 rpm,
what is the speed of tha driven gear?

NL. 3,000 rpm
2. 4,006 rpm
3. 6,000 rpm
4. 8,000 rpm

4-52. If the driving gear his 0 teeth and the

driven gear has 10 teeth, what is the
speed of the driven gear' when the driving

gear turns et 700 rpm?

1. 70 rpm
2. 17.5 rpm
3. 2400
4. 2800

Learning Objective: Explain'

factors concerned in the trans-
. mission of engin* power and solve

/tear ratio problems: .Textbook
pages 288 and US$.'

9-48. Torque is the, force that drives a piiton

in a straight line. -

9-49. Which of thelollowing functions doee a
gear or combination of gears serVe?

1. To increase or decrease r que

2. To increase or decrease a turisting
force to the driven.unit

3. To increase or decrease the
,rotational movebent of an object

4. Zach of the above is correct
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9-53. Gear trains, which change speed always
change torque; when speed increases, the

torque decreases proportionally.

(Leerning Objective: List the

different types of drive
fsechanisma and their purposes.
Textbook Pages 289 through 293.

9-54.. Which of the following drive mechanisms
is ususlly :used in power plants that
always operate at a constant speed and

torque?

1. Indirect drive
2. Reduction gear drive
3. Electric drive

4. Direct drive



9-55. Sacking down Navy boat is usually d
by reversing the

1.. pitch of the ropeller
2. direc ation of the

pro r slut
3. poait of the'engine relative to

the propeller shaft
4. rotation of.the engine crankihaft

9-56. O. function of the clutch in the drive
mechanism of a power boat is to

1. pernit Chesges in gnat., ratio
2. reverse the pitch of the propeller
3. disconnect the *nein. frau the

propeller shaft
. reverse the direction of engine

rotation

942. WhiCh of the.following-seterimps is used
to sake the flexihle element that Jane.
the Solid halves Of* flanible coupling?-

,1. Neoprene
2. .Rubber
3. Steal.springs'
4.: Any of the shove.

Learning Objective: IdeotifY
. 'clutches and reverse and reduction

geare with their purposes...ad types.
List 'some of the,troUhlie that:ete
encoonteredmith.clutches.. Teat-
book pages 294-through 299.

9 6 . By what means are loW propellsr-shaft
9-57: In figure 14-2 of the textbook, where is speeds obtained in boats powered by

high-speed engines?

1. Clutches
2. Reverse gears
3. Roductionliaars
4. Pitch-changing devices

the reduction gear unit located?

1. In the clutch Sousimg.
2 To the rear ofthe drum
3. In thm reverse gear haus
4, Under the brakiebank

9-58. In the COMOG spiv= shown in figura 14-3
of the textbook, where are it: gaa_turbine
clutches located?

1. On the.propeller shafts
2. At the fArst reduction-gear
3. At the sound reduction gear
4. At tha gas turbine

Ill
9-59. In a diesel-electric driven ship, tp what

ars the diesel engines connected?

9-60.

\

1.

2.

3.

4.

To the propeller
To the motor
To the generator
Any of the above may be correct

The diesel-electric plant can be
contr;011ed electrically. With this tYPe
of control system, which of the following
advantages is obtained?

1. Full power reverse
2. Higher Speed.. forward
3. Hoth 1 and 2 are correct
4. -Remote control from the bridge

.%

9-61. In a diesel-electric drive installation .

propeller rotation is reversed by
reversing the flow of cUrrent through
the driving motor.

G4, 5
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9,64. What type of clutch ieused-in the clutCh
assenbly of the Gray Marina tranamiseiote

, mechanism?

1. Dry-type, single-disk
2. Dry,7type, twin-disk
3. Wet-type, eingle-disk
4. Wet-type,. twin-,disk

965. The operator Con"trols the direction that
the Gray Marine engine turns the
propeller shaft by shifting the position
of the

1. reverse plate
2. forward plate
3. floating plate
4. neutral plate

9-66. The front plate of the Gray Marine engine
transmission mechanism is bolted to and
rotates with the

1. forward disk
2. engine flywheel
3. forward sleeve shaft
4. reverse 'disk

9-67. A reverse operation of the shaft and
propeller driven by the Gray Marine
engine is accomplished by

1. reversing the crankshaft rotation
2. engaging the reverse disk and gear

train
3. reversing the forward disk rotation
4. reversing the back plate



9.48. How is the reversing gear unit

lubricated? .

1. By oil prasswee from the engine

2. By its own splash System

3. By grease fittings

4. By both 2 and 3 above

9-69. iihich of the following faults will cause

eAutch slippage?

I. Insufficient pressure

2. Overload
3. Fouling
4. Baal of the Shove

9-70. In the twin-disk.clutch, if A spting
tester is not'available, how can you
check the springs?

1. Check the diameter
2. Check the free length.

3. Use Scale' ik''
4. Check the compressed length

9-71. Which of the folloWinvactions waa
probably the source of ilippage, due to
fouling, of a recently overhauled
dry-:typeclutCh?

1.- Ragegingthe clutch ile the engine

Was racing
2. Handling the clutch facings with

greasy hands
3. Overloading the &nine
4. Nicking or scoring,the clutch facings

972.. Assume that a dry-type.cluidh develops
xcessive clutch chatter. Aiben you open

up the unit, _you find thet,the linings-
have been fouled by grease. How do you

Correct the troUbleT,

1. lap. the: grease off the linings With

a clean dry tag- .

2. Soak the liminp ia kerosenstO
dissolve the grease
Clean the grease off the liningi
with pot soapy water

4. Aleplace the clutCh linings

Whit, type ofptessute is used to engage.

the &WI** cltitch?
A

Spring
2. Centrifugal .

3. Air
4. Hydraulic

9-74. In the airflex clutCh, engaging the
reverse clutch- causis the:forward pinion

to

1. continue C. rotate in the same

direction
2. .rotate in the opposite,direction
3. siap rotating 4.

4- stop, than begin again ekrotate in

the Baia direction
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Assignment 10

Tranamissioa.of,Engine Power.Continmed) and Pimps and NAlve's

Textbook Apsignient: Pagis.299 thyough 331 '

Learning Objectives: Idettify .

clutches And reverse and reduc-
tion leers With their purPosee

%and types. List some of the
troubles thet are endountexed
with clutches. Textbook pages
299 through 307.

.1.0-1. Through Which of the following devices
is the eirflex clutch controlled?

1. Air box
2. Air check valve
3. Air control housing
4. Cone clutch

.10-2. How mnch time is required to deflate-a.,
clutakin the, airflex clu Ch assembly?

1.

2.

3.

4.

2 sec
7 sec .

12 sec
17 sec.

10-3.. The emptying holes in the r tor housing
of a hydraulic coupling are opened and
closed by the .

1. drive shaft
2. ring valve mechanism
3. impeller
4. oil seal

10-4. The scoop tubes in the scocp control
t

coupling found in Navy hydraulic
engines are operated from the contror
stand by means of

11*

10-5. The secondary rotor a hydraulic ,
coupling always.rotates a syeft
that is

1. greater thin' thet of the primary
rotor

2. aqua; to t.4e speed.of t primary

3. less thin that of the primary
rotor. .

4. equil to,or less than the speed
of the primary rotor

10-6. What generslly causes a hydraulic
coupling to dump when under load?

1. .Excespive praseure
2. Low temperatures
3. Fouled oil system
4. Fluidfriction

1014. Assumerthat.an induction .coup ing is
being used.in,a propulsion sys em
wherein 'a shaft is driven.by e her
a forward or a reverse running agine.
Advantages to be gained by, the u e of
the induction coupling include th
capability to do which of the following?

1. Disconnect insttansously either
engins,....from the shaft

2.. ,Selegi either engine to drive the
shaft'

3. Limit the maximum tornue whenever
either engine is overloaded ,

4. Do ail of the above

10-8. What adsiantage is gained by an.installa-
tion that uses both a dog clutch and.s
friction clutch?

C.

1. motors 1.
2. linkages
3. gravity 2,
4. pumps

3.

4.

6 4

The friction surfaces can b
,constructed of the same mate 141
'Speed control as fine am that
available from an electromagnetic
clu h can be obtained
Tors onal vibration is completely
eliMi zited

The wear on the friction clutch is
very small



Learning ObjeCtive: Explain the
purpoaa of thrust bearings. Describe

how shaft beerings are instilled.

Textbook pages 307-309

.10-4, Where is the bearing of the Kimgebury
thruet bearing installed?

1. In ihe reduction gear
IT. In the clutch
3. Fixed to the ship's frame
4, Fixed to the propeller iMaft

10-10. What type of pressure is taken by the''

Kingsbury thrust?

1. Radial-

2. Axial
3. Centrifugal
4. Pneumatic

10-11. In the Kingsbury thrust bea;ing, the
!collarr is part of the

-1. bearing
2. propeller
3. housing
4. clutch

10-1 . ,lioK are Spring bearings lubricated?

/Ow

1. Oil pressure
2. Splash
3. Ring oiled
4. Grease tittings

Which of the following is an advantage,
of the controllable-pitch propeller?

1. It eliminates tbe need for,a
. .

.reveree gear
2.. Ii can be remotely controlled
3. It can be used with high horaepower

gas turbines .

4 Each of the above is correct

.1.4aarniug Albjectivel Lisi the_ _

differenttypes of pumps with their .

usea and operating procedures. .

Identify theirbeeic parts. Text-

book pages 311 thrOugh-326.

10-16. The positive-displacement rotary pump
is capeble of which of the following
actions?

1. -Raising fluids a fixed distance

2. Raisi a fluid between
through a pair of rotating scre

ng
located on different levels

3. Transferring a fixed amount of
fluid with.each reimlution of its
shaft

4. Transferring fluids between two
fixed points located on the same
level

A

10-17. Slippage in a rotating pump refers to
the

10143. The strut bearing is a shaft bearing
that is located outside of the skin
of the ship. by what is it lubricated?.

1. Oil splash
2. Water
3 Oil pressure
4. Qrease fittings

Learning Objective: List the
advantages of and describe the
operation of a controllable pitch
propeller. Textbook pages 309

and 310.

10-14. Reverse gears are required with
controllable-pitch propellers because
pitch changes apply to forward

maneuvering only,
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1. leakageof liquid..being pumped
from the discharge to the suction
side,of the pump

2. loss in capacity due to viscosity
of the liquid bei.n4 pumptd

3.. clearance between the, moving,an4

stationary,parts
4. improper assembly of the pump

parts

10-18. An advantage of the herringbone gear
pump over the simple gear pump is that
the herringbone is capable of

1. maintaining a steadier speed
2. producing a smoother discharge

flow ,

3. operating for longer periods of
time

.

4. delivering licenids over greater
distances

tj'



10-19, In the helical gear pump. what
prevents metal 'to metal contact of
the toeth7

1. 'the roller bearings
2. 7%4 rtimAng gear,
3: A stuffing bcx
4. A helical -gear

pror thi haiital'pump, in itiam 10-20 end 10=21
match the functioR in.ColUma 4 with tha
part in column B.

A. Function B. Pert

10-20. /Wintain align-
sent

10-21. Prevent leakage
at shaft

1. Timing. gear

2. Roller bear-
ings

3: StuffiAg hox.

4. Heliial gear

10-22% Which type of pump has two pairs of
.screws mounted on two, parallel shafts,

7).-one shaft driving the other through
a 1141E of herringbone, gears?

High piteb, douSlescrew pump
.2. High pitch, triple-screw pump
3. Low pitch, double7screw pump
4. Low pitch, triple-screw pump

10-2 . The pitch of the screws:in the-tripler
screw, high=pitch pumpis longer.than .

in the low-pitch, double-screw pump.

10-24. Mn the triple-screw, high-pitch pump,
what design feature enables the center
screw to act as the power 5r driving
rotor and eliminates the need for
timing gears?'

'1, tdcation of the,suction inlets an
aischarge parts:

2... Difference in diameter of the
center screw and the idlers

3. Shorter pitch of the.screws
4. 'Longer pitch of the screws

The starting procedure for a rotar
pump containe qm following steps.

A. Open pump discharge valve

B. Fill oil cups, check nil level

C.- Open puap suction valve'

D. Start ths drive motor-

B. Chock the lubricating pressure

Open valvea on pump pack gland
muds

C. Lift all&relief and sentinel
valves by, hand

10-25. Arrange the stapi in the starting
procedures of a rotary pomp in
sequence.

.1.. F, G, A, C. D, B
2.' G, B., Fr A, c, E, D"
3,' B, F, G, A, C, D, E
.4, B, F, G, C, A, E, D

y .

10-26. You are placing in operation e-
positive-disiplacement'rotary pump
that has a valve on the packinglaand
seal. Whichof the following steps
do you take afteratarting the driving'
unit?.

l'.. Close the valve on the pump pack-
ing gland seal

2. Check the lubricating syatem tO
ensure,proper pressures Snd
lubrication of all bearings

3. Close the check valve on the
discharge aide of the pump to .

prevent overspeeding
4. .Close the pump discharge valve

.10-i27,: You haVe started a,rotary pump bnt it
does not build up a normal pressure.
.You stop the pump, inspect all,the
valves, and start the pump again.
After the pump is running at its
cprrect speed, the vacuut gage reads
only 6 inches of-mercury. The .failure
of the pump to build up allormal
pressure'is caused by

y
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9

1. an obstruction in the suction
lines

2. air leaking into the pump suction
3. an open dischar0 lige.
4. failure to prime the pump



10-28. If a fuel oil-tank drain pump is being
tested with the suction Valve Closed,
which of the following is.an indica-
tion to replace wearing rings?

1. Founding,
2. .Less than 6 inches of vacuum
3. 16 inches of vaeuum-
.4. Lack.of'discharge

10-29; When checking thrust bearings and the
rotor position of a pump, what allowance
should you make?

1. For future wear of the bearings

2. For expansion of the shaft under
hot running conditions

3. For s/ight misalignments

4. For looseness of the keys holdieg
the rotors in the shafts fitted
with timing,gears

10-30. Assume that you are,
cere of A "pump that
its driving unit by

, with self-contained
can you reduce wear

assigned to take
'is connected to
a flexible coupling
lubricant. How'
on the ceupling?

1. Ensure that the pump and driving
unit are,nroperly aligned

1. Keep the coupling filled with
lubricant

3. Do both 1 and 2 above
4. , Ensure that the.water flingers

are tightly fitted to the pump
shaft .

10-31. Before you try to jack over a pump by
hand you Must be.sure that'the

1. throttle valve is open
2. exhaust valve is open

3. power ia.off
4. constant-pressure governor is

properly set

10:32. A liquid is being transferred by means
of a jentrifugai pump. When the volute

of_t e pump causes the velocity of the
` 1iJid to decrease, the result is a/an

1. decrease in pressure
2. increase in pressure
3. "decrease in potential energy
4. increase in kinetic energy
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-

Figure ld-A

10-33.. When water is being pmmped, the func-
tion of the diffuser vanes in figure
10-A is to

1. increase the velocity of the water
2. distribute,the water among the

impeller blades
3. decrease the velocity of the water

4. diffuse heat produced'by the pump

10-34. Since a dOuble-suction'impelfer of a
centrifugal pump serves to admit fluid
from two directions,, it can be classed
as a multistage pump.

VerY close clearances between the
impeller and'the pemp casing of a
centrifugal pump are necessary.to

1. prevent exceesive wear without
reducing the operating speed of

4 the pump
afford proper lubricatiOn without
wasting lubricating.oil

3. prevent the pump from becoming
vapor-bound

4. keep liquid from.leaking
suetion side from the discharge
side

10-36. What feature o
reduces the ne
impellerNend p

centrifugal pumps
d for renewing worn
p casings?

1. Close radia clearance between
impeller hu1 and casing

2../.LoW rotational speed of impeller

3. Removable end plate
4. Replaceable wearing rings



7

Which
pr

..\..4centr ugal
..discharge'

extended pi

ollosiihrdisrices are .

t overbeatingof a
P whoa 0141.JOINV

completely shut office..
ds?

-1. EAcirculating lines III.-
2. 'Auxillar outlets
3. Caiing drain!:
4. Guide.varms-

,

10738. A slight trickle'pf witer coming out
of the etUffing hox or seal of a

,oentrifugal pumP while the pump ia in
'operation indiCates

'4ta
4

1. a scored shaft
2. a broken seal

13. proper ses1 lubrication
4. ,insufficimnt packing.

10$39. What is the function of the water --

.fl.ingers installed.on.centrifimal:
:pump ehefts near the stuffing box
.glandZ

1. They prevent fie.packing from
drying out

,2. They keep the stUffing box packing'
compressed

They keep the, fit.between the shift
and the shaft:sleeves tight

4. They keep water from running along
-the shaft and getting into the
bearing housings'

10-40: Misalignment of the driving and diiveh
uniti connected by a flange coupling'

,

ie indidatid by whith of Ole following
symptoms?

1. Abnormal noises
,

2. Worn bearings
A 3. Abnormal temperatures

4. Any of,the above
.\

1,0-41. When using a 6-inch acule gr a thick-
ness gage to check puMp alignment, at-

. what intervals around the flanges of
a shaft coupling should you measure?

.1. 60°
2. 90°
3. 120*
4. 180°

1074.Z. Asaume that the water punp tiled in.the.'
reoliug &yet*" of'ia large 448'1 engine
:begIns to vibrate. Which of.the
followiig trouble' upuld you suspect
al a possible ,cause?

/

Unbalabced impeller due tO partial
,c_loggisnik

Air,in the Wirer
3. Insufficient spes4

'Incórrect discharge veprelcopin'in
manifold.. .

4k

1 10-43. The casing and inialler wearing rings
of a centrifugel pump serve.to-

X. minimize internal bypaising of
fluld

2. house the impellers
3. prevent air from biting drawn into

the suction line
4. reinforce the imPeklers and prevent

undue wmar and straiR

10-44. Excessive wear of the,casing wearing
ring aid Ai:teller ring of a centrifugal
pump-is caused by operating the pump
with

1. badly scored shaft sleeves
2. ercessive diachkrge pressure
3. high vacuum
4. a badly. worn &leave beering

-
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10-45. You can distinguish hetweed (A) the.
radial-piston-variable stroke pump
and (B), the axial-piston variable_
.4troke pump by comparing

1. driVing units: (A) uses a steaM
turbine,AB) uses awlectric motor

4. types of piston motions:7 (A) hal
reciprooeting, (B) has rOtary.

3. piston arrangementivaround the pump
shaft: (A) is like theYspokes of
A wheel, (11) is like the cylinder
of a fully loaded'reVolver'

4. directions of shaft rotation) .(A):

turns elockwlee, (B) turns counter-
clockwise

10-46. When the tilting block,of a rotating
axial-piston variable stroks pump is,
N0T at right angles to the, shaft, which )

of the following conditions exists?

1. Liquid is being pumped-
Liquid is not being pumped

3. Pump pistons are rotating about the
man sheift

4- Pump ptatons are not reciprotiting
Tide their cylinders



decrease,the amount of flow of ar
radial4ipistOn Wiable.str°1"4
it is nedissaryto Changerthe positiOn
of the

1: tilting box
.2. ,floating

3. electric motor control
4. cintral cylinder valve

J0-48. .Which part of a jet pump must be
replaced es a result Of exceisive
NeWir? 7

1. Discharge line
2, Nozzle
3. Suction lime
4. Suction chambek

Learning Objective: Identify
digferent types of valves with
their maintenance procedures and
appliications. Textbook pages
326'through 331.

.4fith which of the following-iapalr
memos are appetvad eAremive k
compounds woad to recoodition a
'and dioda of globe valves?

1. Machining
-,2.' Piling
,3. Refacing or resuming
4. Lapping or grinding-in

10-53. Haw wide 1.4 the Walvis east of a
valve

10-54.

;. 1/16 in.
2. 3/32 in.
3. 1/8
s4. 3/16 in.

10.-49. Before repairing the seat end disk of
a glebe valve, you.should,determine.
that which.of .the.f011oving condition'
Axe met?

The Valve stan.is etraight.
The disk is secuied rigidly po
the

-3. The, sk is square on the valve
stem

stem
4... All the above

1.

inc

The second digit of tha four digit
symbol used by Naval Sea Systems
Oommetd ty identify packing represents
the

1. 'class of iirwice of thi packing
%2. style of tWit packing

3. composition of ihe packing
4. form of the picking

To ensure the longest period of useful-
ness, you should operate a gate Ways
in which position?

1. Partly opened
2. Fully opened
3. Fully closed
4. Either 2 or 3 above

10-50. In which of the following processes do-
you remove slight irregularities from
the seat-and disk of a globe valve Ly
applying abrasive.co4ound Lb the disk,
then rotating the disk back and forth
.over the seat?

1. Spotting-ie
2. Grpding-in.
3. Lapping
4. Refacing

10-51. By what proceas, if any,
grinding of a vaive,seat
corrected?

1. Machining
2. Lapping
3.' Spotting
Z. None

can over-,
or disk be

SIR
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10-56. Which of the following method* should
you' use to' recondition the liihtly
pitted'seat of a gate valve in a
piping eystOm?

1. Remove the valve from the system
and lap the seat until it is smooth
and even
kamove the valve from the system
and machine to,producca smooth
Iinish 4

3. Leave the valVe in the system and
lap the seat until it is smooth
and even

4. Leave the yalve in the'system and
machine no more.of.the seat than-
is necessary to produce a smooth
finish



10-574 When a plug-cock valve in a.cooling
ovitaels being lubricated, what
precaution mumt.be taken to preYent
tha lubricent froa being forced into_
the water stream?

1. the Check yelve must ba partially
open

2. The.check ya1vIenust be either.
. :wide open or cospletelyclosed.

3. '..The engine mist be camOlitely

etopped
4. The pressUreof the.cooling $9.stem

smust be low

10-51. Which of the following kinds of-valvet
*re usually uaad to maintain an even
lubricating edl preesure,es an engine
changes speed? .

I. Check valves
2. Pressure-regulating yalves
1. Plug-cock valves

- 4. Gate valves

A

. t
16-59. By what means is the resilient poet of

the butterfly Valve. held.in piece?

1. cOmPtession
2. Cementing'or bonding
3. Spring4reesure
4. Setscrews'.-.

10-60. You can returu *-fully opened butterfly
valve to its fully cloied position by

I. -depressing a pulhbutton
2, turning the bangle ono-fourth of a

turn .

3. lifting.up'on, the handle aitd
releasing it quigly
pushing in on the handle-and holding
it in position for a second
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,Assigriment

oosvressed Air Systeme Aqd Plants

Textbook Assignment: Pages 332 through 360

LearninilObjective: Poinr out the.

11-5. What is the,usual source of power of
operating ;air comprassorS aboard ship?

classifications, oparatingsrinciplas, 1. Stamm turbines

'and functions of air compreasors and 2. Internal-combustion engine*

identify their component parts. ' 3. Electric motors

Textbook pages 332 through 348. A. Reciprocating steam engines

11-1. Aboard gavy ships, compressed air is

. used for which of the following?

1. ,Charging and firing torpedoes

2. Starting steam turbines

3. Operating hydraulic tools

. 4l1 of die above

11-2. Air compresiors'Are clasiified as
single-acting, double-acting, ;Ingle-

stage, multistage, horizontal., angle,

and vertical. The compressor shown in'

view E, f ure 16-1, of your textbook

is classif ed as

1. multistage'
2. horizontal
3. double-acting
4. angle

-

11-3. When compression takes-place in both
strokes per revolution of.a cylinder,
the,compressor is classified As

1. single-stage
2.. multistage
3. single-acting
4. double-acting

11:-4. Which type of Air compressor is

generally selected ilten,the capacity

and pressure requirements are 2,000 cfm

and 80 psi respdictively?.

1. Centrifugal
2. ReciprocAting
3. Rotary
4. Each of:the above

11- . What device, is generally used tp Connect
.the Source of:posier to an-eAr-compressor
when the.speed of the driving unit and.

.
compressor is the sem*?
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1. Rigid coupling
2. Flexible coupling
3. V-belt
4. Reduction gear machan%am

11-7. A medium-pressure air compressor is

classified se

1. two a, vertical V-typs, with a

disc e pressure of 150 psi or.

less
2.1' two-stage, vertical duiex, single-

.

acting, with a discharge pressure of
151 psi to 1,000 psi

3. three-stage, vertical, single-acting
with, a discharge pressure of 1,500
psi or higher

4. three-stage, vertical, double-acting '

with a discharge pressure of 1,500

psi to 16,060 psi

11-8. Which cylinder arrangement is-used in
two stage01-type air compressors?

. 1. Ohe
2. Two
,3. One

twO
,4. Two

one

cylinder per stage
cylinders per stage
cylinder for the first' stage,
cYlinders for the second stage
cylinders for the first stage,
cylinder for the second stekk

11-9. How many strokes does a piston make in
its cylinder during each operating cycle
of a single-stage, single-acting sit
compressor?

1.

2.

3.

4.

One
TwO
Three,
Fourgr



.P

11-10. The air inlet viilve of a single-stage
singleacting reciprocating' air
compressor its forced open by the

1. movement of the-piston as it sitarts
the suEtion stroke 4

2. movement, of.the piston es it starts'
the.cOmprossion'etroke

3: the difference in pressure.produced
by the piston aS it Moves away from
TDC

4. 'difference in pressure produced by
the-niaton as it:moves tOward TDC

11-..11. When doea cylinder pressure force open
the discharge valve of a eitglestage,
sitgle-ectitg reciprOiating air
compreesor?

I., When the piston is nearing the end
of a.suction stroke

2. When the piston is nearing the end
of a compressiot stroke

3. Whet the piston is starting a

suction stroke
. When the piston is starting a

compression stroke

11-12. The compressing element of an air
compressor includes all of the follgwing
parts EXCEPT the

1. cylinder
2. piston
3. air valves
4. unloads!

is
11-13. The operation of the alltomatic valves of

an air compressor is initiated by

1. an air pressure differential ,

2. a lack of air pressure
3. a high air pressure
4. a camming action

11-14. What is the advantage of fitting an air
compressor with a differential. piston.-
and-cylinder arrangement7

1. More even distribution of,side
pressure

2. Less heat of compression to dissipate
3. Single-stage compression by a lighter

compressing element
4. Multistage compression by pile piston

11-15. What device is used to lubricate-the
high-presSure air compressor cylinders7

1. Cylinder splash lubricator
2. Compressor oil pump
3. Adjustable mechanical force-feed

lubricator
4. Sight-glass oil flow indicator
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11-16. A feed line check valve prevents
.

compressed air from forcing lubwoil'
back into the fordei-feed,lubricetor
of en air compressor.

11717. The cylinder lnbricator must,be 'started
before the air .comPreasOr starts up.

11-18. Wbat.ii.the flow path of lube oil for
=inning gear ina modorm:air .

ressor? .

Oil snap to filter to cooler, then
to main bearings, sprey'nozzles,
and outboard bearings. --
Oil sump to cooler to mein beirings,
then to.filter,'sprey nozzles, and

..outboard bearings '

3. Filterto cooler to Sump, elite to
main bearings,' spray nolales, Snd
outlGoard bearings .

Filter to'eump to.cooler,- then to
main bearings, spray nozzles, and
outboard bearings

11-19. Whet is the cooling madlUi for wet.
.high- and medium-pressure air
compreesoreaboard shipI.

ti Oil
Ssawater

3. Freshwater
4. Either 2 or 3 above

11-20. Why are cylinders and heads of some
shipboard stir compreseors made of
bronze alloy?

a. To promote cooling
2. To reduce wear
3. To minimize corrosion
4. To do all of the above

11-21. What is the function of the intercoolers
of an air compreasof? .

1. To 'remove heat generated during
compression and to cOndense existing
vapor .

2. To remobve heat from the incoming
water and to condense existing vapor

3. To cool the air before.compression
4. To cool the air after the final

stage of cbmpression



.11-22.. The adventagee of interstage cooling in

an air compressor include which of.the

followime

1. Increased effectiveness in piston

Led valVe lubricetioy
2. Reduction infamount of poser

required to rWrothe compressor

3. Reduction'irkamountaif heat. Co be

removed by the cY/inder jackets

4. Ali df the Above

11-23. 'Baffles are used,in a straight shell,-

and-tube type of waterceoled
intercoolere to

remoVe oil con aminants from the air

2. deflectair or.water passing through

the cooler
3. prevent thittube nest froM expanding

4. prevent the tUbe nest from

contractiag

11-24. By what means do the separators in '

compreisor intercoolers and'aftercoolers

remove moisture,and oil from the air'

stream?

1. Centrifugal force

2. Impact

3. Sudden changes in velocity

4. Ail of the above means

11-25. The qaantity of water that pelages,
through the oil'cooler can NOT be

regulated without cliSniing the quantity

that passes through the intercoolers.

11726. To which parts of a compressed air

cooling sydtam,are temperature-detecting

.devices fitted?

1. Circulating water inlet

. connections

2. Intake and discharge of
of cempression

3. Final air discharge and

4. All of the above

11-27. The conirol aystam-for an eledtrically

driven reciprocating air compressor will

stop the compressor automatically when

the pressuri in the receiver causes a

1". governor valve to Oen

2. governor valve to close

3. pressure switch to open

4, pressure switch to close

and outlet

each stage

oil reservoir
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11-28. The automatic.temperature ebutdown
devioe of a.high-pressure rociproca ing

air comppossor functions to stop t

compressor whim the .

1. accumulator temperature risei le

predetermased amount
2.. accueulator temperature drops a

predetermined amount

3. cooling water temperature rises
above a preset limit

4. cooling water temp.ure drops
below a preset 1zft

A

11-29. What is the 'function of,the automatic
unloading syitem on an air compressor

unit?.

1. To remove the Compression load
while it is starting:

2. To apply.the compression load after

it reaches operating speed

3. To do both 1 and 2 above

4. o remove the friction load after

i is started

11-30. Which of the following methods is used

'to unload in air compressor?

1. Holding intake.valves closed

2. ;Closing cylinder clearance pockets

3. Venting intercooleri to the
atmosphere

4. Each of the above

11-31. The rotary-centrifugal compressor is

usually_used to supply

1. high-pressure, nonoil-free air

2. low-pressure, 41-free air

3. .

high-pressure, oil-free air

4. low-pressure, nonoil-free sir

11-32. Which of the following causes the air

to compresa in the rotary-centrifugal

compressor?

Wa er
2. Cen rifugai force

3. Imp ller

4. Piston

. Whic f the following is a function of

tle air receiver in an air compressor

system?

1. To cool the air
2, To reduce pressure variations
3. To do both 1 and 2 above

4. To filter the air of moisture and

oil



11-34. Vertically mounted .receivers have
concavit bottoms to permit draining.

1,-35. When two or more air flask* are'
connected together they cOustitute a
manifold,

Leerning_Objective: -Identify
piping eyebolt, and trace compressed:
,air lines as well as point out the'
edfects.of throttling. lextboOk
pagee 348 through 350.

11.-36. Which of the following is a relief
valve?

2. -10.041-

..4,j-

1.

4.

11-37. In figure 16-15A of ths gest, what is
the air pressure of the ship's service
low-pressure air?

1. 3,000 psi
2. 150 psi
3. 168 psi
4. 180 psi

11-38. Which of the following is-the
a locked open globe valve?

1.

2.

3.

4.

hda

symbol for

11-39.. Which of the following ii the symbol
for a differential pressure gage?

1.

2.

3.

4.
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11-40, Which of .the fallowing systene is

supplied souvitel air/

1., Autosatic'boiler control
2. Mater level control
3. Air pilot-operated control valves
4. LaUndry aquipaent

1 Whet type'of compressor is used to
aoPPly sir to the prairie-easkir
oyster'?

1.. Turbocompressor
2. NnIfistage compressor
3. Angle compresior

4. Vertical compressor

When a large volume of high-prissure
air is throttled to a low pressure,
the throttling valve mey become frozen.
What.causes the freezing?

1. Charles' effect
2. VsatVi effect
3. Herbst effect
4. Boyle's affect

:

11-43, What tYpe of dryer or desaccent
dehydrator doee NOT-require heat or a
separate heat soUrce?

Boss' dryer
Mueller's dryer
Heat-Les dryer-.
Heat.7Lyn dryer

Learning Objective: Identify
effective inspectionand mainte-
nance procedures, troubleshooting
procedures, and applicable safety
precautions. Textbook pages 351
through 354.

11-44. The Maintenance Index Page (MTP)
indicates the various saintenanceAtasks,
the rating reoponsple for performing
the tasks, and the/time required for
the.taaks. How long should it take to
ean the air intake filter?

63

. 1.0 man-hour
2. 0.2 man-hour
3. 0.5 man-hour
4. 1.5 man-hours



11-45., When en air Compressor ie

boor often shoWld !he cr
he checked?'

1. Hourly
2. Every 4 hours

3. Every 24 hours
4. Weekly

11-46. Rapid pressurization with high-pressure

sir may generate beet high enough to

'1811ite oil and other impurities.

-11.53._Because of camoves, saltwaterrin the

(...-4--4istillete is most 14ke1y taupad by

1. faulty salinity tells
2. leaks ill the Cuba nests

3. leaks in the basket
4. improper operation

11-54. Why is carryover undesirable?

1. Chemical salts cause corrosion of
boiler tubes

2. Conform bacteria may be present

3. The distillate is not sterilized
4. Each of the Above is correct

Which of the following safety precautions

ghoul& you observe before aterting to

work oc an air coepressor?

1. Blowdown the compressor

2. Secure all valves between the
tompreesor and receiver

3. Nike sure oepresson cannot be

started ,

4. All of the above

11-48. The use of gasoline or a similar
liquid to clean comPressor intake
filters is'prohibited because the
liquid hap the ability to do which

of the following?

1. Reduce the efficien:j of the

filters'

2. Damage the filter matefial

3. Vaporize easily and form a highly
explosive mixture with the air

undercompression
4. Do ell of the Above

Learning Objective: Specify

operating principles and'
functions of, components of the
submerged tube distilling plant.
Textbook pages 355 thr ugh 160.

11-49. A steam-operated distilling plant
produces distilled water from seawater
through the use of an eVaporation process
followed by condenaation.

Naval distilling plants are NOT able

remove all biological contaminant,.

Distilling plants are abfe to separate

all volatile fluids from distillate'.

t o

Distilling plants will destroy all
microorganiams because the water is

hot enough to All them.

Jut
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11-55. Why are Navy distilling plants operated

at low pressure?

1. To prevent cerryciver

2. To increase efficiency
3: To sterilize the distillete
4. 'Each of the above is correct

In items 11-56 through 11-58 select the term

from column B that is defined in column A.

A. Definition

11-56. The en& product
of en evaporator

11-57. The saltwater
that is boiled to
produce a vapor

11-58. The process of
separating
seawater into
vapor and brine

B. Term

1. Distillation

2. Evaporation

3. Peed

4. Distillate

In items 11-59 through 11-61 select the term

from column B that is defined in coluan A.

A Definition

11-59. A measurement of,
the concentration
of chemical salts

B. Term

1. Brine

2. Salinity

11-60. The stage of an 3. Effect

evaporator
4. Evaporator

11-61. Any water in which feed,

the salt content is
higher than it is in

seawater

1



1.142, What ia the degree of auperbeet of
at 100.82% with 23,81 im. Mg sem

1. 60.82.0
2. 50.22.0
3. 30C
4, 40%

Sal
t.

The vapor compreesortypanvapoietor
uses electricaLecergy to.heatthe:Water
and to operate the. compressors.

Which of the following ships have Vapor
compression-distilling unite?

1. Aircraft carriers
2. Frigates
3. Submarines
4. Drtroyers

1145. Why are the low-pressure
called low.preesure?

1. Because they use low-Tressure steam
2. Because they pews below .

atmospheric fissure
3. Because of h 1 and 2 above
4. Becauee of s low pressure on the

feed

49- 'The volume of distilled water produe$
by.the;plamt dilpeada en tb*

11-7

ia

ing

11-66. In eu su
tubes coat n

ed tube evaporator the

2 ow-pressure steam
brine

(

(

11-67. In the,Soloshell evaporrator, which of
the following controls the amount of
steaa &Omitted to the tubes?

1. Relief valves
2. leducing valve
3. 1ach of the above
4. Orifice .plati

When answering items 11-68 through
-11-75, refer to figure 17-3 in your

textbook.
.

11-68. Which device.maintaine a pressure of
approximately 5 psi to the tube nest of
the first-effect evaporator?

1. Relief valve
2. Orifice valve
3. Spring-loaded back-preseure valve
4. Reducing valve

setting of -thereiplating .velve in
the exhaust steam line to the.
first-effeCi ivaporetor

. aixiof the orifice:plate in the
exhaust eta/Aline to/thafirst!-
effect evaporstoe ,
capacity af the vgT ft04 heater im
the firstwoffect than
,numberaf baffles in'thi vapor
separatoraf the-second-effect shell

To which process in lowpresaure exhaust
. steam subjected.before it pease* into

the first-effect tube nest?

1. Heatlug bY steam,trowthe 1501-psi
system

2. Superheating by &spray of Water
3. ,Ensuperheating by * spray of water.
4. Valume reducine by increased steam

prusurs

1141. Condensate from the first-effect tube
nest is pumped to the'

1. distillate cooler
2'. vapor feed heater,
3. alr ejector condenser
A. freshwater draillotank or the ma n

or auxiliary condeniar

11v72. The condensate from the first-effect
tube nest which is retutnedto the
boiler feed system is used to

1. generate,vapor from the feedwater in
the metond-effect, evaporator shell

2. provide feed to the first-effect
evaporator

3. desupetheat the auxiliary eycauit
steam

4. heWstabilize the heat and water
content of the system

11-73. Steam generated in the evaporator shells
by Ow evaporation of feedwater is
referred to as

1. distillate
2. vapor
3. superheat
4. drain

76 639



11-74, What'is the Purpose of the baffles and
vanas.in the'evaporator stall?

1. To cool off tha vapor :

2.. To slow down the vapors
3.: To separate small amount of

unavaporated ,feedwater from the
vapor

4. To desuperheat the vapor

77

7.7; ...,r,77:7 "7 '77; "17t,

-11-75. 'Before entering thelsecoodieffect

f' 'evaporator, vapor frosi.the firit-Iffoot
eparator passes into the- ,

1. first-effect drain regulator
2. vapor feed heater
3. boiler feed system,
4. freshweter tanks 4

0 a'



DOLI114$ P M (Continued)

Textbook Assignment:. 'Pages 360 through 385'

iearning ObjeCtive .(Continned):
:Specify operaties:principles

'and functions 'of components Of
the itibmerged-tube distilliag'
plant. Teztbocik pages 360
vthrough 363.'

10

book.

When enswering questions 12-1 through
.

12-11 refer-rci.figure 17-3 of'the text-

12-1. What change tags place in the
first-effect vapor when it reaches 01,0
tube nests of the second-effect
evaporator?

12-2.

1. It gains latezit heat of vaporization
from the second-effect feed

2. It gains latent heat of vaporization
from a second-effect steam supply

3. It loses its latent heat of
vaporizatiop to the second-effect
feed

4. It_loses its latent heat Of
vaporization to a second-effectj
steam supply

Why is first-effect vapor able to boil
and vaporize the seawater feed in the
second-effect shell?

l: Pressure is higher in ,the first-effect
shell than in the second-effect shell

2. Pressure is lower in the first-effect
shell than in the second-effect shell

3. Vapor and distillate lire sulderheated
on entering'the second7effect shell

4. Vapor and distillate are
desuperheated on entering the
second-effect shell

12-3. Latent heat of vaporization given-off in
this distilling condenser is used to

11: desuperheat incoming vapor
2. boil feedwater in the first-effect

shell
3. heseincoming seawater
4. superheat vapor in the first-effect

.separator

12-4. The distillate pump is used to pump the
.distillate from the 4ish cbaseer to
which of the following?

Feedwater tank
2. Test bank
3. Potable water syatem
4. Each of the above

12-5. What happens to the seswater that passes
through the tubes of the distilling
condenser?

1. All is discharged overboard' '

2. All is directed to the boil7er feed
. .

system
3. Part is used as first-effect feed;

the rest is discharged overboard
4. Part is directed to the boiler feed

1111

system; the rest goes to the -

second-effect shell

12-6. After entering the first-effeCt shell,
some of the feedwater it evaporated,
The rest of the feedweterr(brine) is
forced into the second-effect Shell by

I. gravity
2. the condenser circulating pump
3. the pressure difference between the

first effect and second effect
4. a tube-nest drain pump

78 641



-1277.. What means is'proVided to permit this

first- ind secondelfect shell* to'he'

drainedrapidly?

1.-.Regulating valyea in the piping
2.. PerfOrated pipes In each effect

.3..'Portable'pump.connictions ,

4..$uction colt:a/actions leading directtY

. .to the brine-overboard pump
,

12-8. What is the function of the circulating

Water et. the %rine everbeard puMP?

1. To:proyide cooling
'/, to'dilute the brine.
3 :to seal the glalid t

4. Eadh of the shove is correct

12-9. Which of the following maintains the

vacuum in the second'effect?

1. Air ejector

Z. Condensation of steam in the vapor

feed heater
3.7..Cooling effect of carbon dioxide

4: SteeM condensed by the evaporator,

feed

12-10. A salinity cell ii'loeeted etthe
discharge of the.tibe nest drain pump. .

,Where is the tubneetdrain\pumplocated
in figure 17-3 Of the textbook?

1. ..1.Orwer right-hand side

.2. Upper right-hand side
1. Lower left-hand side

4. 'Upper left-hand.side
fir

2-il. Salinity cells are installed in a pipe

fitting similar to a thermometer well.

When answering items 12-12 through 12-17,

assume that you 4re to start a manually

controlled low-presture submerged-tube distilling,

plant that has been totally eecered.

12-12. Which of the following steps.of procedure

must you.perform before starting t,he

-evaporator feed pump? s,

I. Regulate spring-loadedback-prikS9re A.
valve in circulating water overheard

line
2. Open air ejector suction valve

3. Start the first-effect tube7nest

drain pump

4. Start the brine'overboard pump

Which of the following valve* do you

leave closed after placins this brine

overboard pmsp in **ratios?

1. Valve in the a ergencij circulating

water line from r ejector

condenser *11

2. Pirst-effect tuba-neat vent valve

3. Second-iffect tuhe-neet vent valve

4. Air ejeetor suction valve

12-14. After distillate appears in the flash

&amber gage glass, the nest ste

open the valve at the

1. first-affect tuhe-nest

2. distillate pon0 suction

3. freshwater spits*

4. water eater

,12-16. WhiCh:of the following stops should

performed after the freshwater-pump is

started and sufficient feedwater is

flowiog thronghthe ir ejector

condenser.?

1. Draw off enough distillate for

testing
2. 'Close.off the emergency circulating .

water valve on the air ejector

condenser
1. Open the distillate ump auction

valve
4. Adjust feed valve!

12-16. When should*the density of the_hifte

discharge be checked? -

79

. Before the desired second-effect

vacuum has been reached

2. Before the desired first-effect

atesm pressure has been reaehed

3. After the desiredjiret-effec.t
steam pressure and the second-effect

vacuum havelmen reached

4. After the distillate is shifted to

the bilges because of high' salinity

,

When proceeding to secure a manually

controlled law-pressure:distilling
plant, you open the drain to the.bilges

after

1. securing the exhaust steam-to the

firstteffect tube-nest

2. closing the first-effect tube-nest

yent yalvl
'3; securing the freshwater pump

4: securing the steam to the air

ejector -



Learning Objective: Explain the
salinipty testing requirements for
distilling plants. Textbeek
pages 365 through 368.

12-18. The chemical and electrical,ealinity
'tests are the two method* by vbich an
operator can check the puritY and
chloride content of the distillate;

12-19. A salinity test reading of 3 epm for a-
solution of table salt is equivalent to
a concentration of

1. 35.5 ppm
2. 58.5 ppm
3. 152.5 ppm
4. 175.5 ppm

12-20. What ehould you do ifthe salinity
4ndiiato ou are checking reads 2.5
'grains the telt button is
depresse.

.1. Calibrate the indicator
2. Place the ifidicetor in operation
3. palibrate,the indicator, then place

it in operation
4. Ilave an IC Electrician check the

indicator

12-21. How Often must the water in the .

measuring and .tiesting tanks be sampled
and tested chedlioally'for.ealinity?o
1. Each time 50 gal'og distillate is

pumped into the teqk'
2. Once an hour
3. Each time 25 gal of distillate is

pumped i9to,the tink
4. Once a '.'41y

12-22 You are running a salinity test by the
chemical method. What color should the
simple be when you finish adding mercuric
nitrate to the solution?

1. Pale yellaw
2. Pale gree--
3. Pale blue-vEllet
4. Bright red

4
.1 -23. .What chloride limit shall NOT be

'exceeded in the condensate of the main
condenser?

1. 0.05 epyL
2. 5 el..4

3. 0 epm
4. 3.5 epm

80

I4u6,71ting Objective: Identify
operating Timfhirements for
disiilling plante. 'Textbook
1144ea 368 through 375.

12-24. Why is it desireble to maintain a steam
presanre of 5 psig above the orifite
which,controlssteim flowripa the
firati-effect tube-nest? ..

\

1. TO eliminate tha need for salinity
tests

2. To reduce the
3. Th maintain c

plant output
4. To' lighten the

ensity'of the.brin
tent distilling

hatandaea Aoties

12-25. ASsume that 2801? ste is below the
orifice that eontrols desm flow to the
first-effect tubt-nest. Water for ,

desupetheatipg the steam is t4tn from
the

1. freshwater'draina
2. reserve feedwater.tanks
3. discharge side .of the first ffect

tuba-dest drain pimp
4. discharge side of the diati ing

plant's distillate pump

12-26. If an'evepOrator unit is operated
rated' capacity for an txtended'period

Of time with approximately 12 inches of
vacutra, which of the following conditions
will result?

p.

at

1. An,increase in the operating
temperatures

2. An increase in the xate of scaling
of the tube-nests

3. Both 1 and 2 above
4. A decrease in the amount of scale

. deposited on the tube-nests

12-27. A rapidly fluctuating last-effect shell
vacuum is likely to cause

1. an inadequate flow of circulating
water

2. a reduction in the efficiency of
heat transferring surfaces.

3. priming
4. a reduction in the efficiency of sir'

ejectors



comsion cause of low

, a.disti4invp1ant 'shell is

f

liAir
14.

air .1,sakage

excess steam p'ressure
feulty assrlispical. Operation

Overheating

vacuum in 12T35. Why does the baited Bowater vaporiii
in'the shelpi.of,the diatillins plant?

`

What weight-of.seawaterupoo evaporation
ihould Yield about 1-pound-of salts?

1. 16 lb

2. 32 lb
3. 48 lb
4. 64 lb

,12-30, lbe usual effect of toohigh a bride_
concintration in the evaporator-Ti au
increase in'the -

1. rate of di:titillate formation

2. emoUnt of brine pumped overboaid

. 3. pressure:of the steam line

4., rite of evaporator tube staling
.

Item4.12-31 through 12-39 pertain to a
tWo-atage, flashtype

Refer to figUre 11,9 in 35Ctur textbOok.
,

12-31.. Fvedwater for the.distilling plant ie
preheated before reaching the feadwafer-
heater as 'it circulates through which
of the f011oWing unite

1. The distillate cooler
2. The air ejector condenser

3. The stage distilling condensers
A. All of the above

12-32. As feedwater paas4s through the
evaporator feedwater heater, final
heating of the feed is done by

1. an electric heater
2. auxiliary skhaust,.steim

3. high-pressure steam
4. brine overflow-

12-33.. Heated feedwatev enters the first-stage
shell by way of spray pipes located in

the

1. stage distilling condensers
2. stage vapor separators
3. bottom of tbe first-stage shell

4. second:stage internal feed box

12-34. Unvaporized feedwater in the first-stage
.flash chamber passes to thAot

1. brine overboard line
2. evaporatdr feedwater heater

3. sec tage shell

4. lo pressure drain system

. . .

.Pressurgi in the,ehall
than the saturation-pressure'
carestondina to the temperature
of the *eswete;

.
P:tesiSure tothe shells iiLlomer'.

teilJa th saturationlitessure
correcpending to ,the temperature"

of the seawater, .

Temperature of the seawater is
decreated

A. Presinire in the then ixhigher
than sitmospheric trescure

12-36. Brine from the second-stage shell is
dischargedtp the .

cisele overboard line
2. wept:orator feedw

3. firat-st lash Chaaber

4, low-pre e drain system

12-37.- The waterTrom desaisters of the

first etage draioe to:the.

1. distillate of the first stage
2, feed section, of the first stage .

3. feed section of the second stage

4. hotwell

ter

12-38. Wben the diatilling plant is being
started, to which propose is supply
steam subjected i;efore it enars th
shell of the .4.7aporator feediratet

heater?

1. Heating by steam from a 150-psi

System.

2. Superheating by a spray of cold

water
3. Desuperheating with water tetThhe

'feedwater fleeter

4. Desuperheating with water from the
'ship's condensate system

12-39. In the two-siage flash type evaporator,
where-ere the two three-way solenoid
trip valves located?

81

1. At the loop seal-and
pump
At the loop seal and the air, /

ejector drain
3. At the distillate pump outlet and

the air ejector drain
4. At the seawater heater drain and

at the loop seal

the distillate

L.



12-40. What is the maximum design feedwater
. temperature?

1. 75°F
2. 85°F
3. 165°F
4. .176F

12...41. How can the caPacity.of a flash-tYPe
evaporator be increased

1: Increase the VOlume of feed io the
'first stage

2. Increase the heat of the feedwater
3. .Decrease vaduum in the first stAge
4. Deci-ease the heat of the feedweter

Learning Objeetive:4kpoint out
'operating principles of the
Vertical basket distilling'
plant and specifY functions of
the components.
pages 375-379

ji 4
4

12-42. The corrugated baskecrand:evaporator
Shell are one and the same shell.

12-43. The fluid between the basket and the
shell in the first-effect of the ;

distilling.plant has been previoutily
heated by_the

,

1. auxiliary boiler
2. second-effect VAsket

.3. vapor feed heatei.
4. ,second-effect steam dome

1244. Vapbr is generated in the second-effect
shell as a result of the second7effect
feed being heatbd by the

lbs salinity_pf the distillateproduced
1iy the plant under norimal operating
conditions wiltbe less than 0.065.01.

Learning Objective: Describe
the construction and function

qMof heat recovery type-distilling
units. Textbook pages 379-01. .

12747... In the heat retovery type distilling
tinit, the'evaporation temperature ia
maintained bylac-II of ;he following.
motane?.

1. ,qUbe bundle
2. .Air eductor
3. Jacket water

- Z. Vapor

12-4 . The feedwater level in the evaporato'r
is controlled lay an internil weir-type
controller.

liOncondensable vapors collect in the
distillate condenier becaUse of which
.of'the following corAitions3

1: Lpwer temperature
2. Higher temperature
3. J.ower pressure
4. Higher pressure

12-50. In the heat recovpry distilling unit,
the jacket water makes how many passes
through,the tube bundle?

1.

2.

3.

4.

first-effect vapor
feedwatler heater,

brine,drains
steam supply

12 1.

)
..12-.-45. What device is used in some

vertical-basket type distilling units
to preVent vapor locking of tjle
estillate pemp?

Loop seal
Condensate drain,
Cyclonic separator

. Drain do;lector
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1. One
2. Two

-3. Three
4. Four

-The jacket water circuit provides how
much water per minute and at what
temperature in the tube bundle?

-

1. 100 gpm-at

. .

100°F
2. 200 Om at 150°F
3. 300 gpm at 180°F
4. 400 gpm at 200°F
'**



12-52. After startup what is the primary.
function of 60 air and brine eductor?

1. .To remove nondondensahles from the

. jacket water

2. To remove noncondensabies from the

brine
h'

3.. To remove-toncondenaables from the

shell interior
0 4. To remove nonconderulables from the

distillate cooler

Learning Objective: Specify and
identify methods and techniques to
be used in maintenance, feedRater .

treatment, and cleaning of th
distilling plants. Textbook

pagei 381 through 386.

12-53. Ugli deposits en the evaporator-tubes
of a submerged-tube itiatilling plant
willAgause a reduction in output sqhich
beildlis measurable when the deposite.
reduce the first-effect, tube-nest
vacuum to .

L. 1 or 2 inches of mercury

.. 4.or 6 inches of mercury

. 8 'or 10 inches of mercury

. 4. 12 or 14 inches of mercury

12-54. Under,normal operating-conditions, what

is the usual interval between cleaning,

of.air ejector condenser tubes?

1. 3 months

2. & Months'

3. 9 months
12.months

12-55. In'a distilling plant that uses
seawater Teed, What 'condition shoul4 be

maintained to keep the formation of hard

scale to a minimum?:

1. Steam pressure above orifice not to

exceed 5 psi

2. High vacuum
3. Brine density not to exceed 1.5

thirty-seconds
4. Each of the above

12-56. Evaporator feedwater is treated with
PD-8 for the purpose of reducing the ,

1. rate of tube scaling

2. amount of insoluble suspeqed matter-.

3. quantity of soluble carbonates

4. priming

1g-57. 6-8 solution is prepared by dissoPing
reqUired amount of PD-8 in warm

water and.diluting it with enough.cold

water to mak* a batch totaling.

1. 12 gal
2. 18 gal
3. 24 gal

4. 30 gal

41 Items 12-58 through 12-63 pertain to

the procedure for injaciingehamicals.
Xfto the distilling plants.

12-58. A duplex pump may.tie used to inject

chemicals intb two separate distilling-

plants when the plant.
.

1.. ars in different compartments

2. vary in oUtput by'nbt more than'.

4,000 gpd
1. are in separate.compartments but

have equal distilling capaeity

4. are equal in distilling eapfcity

and are in the same compartment,

12-59. You find.that a puip itroke of 15% will

be requfred to empty the mixing tank in

24 hours. You should adjust the stroks
'so thatthe tank will empty in

.1. "4 or 8 hours

2: 8 br 12 hours
3. 12 or 16 houra
4. 16 or 20 hours

12-60. If the proportioner pump fails, the

operator feeds the chemical aq;ution
into the evaporator,by means of a
vacuum injection line and controls the

klow by the use,of,

1. a standby pump
2. a feed control valve
3. an adjusting screw
4. a needle valve

12-61. How much PD-B is recommended for a
12,000 gpd submerged-tube type
distilling plant?

1. 1.2 pounds every 24 hours

2. 1.5 pounds every 12 hours

3. 2.0 pounds every 24 hours

4. 2.6 pounds every 12 hours



12-62. ou can determine how wall the PD-8
feedwater treatment ie functioning by

1. examining the evaporator for sludge
2. examining the evaporstor.for scale
'3, checkidg-the shell'temperature in

feadwater heater.
4. bserving the condition of the .

tank duriag draining and .

flits

- 12-63. In acco
Maint
mixing

mith,the Planned V
e System, when will the

enkfor PD-8 evaporator .

t be drained and flushed?

1. quarterly
2. Weekly or more often if necessary
3. Annually
4. Monthly

.12-64. ;What is anindication ths
- flash-type unit needs c ning?

1. 'When 4-psig steam pressure in the
avapirator feedwater heater is'
requ red to produce rated capacity

2. When a 4-paiipteam pressure ia the
first-effect steam chesi is required

- to produce tated capacity
3. When the first-effect, tube-nett

vacuum is near zero
4. When the first-effect, tube7nest

.temperature approaches that of the
steam. suppIY

12-65. Which Of the tube nests of a distilling
plant tends to.collect_scale most
rapidly?

1. First-effect
2. Second-effect

_ 3. Third-effect
4 Fourth-effect

P

12-66. How do you chill shock the first-effect
evaporator tube-nestof a distilling
plant?

12-67. HOw'oftenshOuld a diseilling plant he
.

chillshocked mhap no feedOttea ptia
used?

1. Deily
2. Weekly.
3. Semimonthly
4. SAmian,yally

12-65. After the tube nest Skink's= remOved
from a submerged-tubs type.evaporator, .

the tubas are cleaned mechanically by
a/an

1. 'electric torch,
2. scaling tool
3.. abrasive

- 4 electric vibrator

12-69. After xleaning and Wait placing the
tube nest ip service, you subject the
bundle to a hydrostatic test of

P 1.
2.

25 pti
50 psi

. 75 pad.

. .100 psi

12-70. Which of the following types of
distilling plantellas a minimum amount
of scale formation?.

.

1. Vertical basket type
2. Submerged-tube double-effect tYpe
3.- Submerged-tube triple-effect type
4. Flash-type

12-71. The acids commonly used for the chemical
cleaning of evaporator parts are.

1. nitric and'sulfuric
2. sulfamic and nitric
.3. hydrochloric and sulfamic
4.. sulfuric and hydrochloric

12-72 Under which of the-followin& conditions"
may sulfamic acid be.stóred safely
aboard ship?

1. Cut out steam flow to the tubes and
quickly flood them with cold water

1. When transferred from original to
special containers

2. Cut out flow of water to the tubes 2. When stored in original containers
and increase the flow of steam 3. in solution form

3.

'4

Drain brine from the shells and
admit water into the tubes

4.

....When

Under all the above conditions

Drain brine froth the shells, reflood
them with water and admit steam
into the tubes

H4 GI 7
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Assignment 13

Refrigeration

Textbook Assignment: Peg 387 through 414

Learning Objective: Identify the

terms related to-principles of
refrigeration and heat. Textbook

pages 387 and 388.

3
13-1. Refrigeration is a general term that

describes which of these processes?

1. Removing heat from spaces; objects,
or materials

2. Allowing heat to flow its natural
direction, that is, from warmer
material to the colder material

3. Bothl and 2 above
4. COnverting heat into work

13-2. How deep a refrige ation unit 'freeze
water?

1. It reduces the preseure of tbe water

2. It removes heat fram the water

3. It adds coolness to the water

4. By doing' both 2 and 3 above

13-3. ,The amount of heat removed from or added
to:a material ie measured in terms of a
standard unit called a

1. refrigeration ton
2. total heat

3. British thermal unit

4. sensible heat

For items 13.4 through 13-6, seleet from

tolumn'B tbe definition ormUmple that applies.

to the'beit'identification term.in column A. 's

A. Terme B. Definitions or examples

13-4. Sensible 1. Heat absorbed by a

heat man's body after ha
steps from a cold room
into a warm room

13-5. Latent
heat'

13-6. Specific
.heat

Quantity of !last
required to rale the

temperature of i

saes of'a inb a

Heat ebsor ad by a

block o lting ice

4. The ability of a
substance to absorb or

. give off heat without
change in temperature

13-7. What ia the latent hea' of fusion of a
pound of ice?

1. 36,8tu
. 2. 72 Btu

3. 144 Btu
4. 288 Btu

13-8. Approximately how much heat must be
removed from l'ton of water at 32'F t
change the water to ice at 32'F?

1. 36 Btu
2. 72 Btu

3. 12,000 Btu
4. .288,000 Btu

Learning Objective: Identify the

basic relationship of pressure,
temperature, and volume of a gas.
Textbook pages 388 and 389.
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13-9. At which of the'following temperaturies
and pressures will water bpil?

i. 100'F at 14.7 psis
2. 807F.at 2g in. Vacuum

450F *t 600 psis
.4. Botb 2 and I are correct

,13-10. At which of the'following temperatures
and pressures will R-12 boil?

1. -2011 at-147'psig'.
2. -2117 at 14.7 psia.
3. +45'F at 46,.49 Psig
4. Both 2 and 3 era correct

13-lL Before a confined.quantity of, vapor can
-be superheated, it must be

1. separated from thejiquid from
which it was generated

2. in cântact with the boiling liquid
3: held at'a constant pressure

,

4. allowed to deckease in volumeN,N

For items 13-12 through 1316 assume
that a cylinder with a floating piSton

Contains 5 cubic feet of air.en each ide
,(A and B) of the piston. The absolute air
pressure on each side of thetpiston is 200 psi
and the absolute temperaturSis 500F.

.

13-12. If you pump air into side A to increase
the preesure in side B to 250 psia, and
constant temperature is maintained,.
what is the new volume in side B?

1. 7 cu ft
2. 6 cu ft
3. 5 cu ft
4. 4 cu ft

13-13. If you decrease the temperature in side
A to 400'F absolute without changing
its pressure, and with no increase in
temperature in side B, what is the new
volume in side A?

1. 7 cu ft
2. 6 cu ft
3. 5 cu ft
4. 4 cu ft

li-14. What is the effect of a 30°F temperature
.increase on both side's of the pistom?

1. A small dectease in both pressure
and volume

2. A small increase in both pressure
and volume

3. A 12-psia dacrease.in pressure
4. A 12-psia increase in pressure
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13-15. When the gee in a tank has an ilAgreilie
in temperature, the column mill
and the pressure mill (k)

1. (a) decrease, (b) deirease
2. (a) remain the same, (b) remain the

sass
3. (a) increase. (b) remain the same
40 (a) inCrease. (b) decrease

13-16. When the pressure onoa gas increases,
the teiperature m111 It2j however, milieu
the pressure decreases, the temperature
will _021

1: (a) rise, (b) lower'
2. .(a) lower, (b) rise.
3. (a) lower, (b) remain the same
4. (a) remain the same, (b) lower

Learning Objective: Point out
the most common type of fefrigera-
tion plant used aboard Navy ships,
and identify the major components
and their functions. Textbook
pages 389 through 395.

13-17. What type of,refrigeration system is
senerally used for shipboard.,
refrigeration?'

1.. Vapor compression cycle with
centrifugal compressors

2. Steame-jet systems with reciprocating
compressors

3. Vapor compression cycle with
reciprocating compressors

4. Steam-let sYstems with centrifugal
compressors

Items 13-18 through 13-28 refer to
figure.13A.

V

0 )
0.



hgure.1.31

13-18. Which of the following is-the Correct

sequence of flow of refrigerant through

the system?

1. ReceiVer, expansion val
evaporator, compressor, condenser,
receiver

2. 'Receiver, evaporator, expansion
valve, condenser, ccmpressor,
receiver

3. Receiver, condenser, compressor,
evaporator, expansion valve,

receiver
-4. ReCeiver, expansion valve,

compreaer, condenser', evaporatot,

receiver

13-19. Pressure of the liquid is reduced in

part

1. B

2. C
3. D

4. E

13-20. Heat is abeorbed by the R-12 refrigerant
in part

1. A
2. C'

3. D
4. E

13-21. R-12 is in liquid form in the system
when it is between components

1. A and B
2. B and C
3. D and E
4. E and A
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13-22,- Ma low-tpressure-Wide:of .thm
rafrigeritioo.sfstem Ufa hetwosn.
components'

1. A and B
2. B sad C
3. B and D
4. E and,

13-23. The operation of component E is
controlled by a devicf located in
component

1. 4
2. B

3. "C

4. D

13-24. What ciiieee component E to open a;mk.

permit the flow of liquid into A?.

1. A decrease in pressure in ehe
cooling cOil

2; A decrease in pre?sure imthe
control bulb

3. An infrease in pressure on the top
of the diaphragm

4. ' An increase in pressure on the
bottom of the diaphragm

13-25. What changes cur in the phyeical state

of tlie R-12 s it passes through
component A?

1. It changes from a boiling liquid to
superheated vapor

2. It changes from supeiheated vapor
to A boiling liquid

3. It changes from a cool liquid to a

hot vapor
4. It changes from a hot vapor to a

cool liquid

13-26. Which component pumps heat, absorbed by
the refrigerant, from the evaporator
to the condenser?

1. A
2. B

3. C

4. D

G50,



What is-the priaary function
Component B?.

1. To raise the tenperature
R-12 to the.point where it wili.boil
and vapórime completely before
enterieg Component C

Z. .To raiiethe pressure of liqUid R-12 .

.to the point where lite tesperature .

et this pressure is high enough to
cause it eb boil and maporiie
eOmpIetely before entering coSponent.

14 To raise the pressure of vaporized
te the point where US

temperature at this. pressure is high
enough above the temperature Of,the
cooling seawater to cool the R-12
tind condense it as'it passes through
coMponent C
To rtise the pressure of vgporized
R-12 to the point where its superheat
at this preqsure amounts to 10°F

13-28. What is/are a subsigaryfunction(e) of
component B?

1. To condense ihe vapor
2. To keep the required pressure

differential between the low side
of the system and the high side

3. To circulate the-R-12 through the
system .

4. To do both 2 add 3 above

Learning Objective: Identify the
principles of operation of the
accessories and controls for a
refrigeration system. Textbook
pages 395 through 405.

13-29. Where is the rotary seal, shown in
figure 18-6 of the textbook, adjusted?

1. Between the crankshaft and the
'rotating carbon rings

2. Between the cover plate and carbon
rings

3. Between the;crankshaft shoulder and
compression spring

4. .Between the crankshaft and cover
plate
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13-30, Where is the stetionary'billoWs seal,
showrin figure 18-.7 ef the textbook,
adjusted?

1. Between the crankahaft and tha
bellows

2, Betwesn.ihenrinkshdt and ths
shaft SeelCollar

3. At the fact
4. Between th

collar and

In the-rotatin billows seal,- shoien in'
figure 18741 Of e textbook, what is .
used to Oil .surfaceS between the,,
removable ft seal shoulder and the
crankcape? . .

ace.of the eal
nose

1. Neoprene gasket
2. :Shaft seal clamping nut
3. Lapped surfaces
4. Nitralloy collar

13-32. In the dia01xagmtype seal, shown in
figure 1.89, which of iha following
sealing points is'made at the factory?

1. Between.the diaphragm and the
crankease

2. Between the fulcrum ring and the
rotating shaft seal collar

3. Between.the diaphragm and the
fulcrum ring

4. Between the shaft'aeal collar and
the crankshaft shoulder

13-33. ,Which of the follOwing meaus_is ueed te
load compressors?

1. Oil pressure
2. Refrigerant pressure
3. Refrigerant suction
4. Water pressure

110
13-34. When siops the compressor take on a

load?'

1. When the compress& ts at 1/3 speed
2. When the coMpressor is at 1/2.speed
3. When the compressor is up to speed
4. When the compressor valve is cloSed

13-35. After the compressorThas reached full
speed, when does the capacity control
system start to unload the cOmpressor?

1. When the shaft seal bursts
2. When the system is overch rged
3. When the pulldown peri s completed
4. When the pulldown period begins



1336. In figure-18-10 of the textbook the

working pressures that operate the.

hydraulic relaY (04xe developed by the

1. spring mnd the control oil pressure

2. spring and the oil pump pressure

3. controlOil.pressure am& .the oil

pump pressure

4. control oil pressure and the
cradkcate pressur,V

13-37. In figure'18-10 of the textbook, what

forces pisten (F) of the unloader power
element E first up, then down7

1. Oil pump pressure; crankcasepressure
2: Oil pump pressure; spring.

3. ,Crankcase pressure; spring

4. Spring; otlpump pressure,
2

14-38. In figute 18-10 ofthe textbook, which

cif the'followiUg controls the amount of

oil that reachet.the unloeder power

element?

1. Hydraulic relay piston '(D)

2. Lifting fork (G)

3. Suction valve (I)
1

4. Orifice

1339. What is the reiult Of the ch9zgea that

take place in the R12 on sing through

_the condenser?

1. It evaporates and, as a vapor,
absorbs its latent hear of
vaporization

2. It condenses and, as a liquid, gives

off its superheat
3. It absorbs its latent heat of

vaporization, evaporates complete1Y,

and in the vaporized state, absorbs

sensible heat

4. It gives up its sensible heat,
condensts and gives off its latent

heat

13-40. When temperatures in the refrigerated

space drop below the set point, the

solenoid control valve m(al and.the flow

of refrigerant (b)

1. (a) opens, (b) stops

2. (0) closes, (b) stops

3. (a) opens, (b) starts

4. (a) closes, (b) starts
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4,
Iteas 13-41 through 13-44 pertain-io

the following control end safety

devices:

Spring-Ioaded'relief valve

. 'Water regulating valve

. Lew-pressure cutout switch

D.- .Evaporator Pressure' regulating

valve

E. High-pressure cutout switch

F. Water failure switch

G. Oil fai4ure switch

13-41. If the,pressure setting of the device

is too low water will freeze in a

water ceoler equipped wieh a

1. B
2. D
3. E
4. F

13-42. The comPtessor will sto0Nwhan the

pressure reaches cutout point-and

start when the preseure drops to reset

point provided you correctly set the

1. B

2. C

3. D

4. E

13-43. The proper rate of cooling water flow

through the 96ndenser is mainteined-by

the

1.

2.

3.

4.

A

13-44, What device
function of

1. A
2. B

3. C

4.

will perform the intended
F, if F fails to furxtiot?

13-45. What device in the refrigettint liquid

line protects the solenoid valve and

thermOstaqc expansion valve-a from

foreign matter?

1. TXV
2. Liquid strainer

3.

4.

Dehydrator
Thermometer

652



13-46. Why is copper used to 1044 refrigerstor
tubing for.modorn =lel installations?

Copper internal surfaces are smooth
enough to minimise friction
Copper is not corroded by refrigerant
Copper tubing is easily shaped to
meet refrigeretioeSequiremints

4. Por.all the above reagens

13-47. Refer to textbook figura 18-19. The
upper cavity of the packlese valve Po
sealed off from the lowir cavity by a

1. diaphragm
2. ball check
3. balancing port

. 4. lower stem

Lmarning'Objective: Specify the
procedures for starting, operating,
and securing a refrigeration system.
Textbook pages 405 thriough 408.

13-48; How often shoula a refriger ion system's
temperatures end pressures b checked in
the absence of specific ructions
that state otherwise?

I. Hourly
2. Every 2 hips
3. Once each watch
4. Deily

13-49. When water is taket from a .firemain, the
pressure reducing valve ahead of the
water regulptiag valve should be set so
that the water pressure will NOT be more
than

1. 15 psi .

2. 25 psi `
3,- 35 psi
4. 45 psi

13-50. Before Setting the controls on automatic,
you should check the operating condition
of the motor and compressor by

1. cracking the compression-suction
valve

2. starting and stopping the'inita
several times

3. bringing the discharge pressure to
125 psi

4. checking the temperatures c.lf the
unit with all refrigerant ssy.stem
val.4s closed
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13-5 . 4ibich of the folloWing symptoms indicate4
that li.474.4 refrigerent is 'being-drawn

,1411t04.4 compressor/ ..

1. Frost on tbe compressor. crankcase
2. Frost on-suction valve
3. Unusual kneeling of compressor
4. lea' f bie above

13-52. :Ths coccieleing pressure of refrigerition
systems equipped with water regulating,
Valves should be.maintained at

1. 50 to 60 psi
2. 125 psi
3. 100,te 110 psi
4. 175 pal

13-53. An R-12 refrigeration plant is supplied
with.cpoling water from either a
centrifugal pump or from the fire and
flushing vain. When, if vr, is the
pump controller switch of.this.plent
opened man4ally?

1. When cooling water is
2. When cooling water is

pump and the main
3. When cooling water is
4. Never

from,the pump
"from both.the

from,the main

13-54. When securing the-compressor of an R-12
refrigeration system for a short period
of time, you should first slowliclose
the

1

1. main liquid Valve after the receiver
to prevent a rapid fluctuation iu
suction preseure

2. water Supply to.the coOdanser to
limit tha 4aantity'of.water to tbe
condenser e .

3. compressor suction valve to prevent
a rapid reduction.in crankcase
pressure

4. compressor discharge shutoff valve'l
to prevent:a rapid increase in
crankcase preseure

13-55. Why should t o compressors serving the
same cooling coil NOT be operated at
the same time?

1. Because oil may be transferred from
one compressor to another and cause
,serious damage

2. Because of the compressor discharge
differential pressure

3. Because of the compressor motor
electrical interlock

4. Because of all of the above'



LmerningObjective: Deperibe the

types of saintansuee ind procedure
, required for a properly operating

refrigeration systes. Textbook
Pages 408 through 414.

An E3 and EN2 are,responsibl4 for Which

of the following sSintenancmjobs on
W-12 system'?

1. Purgins a system ornencondensehle
sages

V. Testing for refrigetent leaks with.
a halide torch

3. Adjusting refrigeration system
'controls

-

4. AIl'of the above

0
13-57. Altecommanded defrosting practicesfor

,effective eooling wa1 l. the average
cold-storage refrigeration installation.
is Ip defroat

1. daily
2. weekly
3. cooling coils before the average

frost thickness reachei 3/16 inch
4,- when ihe from thickness at any

location onthe eooling coils is
112 inch or m6re

13,-58. You are pumpiag down a-system ior minor

repairs op lines between the receiver
and cooling coils. 'Which of the
.following precautions shouldyou observe
before making raneill?"

1. Blow out all Rr-12 gaS from the
isolated section that has been

opened
2. Allow the lines to return to normal

temperature after pumping them down
and before opening them

3. 'Pump the lines,down to a few pounds
above atmospheric pressure before
opening them

4: Cap removed sections of line to
prevent loss of refrigerant from
them

13-59. When you must pump down an entire
refrigeration system for major repairs,
you should begin the pumping operation
by interrupting.the flow of 11712 at th

.1. compressor suction line stop valv

2. compressor discharge line stop valve

3. main liquid-line shutoff valve

4. cooling-coll solenoid valve
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13766:s Yonjare in,the process of-draining tba
refrigeration &urge from a refrigeration

system. What 441uld you doafter the
compressor has been stoppedby-the
low-preesure tontrol Owitch?

I. ClOse the compressor discharge line

. Vxlve .
.

2. Close all liquid VAlvei at the

cooling coil
3. Cennect en empty 1112 Service drum

to the-refrigerant drain'va/ve.
4. ::-Vistart,the colpressor manually snd

.

'continue pumping down until uction
pressure reschas apprqximately .

2 psig

1341. Before'tonnecting.an 1Z-I2 earvkce Arum

to the refrigerant drain valve, which of

the following steps should you take?

1. 'Coolthe drumto ekpedite draining
2. weigh the drum todatermine ita

capacity
3. Adjuet the temperature of the drum

to that of Oa refrigerant
4. Vont the drum to theiatisosphere

\

13-62. When draining the rafciiarant charge
from the retfigeratial-systes, whit
should you do to ensure_that the service
drumis NQT,filled beyond rated
capacity?

1. Me Ure the teiperature
2. sure the pressure

3. Weigh the drum

4. Both.2 and 3 above

13-63. After draining A refrigeration system,
what should you do with the It12 vapor
remaining iv the condenser snd receiver?

1, Discharge it
i2. Condense and
3. ,Campress-and

evaporator
4. Remove it by

system

to the atmosphere
release it slawly
retureit to the

Pumping air into the

13-64: Which of-the follawing conditions
indicate loss of refrigerant from
refriAgerating system?

may

-1. Short cycling
2. Frosting of the compressor suction

line

3. Excessive lubrication oil preasure

4. Relatively law crankcase and cylinder
temperatures



13-6. Norma/ operation oethe haltde'lleak
detector tn an atMeiphereof air.that
is,fromtof k-1,2 is indicatgoAy.a

1. yellow flame
2. blue flame
3. purple flame
4. green flame

13-66. What flame-color in khilide laik
detecfor indicatasexcessive quantities
of R-11 in the air sUrroending.e leeking
refrigerant. eystem? -'

1. White
2. Yellaw
3. Zurple

Greest\
.

13-67. What should',.you do whan'the flame.of
the halide .leak detector ieyillow or
white in. color?

-

1. Hold tha and of the exploring tube
ferther away frowthe jotnt being
tested -

2. Clean owl. the interior of the torch
exploring.tiibe

3. Adjust the reactor'plete.and mak*
sure it-is properly in place ,

. AdjUet the flame until a neutr 1 or
green color prevaile

13-68. k-12 is being lost from a rertgeratinga
system but-you are unable to use the
halide tordh beciuse of excessive R-12_
in che atmosphere. What Should you do?

1. Recharge the system to nortal
capacity

2: Pump down the system and apply
compressed air through an atmosphere
vent .

3. _Apply soapsuds t6 all joints in the
aystem and look for Wables

4. Apply light oil to all joints'in
pa system and repeat the halide
torch tests

. 13-69. When searching for leaks with the soap
test, how long should you wait for
bubbles to fcirm from a small leak?

1. 15
2. 30
3. 45
4. 60

seconds or
seconds or
seconds or
seconds or

ress
less
less

more'

Figure 138.--Simplified diagraa of a
refrigeration sys am.

13-70. How shouldyou.reimove trapped
noncondensable gases from.the ystom
shown in figura 138?

1. Pump down the system and b eed off
compressed'liquid and gas t.E

2. 'Open.the line at F to the aaospher.
*bile. the -system is opera

3. Stop the compressor'and van pee*
to the atmoephers at D

4. Briefly open the gaga connection at
C while the system is operating

13-71. You can determine whether the.system
shown in figura 18-13 contains excessive
amounts'of noncondensable gases by
comparing the temperature at Eilith the
pressure temperiture it C. HoweVer,
purging is necessary only when the
difference between,the two temperatures
exceeds a maximum of

a

9 2.-

1. 1°F
2. 3eF
3. 5F
4. 7°F



e .

1.3-72... What is thecorrett procedure for

.chacking the actual oil level in a

.torce-lUbricated compressor if oil has

bash added,end it has bean Inoperative

for several'wasks?

1. Observe the oil level in the sight.
glass beaors starting the compreesor

.Operativ*he COnpressor on manual
control' for an hour or more and
observe the oil level in,the sight
glass immediatelyefter stopping
the compressor- .

,Stop the compressor ancrcheck the
loirlevel with the crankshaft and

'.pOnnecting rod ends Immersed in the

lubricating oil

4. Stop the compreisor Auld check the
oil level with the crankshaft and
connecting,rod ends out,of the

luhrlcating oil
o

13-73. What should you do to remove oil from

a compressor that has no drain valve?

1. Stop the compressor and close the
suction and discharge ltui valves

2. Reduce crankcase pressure to about

1 psi by slowly closing the suction

line stop valve

3. Loosen the drain plug just enough
for-oil to seep out

4; Da all af the above

93

3.1,-74. On a refrigeratiOneyeem with Steal

connections, how often should oil id'a

compressor crankcasejoi chaaced for

uoutanination?.

I. Annually ,

2. Ivary 3 month*

3. ,Somiennuelly
4.. Weekly.

.0
,

What thould you do when on* of the

belts in a natiple V-belt riye:ia

trete:had excessively'?

1. Replace the defective halt
2.' Replace all the belts
3. Tighten the defective belt

4. Treat the defective belt with b

dressing
4

f.10



Assignment 14

Refrigeration '(Continued); Air Conditioning; AdditionalAmxiliatx Eguipment.

TextbookAesignmant: Pages 414 through 459

-

Learning Objective: Point
'various operating ranges ffia(
.procedUres for Setting controls
.and safety devices in refrigera-

tion systems and indicate tome of
theoperating features. Textbook
page!' 414 through 419.

14-1. What adjustment, in the high-presture-
switch will raise thelcutout point
without:affecting the cut-in point?.

' 1. Turning the range adjusting screw
clockwise

2. Turning the range adjusting screw
counterclotkWise-

1. Tnrning.the differential adjusting
screw clockwise

4. Turning the differential adjusting
screw counterclockwise

_

14-1. You are in the proceseof.adjusting the
high-pressure switch of a refrigeration
plant. What action do_you take
immediately after raising the compressor
discharge to 10 psis above the desired
cut7in pressure?

1. Turn the range screw clockwise until
the contscts Close

2. Turn the range screw counterclockwise
until the contacts open

3. Turn the differentiarscrew
'counCerclockwise all the wuy

4. Turn the differential screw .clockwise
all the way

14-3. When setting the high-pressure switch,
the differential switch is turned in
which of the following directions?

A. CounterclOckwise
B. 'Clockwise

1. B, A, B

2. A, B, A-
3. B, A
4. A, B

* 94

14-4L You wish to set-thelow-preasure switch
of a refrigeration plant so that it will
cutout at 50 psig. With the compressor
Operating you should set the enction
pretsdre

1. 30 psi& and.turn the range screw .

clockwise until the switch contacts
close .

2. 50 psig.and turn the range screw
counterclockwise until the switch :
contaCts open

3. 30 psig and turn the differential
.

screw clockwise until the wwitch
contacts close

4. 50 paig and turn the differential
screwcduoterclockwise until the
switch contacts open.

14-5. The water failure switch. is set properly
when it cuts out at

.1; ,5 psig and cuts in at 15.paig
2. 10 psig sed cuts in-at 20 psig
3. 15 psig.and cuts in.at 5
4. 20 psig and cuts in at 10 peig

14-6. Which-of the following Control devices-
'is controlled by pressure changes that
ri*e brougheabout by changes in tempera-
,ture in the refrigeration compartment?

1. Wate failure.switch
2. Therm atic switch
3. ermal expansion valve
'4. Automatic reducing valve

V

14-7. I,fhe -refrigeration plant is NOT
Operating satisfactorily, what is
normally the first step in checking
the system?

1. Test the discharge valves
2. 'Test the suction yalves
3. Shift the comptessors
4. Short cycre the compressor

4.



-

14.-8. When testing 41r a leaking.discharge

valve, Asich,of the following,ara the

first and last protedurel?..-

A. Stop. the compressor

B. Pump the.co*prestor down to 2

Psis
Close the-suction and discharge

selves.-

D. Check the rate of drop pf

discharge presqure

1. A, C
'2. B, D

3. A, D
4. B, C

14-9. When a seal is being .replaced on the
,

_compressor, why should the Oil drain be

ii'ft open?

I. To allow the oil to continue to drain

2. To prevent pressure buildup from

R-12 in the oil

3. To prevent foaming of the oil

4. For each of the above reasons

14-10. After-replacing a shaft.seal on the

compressor, how do you check for'a leak?

1. Pump down the compressor and look for

oil .

2. Fill the crankcase and look for oil

3. Open the'suction and discharge valves

and%check with a halide' leak

detector
4. By each of tite above Methods

Learning Objective:. Identify the

safety precautions to be taken

when handling refrigerants. Text-

book pages 419-421.

14-11. Gaseous R-12 is a health hazard because

it

1. poisons on contact any food tbat

Contains milk or eggs
irritates the eyes unless it is

diluted with at least an equal

ampunt of air

1. will not support respiration

4. explodes when it cpme in direct

contact,with a high-temperature

open flame

95

14-12. When R-12 comes in contact with an open

flame or a high temperature, 4p-becomes

. a health hazard. Which of the following

j is au indication of this condition?

1. A pungent odor
2. An irritant to breathing

3. Both 1 ind 2 are correct
4. The smell of new mown hay

14-

.

What percentage of capacity is the limit,.

to which an R-12 cylinder should bi

filled?

1. 75%

2. 80%

3. 85%

4. 90%

14" Which of the following irticles Of

safety gear must you wear when working

with R-12?,'

1. Apron.and gloves,
2. Goggles
3. Mouthpiece
4. All of the abovearticles

14715. What first-aid treatment should you

administer in case R-12 comes in

contact with 'your skin?

1.\ Rub or massage'the affected area

2. Immerse the affected part in a warm

bath
3. Apply nonirritating oil tp the

affected skin

4. 'Bathe the affected area with strong

aoap'and water

Learning ObjectiVe: Specify the

purpoith of air conditioning,
identifying the various principles

affecting,its efficiency. Textbook

pages 422-426.

14-16. addition to contributing to the

comfort and fitness of the crew aboard

.ship, air conditioning also performs

which of the following?

1. Preventa deterioration of
ammunition ip storage spaces

2. Maintains temperature at specilLed
levels in electrical and electronic.

equipment spaues
3. .Prevents. excessive pressure

blaildop in containers'in gas
storage Oates

4.. Does all of the above



The:dewpoint:of air is defined as the
teverafture at Which .0.

1. the specific.hasidity 4.100 grafts,
'per pound of.drY air

2. the air is saturated with ioisturi.
3. eny increaie in temperature.will,

causimoisture io condenee
diw vaporizes into the air

th.

14-1B. audition will occur if the`
.

.

ure of the iir increases while'
. \the,amouut of moisture in the air

.remains conatant?

Thespecific humidity will increase
2. The specific humidity willdecresse

. 3. The relative hulidity will'incresae
4. The relative:humidity.will decrese

14-19.,
,

The relative humidity of sir is,t1kratio
between'the act4a1 amoupt of.water vapor4

"ins sample of air and the

weight Of the sample
2. voluine of the eample
.3.: asiount ofwatervapor the sampile

g h91d,if it Were saturatki- '
, 4, oint of,,the Sample"' .

WLxh

- 0

4.101471.iten-san-Ue7
. directly measUred with a'sling
psyChroMker?

4.

1. Latent heat,
-2. .DewPoint
3. Wet-bulb temperature

.44. Specific huMidity

/4-21. FFom whag'source'does most of
heat come?

(

,Surroundings that r4jiate heat-'
2.-. Currents of heated air,

3.- Physiological processes within
body

4. ,C)bjects,hat transmit, heat byN
-contac't

?he loss'.of laten 'heat from the human22

the body

4

the

hody is by

1. '4,evap6rat1on
2. 1 radiation

. 3. Conduction
'4. convection

96,

14-23/What type:604eit los
!7estocaited,with being
'ciredlating

1. Radiation -

2. ConveCtiou
3. Conduction
4. Evporation

airectly
owed to

, .

14-24. The clumatity of haat that will be '

given off by a group of 20,sailors
seated in a classroom average
about

1., 5,800 Btu per
2. '6,400 Btu per
3. 7,00Q Btu per
4. 7,600 Btu per

hour
hour
hour
hbur

14-25. When you remain stationary in a space
where the air is.perfectly still, what
happens to the ,envelope of air that
surroundi your body?

'

1. It absorbs water vapor from
body

2. Its relative humidity. increases
3. Its temperature increases
4. All of the above

your

Wthrt-is-the-belit-finia676f:f4Iier'iri-'-'------
huiidity for health.conditions and
comfort in a cold Climate?-

1. 30 to 40%
40 to 50%
50 to 60%
30 to 70%

2.

-4.

learning Objective:, Identify the
construction.and functiou'af typical
ventilation and cooling quitment.
TexTbook pases 426-437.

14-27. Vane-axial ventiAting fans should be
operated with.the ain ducts open so that

1. less elvtricai current will be used
2. a large volume'of air Can be heated

at low pressures
3. the 'motors will not overhuat
4. ai'r 'distribution can be limited

4



14-28. How iaweter.kept from entering aduct
System when, due to heavy teas, water
:enteri the. buCket Of.a waterProof venti-
lator fadter than the,buckec can drain
off?
-
le On reaching eTrescrihed depth,

water in the bucket actuates the
gear which:cleses the ventilator

2. 10,d reaching a prescribed depth,
-water lin the bucket tr s a lever

which 4'11010 the bucket.a to empty

onto ,theldeCk.

3. As Weter rises in the bucket, more
_,.tubes takmpart inamptying the

bucket through scuppers
4. The weight of water in the bucket

lowers the -bdc.ket and seals off . the

system
40"

4-29.' Cool dry air blowu into a compartment by
a refrigeration system code the

c mpartment by

1. raising the hulaidityN
2. holding the humicaty ab a constant

, level
3. forcing ithe warM air out

4. absorbing heat and moiteture frOm the

14-30. Compared to air conditioning systems,
refrgeration systems have suction
yressuree and evaporator temperatures
that are

1. higher
r

. about equal
higher and lower, respectively

-31. In the vapor compression chilledswater
system, where is the heat removed from
:the secon4ary refri:erant?

1. In the waterchi er

2. In the condenser
3. In the reirigerant receivers
4. In the float Chambers

14-12; In a centrifugal refrigeration plant,
what releases the refeigerant to the
chiller?

.

.1. Compression valve
2. Suction valve ,

3: Float valve
4. Differential compression valve

4. A

14-33. ,.Whin-water leades.the tooler of a
chilled water circulating system, it
has a.temperature of

1. 35' toe40*F
2, 4' to ,45c
3. 45* to 50'F
4. 50*,to 55*F

14-34.. In a refrigerating system that has a
centrifugel compressor, what pressure'
aoptuates the high-preesure witch?

1. High condenser pressure
2. Low lube oil pressure
3,. Evaporator pressure '

4. Seawater pressure

14-35. The centrifugal refrigeration contra
device which depends.on seawater
pressure for its functioning is called

a

1. chilled.mater pressure failure

switch
2. .sohdenser limiter pressure failure

'rawitch .

'

3. chilled-water temperature colol
switch

co

4. high-:pressure sWitch

14F-36. Orl.heaters re used when the compressor

. is off. Wb t is the purpose of the oil

heater? A

, 1. jo,heat the oil-when-the compressor
is on standby?

2. -ro prevent refrigerant from .

entering the oil
3, To reduce viscosity of the oil

'4. To do both 2 and 3 above

14-37 he first-stage impeller of a centri-

.
fugal refrigerating compressor performs.
all tXCUT which of the following

-funCtions?

.1. Drawing vapor into the compressor

2. Comprepsing vapor drawm,into thg
compressor

3. Discharging c6mpressed vapor to the

second-stage impeller.,

4. Discharging-compressed vapor to the

condenser

14'38. Instead of a thermal,expansiob valve,
many packaged unit air conditioners are
fitted with /

Ofti
4

1.. float valves
2. economi,zer chambers
3. adjustable high-pressure switthes
4., capillary tubes



4-9. hich of the follOwing -components
. package unit air cpuditioner can you'
adjust after it. ii installed?

.Convector-heatersind unit heatera may,

be need in'ailTtXCEPT, which of the .

lakloifing heiting,eystems?

Foreed hot water.systsaL:
.200-psi'steam system
100-pei,steamaystem-
50-psi steam syStel .

,

14-45. What.tyPe of thermostit'fa'need.to
control the flow of stealt0 prehe oral:

1. 'TYpe C'

2. Type L
3, Type R

10- Type F.

1446. Which combination' of thermostat asseibly
and valVe assembly.ls.used In the
tempariturer regulator that controls
the flow of steam to a coMbinatiot
heater?

1. High-pressUre switch 1.

2. Low-pressure switch
3. Water-regulating valve 3.

4. Thermal expansion valve 4,
, . 2

14-40. ..Ulen a fan-coil assembly is installed
'in a ship,:it is used in conjnection

4

with.a '

1. packagad unit air conditioner
.

2. refiigerant-circulating air
conditioning. system

3 refrigerant-circulatingrefrigera-
tion system

4. rchilled-water circulating system .

14-4 .' What.feeture of a fen coils aisembly
.permits a change.of capacity?

1. COoling cOil bypass
2: Belt drive of the.centrifngal fan
3. Adjustable damper
4. Remova,ble end panels

-

Learning OhjeCtiye: 'Describe the'
construction and fundtion .of,air.
heat,ing equipment'. Textbeok pages
437-442. -

14-42. 'Why is the T-type co*1 arrangement uied
instead of the S-type in large size
ventilation heaters?

1. T-type weiighe less
T-type occupies less ara'ee

3., :1%-type is tore efficient
'4. T-typ hapvfewer tubes

14-43. During cad weather operations,-rebeaters
in large recircllating cooling systems
serve to

1. keep certain waces'and.zones at
speCified temperatures

2. prevent ConcInsation in the ducts
1eading4to enginebring spaces ,

.3. set up temperature differentials
at.diffeztnt leyels in a room
supplement the heating capacity of
the corivector heaters

1. Type L. thermOstat, model D valve
2. Type L thipostat, model E valye
I. Type R thermostat modeL D valYe

.4. Type W thermostat, Moda1.0 valVe

The .temperature of a ventilation
preheater coil.is prevented from
'falling to tbe,.fieexing, point by a
thermostatic,control that allows
Steam to pass through theregulating
valve whannhe temperature le tkie
.duct on the weather side of the

.

heater falls to

1. 32.F
2. 35°F

3. 38°F
. 41°F

What'kind of information can be found
on _the valve bonnet of a thermostatic
assembly?

1. Length df tube
2. Operating.tmaiperature.of the' kitor

bellaws
3. Steam pressure and poppet number
4. Air of the above

"Learnfng Objective: Identify.key pOinpts
. in the maintenance of ventilation , .

equipment. 7.extbor, page 444.,

14-644. In a coMplete air conditioning system',
the shipboard ventilation system and 'its
coneaituent,porCEi should be isolated
from othtr comvnent systems.

-



14-50. Why shetild dirt be kept,out of a
ventilation system?

1. It restricts airflow
2. It creates a fixe hazard

3. It does both 1 and 2 above
4. It damages the filters,

4
Learning Objective; peacribe the ,
layOut and operation of electro-_,/
kydraulic steering gear, including
maintenance procedures. Textbook
pages 445 and 456..

.

14-51. The amount of oil that, the ..tk-and of an
electrohydraulic drive de11.rers to the
B-end is regulated by means of a

6

1. sockrt ring.

2. rack-and-pinion assembly
3. tilt box
4. synchronous receiver

14-52. An electrohydraulic drive which was
designed to transmit .rotarymotion is
to be used to move a ship's rudder.
Which rt,of the drive will be replaced

by a pi ?

1. Electric motor
2. iydraulic motor
3. Hydraulic pump
4. Tilt box

14-53. Assume that your ship is running before
a Kale and the following seas produce
heavy strains'On the- rudder. What

mechanism Of a slouble-ram electro-'
*hydraulic steering gear eases t.g.e excei-

sive strain on the,system?

.1. Rudder
2. Variable stroke pump
3. Tilting boxes
4. Relief valve

4
14-54. In an electrohydraulic steering gear, the

standby pump is brought into operation
by the

14-55. The stearin gears of most modern naval
ships are remotely codtrolled from the
bridge through ake use of a/an

14-56.

1. a.c. synchronoue transmission
system

,2. hydraulic telemotor system.

3. d.c. pilot-motor
4. mgchanical linkage

The reciiver motor 'in au a.c. synchro-
nous transmission steering Sygtem tures
at one-half the speed of the transmitter
rotor in the system.

14-57. In the hydraulic steering assembly,
which component connects the plunger

-..to the mechanice1 linkage from the .

steering gear central mechanism?

Remote iLeiver element
Elictroliydraulic iteering connecting

.

3. Eldnrohydreulic power receiver .

4. Crosshead

14-58. The pistons of 0 reversible axial
piston pump are'On stroke at all times
beeause.the socket rieg is set at h

fixed angle.

14;759:- When a steering 4iieel is turned, what

force produces a emedt of the

receiver plungert tS.1 the telemotor

systele

14. Electrical power
. .

2. Fluid pressure
3. Mir pressure
A. Steam pressure

i4-60. When a.telemotor system is being filled
pumping is continued until the

l. forward telemotor, is open

2. oil is free of bubbles
3. oil.appears at the air cocks

4. replenishing tank is full

14-61. A leak is stopped in atfeNternally
packed telemotor by

1. idle motor 1. tightening the glands

. rdnning mOtor loosening the glands
.1.

3. relief valve 3. tightening the leathert

six-way plug cock 4. loosening, the leathers

99



1442.

14-63. By installing guards around'i.:Ke exposed
parts of the steering gear TIM you can
protect the-parts against water damage.
andrust.

Whei a telemotor,ayetem is exposed to
low ambient temperatures; en oil with
'What pour point should be used?

1
/

. -25.1? to,40.F
2. -25'ir to -40*F

3. ..2.7 to.75.F
4. 2.1? to 150.F

14-64. ,Which crane classification is NOT
included in the'generel types?

1. Stationary king pos
2. Haud operated
3. Traveling
4. Jib

1t-_64 Which of the following duties&
performed by an Engineman standing
watch In the steering engineroam?

1. Checking the oil level inkthe
expension tank

-2. Feeling-with his bare hands for hot
parts in the steering gear

3. Bleeding,air put ofthe hydraulic
system
Each of the,above

1445. Clearance between the brake drum and
band increase after a windlaes hes been
operating for a period.of time.

14A66. When performing maintenance work on
hydrauliJN transmissions, which of thd
following steps imust you always take?

1. Use a strainer wilen refilling tanks
with clean oil
Clean internally, all valv.eq and
piOing that have been disassembled

3. Clean all parts before reasseMbling
thvm

4. Do all of the above

2,

Learning Objective: Point out
maintenance prodedures for witches
and capstans and describe canes
and their controls. TexfbodI
pages 456 through.459.

Ili maintaining capstans and winches,
which of the following inspectiona
shou4d be.conducted?:

1. Check ior oil or greaae on.drunis
'and linings,

2. Check the deterioration A frfctton
clutch linings:

31. Check the load-holding Ability of
'shifting-gear locktng devices

4. Do each of the'above

14-69, The boom of a crime

1. king post
2. blocks '-

37 rotatiag gear
1 4. sheaves

is controlladqty the

14- O. To prevent fouling of the hoisting rope,
a crane is provided with

1: fair-lead sheaves
2. blocks
3. a king pose
4. f grooved drum.

14-11. The delicate-control often required for
handling loads-with a creneis usually
provided by

an electric motot for rotating the
crane 1 b

reduction gearing in the.crane
rotating mechanism-

3. hydraulic variable,speed gears for
driving the hoisting Whips and
topping -lifts

4. 'electric motor's for driving, the
hoisting whips and.tOpping lifts

hoiseing units of a crape are driven14:74t. The
by

1.

2.

al.

4.

constant-speed a,ectric motors
variable-speed electric motors
fienArhydraulic motors
A-eaeydraulic pumps

1 -73. What device pa a crane is provided.to
hold the load when electric power fails?

1.

2.

3.

4.

s4

A-_end hYdraulic puMp
Hydraulic torque.motor
Hand brake
Electric brake .

14-74. The neutral.position of the A-end
hydraulic pump on a crane is found
retained by NO.

1. a end hydraulic motor
2. a centering device
3. an electric' torqu_motof
4. a slacktakeup dtiAce,

and



1

4

1

tibena-cianS is used to raise light:
gable has iv.tendency to

develop.slack !hen.bdiipting is.started.-
To.prevent slack,'the trans is.prOvidsd

with a/an.

1. electric toms motor
2: hydraulic torque motor

3. light-book paying-out device'

4. pressure sfroke control device

4

Otql

6 1

4



AdditionalAux

*ow

AssignMent 15

iary Eoitment (Continued) and Lathea and Lathe Machinery'

Textbock Assignment: Pages 459 through 504

15-5.

;1[Learnidg Objective: Identify the
;principles of' operation and saints--

. .

Itance preceduree required for
propiroperation of galley 'equip- I
ment. 'Textbook pages 459 through
464.

15- . The primary concern of an Engineman for
the maintineriCe of *team coOki
equipment is'the-

1. cookers
2. full-floating doors

7

-; 3. steam jacket
4. valves'or piping

15-2. In a single-tankdishwasher, the washing
and rinse sprays differ in temperature
and are controlled by separate valves.,

,1573. In a double-tank dishwasher, the final
rinse.is activated by

1. manual control
2. a thsvostat control
3. the movement of dish racks
4." lipam on the conveyor belt

154; The,rinse tank of a double-tank
0 dishwashing machine contaieks

thermostatically operated;swiikh which
prevents machine operatioil if tbe
temperature of the rinse water drops
below

1. 180°F'
2. 190°F-

*- 3. 200°P
4. 210°F

;5'

You are preparing tel descale a;dishwesher
.

whose tanks have a capaciry cif 36
gallons* Vow much orthophosphoric icid
85% and detergent, respectively, do you
add to the water in;each tank to maks up
the'proper tleening solution?

A 1. 7 fluid ounces; 18 fluid ounces
111 2. 18 fluid ounces; 36 fluld'ouncos

3. 126 fluid ounces; 9 fluid ounces
4.. 252 fluid ounces;.18 fluld'oncsa

. .

15-6. -When dowel
t

ing, afteroperating a
dishwasher with cleaning solution in its
tanks for 60 minutes., what should you,
do?

1. Repeat the cleaning4rocedure with
a fresh cleaning solution

2. Drain the cleaning soldtion add .'
rinse the tanks several timea. with
fresh hot water

3. Drain the cleanimg olutiort and
rinse the tanks for '5 minutes; first
with hot water and then with.cold
water

t
Drain,the cleani0g.so1utioen, rinse
thoroughly with cold water and blow
dry witbrair under pressure

Learning dbjective: entify
auxiliary boilers and heir
controls. , Textbook page4 464

-through 470.

1

15-7. In- ater tube natural-circulation
boil thelarge tubes located at the
front and rear ends of the water and

.

steam drumthet connect with each drum ....

are referred to as
\ .. '..."

i

1. generating tubea J
,2., water-wall tubes

* 3. downcomerm 1 *

4. coils

. 102



15-8. Whereas natural-Circulation boilers
depainii upon a-difference in the density
of.rising and falling fluids-for, .

forced-circulationboilers
circulate their fluids with the help

,oflumps.

* 15-9. The amount ofoil thatis atomized by a.
variable capvity etoMizer deends upon
the

1. amount ofair admitted to the
atomizer and.the bil supply pressUre

2. amount of air admitted to the
atomizer and the oil pressure in
the oil return line

3. difference between the aMount of oil.;

entering the atomizer and the amount

leaving it
4. size of orifice plate inetalled and

the oil pressure in the Supply line

15-10. What unit of a variable capacity
atomizer assures that there will bethe
correct combinatiOn-of air and oil

while the Verner is operating?

1. Oil metering valve linked with..an
air admitting regulator' ,

2. Pressure regulating mechanism
linked to atomizer nut

3. Sprayer-plate linked toorifice
plate

4. Pump linked with air bellows

15-11. If the water 1,evel
in textbook figure
properly, the feed
automatically when
reaches the-

electrode assembly
20-18 is working ,

pump starts
the water level

1. low end of electrode
2. low end of electrode

3. low end of electrode 3
4. 9inner surface o* the.boiler shell.

15-12. iWbich of the following regoliting
devices employs a bellows arrangement?

1. Float-type feedwater regulator

/

2. Limtt prepuretrol
,

3. Stack sw,itch

4. Constant 'pressure governor

-

401r13., When modulating pressuretrols are used'
to automatically regulate burner ftring

rates as boiler loads change, the air-

ratios,for Ole burners are adfusted

-by a mechanism linked to'and Operated
by a reversing-type Motor.

15-14. WhiCh of the following types of control
devices responds directly to,cbenges in

temperature?

1. Limit pressuretrol
2. Stack switc
3. Electrode-t e feedwater control

4. Photoelectr c safety combustion
control

'Learning Objective: Test boiler

feedwater. Textbook pages 470

through 474.

u,

5-15. What publicatiOn should you consult for

4 detailed instructions on testing boiler

water for alkalinity, hardness, and

chloride content?

1. NAWSHiPS' .Techni ual .

t ilr your ship's boers
2. e mstof rer's technicatmanuai

3, The manual accompanying a Tiylor

comparator
4. Any of the above

157.16.. In preparing a sample of boiler water
for an alkalinity test, Y oU should make

sure that the water meets which of the

following conditions?

1. It was allowed to.stand in an epen
container for 4 hours or more

2. It was not exposed to air long
enough to absorb carbon dioxide

3. It was heated to its boiling point

4. It was allowed to stand until its
temperature dropped below 1100°F

15-17. A burette reading is made from the top
of the meniscus, at the surface of the

liquid.

15-18. If soap andittater will not properly
clean the chemical glassware and
'porcelain used in testing boiler water,
cleaning should be done with a solution

-of

1. lye and water
2. alcohol and scouring powder

- 3. weak acid

4. alcohol and distilled water

4



, 1,-19. Both the phentOlOhihaleia'tsat ead.the
methyl-,purple teat for alkalinity
should 76e used on.water from.

1.

-
bo4iera that have. been idle .for a
lpag time

15-24. , i.lauen rouni44 a hardness teet on boiler
water,- You require 0.8 111 pf, soap
solutipe to .saitts1a-aa Uubroken-sUrface
of su4s on:the sample. What'is the
hardness of the senple7

2. freahly.fiI1ed boilers that have 1. 0.02 epm
not been steamed 2. 0.04 epm

3. idle boilers that havabeen stemmed 3. 0.06 spe
4. attuning boilers. 4. 0.08 epa

15-20.''Adding phenolphthalein indicator to an'
alkaline solution causea the solution
to tan-.

13.25. In the chlorideteat, what color should
the sample of water be when the_
blue-violet color vanishes? =

1., green
1. Gray

2.: purple
.40 2. Pink

3. greenish-gray. 6 3. Ned
4. pink

4. Yellow

15-21: When running analkalinity test mei
Boyle of-boiler water that haa been
steamed, what agent do you, add.to cause
.the pink. color to disapPear?

1. -Phenolphthalein solutiun.
2,. Nitric acid
3. ,Mereuric nitrate
4. Methyl-purple solutiou

15-22: What technique should you apply in
testing 91e alkalinity of water in an
unsteamed boiler if the water is not

'cleir enopgh leir the methyl-purple test?-.

. .

Carry out a chloride test and.Apivide
the result by two

Carry,out a phenolphthalein test and
multiply the result by two
Use the Taylor comparator, conduct
separate pH and phosphate tests, and
average the results

4. Lot the sample settle; then

Le arning Obj'ective: Describe
tbe operating procedures for,
,the 7-250 fire pump. Text-
book pages 474 and 475.

1.

3.

retest

15-23. Assume that you have added to a sample
of Water an amount of soap equal to the
lather factor. Haw long should the
)tather cover the surface of the sample
to indicaoe zero hardness?

1. At least 2.minutes
2. At least 5 minuteS
3. At least 15 minutes
4.- At least 25 minutes

104

15-26. While operating a P-250 pump, you.notice
the; an uneven stream is coming out of
the nozzle. What would you expect to be
the most likely caupg of this condition?

1.. Air leakage into the suction side of
the pump.

2. Insufficient outlet pressure
3. Insufficient poWer from the motor
4. Excessive pump speed

15-274To start a P-250 pump, the next_stepr after connecting the fuel hoie to the
'plug on the coniAl panel from the fuel-
tank is to

0

1. puIl the choke knob to the extended
position

2.- fill the gasoline tank with 1/2 Pint
..SAE 30 engine oil tO each gallon of
'gasoline

3. fill the line to the carburetor by
pressing the,push button on-the tank
several times,until you feel some
resistarice

turn the high and low speed knobs on
the control paliel three-quarters of
a turn counterclockwfse from the
closed position



15-28i Suppose that'after stariag a P-250
punt), you notice that water' pressure is

NOT building up on the gage. What

shoUld'you do?

1. IncreMse the pump speed by adjusting

thi'tbrottle
2. Decrease the pump *peed by partially:

Closing,the throttle
3. After elie'Oump has operated for not

more than 45 seconds, atop the .

6140, t4ghten hose conneApni.and
couplings, and prima again

4. AllOw the puMp to operate for
I minute, then stop engine and

priMe again.

Learning Objective: Identify
principal characteristic's of the

engine lathe, Textbook pages

477 threlh 481.

15-29. When a workpiece is being'shsped with a
cutting tool on an engine lathe, it is
held and rotated about a horizontal

axis.

15-30. The engine lathe in a machine shop
be used for which of the follawin jobs?

1. Turning-and boring

2. Facing and screw,cutting
3.. Drilling and grinding
4. All of the above

15-31. :In ships; which have only one lathe,
what is usUally the size of the lathe? .

I. 14 in.
2. 16 in.

T. .18 in.

4. 20. in.

15-32 On a lathe equlpped with a 6-position
headstock cone pulley, how many spindle

speeds cam,be obtained?

1. 6

2. 12

3. 18

4. 24

15-33. When an engine lathe. is used for milling,

the workpiece is usually mounted on the

1. headstock and tailstock centers

2. tellstock spipdle
3. carriage
4. face plate

15-34. .0p an engine lathe, which of the follow,-

ing operations is usually performed with

the carriage locked in position?

1. Turning.'
2, Facing
3. Boring
4. Drilliig

15-35. Geara:in the apron of an engine lathe

are driven by the.

14 control rod
2. lead screw.

3. reVerse rod
4. feed rod.

15-36. When an engine lathe is used for'thriad

cutting, the number of threads per inch
is determined by the relationship
between the speeds of the

15-37.

1. driva'm6tor and *pindle malkh

2. spindle and feed rod

3. lead screw and feed-rod

4, lead screw and spindle

A lathe operator is able to feed a

cutting tool at one desired angle to
the lathe axis by using.the compound'

rest.

Learning Objective: Describe
correct shapes and applications

_of the principal cuttili.g tools.
Textbook pages 482 through 484.
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15-3$. Nhich cutter bit is sometimes ground

1
flat on top so it may be fed in both

1( directions?

I. Left-hand turning tpl
2. Right-hand,facing tool

3. Squire-nosed parting tool

4. Round-nose turhing tool

15-39. ;Th6 square-nosed parting tool is used to

1. face on the lett-hand sidep011tathe

work
2. machine necks, grooves, and corners

3. take light roughing cuts and

finishingocuts
4. hold small work for machining in the

lathe

6



WbiCh lathe tool is usually droWld i4A
the allege of a left-hand turnine tool?

1. Threading'tool
2. Round-nosed turning too
3. Cut-off tool
4. Boring tOol

4

Learning Objective: BecnnizA
lathe chucki in termaAA their-
capabilities and applications..
Textbook pages 484 through 487,

+15-41. Whaekype of lathe chuck may be used to
hold workpieces that have irregulaT
cross-sections?

1. Scroll chuck
2. 4-jaw chuck
3. Standard collet chuck
4. Hexagonal collet chuck

15-42. What type of lathe chuck cah be used-to
center, autometically,-round workpieces
of many sizes?

1. Scroll chuck
2. 4-jaw chuck
3. Standard collet chuck
4. Hexagonal collet chuck

Learning Objective: Describe
basic lathe operating procedures.
Textbook pages 487°through 503.

15-43 When a Second cut is made on a threaded4
workpiece. what does the thread dial
indicator tell the operator'?

1. Where to start the second cut
2. When to engage the lead svew
3. When the correct depth of cut haS

been reached
4. When the lead s,prew is rotating At

i'the proper speed

'15-44. A carriage stop may be used on an engine
lathe .Ito eliminate the need for whi.Ch of
the fellowing actions?

1. Individual measurements on duplicate
parts

2. Manually shutting off t'he automatic
feed

3.' Setup measurements made directly on
the workpiece

4. Variable rates of 'Teed across a
woriece

15.-45. 'When lergichaness are made ,by shifting
the 'gears in the main e$aT:traitrtble
lathe most be stopped '

.

15-46.- Whet is the firstetequireeent of a lathe
operatorwith respect Co maintenance of'
the engine lathe --

1. Lubricatft properly the headstock
only

# '

2. Lebricating properly -all moving .

parta
. 3.- Kaaping the ways clean and dry

4. Keeping the lead screir cleananddry

15-47. Which of the 'following steps musebe
taked' befor e'. the lengitudinal feed of

. a lathe is engaged?

.1. Disengage the spindle crutch
2. Loosen the stop screw
3. Loosen the carriage clamp screw.
4. Set the thread dial indicator to

zero 4

15-48. The time required to perfqrm a rough
turning operation can oftea be shortened
by reducing the

1. cutting speed and4increasing the
feed

2. depth of cut
3. longitudinal feed and increasing

cutting speed
4. lubricant flow

15-48 Which lubricant is mlOst likely to be
used for general machlsie work on lorass
or monel rods?

1. Soda water
2. Turpentine
3. Dry or soluble oil
4. White lead

15-5 . Normally* what is the direction of feed
of a facing cutter?.

1. Toward the apron
2. Toward the tailsto k
3. Toward the lathe cen er
4. Away from the la he jenter

15-51. Burrs in the.tailsto
lathe should be remo

1. grinder
2. tail center coated pith lapping

. -
compound

3. 60' taper reamer
4. Morse taptr? reamer

indle of
t hi*



15-.52. Lathe centers may be positively.aligned
without making a test Cut by using

1. test bai and indicator
2. center gags
3. Morse taper gage

4. steel rule between the.centers

15-53. Which of the folloWing problems comMonly
results from excessAve tool overhang?

1. Excessive depth, of Cut

2. Erritic-fe4
3. Todl chatter
4. Reduced cutting speed

15-54. When Mounted work rests firmly between
lathe centers, the tail of the dr,ving

dog is located

1. beyond the center of the tailstock

2. even with the base of the tailstock

3. rests on the base of the faceplate

slot

4. beyond thikbase Of the faceplate

slot

15-55. The centering of ough. work in a 4-jaw

independent chile hopillid'be checked by

1. taking a ligk st cut

2, holding a piece of chalk against he
rotating work

3. bringing, the tail center againgt the

.
face of the asyk

4.1.-aipiolie axis of theogylindrical
portion with a combination square

15-56. Which of the following precautions
shuuld you take when chucking a thin-

:walled cyltnder in a lathe?

1. Insert paper or shim,stock under-the

, chuck jaws .

2. Expand the chuck jawil againsi, the

bore Of the work

,3. Use only enough jaw pressure to
prevent sleipping

4. Adjust the jaws individually to
prevent distortion

'-
What lathe accessory is used for mounting
odd-shaped workpieces that cannot be

turned between centers?

1. Mandrel' .

2. 3-jaw chuck
3. Collet chuck
4. Faceplate '

Mt,

15-58. The coft enter relit is used for supporting .

long slender work held between ends '

prevent opringing and tool chatter,

15-5 .
The follower rest is adjusted to the
size of the finished work and provides
support against the cutting force as it

moves with the carriage.

1;40.

15-63.

When work is held in a collet chuckjor
precise machining, the diameter of the
work should not exceed the collet
diameter by mote.than

1. 0.00001 in.
2., 0.0.001 irr.

3. 0.001 in.'

4. 0.002 in.

When a facing cut is made in.a workpiece
on an engine lathe, which of the follo4-.

ing feeds moves the tool?

1. Cross feed

2. LongitudinsiP feed '

3. Compound-rest feed

4. Both 2 and 3 above

A depth of'cut of.0.040 inch reduces the

diameter of a lathe workpiece by

1. 0.020 in.

2. 0.040 inv

3. 0.080 1.n

4. Q.120 in

Sho'ulders arrammonly located with a'
parting tool to eliminate the need .1-or

1. using a pointed turning tool

2. facing the shoulder ,

3. czting a fillet
_ 4. measuring during the rotigh turning

15-64. Whih process' is used to bring a hole,
to finished size when high is

c"-required?

. 1. Boring
2. Coring
3. 11)ril1in

4. Reaming

1545. Which of the following workpiecs and
tailstock Setups produces thk., steepest;

taper per foot?

1.. 1/8-inch setup with a 6-inch
workpiece

2. 1/8-inch setup with an 8-inch.

workpigce .

3. 5/8-Inch ,setnp with an='8-inch

workptece 7

4. 7f8-inch setilp with ai5-8-inch

workpiece



In Shichaiethod'for turnini.rspers
lathe dowthe Cutting tool'aove a
angle to the,mork andparallai 'to
lathe -Axil?,

t the compound rest
Z. Using ,the taper attachment
3. . fathom .1 or 2 abOve.,
4. Setting over the tailatodk .

".15-67. What method ia no 11y used.to cut
large-ingles of taperon:thort Mork-
pieces/

1. Taper-atteCgiant 'method
Compouudrrest metbod
.Offsetcenter method

4.,:s-Simultaneous-feed method
A

1.5-68: Whet instrumint is.used to obtain
accurate angular.settings o ths
coapound rest?, -

rule
. 'Micrometer

3. Vernier bevel protractor
4. Center gage

Whin a-taperattat t

lathe, tbs,depth of'cut,is edj

1: hoe, c.4.imP

2p' ttoos-feed screw ''.
3, compound-reit teed
4d. jongitUdinal,feed acres,-

15-76. ,,lbe bbriug of. blind tapered hole is
usually preceded bf

1. taperreeming
.2. drilling.to thq-imall diameter of

the taper
drilling to slightly.less tnan.the
0440 diameter of the taper

4. drilliag'to the.largi diameter of
thit

.

3.
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